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THE IMTA OF NUCLEAR REACrOR PHYSICS:
A BIBLIOGRAPHY

INTRODUCLZON

The analysis of nuclear power reactors depends upon a large variety
of nuclear (especially neutron) physics studies, mathematical studies, and
the dissection of integrcil.reactor critical experiment assenibliesby
physical and mathematical means. Until this time, the foundations of
reactor physics and engineering has rested reasonably firmly upon direct
experiment&L confimnation of characteristicsdeemed desirable in the per-
formance of a nuclear power supply.

Because of the increasingly extensive 8cope and multiplying sources
of reactor physics data - which consists of the three general fields of
criticaL experiments, neutron cmms-section tabulations, and the conflu-
ence of these two in reactivity calculations - it has seemed desirable
to extract from the literature those publications that appear to be use-
ful. Therefore a search of Nuclear Science Abstracts from lgs6 to l%bru-
ary 28, 1967, has been made with the assistance of Carroll B. hills, and
the xnoreclearly infommtive abstracts collected. A sumary of work prior
to 1956 may be found in the volumes of the Woceedings of the First Inter-
nationziLConference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, Geneva, 1955.

These abstracts are grouped into the following sections and then are
arranged chronologicallyby year as they appeared in NSA:

Critical experiments, reasonably homogeneous
Critical experiments, lattices
Neutron group averaged cross sections
Reactivity meamukments for comwnent materials
Doppler effects on reactivity

There is a certain mount of overlapping so that, for exsmple, values
of eta and alpha, from which cross sections may be constructed or checked
will appear with cross sections. Also, a great majority of the experi-
ments have been crude prototypes of reactors expected to produce power
and so are hopelessly coxqplexor Worly described. Many of these are
included. Nevertheless this literature search is expected to ease con-
siderably the search for a particular kind of data, a reactor, or a mate-
rial, and in any case should encour%e those who are the ultimate sources
of essential data to publish it in a useful manner.
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As a background for general reactor studies, the several sources of

the information required before a study of reactor physics (the neutronics
of nuclear power) wiU be listed:

1. The prompt fission number and distribution in energy has been
reported by Terrell:

J. Terrell, “Prompt Neutrons from Fission” from
chemistry Yof lilssion,Vol. 2, Pg. 3-24, IAEA, 19 5

and byBernerd et al.:

E. Bernard, A.
Heerden, “Time
the Fission of
240 (1965) .

2. The basic sunnnam

T. G. Ferguson, W. R. McMurray, and I. J. Van
of Flight Measurements of Neutron Spectra from
U235, U238, and PU2~j:’ Nucl. phyS. & 22&

tables of neutron cross sections are in the
well-known “wallpaper” ‘b&ks published by the Sigma Center of Brookhaven
NationsJ.Laboratory, “Neutron Cross Sections” by M. D. Goldberg et al-.$
BNG325, 2nd Ed., Suppl. 2, 196&1966, and “Angular Distributions in
Neutron-Induced Reactions” by M. D. Goldberg et al., BNIrbO, 2nd Ed.,
vol. II, 1962.

k extensive “Calculationsof Neutron Cross Sections Using a Local
Optical Potential with Average Parameters” has been published as IA-3538-
k?!(1966) by Ferne P. Agee and Louis Rosen.

Of more direct interest to reactor oriented scientists is the ex-
tensive compilation of neutron reactions on a l&ater Data Tape processed
at LASL by Roger I&zarus, using integral reactor constant numeric&1 means
set down by C. Hansen, H. Sandmeier, and R. Lazarus (all at LASL). The
larger sources of these data are Louis Rosen (LASL), R. J. Howerton
(LRL), and L. Parker (AWRE).

3. Extensive summary tables of critical reactor assemblies have
been formed by H. C. Paxton, J. T. Thomas, llbconCaXKhan, and E. B.

%9
Jo on, with the title “Critical.Dimensions of Sys’temsContaining &35,
Pu , emd U233,1’ TID-7028 (June 1964).



1. CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

.

.

1955
.
.1.

7927

WORK ON U23SAND 1%238 REACTORS WITH I?YDROGEN

MODERATORS CONDUCTED AT THE ACADEMY OF

SCIENCES OF THE U.S.S.R. G. N. Flerov. p.170-84 in
Meetings of the Division of Physical-Mathematical Scie~ces,
Session of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S,S,R. on the

Peaceful Useof Atomic Energy. July l-5, 1955. Moscow,
Publishing House of the Academy of Sciences of the

U. S. S. R., 1955. 376p. (In Russian)

Results arepresented ofan experimental study of @Sand
~23D hydrogen-moderated reactors. For reactors of cylin-

dricalandspberical sbapethe critical-ma.ss and critical-
volume valuee were determined for different concentrations

of fissionable materials (hydrogen to fissionable material

concentration ratios from 2.6to 600). In come experiments

the fissionable materiai moderator systems under investi-

gation were allowed to become eupercritical with the power

level rising upto50w. The influence of various reflectors

(uranium, paraffin, iron, etc.) ontheneutron multiplication

factor in the reactor was studied. Amethod for the absolute

measurement of the multiplication factor in reactors of
different shapes has bcendevelopcd. The neutron 8patitil
distribution in the reactors was meaaured. Measuremcntsof

the neutron energy distribution in the range from 1 ev up to
345 ev were ciirried out for reactors with high concentrations

of fissionable material. Estimates of the effective number of
neutrons per capture, veff, for Pu238 and @3S In intermediate-
energy reactors were obtained by a comparative mettzod.

The experimental determinations of u=ff In the intermediate
neutron energy region show ttmt the prospects of using puz”
hydrogen-modcratcri reactors for bruwiing pu rposcs are poor.

(auth)
4093 AEC-tr-2435((Pt. i) (p. i33-40))

wORK ON U*S AND P@ REACTORS WITH 1!YDN(X,KN
MOEWRATORS CONDUCTED AT TIiE ACAIJEMY OF
KIENCES OF Tlii? USSR. G. N. Flcrov, p.i33-40 of

CONFERENCE OF TIIE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF THL

uSSR ON TJ{E PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY,
JULY i -5, 1955. SESSION OF THE DIVISION OF PHYSI-

CAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES. (Translation).

8P.
“This paper waa originally abstracted from the Russian

and aPPe=od in Nuclear sCiC12Ce Abstracts as NfjA 9-’/9270

1956

2.
9859 CF-54-2-186
Oak Ridge Nationaf Lab., Term.
CRITICAL CONCENTRATION OF U-235 IN CORE OF
HRT. R. B. Briggo. Feb 23, 1964. Decl. Feb. 8, 19S6.
3p. Contract [W-’MO5-eIZg-26]. $L80(ph 019); $1.80
(mf OTS).

Data are summarized whioh show th sffect of blanket

thtcknezm and composition on the critical concentratim of
p In t~ mT core. (B.J.H.)

3*
4470 CF-1627

Clinton Labs., Oak Ridge, Term.

NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION IN A MASS OF URANXUM
METAL. Final Report —Pzmblem Assignment 307-X1OP

‘Y5ncll” Experiment. J. E. Bzmiley, F. J. flyerley, B.

Fcld, A. E. OJds, R. Schafettar, L. Siotin, and R. B. Stewart.
Apr. 1, 1944. Decl. Dec. 12, 1955. 43p. (A-2489). $7.tYJ
(ph OTS); $3.30(mf OTS).

Measurements were made of neutron multiplication in

35 tone of U metal, using the Clinton pile aa a neutron
source, a three-group approximation waa used to derive
the neutron distribution in the metal. Detailed descripttau

of the experimental set-up and measurements are also
given. (B. J. H.)

4.
3151 WA PP128

Westinghouse Electric Corp. Atomic Power Div.,
Pittsburgh.

CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON A HIGHLY ENRICIiED

HOMOGENEOUS REACTOR. J. R. Brown, B. H. Noordboff,
and W. O. Bafcson. May 1955. Decl. Nov. 30, 1955. 55p.
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Critical Experiments 5-10

Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-14.

Critical experiments with a highly enriched homogeneous
reactor have been performed in the range of H:U 2sS atomic

ratios from 1633 to 1776. The cylindrical core has a fixed
diameter of 36 in. and heighta between 23 and 51 in. An

aqueous solution of U02(N03)2 with a U23Senrichment

greater than 90% was used. An 8-bt. radldl H20 reflector
was available. Measurements were made of critical heights

and of the reactivity worth per inch at these heights as
functions of the H:UZ3S atomic ratio. U2fi critical massen

are listed. Additional measurements were made to deter-

mine the control rod worth, the temperature coefficient
of reactivity and the effect of the radial reflector. (autb)

5.
5399 N20nP-402
[Clinton Iabs., Oak Ridge, TeM.]
CRITiCAL MASS AND NEUTRON DJSTRIBVTJON CALCU-
J..ATKJNs FOR THE HZO MoDERATED REAHOR WTH
D20, HZO, AND BE REFLECTORS. E. Greultng and B.
Splnrnd. Oct. 29, 1947. DCCL Jan. 11, 1056. 16P. &xt-
tract W-35 -05 S-eng-71. $3.30fph OTS); $2.40(Mf OTS).

Theoretical critical mass calculations for five experi-
mental piles arc dcscrlbcd and expcrlmcntally checked.
Agrccmcnt wlthln 5 to 10% was obtalnc,J for the calculated
and c!xpcrimcntal values, the calculated values tcndlng to be
higher, (D. i?.fl.)

6.
3230 MonP-357

CIlnton Labs., Oak Ridge, Term.

CRITICAb EXPERIMENTS ON A SMALL REACTOR OF
ENRICHED U23S WITH Al- H20 MODERATOR, AND wO,

Be AND H20 REFLECTORS. M. AU. Mam and A. B.
Martin. Aug. 18, 1947. Decl. Sept. 20, 1955. 21P. Con-

tract W-35-058-eng-71.

Complete description and diagrams are given of the
experimental arrangement% Resultant critical massea of
U= are tabulated, and neutron flux distributions tn the

critical assembly are shown. (B.J.H.)

7.
7309 AECD4044
Oak I{ldge Ndlional Lab., Term.
FURTHER CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON A SMALL RE-
ACTOR OF ENRICHED U-235 WITH AL-H20 MODERA’fOR
AND BERYLLIUM REFLECTOR. A. B. Martfn and M. M.
Mann. Aug. 17, 1948. DecL with deletions Jan. 6, 1956.
16P. Contract W-7405 -cmg-26. $3.30fph OTS); $2.40(mf
OTS) .

Tho experimental facilities and operating procedures
which have bcon used In the conduct of critical experiments
to study tho charactcwintica of small enriched reactors
hmw been described In MonP-367. The purposo of the
prcwnt report la to describe briefly certain lmprovemen~
t},.:t have been modu in the experimental faci]itida ●od to

pr~wnt tbe rcsuh of further measurements on crltiaal

II, ti., sefl ad a~tl:d nt:t.t~~n flux di~tributio~ ~ Bo-
reflected reactora havtng equsre and thin slab geometries.
The critical masa of a reactor having the usual U-AI-H20
core aad no reflector was meaeured and preliminary ex-
porlmwrta to dotarminu tho fast neutron flux in those
reactors were carried out. (auth)

8.
11s07
?fOMOGENEOUS HEAVY WATER MODEIUTED CRITICAL
ASSEMBLIES. PART 1. EXPEJUMENTAL. Richard N.
Olcott (Lea AJamos SoientMfo Lab., N. Mex.). Nuclear 8cI,
and Eng.:, 327-41(1956) Aug.

Ten critical aesembliea of enriched uranyl fluoride hemy.
water solutions have been studted. In atx cases, heavy w?
raftectors surrounded aolutiona in wbtch tbe stomto ratio d
deuterium to uranium-235 varied from 94 to 430. The ro-
maintng four ●membliea were without reflector and tito
deuterium to UZSSratio ranged from 230 to 2080. Aotlvatfoa
ratea within the systems were measured for the remmaam 4r
teotorn In, Au, Pd8 and Mo and for the tlsaion detectors IIm,
u’=,Pu’s, and Us’.(auth) .

9.
384

CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES AT LOS ALAMOS. H. C. Paxtcm
(Los AJamoa Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). Nucleontcs ~,

No. 10, 4S-60(1955) Oct.
The remotely assembled crittcal assemblies of bare

fissionable metals at Los Alamoa are described. DeJayed
neutron studies with the critioal assemblies are alao

discussed. (B, J.H.)

10.
6452 MonP48

[Clinton bbs., Oak Ridge, Tcnn.]
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON FLUORINATED AND
HYDROGENATED MfXTURES CONTAINING ENRICHED
IJRANIUM. Final Repnrt— Prublem Assignment PX14-1.
A. H. Snell. Nov. 30, 1945. Decl. Jan. 11, 1956. Con-
tafns Supplement CORRECTION FOR INHOMOGENEfTY.
E. Greukg. May 31, 1846. 29p. Coxttrxot W-25+58-
eeg-71. $6.30(ph 0T6); $3.00(mf OTB).

Expertmenta am described on tbe crttical SIXYS of

mmcmbllett of fluorinated, hydrogenoue mixtures contain-
ing 24% enriched uranium. A hydrogenoua reflector waa
used. The crlticaf maeees of the uranium aa a functioo of
the amount of hydrogtm in the mlxturc under the expcrt-
mental conditions of density aad effective molccula r weigM
am tabulated. The effect of Cd ●nd B shielding between
the U mtxture and the surrounding reftector was also
studied, and an experJmcnt wae rnsdc on varyJng the ●ttape
from a cublcsf to an elongated geometry. An attem~ la
made to interpret the critlcal!ty results in terms of pura
UF6, leading to the result that at thin leotoplc concentra-
tion, and a denelty of 4.5, abut 36 kg of UFO wotdd be
critical if lumped tturroundetf closely by hydrogenoua

materlsl. (ttuth)

●
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Critical Wpertients 11-16

u.
3700 CF-51-7-106
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term. #

CRITICALITY OF HRE WITH LOW ENRICHMENT, HIGH

CONCENTRATION UO$304 —WATER 60 LUTfON. L. H.
Tbacker and H. T. Williams. July 23, 1951. Decl. Dec.
1955. 2p. Contract [W-7405 -eng-26]. $1.60 @h OTS);

$1.60 (mf O~).

lgj’J

2.2.
13147 K-126
Carbide and Carbon Chemtcals Corp. K-25 Plant,

Oak Ridge, Term.
CIUTICAL MASS STUDfES. Part IL C. K. Beck, A. D.
Cailihan, and Raymond L. Murmy. Jan. 23, 1948. Decl.
Mar. 25, 1957. 48P. $0.40 (OT~.

Using uranium enriched with 30% U*U fabricated with
fluoroplastic into cubes having nuclear properties of UFt,
a study was made of factors affecting the mass assembled
at critical Ity. The effect of intermixed hydrogen, type of

reflector, dcnaky of Uzw, bomogenelty, and Seometrlo
shape are considered. (auth)

13.
13855 K-343

Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corp. K-25 Plant,
@k Ridge, Term.

CRITICAL MASS STUDIES. PART Hf. C. K. Beck, Dixon
Callihan, J. W. Morfitt, and Raymond L. Murray. Apr. 19.
1949. Decl. Jan. 30, 1957. 77p. Contract [W-7405 -eng-
26] . $0.45 (OTS).

The conditions under which L?$s (93.4%), contained in
aqueous solutions of UQF2, becomes critical in cylindrid
aluminum and stsinless steel reactors were examined.
(L. M. T.)

I&.
13938 KAPL-M-IB-13
Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.
PPA-i3 RIGOR MORTL5. I. Bornstein. Oct. 9, 1953.
DecL Mar. 14, 1957. 5p. Contract [W-3! -109 -Eng-52].
$i.SO(ph O’IS); $1.60(mf OTS).

PPA-13 (Preliminary Pile Assembly) is a critical as-
sembly, or mock-up, of a reflector-covered intermediate
reactor. Some errors were detected in the multigroup
models that had been used to calculate the critical mass.
Subsequently, the models were revised, the errors elimi-
nated, and the critical mass recalculated. The recalculated
critlcaf mass is 32 kg, se compared to an experimental
c rlt icsl mass of 32.5 kg. The composition of the assembly
ia tabulated. (L.T.W.)

15.
11006 K-406

Carbide and Carbon chemicals tirp. K-25 [Plant],

Oak Ridge, TeM.
CRfTICAL MASS STUDfES. PART IV. Dixon Catlihan,
D. F. Cron@ J. K Fox, R. L. Mecfdi% end J. W. Morfitt.
Nov. 28, 1949. Decl. Mar. 15, 1957. 34P. Chtract lW-
7405 -enE-26]. $ 0.30(0T6).

Some exploratory experiments are reported describlotf
2, the condttlons under which eorlohod uranium, contatned to

a~eoua aolutiona of uranyl fluoride, becomes critioal to
two right cylindrical reactors having parallel axes. Values
of the height of solution and tho critical mass have been
obtatnod for reactors with diameters ranging from 5 to 20
trmhes. Dsts woro obtaind at four chemical concontmtions
corresponding to H: U135atomic rntios varying bcmvoen 30

●nd 330 and with reactor separations up to 50 cm. fo some
of thu cxpcrlmonts, tho reactors were submorgod in a
water bath whtle othors wcro dono with no reflector. The
crftlcal maes of an unenclosed two reactor system was
found to dupond upon tho distnnco botweon tho compmmnts
when they woru separated oven ns much as 50 om, how-
ever, the mass in each was then moro then 90% of that re-
quired ta make it singly critical. interposition of water
botwoen two reactors ruduccd their lntoract!on duo to the
●ttotuatfon of tho neutron flux by hydrogon. Two water
cmolosod reactors which 00UId tM made singly crlticnl when
approxlmatoly equlfaturnl woro found to bo offoctivuly
isotatod wbun suparated t 5 om or moro. Two which could
not be made Iodltidually orlttoal were isolated by a separa-
tion of n few centimeters. Those wtdch were eingly critioal
st heights Inrge compared to their dtnmetera showed ap-
parent interaction at moro than 20 cm npaoing, l%. affect
1s attributed to the equivalence of a few interaction neutrons
tn the two component system and the relatively large qumr-
tity of uranium which must be placed at tbe end of long
reactors to produce smalL inoreases in reactivity. Tbe
smallest masa accumulated atcriticality in these experi-
ments was 660 gm U2S5contained in each of two water
enclosed reactors ten tnchos in diameter with sidee in
contact, each filled to a height of 16.9 cm. The chemical
concentration of tbe fuel corresponded to an H:U2SS atomic
ratio of 329. (auth)

16.
11007 K-643
Carbide end Carbon Chemicals Div. K-25 [Plant], Oak

Ridge, Term.
CRITICAL MASS STUDfES. PART V. D&on Celllhan,
D. F. Cronfn, J. K Fox, and J. W. Morfitt. June 30, 1950.
Decl. Mar. 19, 1957. 57p. Contract W-7405-eng-2&
$0.40 (OTS).

An investigation bee been made of the conditions under
which aqueous solutions of enriched uranyl n!trnte become
critical in right cylindrical reactors. A comparison waa
made of the neutron reflectivity of statnless steel, bismuth
subcarbonate both dry md as a water slurry, aqueous sotu-
tiona of natural ursnyl nitrate and phosphoric acid. The
materials tested, with the exception of dry bismuth sub-
carbomte, were about as effective reflectors as water.
Dry bismuth subcnrbonate was considerably less effective.
Tbe free ottrogen content of the nitrate solution and the
addttion of phosphnrio acid and metallic bismuth to the
reaotor core were among the variables studied. Nitric and

5



Critical Experiments 17-22

phosphoric ncidwhen introduced into the core material
Were Cffcctively mild poisons when compared with aque.a$$~

solutions at the ssame hydrogen to U2’~ ratio. Biasnuthwxs
introduced tntothe core aaannrray ofalumtnum clad
bismuth rcda. Thecritical maseofthis array was only
●lightiy iosethantbat measured when the bismuth was
repiaccdbyn tsimilar array of voids. (auth)

17●

10293 UCRL-4880

California. Univ., Llvermore. Radiation Lab.
CRITICAL MASS MEASUREMENTS ON GRAPHiTE U=’

SYSTEMS. James E. Carothera. Apr. 1 i, 1957. 16P.
Contract W-7405 -eng-48. $3.30(ph OTS); $2.40(mf OTSj.

Measurements have been made on pe.eudo-cylindrical
graphite-enriched uranium uaref lected systems. Tbeaa
measurements include both critical mass determinstiona
and time-dependent measurements uoing n pulsed rnutra
source to drive the asmembiies. (auth)

16.
1313 AERE-R/R-2051
Gt. Brit. Atomic Energy Research Establishment,

Harwell, Berke, England.
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF AQUEOUS URANYL FLUO-
RIDE SOLUTIONS. PART I. EXPERIMENTAL TECH-
NIQUES AND RESULTS. W. G. Clarke, C. C. HortoW and
M. F. Smith. Sept. 20, 1956. 37p.

‘a’ in the form of U~F2Critical maaaea of UZ’Sand U
in aqueous solution have been measured in cylindrical
geometry for a range of concentrations H/U fj~ik 250 to
850. A cylinder radiue of 15.24 cm was used with an
effectively infinite radtal water reflector. where possible
estimates wore made of the critical masses for the sys-
tem unreflected and alao for the eyatem reflected but with
the Cd ahut off eheath between the core and reflector. Flux
measurcmcmta were made through the system in axial and
radial dircctiooa at all conccmtrations. The effect of chanw

of temperature on the system over the range 15 to 90”C
was observed for all concentrations. An assembly for
each isotope in a very concentrated solution H/U*s’ = 60,
H/Uz’a = 32 was also made in a 6.35 cm radius cytiader
but was not brought to criticality. (autb)

19 ●

9865 ORNL-1 726
Oak RMgo Nationef Lab., TeM.
CRITICAL MASS STUDIES. PART VfL AQUEOUS URA-
NIUM SLURRIES. D. F. Cronfn and Dixon Cailthen. Jsdy
i, 1954. Dccl. Mar. 2, 1957. 33p. Contract W-7405-
emg-26. $ 0.30 (OTS).

A series of experiments was performed with aqueous
ssIurriee of U03, enriched to 93% in U*ss, as a pre iiminary
study of the nuclear atsbl lit y of critfcsi and near critical
auspcneions. The slurries were contained in a 12” diame-
ter cylinder and were mixed by a centrally locaiod variabk
sspeed atirrcr in a manner giving small surface disturb-
ances. CriUcal maaaes were meaaured at concentratins$a
rsngiog from 40 to 300 g U/fJ at $$e-al attr- apee~.

The dependence of the criUcai parameter of well mixed
slurries on cnncentratica 1ssessentially the same aa foumf

earlter with solutions. The critical masaea d imcom-
pletaiy mixed slurries were measured to be 5% to 10% leas
thins Usoee d well mixed ooea under otherwisso similar
nmdittonss, en em ount nc4 strongly dcpcndc nt on the cbemi-
oal amcmtraUon. Neutron activity excursions & corre-

s@hg magnitude were cbeerved in near critical quanti-
ties of the elurry following stopping the etirrer in a well
mixed ayatem an~ to some insticea, after atsrttng sgitx-
tioo of one which bad settled. Although the activity changes
legged the alteraUone of the ettrrer apce~ in moat cases
requiring a few tens of seconds to develop, ttxi magnitudes
of Use excuraionss are sufficient to warrent cooeideratim d
Udo effect in the safety features of reactora designed to
use slurry fuels. The critical maae of a (U%) F2 solutim is
tba acme vessel increased monotonically as the sstirrer
apeed was increased over the came range, tbo total cbang.
being ●bcut 3%, due to part at Ieaet, to some vortex forma-
tias at the higher apeeda. It 12scaoluded that the activity
exewretona in the slurry reeult from changes in the U
distribution more complex than those which cscur in eet-
tlingalone. An analysia of the dietribuUnn, relating it to
the neutron activity, has not been made sso the results of
the experiments are not completely interpretable. (autb)

20.
12211 AECD-4245

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
CRITICAL MASSES OF MILDLY DILUTED Uzs$ SYSTEMS
DERIVED FROM Reactivity CONTRIBUTION DATA.
Leon B. Englc. [19561. Deol. Jane 6, 1956. iiP. Con-
tract lW-7405-Eng-36].

Reactivity contribution data, obtained from U2SScritical
●saembiics at Pajarito can be used to predict the effects of
diluents on oriticai mass. The reactivity contribution data
vcrsua radius for diiuente in a given aasembly may be
expressed as a single functional relationship between
integral absorption and transport croes sections of the
diluente. Using this relation, there can bc obtained a
general expression for the dependence of critical mass
upon volume fraction and the effective absorption and
transport cross eectione of the diluent. (auth)

21.
13911 CF-56-4-29
Oak Ridge National Lab., Tean.
URANIUM INVESTMENT IN A CIRCULATING FLUORIDE
POWER-PRODUCING REACTOR. W. K. Ergen. Apr. 4,
1956. Decl. Mar. 26, 1957. 7p. Contract ~-7405-eng-
26]. $1.60(ph OTS); $ 1.80(mf OTS).

Combination of critical radiue and critical concentration
(in grams U23s/cm2) are given for a bare reactor having
UF4 dissolved in NaZrF5. (L. M. T.)

22.
S669 IIW-25614
Hanford Works, Richland, Wash.
CRITICALITY CONDITIONS FOR 1.75 PER CENT EN-

6
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.

RICHED URANIUM SLUGS. John O. Erkman. Sept. 11,
1952. Decl. Mar. 12, 1957. 4p. Contract W-31-109-Eng-
52. $1.80 (ph OTS); $1.80( mfOTS),

23.
7810 CF-56-2-63
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
CRITICAL PARAMETERSOFA PROTON MODERATED
AND PROTON REFLECTED SLAB OF U-235. J. K. FOX

and L. W. Gllley. Fcb.7, 1956. Decl. Feb. 14, 1957. 5p.

Contrac? [W-7405 -eng-26]. $0.25 (OTS),
Slab thickness, critical solution beight, H20he1ght, and

critical volume and mass were determined for Hto UXS
ratios of 44.7 and 51.5 to 1. (D. E. B.)

24.
9185

CRITICAL MASSES OF ORALLOY ASSEMBLIES. Glen A.
Graves and H. C. Paxton (Los Alamos Scientific Lab.,
N. ~CX.). Nucleonics ~, No. 6, 90-2(1957) June.

A summary of empirical data on critical configurations
of fissionable metals is presented in a form that empha-
sizes the influence of conditions commonly of concern tn
nuclear safety questions. (T. R. H.)

25.
11008 KS-219
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. [K-25 Piant], oak

Ridge, Tcnn.
MINIMUM CRITICAL MAW OF U-235 FOR SEVERAL
VALUES OF THE U-235 ASSAY. R. Gwin and H. F.
Henry. Aug. 17, 1951. Deci. Mar. 14, 1957. 5p.
Contract [W-7405 -eng-26]. $ i.60(ph OTS); $ 1.80(mf
OTS) .

26.
3567

REACTOR PHYSICS-8. James F. Hill (Sen!or Lecturer,
Reactor School, Harwell). Nuclear Power ~, 29-32 (195’7)
Jan.

The critical dimensions of bare cylindrical, spherical,
or cubical reactors were obtained. A critical reactor wtth
a rcfiector on the sides, or enda only, or surrounded was
anal yzed mathematically. (F.S.)

27.
12571 LA-1732
Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Me%.
CRITICAL MASSES OF GIUIPIfT1’E-T-ED HETERO-
GENEOUS Oy-~PRTrE SYSTEMS. J. C. HoogtarP.
May 1954. Dcol. Apr. 2, i957. ~P. con-t W-7405-
eog-36. $6.30(ph (YrS); $3.@Iuf OTS).

Critical mass measurements on graptdfe-tiped,
heterogeneoua oralloy (fJa~ -graphite syetems have been
made as a safety guide for certain oralloy caeUng proce-
dures. Various ommcntrations were obtaineff by alternately

stacking i 0.5 in. diameter orelloy and graphfte plates. fn
the relation Orslloy aritiasl mass = constant x (fraction of
oratloy/in the core volume)- n values for the exponenh w
in the neighborhmxi of 0.70 were obtained. (autb)

28.
13166 LAMS-786
[Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. ]
SAFETY TESTS ON HAND STACKING OF U-235 CUBES.
V. Josephson. Oct. ii, 1946. Decl. Apr. 4, 1957. 23p.

Contract [W-7405 -eng-36]. $4.80(ph OTS); $2.’/O(mf
OTS) .

Procedures and results for critical assembly tests
made on Topsy, to determine safety iimits of hand stacking
cubes of enriched U235in sphericai geometries preparatory
to making critical assemblies of Uzu with normai U
tamper, arc given. Tests were made of pseudoapheres and
the critical masses and diameters of these configurations
are included. (F. S.)

29.
13894 CF-53-1-294
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
PREDICTION OF CRITICALITY BZHAVfOR OF A
SLURRY UPON SETTLING. P. R. Kasten. Jan. 26,
1953. Dccl. Apr. 2, 1957. 20P. Contract [W-7405-cng-
26]. $3.30(ph OTS); $2.40(mf OTS).

An invcstigntion has been made of the criticality behav-
ior of a siurry reactor M n function of nettling of thr fuei
psrticIes. For a given reactor with ,an initial H/LJ2at rstio
above a certain value, a aupcr-critical crmdition c:m be
attained as a result of Blowing down of the stirrer motor.
Complete stopping of the stirrer motors hou Id Icad to a lens
dangercus situation. The slope of tbe U23Scritical masa
(C. M.) vs H/U*’s ratio curve appears impnrtant in deter-
mining the criticality bchm?ior upon fuel eettling, a super-
critical condition being attainable when d(C. M.)/d H/U23S ia
positive, zero, or slightly negative. For more negative
vaiuea of d(C. M.)/(d H/Uat siurry settling will resuit in a
sub-critical aascmbly. (auth)

30.
12632 CF-54-8-221
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
A REPORT ON CRITICAL DIMENSIONS OF CYLINDERS.
Richard C. Keen. Aug. 31, 1954. Decl. Apr. i, i957.
1811. Contract [W-7405 -eng-26]. $0.30 (OTS).

Curves showtng the relationship between the critical
heights and critical dismcters of atatnless steel cylinders
having wall Udcknessea of ‘~c in. and containing aqueooa

aolutiona of U02FZ and enriched U have been plotted for
severaf values of H to Uas atomic ratioe. A criticaI size
nomograph la presented for simple geometries. If the
dimensions of one oritical shape are known, then the
dtmeoeions for a series of similar shapee using the same
assay material may be determined from the tomograph.
Criticality relationabips are also considered for cylindrt -
oal annuli and cylinders with small axiai poison rode.
(M. P. G.)
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31.
I 84 HW-43463
[Hsnford Atomic Prod.cts Operation, Richland, Wash.].
NUC LEAR 5A FETY OF RIGHT ELLIPTIC AND RIGHT

ANNULAR CYLINDERS. Norman Ketzlach. June 1, 1956.
9P. $ i .80 (ph OTS); $1 .80(mf OTS).

Comparisons are made of ellipticsf end an@ar croas-
scctional tmeaa (capacity parameter) of safe vessels so
that vessel shape may be evaluated as one of the perim-
eters in any design for aeparatfons plants. (F.S.)

32.
13831 K-1260
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Term.
CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS FOR HYDROGENOUS
SYSTEMS. J. R. Knight. Nov. 25, i955. Decl. Mar. i4,
1957. 20P. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. $3.30 (ph OT6);
$2.40(mf OTS).

A theoretical method of calculating the critical mass d
unreflected hydrogenous systems containing U2S, based 00
a spherical harmonics expansion for hydrogen moderation
and on age fhcory slowing down for all other materiala, ia
developed and eet up for machine computation on the IBM
607. The calculated critical massea for high aseay
a yeteme agree with experimental valuea within 13% for
hydrogen to U2S ratios from 40 to 750, and agree within
12% for a atcgle calculation at 4.9% U*S aasay and a
hydrogen to UZS ratio of 145. The calculating method

appears 20 yield results which are directly applicable in
the evacuation of the nuclear safety of uranium proceeding
equipment. (auth)

33 ●

13954 LA-1653
Los Alamos Scientific Lab.. N. Mex.
NEUTRON DETECTOR TRAVERSES IN THE TOPSY AND
GODIVA CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. (3. A. Linenberger,
L. L. Lowry, J. A Grundl, and ~ N. Olcott. June 1953.
Dscl. Apr. i, 1957. 24p. Contract W-7405 -sng-36.
$4.80(ph OTB); $2.70(mf OTS).

Neutron detector traverace of tbe untamped @’S (Godtv4
●nd the U2so- or Ni-tamped U*3S(Topsy) metsi critical as-
●embliee have been obtained by counting y-activity of ~
and U2’8 finslon products, fiselon fragments of Npar in a
●plrai chamber, and p-activity of Au and S. At a few poai-
tiono within the assemblies, and for the U*M fission spec-
trum, croes section ratios of a number of pairs of fioaion-
able isotopes were determined by meane ofs compzrhoa
fission chamber. At tbe center of Godiva, ~f(25)/uf (28) =
6.2, ●nd thie ratio for the Topay U’s’ -Uuo assembly ranges
from 6.8 at the center to 76 at a radtus of 6~60. Results of
rsdioebemical acslyses for fission and other reaction
products are listed. (auth)

34.
IOZ94 WAPD-!69
Westinghouse Electrio Cap. Bettia PIsnt, Pittsburgh.
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF CHfTI-

CAL SLABS. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT REFLECTOR
Awt3EhiENT5 AND COMPOSITIONS. C. E. McFarland
and A. D. Vcmrhis. Apr. 1957. 104P. Contract AT-l l-i-

c3EN-i4. $0.55 (OT~.
Data are preeented from critical slab experiments wltb

23s ff20, and Zr which we=
a thfn core of enriched U ,
surrounded by reflectors of different compoeitione and
arrangements. The reflectors studied were composed &
water, Zr-water, and Al-water. XCcome experiments the
cores were hiaected hy water gaps. Each criticai aammbly
was analyzed by one-dimensional, group diffusion theory
using digttal codes. The calculated neutron multiplications
from a fcur-~”oup scheme predict criticality in meet of the
experiments within 1%, and from a tWO-tTOUP ecbemn
witfdn 3%. Calculated neutron flux ~stri~tions are fitted
with expnirncntal traverees of subcadmium and epicad-
mium activation (of Mu). Tbe accuracy of the calculations
with regard to input data and method is diacuseed. (auth)

35.
iz574 N-2281

ChioS20. Univ. Metrd.l@cd m.
THE CONTROL PROBLEM AND THE C_Cfi SIZE OF
AN ENRICHED, BcO MODERATED PILE. A. V. M-.
Mqy i5, ifJ4fj. DOCI. Mar. 401957. 8p” ‘C-R-A-”

5). $i.60(Ph OT~; $i.80(Mf ~.

36.
13664 Ilw-i75i9
[Hanford Works, Richiand, Wash.].
“125” CRITICALITY CONSULTATION WITH J. W. MOR-
FITT, APRIL 3, 1950. E. T. hferrill and G. Scge. Apr. 4,
1950. Dccl. Feb. 19, 1957. 5p. Contraci [w-31-109-Eng-
52]. $ 1.60(ph OTS); $ 1.00(mf OTS).

The application of the critical maes of U*JS experimental
studiee was diacuesed with reference to the application of
contrnl in the 25 Process. (F. S.)

37.
4093 LA-iiti9(DsL)
Los Alamns Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
ORALLOY HYlMUi3E CRITICAL ASBEMBIJES. M. C.
Paxtcn, J. D. Orndoff, and G. A. Lincnbergcr. May 22,
1950. Decl. with dclctiona Jan. 24, 1957. 61P. Contract
W-7405-on&36. $ iO.60(ph OTS); $3.9Wmf OTS).

Criticai-mass dctcrminatione for psoudnsphoree of
oralloy hydrido composiUon (approximating UHa) in
8 In.-thick Th and Ni tzmpora and in the TM tamper with
Ni liner woro made. The critical maes of a bydrido cube
In the thick Tu also is given. Data on weight and dimen-
sional chsngoa of hydride pieces during the period bf uae
are included. The results of ROSSI time-scalo mcaeure-
ments on the hydride assemblice sro prcscnti. Values of
alpha at delayed critical and ita variation with maes in
the neighborhood of delayed critical are given. Mcasura-
menb on the activation of various dotectore within tbe

bydrida ss60tnblios nra doaoribod. Results as a funoUon
of radial pnsition are given for Au, for Au sbieldcd by Au
and by CL fnr S and for fiesion catchera with U2X and

8
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Um. Reactivity changes remdtfng from the fntroductton of
foreign matertals into the hydride assemblies are dm-
cussed. Apparent regularities with respect to Z and quali-
tative interpretations of variations with radius are petnted
out. From data for various radial positions, changes in
critical mass corresponding to small changes fn com~ai-
tion and density are computed. (auth)

3$.
11489 AECD-4243

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
ESTIMATED CRITICAL MASSES OF DILUTED ORALLOY.
Hugh C, Psxton. June 1956. Decl. Aug. 30, 1956. 4p.
contract w-7405 -Eng-36. $ l. SO(ph OTS); $ 1.60(Mf 0T8).

39.
13953 LA-1614
Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
LADY GODIVA: AN UNREFLECTED URANIUM-235
CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. R. E. Peterson and G. A.

Newby. Sept. 1953. Decl. Apr. 12, 1957. 49p. Contract
W-7405 -cng-36. $ 7.60(ph OTS); $3.30(mf OTS).

A epherical, unreflected UZS critical assembly bss been
tn operation since August, 1951. A remotely-controlled
mechanical system ie used to assemble subcritical compo-
nents of the sphere, and reactivity 1s adjusted with Uas con-
trol reds positioned in the sphere. ~ addition to investiga-
tions of the neutron spectrum of the sssembly, observation
of the changes of reacth?tty produced by inserting foreign
materials into the assembly, and the determ tnation of
parameters such as the temperature coefficient of reactivity,

studies have been made of the behavior of tbe assembly at
reactivitics above prompt crittcal. (auth)

40.
1322 GAT-169
Gocdyesr Atomic Corp., Portsmouth, Ohfo.
CRITICAL GEOMETRIES FOR BARE CYLINDERS. J. A.
Pond. July 20, 1956. 23p. Contract AT(33-2)-1. $0.26
(OTS) .

A modffied two-group treatment is used to study neutron
transport in aqueous solutions of uranyl fluoride. For a
bare reactor, the critical condition k = qfUtUf = i is tn-
vesttgatti. This is tested on expertmentsl data from
critical mass studies. It is shown that an always-safe, un-
reflected cyllnder diameter of 20 cm results from this

~Went as does an always-safe moderation, H/X = 2270.
The derived safe radius for a cylinder of infinite length, ~,
is developed aa a timctton of moderation H/X, The derived

bc la expressed as acritical radius for a bare sphere, R, ,
fiction of ~~ u~ assay and moderation. The m~U-

plication factor, k, is developed for a system of right
circular cyl~nders tn line. In each case. k is expressed
to terms of ftf, the average “fractional solid angle sub-——
tended by a cylinder on an adjacent eyltnder. Duts are
presented for critical eystems showtng how nearly the
condition k = 1 1s sattsfled by criticaf data taken from
studies conducted by the Unioo Carbide Nuclear Company.
(auth)

Critical Experiments 38-1+3

41.
12615 Y-533
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corp. Y-12 Plant, Oak

R kfgc, Term.
AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF SOME CRITICAL MASS DATA.
C. L. Schuske and J. W. Morfltt. Dec. 6, 1943. Dccl. Mar.
7, 1957. 23p. Contract W-7405 -cng-26. $4.80(ph OTS);
$2.70(mf OTS).

A simple emplrlcal equation has been found which relates
tbe critical height of a water-enclosed stainless steel reac -
torat a given moderation to Its diameter. Certain empirical
constants appearing in the relation have a simple physical
interpretation wtdchsucceede to a Ilmltod extent in bridgfng
the gapbctwecn the experimental results wfth fintte cyllndri-
CSI reactors and Grueling’e ~t Theory of Water-Boiler,ss LA-
289, September 27, 1945), tbeoretfcal treatment which is
llmlted to tnftnlte cylinders or slaba. The report also dfa-
cusses certain comparisons between theoretfcaf and expert-

mentat results. (auth)

42.
9838 MonP-454
Clinton Llbs., Oak Ridge, Term.
CRITICALITY STUDTRS ON ENRICIIED URANIUM-HEAVY
WATER SYSTEMS. A. H. Snell. Dec. 15, 1947. Adden-
dum: Aug. 1!)50. Decl. Mar. 7, i957. 74p. Contract W-
35-058-71. $0.45 (OTS).

Addendum issued by Oak Ridge National Lab., Tcnn.
The critical masses for systems consisting of U2$5dis-

solved fn ~0 have been studied for mean concentrations of
2.58, 5.17, and tO.35 grams of UZSSper liter. The vnlues
obtained were respectively 1323, 930, and 869 grams U23Sfn
rnughly cylindrical geometry surrounded with GO re-
flector on all sides. The effects of various holes and
thimbles penetrating the lattice and the reflector are given.
The temperature coefficients were found to be respectively
-0.85 x 10-3, ‘0.59 x 10-3, and -0.47 x 10-3 in terms of
6K/K per degree centigrade over the range 20-60”C. The
effectiveness of a single control rod was measured in
terms of distributed poison in the reactor and in terms of
grams of U*X. The efficiency of utilization of the leakage
neutrons tn a rtng of thorium reds tn the cylindrical part
of the reflector was measured. Neutron distributions are
given as obtained by [oil activation to the various modifi-
cations of the reactor. (auth)

43●

11827 iDO-i6f72

Phfllips Petroleum Co. Atomic Energy Div., Idaho
Falls, Idaho.

ME3CELLANEOUS SAFEGUARD CALCULATIONS. J. W.
Webster and B. J. Garrlck. May 26, 1954. Decl. Jan. 17,
i957. 10P. Contract AT(10-1)-205. $ 1.80(ph OTS); $1.80
(mf OTS).

Critical mass measurements were made for cyllnders
of U*S where the cyllndcr wss bare, H20 rcflectcd, H20
reflected with a Cd interface, and bare with n concent rlc
Cd shell. The method of two-group, spherical geometry
WaS used. (D. E. B.)
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44.
13107 LWS-24712
California Research and Development Co., Livermore,

Caltf.
CRITICAL MASS STUDY FOR CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY
ASA FUNCTION OF RADIUS TO HEIGHT RATIO.
Robert A. Weir. Jan. 20, 1953. Decl. Mar. 13, 1957. 6p.

(CRD-R-30). $1.80(ph OTS); $i.80(mf OTS).
The results are presented of a study on the mmner of

variation of the oritical mass of Pu and the peak-tn-aver-
age power production ratio in a bare cylindrical reactor
oore. l%epartlcular oaeeconsldered wae that of aPu, U,
Fe, ●nd Pbcomposlte. Reaulta indicate that increaelng the
ratio of critlcalradiue tocritlcal height from 0.5 to 1.0
would entail anlncreaae incrltlcalmaaa 6422%. (B.J.lt.)

45.
13144 LA-1679
Los Alamee Seienttfto Lab., N. X8X.
TOPBY, A REMOTELY CONTROLLED MACHfNE FOR
THE STUDY OF CRtTSCAL A8SEMBLIZS. 8. if. White.
Juaa, 198s. -. Apr. 1, la?. “S4p.~ w.740s-
eng-S4. $8.SO@h 02S); $8.00@f ~).

The conetmotion, epe~ ead typteal tuem nf Topsy,
tho versatile, remoteIy oontrded, mftfud ●membly
maohtne at Pajarjto are desortbed. Beotton 1 oovers Un
mechanical design of the machtne, and the bydraulto and
electrical operation of the verioue oomfxmente. Seotion 2
desorfbes how Topsy is used for lnvest!gation reaoting
metal aesembliea. Procedures for eetablishtng a delayed
oritical configuration and operation at delayed orttical are
illustrated for the Um’-U ayatem. AlIIo inoluded are brtef
deeuriptions of U= C-NI, Pu-U, and low density and oon-

centratton anaembliea that have been made on the meohfee.
(autb)

46.
12703 ORNL-2332

Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
A CRITICALITY STUDY OF THE THORZX PILOT PLANT.
0.0. Yarbro. Sept. 17, i957. 29p. Contract W-7405 -
eng-26. $0.25 (OTS).

A recent criticality study has Indicated that the Thorax
Pilot Plant IS critically safe for the proceeding of tbnrtum
irradiated to less than 10,000 grams of Utia per ton. As
the size of equtpment exceeds the geometrically eafo ●im
and the total uranium inventory exceeds the minimum
critical mass, minor equipment modifications and obaagaa
in operational proccdurea were nece~eary to provtde
safety under adverse operating condttionn. (auth)

47.
14016 Y-881 (Del.)
Oak Rtdge National Lab., Y-12 Area, Term.
A GRAPHITE MODERATED CRITICAL ASSEMBLY-CA-4.

E. L. Zimmerman. Dec. 7, 1952. Decl. wtth deletions
Mar. 6, 1957. 72p. contract W-7405 -en@6. $12.S0
fph OTs): $4.50(Inf 0T9).

AO essentially bare graphite moderated crlttcal easombly
having dlmetmione of 51.W x 4.11” and a critlcd meae of
52.48 kg nf U“’ waa cooetructed at the ORNL Cr[tk?d Ex-

periments facility. UstOg a value for 2he buckltngo B2, of
o.oo18628 CnX-2 and an extrapdatlon din~nce of 2 cm, a
multigroup calculation for the aasembly gave an effective
multiplication of 0.9912. The self-shielding factor due to
lumping of the fuel in 0.01 In. diece wee meaeured and found
to be 0.94 * 0.04 compared to a calculated value 0.95.
Valuee of 0.15 ev for the mean fieeion energy and 27.66%
for 2he fraction of fissions in the thermal group were cal-

culated. Core removal type control roda were calibrated
by the “rod-drop” method and by the clmervatlon of etable
reactor perloda. The form of the contmd rod callbratlone
curves indicate a contribution due to neutron streaming In
the void formed by withdrawing tbe rod as well as the ex-
pected sosine equared dlatributlon. A comparleon using a
flat otrip of cadmium as a poleon rod, which left eseen- ‘
tklly no void when removed, ehowed SOOd agreement with
a cosine equared eena Ittvlty curve. The leas In reactivity

ax a function of the separation of aectlona of the aesembly
showtxl a loaa of multiplication of 0.00636 due to a gap O.S
tn. wide. Bare In and Cd covered In folla were exposed In
verioue parts of the aaeembly to observe the flux dlstrlbu-
tlon both microscopically and microacoplcally. Power
dlstrlbutlona were obeerved by means of Al catcher foils
ta contact with the U. Comparlaon between fi.eaion rates of
bare, Cd covered, and Cd-h covered fuel discs gave
value- of 2.1 and 3.4 compared to a calculated average
valuo was 2.98. IMnger ooeff iclente for Na, Fe, Ni, and MO
were calculated ueing the multlgroup neutron ●pectrum and

the known crose section data. (auth)

1%8
48.
8092 YAEC-57
Weatlngttouee Electrlc Corp. A@mlc Power Dept..

Pittsburgh.
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON REACTIWTY
OF PLU’lY)NfUM-BEARINfl FUEL RODS. W. H. Arnold,

Jr. Feb. 25, 19S8. 19P. For Yankee Atomic Electric
Co. Contract AT(30-9-222, &bcontract No. 1. $3.30(Ph
OTSh $2.40(mf 0T13).

A ●erles of experhnents were performed to determine
the crltlcallty of depleted uranium fuel rods containing 1%
Pu. The data were analyzed and the results compared with
hand calculatlone. Hand calculatlone gave quite good ngree-
ment with exparlment, thus lendlng a degree of confidence
to the predlctlonc of the reactfrlty effectc of plutordum In
tbe ffrat core of the Yankee Atomic Electric Company
raector. (auth) 1
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4966 LA-618 (DCL)
Los Alamos scientific Lab., N, Mex.
CRITICAL MASSES OF ENRICHED URANIUM HYDRIDES
AND SOME RELATED MEASUREMENTS. C. P. R?ker
and M. G. Holloway. Feb. 3, 1947, Decl. with deletions
Feb. 24, 1958. 40P. Contract W-7405-cng-36. S7.80
(ph OTS); $3.30(mf OTS).

The critical masses of enriched U-H mixtures under
various conditions was measured, using two assembly
structures embodying safety devices. A table of critical
masses of UHIO in various tampers is given. The neutron
densi~ distribution inside WC and BeO tampers were
measured with several detectors. In addition, a measure-

—.
ment was trmde of Vus /Vuf for the UHIO spectrum of neu-
trons, The mean life of neutrons in a UHIOassembly
tamped with BcO and WC was measured by means of tbe
Roasi method. (auth)

50.
10073 L.~-~142

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
PRELIMINARY CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON A
MOCK-UP OF THE LOS ALAMOS MOLTEN PLUTO-
NIUM REACTOR. H. G. Barkm.arm, D. M. Helm, R. M.

Ktehn, ‘and R. E. Peterson. June 1957. 29p. Contract
W-7.t05-eng-36, $1.00 (0TS).

A series of measurements of critical masaes has
been made for fast-spectrum plutonium assemblies
similar to proposed designs for the Los Alamoa Molten
Plutonium Reactor Experiment (LAMPRE I). The ef-
fectiveness of various systems of reactivity control has
been determined. Fission rate distributions and spatial
flux variations were obtained for comparison with
~alues computed according to the S” method. (auth)

51,
963. A-4716

Clinton Engineer Worka, Oak Ridge, Term.
CRITICAL MASS STUDIES, PART L Clifford K. Beck,
Dixon Calllhan, and Raymond L. Murray. June 10.1947.
Decl. Mar. 12, i957. 44P. $0.35(OTS).

Using 1106 one-inch cubes of mock-p UFO contsi~ng 54
kg of U23Smade from U F, (95% isotopic concent~tion ‘f
u23S) and (C F2)n, and similar hydrogenous cubes of (CH2)n.

in various proportions and under various conditions of ac-
cumulation, 28 assemblies were built to criticality and four
other assemblies were built which did not become critical.
From these experiments, at least some inforobtion was ob-
tained on the effect on critical mass of amount of inter-
mixed hydrogen, uniformity of hydrogen-ur’afium mixing,
density, geometry, shielding or reflector ~teriala aroud
the accumulation. Methods of preparation ad properties of
the materiala used, description of experimenbl arrange-
ments and procedures, and statement of data obtained, am
given. A brief summary is given of the pertinent meults
obtained in the ex~riments.. (auth)

,

.

Critical Experiments 49-54

52.
17715

NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION IN SMALL SPHERES OF
FISS1ONABLE MATERfAL. P. J. Bendt and R. E.
Peterson (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). ~
APPI. Phys. Q, 1271-7(1958) Sept.

Central-source neutron multiplication measurements
have been made on small spheres of U233, U23S, Uzw, Znd
puls~. Measurement were made on four sizes of sphere%

varying approximately from 1 in. to 2.5 in. in diameter.
In the case of U233, only one sphere, 1.245 in. in diameter,

was available. The three neutron sources, mock-fission,
Po-L1, and Po -Be, were 0.4-in. diameter spheres.
They have widely different neutron spectra. Multipli-
cations were measured with a flat-response long counter,
and with U235, U238, and NP237 spiral fission chambera,
under conditions such that the error introduced by
room-scattered neutrona was negligible. Results of the
multiplication measurements are gtven. The measure-
ments have been analyzed to obtain the leakage spectra
from the spheres in terms of three velocity groupa. The
Xp23’ and Uzoofisalon ~bsmbers eerve as threshold debsc-

tora defining the lower energy of the second and third
velocity groups, respectively. (auth)

53.
4429 AECU-3605
Los Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
GRAPHITE-MODERATED, GRAPHITE-REFLECTED
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. Cieo C. Byers. [19577]. 12P.
Contract w-’74O5-eng-36]. S 3.30(ph OTS): $ 2.40(mf OTS’).

Graptdte-moderated, graphite reflected critical assem-
blies have been set up in the LASL Honeycomb remote)y
controlled machine. Information has been obtained on the
critical masses of systems having C/Oy ratios of 6650 and
4093. A third system at a smaller ratio is planned. The
reactivity contribution of channels through the core and
reflector was determined. (auth)

54.
lm, AEcD-426S
cDrMlb and (33rkt Cbmmladm co, &,B Planij,

Oak Ridge, Teoo.
U-226 CRITICAL MA8S DEPENDENCE ON MODERA-
TION. A. D, CaIlibano Rugb F. Hairy, ad R. L.
ktse~~ sept. z2, 1962. IkcL titb de~tons JOES g.

MM. ap. cmtract IW-T4QXMI. (Ks+Is(IML)I.
$1.m@hcn’tlk $1.emld m’s).

Sased on experlmentnl data and on conservative
theoretical considerations, an estimate has been made
of the relatlon of the minimum U-235 critical mass to
tbe hydrogen moderation for uranium material at the
U-235 assays for which experimental information is
availabic. These eetimates have been used in indicating
maximum safe amounta for conditions where definite
moderation limitations can be established. (auth)
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Critical Experiments 55-61

55 ●

8757
CRITICAL MASS MEASUREMENTS FOR THE MERLIN
RESEARCH REACTOR, D. R. Chick, K. Firth, M, Ker-
ridge. and A. J. Salmon (Associated Electrical Industries,

Ltd.. A!dcrmsston. Eng.). Nature 181. 1171-3(1958) Apr.
26.

—.

The .Merlin resesrch reactor 1s n Ilght water-moderated
resctor using highly cnrlched uranium fuel. A subcritical
facility was bu!lt and is described for the experimental de-
termination of the critical masses of the reactor before the
resctor 1s made crltlcal. The crltlcsl mass measurements
for startup of the reactor are tabulated. (J. S. R.)

56.
3200 AERE-RPIP-181O
Gt. Brlt. Atomic Energy Reeearch ketabllshment,

Harwell, Berks, England,
APPROACH TO CIUTICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED UWNIUM fN NATURAL WATER
V, S. Crocker, W. G. Davey, snd K, R. E. Smith. July
1957. 26p.

57 ●

6550 ORNL-23G7
@k Ridge National I.ab.. Tena.
CRtTICAL MASS STLIDIES. PART IX. AQUEOUS U2S
SOLUTIONS. J. K. Fox, L. W. Gilley, and D. Cellthan.
Mar. 4, 1958. 57p. Contract W-7405 -cng-26. $1.75 (OT9),

Experiments were performed to determine tbe condi-
tions under which aqueous eolutions of U enrtchcd to
93.2% in the L’sss isotope can be made critfcal. The solu-
tions, which had H: U23Satomic ratios varying between
27.1 to 74.G, were contained both in water-reflected and
unreflected N or stainless steel cylinders with and wlthcut
Cd wrappings. ‘1’hc experiments varied from the uee of a
single vesseI to interacting arrays of seven vessels. (auth)

58.
11786

SUBCADMIUM IN-PILE ETAS AND ABSORPTION
CROSS SECTIONS OF Um, Puzw, AND PU241. E. R.
Gaerttncr, M. E. Jonca, D. E. McMlllan. J. B. .%mpaon,
and T. .M. Snyder (Gonerat Electrtc Co., Schencctedy,
N. Y.). Nuclear Scl. end Ens. ~, 758-’71(1958) June.

.Meaaurcmcnts of two ind6pcndcnt types were made of
the reactivity effect In a thcrmel test reactor of aam-
plcs of U*sS, Un3, puz~’, end Pux’. From these meae-
u rcmcnts average subcndmlum values of eta (6) relative
to ij of L@ are obtafnod independently of other knowl-
edge of the average abaor&n 6=;s-ae”&=. Awrage
absorption uross .suotioaa xro also obtatned from th

measurements. Values of (5) for Uw , Pus, and P#
are respectively 2.231 ● 0.034, 1.927 ● 0.024, and
2.213 ● 0.07. The correependtng value of TI (0.0253 ●V)
of Pum ia found to be 2.025. A preeentstlon of the
method end results are given together with a compari-
son with previoue work. (cut.h)

:9-,
WAPD-P-695

Westinghouse Electrio Corp. Battle Plant, Pittsburgh.
ANALYSIS OF DCTF CRITICALITY AND REACTNITY

DATA. Ely M. Gelbard. Dec. 1955. 18P. Contract AT-
11-1 -GEN-14. S3.30(ph OTS); $2.40(mf OTS).

DCTF (Danger Coefficient Test Facility) oritioal heights
were measured for aix dtfferent concentrations, both with
and without a water reflector. In add it io~ .reactivitiee per
irch”of solution height have been determined for the same
concentrations. This report aummarizee resulte of an
lavestigatiorrof the experimental data, an investigation
which had two main objectives. Firs& it was hoped that
available information would suffice to determine lucite and
water reflector aavinge for the given fuel concentratfona.
Secotxf, the momenta of the elowing down density in water
were to be deduced from the critical height atxt reactivity
measurements, through analysis of the critical equatio~
The results detailed were Inconclusive, but euggestlve.
(autb)

60.
13634 TID-6345

Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. [K-25 Plant],
Oak Rtdge, Term.

VARfATION OF CERTAfN CRITICAL PAWMETERS
WITH ASSAY. L. Galler, Nov. 20, 1962. -cl. JUM S,
1968. 9p. Contrnct [W-7405-eng-26]. (KS-336).
$1.80(ph OTS); $1.tlO(mf OTS).

New data from the 6% critical experiments were used
to determine the variation of certain minimum critlcaf
parzmetera wtth the U23r aaaay. Curvea are presented
showing the mtnlmum mesa, volume, and cyllnder
dtameter of U*Ji es functions of the assay, (lV.D,M.)

61.
1s010 A/coNF.15/P/593

Oak Rtdge Nattonal Lab., Term.
BXPBRIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF
UNREFLECTED AQUEOUS U*S CRITICAL ASSEM-
BIJlfS, R, Gwin, D. K. Tmbey, and A. M. Weinberg.

20P, $0.60 (OTS).
Ptepared for the Second U. N. International Confer-

snee on the Paacafu] Uoea of Atom lo Ener~, 1958.
Tfto emplrlcal kernel method for trentlnu bare crltloxl

optama 10 dlccusaad and is utillzed to predict the mato-
?Ial buokllng of aquaoua U’s bare reactors h an effort
to olxrlfy the age discrepancy. Tbaao results at. oom-
SUrd with exfiiutimentel erltled ad ktnetlo date wII104
ate ateo presantd. !n the aempsrlmm, it is fowtd OtM
tke aocertatnty regarding the proper experimental ex-
trapdatlon dlstanoe arlces atxf prevento an unamblguas
ecmpxrlaon. (auth)

B,

.
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62.
15276 K-1380 wt.F)
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
CRITICAL MASS DATA APPLICABLE TO NUCLEAR
SAFETY PROBLEMS. R. Gwin and J. T. Thomas. Pt. F
[ofl STUIXES IN NUCLEAR SAFETY. LecWres
Presented at the Nuclear Ssfcty Training School Con-
ducted by Union Carbide Nuclear Company, June 3-14,
1957. 19P. Contract W-7405 -eng-26.

Representative data obtained at several Iaboratoriea
are summarized graphically. These include homogeneous
solutions, solids, effects of reflectors, and mention of
preliminary information on interacting systems. ( auth)

63.
686 HW--51168
General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products

Operation, Richlsnd, Wash.
PROGRESS REPORT ON EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE

INFINITE MULTIPLICATION FACTORS OF ENRICHED
U03- H20 MIXTURES. Harry E. Rendler. July 1, 1957.
DSC1. Aug. 26, 1957. 8p. Contract W-31 -109 -Eng-52.
S1.80(Ph OTS); S1.80(mf OTS).

Experiments to determine maximum U23Senrichment for
U03- H20 and UOZ(NOJZ- Hzo mixtures which will be sUb-
criticsi independent of the H/U ratio and the volume are
described. (T. R. H.)

64.
562 LA-2141
Los Akunoe Sc lentific Lab., N, Mex.
BERYLLIUM-REFLECTED, GRAPHITE-MODERATED
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. “G. E. Hmse% J. c, Hw$mt
J, D. Omdoff, H, C. Psxton, P. G. Koontz, W. H. Rosc&
and D. P. Wood. July 1957. 61P. Contract W-7405-e~
36. $1.75 (OTS).

Included are data on the propertied of three sets of
cylindrical Be-reflected, graphite-moderated critic al
aesembiies that have been set up in the Honeycomb
machtne, The first eet wss primarilY to estsbltsh char~-
teristics as functioce of C /~2ss atomic ratio of a core with
nearly constant reflector thickness. Fission rates were
mapWd with U23Sfoiis , and reactivity contributions of

some foreign materials were measured. The eecond set
consisted of three assemblies with fixed cores to dete~
mine the effect of redistributing reflector from the ends
to tbe cyiindrictd wali. Fiux distribution in the basic
fuily-reflected assembly were mnpped extenek’c~v with
bare and with Cd-shielded foils of U23S, Au, and In. The
third set was to establish the minimum-volume core at
C/U*S -350 that could be made criticni with mm.ilable
Bc. Influences of end rcfiector nnd of a Be ieland were
checked. (auth)

Critical Experiments 62-66

65.
4428 ““ AECU-3604
Loe Aiamos Scicntlfic Lab., N. Mex.

, CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF GRAPIIITE AND ENRICJtED
URANIUM WfTH BERYLLIUM REFLECTORS. G. E.
Hanecn, J. C. Hoogtcrp, J. D. Orndoff, and N. C. P:ixton,
20p. Contract [W-7405 -eng-36], $4.80(ph OTS); $2.70
(mf OTS).

Data are given on properties of threo sets of cylindrical
Be ref lectcd, graphite-moderated criticai assembii es.
The first set wae primarily to eetablish characteristics
as functions of C/Oy atomic ratio of core with nctirly
conEtsnt reflector thickness. Fission distributions were
determined. The second set consisted of three assemblies
with fixed core to determine the effect of redistributing
reflector from the ends to the cylindrical wall. Th Is
series was done to provide the IAs Aiamos Scientific
Laboratory’s Theoretical Division checks fnr two-dimen-
sional diffusion code. Flux distributions in the uniformly-
reflected assembly were mapped extensively with bare
and Cd-shielded foils of orailoy, Au, and In. The third
set was to estsbiish the minimum-volume core at C/Oy
- 350 that could be made critical with avaiiabie E?S.
Experimental critical data converted to equivalent spheri-
cal ayetems are compared w~th results of S4 caicuiationa.
(auth)

66.
12893 L-4-2203
Ims Alamos Scientific Mb., N. Max.
CRITICAL fv2ASSES OF ORALfX)Y IN THRJ REF LEC-
TORS. G. E. HSUSCll, K C. PaxtoQ D. P. Wood, K. W.
Gallup, and R. E. Wbitc. Jam 1958. 33p. Contract
W-740 S-eng-36. $6.30(ph OTS): $3.00(mf OTS).

Critical masses were measured for 5.25 in. diameter
Oy cylinders in 0.5 and 1 in. thick reflectors of Be,
graphite, Ms, Al. Ti, mild stee~ CW W alloy, Tu, NJ
Co, Mo. @Q, fK+C, and polytbene. These resuIts
were converted to the equivalent spherical critical
massee of Oy and compared to yieid cooaiatent trans-
port cross sections for the reflector materials. In addi-
tio~ critical masses of Oy spheres in.- 2 and -4 k
thick spbencsl reflectors of W alloy, Fe, Xi, Xi-silver,
CU. Zn. T& Be, B.@, C, and Tu were determined. (autb)
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Critical Experiments 67-’72

67.
15017 A/COXF.15/P/592
Los Alamos Scientific Lsb., N. Mex.
PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTARYF AST-NEUTRON
CWTICAL ASSEMBLIES. G. E. Hansen. Isp. $0.50
(OTS).

Prepared for the Second U, N. International Confer-
ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.

Typical properties ofelementary fset-neutron critical
assemblies studied at the Los Alamos Scientific Labo-
ratory are tabu!ated. The kinetic, spectral, and
perturbative properties of Godiva, Topsy, and their Pu
analogs were studied in dctsil. Results of critical
measurements are supplemented by data from uranium-
meta! exponential columns. The influences of shape and
materiai composition on critical size arediscusscd.
The properties of spherical Usnd Puzssembliea era
covered. (M. H. R.)

68.
9745 K-1019(4UI Rev. (Del.))
Oalc Ridge Gaseous Diffueion Plant, Term.
BASIC CRITICAL MASS INFORMATION AND !3?S AP-
PLICATION TO OAK RIDGE GASEOUS DIFFUSION
PLANT DESIGN AND OPERATION. H. F. Henry, A. J.
Mallett, and C. E. NewIon. Aug. 2, 19S7. Decl. with
deletioms I.&r. 13, 1958. 48p. Contract W-7405-ettg-
26. $1.60 (OTS).

The current minimum experimental values of the
basic criticality control parameter for U23Sessays
between 2% and approximately 90% are presented to-
gether with the basic criticality control methde cur-
rently in effect at ORGDP. The futidementaf nuclear
safety criteria remain essentially unchanged from
previoue editlone of the report witi the exception of the
neutron interaction specifications, which have been
extended cons iderably, and tbe approval, for the first
time, of the limited use of water in cascade fire con-
trol activities. A chart of the organization for nuclear
safety control at ORGDP and a glossary are also in-
cluded. (auth)

69.
11384 AECD-4266
Csrbide and Carbon Cbemicela Co. [K-25 Plant],

Oak Ridge, Term.
VARIATION OF CRfTICAL PARAMETERS BETWEEN
U-235 ASSAYS OF 4.9 PERCENT AND 93.4 PERCENT.
H. F. Henry and C. E. Newlon. Oct. 23, 1953. DCC1.
with deletions June 3, 1958. 14P. Contract W-7405-
eng-26. (KS-399 (DeL)). $3.30(Ph OTS); $2.40(Mf OTS).

The minimum critical mass, volume, and cylinder
diameter for U of 4.9% Uus aeasy were deter~~ aa
1.83 kg, 32.1 liters, and 10.7 tn., respectively. Curves
have also been prepared by applying the same constant
correction to each minimum parameter curve that was
used in establishing %lwsya-ezfe~’ values for 93.4%

aosay material. These reduction curves may serve aa
poeaible criteria for establishing “alwaya-safe’$ valuea
over a wide range of ~ss aasaya. (W. L. H.)

70.
3898 LA-l155(Del.) -
Loa Alamos Scientific Iab., N. Mex.
ORALLOY SHAPE FACTOR MEASUREMENTS. V. Joseph-

son, R. W. Paine, Jr., end L. L. Woodward. Aug. 8, 1950.
DecL with deletions Dec. 17, 1957. 35p. Contract w-740 s-
eng-36. $6.30(ph OTS); $3.00(mf OTS).

Measurements were made at the Pajarito remote control
laboratory to determine the effect of change of shape on
system reactivity for oralloy cylinders. Systems teeted
include cylindrical configurations with various height-to-
diameter ratios ranging from slabs to rods. Each system
reactivity is referred to that of a ephere in tbe same
tamper. Reactivity testa were made on bare (untampcd) Oy
configurations, as well as on “systems in tub alloy tsrnpera
1.12, 1.87, end 8.0 in. thick. The amount of reactivity
change associated with a particular cylinder height-to-

diameter ratio is found to be a function of tamper thick-
ness, and is greateet for very thin tampers. (auth)

71.
15585 liw-55707(Dcl.)
Ocncrnl tllcctric Co. Nmford Atomic Products

Opcrntlon, Rlrhimtd, Wnsh.
NUC LEAR SAFETY fN PLUTONIUM M i?TAL,”DlSSOLU-
TION. N. Ketzkmh. Apr. 11, 1958. Derl. with drle-
tlons May 21, 1958. 17P. Contract W-3 1- 109- Ew-62.
$3.30(ph OTS); $2.40(mf OTS).

Experimcntnl cvidcm-r as WON as thcorrticnl consid-
●rotkme n rc prcscntcd which Indicnte that n plutonium
meLnl -phdmdum eolution system cnn bc more rmcttve
than ●ither one alone. More experiments ns well as
further tbeoreticnl devrlopmcnt arc requtred to achieve
● better umfersLnndhtg of surh systems. (nuth)

72
4770 UCRL-4937
California. Univ., Livermore. Rndiation Lab.
SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL PLUTONIUM CRITfCAL
MASSES. Fred A. Kloverstrom. Sept. 1957. 18p. C~-

tract W-7405-mg-48. $3.30fyh OTS); $2.40(mf OT~.
Experiment to determine critical mnssee of 6-phase

piutonium cylinders of three diameters with thin metsllic
reflectors are reported. Critical reflector thickness
measurements were made with two spherfcnl PO cores;
the cylindrical and spherical data nre combined to yield
shape factore for the spheres for IJZS8and w reflectio&
(auth)

.
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73 ●

15023 A/coNF.15/P/59t3 .“
Argnnne National Lab., Lemont, 111.
FAST NEUTRON POWER REACTOR STUDIES WfTH
ZPR-111. J. K. Long, W.B. Loewcnstein, C.E.
Branyan, G. S. Bnmson, F. S. Itirn, D. Okrent, R. E.

Rice, and F. W. Tbalgott. 44p. $0.50 (OTS).
Prep~red for the Second U. N. International Confer-

ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.
Argonne’s critical facility, ZPR-IfI, is briefly de-

scribed. More than 30 different assemblies of wtdely
varying geometries and comWsitions were studted tn
this facility, most of which were to aid in the develop-
ment of fast power breeder reactors. A description of
the ZPR-111 assemblies, tables of central reactivity
coefficients, prompt neutron data, fission distrlbutionn,
multigroup constants, critichl masses, and other data
from these experiments are presented. (M. H.R.)

74.
ml LA-X?06
ha Alamoa SeleWfte M., N. Mex.
OMLLOY 09LlNf2RfCAL 08APE FAOlut ANO C2UT20AL
NAea McAsunExENTa m 0MP2i2T2t. PARA?F2N. AND
WATER TAMPERS. E. C. MaNary. Oct. 27, 1951. Decl.
Mar. 26, 1957. 24P. Cwdrmt w-7405-wIg-36. s4.8offA
OTS): $2.70(mf OTS).

Critical mass of an Oy (93.9%) sphere in graphite Is
given as a funct Ion of graphite tamper thickness. E was
shown that -20 In. of graphite Is effectively Inflnlte and
that the -17 in, used herein is -98% Inflnlte. Crltlcel
ma as measurements of OY (93.9%) s@eres and cylinders
of different diameters sre given for -17 in. gra@dte
tamper, for effectively infinite paraffin tamper, and for
effectively inftnite water tamper. From these measure-
ments qvlindricat shape factors were com~ted. BOtb
chaps factors and critical masses are shown se funetlone
of the crlt ical height to diameter ratio of the cylinders.
(Iulth)

75.
3915 Y-1023
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. Y-12 Plant,

Oak Ridge, Term. .

MINIMUM CRITICAL MASS AND UNIFORM THERMAL
NEUTRON CORE FLUX IN AN EXPERIMENTAL REAC-
TOR. J. W. Morfltt. Dec. 1, 1953. Decl. Sept. 12, 1957.
167P. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. $4.50 (OTS).

The relationship between minimum critical mass and
uniform thermal neutron core flux was experimentally in-
vestigated in a water-moderated water-reflected nuclear
reactor employing U*SSas fuel. The reactor vessel was a

right circular cylinder of Al, 72 cm in diameter and 91.4
cm Iong. The core, 30.2 cm in diameter, was divided into
5 concentric regions by A partitions and was surrounded
by an effectively infinite water reflector on its lateral
surface only. Vsryfng concentration of aqueous uranyl
fluoride solution made from U containing 93.2% of the UU’
isotope were added to the severaf regions to simulate a

Critical Experiments 73-76

theoretical fuel distribution having a continuous concentra-
tion gradient. The theoretical fuel distribution was that
given by a calculation method developed in a theoretical
treatment of the problem by Geertzel, who demonstrated
mathematically that the condition of minimum critical mass
in a suitably chosen thermal reactor required that the
thermal neutron flux be uniform everywhere in the core.
The experimental results clearly eetsblish the validity of
the Ooertzel theory. The experimentally determined
critical height and mass, using the theoretically deter-
mined fuel loading, were within 2.5% of the corresponding
calculated parameters. The importance function for the
fuel was shown to be conetant throughout the core as re-
quired for a minimum criticaf mass reactor. The meas-
ured thermal and non-thermal components of the neutron

flux were in good agreement with tbenry, and the thermal
flux, except for deviations produced by the stepwlse ap-
proximation to the ideal fuel dlstributlon, was uniform
along a radius of the core. The longitudinal neutron flux
behaved as expected; a measure of tbe Cd fraction showed
the reactor to be essentially thermal, and in general, data
obtained from the exper[mentaf reactor were compatible
with the postulates and predictions of the Goertzel theory.
An exploratory investigation to obtain expe rimentnl veri-
fication of a modification of the theory made by GoertzeI
to predict how the critical mass of fuel can be minimized
In a reactor of less than optimum radius met with little
success. Although some lowering of the critical mass was
produced by the theoretically determined fuel distribution,
a dlacrepsncy of more than 35% was found to exist between
thcorv and experiment. (auth)

76.
17405 ‘TID-2505(D.4.)( P.1O7-25)
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co. Y-12 Plant,

Oak Ridge, Term.
MINIMUM CRITICAL MASS AND UNIFORM THER~L-
NEUTRON CORE FLUX IN AN EXPERIMENTAL RE-
ACTOR. John W. Morfitt. p.107-25 [of] NUC LEAR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. (EXTRACTS FROM
REACTOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. VOL. 4,

ISSUES 1 TO 4, MARCH- DECEMBER 1954). 19P.
The relation between minimum critical mass nnd unf-

form thermal-neutron core flux has been experimcntaIfy
investigated in a water-moderated, water-reflected nu-
clear reactor employing U*S as fuel. The theorcticaf
fuel distribution was that given by Goertzel, who demon-
strated mathematically that the condition of minimum
critical mass in a suihbly chosen thermal reactor re-
quired that the thermal-neutron flux be uniform every-
where in the core. The results clearly establish the
validity of the Gnertzel theory. The experimentally de-
termined critical height and mass, using the theoreti-
cally determined fuel loading, were within 2.5% of the
corrc spending calculated parameters. The importance
function for the fuel was shown to be constant throughout
the core as required for a minimum-critical-mass
reactor. The measured thermal and non-thermal com-
ponents of the neutron flax were in good agreement with
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Critical Experiments 7’7-81

theory. The longitudinal neutron flux behaved as ex-
pected, and the rcnctor was found to be essentially tbes-
maltm demanded by the Goertsel theory. @ explora-
tory investigation toobtafa experimental vertficationof
n modif[cationof tie theory made by Goertzel to predict
how the critical mass of fuel’can be minimized in a re-
actor of less timnoptfmum radius met with little euc-
CCSS. Although some lowcringof the critical’mass
occurred, a discrepancy of more tbsn 35% was fouadto
exist bctwccn thcoryand experixnent. (rmth)

77 ●

2121 LA-2023
Los Alamos SC4enUflo Lab., N. MSX.
PRELfMlf?ARY SURVEY OF URANXUMMSTAL EX-
PONENTIAL COLUMNS. J. J. Neuer, C. B. Stewart,
G. A. JUViS. R. N. Oloott, D. S. Young, and J. E.
Sattizshn. Jan. 1956. fXcL Apr. 2, 1957. 44p. Contract
W-7405 -emg-36. $7. SOfph OTS); $3.20(mf OTB).

Refiected cylindrical exponential coiumns of bare and
natural U were constructed of stacked plates of oralloy
(93.4%) and tubailoy. Average concentrations of U:x rang-
ing from 0.72% to 9.18% were investigated. Flux dtatribu-
tloms, buckling values, and spectral ied[cen were obtained.
The tndicated IItS concentration for bdinite orlttoal mass

is Sbc4st 6.6%. (dls)

78.
1139 LA-i958(DeL)
LOS Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Nfex.
CRITICAL MASSES OF FISSIONABLE METALS AS BASIC
NUCLEAR SAFETY DATA. H. C. Psxton aad Glen A.
Graves. Apr. 195S. Decl,. .Sept. 7, 1956. 18P. “Contract
W-7405 -Eng-36. $0.30( OTS). .

Date on critical configurations of flasionable metde are
summarized tn a form emphasizing the influence of con-
ditions commonly of concern in nuclear safety questtons.
Although the bulk of the dati is derived from experiments
with urmhun metal enriched, usually, to about 90 wt. %
U’as there are enough data for Pu aad Uzs$ to establish
some generaL relations shout their criticality relative to
Uzss. The spectfio tnformatlon includes the influences

exerted upon critical maes by various relfectors, by shape
of the fteslonable materiai, by variations in U2W concentra-
tion, by variations tn material deneity, and by graphite and
bydrogenous diluente. (autb)

79.
15123 A/coNF.15/P/240s
California. Univ., Livermore. Radiation Lab,
CRITICAL MEASUREMENTS AND CALCULATIONS FOR
ENRICHED-URANIUM GRAPHITE -MODERATED
SYSTEMS. H. L. Rwyaolds. 27P. (UCRL-5175). $0.S0
(OTS).

Prepsred for the Second U. N. International Confer-
ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.

Tbe experimental results on a variety of enriched-
uranium, graphite-moderated systems, both with and

without reflectors are presented. Nso included are the
results of the multi-group transport, and one- and two-
dfmeaaionai diffusion calculations used to tnterpret the
date. In generai the University of California Radiation
Laboratory systems were bare or one-dfmenaiona~ in
order to simplify the enalys is. Efforta were made to ob-
tafn systems as close as possible to en idealized system
containing only a homogeneous mtxture of moderator and
fuel with all extraneous factors removed. The Los
Aiamos Scientific Laboratory experiments were carried
out with more complex geometries approaching more
closely potential reactor systems. All of the eesemblies
uttlized het&ogeneous arrangements of moderator and
thin uranium foils. The bare systems range in carbon-
to-uranium atomic ratios from 300/1 to 2500/1. These
systems are not truly thermal and are tn a range where
critical maws ia extremely sensitive to size’ or buckling.
Experiments were performed for these systems to de-
termtne accurately the effects of extraneous factors such
aa room return, control-rod void spaces, nonhomogeneity
of fuel loading, modqrator block poros ities and poison
content. The reflectors fnciude graphite and beryllium in
one-, two-, and three-dimensional arrangements. The
oonataate used in the muitigroup calcuiationa are pre-
sented ta tabular form. Eighteen energy groups were
used. The same cona~nts were used tn the transport and
dtffusion caicuiatlone to allow comparison of the two
methods of calculation. (auth)

80.
8226 UCRL-4975
California. Univ., LIvermore. Radiation Lab.
CRITICAL MASSES OF SPHERICAL SYSTEMS OF
OWLLOY REFLECTED tN BERYLLIUM, H. Robert
Raiaton. Oct. IO, 19S7. DecL Feb. 26, 1958. 7p. Con-
tract W-7405 -eng-48. $1.80(ph OTS): S 1.80(mf OTS)..

The critical thickness of beryllium reflector wee dekr-
mined for oralloy (uranium, enriched to 93,17% U2SS)
spheres rangfag from 10.765 kg to 32.654 kg. Four points
which were determined by other experimenters were
normalized to the data and are inciuded ta the caryee. ,
(auth)

81.

12087 AECD-4284
Carbide and Carbon Chemlcaie Co. K-25 Plant,

Oak Ridge, Term.
ESTIMATES OF MINIMUAMCIUTICAL VOLUMES.
R C. Rohr and H. F. Henry. Feb. 15, 1952. Dcc1.
with deletions June 3, 195S. 11P. Contract N-7405-
eog-26]. (KS-267 (Del.)). $3.30(ph OTS): $2.40(mf
OTB).

A study was made of tbe availsbie high-sssmy crltf-
cslity date for materiels of 93.4% and 95.3% U2SS, aad
minimum critical volumes were estimated for sevcrssl
conditions. The da~, estimated for aluminum and
stainless steel contsincre, water snd air reflected, and
wtth snd without ehielding, arc tabulated. (J. S. R.)
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82.
2176 Y-829
Carbide and Carbon Chemicda Co. Y-12 PISOQ Oak

Ridge, Tern.
EMPDUCAL STUDIES OF CRITICAL MASS DATA. PART
II C. L. Schuske and J. W. Morfitt. Dec. 5, 195i. Deel.
Mar. 16, 1957. 26p. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. $4.60
(ph OTS); S2.70(mf OTS).

In a previous report a method of graph analysis was de-
veloped for obtzining the critical dimene ione of semi-
infinlte U*’Swater reactors from measurements made on
finite eystcme. The empirical treatment ie applied here to
anal ys is of experimental dais. The ca8ee considered are:
(1) a comparison of critical conditions occurring tn Al-
wailcd and stainless steel-wslled reactors, and (2) ~ com-
parison of critical conditjone in isolated and interacting
pai re of water-reflected cylinders at the moderation wbioh
minimizes the critical volume. (auth)

83.
11005 UCRL-5006
California. Univ., LIvermore. Radiation Lab.
CRITICAL MEASUREMENTS ON INTERMEDLATE-
ENERGY GRAPHITE-U23S SYSTEMS. J. E. Schwager,
F. A. fOoverstrom, and W. S. Gilbert. Nov. 15, 1957.
40P. Contract W-7405 -eng-46. $6.30(ph OTS); $3.00
(rnf OTS) .

A system for ihe measurement of near-homogeneous
cart20n-Un5 critical masses is described. Cores are
constructed with thin, enriched-uranium foils epxced
between graphite blocks. Fuel density 1s variable by use
of different foil thicknesses and spacings. Reactivity is
controlled by boron rode; etandsrd reactor instrumcnttz-
tion permits critical operation at low power. Results of
critical measurements on unreflected systems having
atomic C/Un5 ratios of 670, 1380, and 2590 are given.
Thin reflectors of graphite and beryllium were also
used. Corrections for self-shielding in the fuel foils
and systematic errors are described. (auti)

84.
10078 ORNL-2499

Oak Ridge National Lab., Temt.
COMPARISON OF POOL-TYPE REACTOR CRITICAL
EXPERIMENTS WITH TWO-C?ROUP AND THfRTY-
GROUP CALCULATIONS. Ernest Q. Silver. June 9,
1968: 82P, Ckmtrnet W-7499-en&W, 81190 (WfS):

Tbls report contains a description of a seriee of
two-group and multigroup calculations of the critloal
maae of two cdean-geometry configurations of Ute ESR.
It alao containe a description of critical exparimenta
that were done to determine the vellrffty of the calculs-
tbna. Compartaon of tbe reaulta lndtcatea that the oal-
mzlattons &acrlbed are capable of predictlql the
critical maae wlthln dmut i?% of the maaaured c.rlttoal
maaa ureter the favorable geometrto condittthm mah-
tahed in tbe present exfzerhenta. (~~)

Critical Experiments 82-87

85.
1642 KAPL-M-PPS-1
KooUa .4tomic Power Lab,, Schenectady, N. Y.

CRITICAL MASSES OF HOMOGENEOUS WATER–
MODERATED REACTORS. P, P. Szydlilc. Aug. 12, 1957.

76P. Contract lW-31-109-eog-52]. $13.80(ph OTS);
$4. SO(mf OTS’).

The critical mass density of U236haa been determined
as a function of buckling for one region zirconium-water
and stainless steel–water cores with and without BIO.
This functional relationship enables results to be applied
to SOY ++JPSof geometry. Using reflector savings derived
from multigroup calculations the above results were

ap?lled ~ a limited range of cylindrical cores with water
reflectors. The critical mass as a fuction of the vol~e
of stainiess steel, the difference behveen critical masses

hot and cold for a particular composition and reactivity
Coefficients for the uranium mass are also show~ (auth)

86.
10086 WAPD-TM-1OO

Westinghouse Electric Corp. Bettts Plant, Pittsburgh.
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS IN A URANIUM- ZfRCO-
NIUM WATER-MODERATED CORE WfTH PLATE
FUEL ELEMENTS AND SLAB GEOMETRY. W. F.
Vogelsang end R. G. Serenka. Dec. 1957. 42p. Con-
tract AT-11 -I-GEN-14. $ 1.25 (OTS).

Experiments were performed on light-water-
moderated, highly enriched uranium - z irconlum-alu-
minum cores in slab geometry. In one case, lfght water
was used as a reflector on all sides of the core. fn the
second, a metal and water reflector contat.ntng natural
uranium- niobium- aluminum was symmetrically added
to a tbhmer, ezwiched uranium-zirconfum-aluminum
slab core. Experimental flux plots and machine calcu-
lated flux plots agreed within the experimental and cal-

culationel uncertainties. Few-group slowing-down
models combined with spatial diffusion theory were
used to predict criticality of tbe assemblies to witbtn
2% in the worst case. The four-group slowing-down
model, lncorporathg the effects of changes in the ther-
mal flux spectrnm, gave the best results. (a utb)

1959

87.
131
CRITICAL MEASUREMENTS ON U~-H3P04 SOLU-
T~NS. J. C. Aflred, P. J. Bendt, end R. E. Petarem

(Lw NSZZIOS*Ientiffc Mb., N. Max.). Nuclear s01.
cod Eng. 4, 498-600(1968) Sept.—-

CrNical measurements were carried out wltb IIolu-
tima of U~(93.ff% Un9 dienolved la 4.S ~ H,PO,. A
brief description of theme measurements, ttteir raeulta,
and an evacuation of some catculatfona are preeettted.
(A.C.)
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Critical Experiments 88-93

88.
S125 CF-66-12-36
Oak R{~e Nsthmal Lab., Term.
CRITICAL CONCIMTltATION DATA ~R ERT-TYPB

REACTORS MODERATED BY D20–HZ0 MDCTURES.
R. Chalktey. Dec. 1S, 1968. 6p. Contract [W-7405-
eng-261. $ 1.80(ph OTS); $1.80(mf OTS).

Studies were made concerning the smalleat core
diameter and the most appropriate D20 –H20 composi-
tion ratio which would permit criticality in an HRT-type
reactor; the fuel soIution should contatn no more than
10 g U/llter at 280”C. For the present core diameter of
S2 inches (two-region operation), it was found that an
addttion of 10% light water to the moderator would re-
duce the critical concentmtion from 9.2 to about 7.8 g
U/itter at 280”C (concentrations in g total U/liter, baaed
on U of 93.4% enrichment). The smaIieet core diameter
for which the reactor woutd remain critical with leer

than 10 g U/liter in about 29 inchee. This occurred with
. a moderator composition of about 86% QO. (autb)

89.
22208 CF-59-9-3
Oak Rtdge Nattonrd Lab., Tenm
EUROCHEMIC ASSISTANCE: ANSWERS TO QUEt3-
TIONS ON CRITICALITY. E. D. ClqytoIL Se@. 1~
1959. 4P. $ 1.80 (ph), $ 1.80(mf) O’IS.

Aoswem to “questtona on the crtttcaltty of Po and %
solutions are presented. (W. L. H.)

9Q.
2087 UCRL-5255
California. Univ., Livermore. Radiation Lab.
CRITICAL-MASS DETERMLNATIONS OF LEAD-
REFLECTED SYSTEMS. Robert E. Denaldaon and
Wiltmr K. Brown. June 9, 1968. Decl. Sept. 22, 1968.
10P. Contract W-7406 -eng-48. $0.60 (OTS).

A series of experimentally determtoed critical masses
of cylindr Ical and apherlcal lead-reflected oralloy sye-
tems are presented. Critical masses are given for two
oralloy core sizes in both cases and also for reflected
and unreflected ends in the cylindrical case. Experi-
mental methods are described and a photegrapb of the
assembly machine is included. (auth)

91.
17458

REACTIVITY AND FLUX MEASUREMENTS IN HIGHLY
REFLECTED U2’C-BISMUTH-GRAPHITE CRITICAL
EXPERIMENTS. T. C. Engelder, H. W. Glesler, and
J. P. Farrarr (Babcock and Wilcox Co.). Nuclear Sci.

-. ~, No. 1, Suppl., 168-9(1959) June.
The Liquid Metal Fuel Reactor Experiment research

end development program includes a series of critical

experiment on fJ2S’-Bi -graphite cores, highly re-
flected by graphite. The critical assembly IS described

and parameters are given. In the first set of experi- .
menta, the uranium concentration was varied, keeping
the aide and end reflector 2 to 3 ft thick. The critisal
diameters for the concentrations are reported. Flux
traverses, intra-cell thermal flux etructure, and re-
flector and geometrical effects were measured.
(lV.D.M.)

92.
21043 ORNL-2143
Oak Ridge Nationaf Lab., Term.
CRITICAL MASS STUDIES. PART VIII. AQUEOUS
SOLUTIONS OF U2’S. J. K. Foaq L. W. Gliley, and
E. R. Rohrer. Sept. 33, 1959. 23p. Contract W-7405 -
eog-26. $1.00(019).

A eeries of experiment were performed to establloh
the crlttcat parameters of a~eous aolutlons of uranyl
nitrate end uranyl fluoride in which the uranium con-
tained 98.7% UX’. Solutions were made critical in both
apberical and cylindrical geometries with paraffin or
water as a neutron reflector and, in two inetances, with
00 reflector. The UW concentration varied from 30 to
600 g/liter. The minimum critical maea observed waa
sw ~ of U~ III the solution having aII E: UIM a~mto

ratio of 419 eccupyhig a 10 .4-in. -diam epbereo The
mtntmum meaaured volume waa S.66 Iltara fn a 6.7-tn.

ad~~ 07ur eeotatntnc a aolnth da UI Hs U=
timto ratto of aO.4. ExtrqIolatuf sourne =tron mul-

tiplication data indicate that a S-in.-dlam cylinder can
be made critical If reflected, but ● 4- In. -dlam cylinder
wmdd be subcritical at ail moderations. N waa alao

found that 2.02 kg of U*M in en unreflected 10-in.
equilateral cylinder Ie crittcaf wtth a solution having
~ H: u~~s ~~mic ratio of IS4. An unreflected ephere

12.8 In. In diameter is critical wtth 1.14 kg of Uzal in a
❑olutlon wfth an H: U*SSratio of 381. Exten610n of the
data to geometries ofher than those ueed experlm’entally
wxn made by an empirical calculation. (IIUW)

93●

2mlb RFP-123
Dow Chemical Co. Rocky Flats Plant, Denver.
PLUTONfUM GRAPHITE ASSEMBLIES. A. (kwdwi~
Jr., and C. L. Schueke. Sept. 29, 1968. Decl. July !44,
1968. 26p. Contract AT(29-1)-I106. $3.30 (ph),
$2.40(mf) OTS.

Neutron multiplication measurements and theoretical
calculations were made on cylindrical assemblies of
graphite end plutonium disks. (autb)

*

.
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Critical Experiments 94-99

94.
5925

CRITICAL ASSEMBLY OF URANIUM-BERYLLIUM
OXfDE. C. Gourdon, J. Martelly, M. Sagot, snd
G. Wanner, Bull. inform. scl. ettech. No. 16, 9-17
(1958) Apr. (In French) ‘

Sub-critical Laplacien measurements were made on
uranium-berylituro oxide Iatticee by the classical ex-
ponential method and the 4,Neutrostst$~ method. The

assemhly used was ancmthocyllnderw ith a vertical
exts. !twas composed of 7.5 tons of BeOwith90 fuel
channels witha cross scctfonof 5 x5 CIU2, arranged in
a square latttce of 15 cm pitch. By charging the assem-
blywith 700kgof urenium, enriched tol.36$& it was
poseible to attain criticality under quite favorable con-
dition. Tbeassemt.ly hzsnoradlal refiectorscd the
axial reflectors were poisoned wtthcadmium to have a
very small albedo and to avoid aperturbatlon of the
neutron spectra. Cadmium tubes around each uranium
rod were moved up or down to controlthc reactivity.
The material buckling, photoneutron effectln Ih?O, nnd
the temperature and pressure coefficients of reactivity
were studied. (J. S.R.)

95 ●

15208 Y-1248
Union Carbide Nuclear Co. Y-12 PIeng Gek Ridge,

Term.
CRITICAL A5SEMBLfES OF URANIUM METAL ‘
R. Gwfn end W. T. Mee. Mar. 26, 1959. 17P. Qmtraot

W-7405 -eng-26. $0.75 (OTB).
Data on critical assembles of fissionable uranium

mehle are summarized. Empirical studies are made
for specific reflectors end geometries to determine tfw
feasibility of extrapolating these data for conditions
concerning nuclear shfetY probIsms* AIno Utdudfld IMO
tbe influences on critical systems by varfous reflectors,
U-235 isotopic enrtohment, density, and small metal
pieces bomogen-uely distrlbutod tU water. @uth)

96.
16103 AERE-R/R-2703

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Research
Group. Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Rarwell, Berks, England.

cRITICAL AESEMBLfES WITH HEAVY WATER SOLU-
TIONB OF UBANYL FLUORIDE (H. A. Z. E.L.). PART 2.

PHYSICS. J. R. Rarrison. M. F. Smith, W. G. Clarke,
A.M. Mills, and J. A. Dyson. NOV. 1966. 67p. $1.86

(BfS).
Dstaile are given of a series of critical assemblies

ad flux meeeurements undertaken In HAZEL using 46%
@J ~ u~F2 ~ D20 ic cylindrical geometry. The fi~-

site conoentratiooa investigated were to the _ 1936

to 6722 D/UF, and ~ tbe geomet~ considered (2 in~
diameter steel oylfnder), the critical heights were to

tbe range 70 to 200 cmn. The mwum critical mms
wee 1.768 kg of U=s cecurrbql at a concentration of
4687 D/UF . (auth)

97●

*431 BNL-483(p,59-60)
Babcock and Wilcox Cc. Atomic Ener~ Div.,

Lynchburg, Va.
AGE DETERMINATION FROM CETR CRITICAL AS-
SEMBLY DATA. Clifford J. Hetndl. p.59-60 [ofJ
THORfUM- U2S SYMPOSIUM SPONSORED BY THE
UNfTED STATES ATOMfC ENERGY COMMISSIONAT
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY, JANU-
ARY 9-10, 1958. 2p.

An assembly consietlng of 14.5% by voiume Tb, 85%
@yethylcne tape containing I!s’ oxide ihel, 24% Al, end
63% light water was brought to criticality at a serlea of
seven different wntcr heights by changing ite radius. At
each critical height, smsll perturbations were made to
water level in both increasing and decreasing dfrec-
tione, and resultant periods measured, The average
rate of chzngc of reactivity with water height ottained
at each level is listed. (W, L. H.)

98.

16920 K-1019(5tb Rev.)
Oak Ridge Gaseoua Diffueion Plant, Term.
CIUTICALfTY DATA AND NUCLEAR SAFETY GUIDE
Applicable TO THE OAK RDX3E GASEOUS DIFFU-
BXON PLANT. H. F. Henry, A. J. Mallett, C. E. Newlo~
and W. A. Pryor. May 22, 1959. 53p. Contract W-
7406-eng-26. $1.50 (OTS).

The available minimum experimental and theoretical
criticality information for U2St enrichments of 1% to
- 90% are presented together with the fundamental nu-
clear safety control criteria currently in effect at
ORGDP. Tbe fundamentef nuclear safety criteria re-
main essentially unchanged from the previcus edition
of the report with the exception of the extension of nu-
olearly safe variables under 5% U2S6enrichment, the
tncresee of tbe minimum U*3Senrichment considered to
be non-reactive from 0,71% to 0.90%, and a etatement
of a new mass-volume principle. Other additions in-
clude guides for computing a solid sngle and applying
nuclearly safe variables to uranium materiale, other
than metal, of intermediate densities. (autb)

99.
16107 KY-294
Unioo Carbide Nuclear Co. Paducah Plant, Ky.
A GENERALIZED AND Consistent METHOD FOR
CALCULATING THE CRITICAL MASS OF HOMOGENE-
OUS AQUEOUS URANYL FLUORiDE SOLUTIONS.
O. W. Hermenn. June S, 1959. 22p. Ckmtract W-740S-
eeg-26. $0.75 (OTS).

A more encompassing, yet consistent and practical,
method of calculating the critical mase of nqumus ura-
ayl fluoride solutions was developed. Comparison of
calculated results wtth experimentation gave a maximum
of only 2.2% error io the effective muitipijcation factor
and S% error to the critical mnes, with absolute iwer-
agee of 0.7% and 3.4%, respectively, through the ranges
from bfgb moderation down to en H/U of 25 for 90!% Uix
assaye or en H/U of 4 for % U*S aesays. (autb)
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Critical Experiments 100-104

●

100.

547% RW-68049
Gcaeral Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Produote

operation, Rtchland, Weah.
NUCLEAR SAFETY IN PROCESSING LESS THAN S.0%
U-236 ENRICHED REACTOR FUEI.S. NIormaD]
Ketalach. Dee. 11, 1958. 23p. Contraot W-31 -109-
KIU-52. $4.80(Pb OTS); $2.70(mf OTS).

Proceeetng of reactor fuele tn which the httlalen-
rtohrmmt.ls lees than S% U:S is oooeidemd. The orttl-
oal Parameters for heteroganeas systems of fuel in
water or fo uranfum soluticau u well aa homofpmmmt~
aohtieos of fuel and water aro oxamtned. 20 ddltlah
Noioaraafatyhtboaaodborem pemaltltgtalaer-
aasabetohdaeaaodtnthousadnfovunlfpeana-
trtoa 18 dtsmaaaf. A &rMs4Yw dlnolvor ay8t-

for fuel elemente lo dcacrlbed, ●nd [t is polntcd out
that expcrlmente to detcrmlne the neutron reflecting
propertied of enriched uraelum solutlens aurroundi~
veosels are justified. (J. R. D.)

101.

3973 BNL-489(P.276-90)
California. Univ., Llvermore. Radiation Lab.
STUDIES OF ENRICHED URANIUM GRAPHITE REAC-
TOR SYSTEMS. Albert J. Kirschbaum. Appendix:
SELF SHIELDING. W. S. Gilbert. p.275-90 [of] PRO-
CEEDINGS OF THE FRENCH-AMERICAN CONFER-
ENCE ON GRAPHITE REACTORS, [HELD AT BROOK-
HAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY], NOVEMBER 12 TO
16, 1957. 16p. (ucRL-4983-T).

A/C0NFo16/p/2408 supersedes this information in
fbls peper.

The resuite to date are presented from studies of es-
oentlai]y homogeneous enriched uranium (93.6% Ua~

@@ite ayetema. Critical configurations for bare and
W@Iite or be-ryliium reflected corca are given for
Urbon to uranium atomic rntioe of 600:1, 1200:1, ad
2400:1. The reaulta of experlmenta to determine tha

systematic errore are given. This allowe reduction of
the critical size data to idealized geometries for com-
parison with ncutronic calculations. By use of a pulsed
neutron eourceo data on the prompt neutron population
relaxation time ae a function of tmckliog were obtained.
The cxpertmentat techniquo and resultant data are dts-
cumed. A comparison of the critical buckIing and time
behavior data with a simple modified Fermi age theory
is made. TMe includee diacuaeion of the prompt neutra
Iifetime effectiveness of the control end eafety rod
system, the buik neutronic properties of the graphite,
and self shielding effects of the urantum. (auth)

102.
17453
CRITICAL DIMENSIONS OF UNREFLECTED BeO
SYSTEMS FUELED BY THIN ENRfCHED URANIUM
FOILS. F. A. Ktoverstrom, R. M. Deck, and A. J.
Reyenga (University of California, Livermore). Nu-
clear Scl. and En g. ~ No. 1, Suppl.o162-3(1969) J=e.

A series of critical measurement on unreflected
paralleleplpede built of enriched (93.2%) uranium foil-
●id BsO blocks was made for five fuel deoaitiee. The
over-ali fuel denelty wae variable by changing the foil
thickneaa end/or epecing. The aaaembly consists of a
horizontal steei diaphragm euapended above ● vertically
moving table. The major portion of an assembly ie
built on the table and the remainder on the diaphragm.
The two perta are aaeembled remotely by lifting the
table. The thermal neutron abeor@ion croes eectlon
for Beo was found to be 12 * 2 mb. Resulte obtained
to data are summarized. W.D.M.)

103.
22212 ucRL-s369(Pt.1)
Caltfornte., Untv., Ltvertnore. Lawrence RadtatIon ‘

Lab.
CRHXJAL MBMURKMf%NTS ON NEAR-?fOMOGE-
NEOUtl BaO-MODERATEQ ORALLOY-tUSt2AD UYb=
TEM8, Fred A. KIoveratro~ Richard M. R bc~ d
Arnold J. Reyetqga. July 1, 1959. 13P. Contraot
W-7405 -ee&46. $0.60 (OTf3).

A aortes of ortttoal maaaurem da on aolwftectod
9*- foold by thb * Ml-, is daoerlhod. M
damity is Vartad by - of MO- Ml tue&awaoa
d mme hhoan fofk Ftv9 fnl ~ua WON
ad whtch correspond to ●tom!c BeO/@X ratios from
246 to 7660. For three of tbeoe ratioa, the fuel foil
thlcknees wan varied to fled effects of self-obieldi~
end flux depression. (autb)

104.
17970 AECD-4265
LOIJ Aiamoa Scientific Mb., N. Mex.
A WIUM CfUTICAL MSEMBLY AT f.L)W U2S6CON-
CENTRATION. CL A. Linenberger. [1956]. Decl.
June 1, 1956. 14P. Contract [W-7405 -eng-36]. $3.30
f@I), $2.40(mf) OTS.

A oritical metal aeeembly ie deecribcd that ban a
cylindrical core of uranium with an average Utis cmcan-
tratioo of 16%% end a 3 inch reflector of natural ura-
nium. The critical mass wee determined to be 692 * 4
kg of core material, from which= value for the critioal
maaa of a bare sphere, having the acme concentration,
1s cetculated. Meaaurementa of the prompt neutron de-
cay conetant, reactivity contributions of ●everai materia-
ls end radlat end axial variations of finaton ratea of
@~, fJ2S0, end Np~SfoMwellas ratioa of fiOOiOn Croer

sections for these imtopem, are reported. (autb)

.

.

.
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105.
15206 C~-59-4-120 ‘-
Osk Ridge Nat!onal Lab., Term.
PREIJMINARY REPORT ON 2% Un6-ENRXCHED

UF4-C2SH52CRITICA LASSEMBLIES. J. T. Mihalczoi
S.J. Lynn, Dunlap Scott, and W. C. Connolly. Apr. 22,
1959. 42p. $7.80 (ph), $3.30 (mf)OTS.

A series of critical experfmenta with blocke of 2%
U23s-enriched UF4-C#n was initiated at the ORNL

Critical Experiments Facility. Thus far assemblies
with H: U23s atomic ratios of 195and294 were built fn
parallelepipedal and simulated cylindrical geometries,

both reflected and unreflected. From the results the
minimum critical masses for reflected spheres were
determined to be 16.3 and 8.5 kg of U2’S for fuel mix-
tures with FEU23Satomic ratios of 195 and 294, respec-

tively. The minimum critical masses for unreflected

spheree of these two fuel mixtures are 24.3 and 12,7 kg
of UZ36, respectively. (auth)

1.06.
10634 LAMS-2288
La Alamos &{cntlfic Lab., N. Mex.
PHYSICS OF INTERMEDIATE REACTORS. C. B. Mills
●nd F. W. Brtnkley. Jan. 1959. 49p. Contract W-
7405 -eng-36. $ 1.50(OTS).

The neutron diffusion approximation equations and
multigroup averaged cross sections were correlated
with a systematic transport a~roxfmation study of a
wide spectrum of critical assemblies end the results
tabulated. The smaIl differences were corrected by aeu-
tron age considerations where significant with respect
to experimental results. fnitlsi results for temperature
effects on reactivity of grspbite reactora are fndicated.
(autb)

107●

17370

km MEASUREMENTS OF 2 PER CENT Uus ENRICHED
UF4 IN PARAFFIN. V. L NevJey (General Electric CO.,

Richland, Wash.). Nuclear Scl. and En& ~, No. 1,
6uppL, 67-9(1959) June.

Values of k- for low enriched materlala are of in-
terest In the processing and handling of power reactor
fuels. An experiment to measure k-in the cavity of
the Physical Constants Testing Reactor Is deecribed.
The value of k- for 2% U2S5enriched U F, -paraffin IIyo-
tems at a hydrogen-tc-U23n atomic rat10 of 195 Wss
found to be 1.216 * 0.013. (TV. D. M.)

108.
16104 C?-59-6-45
Oak R@e National I.ab., Term.
A CGMPARISON OF ELEMENTARY CRITICALITY
CAIAXJLATIONS WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.
C. W. Neator, Jr. June 11, 19S9. 16P. $3.30 (ph),
$x.40(tnf) OTs.

SeverZI expertmente have been performed at ORNL
with ifgbt water solutions of urenyl nftrate fhighly en-
riched in either U= or U=Y in an eseentiaily bare
apbere 27 tnches in dtsmeter. Reeulta are presented of
aaverai caicuiationa with elementary bare reactor
theory and a dtecuesion of the observed diecrepsnciea
between the calculated end experimental results. If fba
etxmrved critlcni concentration is used tn the catcula-
tha, the calculated effective multlplicatkm constant
la less then uni~ fhum a higher critical concentration
wmdd he predtcted then is actually observed. ( auth)

109.
19050 CF-59-7-66
Oak Ridge National Lab., TeIU3,
MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION TNEORY CALCULATIONS
FOR RECENT CRITiCAL EXPERIMENTS. C, W,
Neshr, Jr. July 21, 1959. 13P. Contract [w-740 s-
ens-26]. $3.30 (ph), $2.40(mf) OTS.

Xnconnection wtth the program of the measurement of
eta for U-, several crlttcal experiments were per-
formed with Mght water soiutiona of urenyl nitrate in en
eaaentlaily bare sphere 27 iochea 18 diameter. Resuita

of t- multtgroup-diffusion-theory calculations for the
above experiments are presented. Assumed cross sec-
tions, material eoncentratlona, detailed neutron bsl-
ances, and a comparison wtth elementary theory are tn-
eluded. The agreement between the calculated and
experiments multiplication constants 18 excellent for
the multlgroup calcutatlon but only fair for the ele-
mentary calculation. The latter method overestl mateo
the feet Icskage so that the computed multiplication
constant la Icss than tAat found experlmentall y. (autb)

110.
1743s
A CORRELA’170N OF THE CRITICAL CONDITIONS
FOR HOMOGENEOUS BARE REACTORS. Benjamin
Pinkel and George B. W. Young (RAND tirp., Santa
Montca, Calff.). - Nuclear SCL ‘=d Eng. ~, No. 1, Suppl.,
142-4(1959) June.

A mettmd of correlating tbe critical conditions of
hare bomogeneoue reactors IE presented. This method
ta applied to the results of an 18 group analysis for a
aertes of bare, cold, homogeneous reactors cwnprised
of pure U2S and the moderators ~0, D@, LIw Be,
BeO, end C over a wide range of moddrator to ursntum
mole ratios. The properties contained in tbe correfe-
tion parameters used are the buckling, the transport
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mean free pet~ the ratio of U*n volume to totsi reactor
vohtm~ Mmdemtir tiemdako~Uonemss IYeo-
tto~ the neutron energy degradation parameter, and tba

moderator to uranium mole ratio. (W. D.2L)

1110
9433 BNL-483(P.73-4)
Los Ahmos Scientific Mb., N. Mex.
CRITICALITY DATA ON METAL U233SPHERICAL
SYSTEMS. E. A. Plassman and D. P. Wood. p.73-4
[ofl THORfUM-UU3 SYMPOSIUM, SPONSORED BY TffE
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION AT
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY,
JANUARY 9-10, 1958. 2p.

Data consisting of critical reflector thicknesses for
2.41 kg and 10.0 kg Uns metal spheres are summarized.
Six-group S4 prcdlct[ons are compared with observed
results for the Oralloy-enrlchcd U and U reflected
cases. (W. L. H.)

112.

7624 UCRL-5349
California. Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation

Lab.
CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF SPHERICAL SYSTEMS
OF ALPHA-PHASE PLUTONRJM REFLECTED BY
BERYLLIUM. H. Robert Ralaton. Sept. 10, 1958.
Dccl. Jan. 7, 1959. 9p. Contract W-7405 -eng-4S.
$0.60 (OTS).

The critical tbioimesaes of Bs reflectors for a-phase
Pu ●pherea of 2.472, S217, 3.93S, 4.664, and S.426 kg

wore fud to be 32.0 ● 4.0, 21.0 * 1.0. 1s.0 * 0.1,
6.17 * 0.0S, and 6.22 ● 0.020- zwopectheiy, for Bo
donelty of 1.24 g/co aad 3% ●vorago denelty 19.25 g/oo.

-— .—
A description of meauuing techni~eo aod appnraiue
lo given. (T. R. H.)

113.
17974 TID-S533
Technical Information Service Rxtensio~ AEC.
CRITICALITY STUDIES. A Literature Search.
Raymond L. Scott, comP. Aug. 1959. 117P. $2.50
(OTS).

A compilation of 1122 references on criticality stwf-
iea is presented including references to experimental ‘
and theoretical studiee of conditions for critlcaiiw witk
various materials and configurations, aa well as refer-
●nce on the safe handling of fissionable materials, both’
during critical experiment and in plantn for the chemi-
cal and metallurgical preceseing of fiasioaable m@e-

riaie. (W. D. M.)

114.
128 ORNL-2201
Oak Ridge Natlonai Lab., Teat.
TWO BERYLLIUM-MODERATED CRITICAL Assem-
bles. E. L Zimmerman. Oct. 20, 1956. 66p.
Contrmt W-7405-eng-26. $ 1.75 (OTS).

TWO unreflected critical sssembliea ua4 beryllkun
as the moderator and 93.4% enriched uranium metal u
the fuel were butlt to provide s basis for the evaluation
of certain reactor csiculationsi procedures. Contrql mxt
safety rods of the core-element-removal typ3 were umd
fn order that the final aseembliee would not be compli-
cated by strong absorber rods. fn the first assembly
(CA-l), which bad outeide dimension of 21.0x 21.0x
23.3 in., the O.01-in-thick urantum di&s were sepa-
rated by l-tn.-thick blocks of beryllium, wbicb gave a
Ha:U2’S atomio ratio of 390 end a fuel loading of 18.06
kg of U=s. The extrapolated value of &,f for the syetem
was 1.0054. In the second assembly (CA-18), which hd
outside dfmensioas of 24.0 x 28.4 x 24.1 fn., the fuel
dfeks were separated by 4-in. -thick blocks of beryIiium,
which gave a Be:U2S ratio of 1560 and a fuel loading of
‘7.65kg of Us’. For this assembly tbe extrapolakt ka,f
value was 1.0020. The observed uranium cadmium fr~
tioaa in the two assemblies were 0.46 end 0.66, respec-
tively. A number of multfgroup calculations were made
to evaluate the effects of varioua corrections and ss-
eumptiocs. It was concluded that the calculated neutron
muitiplicatioa 1s very se2taitive to the competition k
tween leakage and slowing down at high energies, a

r=e where fucdsmenfai data are uncertain WithoM
resoivlng the detailed neutron bebaviora fn thfs range, a
reasonable selection of data within experimental un-
certaintte.v will give ●atisfactmy values for each quaa-
tltlea as critical sise. (autb)

1960

115.
IH26 BAW-1173
@cock and Wilcox Co. Critical Experiment Lab.,

Lynchburg, Va.

rsomM UftA~M pfty81C~ EXPERIMENTS (TUPE).
Monthiy RePo!t for September 1959. R. C. Anderson,
IL L. Batch, R. H. Lewie, N. L. Midow, and W. M.
Vamey. 29P. Contract AT(lI-1)766. U1’S.

The coree to be IItudted are deaorihai, and the dtatus of
M project 10 gtven, The results of measurements on oore

!5J3E are di-cuaeed in terms of critioel mam perturh-
ttee of X@, thermal diacdmnt4re factor, Ix20kihg, and
eedmtum ratio exparimente. Rv.D.M.)

.
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116.
22263 RFP-190
Dow Chemical Co. Rocky Flats Plant, Denver.

Plutonium PLEKfGLAS ASSIEMBLIES. PARTXL Q.H.
BIdlnger, C. L.&hueke, and D. F. Smltb. Apr.8, 1960.
Changed from OFFICfAL USE ONLY May 19, 1960. 20P.

Contract AT(29-1)-1106. OTE.
Neutron multlplicat{on meaaurementc were made on

tamped and untamfxxf cylindrical asaembllee. The aseem-
bllee conaieted of plutontum metal sheet moderated with
Plextglae. Experlmenta were performed to evaluate tbe
effecte of inhomogeneity. Tbfe work 10 a continuation of
RFP-178. (auth)

117.
810 AERE-R/R-2731
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Abmlc

Energy Reeearcb Eatabliahment, Harwell, Barks,
England.

CRITICAL Assembles WITH HEAVY WATER SOLU-
TIONS OF URANYL FLUORiDE (HAZEL). PART III.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS. C. Carter, P. K. H. Lang,
and G. Myatt. Juiy 1969. 15P. BIS.

Multigroup diffusion theory waa used to analyze fho

critical size and neutron flux meaeurementa obtained
with urenyl fluoride-heavy water homogeneous crltioai

aaaembliea. It la found that ttw-group theory ta inade-
quate to explain tbe experimental data, but a reasonably
good correlation can be made with a atx-group theory.

Alternatively, two-group theory can be adjuated to fit
the data by uafng an artificially high cilowlog down ama
for heavy water. (autb)

118.

19691
Argentina. Comisi6n National de Enersa’a At6mlca,

Buenos Airee.
DISPOSITIVO PARA ENSAYOS CRITICOS (RA-1,5). in-
forme No. 11. (Critical Assembly (RA-1.5). Report No.
11). Carloe Domingo, Miguel Geiger, Velia Hoffmann de
Geiger, and Jorge szre. 1959. 19P.

The RA-1.5 critical asaembly ie briefly described. The
procedures used in the testing of tbe ezfety apparatus and

in the determination of the critical maes are given. The
results of five critical tests are presented. (J .S.R.)

119.
16166 QAT-DM-769
Goodyear Atomic Corp., Portsmouth, Ohio.
SAFE GEOMETRIES AND MASS AT ASSAYS BELOW FIVE
PER CENT U*Ss. J. L. Feuerbacher. May 18, 1969. 9p.
OTS.

Investigations were made to determine the meet reliable
method of estimating safe geometries at assays below ~
U2SC. Conservative methode of eetlmsthg Safe masa at the

assays coneldered are aleo examined. Data on cafe geo-
metrical and msea parameters are included. (J.R. D.)

120.
13126 HW-24454
Rnford Worke, Rlcldamf, Waeh.
PROPOSED MET~D FOR TREATuK3 BYDROGENfXS-
PLACEMENT EFFECl13 fN CRfTICAL W MEASDR~
MENTS. Paul F. Gad. May 13, 1952. fkol. Feb. 34,
1360. 12p. ma

Anaiyeie of data on tba crithl mesaee of PO aolutiom
revealed that efgntfkant inareaeee in the critical mmm
oecurwben the Hdennttyie reduced* dilatkmwtth
hearler noeleL Remmmemiationa for atndy of thfe JROb-
lem are outlined. Calcuiatfcma for vartooa dtnatiom am
fncloded. (B.J.R)

121.
4844 RFP-156
Dow chemical Co. Rocky Flnta Plant, Denver.
PLUTOMUM GRAPHITE MSEMBLIES-PART fI.
A. Goodwin, Jr. and C. L. Bchuake. Aug. 10, 1959. Decl.
Dee. 9, 1959. 21P. Contraot AT(29-I)-1106. OTS.

Neutron multipiicatton meaeuremente were made on a
number of cylindrical aaeembliee of Pu and graphite dietw.
t3n calculations were made on homogeneous mtxturea of 3%
and graphfb with varytng C/PU rattoa aod varying refleo-
for thiukneae. (auth)

122.
9164 ANL-6115
Argonne National Lab., Lemcmt, Ill.
PfMT CRITICALITY STUDIES ON THE TREAT REACTOR.
Haig P. Iakenderi,an. Feb. 1960. 13P. Contract W-31-
109-eng-38. OTS.

Crtttcatity caicuiattone for the TREAT reactor, eeeum-
ing no elote and no teet hole, end ueing a modified Fermf-
Age Theory which allowa for epithermal absorptkm and
fleeim, indicated a critical radiue of 59 cm. At the time of
startup TREAT became arittcal at a radius of 67.8 cm.
The reeulte of epectrochemtcal and chemical teeta fndi-
cated a high boron impurity (an average of 7.6 ppm) in tbe
core graphite, and a maximum of about 1.6 wt.% HZO tn ae
eample from ibe permanent reflector graphite. The exoeas
amount of tmron impmiiy tn the core graphite a~eare to

be the major cauae of the dtecrepancy. Valuee of the netp-
tive tempemture coefficient of reacttvtiy and of netttrm
Iifettme were calculated for the crittcat reactor coaiatning
7.6 ppm of boron, aesumfng no alota or test holes, and tbe
reaulta are found to @ in fair agreement with meaaure-
meoto. The oource of exceea heron impurity waa tnced ti
tie berated eteel eeparatore which were used duriog the
baktng of the fuel elements. (auth)
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123.
12330

FAST REACTORS. Leonard J. Koch (Argonne National

Lab.. Lemont, 111.)nnd Hugh C. Paxton (Los Alnmos Scien-
tlfic Lnb., Albuquer~e, N. Mex. ). Ann. Rev. Nuclear Sci.
~, 437-72(1959).

A revlewof the United Stntcs, Ruseta, nnd United Ktngdom
fnst renctornnd fast critical asaembly programa Isglven.
Critical alzc, perturbation, and spectral data obtained from
fast crltlctd aaaembll~s pretreated. Coolant and heat
transfer problems, control nnd kinetics tran~ient acc!dento,
and fuel cyclca of fast reactors aredlacuaaed. (C.J.CI. )

124.
16167 HW-24S14(DSL)

Oemeral Electrto Co. Hanford Atomlo Products Operati~
Richland, Wash.

CRITICAL MASS STUDIES OF PLUTONIUM SOLUTIONS.
F. E. Krueei, J. O. Erkmsn, and D. D. Lsnning. May 19,
1952. Reie.sued h declaesiffed form, Feb. 15, 1960. 82p.
Contract W-31 -109 -Eng-52. OTS.

The chain reactfng condftiona for plutonium nitrate in
water solution were examined experimenially for a variety
of sizes of spheree and cylindere. The effectn on the criU-
oal maes of the displacement of hydrogen and the addition
of pelaons to the fuel were meaeured in water tamped d“
bare reactors. The data reveal that the absorption croaa-
ew~fon of P#o 18925 + 200 tmrns and tie m~m~ o~u-

Cal mass of punt in water 10 610 g at a concentration of

abaut 33 g/liter. (auth)

125.
79a8

ENRICHED-UIUNIUM HYDRIDECRITICAL ASSEMBLIES.
(3. A. Lineoberger, J. D. Orndoff, end H. C. Pasion (Los
Aiaxnoa Scientfflo Lzh., N. bfex.). Nuclear S01. end ~
~ 44-57(1960) Jan.

Aeaembliea considered consist of approximate a~erea
of enrlqhed-uranium hydride composition (approximating
UN,) in 8-in. thick normal uranium and nickel refleoiora
and in a uranium reflector with nickel ilner. Data are of
the following types: (1) oriUcal sizes, (2) values of Rmai
alpha in the neighborhood of delayed critical, (3) aotivztbm
ratea of varioue internal neutron detectors, end (4) reac-
tivity coefficients of a variety of elements. From the ra-
aotivity coefficients at varioue radial positione, obangea to
orlticel mssa carreapondtng to amail changea in oompoai-
tion end density are computed. (auth)

126.
20780 HW-63S76(P.65-9)
(kmeral Electrio Co. Hanford Atomio Produoia Operation,

Richiand, Wash.
PRYSfCii OF NUCLEAR SAFETY. Criticality Meaaur@
meuts Of Heta ~s Xl Per Cent Enriched Uranium

and Water Systems. R. C. Lloyd, E. D. Clayton, R. B.
Smith, and V. 1. Neeley. p.85-9 of NUCLEAR PHYSICS
RESEARCH QUARTERLY REPORT [FOR] OCTOBER,
NOVEMBER, DECEMBER 1959.

The program of critical approach and exponential meas-
urements of 3.063 per cent enriched uranium rods in Ilght
water was continued. Critical masees, buckling values, and
some measured cxirnpolation length values were reported

for three rod diameters (0.300, 0.600, and 0.926 inches) in
previous quarterly reports. Measurements were made with
rods of 0.176-inch diameter by 23,5 incheo in length. T8eco
reds were encaacd with O.025 -inch wall Lucite tubes for
insertion into hexagonal lattice framework, Measure-
ments were carried out in the same manner ●s described
previously, All iatticea were moderated and completely

reflected with light water. (auth)

127.
14250 CF-60-4-24
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
COMPARISONOF k- MEASUREMENTS IN A CRITICAL
ASSEMBLY WITH k. MEASUREMENTS IN THE PHYSXCAL
CONSrANTS TESTING REACTOR. J. T. Mihalozo. May S,
1960. 34p. Contract W-7405-eng-26. 0T8.

The infinite medium multiplication factor, k-, for ● ho-
mogeneous mfxiure of 2% Uz’6-enriched UF4 in paraffin,
waa determined from a aeriea of oritical experiments in
which known changes in the bucklingwere made ●nd the m-
suliing stable perioda measured. The value determined,
ueing a two-group model for ihe nordeakage probability,
waa 1.197 + 0.09. Within ihe quoted errors this value la in
agreement with an earlier value of k- = 1.216 * 0.013 for
the ●me material experimentally determined in the Phyai-
CZ1 Constanta Testing Reactor. (autb)

128.
1103 JAMS-2288 (ifuppl. 1)
ho Alamos Soientffio Id., N. Mex.
PHYSICS OF INTERMEDIATE REACTCXUL Supple-
ment. C. B. lifiila. Apr. 1959. 61P. Contract W-
‘f405-eng-36. O’I%.

Multigroup neutron dfffhsion and trenapori equatioaa
have been ❑hewn to correlate neutron cross eectiona
end simple oritical experiments for a wide variety of
matertela to approximately second order accuracy,
This eyatem waa used for criticality survey work for
the moderator H and C, giving critical radiua for mod-

●rater to fiosionehle materiel atomio ratio and tem-
perature. Critioal radium depemie~e for 1+0, Be, ad
BeO waa oomputed for I?n only. Neutron group aTer-
eged croea neotions supplementiq and correcting pro-
V1OIMIisttoga are tabulated, l%eee are consistent with
the literature. (auth)

?

I
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129.
6775 NW-62031
General Electrio CO. Hanford Atomic Produotn Operatt-

Richland, wash “
A COMPARISON OF PCTR AND CRITICAL Experiment
DETERMINATIONS OF k- FOR TWO WEIGHT PER CENT
URANIUM-235 ENRICHED UFt IN PARAFFIN, V. L
Neeiey. Sept. 22, 1959. 28P. COntriWt AT(45-1)-13S0.
OTS.

The value of k- for 2 wt.% @s enriched UPt paraffin
moderated at a N/Urn atomic ratio of 195 waa determined
in the PCTR. ‘llda material wee returned to ORNL in or-

der that critical experiment might be cooduoted to dater-
mine k-. The two values of k- were then compared. The
value of ~ ea determined in the PCTR wze dependent upon
the cromwmction valuen which wera chosen. fn tide ex-
periment “effective” crom-section valuea obtained by
avereging the oross section over the Wigner-Wilkenz speo-
trum of a aimiler type of mixture were used. The value of
k- determined in the PCTR was 1.216 * 0,01S. The value
obtained from the work carried out at ORNL wcc 1.200 ●

0.011 from a one-group treatment of the critical experi-
ments end 1.202 * 0.012 from a two-group treatment of the
work. A theoretical calculation of k _ give~ a value of 1.2%
ThieJ is in good agreement with tbe experimental value.
Critical mcperimente done on this material at ORNL show
that the minimum critical maas for a hare %quard’ cyltn-
der contains approximately 26 kg of Uric. A calculated
“due of tie amountOfUns in a joet critical bare ●quare

cylinder was obtained uetng the experimental k- value.
Again there wee good agreement with the experimental re-
●dtu. (autb)

130.
7987 LA-2085

Los Afamos Scientific lab., N. Mex.
CRYI’ICAL ASSEMBLY OF URANRJMMETAL AT AN
A~E~GE U2S CONCENTRATION OF 16-1/4%. J. J.

Neuer, (1. E. Haneen, G. A. Juvic, Q. A. Linenherger, ad
D. S. Young. Oot. 1956. Decl. Jan. 4, 1960. 28P. Cen-
traot W-7405 -Cng-S6. CY2S.

A uranium metal oritioai aesembly coneiated of a 16-in.
diameter core with M average U*’S oontent of 16y4%,●r-
rounded by a 3-in. thick natural uranium reflector. ~
oriticel mane waa 692 kg of core material. (zuth)

131.
20782 PGR-97(R)
United Xingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Production

Group. Risley, Lanes, England.
AN EMPIRJCAL CORRELATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

DATA ON HOmOgeneOUS CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF
URANIUM AND HYDROGEN OF ALL ENRICHMENTS.
B. G. Owen. Apr. 1960. 42P. BIS.

The original corre iation on highly enriohed uranium-
hydrogen critical systems is extendd to all enrichment.
BY using three empirical equations and the one-group

Critical Experiments 12$)-134

buckling relations, the physical eize of any uranium-
hydrogen homogeneous critical assembly In simple geom-
etry can be predicted. The prediction are compared with
experiment where experimental data are available. The
derived reflected spherical, infinite cylimier, end slab
dimensions are shown. (auth)

132.
9179-

REACTOR PHYSICS EXPEIUMENTS USING SUBCRITI-
CAL SYSTEMS. A. ~ma and S. An (Univ. of ‘hkyo) .

J. Atomic Energy son. Japan :, 436-46(1959). (fn Japa-
neee)

A review IS presented on reaetor physics experiment
uatng subcritical eyetems. Experimental faotlitieo and
techniques are described, and the correlation of theory
and experiments are dfeouased. Some of the tntereating
@auf neutron experiments utilizing euberltical systems
are also discuaaed. (zutb)

133.
7954 LA-1671
Loa Alamos Soientifio Lab., N, Mex.
BARE CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF ORALLOY AT INTER-
MEDIATE CONCENTRATIONS OF U-236. H. C. Paxton,

G. A. Linenberger, L L I.awry, It, N. Olcott, J. D.
Omdoff, and J, E. Sattiaahn. May 1964. Decl. Jan. 4,
19S0. 46P. Contrcot W-740 S-e~-96. OTS.

Dare oylbxtrioaf critical aaeembllm were conatreotad 0(
stacked plates of 93.4% enriched and natural uranium.
Proportions were adjusted to give average UU6 concentra-
tion of 63.6, 37.7, and 29.0%. Approximate relations be-
tween critical parameters and U*’6 concentration were ob-
tained. (W.D.Xd.)

134.
16168 1.AMS-2416
Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
CRfTICAL DATA FOR NUCLEAR SAFETY GUIDANCE.
H. C. Paxton, comp. Feb. 1960. 68p. Contract W-7406-
eng-36. OTS.

A collection of criticality dztc Is presented for the evac-
uation of nuolear safety problems. Various geometries are
treated, e.g., spheres, cylindere, niabs, cubic arrays,
amuli, eto, The leotopas of U*”, U*s’, and Puzw at various

enrtchmente and in different eolutions are oonsldered.
(lV.D.M.)
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133.
2s020
HIGH TEMPERATURE CRITICAL SYSTEMS. Harry L.
Reynolds (Univ. of California, Livermore). ARS (Am.
Rocket Soc.) J. ~, 772-6(1960) Aug.

A facility ceiled” Hot Box” waa oonstmoted at Jackaes
Fiata, Nevada, to beusedin siudiea ofhlgh-temperalura
critical assemblies of simple geometry, in order to de-
termine whether calculation pmcedurea are adequate for
estimating the effect of temperature changes, Uranium
foils of 2-roil thickness and moderator blocks are amem-
bled at room temperature and raised to higher tempera-
ture by hot gaa; the critical maaa at one particular
temperature is determined. Data arepreaented for
graphite-moderated bare-unreflected and reflected sys-
tomoattemperaturcs up to 1200°Fand ohouldbeuoeful
fornuclear pmpuision aystem calculationa. (II. L.C.)

136.
WI RFP-178
Dow Chemical Co. Rooky Flata Plant, Denver.
PLUTONIUM PLBXICUAS ASSBMB2JES. C. L. Sokuake,
G. R Bklinger, A. Qoodwin, Jr,, end D. ?. ~tb, Jaa. 10,
1960. Decl. Feb. 16, 1860. 20p. Contmot AT(Z9-1)-I1OS.
OTB.

Neutron nwltiplioatton meaaureunenta were made ~
* ~ ~~~d OYlindrIoalamemhliea. The aaeem-
Mies conaiated of Pu metal sheet tuaierated with Plwi#a&
Experiments were performed to evaluate tbe cdfeota et
iabomogeneity. (auth)

137.
1*169 Y-839
Carbide end Carbon Chemtcala Co. Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge,

Tenm
EMPfRICAL STUDIES OF CRITfCAL MASS DATA. PART
III. C. L. f?ahuske and J. W. Morfitt. Jan. 16, 1952. DecL
Mar. 7, 1960. 13p. Contract W-7406 -eng-26. OTS.

The critical mass curvefi of an equilateral cylindrical
reaotor as ● funotion of modemtion were calculated by
graphical methode for H: U’l’ atomic mtioe of 25 down to
1.4. The critical aesemblieo were built up of small cubes.
Theme cubes were of two types, Ii-cubee and U-oubea. The
H-cubee were small blocke of polyethylene (CH1.SZ) apprml-
mately 1“ on the edge. The U plaetio oubea (U-oubee) ooa-
tained a mixture of UF4 (Un’) taotoPio oon-tration ~
9.3% and polytetrafluometbylene (CF2,n) preaeed together
to forma material having en over-all denoity of 4.73 g/ems.
The infinite cylinder and ●iab dimenaione as functions of
moderation were approximated for the low values of
Xi: U:JS atomic ratio. (C.J.G.)

138.
819 NP-8000
Lockheed Nuolear Pmducte, Marie@ Ga.
FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS AND CRITICALITY STUDIES
FOR TRE CRHfCAL EXPERIMENT REACTOR R. X

- Scpk 1069. 32P. contractAFW(600)-28047.
(m-u).

eke- arul ~ioml ma dietribotfotu are ~
k the Crftfoal ~rf~ Reaebr tuiu b~
aflbtolt tbaory. ~ * di*rmuttom
Uoahmbrti-Gi’amd ~swmtormalah
MWitk ~~duribdbahm
●alodateder ttioduwa@-tebe lo.s Mele-

Mad la O.* lower than the eslMrimetially-
dateraiaed oritteal - veloe. Values of &f tir a
30- aml 32-element oores using a two-dimennio+ tmm-

gronp diffusion theory pmgr~ are 1.106 and 1.120,
respaoti~ely. One- and two-dimensional metboda for
oaloulat@ reaotivities of the CEX agree within 1%.
(math)

139.
1W27 BAW-1193
&beock and Wilcox Co. Critical Experiment Lab.,

Lynchburg, Va.
7BoRNJM URANXUM PHY~CS EXPERtMENTEt (TUPE).
Ncatldy Report for February 1860. N. L. t!tntdow. 7P.
Ccatract AT(I1-1)766. (YYS.

The atatua of the project ie eummariauf, ad the re-
udts of clean core meaaurementc on Cores 15B ad 16A
●re given. (W.D. M.)

140.
22261 AHSB(S) Handbook 1

United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Authority
=ealth and Safety Branch, Rieley, Lanes, England.
NANDBOOK OF CRtTICAL~Y DATA FOR PLANT DE-
6fGNERS AND OPERATORS. 1960. 52P.

Criticality data are preeented wblch are Intended forum
by ohemical plant deaignere and operatom. The aeaump-
tions and definitions are baeed on operation and accidente
that might reasonably he considered possible in such
phnte. Ckaphe are presented of the four commonly en-
cmmtered critical parameter-: maaa, -olume, radius 04
an infinite cylinder, and thtckneaa of an infinite slab.
Curves ●re given for systems involvi~ PUW, 30-0296 U“,
2-Sin u:=, and leaa tbaa 5% Uw. (W.D.MO)

.

.
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141.
1*7 (LAMS-2489) CIUTICAL MASSES OF COM-
POSITESOF Oy AND Pu-239-240 fN FLAT~P f3EOME -
TRY. D. M. Barton, WUllem Bernard, and G. E. fUamm
(LoII Alamos &ientlfic Lab., N. Mex.). LMc. 1980. Coa-
trmt W-7405 -ENG-36. 18P.

Three “critical plutonium-enriched uranium composites
with plutonium of different Pu2’0 content are rfc.ecribed. fn
these systems one gram of Pu240 is equivalent to - 0.S3
grams of Puzw and an analysis is presented which trans-
lates this datum to V(Pu2t0, 2 Mev) = 3.32 + 0.14 neutrons
emitted ~r puz~’J fission induced by a 2 Mev neutron. (auth)

142.
2068 Y-Roi(Dci.)
@k Rldsc Nnliwvii I.nb., Y-12 Arm, Tcnn.
CRITI1:A 1. MASS STUIXI.X. PART VI. Dtxon Cnllihnn,
D. F. Cronin, J. K. Fox, J. W. Morfitt, E. R. Rohrcr, nnd
D. V. P. Wiii!ams. AUK. 8. 1951. Decl. with delettcma
June 17, 1960. 32p. ContrmX W-7405 -eng-26. OTS.

Datn arc presented on the conditions under whloh arrays
of enhnnccd and nstural uranium elugs of the HNnford typo
can be made criticai with ilght.-water moderator, and oom-
posite reflectors of water, lea~ and natural urentum. A21
effort was made to determine the minimum number of e8-
hanced siugs that could be made orltical under auoh con-
ditions, to establish the nuclear eafety of a Iead-ltned
ahipping container, and to obtain a qualitative comparison
of the relatlve reflecting ability of lead, water, metbeory-
iate plastic, and naturaf uranium. (auth)

143.
6605 A URANIUM- METAL EXPONENTIAL EXPERI-
MENT. Curtis G. Chezem (Los Alamos Scientific Lab.,
N. Mex. ). Nuclear Sci. and E ng. ~, 652-69(1960) Dac.

Certain confficts arising from previous measurements of
neutron flux parameters in the equilibrium spectmm of
natural uranium were reeoived. The parameters which
w(,rc invcstigaied are given along with “best” values as
measured in this work: Material buckling, - IJ.O119 *
0.0005 cm-z; Diffusion iength, 9.17 * 0.18 cm; U23’/U23a

fission cross-section ratio, 239 ● 7; Pu23g/U238 fission
c ros6-section ratio, 250 * 16; Np237/U23’ fiaslon croea-
section ratio, 14.5 * 0.5; and U238 inelastic scattering croes

sect ion, 2.00 + 0.04 barns. The experiment was performed
at the Pajarito critical assemblies facility utiiizing two ex-
pnentiel coiumne of naturai uranium, each 30 .7-tn. high,
having diametera of 15 and 21 tn. and excited by a emall
fast reactor. The system waa outdoors, elevated come 11 ft
above the ground ievei to reduce ftux perturbationa due to
backscattertng of neutrons. Perturbation Correctaf meas-

urements in both columns made by several detection
methods and with various source epect ra agree to within
experimental error end are consistent with calculated
vaiues. (auth)

144.
21396 (DP-532) HANDBOOK OF NuCLEAR SAFETY.
Rugh K. Clark (DLIPent de Nemours (E. L) & CO. Savannah
River tib., Afken, S. C.). Jan. 1961. Contract AT-(07-
2)-1. IsOp.

Dfocuaslono are given of the factore that determine ●

crttbxl mace, cmeequencee of attafning a criflcal maas,
theory of chain reactions, aod margine of safety. Crittcal
cod acfe ~Uons are included for the fiselonable matart-
ais, U-233, U-235, &d plutonium, both se pure metals and
when alloyed with other mete is. Consideration are given
for heterogeneously end homogeneously moderated sys-
tems, and interactions occurring between unita in air and
water, (B, O, G.)

145.
4715 (NAA-SR-S61O) AN ENRICHED U02– ZrH
CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. M. V. Davis, A. W. Thiele, end
L. L Mesa. Atomica International. Div. of North Ameri-
can Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, CalIf. Nov. 1, 1960. 34p.
Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-8. OTS.

The SNAP Critical Asaembiy ia a pseudosphericai nu-
ciear reactor with a fixed hydrogen moderator. 93.17% U*’C
fuel, and a beryllium and graphite reflector. The core ia
made up of aegmenta of cold preaaed Z rH with 6% by weight

~ Powder. me meembly ia constructed in two hemi-
spheres with horizontal facea which are brought in contact.

Instrumentation and reactivity, activation, and intrinsic be-
havior measurements are discussed. (W.D.M.)

146.
21894 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR THE PRELIMI-
NARY DESIGN OF THE ARGONNE HIGH FLUX REACTOR,
PART A. J. W. L. DeVilliera, Q. L. Baird, J. Juliano,
C. N. Kelber, R. Ktyoee, and K. E. Plumlee (Argonne
National Lab., Ill). Trene. Am, Nuclear *c., 4: No. 1,
109-10 (June 19s1).

147.
3302 (BAW-li85) LIQUID METAL FUEL REACTOR
EXPERIMENT; CRITICAL EXPERIMENT REPORT OF
EXPERIMENTAL DATA. T. C. Engelder, H. W. Giesler,
J. P. Farrar, and J. H. Mortenaon. Babcock and Wilcox
Co. Critical Experiment Lab., Lynchburg, Va. Mar. 1960.
Changed from OFFICIAL USE ONLY Oct. 18, 1960. 78p.
Contract AT(30-1)-1940. OTS.

Results are reported of a series of critical experiments
on u*3S–bismuti -graphite corca, highly refiected by

graphite, performed during the course of the Liquid Metal
Fuel Reactor Experiment (LMFRE) research and develop-
ment program. The experiment employs a large movable
tabie assembly on which is erected a graphite honeycomb,
with provision for changea in core composition and reflec-
tor thickness. Information on the physical arrangement, “
@ble and table drive system, control rods and drive sys-
tem, neutron source and drive, and instrumentation is
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.
provided. Tbecritical dtmen810nti of12assemblieaof
paeudocylindrical geometry are reported. Theaeassem-
blies cover the range of parameters N@SI =600to
1200 ppm, V6i/VG=Oand 0.5, andaidc andend reflectora
from zero to42in. ofgraphlte. Various small renotlvity
oorrectlons, euoh as temperature, reeidual table gap,
room reflocUona, rodguidee and voids, andheterogeneI: ies.
were also measured. Extenalve mlcroacopia’ andmaow .
SOOP1Ofiuxmeaeurementa were made uehgbareaod

cndmlum-covered Uz3C,’gold, and Dy-Alalloyfolle and
wires. The lntracell ftuxdfstributton in three repreeenta-
Uve assemblies wae measured, and flux ratios were oom-
puted for thermal-utilization calculattone. Groes-fiux
traverses were made radially, axially, end diagonally, and
over-all contour diagrams were plotted to obtain additional
data on flux separability with. which to check calculatiooal
methods, The important foil-correction factore were etud-
Ied experimentally eo that accurate flux ehapes in two- “
regton reactors could be reported. Subcadmium and epi-
cndmium fission distributions were measured, and the
mdtal fuel importance wae studied in one assembly. CrUt-
cal buckling measurements were llmlted by the small
asymptotic region in the reflected aseembllee, but suffi-
cient information was obtained to determine the axial and
radial reflector savings for N*5/NBi = 1200 ppm. It was

also possible to construct two bare or near-bare aaaem-
,blles, for which the critical buckling is reported. (autb)

148,
7018 (ORNL-3016(P.59 -70)) SOLUTION EXPERI-
MENTS IN A FLUX-TRAP CRITICAL ASSEMBLY
PRELIMINARY STUDY FOR HIGH FLU% ISOTOPE
REACTOR. J. K. Fox, L. W. Gilley, and D. W. Magnueoo
(Oak Rtdge National Lab., Term.).

A study of a flux-trap critical aesembly wae made,

uatng a solutian of UC%(NWZ enriched to 93.6 ~. % tn
d~s and dissolved in mixtures of ~0 and HIO. The
sssembly was a preliminary mock-up of the HFIR, and
the data were intended to atd in the establishment of
design parameters for the HFIR. Critical parameters,

relative flux dlstrtbuttons, flux ratioe, and the effects of
centrally located air- or alumtnum-filled “voids” were
obtained. (auth)

149.
2063 AERE-M-71S
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Research

Group. Atomic Energy Research Establtehnient, Har-
well, Berka, England.

DENSITIES OF HYDRtiEN AND UIUN!UM AND THEIR
EFFECT UPON CRITICALITY. E. V. Gamer and K. D. B.
Johneon. July 1960. 10P. BfS.

Z%e densities of hydrogen and uranium in crystalline
solids and Hqulda which may occur during the processing
of flssile materials are given. Criticality dependence upoe
density 1s diecuseed, (W. D. M.)

150.
Moo CRiTICAL PLUTONIUM AND ENRICHED-
URANIUM-METAL CYLINDERS OF EXTREME SHAPE.
G. E. Hansen, H. C. Paxton, and D. P. Wood (Los Alamos
scientific Lab., N. Mat.). Nuclear Sci. end E%. ~, 670-7

(1260) Dec.
Critical configurations were established with enrIchat

uranium in the form of squat 15.O-in. dia. cylinders and
elo~ated 3.24-in. dia. cylhtder8. These cores were re-
fleoted by depleted uranium, polyethylene, graphite, mxf
water; the squat cylinder was unreflected and reflected by
berylliumof various thlcicnesees. Critical systems of plu-
tonium were squat 6. O-in. dia. cylinders and elongated
2.26-tn. dia. cylinders reflected by normal uranium, graph-
tte. water, and in one caee, polyethylene. Observed critical
hetghts and dlamotera were corrected to correspond to
etandmd enriched-uranium and plutonium densities and
concentrations. These are tabulated atong with effective
extrapolation distances. (auth)

151.
6602 CRITICAL MASSES OF ENRICHED-URANIUM
CYLINDERS WITH MULTIPLE REFLECTORS OF
MEDIUM-Z ELEMENTS. G. E. Haneen, D. P. Wocd, and
W. U. Geer (Loa Alamos Scientific Lab., N. hle.x.), Nu-

clear Sci. and Eng. ~, 586-94(1960) Dec.
—

Critical masses were measured for enriched-uranium-
metal cylinders reflected on both ends and on one end only
by multiple Iayera of two and three of the metals copper,
Iron, zinc, nickel, and etalnless steel. For other meas-
urements the core was partially moderated with graphite
and with palyethylenc so as to give the Influence of de-
creased neutron energy upon reflector savings of the nwlti-
ple reflectors. Critical masa values with composite re-
flector are less than the aimplc averagea of values for the
elements alone. Thie reduction of critical masa, most pro-
nounced for the N\-Fe reflectors, is primarily because the
eelf-shielding of the scattering resonances in medium-Z
elements ie appreciable when one-element reflectors are
used, and ia reduced when two or more of these elements

are mtxed in the reflectors. (auth)

152.
29B81 (K-1335 (Del.)) APPLICATION OF INTERAC-
TION CRfTERIA TO HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS. H. F.
Henry, C. E. Newlon, end J. R. Knight (Oak Ridge Gaseoue

Dlffueion Plant, Term.). June 4, 1957. DecL with dele-
tions July 24, 1961. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. 21p.

Recent experimental critieali~ data with homogeneous
and heterogeneous eyetems of interacting containers were
used in evaluating an interaction principle for the safe
storwe and handling of diesimtlar containers of fisaionablo
materials. The expmimentaf data whtch included slab and
oyllttdrioaf geometries, U-~35 assays of 93.2% and

H/U-235 atotnio raUos from O to 330, and which extend
below the useful range of a two-group theory previously

.
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used to evaiuate interaction experlmente; indicate that the
principle is vaiid over the wide range of criticality pa-
rameter considered, and that a homogeneous eystem of
interacting containers 1s, in general, more highly reactive.
than any corresponding heterogeneous one. An SOZ3YSIC
wae e.leo made of the eafety of cylindrical etorege unite
where criticality control is based upon maes rather than
upon geometric limitations. Caicuiations ueing a two-

group interaction theory indicate that, for containers
meeting ORGDP cafe interaction criteria, either uniform
dilution or concentration of the fuel from en optimum
H/U-2313 ratio of about 600 will result in a smaller con-
tainer reparation being required. (auth)

153.
31489 (ANL-6401) CRITICAL STUDIES OF DILUTE
cARBIDE FAST REACTOR CORE. ZPR-131 Assembly 34.

R, J. Hubert, J. K. Long, R. L. McVean, and J. M. Gaeidio
(Argonne National Lab., Idaho Falle, Idaho). May 1961.

Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 21P.
Critical studies were made with a stmuiated, large,

dilute power reactor having uranium carbide as fuei. The
uranium in the core was 30.7% enriched, and the atomic
ratio of uranium to carbon was 0.946. The critical mass
was 503.01 kg U*3Sand the critical volume 574.47 Iiters.

Central reactivity coefficients, effective fission cross-
section ratios, heterogeneity effects, reactivity worth of
distributed materiaie, foil irradiations, and the average
prompt neutron lifetime were measured. Muitigroup calcu-
lations using the Yiftah, Okrent, and Moldsuer croes-
scction eet overestimated k for the critical configuration
by 4.7’%. [auth)

154.
7042 TWO PLUTONIUM- METAL CRITICAL .4SSEX-
BLIES. G. A. Jarvis, G. A. Linenberger, J. D. Orndoff,

and H. C. Pzxton (Lee Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.).
Suclcar Sci. and En~. ~, 525-31(1960) Dec.

Two plutonium-metal c riticd assemblies were studied ●t
the Pajnrito site in Las Alamos. Part I describes Jezebsl,

the bare plutonium assembly, and gives its observed char-
acteristics along with a few comparisons with enriched-
ursnlum systems. Part II covers Popsy, a plutonium core

in a thick normai-ursnium reflector. As Popsy was rela-
tively infiexible— intended only for a preliminary survey—

its experimental progriun was much less complete than that
of Jezebel. (auth)

Critical Experiments 153-158

155,
17474 (LA-2044(Del.)) PLUTONIUM-METAL C3UTI.
CAL ASSEMBLES. G. A. Jarvis, G. A. Linenberger, mnl

H. C. Paxton (Lee Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). May
19S6. Declassified with deletione May 13, 1960. Contract
W-7406 -Eng-36. 34p.

The two plutonium-metaf c riticat assemblies that were
Wudtad at Pajarito Site are Jezebei, bare plutonium, and
Popsy. A plutonium core in a tfdck normal uranium refieo-

tor. These assembiiee and their propertied are described.

(mith)

156.
21895 CRiTIC& EXPERIMENTS FOR THE PRE-
L3M3NARY DESIGN OF THE ARGONNE HIGH FLUX RE-
ACTOR, PART B. J. O, Juiieno, C. N. KeIber, end K. E,

Phunlee (Argonne National Lab., Ill.). Trans. Am. Nu-
clear Sot., 4: No. 1, 110-ll(June 1961).

157.
2066 UCRL-5368(Pt.2)
California. Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation Lab.
CRITICAL MEASUREMENTS ON NEAR-HOMCYGENEOUS,
B@-MODERATED, ORALLOY-FUE LED SYSTEMS.
Fred A. Kloverstrom end Donald E. Kraft. July 11, 1960.
18P. Contract W-7405 -eng-48. OTS.

A series of BeO-moderated oralloy-fueled graphite-
reflected reactors are described. perturb= tion~ were
introduced by inserting various materlaIs into basic re-
actor configurations and observing their effect on the
CritlCd dimensions of the reactor. TIIC reacto~~ had fuel
densities that corresponded to atomic BeO/U235 ratios of
247 and 493. (nuth)

158.
6593 (ORNL-3016(P.71)) HOMOGENEOUS CRITICAL
ASSEMBLIES OF 2% U2SS-ENRICHED UF4 IN PARAFFIN.
J. T. Mihaiczo and J. J. Lynn (Osk Ridge National Lnb.,
Term.).

Additional critical experiments were performed with

a homogeneous mixture of 2% U2Ss-enriched i.’F4 and
235 atomic ratio for these later e.xPefi-paraffin, the Ii:U

ments being 501. The results were combined with those
of enrller experiments, in which H: U2~s ratios of 195,

. 294, and 404 were used, to present piots of minimum

critical masses and volumes. (auth)

.
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159.
b595 (ORNL-3016(P.73 -6)) CRITICAL PARAME-
TERS OF BARE AND REFLECTED 93.4 wt. % U236-EN-
RICHED URANIUMMETAL SLABS. J. T. Mihalczo and

J. J. Lynn (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).
The critical parameters of slabs of 93.4 wt. %IJa~-

●nrlched uranium metal were measured in a series of
neutron multiplication experiments. The effect of
Plexiglas as a neutron reflector was determined, and a
limited number of measurement with graphite and
beryllium reflectors were made. The data were extrap-
olated to give 2.4 in. as the thickness of an infintte,
unreflected critical slab and 0.6 tn. as the thicknees
of an infinite critical slab reflected by 6 tn. of Plexiglas.
(auth)

160.
IB649 (CF-61-4-33) NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION

EXPERIhIEN~ WITH ENRICHED URANIUM METAL IN
sLAB GEOhlETRy. J. T. Mihalczo and J. J. Lynn (Oafc
Ridge Nationat Lab., Term.). Apr. 10, 1961. 32p.

Critical thicknesses of uranium metal slabs enriched to

93.1S% in the U2JS lsotops were obtained by a technique in-
volving source-neutron multiplication counting. Subcritical
assemblies of metal slabs were constructed to within, in
most casee, 95% of criticzl mass, and the resulting re-
ciprocal multiplication curves axtrapdated to criticsf
thicitnO.Sses. slab dimensions ranged from s x 5 in. to 25 x
2S In., and thicknesses of infinite slabs were extrapolated
from the data. Plexiglas, In thtckneeses from O to 6 in.,
berylUum, and AGOT graphite served a.e neutron reftectore.
famvtous work with uranium-Plexfglas lattices wae extended
to lattice densities of 0.33 and 0.50, the latter being Uae
iimiting density under tbe conditions bf the eqxwiment.
(auth)

161.
15077 MlhTMUM CRITICAL DIMENSIONS FOR WA-

TER SOLUTIONS. C. B. Mills (Los Alamoa Scientific
Mb., N. Mex.). Nuclear Sci. and Eng., 9: 377-90 (Mar. .
1961).

By use of the Los Alamos transport cede, a parametric
set of criticality conditions for one-dimensional geometries
of light water solutions of the fissionable materials UaX,
U’”, and Pu 23’ was determined. Minimum orltical dimen-

sion for slabs and cylinders and critical radius, maas,
and volume for spheres as a function of solution concentra-
tions (kg/t) and H/x atomic ratio are shown for bare md
light water reflected solutions, Results of experimental
studies for critical dimensions are gtven to support the
study. (auth)

162.
Zlm ANALYTl~L AND BXPIUUMENTAL RESUL~
MR A COMPACT, ~IUM MYDStlDl? MODERATZD
CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. Lj L MOSS, C. M. podewelta,—. .
R. L ltanriall, J. L ~, W 1 E Whuner (Atosnh
bto~ttOOd, c- ?u& u.). TS’UU, ~. N~~l~r
Sot., 4: No. 1, 5S-4(JW 1961).

163.
2WSI (LAMS-2%97) CORRELATIONS OF EXPERI-
MENTAL AND THEORETICAL CRITICAL DATA. COM-
PARATIVE RELIABILITY, SAFETY FACTORS FOR CRIT-
ICALITY CONTROL, Hugh C. Psxton (Lee Alamoa
Snientifio Lab., N. Mex.). Mar. 1961. Contract W-740 S-
●ng-S6. 64p.

‘flata report supplements LAMS-2415,
Correletiona of computed and experimental critical data

are discussed. The scope is limlted to fiaaile eyatema tbt
may ,h approximated by, elmple descriptions. Tbe mefhoda
used to adjust data to untform condition are outlined. Tbe
re~iawmenta for computation where the valuea are intended
to daatitute for experlmentat data in nuclear eafety guld-
aooo are described, Computational methods using DSN and
mukigroup diffusion technique are discussed. Both com-
puted ●nd expaimentel data are given for the foilowi~
oriticai masses of bare epherea of uranium with various

moderator, critical masses and volumes of homogeneous
water-moderated uranium epheres, core-density exponetis
for water reftected-water moderated U2SCor I@ spheres,
oritical diametera of infinite cyllndera of homogeneous
water-moderated uranium, criticai thicknea6ea of infioite
slaba of homogeneous water-moderated uranium, critical
maaaes of deita-phnse plutonium mixtures with water and
Plexfglae, influence of Pu2’0 on critical maes of water-
moderated plutonlum epherea, criticai diametere of in-
finitely-long cyiindera and critical thickness of infinite
●labe of tmmogeneoue water-moderated P#g, critical ‘
volumes of U-C -H20 ayatemfs, and critical masses d
bare spheres of uranium dliuted with other metals and
graphite. (M.C,Q.)

164.
ma (P-17 13( RAND)) A DISCUSSION OF THE COR-

RELATION OF CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR BARE HOMO-
GENEOUS REACTORS. Benjamin Ptnkel and George B. W.
Younr (RAND Corp., Santa Monica, CalIf.). June 4, 1959,
2.SP.

For presentation at the American Nuclear Society Amdal
Meeting, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, June 15-17. 19s9,

An invesUgatlon was conducted to determine whether
simple parameters could be found which could correlate ,
the critical conditions for bare homogeneous reactors.
fn connection with this, a study wan made of the results
of an 16-group analysis which covered a group of reactora
using Be, SS0, C, DZO, L17H, and H20 as moderators, over
a wlda range of moderator-to-uranium (U-235) mole ratioe.

Tiae correlation was applied to the results of several criti-
-, c+lity experlmente. (B.O.C3.)

.
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165.
6604 CRITICAL REFLECTOR THICKNESSES FOR
SPHERICAL U233AND PU239SYSTEMS. E. A. Plaesmarm

and D. P. Wood (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. ).
Nuclear Sci, and En&.&, 615-20 (1960 )Dec.

The thickness of reflectors required forcritlcdcotii~-
rations with spheres of U233and Pu239 were estlmat~ from
multiplication measurementa of nearly critical assemblies.
Reflector materhlse mployedw ereuraniumenrichd in
U23S, normal uranium, beryllium, and tungsten alloy. Cor-
rectlonof the experimental data was attempted to give
“idealized” dimensions, Le., a solid core in intimate con-
tact with its reflector material. (auth)

166.
2065 LA-267
Los Alamosf Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
MULTIPLICATION OF NEUTRONS fN SMALL SPHERES
OF ACTfVE MATERIAL. C. Rlcbman. Apr. 7, 1945.
Decl. Aug. 2, 1960. 18p. OTS.

h experiment la deacrJbed in which a source of neutrons
ia surrounded by a sphere of active material. The resulting
counts when the sphere 18 in place and removed are com-
pared. .The ratio of the two rates ia a measure of the re-
active properties of the sphere. Reautta are compared
with those obtained by other workera. (auth)

167.
4594 (WAPD-TM-244) NUCLEAR ANALYSIS OF

THERMAL REFLECTED CYL1NfM4fCAL HOMOGENEOUS
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. G. P. Rutledge and P. A.
Kantorczyk. NOV. 1960. 21P. Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-14.

OTS.
Twenty-three small, cylindrical, U02F2 aqueous aolutton,

water-reflected, crlttcal assemblies were analyzed uttliz-
ing few-group diffusion theory wkh the one-dtmenaional
code WANDA. The fast-group constants were obtained
using the hfUFT code which computes the flux spectxum
in a material of prescribed compoeitton and buckling. The
cross sectlona are then averaged over thts spectrum to
obtain the MUFT constanta. Mexwellian thermal apect rum
constants for the slow group were obtained w!tb the
SOFOCATE code. AIso, three large, U02(N03) ~ aqueous.—.._
#olution, cylindrical crttical aesembltee were analyzed for
comparison. The tmrpose of the analysia waa to make eev-
eral direct comparisons of critical experiments with ana-
lytical models in order to determtne whether these models
can be utilized to cslculate criticality for assemblies that
me not complicated with heterogeneous structural mate-

rtats. The general use of these analytical modele for fuel
handling crttlcallty calculations was evaluated. (auth)

168.
217U THE REACTIVITY (fCeff) OF THE TERNARY
SYSTEM ZIRCONIUM- WATER- URAIWJM-235. G. P.
Rutledge end F. A. Dobbs (Westlngbouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh). Trans. Am. Nuclear Soo., 4: No. 1, 21-2
(June 1961).

169.
9447 (RFP-213) PLEXIGLAS REFLECTED ASSEM-
BIJE8 OF PLUTONIUM. C. L. Schueke, D, F. Smith, and
C. L. Bell (Dow Chemioal Co., Rocky Flats Plant, Denver),
Jan. 10, 1961. 7p. Corttraot AT(29-I)-1106.

A compilation IS presented of crftical extrapolations of
saberltlcal neutron multiplication meammements msde on
mcembl!ea of plutonium metal tamped wtth Plexiglae, III
addttlon to this compilation, recent data are reported on a
20- by 20-in. slsb of metal tamped wtth Plexiglae. A sint-
p]e empiricaf equation of the form (~- ~o) (b-hO) = C
was fmmd which fits the data and predtcte the infintte slOb
and cyIinder dlmenoions. (auth)

170.
32670 (TID-3306) CRITICAIJTY. A Bibliography of
Unclassified Literature. Raymond L. Scott, comp. (Office
of Technical Information Extension, AEC). Mar. 1961.
179p.

A totaf of 1145 references to unclassified reporte and
published literature is presented on calculations of critioaf
parameters for various reactor fuels and moderators,
critical and exponential experiments, and nuclear safety
criteria for processing, hand] ing, and sbrage of fissionable
materials. Author, subject, and report number-availability
indexes are provided. (auth)

171.
26664 (NP-10247(P.218-22)) CRITICALITY STUD~S
OF PROJECT PHOENIX. R. Shankar Singb (India. Atomk
Energy Establishment, Trombay). p.218-22 of PROCEE~-
~GS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON LOW ENERGY NuCLEAR
PHYSICS, 1961, BOMBAY, FEBRUARY 27 -hfARCH 2, 1961.

A study is made of tbe orittcality conditions at the fuel

reprocessing plant of the Canada India Reactor. ‘llte vsrlw
ettwes in the fuel processing operation, whose purpese Is W
concentrate and recover the Puzs] produced in the reactor,
are deeoribed. The criticality aspects of each stage are
considered. (T, F. H.)

172.
31491 20% ENRICIIED U~-GRAPIilTE FUEL DISKS
FOR SEMI-HOMOGENEOUS CRITICAL ASSEMBLY.
R. Ueda (Jfipan Atnmic Energy Research Inst.. ‘rokyo).
E. Sugimolo, K. Watanabe, and T. Ogura. Atomprmxls,
7: 337- 43(Scpt. 196 U. (In English)

About 25600 fuel disks of Z&k enriched U02- graphite
for the Semi-iiomrrgencous I?xperlmcntal Facility in JAERI
were fabricated. In preparing these disks, satisfactory
quallty controftlng with respect to homogeneity and ac-
curacy was carried out. Special care was aiso taken to

prevent the ge.neratlon of radioactive dust, which resulted
in success from the viewpoint of accountability and safety.
These fuel disks were charged into the crit.lcal aasembly
at JAERI, and crlllcality was successfully attained with
Iittic deviation from the calculated value. (auth)
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173.
MM CfUTICAL MASSES OF CYLfNDERS OF PLU-
TONIUM DILUTED WfTH OTHER METALS. D. P. Wood,
C. C. Byern, and L. C. Osbern (Los Alemos scientific
Lsb., N. Mex.). Nuclear Scl. and E ~. ~, 578-87(1960) Dee.

C rftical masses of 6-in, dia. cylinders of plutonium di-
luted In various volume ratios with steel, aluminum, tho-
rium, ●ir, ad depleted uranium were determined. The
cores were in O, 2, 4.5, or 7.5-In. thick uranium refIectora
araf In 2, 4.5, or 7. S-in. thick thorium reflectors. From
these data, the equivalent sphertcet critical messes of
plutonium were eettmeted. An appendix gives reflector
savlngo of undiluted plutontum for a variety of meteriela.
(auth)

174.
11912 (ANL-6212) SOME PHYSICS CALCULATIONS
ON THE PERFORMANCE OF LARGE FAST BREEDER
POWER REACTORS. S. Yitlah and D. Okrent (Argonne
National Lab., Ill.). Dec. 1960. Contract W-31 -109 -eng-S8.
32P.

Critical masa, spectrum, breeding ratio, and coolant
removal coefficients were calculated for a series of large
pu _ u~~~-fueled ~~um -cooled fast-breeder power reac-

tors, using a new 16-group cross-section aet based to part
on recent microscopic cross-section measurements. The
paramctcra studied include reactor size, plutonium isotopic
content, and type of structural material. Reactors cooled
with Pb-Bi eutectic and those contahdng Uas-Th fuel were
examined. (auth)

1962

175.
28603 (AEC-tr-5180) DESCRIPTION OF THE
RACHEL ATOMIC PILE. (Translation). p. Bourgeol~,
C. Clair, R. Comte, and J. J. Long (France. Commis-
aariat ~ 1’Energie Atomique, Paris). June 1961. 1001*
Paper: NEUTRON Properties OF THE RACHEL
CRITICAL REACTOR. C. Clair. 18p.

A critical experiment with high-speed neutrons and
utilizing Pu metal is described. The information ia pro-
sented in sections on the pite, core, retlector, mechenfJ*l
containers, instrumentation, and implantation. (J. R. D.)

176.
WW (TfD-3571) FAST NEUTRON PULSE REAC-
ZORSAND FAST NEUTRON CRITfCAL ASSEMB2JES.
A Lttarature Searoh. William E. Bo& COIOP. (DI- d
T.tdmieal InformaUon Extemion, AEC). *r. 196~. *

A Mhliography on fastneutron pulee reeotom and U@
rntra crttical aesembilea 10 pmmmted. Tbe 1?!2 raCor-
●- ●re to reports. journal articles, end other Publtaed
Utorature. (M. C. CL)

177.
933 (NW-69273). CALCULATED CfffTICAL PARAM-
ETERS FOR SLIGHTLY ENRfCHED URANfUM RODS IN

LMMfT WATER. C. L. Brown (General Electric Co, Hen-
ford Atomic Products Operation, Richlafsf, Weeh.). Apr.
1961, Contract AT(45-1)-1350. 48p.

Critical parameters for slightiy enriched uranium rod-
in iight water are presented. The parametem include mtni-
mum critical mass, critical slab thickneso, critical cylin-
der diameter, critical volume, end mfnimum criUcaf mesa
per unit area. The varleblea are water-to-uranium voiumo
retto, urantum rod diameter. and @’C enrichment, Tim ml-
ctdatiens are based on a semf-empirfcel method for ceicu-
htiIu materiel buckling derived from a correlation of
theory end experimental measurement. l%e calculated
remdts at 2 and 3.063% U28Care wfthin w of the experf -
mentaf measurements. (eutft)

178.
7792 A REVIEW OF CRITICALITY DAT”AOBTAINED
BY EXPEfUMENTAL METHODS. D. Callthea (M -O
Netiooai ~., Term.). p.139-72 of “Criticality Control la
Chemical and Metailurgtnai Ptaot.e’ Paris, Eurepean
Nuclear Ene~ Agenoy, 12$1. (Io E@ish)

Esp9rimental Ma *H for the purpoee of deUw-
m~ orltballty ~s ~ ~ ~~r~s
Outatde reaotor ●u~ am aumo

&
, wtth empbaaia

on u~, u;~, @ RI=. * e a ar, mahllyintbo
enrkhment ranges <6 and MO%. ‘l%e data on Us” and Pum
am restricted to metallio units am queoua eolutiona
witbtn ● small range of chemical concentretton~. Tbe
aaaombiies studied are assumed to be ephericel. ‘lMe
operatingconditions aaeumed are those expectnd tn chcmi-
cei end metalIu~ical pruceaai~ plante. (T. F. H.)

179.
Reactivity MEASUREMENT fN THE AETB

CftfTICAL ASSEMBLY. S. G, Carpenter end V. E. NMlor
(Atomlca fnkrnetionel, Csmoga Park, Ceiif.). Treae. Am.
?hlCkW SOO. , 6: No. 1, 68-9(Juna 1962).

180.
26s28 NEUTRON Properties OF RACHEL CiUTI-
CAL ASSEMBLY. C. Clalr (Commiaeeriat h l’finergie
Atomlque, France). p,321-6 of CCPhysics of Fast and Intar-

medhte Reaotom. Vol. 1.9’ V- fnternationet Atomtc
Energy Agenoy, 1962. (fa Frenoh)

TfuI critical sls.as worn determhwd arperlrnentally end
compared with the calculated reeuh. The effect of tmn-
fisaile structural materials was studied. (auth)
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181.
18315 @w-’71666) NUCLEAR SAFETY AND CRITI-
CALITY OF PLUTONIUM. E. D. Clayton and W. A.
Reardon (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Prod-
ucts Operation, Rlchland, Wash.). Nov. 1961. Contraci
AT(45-1)-1350. 861J.

The data and techniques which were used to evid uate ihe
criticality problems in typical PU processing piants are
presented. Recommendations concerning the reliability of
the data, and techniques of control are also dlacussed.
(J. R. D.)

182.
18158 (HW-72586(P.54-65)) CRITICAL MASS EX-
PERIMENTS WITH PLUTONIUM - NITRATE SOLUTIONS.
E. D. Clayton, W. ~. Reardon, et al. (General Electric Co.
Hnnford Atomic Preducts Operation, Richiand, Wash.).

Critical mass experiments were continued with plutonium
concentrations rangtng from 36.3 g/i at 3.3~ HN~ with a
4-in. concrete reflector to 238.0 g/1 at 5.21~ HN03 with a
1.0- in. paraf [in reflector. The corrections for reflector
savings ami nitrate ion concentration were derived from the
experiments, and the experiments reduced to equivalent,
bare critical systems. Data for evaluating the reflector
aavinge of statniess ateei were obtained. The worth of
stainless steel as a reflector in combinations of stainlese
steel and paraffin were estimated. A .coefftcient wae derived
reiating the nitrate-ion concentration to the critical
volume. (M. C. G.)

24416 CRITICAL MASS EXPERIMENTS WITH PLU-
T(~NIUM NITRATE SOLUTIONS. E. D. Clayton, R. C.
Lh,ytt, nnd W. A. Reardon (General Electric Co., Richland,
W.sh.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot., 5: No. 1, 75-6(June 1962).

183.
2699 THE EFFECT OF CYLINDRICAL AIR VOfDS IN
A HIGHLY ENRICHED WATER-MODERATED CORE. P. N.
Cooper, W. M. Cooper, and K. Firth (Associated Electrical
Industries Rd., Aldermaston, Berka, Eng.). J. Nuclear En-
ergy, Pis. A & B. Reactor Sci. end Technol., 15: 86-90
(Oct. 1961).

Measurements were made in a light-water-moderated
highly-enriched, uranium-fueled, sub~ritlcai facititY ‘f
the variation in critical mass with diameter of a central
air void. These measurements indicated that there wcald
be no traneient increase in reactivity if a central void
were to collapee radially. Other measurements on the
slow flooding of a 3 in. diameter central air void showed
that there waa a slight addition of reactivity in the early
stages, reaching a maximum of about 0.1 per cent, but that-
a completely flooded void was much ieee reactive than the
empty void. Two-group diffusion theory calculations for
the initial end final etates indicated that ihe results of the
measurements were not affected by smal i changes in the
enrichment of the uranium. (auth)

Critical Experiments 181-187

184.
12711 THE EFFECTS OF BERYLLIA REFLECTOR
ELEMENTS ON A HIGHLY ENRICHED LfGHT-WATER
MODERATED REACTOR. P. N. Cooper, W. M. Cooper,
K. Firtb, and A. J. Salmon (Associated Electrical Indus-
tries Ltd., Aldermaeton, Berke, Eng.). Reactor sot. and
Tectmol., J. Nuclear Energy, Pte. A & B, 16: 43-4(Jan.
1962).

Tbe performance and use of beryllium oxide reflecbx
eiements are desrmibed with respect to improvements
made in a water moderated reactor utilizing the elements.
Sime beryllia doea not abeorb neutrons as markedly as
water it may be used for filling the vacant spaces in the
lattice platee, thereby giving the neutron currents more
faoility. Since berylita ie also a better reflector then
water, there will also he a decrease in critical mass,
hence, inoreaeing the actual radiation intensities in the
core. Reeulte are given for a eubcrttical reactor showing
the comparisons with and without beryllium oxide reflector
elements. (N. W. R.)

185.
9572 (cRRP-1064) MEMUREMENTS MADE lN TH~
POOL TEST REACTOR DURING THE PERfOD FROM
NOVEMBER 1967 TO JUNE 1968. D. S. Craig and G. L.
Keooh (Atimio Energy of Canada L4d., chalk River, Got.).
Nov. 1961. 67P. (AECL-1407)

A comparison was made of tfIe meaaured ad oalculabd
oritiod maaaes for a water-refktad oore, ● graphita-
reflected core, end a graphite-reflected core with an in-
ternal water thermal column, Measured values are given
of the worth of the absorber rods in the first of these ze -
cemblio.s, and of one rod over a Iimited range in the second
aesembiy. Values are also given for ihe void onofflcionta
and r ~ for several positions in these assemblies. A
determination of the effectIvc delayed neutron fraction is
diecusscd. (auih)

186.
21842 CRITICAL EXPERIMENT WITH GRAPHITE
REFLECTOR IN THE VVRS “ EWA” REACTOR.
M. Czerniew6ki atai P. Szuic (Inst. of Nuclear Research,
Polish Academy of Sciences, [Warsaw]). Nukieonika, 7:
81-8(1962). (h Ruaslan)

Experimental data concerning critical mass, control-rat

worthe, and reactivity effects of a fuel assembly and graph-
ite expellers were obtained. (auth)

187.
2U1O CRfTICAL STUDIES WITH ZPR-IU FOR THE
ENRfCO FERMI FAST REACTOR CORE B. Tbomaa A.
Doyie (Atomic Power Development Associates, fnc.,

Detroit) and AUen L. Hess. Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot.,
5: No. 1, 71(June 1962).

●
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188.
119s (UCRL-6504) PRELIMINARY RESULTSOF
HN3H-TEMPERATURE BARE @’-C CRITICAL ASSEM-
BLY MEASUREMENTS. Relnafd G, Flnke (Californts.
tiiv., Livermore. Lawrence Radistiott L*.). Jun. 6.
1861. Contract W-7405-eng-48. 9P.

The Influence of temperature on the crlticd buokli~ of
bars gtaphit4t UUUWBbl16d ~tth veriatta tmrhoh-to-uranhmt-
Stft molnr rnUon has been measured. A reqfe from llM 11
to 21,690:1 was covered, for 45 to 120S”F. Prel~mlUv
resutto indicatn that the fractional rate of change of orttlonl
budding with core temperature vartes nymototdcelly uttb
C/Un& ratio by a feotor of five over the factor-o f-e~tsa
-010 groan C/Utis rntfo. TM quentlty appanrs b ~
pmnoh asymptottceily n value near 2%/1007 et very I@
C/Uns ration. (autltl

189.
3856 (ORNL-W%.IW)) CRfTICAL PARAMETERS
OF SOLUTfONS OF U2S6-ENRICHED URANYL NITRATE
IN CYLINDRICAL CONTAINERS. J. K. FOX (Osk Ridge Na-
tional Lab., Term.).

The critical dimension of cylindrical Al vessels contain-
ing enriched solutions of U~(N03)z are determined. At
93,15 wt % UU6, the solvent is a D O- HZO mixture contain-

1ing 70.1 wt % D20. At 92.6 wt % U ‘C, the soivent la H*O. The
cyl Inder diametera vary from 24 to 61 cm, and the critical
heights from 19 to 72 cm. The data are taken for unre-
flected, B- D20-reflected, and HzO-reflected oylinders.
(T. F. H.)

lge.

11186 (ANL-6494) CRfTfCAL STUDIES OF A FAST
REACTOR CORE CONTAfNfNG DEPLETED URANIUM AND
SODIUM AS DILUENTS. (APR-fII Assembly 36), J. M.
Gaeldlo, J. K. Long, ‘and R. L. MoVeeo (Argonne National
Lab., Idaho Fnlln, I&ho). JSII, 1962, Oontr&!t W-31 -109-
eng-38. 23p.

Critical studies were performed with ● motnlllo, fnst
reactor core denigned to Investigate tho ●ffects of repLao-
ing highly absorbing Uz= diluent WItb high-aonttirtng, 10w-

absorbing sodium diluent. The fuel waa 15.7 wt % eoriahed
U*S’ and the core contained 18.2 vol % sodium and 12.68
vol % atsinless steel. The experinwntal program was de-
signed to measure the effect of the material replacement
on spectral indicee, which consisted of the standard fiaaion
ratios, foil irradiations, and a large number of contrai re-
activity coeffioiente. Other measurement inoluded the
RossI-a, radiai fission traveraes, and edge reactivity
worthe of a few samplea. (auth)

191.
2701 PLEXIGLAS- AND GRAPHITE-MODERATED
PLUTONIUM ASSEMBLIES. A. Goodwin, Jr, and C. L.
Eehunke (Dow Chemical Co., Rock Fiata Plant, Denver).
J. Nuclear Energy, pt.% A & B. Reactor Sci. and Technol.,
15: 120-9 (Oct. 1961). fRFP-202)

The critical maeeea of plutonium-Piexlglae end plutoniurn-
graphlte mixtures were determined. The experimental data
were derived from cub-o ritical neutron mu Itiplicat ion ~leas -
urements on cylindrical aaeemblies containing these mLx-
tures. The atomic ratios of moderator-to-fuel ranged from
H: Pu = O to -100 and C: Pu = O to N1O. Theoretical values
of critioal masaea were derivd for water- and graphite-
moderated systems of plutonium using 16-group transport
end diffusion calculations. The atomic ratios of modcrator-
to-fuel ranged from H: pa = O to -1000 end Cu: P = O to
-35,000. (auth)

192.
Mm STATUS OF COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPER1-
MENTAL CORRELATIONS FOR LOS ALAMOS FAST-
NEUTRON CRITICAL Assembles. G. E. Hansen (L.IM
Aiemoe Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). P.445-55 of “Physlcc of
Feet and Intermediate Reactors. Vol. L” Vienna, Intnr-
oationsi Atomtc Energy Agency, 1962. (TID-13176). (fn
EI@dt)

Dimot correlatlone among data are presented to indicate
possibilities for correlations with computations. Smmi-
tivities of computed epectra end critical sizes to neutxwn-
trznnport models and arithmetic approximations are pre-
sented for typicei assemblies to help estabiish computational
deteU. Comparisons between expniment end prediction in-
clude spactrai indices, critical sizes, neutron lifetimes, ad
*iayed-neutron fractions. (L.N.NO)

193.
32261 (LAMS-2744) REFLECTOR SAVINGS OF
MODERATING MATERfALS ON LARGE DIAMETER
U(93.2%) SLABS. G. E. Hansen, D. P. Wood, and B. P.fts
(Len Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.), June 1962. C~-
tract W-7405 -eng-36. 27p.

Criticai mass measurements of 15.0 and 21. O-inch
diameter U(93.2%) cyiinders unreflected and reflected
on one and/or two faces by graphite and the hydmgenoue
matsrisis water, poiyetbyiene, paraffin, and iucite are
reportad. (auth)

194.
3oolb (JAERf-1032) MEASUREMENTS AND CALCU-
LATIONS FOR GRAPHITE-MODERATED ENRfCHED-
FUEL CRfTICAL ASSEMBLY, SHE. K. hue, M. Iizumi,
S. Kobaysshi, end K. Sumita (Japan Atomic Energy Re-
eoarch Inst., Tokyo). 1962. 2SP.

To urxferstand the reactor pbysice in enriched-fuel,
~raphite-moderated thermal resctora theoreticni end ex-
pnrimentai inveatigationa were performed. A critical as-
s.mbly was used to obtain the criticality data. An appmxih

.

.
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.

of criticality calculations was developed, and It 1s demon-
strated that the procedure is fess ible in the 1im ited area
such ae in the case of enriched-fuel, graphite-moderated
emell thermef reactors. The agreement between the theo-
retical and experimental criticality data is good. The ef-
fect of chemical binding in the graphite is of intereat In
the thermal reactor. Results of theoretical calculations
are also presented. (autb)

195.
9347 (JUL-26-RE) UNTERKRITISCHE VERSUC,HE
FUR DEN FRJ-1 (MERLfN-JULICH). (Subcritical Tests

on FRJ-I (Merlin- Jttfich)). J. Jacquemin, H. Friedewold,
and W. M. Cooper (Kernforschungsanlage, Jitilich, Ger-
many). Nov. 1961. 94p.

Subcritical tests were carried out for the FRJ-1
(Merlin-Jiilich) in England. The critical mass was de-
termined for the following nuclear arrangement: compaot
core; square, elongated, and U-shaped core; se well as a
core with central air and water voids. For one eeries of
cnrc configurations, the efficiency of the coarse and fine
control eIements was determined. Further measurements
referred to the determination of the temperature coef-
ficients of the core and reflector, as well as to Lhe distrib-
ution nf thestatistical weight and the void coefficients of
reactivity in the compact core. The reeulte of the meas-
urements are given in tabular form. (tr-auth)

196.
30999 (JAERf-1034) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS AND
ANALYSfS OF HOMOGENEOUS HEAVY WATER SYSTEM.
20 PERCENT ENRICHED U–D@ REFLECTOR, (-hJan
Atomic Energy Research Inet., Tokyo). Apr. 1962. 55p.

(In Japanese)
An aqueous homogeneous critical facility was constructed.

A seriee of critical experiments was performed on the sye-
tem in which heavy water reflector surrounded heavy water
solutione of uranyl sulfate wtth a U2S5enrichment of 2@J.
Heavy water molecule to U23Satom ratio in the eolutions
ranged from 3600 to 800 depending on the core diameter.
Space dependencies of thermal neutron spectra in these
syd.ems were studied by the integral method wfth Lu. Devt-
atioms of epithermal neutron epectra from l/E distribution
were aiao investigated by the cadmtum ratio metbcd wttb
In, Au, Pd, and Co. In theoretical analyeis of these ays-
tema, leakage of fast neutrons from the core and competi-
tion of the leakage wtth resonance absorption in the core
are important factors. Therefore the resonance escape
probability was defined rigorously and a multigroup model
was applied. The group constanta were determined by aver-
aging over spectra which were calculated by the Greuling
Goertzel approximation. Agreement between theoretical
and exf.wrimental resulte are satisfactory except perturba-
tion terms. Discrepancies in the effective multiplication
factors do not exceed 1%. Spatial distributions of the ther-

mal, in-reeonance, and fast neutron ftuxee are well repro-
duced by the present theory. An agreement of the theoreti-
cal cadmium ratios in the core wtth the experimental valuee
hxficatee that the leakage of fast neutrone from the core is
treated adequately. (auth)

197.
30137 (JAERI-1031) CRITICALITY CALCULATION
OF THE” JRR-3. Takumi Aaaoka (Japan Atomic Energy
Research Inst., Tokyo). Jan. 1962~Op. (In Japanese)

A criticality analysis which is performed by using a new
3-group method is described. Comparison of the calculated
reaulta with earlier ones reveals that the valuee of the ef-
fective multiplication factor for the reactor coincide within
less than 1-- 2%. Moreover, a comparison of the calculated
effective multiplication factor value with the experimental
one for the FR-2 shows that the effective multiplication
factor for the JRR-3 can be estimated within an error of
less than 1 - 2%. According to these considerations, al-
lowing for an error of * 1.5% in the value of the effective
multiplication factor calculated, it is determined that the
JRR-3 will reach criticality when the heavy-water level 1S
raised by (2.05 ~:~s)m from the upper surface of the grid
plate. In other words, the criticaf geometric buckling is
expected to be (4.8 * 0.5)m-2 and the critical mass of ff~s’
in the core to be (21 .5~~.5)kg. [auth) .

198.
24353 MEASUREMENTS OF REACf’OR PARAM-
frr~fw IN SUIICRITICAL AND CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES:
A REVIEW. L Kaplan (Moasacbusetts Institute of Tech.,

Cambridge). Trans. Am. Nuolear Soo., S: No. 1, 25(JISSM
1s62).

199.
1263 (CF-61-8-71) OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABO-
RATORY FAST BURST REACTOR CRfTICAL EXPERI-
MENTS AND CALCULATIONS. W. E. Ktnney and J. T.
Mihalczo (Oak Ridge Nationaf Lab., Term.;. Aug. 24, 1961.
Contract [W-7405 -eng-26]. 27p.

Determinations of critical masses and void coefficients
of reactivity on three unmoderated, unreflected aeaemblies
and the critical masees of ten unmoderated, reflected aa-
sembl ies are reported. Multigroup and one-group transport
theory and perturbation theory calculations were performed
to aid in predicting results of experiment with an unmoder-
ated and unreflected research reactor capable of producing
intense bursts of fast neutrons. A description of the Fast
Burst Reactor is included along with a discussion of calcu-
lation methods. (J. R, De)

200.

30001 (APAE-Memo-322) CORRELATION OF CRITI-
CAL MASS DATA ON LIGHT WATER MODERATED,
FULLY ENRICHED URANIUM, STAINLESS STEEL REAC-
TORS. PART I. D. H. Lee (Alto Producte, Inc., Scbenec -
tady, N. Y.). ,July 17, 1962. Contract AT(30-1)-2639.
52p.

Experimental data were collected on over 70 light water
moderated, fully enriched uranium, stainless steel, criti-
cal cores. AIS equation for the critical maas of cores with
a buckling of 0.007 cm-z that ia lineally dependent on stain-
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less steel volume fraction end grams of Bio was compared
with avatlsble critical experiments and found to yield
reasonable results. A correlation method, relati~ buck-
ling to (f Z,/Za) was found to fit the available experiments.

(auth)

201.
27738 (HW-73116(P.101-7)) CRITICAL MASS EXPERI-
MENTSWITH PLUTONIUM NITRATE SOLUTIONS. R.C.
Lloyd, E. D. Clayton, and W. A. Reardon (General Electric
Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Rlchland, Waah.).

CrIticaf mass studica were made of plutonium nitrate
solutions Ina 14-In. diaetainless steel sphere. The Pu
concentrations ranged from 30 to 231 g/1 with acid molar-
Itles varying from Llto 5.6 molar. Thewallthlcfmeesof
the apherIcrd veaselis O.044 in. Measurements were made
with the vessel bare and reflected with ‘~ in. of paraffin,
I in. of paraffin, 4 in. of concrete, and 10 In. of concrete.
Four measurements were made wltb the sphere covered
with 0.030-in. Cd sheet backed with reflector. Evaluations
were made of the control rod worth at varioua concontra-
Uons. Thedata from the experlmente are summarized. TIN
●ddtticmal experiments with paraffin reflectors were usedto
obtain improved estimates of the reflector savings of this
material. Eetimates for the reflector eavings of thevaricu

reftector.e were Otdalnedb yflrstc orrectingt hecrkical
volumes of the bare spheres for the effect of the etainlesa
eteel shell by 14 nd/mil of 6tainle.se eteek then bycompar-
Ing equivalent spherical radii, a reflector savings for the
veesel wall end added reflector cotddbe catcutatad from
the measured voiumes. The equivalent ephere volume for
thoaecasee inwhich theveesel wassubcritical when futl
waa taken as the extrapolated critical volume; the equiva-
lent sphere radius for a partially fitled ophere was esti-
mated on the baals of equal surface-to-volume ratios for
equivalent systems. Theee reflector aavinga are given for
three concentrations of Pu. Control rod worth wao ewalu-
●ted durtng the critical approaches by means of muttlplica-
tlm measurements. The control rod cmslsts of a statnless
●teel tube which ie 1 in. in OD with a 0.065-in. thick watlt
thle tube cco be inserted directly into the solutlm to wlthtn
about 2 In. of the sphere bottom. A plot of cmtrol rod worth
veraua PO concentration is included. The worth varies from
about 60 ml of solution at high cmcentratione to about S60
ml at low concentrations. The control rod worth in terme of
Pu appears to have a nearly constant value of about 16 grmta
over the entire range of concentrations meaaured, emem-
tially independent of the H: Pu ratio. (auth)

202.
3213 (ANL-6403) FAST REACTOR SHAPE FACTORS
AND 8HAPE-DEPENDENT VARfABLES. W. B. IAIewen-
●taln and G. W. Matn (Argonne Nattonal Lab., Ill.). NOV.
1901, Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 29p.

Cxiatlng experimental data on the variation of resotlvtty
with oore geometry are reviewed. Four typioal fact neu-
tron systems are analyzed to predict: (1) the variation of
orlttoal maaa with cylindrical oore geometry (core and ro-

ffeotor composition are held fixed): (2) the reactivity worth
of fuel at the radial core boundary as a function of oylln-
drloal oore geometrM and (3) the geometrio variation of
heat removal parameters; tbeee include the ratio ofi (a)
Maxtmum power density to average power density in the
eoro. (b) Maximum power deneity to average radial power
danalty In tho oore. (c) Total reflector power to total core
power. The abaolul o values of all of these parameters ●re
determined by the core and reflector compoeittona of tho

‘ four syetems. These were ohosen to eimulate typical con-
●tttuenta of interest to reaebx analysis. Two systams
reprecent a typloal fast reaotor and a typical fast oritloal
eapertmento llw ether two systome represent oompoei-
ttomaf oomMnattono of tho two bado systems. ‘ho rosulta
of tlm analyao~ show that the ttgatffoant goometrto varta-

tion ie tn items (2) and (3b). Item (1) ie aimoat constant
for small variattom near the optimum geometric conftgu-
rat]on. Outside of tide range, the variation of critical mane
with oore geometry ie pronounced. A most eignifioant ra-
●ult ●howe that t~a ratio of the spherical orltlcal mass to
the minimum cylindrical critical maas (ehzpe factor), for

ftxed core and reflector composition, depends prlmarlly on
oore compoeltion. The composition of the thick reflector
has a Ieeeer effect on this ratio which wee found to ln-
oreaee with core density. The two-dimensional calcula-
tions are Interpreted and analyzed on the basis of one-
dimensional concepts. Reflector eavings are calculated
for spherical and cylindrical aysteme. The more exact
reflector eavlngs determination are compared with more
approximate caloulatipns. It le found that the approximate
determination are qualitatively correct and chow correct
trende. However, the more detailed and accurate analytical
techniques are required for precieion comparleon between
theory and experiment. An interesting correlation between
oritioel maea and core surface area ie demonstrated. It
waa found that, In the range of Intereet, the critical maes
depends almost linearly upon the eurface area. The same
Itnear dependence approximate atl the eyatems Btudied.
(auth)

203.
24297 THE INFLUENCE OF CORE SHAPE ON FA~

REACTOR CRITICALITY. W. B. Loewenateln and G. W.
Main (Argonne National Lab., 111.). Trane. Am. Nuclear
son., 5: No. 1, 61-2(June 1962).

204.
2bs22 INTEGRAL E~ERIMENTS ON FAST SYSTEMS
OF PLUTONIUM, URANIUM AND THORIUM. J. J. McEn-
blll ●nd J. W. Weale (Atomic Weapons Reeearch Eatabllah-
ment, Aldermaston, Berks, Eng.). p.253-62 of ‘8Phyeica
of Fact and Intermediate Reactors. Vol. I.~’ Vienna, Inter-
eatlonaf Atomic Energy Agency, 1962. (In Engllah)

Two types of integral experiments undertaken to provide
eaperlmental checks on nuclear daia and methods of cal-
culation are described. A cylhxfrlcal aaaembly of material
kavlng a point eource of DD or DT neutrons at ita center Is
dt~saed. The neutron flux and ructlon ratee In the cylln-

.
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der material are measured as a function of posltlon. Re-
adts are compred with Calcsalatlona. Data for rsaluraf
uranium end thorium are presented. A low-power experi-
mental reactor of almple regular geometry and approxl -
mately ho~ogeneous compoeltlon Is described. Holes can
ha provided as required for the Insertion of counters or
perturbation eamples. The core comfmsltlon Is adjueted

by the addition of a moderator to provide a neutron sapec-
trum that tests the nuclear data in the energy region of
interest. Measurements of the neutron-energy spectrum
and various reaction rates and perturbation cross ecctionss
as a function of position in the reactor are made, and the
results are compared with computer calculations. Results
are presented for a system conBisstlng of a core of UU6 and
graphite surrounded by a natural-uranium reflector. (auth)

20’j.
27739 (HW-73116(P.108-2 O)) LIMITRUG CRITICAL
CONCENTRATIONS FOR A PLUTONIUM NITRATE SOLU-
TION AND FOR A URANIUM-235 SOLUTION. R. H. Mae-
terson, V. I. Neely, end T. J. Powell (General Electric Co,
Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Ricbland, Wash.).

Experiments were conducted to determine the limiting
concentration (the concentration for which h = unity) of
aqueous plutonium nitrate and uranyl fluoride solutions.
For the Pu experiment, the solutions were contained tn
stainless steel tanks. Because of the difficulty in evacuating
the effect of the stainless steel on the measurements, the

uncertainty in the meaeured limiting concentration is ap-
proximately +1 g/1. The experimental data were corrected
for the effects of the Puzto, PU241, and nitrate Present to

give a value of 8.4 * 1 g/1 as the limiting concentration for
~23D in an aqueouS Solution. FOfI irradiations were made

using Au, Cu, and Pu 239foils. Cd ratios of 4.83 for the AU

and 14.89 for the Cu were obtained. The results of the Pu-

U foil irradiations indicate sn effective neutron tempera-
ture of about 390”K, whereas the physical temperature of
the solution was 299”K. The 9M enriched U~Fl measure-
ment was made using containers of Al, whtch had no meas-
urable effect on the resutte. The experimental date give a
value of 12.94 ● 0.03 grame of U/l (12.05 ● 0.03 g/Ut”~)
aa the limiting concentration of the eolutioss ueed in the
measurement. Au foil irradtatione gave a Cd r~lo of 9.6
fn the center of the eystem. (auth)

206.
26534 RECENT ADVANCES AND PROBLEMS IN
THEORETICAL ANALYSES OF ZPR-111 FAST CRITICAL
ASSEMBLIES. D. Menegbetti (Argonne Nationaf Lab., IR.).
P.457-S7 of “Phyeics of Fset and Intermediate Reactors.
Vol. 1.” Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency,
1962. (In English)

Theoretical analyses of critical eeeemblies etudied ex-
perimentally on the Argonne Zero Power Facility, ZPR-111,
are compared with measured data. Disc repencies between
calculated and experimental vatues are examined with re-
sults from previous assemblies for systematic trende. Ef -
fects of modifications in the croes-sections and in the cal-
cuhsttonal procedures in reducing the dlecrepancies are

Critical Experiments 20~-20~

dlscusecd. Calculation of reactivity changes, Cux vnrlatlone,
*anddotcctor-rcsponso varlatione roeultlng from tho hctor-
ouvneltlsw cmmcd I)y vurlous intra-etrnwor conflgurdlons of
fuel and dllucnt plates wlthln tho drawers of the critical ns -
scmblles aro compared with experimental data, Transport
methods for ❑uch thin slab cell configurations am com-
pared. Improvements in the calculational methode for theee

cells are suggested; a simple multi-group approximation
method, amenable to hand calculation, is described. The
@ensitivitles of reactivity and inhoure es functions of as-
ymptotic reactor periede are examined for fast-reactor
compoeitione. Reesdte of calcul~ione of effective delayed-
neutron fraction, Inhoure per cent \ff, and prompt- and
detayed-neutron worthe are given for faat assemblies.
hstts)

207.
240S CRITICALITY OF fA3W ENRICHMENT U*SSfN
HYDRCGEN. John Mihalczo (Oek Ridge National Lab,,

Team.) and 0. B. Mine. NUOlestr SCL and Eng., 11: 96-6
(Sept. 1961).

SIX expertmen~ were performed on tbe uranium density
122paraffin and water et 0.5 to 3.1 gm/cm3. The H: f.fzao
atomtc rattoa varied from 200 to 1000. Calculations were
performed, ueing two methods (NSA 15: 15077). Reeulte,—~ —
represented tabularly and graphically, gave &ff = 1.00 *
0.01. Crftical radii of unreflected spheree were calculated,
end effects of an infinite paraffin reflector on the 2% ea-
ricbment calculation are given. (L. N. N.)

208.

19673 THE IN FfNITE NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION
CONSTANT OF HOMOGENEOUS HYDROGEN-MODERATED
z o ~ ~-U235-ENMCHED URANIUM. John T. Mibafczo

(oak Ridge National Lab., Term.) and Vfctor I. Neeley.
Nuclear Scl, and Eng,, 13: 6-ll(May 1!)62),

‘t’hc inflnltc medium neutron multiplication faclor, k=,
of a mtxturc of 92.1 wt % UF4 and 7.9 wt % paraffin wtse
measured both in the Physical Conetante Testing Reactm r
at the Hanford Atomic Producte Operation and in crlticaf

experiment at the Oak Rtdge National Laboratory. The
deneity of the mtxture Ie 4.6 g/cc and the U23Senrichment
of ihe urantum ie 2.0 wt %, reeultlng In an H : U23Satomic
?atto of 19S. ‘f%e valuee of k- f twm ttse two cxpc rf mente
are 1,21640.013 and 1.197 ● 0.015, respectively. In the
anatycle of the critical exparimessta a two group model wae
;,ss IImrII for lIw nonlcakagc probability. The, neutron age

IO tb~rn~~l was dct~rnlincd from buckling pcrlurhation
2 The criiical bucklingmeasurements as 43.1 * 3.4 cm .

was Inclsured to hc (4:]’t4 + 6.5) x 10-6 cm-2, the bare ex-

trapolation distance 2.7 * 0.3 cm, and the fast fission
fzclor 1.0:~9 + 0.004. within the experimental error, the
~alucs of k~ [rem critical experiments at ORNL and from

the PCTR at ilApO agree. feuth)
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209.
761 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF SOME
C~OVER-MODEWTEDS~ CRfTICAL EXPERIMENTS FROM

68-650”F. G, H. Miley, R. D. Gilleaple, J. W. Pollard,
and J. A. 131stllne (Knolls Atomlo Power Lab., Schenectady,
N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Soo., 4:N0. 2, 299-300 (Nov.
1961) .

210.
18316 CRITICALITY OF LOW Enrichment URA-
NIUM IN HYDROGEN. C, B.Milis and G. I. Bell (Los
Alamoa Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). Nuclear Sei. and Eng.,
12: 469-73 (Apr. 1962).

Critical masaes of homogeneous water-moderated aa-
aembliea containing low enrichment uranium are given.
The calculation were made ‘using the multigroup DSN
code with eighteen energy group a. Effective absorption
cro8s eectione for UZ38were computed with the infinite
maes and narrow resonance approximations. The calcula-
tions were compared with varioua experiments and rather
gmd agreement wae found. The resuita are presented es
a parametric mmvey for U2ss/U atom ratios from 0.014 to
0.300 and for all H/UzsS ratios for which criticality is pos-
sible. The decrease in critical radiue with an infinite wa-
ter reflector is alao ehown. A bare homogeneous system
with UX3S/U <0.010 cannot be made critical at any ~UuS
ratio. (auth)

211.
18441 REFLECTOR MODERATED REACTORS.
C. B. Mills (Lcm Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). Nu-
clear sci. and Eng., 13: 301-5 (Aug. 1962).

The complete spatial aeparationof moderator and
uranium fuel bearing regions are shown by experiment
to result uncritical reactors with low critical masa and
relatively uniform fissioning density. Studies of aeverai
of these experiment to establish ihe accuracy of a numer-
ical method of calculation (SNG) for this class of problems
show good correspondence between theory and experi-
ment. This method ia then uaed for a ueeful survey of
critical ma~s and U235atomic density aa a function of

geometty forthebest moderators, D20andf3e. (auth)

212.
6106 (NEPA-11oO) COMPARATIVE CRITICAL CON-
I)lTiONS iN SIMPLE NUCLEAR REACTORS. A. O.
htooncyham (Fairchiid Engine and Airplnnc Corp. NEPA
Div., Oak Ridge, Term.). Aug. 1, 1949. Decl. July 18,
1961. 48p. Contract [W-33 -08-ac-14801(16’2 50)]. -

The physical and nuclear properties of simple critical
reactora are compared. Those considered include homo-
geneous, gas -coolea enriched, cylindrical, and room tem-
perature reactora oontainlng hydrogen, beryllium oxide,
beryllium carbide, graphite, or iron. ComParieona are

2ss inveatmenta, cr{iicai aizea and other purum -mudc of U
eters and their interpretations. (J.R.D.)

213.
26S2S THE EPITHERMAL CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS.
H. A. Morewitz and S. G. Carpenter (Aiomics International,
Canoga Park, Cslif.). p.28’7-93 of “ Physics of Fast and
Intermediate Reactors. Vol. 1.” Vienna, Internailonai A-
tomic Energy Agency, 1962. (In English)

The present phase of ihe advanced-epithermal-thorium-
reactor program consisis of integral-reactor-physics
expa riments designed to provide neutron-cross-sect ion in-
formation at 10 Mev to 1 kev range. Nine muiti-region,
slow-fast, pseudospberical critical amembiiea of the honey-
comb, split-table type are studied. Three assemblies were
run. The oute’r driver-decoupler region drivea an interior
U2’a-Th fueled sphericaf teat region whose neutron-flux

apeotrum iS aueces~ively degraded by incmu ing the graph-
ite moderator to fuel ratio. A aquara-wava oaciiiator ex-
periment defines the central reactivity wortha of 40 small
samplea of different materiaia to 10+ Ak for each aasem-
bly. Intercalibrated artificial neutrun sources are osciilatod
to determine central neutron importance functions. The
spectra are obtained by fission-counter measurements using
calibrated foils of different thresholds and by a Li’-eoiid-
state-counter sandwich spectrometer. A digital computer
routine is used to compile ail measurements into a self-
consistent library of spectmm-averaged croaa aectiona.
(auth)

214.
18622 (UCRL-6729) REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF VAR-
IOUS REFLECTORS ON NEAR-HOMOGENEOUS, BeO-
MODERATED, ORALLOY-FUELED SYSTEMS. JObO R.
Morton, Frederick J. ShOn, Thomas F. Weirich, and
f..oren L. Gardner (California. fhiv., Livermore. fAW-
rence Radiation Lab,). Jan. 2, 1962. Contraot W-7406 -
eng-46. 18P.

Mea~ureme~ we?. ~ o# tba raaetlvlty cbengaa
oauaed by reffectore of varieae materials on BeO-mod-
.ra~, u~~-~1~ stir~lcd 8ySt0MS * ? *mbr-

to-fuel ratio of 247, The reflector materhda included alu-
minum, ateei, copper, braes, type 304 atainiean steel,
nickel, Re& 41, Hastelloy R-236, aod BeO, The pulsed
neutron technique wam used. The data are tabulated to
terms of the subcritical time conetant aa a function of re-
flector thickneaa and surface density. (auth)

215.
10807 (HW-66882)K-OF THREE WEIGHT PER CENT
UnS ENRICHED U03 AND U02(N03)2 HYDROGENOUS SYS-
TEMS. V, I. Neeley, J. A. Berberet, and R. H. Masterson

(@teral Eiectric Co. Hanford Atomic Products OPcratlon,
Richiand, Wash.). Sept. 1961. Contract AT(46-1)-1360.
52P.

The vaiw of the infinita multiplication constant (k~ waa’
determined as a function of the hydrogen-to-uranium (H: U)
atomic railo for 3.04 weight per cent U* enriched U% ●nd
UOt(N~)2 hydrogen moderated bomogcncoun systems. “fhc
work wan done io evaiuaie nuciear sarciy of and estahilsh
opcraiionni ilmlis for silghiiy enriched homogeneous nys-

.
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tematmd waspcrformcd lnthc}limford Physical Constanto
Testing Reactor. The amount of thermal neutron absorber,
commonly referred to as poison, ncccmary to reduce the
value of k-of these systems to unity was altioobtalncd
directly from thcseetudlcs. Thlsvaluc Is of inlcresl for
processing rcnctorfucla Inwhlchsoluhlc poisons would be
used for crlticnlity control. Curves of the value of k-as a
functlonof the H: Uatomlc ratio for 3.o4 welghtperccnt
ut~~enr{~hcd U03 and U02(N03)2 arc shown. The curve of

k- versus H: [J was dctcrmincd by a least squares fit tn the

experimental dsta. Values of the amount of thermal poloon
necessary to reduce k~tounlty asa functlonof the H:U
ratio are tabulated. (autb)

216.
13857 (HW-7031O) MEASUREMENT OF MULTI-
PLICATION CONSTANT FOR SLIGHTLY ENRICHED
HOMOGENEOUS U03-WATER MIXTURES AND MINIMtl M
ENRICHMENT FOR CIUTICALITY. V, I. Neeley and N. E.

Handler (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products
Operation, Rlchland, Wash.). Aug. 21, 1961. Contract AT
(45-1)-1350. 77p.

The minimum U2SSenrichment required for critically y 1n
an infintte homogeneous a yatem of urantum trioxide (U02)
and water has been determined from measurements of k-
in the Hanford Physical Constanta Testing Reactor, [PCTR)
This 1s the enrichment for which k- S unity in an aqueoua
homogeneous system. The experiments consisted of k-
measurements at U enrichments of 1.006, 1,070, and 1.159

2s6 for H-to-u *t~mLC ratios In the ranw:weight per cent U
of 3.5-7.5. The minimum enrichment required for criti-
cality in an infinitely large system with a homogeneous
U03-water mtxture was found to be l,034~:~j~ wt % U2S5.
(auth)

217.
31987 (K-1550) THE EFFECT OF URANIUM DEN-
SITY ON THE SAFE U-235 ENRICHMENT CRITERION.
C. E. Newlon (Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Term.).
Oct. 11, 1962. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. 20P.

A review of the density effect on the criticality of low
enrichment U indicated that the nuclear homogeneity of
fissionable materials, considered under ihe safe enrich-
ment criterion of 0.95% U2S5, should be established for nu-
clear safety, It appears that a condition of nuclear homo-
geneity will be maintained if the U density is less than or
equal to 3.2 g U/cms, or for densities ranging from 3.2 g

U/cms up to a maximum of 1s.9 g U/cmS. One dimension
of the U fuel ia less than or equal to 0.02 in. (auth)

218.
12325 (PG-Report-9’f(2nd Ed.)) AN EMPIRICAL
CORRELATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON

HOMOGENEOUS CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF URANfUM
AND HYDROGEN OF ALL ENRICIiMENTS. B. G. Owen
(United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Production
Group, Risley, Lance, England). Nov. 1960. 37p.

The original correlation on highly enriched uranium -
hydrogen crlilcal systems is now extended to all enrich-
ments. By using three empirical equations and the one-
group tmckiing reiations, the physical size of any uranium -
hydrogen homogeneous orltical assembly In simple
geometry can be predicted. The predictions are compared
with experiment where experimental data are available.
The experimental data are of fissiie solutions and intimate
wax compacts using uranium compounds. The correlation,
at present, must bc confined to those conditions until more
experimental data are avai Iable. The derived reflected
sphericai mass and volume is displayed in universal terms.
The reflected infinite cylinder and slab dimensions are
dispIayed graphically. (autA)

219.
24358 THE LOS ALAMOS FAST CRITICAL PRO-
GRAM. Hugh C. Paxion (LOS Alamos Scientific Lab.,
N. Mex.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot., 5. No. 1, 29-30

(June 1982).

220.
12699 THE CRITICALITY OF HOMOOlfNEOUS
SOLUTIONS AND MIXTURES. I. THE CRITICALITY OF
URANJUM-WATER SYSTEMS. M. A. Perks (United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Rialey, Lancs, Eng,).
Progr. In Nuclear Energy, Ser. IV,3: 228-43(1960).

A comparison of two-group di(fusion results with
experimental data on apherlcal homogeneous uranium-
water systeme Is made. Using extrapolation lengths de-
rived from this comparison, predictions arc made of the
crltlcal dlmcnslons of infinite cylinders and slabs for all
ii/U rallos using the equal buckling conversion. (auth)

221.
12700 THE CRITICALITY OF HOMOGENEOUS
SOLUTIONS AND MIXTfJRES. 11. THE CRITICALITY OF
PLUTONIUM-WATER SYSTEMS. M. A. Perks, F. R.
Charlesworih, and D. E. J. Thornton fUniicd Kin~dom
Atomic Energy Authority, Rlsley, Lanes, Eng.). Prop,r.
[n Nuctear Energy. Ser. JV, 3: 244-52(1960).

A correlation of existing experimental data on the
criticality of piuionium mcial-water mixtures was made.
The gap in data hctwcen c[fccilvc plutonium densities of
0.1 g/cm3 and 19.6 g/cmS was Hlied in on the basis of
reasonable assumptions as to ihe shape of the curves.
‘X%is derived basic data for spherical masses and voiumes
waa extended by a combination of empi rtcai methods and
one-group buckling equations to the estimation of cylindrical
and slab crlticai dimensions. *me suggestions for an
experimental program to help fill in the uncertain parts
of the curves are made. (auih)
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222.
0372 (YHIO-60-12-156) CORRELATION OF ZPR-fff
SPHERICAL FAST CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. R. E. Reid
and S. K. Breslauer (Oeneral Electrio Co. Aircraft Nss-
oiear Propulsion Dept., Cincinnati). Dec. 1960. Contraota
AF 33(600)-38062 and AT(ll-1)-171. 45P.

A theoretical correlation is preeented of the experimen-
tal measurements made on Assembly 6F end Assembly 9A
of the ZPR-IU eeries of fact critical esperimenta. Both
B. H. Dusoe’e variational optimum formulation of transport
theory and a standard formulation of diffusion theory were
used in this correlation. Variational optimum tranaport
theory calculations end diffusion theory calculations were
made on critical masa, relative fission distributions, and
U2~ to U2~6fieeion ratios. Methods were &rived from

variational optimum traneport theory bamf on first-order
perturbation theory to calculate the Rossai-alpha decay con-
●tant and central reactivity coefficients of materials and
correlation caloubstiona were made nn theee parameters.
llotfs the traneport theory and dtffuaion theory caiouiatiossa
were quite accurate for the prediction of critical massa,
fieoion distribution, and fiseion ratios. The transport
theory calculations were ●ligbtly more accurate, bowever.
The correlation of the Roeei-afpba onnatant wee quite ~
while the predicttoa d the central reactivity oeeffioients
was satisfactory for some materials and unsatisfactory for
others. Careful analysis of all the results of the varia-
tional optimum transport theory caiculationa yielded con-
siderable insight into the inaccuracies in the calculationai
procedure and nuclear data. This correlation study htgh-
Iighted the applicability and accuracy of variational opti-
mum traneport theory for detailed faat critical experiment
correlation. It also showed that diffusion theory provided
adequate critical maea predictions for fast reactore in the
rize range of the ZPR-NI aesembliee. (auth)

223.
14142 (FTD-TT-61-124) STUDY OF CRITICAL
PARAMETERS FOR REACTOR SYSTEMS (COLLECTION
OF ARTfCLES). Translated from p,3-117 of ‘llssiedo-
vaniya Krittcheskikh Parametrov Reaktornykh Sistemy~t
tirnik Statei (A publication of the State publishing Hooee
of Literature in the Field of Nuclear Science and Tech.,

kfOSCOW, 1960). 162P.
A total of 9 papere la included, 5 of which eeparata

abstracts were prepared. The remaining 4 papere which
were previouaiy abstracted in NSA included information on
oriticaf msaees in Be, graphite, and sphericaf reactors,
assd critical maesee of water mixtures of U and Pu com-
poundo. (J. R. D.)

224.
9349 (RFp-246) INDUSTRIAL CRITICAUTY MEAS-
UREMENTS ON ENRfCHED URANfUM AND PLUTONIUM.
PART II.C. L.Schuske, C. L. Bell, G. H. Bidinger, and
D. F. Smith (Dow Chemical Co. Roe@ Flata Plant, Den-
ver). Jan. 10, 1962. Contract AT(29-1)-1106. 20P.

A series of neutron multiplication measurements made
on sub-critical systems containing enriched uranium and
plutonium is presented. Theee measurements involve both
aqueous and metal eyetemss. (auth)

225.
5858 (XDC-6T-6-129) ANALYSfSOF SM-1, SM-11-2

AND SM-11-5 CRfTICAL EXPERIMENTS. Florence
Silveratein (General Electrio Co. Aircraft Nuclear Pro-
pulsion Dept., Cincinnati). Jan. 16, 1957. Decl. June 9,
1961. 42P.

Three configurations (SM-1, SM-If-2, SM-11-5) of the
Solid Moderator Reactor were analyzed for the purpose of
correlating theory with experiment on criticality, critioal
mass, gross radial power distribution, fine radial power
distribution, and activation flux aeneora. A method of de-
termining the bare equivalent diameter is described for
reactors having only a side reflector. Reeults of using
first-order perturbation theory for determining the worth
of off-center holes and boral atrips are given. Satisfactory
correlation betwekn theory and experiment waa obtained
with ANP design procedures when the U2S8in the fuel, a
more recent value of v = 2.46, and improved ihermsl
averaging of cross eections were taken into account. (auth)

226.
212s0 CRITICALITY INVESTIGATIONS ON U2ss-
IMPREGNATED CELLUL~E SHEETS. W. Stumm and
H. Groli. Aiomwirtschaft, 7: 215-17 (Apr. 1962). (In
German)

The criticality of arrangement of fissionable material

with varioua moderators cellulose is considered. The pro-
posals of the International Parkinson Committee (ICP) es-
sentially amount 10 the achievement of n self-limitation of
the document situation in nuclear organizations of every
kind by prescribing the exclusive use of writing paper con-
taining a homogeneous distribution of U*’s. In the piling-up
of Utss impregnated cellulose sheets in the form of NSP
(Nuclear Siandard Paper) it is necessary to distinguish
between the criticality of the U236embedded in the aheeta
acting as a mode rater (Nuclear Cri ticaiity) and the con-
ventional or bureau met ric criticality. Varioua safety con-
siderations are to be observed in the case of the building
up of critical masses of NSP. The bse of blotting pada
made of cadmium and gtsdolinium paper weights permite
especially high piles. The NSP fuel element arises from
the concentration of 300 NSP in up to 2 mm thick cladding,
for which cardboard is used in place of zirconium. A
subcritical asaembiy resuils from the plI ing up of such
fuel elements in filing cabineie. This aiiuation musi be
avoided because of the danger of a critical state through

changes in the geometry, e.g., through tearing of the files.
The same safety regukuiona apply to tbe store of useiesa
fuel material (Archives). (auih)
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227.
2U13 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS PERFORMEDON
VERY SMALL DIAMETER PRESSURIZED WATER REAC-
TORCORE MOCKUPS. A. J. Svasek, S. N. Kemp, L. D.
Walthousen, and W.J. MCCOO1 (Alto Products, Inc., &he-
nectsdy, N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Soc.,6: No. 1, 73-4

(June 1962).

228.
28s48 (TID-7623(P.41-4)) FAST POWER REACTOR
EXPERfMENTS IN ZPR-3 WITH METALLfC AND CE-

RAMfCFUEIS. F. W. Thalgott (Argonne National Lab.,
nl.).

The fast power reactor critical facility, the Zero Power

Reactor-fII (ZPR-IIf), is a flexible faciliiy for the study of
the important reactor-physics characteristics of faat reao-
tnr aseembliee. Experiments in ZPR-fII with uranium
oxtde and uranium carbide power-breeder-reactor fuels
are diacuesed. Critical masses obtained wtth the ZPR-111

for these assemblies are compared with calculated retmlte.
T%e core compoaitlons are given for the aasembliea.

(N. W. R.)

229.
10s04 (DC-59-11-158) ANALYSIS OF LIVERMORE
GRAPHITE MODERATED CRITICAL EXPERIMENT AND
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA. E. R. white
(General Electric Co. Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Cept.,
Cincinnati). Oct. 20, 1959. Contract AT(1 1-1)-171. 7p.

Results of nuclear analysis on a graphite modcrnted,
critical experiment are presented. It wae found thnt critical
maases in this system could be calculated at elevated tem-
peratures with significant correlation with experimental
data. (auth)

230.
934 (IAMS-2579) CRfTfCAL MASS MEASURE-
MENTS OF Oy AND PU CORES IN SPHERICAL ALUMINUM
REFLECTORS. D. P. Wood and B. Pena (Los Alamos
Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). June 1961. Contrsot W-7405-
Eng-36. 12P.

The thicknesses of spherical aluminum reflectors re-
qufred to bring approximately 38 kg oralloy and 11 kg
pluionium spheres to delayed critical were determined.
The critical specifications are given. (auth)

.

231.
19551 (AN L-6690) CRITICAL STUDIES OF URANIUM-

STEEL AND URANIUM-STEEL-SODIUM FAST REACTOR

CORES. (ZpR-111 ASSEMBLIES 32 and 33). P. L Amund-
son, W. Gemmeil, J. K. Long, and R. L. McVean. (Argonne
Nationaf Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho). Feb. 1963. Contract
W-31 -109 -eng-38. 26p.

Critical etudies of two fast reactor coree are described:
one contains uranium and steel: the other contafns ura-
nium, steel, and sodium. Experimental results are given
for fission ratio, central and edg6 reactivity coefficients,

fuel bunching, average prompt neutron lifetime, and dis-
tributed worth measurements. (auth)

232.
40280 (UCRL-6901) ROOM TEMPERATURE CRITI-
CAL MEASUREMENTS ON THORfUM-LOADED, GRAPH-
ITE-MODEWTED, ORALLOY-FUELED SYSTEMS. G. h!.
Beneon and R. H. Fox (California. Univ., Livermore,
Lawrence Radiation Lab.). June 30, 1962. Contract W-
7405 -eng-48. 29p.

The comparison of uranium-235 fueled, graphite-
moderated critical assemblies with and without th6rium
1s critically etudied. The asaembly for the experiment
consisted of a lattice of thin oralloy fuel foils regularly
spaced between 0.5- and l-inch-thick graphite moderator
blocks stacked in horizontal planes. Additional foils of
thorium were procured having the same dimensions an the
orslloy foils. The experimental procedure wae simply to
restack some of the previously reported uranium-235-
graphfte assemblies with the addition of thorium foile at
regular intervals and to determine the new critical heighi,
Thus, part of the fast leakage of neutrons in the uranium-
235-graphite core is replaced with resonance absorption
by the thorium. Comparison showa that the thermal spec-
tra agree to ‘~%. 3% less neutrons reach thermal in tko
thorium-loaded case. In this case, the flux is higher in
the intermediate energy range because of the reduced
leakage. As a result, uranium sbaorption is increased
slightly. (N. W. R.)

233.

4294 (ANL-6629) CORE A CRITICAL STUDIES FOR
THE ENRICO FERMI ATOMIC POWER PLANT ON ZPR-
111. C. E. Branytm (Argonne National Lab., fll.). Oct.
1962. Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 11 Op.

A critical studies program for ihe Enrico Fermi Atomic
Power Plant was run with the ZPR-ffl fast critical facility.
The objectives of thla program included determination of
the U enrichment required for criticality, the effect of
minor variations in core and blanket composition, reac-
tivity coefficients, control and safety rod characteristics,
power distribution, spectral indices, and the reactivity worth
and wave shape of the oscillator rod. The experimental pro-
gram wa6 separated into two phases. The first phase in-
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volved investigations of a clean assembly, which waa a
almpl if ied and homogenized core and blanket geometry
constructed for ease of experimental manipulation and
analysis. The second phase involved experiments on the
engineered, or as-designed, core. This asaembly included
such engineering detaila as control and anfety rod chan-
nela, core end gaps, and a prcciae reconstruction of the
core outline. This provided detailed information on wortba
of control roda and fuel subasaembliea, power distribution,
and the effect of variations in core and end-gap dlmenaiona.
The application of critical experiment data to the deter-
mination of the Enrico Fermi reactor characteristics has
established the U*Menrichment for the fuel alloy, wortbe
of fuel subassemblies, and the B1* enrichment for the con-
trol and safety rods. In addition, material-substitution ex-
periments and fuel -worth measurements have provided the
parametric data for the determination of the net tempera-
ture coefficient of the Enrico Fermi reactor. (autb)

41723 (CEA-2274) ALECTO, EXPERIENCEDE

CRITICALITY SUR UNE SOLUTION DE PLUTONIUM.
RESULTATS EXPERIhfENTAUX, CWE No.1 ($ = 324
mm). ALECTO— Criticali~ Experiment on a Plutontum
Solution. Expsrimentel Results. Vessel Number 1 (@ =
324 mm). J. Brona, J. p. Brunet, R. Ceizergues,
C, Clouet D’Orval, J. Kremser, J. Leclerc, and P. Ver-
rlere (France. Commissariats h l’Energie Atomiqua.
Ceotre d’ Etudes Nucldalres, Saclay). 1963. 38p.

ALECTO is a critical experiment intended for the neu-
troatc study of homogeneous aqueous multiplying media.
It esaentiafly coosiets of a cylindrical tank, reflected or
oot, where can be made critical a solution of fiaeionable
material fed fnto the tank from a geometrically embcritlcal
storage. The studies effected on thts aasembly concern on
one band the deter ruination of critical maa ses, and on the
other hand the nuclear parameters used tn neutron” calcu-
lations. The container tested in the first eeriee of experi-
ments described is a cylindrical tank, 324 mm diameter
with a convex bottom, water reflected on tbe sides end on
the interior. The minimum critical meea of this tank was
determined end was found to be M= ~im = 845 * 7 g. The
decay constant of prompt neutrone se a function of reao-
tlvity wae determined by the puked neutron teotmtqtm. At
the critical state, It wan found to be IYc= 73 * 6 see-l.
Furthermore, from the study of this tank, were derived a
number of safety regulatiorm for plutonium .solutione. (autbi

233.
28453 (TID-7650(P.88-127)) EPITHERMAL THORIUM
i{fiACTOR PHYSICS. S. G. Carpenter (Atomics interna-
tional. Div. of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga
Park).

The phyeice Of U23S-Th epithermal ayotems waa stu~ed.

The Epithermal Critical Assembly is described, and tbe
composition and sizes of 9 cores are listed. The calcula-
tions of both predicted and experimental data were made
u Ing a mul Uregion, multigroup diffusion code. Reactivi@
meaauremente, neutron importance, f3pectral measure-
ments, and criticality anafysis are discussed. (M. C. G.)

236.
11459 (HW-SA-2432(Rev.)) CRITICAL MASS EX-
PERIMENTS WfTH PLUTONIUM NITIUTE SOLUTIONS.
E. D. Claybm, R. C. Lloyd, and W. A. Reardon (Genernl
Electric Co, Hanford Atomic Producte Operation, Rlch-
land, Wash.). May 23, 1962. Contract [AT(45-1)-13!iO],
22p.

Criticality date obtained with a 14-in. -dia. stalnleas
steel sphere filled with plutbotum nitrate of varioue com-
tmsltions and wtth varioua etatee of neutron reflection are

presented. The data on the paraffin-reflected sphereo
were corrected for reflector savfngs nnd the experI ments
reduced to equivalent critical systeme. The date were alw
corrected for acid molarity. (J.R. D.)

2jYj’.
38440 (TID-7653(Pt.I) (p.2-’/)) CRITICALITY EXPEftI-

MENTS AND CALCULATIONS FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE,
GRAPHITE-MODERATED ASSEMBLIES WITH SIMPLE
GEOMETRY, A. G. Cole and R. G. Finke (Californls.

Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation Lab.),
The effect of temperature on reactivity of a bare,

graphite-moderated, enriched-uranium assemblies over
carbon-to-uranium-235 atomio ratio range, 583:1 to
21,690:1, and with criticai temperatures ranging between
46 ad 1110”F was experimentally determined. Buckling
calculations were done for each aesembly as criticai at
room temperature, and as overstocked to be critical at an
elevated temperature. Cetcutatlons were carried out with
the one-dimensional, neutron-diffusion code, 9-ZOOM with
18 enbrgy groups. The difference between k,(~ velues for
a high-temperature experiment, using room-tempt rature
measurements and densities of botb, provides a meaaure
of the experimental excess reactivity at room temperature
to be overcome by elevating the temperature. Since the
effect of elevating the temperature is to decrease reactiv-
ity, a calculated k=ff for the htgh-temperature critical as-
sembly lower than that for the room temperature critical
assembly Indicates an over-calculation of the temperature
effect. The difference between such kc,, valuea, divided b)
the above experimental reactivity effect, provides a meas-
ure of the extent of the over-calculation. Since this con-
tribution 1s a send] fraction of the experiment~ tempera-
ture effect, the ~ver-calctdation must be due to nuclear
parameters euch ●s the negtect of Doppler broadening of
resonance Ievela and the inadequacy of tbe free gac mnd-
erator model. (N. W.R.)

238.
NW (TID-17240) PRECISE CRITICALITY DETER-
hHHATIONS IN THE SOLID HOMOGENEOUS ASSEMBLY.
F. Feiner, S. Weinstein, W. C. Oaka, and K. V. Cooper
(KMIIS Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.). [1962].
Contract w-31 -109-eng-521. hp.

To accommodate large metal fractions, but still retain
the adventages of homogeneity, the Solid Homogeneous Ac-
sembly (SHA) wee desfgned with the metallic elements and
fuel ae very fine powders dispersed in paraffin. A aerieo -

.

.
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of reproducibility checks performed with the assembly
demonstrated that rearranging or replacing major seg-
ments of the core leads to reactivity changes of less than
10t. In addition to criticai size determination prelimi-
nary flux distribution and reactivity coefficient meaeure -
mente were made. The calculated critical ities using the
KARE and KLAG programs were compared with the ex-
perimental ones. It was found that’ calculations run ap-
proximately Z% high fairly consistently. (M. C. G.)

3743 PRECISE CRITICALITY DETERhfiNATION IN
THE SOLfD HOMOGENEOUS ASSEMBLY. F. Feiner,
S. Weinstein, W. C. Oaks, and K. V. Cooper (General Elec-
tric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.). Trsna. Am. Nucl. Sot., 5:
344-5 (Nov. 1962).

2159 (UCRL-6980) HIGH-TEMPERATURE BARE

BeO CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS: GENERAL DESCRIP-
TION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS. Reinsld G. Finke
(California. Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation
Lab.). June 29, 1962. Contract W-7405 -eng-46. 23p.

Five high-temperature bare BeO critical experiments
were conducted for three different gross BeO/fJ2s6 molar
ratios: 260:1, 550:1, and 1100:1. For each ratio, at leaet

two critical conf iguratione were determined. Their corre-
aparding critical temperatures ranged up to 1115”F. The
buckling temperature coefficient at 500”F variee directly
with BeO/UzSS ratio from 0.26%/100”F for the lower ratio
to 0.60%/ 100”F for the higher ratto. The contribution of
thermrd expansion to the buckling temperature coeffi-
cient was examined for different BeO-block arrangement
in the graphite supporting box. A variation by a factor of
three for different block poaitione ie calculated. Within
experimental error, the nuclear components of the BeO
buckiing temperature coefficients are the same se, and
show the same dependence on moderator-to-uranium ratio
as, thuse previously reported for graphite at C/U2S6 ratios
abuut 2.3 times the BeO/U2s5 ratio a. (auth)

240.

3960 (UCRL-6673) A COOLED-REFLECTOR,
H~-BeO-CORE CRITICAL EXPERIMENT. R. G. Finke,
E. Goldberg, H. L. Rcynolda, and G. J. Grammene (Cali-

fornia. Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation Lab.).
Oct. 27, 1961. Contract W-7405 -eng-46. 29p.

A seriee of criticai experiments to investigate
temperature -reactivi& effects and temperature-power
distribution interactions with a cooled graphite reflector

on ho sides of a BeO core is deecribed. It was found that
for a core with a gross BeO/U235 ratio of 556 to 1, the re-
activity was not dependent on the graphite reflector tem-
perature. The experiments were performed at the HOT
BOX facility. (J. R. D.)

Critical Experiments 239-243

241.
4255 (UCRL-G3Z9)SUMMARYREPORTONA
HIGH-TEMPERATUREBERYLIJiJhf-OXIDECRfTICAL
EXPERIMENT. R. Finke, E. Goldberg, H. Reynoids, d
G. Grammene (California. Univ., Live rmore. Lawrenw
Nudiation Lab.). Mar. 21, 1961. Contract W-7405 -WW.V
36p.

An experimental verification of muitigroup calcuintiOM
of critical dimeneione ae a function of temperature of s
beryllium-oxide-moderated, enricired-uranium-fueied at.
sembiy wae made ueing Hot BOX, a high-temperature cr2L

cal faciiity. A decreaee in buckling of 2.5% was required
to compensate for an increaee in core temperature from
90 to 955*F for a bare equivalent core witi an effective
BeO density of 2.S6 g/cm3 and a gross BeO/U23S moiar
ratio of about 550 to 1. The reactivity cbsnge was within
5% of the change predicted by the Zoom multigroup, Idu.
region, one -dimensional diffusion code for an equivalwi
core configuration. An overail average temperature cuf.
ficient of reactivity of - $11.4L3/100”F WS5 measured for L%

temperature range etudied, and a nuc{ear temperature CU.

efficient of -$0.34/100°F wae deduced. (auth)

242.
w49a (ANL-6660) cRtTICAL EXPERIMENTS ON
TttX JUGGERNAUT REAOTC)R, J, ft. FOtk2d aid 13, P,
Meen (Argonne National Lab., 111.). Dee. 1962. Con-
tract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 36P,

Tbe experlmenta are deocribed in secttons on approaob
to crfticai, control ayotem eveiuatioe, meaeurementa of
fuel worth, meaeurementa of reactivity aruJ other coeffi-
cients. nux mcasurementm. power mrxsuremcnts, and
measurements of fuel piatc. controi rod, and ~raphite tem-
peratures. (J. R. D.)

243.
26895 (ORNL-3359) PRELIMINARY SOLUTION
CRITICAL EXPEIUMENTS FOR THE HIGH- FL(JX ISO-

TOPE REACTOR. J. K. Fox, L. W. Gilley, end D. W.
Magnuson (Osk Ridge National Lab., Term.). June 12,
1963. Contract W-7405 -eng-26, S5p.

The design of the High-Flux Isotope Reactor (HFfR) wan

sui3Potied by a eeries of preliminary experiment per-
formed at the Oak Ridge Critical Experiments Facility in
1960. The experiments yielded results describing directiy
come of the expected performance cbaracterietics of the
reaotor and strengthened the caiculationaf methods ueed
in its design. The critical assembly, like the reactor, wee
of a flux-trap type in which a central 6-fn. -dia column
of HIO was surrounded by an mmulus of fissile material
end, in turn, by an annular neutron reflector. The fuel
region contained a solution of enriched uranyl nitrate in
a mixture of H20 and D20 and the reflector was a com-
posite of two annuli, the inner one of D20 surrounded by
one of H20. In moat experiments the ends of ihe assembly
were reflected by H20. Important resulte evaluate the
abeolute thermal-neutron flux to be expected in the de-
sign reactor and describe the flux distributions within
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this type of aaaembly. It was aleo observed that the
oadmium ratio along the axis of the assembly was about
100, dtowlng that a highly thermal-neutron flux wee truly
developed in the trap. It wcs tdmwn that reduction of the
hydrcgen density In the cemtral water column to about 60%
of Ita normal valua lncreaeed the reactivity about 6% ad
that further @drogen density reduotion deoreaeed the *
aottvlty u. ttto effeet of tho tomrntit ttvutrt$ntmtahratltm
dominated the effeot of the lncmaaed coupling aoreos the
central column. Theme coneiderationa me of importaaoa
to the nefety of the re=tor. Addi*~ ~rtma~ 8SV0
valuee of the ueuel oritloaf dfmonaieM d explored *
●ffecte on both tba dhneoeimte ad Ute fhtx dtstrtbattLw
Dfohanglng the concentration of the uranyl nitrate solu-
tion, of changing the compoaltion of the solvent, and of
eddlng neutron-ebaorblng nmterlals to the ~0 reflector.
These changes were made to alter the neutron propertlea
of the fuel solution over a range including those expected
in the reactor itself. (auth)

244.
12768 (ORNL-33130Wi15-6)) CRITICALEKPERI-
MENTWWITH MfXTURESOF AQUEOUS U’8’-EHIUCHED
URANYL NtTRATE SOLUTIONS AND BORCSILICATE
GLASS RfNGS. J. K. Fox ●rl J. T. Thomas (Oak Rk@
National Lab., Tetm.).

&veref crttical experiments were performed wttb mtx-
tum~ of aqueous 92.6% U“’-emrtched urenyl nttmte ●nd
bomstllcate glass Raacbtg ringo to provide informatttm
for tmoloar •afe~ applicattona. Tba mtxtureo were eon-
taleed in 20-, 30-0 ●mf 48-ire-ID Af or stetfdam ●tml cyt-
tedem, and two cottceatrstfata of urat@ attrste ●luttone
were umd,ettee oIkdtthu418gd U/1 utdthoother S79g
of U/l. The glaes rings varied in alz.e, the largeat having
a 1.52-In. ID, a 1.85-in. OD, and a 1.89-tn. length. Their
B content waa 0.6 to 5.7 wt %. It waa found that for IJolu -
tlona having a U concentration =415 g/llter, k. will be
lees than 1 if the glase ringe contain 5.7 wt % natural B
and occupy 24.1 VOI % of the mfxture. For solutions having

a U concentration of >2’79 g/liter, the corresponding values
are 4.0 wt % natural B and 24.1 vol % glaes. (auth)

245.
3740 CRITICALEXPERIMENTSAND ANALYSIS ON
SMALL, LOW ENRICHED, U% CORES WITH DISCRETE
BURNABLE POISON. O.Gailar and S. Vkmer (Combustion
Engineering, Inc., Windsor, Corm.). Trana. Am. Nuc1. SOC.,
5: 341-2 (Nov. 1962).

246.
3741 DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL
EXPERIMENTS WfTH ANNULAR MULTITUBE SUPER-
HEATER FUEL ELEMENTS. M. F. Qormley, C. O.
Dechand, P. G. Klann, and S, Vianer (Combustion Engineer-
ing, Inc., Windeor, Corm.), Trans. Am. Nuc1. SOC., S:
342-3 (Nov. 1962).

247.
15431 ANALYSISOF THE ENRICHED URANIUM-
HEAVY WATER HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM. Jitauya Hirota,
Satoru Katauragf, Hideo Kuroi, Reiko Koinuma, and Yuldo
Iahiguro (Japan Atomic Energy Research fnat., Tokyo).
Nippon Genshtryoku Gakkatshf, 5: 14-22 (Jan. 1963). (fn
English)

A series of crttical experiments was conducted on a sys-
tem in whtcb heavy water solutlone of uranyl eulfate with a
U238enrichment of about 20% are surrounded by a heavy
water reflector. The deute rium to U23Satomic ratios in the
solutions ranged from 7,200 to 1,600. In theoretical analy -
ais of the ayatem, leakage of fast neutrona from the com
and competition of the leakage with resonance absorption .
in the core are rather important. Therefore, the reeonanco
escape probability was defined rigorously and a multi-group
model was applied to fast and eplthexmal neutmne. The
group oonstante were determlnad by averaging over a IIpeo-
trum wbtcb wae calculated by the Greuling-Goertzel approx-
imation. Tbe agreement between the tbeoretlcaf and experi-
mental results are satisfactory except those for perturbation
terms. The dtscrepanclee in the effective multiplication
factora do not exceed 1%. The apatiat distributions of ther-
mal and In-resonance oeutxwn fluxes are well reproduced
by the present theory. Agreement of tbe theoretical cad-
mium ratioa with experimental values indfcates that the
effects due to the leakage of fact neutrone from the core
are treated adequately. (auth)

248.
42383 OPERATION OF A CRITICAL MOCK-UP FOR
VVR-M. D. M. Kaminker, K. A. Konoplev, Yu, V. Petrov,
and R. G. Pikulik (Ioffe Inst. of Physice and Tech., Lenin-
grad), Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency, 1963,
Preprint SM-42/S4, 20p. (CONF-133-31). (In Rueahtn)

From International Atomfc Energy Agenoy Symposium
of Exponential and C rlttcal Experiments with Calculations,
Amsterdam, Sept. 1963.

Critical mock-up operation of the VVR-M reactor with u
twryllium refleotor and a thermal neutron flux 3 x 101’ n‘
omz aec at 10 Mw(t) la described. A theoretical evaluutiuu
is given of the core configuration and ita meaeuremen~s.
Calculation were made for various core configurations,
and the reaulta were compared with experimental data fur
minimum critical maasea. Data are alao given on safetY
techniques employed during critical operation. (tr-nuth)

249.
19033 (NAA-SR-Memo-8195) CIUTICALITY STUDY
16 w/o U- Zr ALLOY. N. Ketzlach (Atomics International.
Div. of North Amerioan Aviation, Ino., Canoga Park, CalU.).
Feb. 4, 1963. Contract [AT(ll-1)-Gen-S]. 53p.

Maximum cafe batch sizes were determined for all PMO-
em atepa involved in the melting and casting operations, U
well as in the subsequent fuel handling procedures, of 15
wt % U-86 wt% Zr fuel rode. Criteria for hydrided as
well en unhydriderf rods are presented. A method la pre-
sented for the determination of an equivalent fuel rod di-

.

.
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ameter so that criticality data, developed for long rods oan
be used in establishing nuclear safety criteria for fuel rods
of any length. ~ackaging criteria are presented for the
safe storage and transport of the fuel materials in 30 x
30 x 30 in. birdcsgea as well aa in 55-gal. drums. The
oriteria developed can be used to determine the maximum
nsfe number of storage units in an array when each unit
contains no more ihan 45% of the critical quantity of fuel in
spherical geometry under optimum conditions of water
moderation end reflection. This is independent of fuel
composition. Thirty-three figures are given that have been
used in the development of this criteria. (auth)

250.
30754 (N,\ A-SR-M.mo-8195(Rev.)) CRITICALITY

STUDY. 15 W/O U -Zr ALLOY. Norman Ketziach
(Atomlcs International. Div. of North Amrrican Avtatlon,
Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.). JuIw 10. 1963. Contract
[AT(ll-1)-Gen-8}. 53P.

Maximum safe batch sizes were determined for ail proc-
ess steps involved in the melting and casting operations, as
well M in the subsequent fuel handling procedures, of 16
wi.% U-85 wt.% Zr fuel rods. Criteria for hydrided as well
as unhydrided rods are presented. A method is presented
for the determination of an equivalent fuel rod diameter eo,
that criticality data developed for long rods can he used in
establishing nuclear safety criteria for fuel rats of any
length. Packaging criteria are presented for the safe stor-
age and transport of the fuel materials in 30 x 30 x 30 in.

birdcages as well aa in 55-gallon drums. The criteria de-
veloped can he used to determine the maximum safe num-
ber of storage units in an array when each unit contains no
more than 45% of the critical quantity of fuel in spherical
geometry under optimum conditions of water moderation
and reflection. This is independent of fuel composition.
Thirty-three figures are given thai were used in the de-
velopment of this criteria. (autb)

251.
42222 CRITICAL, EXPEIUMENTS AS A MEANS OF
EXPOSING THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A RE-
ACTOR. V. A. Kuznetaov. Vienna, International Atomic
Energy Agency, 1963, Preprint SM-42/86, 13P. (CONF-
133-33). (In Russian)

From International Atomic Energy Agency Symposium of
Exponential and Critical Experiments with Calculation,
Ameterdam, Sept. 1963.

Criticality studies were made of intermediate reactore
in order to determine physical propertied of certain reac-

tor types. An analyeie waa made of experimental data on
teflecter effick!ttc$, hutaroftetwlt,v @ffautn, twtutivity twaf-
floients, and neutron iifetimee, and ideas are forwarded on
the feasibility and perspectives of expcrlmentai data utili-
zation In developing reactor theory and calculation meth-
ods. (ir-auth)

Critical Experiments 2’jO-2~3

232.
31081 (HW-77311(P.40-7)) CRITfCAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH PLUTONIUM NITRATE SOLUTIONS. R. C. Lloyd,
E. D. Clayton, C. R. Ricbey, and S. R. Bierman (General
Electric Co. Henford Atomic Products Operation, Rich-
land, Wash.).

Critical experiments were conducted with plutonium
nitrate soIutions in an 11 .5-tnch diameter stainless steel
sphere. The measured vohme of the 11 .5-tncb sphere was
12.95 liters; the vessel wall thickness wae 0.049 inch.
Criticality in the water reflected sphere was atudted aa a
function of nitrate concentration. Plutonium concentrations
were in the range of 51 to 431 g Pu/ilter, with low acid
molarity (leas than 2 in most cases). The data obtained
yield a curve of critical concentration versus nitrate, which
may then be used to estimate the critical concentration for
a homogeneous plutonium water mixture in the absence of
nitrate, or to evaluate the minimum maea of plutonium to
the sphere. Experiments were also conducted to determine

the effect of the stainless steel vessel wall on the critical-
ityof the water reflected unit. pulsed neutron source ex-
periments were conducted concurrently with critical mass
measurements. Based on the measured neutron lifetimes
end the prompt decay rates observed at varjous solution
Ievele in the 11.5-inch sphere, effective multiplication con-
Mmts were determined se a function of the plutonium con-
aatration and solution volume in the sphere. me of the
purposes of the @seal neutron source expertmente ie to
oiutttdttu tke faaaiblW ttf u-ing this teehitiqtte for kd~
measurements on in-plant equipment. Muitf~up diffusion
theory oaiculatione were ueed to compute criticality for
some of the solutions as used in the experiments, tvith a
oomparieoo between fhemy and experiment being given in
t61’lM of k~. (suth)

253.
29S26 (ANL-6’713) CRITICAL STUDIES OF A SMALL
URANIUM CARBIDE-FUELED REACTOR WITH A BEltYL-
LIUM REFLECTOR. (ZPR-~ ASSEMBLY 40). R. L.
McVean, P. I. Amundson, G. S. Brunson, and J. M. Gasidlo
(Argonne National Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho). Apr. 1963.
Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 19p.

A small, lightweight, uranium carbide-fueled reactor
with a beryllium reflector surrounding the core was
mocked up as Assembly 40. It waa determined that the
presence of beryllium in the axial and radial reflectors
did not endanger the safe loading and operatton of the “
critical assembly. The actual experiment consisted of de-
termination of the critical mass, measurement of the re-
activity coefficients for a large number of fissile and non-
fisaile materials, the performance of radial and axial
fission traverses, and measurement of central fission
ratios. The effectiveness of the radial beryllium reflector
as a control mechaniam was determined and the Rossi-
alpha was meaaured. (auth)
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2>4.
41724 (HW-T7089)THE LfMITINC3CfUTICAL CON-
CENTRATIONS FOR Pu2M AND lJnC fN AQUEOUS SOLU-
TIONS. R. H. Masterson, J. D. WMte, and T. J. Powell
(Oeneraf Eleotr10Co. Hanford Atomlo Produata ~ra-
Uon, Ricbtmd, Wash.). Mar. 27, 196S. Contract AT(46-
1)-1330. 3op.

Meaaurementa were made with plutonfum nltrato rokt-
Mooa and uraqyl flwrtdc soluttcma (9%16% eorfobed fK)#~
to determtne the oonomkrti~ - wMob k- ~ ~~
(the Umtt@ ortttoal oeneatrattoa) for eaeb24them aelu-

tlnns. The Umithtg critical concentration for P@ in en
aqueous solution occurred at an H: Pu ratio of 3392 * 100;
thle limiting ratio corresponded to a concentration of 8.0 ●

0.3 g Pu2S8/liter for the eohttions ueed in the experimen~.
In conjunction with thie plutonium measurement, the limtt-

t~i in an aqUS0U8 Bohtion
Ing critical concentration for U
was meaeured, the result (12.05 ● 0.03 g U2’’/fiter) WM

oompared to a similar result reported by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. (auth)

2’js .

26057 EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS OF WATER-
REFLECTED, UNDERMODERATED ZIRCONIUM-HYDRIDE
CRfTICAL Assembles. PART I. EXPERIMENTS. L. I.
Moss (Atomics Intei”national, Canogs Park, Calif.). Trsna.
Am. Nucl. Soo., 6: 49-50 (June 1963).

256.
2oft2b (UCRL-7262) COUPLING EFFECTS OF

HAFNfUM CONTROL RODS IN A NEAR-HOMOGENEOUS,
BeO-MODERATED, ORALLOY-FUELED SYSTEM. J. AL
Piowaty, Jobo R. Morton, HI, ●nd Lomn L. Gardner
(California. Univ., Llvermore. Lawrence Radiation

Lab.). Feb. 27, 1963. Contract W-7405 -eng-48. 10P,
Two seriee of measurements were made to examine the

coupling offecte of Hf control rods. From two to five rods
were used. The meaeuremente were performed on a BeO-
modcratcd, U2JS-fueled system with a BeO/U*’$ molar
ratio of 247. The pulsed neutron technique was used.
(auth)

237.
32898 (~-SA-29W IDEALIZED PLUTONIUM DIS.
EK2LVERS AND THE “ALWAYS SAFE” CONDITIONS.
W. A. Reardon and F. R. Czernlejewski (General Electrlo
Co. Hanford Atom\c Products Operation, RIchland,
Wash.). [Msy 1, 1963]. Contract [AT(45-1)-1350]. 11P.
(CONF-39-21)

From American Nuclear Society Meeting, Salt Lake
City, Utah, Juty 1963.

A #tudy was made to determine if some combination of
plutonium metal and solution possesses - smaller cr{ttoal
maaa than either the fully reflected metal eyotem or ●

fully dlssolvsd syntem. Primary remdtn ot the calcuhtlons
●re ohowwIn a figure with the orlttcal total mans (matal
plus oolutton) premmtad ●s a tunctkttt 01 the crltlcal vtdtmta

(WMmi ph mhtlott)totvmriouautimtmad central mameuet
ptutonlum metal. The ‘lahvay,s safe” envelope is shown as
a tmqftmt curve amf the lower portion of the hom~neoua

curve. Critical total mass was also plotted agalnet the
critical solutlon concentration. It la shown that there are
situations where the critical msss to smaller than the total
mass when partially dlesolved. (M.C.G.)

258.
41731 (HW-77S71fP.46-53)) SUBCRITICAL EXPERI-
MENTS WITH PU02 -POLYSTYRENE COMPACTS. C. R.
Rlchey, J. D. White, and E. D. Clayton (General Elcctrio
Co. Hanford Atomic Products OperaUon, Rtchland, Waeh.).

Criticality measurement on concentrated pu solutions
were simulated using Pu02 -polystyrene cubes with a
H-to-Pu ratio of 15. Neutron multiplication measurements
performed by arranging configurations of the cubes on

halves of a split table that were then moved together gave
the critical massea of the nonreflected and Lucite-reflected
assemblies. An evaluation of control and safety rods, both
poison insertion and fuel removal, showed the desirability
of fuel removal type rods. The neutron spectrum for the
PuOz -polystyrene compacts was strongly epitbermal.
(D.C.W.)

259.
16941 (RFP-83)CRITICALITYMEASUREMENTSON
PLUTONIUMMETALPRELIMfNARYTOTHEDESIGN OF
A MELTfNG CRUCIBLE. C. L. Schuske, M. G. Arthur,
and D. F. Smith (Dow Chemical Co. Rocky Flats Plant,
Denver). June 1, 1956. Contract AT(29-1)-1106. 12p.

A series of neutron multiplication measurements were

made on assemblies of Pu metal (density 15.6 g/cma) in
order that a safe melting crucible could be dee {gn~ for
charges of 10 kg or more. Suitable ingot ehapes and massea
that could be rolled into sheete were determined. Final
charge limlte must be determined by maktng in situ meas-
urements with the actual production furmce when the fur-
nace and crucible are completed. (H.G .G.)

260.
30749 (HW-7655~Rev.)) CRITICAL MASS CONTROL
SPECIFICATION HOOD 9A. R. J. Sloat (General Electric
Co. Hanford Atomic Prockta Operation, Rlchland, Wash.).
May 31, 1963. Contract AT(45-1)-1350, 7P.

Nuclear safety in hood 9-A dependa on controlling the
maes and geometry of the plutonium compeunds not con-
fined by the processing equipment. It is specified that plu-
tonium concentrations in plutonium oxalate slurries and
filter cakes allowed to accumulate in volumes in excess 01
4 liters should be limited to a maximum of log Pu/cc in
the process equipment,. It was concluded that the critical
masa of nonconfined plutonium may exceed 7 kg for dry,
unmoderated plutonium compounds. Moderation of a re-
flected 2.5-kg plutonium maas could make it criticul in w)
active volume of about 8 liters. (M. C. G.)

.

.
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261.
1s433 NEUTRON SPECTRA AND BREEDING PfY2EN-

TfAL IN SHR. Aktra Tachtbsna, Shlgem Yaaukawa, eod
Takeji Iae (Japan Atomic Energy Research fmlt., Tokyo).
Nippon Gensf.tlryoku Gakkatshi, 6: 51-9(Jan, 1963). (10
Japanese)

Fast and thermal neutron epeotra In the ooro of aeml-
bomogeneous reactor were cdculaled at atom ratios 2,000
to 10,000 for carbon/Urn and moderatortamtperature of
1,200 to 1,800”K. With tfm! tiafned spectra and q-XS3 Va-
lues measured directly in experiments, effective q-f values
and breeding ratios, which are weighted averages of entire

core spcwtra, were obtained. The results are very simiIar
with those of Chcrnick, et al., of BNL and the breeding

ratios were over 1.15 even including Xe13S and Sml ° poi-
soning nt neutron flux 10t’n/cm3/sec. It is concluded that
snlid fuel thermal breeders have possibilities to be real-
ized, depending on the designs which should be very elabo-

rated. (auth)

2(32.
19034 (ORNL-TM-499) CRITICAL MASS STUDIES.
PART XffI. BOROSILICATE GLASS RASCHIG RINGS IN

AQUEOUS URANYL NITRATE SOLUTIONS. J. T. Thomas,
J. K. Fox, and E. B. Johnson (Oak Ridge National Lab.,
Term.). Feb. 6, 1963. Contract w-7405 -eng-26]. 11P.

The effect of commercially available borosilicate glaen
Rsechlg rings on the criticality of aqueouti uranyl nitrate

eolutlono enriched In U*S$was investigated. The natural-
B content of the glass varied from 0.5 to 6.7 wt %, and the
volume of the veaael occupied by the glass ranged from
20.9 to 30%. Results from exponential experiments, using
t rmltloaf layer of solution above the column of solutton-
ri~ mtxture as a neutron source, provided estimates of
$h@sWtItIIitlbu@hlI@sfthe mlktttre se a funetldn of eelu-
tion eoneentratlon, B conteot of tbe glees, and the glees
volume presht. It wee shem, for example, that the buck-
li~ 1s negattve 0.e., k.< 1) U glans contatntng 4 wt % B
occuplea more than 2~ of the mixture volume, whereas

the came concentration of glase containing only 0.s wt % of
B results in positive valuee of the buckling except for solu-
tione more dilute than shout 72 g of U per lltar (H : tf=c w
360). (auth)

263.
3744 EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
FoR A ZfRCONIUM/URANIUM UNPOISONED CRITICAL
SLAB ASSEMBLY. James R. Tomonto (General Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nuci. Sot., S: 345-6
(t+ov. 1962).

1964

264.
28959 (ANL-6733) A TWO-ZONE FAST CRITICAL
EXPERIMENT (ZPR-111 ASSEMBLY 42). P. I. Amundson,

R. L. McVean, and J. K. Long (Argonne National bb.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho). Jan. 1964. !%ntrict W-31 -109-eng-
38. 36p.

The study was conducted to determine what properties

of a previously studied dilute power reactor could be
duplicated in a smalier two-zone aseembly. Reactivity
measurements performed included determinations of
plate -orientation worth, homogeneity corrections, reactor -

segment worths, central reactivity coefficients, and radial
worth distributions of axial columns of core materials.

Spectral index determinations Included: central fission
ratios, nuclear track emulsion measurements, fission

counter traversea, Rossi -alpha measurements, sodi urn
activation, and natural and enriched uranium foil mea -

surements. (auth)

265.
U925 (ANL-6923(P.14-45)) LIQUID-METAL-COOLED
REACTORS. (Argonne National Lab., 111.).

Studies of Assembly 45 in ZPR-111 are described. Data
on the critical material and physical parameters of ZPR-IX
Assembly 4 are tab~ated along with data on the central
worth cue ffjclcnts on scverai mctailic and ceramlo maie -
riais and separated W isotope sampies. Investigations arc
reported on the properties of U-pu-fissium alloys, TI-V
Jacket materials, radiation effects on ~- Zr-clad U- Pu -
fissillm alloys, fabrication and properties of fuel elementc
for Zero-fmwer reactors, fabrication of Doppler test eie -
menia, development of Pu - (J- c fuels, corrosion of C roloy
In high-temperature air, reactioms of Cd- Mg- Zn alloye
with USC+ at 60tVC, diatrtbution of Pu between Ms- Zn

alloys and molten chloride salts, head-cmd trmttmcnt of
refractory fueis, nnd !wcflurn coolani chcmislry. Other
work is reported on development and operation o{ Ef3fl-11

and FAR ET. (J. R. D.)

266.
13234 (CONF-1S7-35) BUCKLINGS, DISADVANT.\G t
FACTORS, AND f? MEASUREMENTS IN SOME Uh13ER-
MODERATED SLIGHTLY ENRICHED CORES. Q. L. B~ir,!
and A. R. Boynton (.irgome Xational Lab., fll. ). [1963].
Contract ~-31 -109 -eng-38]. 5p.

From American Nuclear Socfety Meetiog, New York,
Nov. 1963.

The critical UZ35 mass for Iight-water-moderated, fully -
reflected, siightly-en.riched, ox[de-fuelled cores with
H/U23S atom ratios of 1 to 5 were determined. Buckiings
were obtained mid compared with theoretical values. Cal-
culations indicate that the buckling is 10Nered by about 3’:

for Al-clad vs unclad fuel. The U238/U23s fission ratio was
aiso measured and compared with theory. The disad-
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vantage factor and the epicadmium/subcadmium U23Sfis-

sion ratio were measured by the integral technique. The
disadvantage factors disagree with calculations by Pennin~-
ton. (D. C.W.)

267.
1229 (CEA-2309) PROSERPINE MASSES CRITIQUES
EN UWIUM 235 ET ETALONS DE REACTfVITE. (PROS-
ERPfNE-Critical Maesea with Ursnium-235 sod Reactiv-

ity Standards). J. Bertrand, J. P. Brunet, R. Caizergues,
C. Clouet d’Orval, J. Kremser, and P. Verriere (France.
Commisaariat 5 l’finergie Atomlque. Centre d’ktudes
NucMaires, Saclay). 1963. 43p.

The critical mass for the PROSERPfNE reactor was

measured as a finction of the solution height in the tank,
with various solution concentrations. A reactivity standard
was then obtained by a boron poisoning technique. The re-

lation to the reactivity of control rod rtieplacement, self-

shielding of two control rods, and rise of the solutlon level
over the critical level was determined. (auth)

268.
38304 (A/CONF.28/P/3G2) NfXfTRON P1{YSICAL

CIIARACTERISTICS OF U + Be ANU U + BcO SYSTEMS.
I. I. f30ndarcnko, V. P. Garln, R. K. Goncharov, et al.
(U.S.S.R.). May 1964. 22P.

For ncnr-homogeneous eystems with highly enriched

uranium, critical pmximctcrs, neutron spectra, reflector
cf fects, dynamics, and control-component effectiveness
at various positions were investigated cxperimcntetly

for varying fiaaionable materiat concentratlone and geome-
tries. Multi-group methods of calculation for these ss-
aemblies were corrected on the basis of the expcrlmentef
data. For hetcrogcncous lattices using natural and slightly
enriched uranium, cxperlmcnts Included the investigation
of the criticaf lattice parameters (K- and its cofactors)
and lhc space-energy distribution of the neutrons, using a
mcchimicat selector. Contribution to K- from (n,2n) and
(y,n) reactions on beryllium is assessed. For pure mod-
erators, cxpcri mental results for neutron ages, square

diffusion Icngths, and diffusion constants are given. Cal-

cuhtlon rcsutts showing the Importance of the (n.2n) pro-
ccsa in nculron muttiplirxition are prcscntcd. (M .J .T.)

269.
378bb (A/coNF.2e/P/64) CRfTfCALITy STfJDfES.

fknle Brctoh, Christian Clouet d’Orvel, and Pierre Le-
corchc (France. Commlsssrlat A l’tfncrgle Atomlquc,

Park). May 1964. 15P.
Critical masses of plutonium and uranium soluUons In

cylinders, annular vessels, and plates were measured un-
der various conditions of conccntrntion, reflection, and

Intcriwtlon. Physicaf measurements such as spectra and
reactor noise were aleo carried out. Various computation
methods (diffusion, transport, and Monte Carlo) were de-

veloped, and results compared with experiment. The stud-
ies were applied to safety design and control of induetriaf
planta. (M.J.T.)

270.
42915 (CEA-R-2453) EXPERIENCE DE CRITICITE
SUR UNE SOLUTION DE POLUTONIUhl ET D’URANIUM
ENRICHI A 9@J. RESULTATS EXPERIhiENTAUX ET
CALCULS CONCERNANT LA CUVE N’ 2 (0 = 300). (Crltl-
cality Experiment on a Solution of Plutonium and of 90%
Enriched Uranium. Experimental Results and Calculat{on8
on Tank Number 2 (1#1= 300 mm)). Jean G. Bruna, Jean-
PSU1 Brunct, Christian Clouct D’Orval, and Jacques Krem-

s;; (Frzncc. Commissariats 3 I‘~nergie Atom ique. Centre
d Etudce Nucl&aires, Ssclay). June 1964. 26p.

Experiments on plutonium and 9@ enriched ursnfum
solutions were made in the A LECTO reactor w Ith a tank of
external diameter 300 mm. Various geometries were
tested for variable concentrations of fissionable salts. The
CritfCal msss Was studied as a function of the concentmtlon
In various reflector conditions (water, concrete, wnod) and
the experimental values were compared with calculated
values. The effects of cadmium as a refiector and of the

sfalniess steei tank were also studied. Measurements of
p/r, ratio of the effective fraction of deiayed neutrons.to the
average lifetime of the neutrons in the reactor, were car-
ried out. (auth)

271.
42914 (CEA-R-2452) PROSERPINE— PLUTONfUM-
239. PROSERPINE— URANIUM-235. COMPARISON
DE HESULTATS FXPEHIMENTAUX. (PROSERPINE—

P]utonlum-239. PROSERPINE - Urnnlum-236, Com-
periaon of Sxper[mentat Rcsutts). Jean-Paul Brunet,
Robert Calzergues, Chrfstaln Clouet D’Orvet, Jacques
Kremser, Jean Moret-Bailly,-and Phillpps Verriere
(Fr:incc. Commissarint a i’ }hmr~ie Atomiquc. Ccntrc
d’ I;tudcs Nuc161i rcs; SJcl:tv). I!162. 6GI).

The PIKMEI{l]INE homnguncous rc:w’tor consiata of a
tank, 25 cm (fin anti 30 cm high, .surroundcd lJy n com-
poslic rrficctor mncfc of Iwryllium oxkic and graphite.

[n this tank pluionium nr !)W cnricilccl ur;mium solutions,
the fissile subsinnccs bring in the form of a dlsaolved

stdt, can bc made crilicni. In varying the concentration
of the soiution, criticai masses \vcrc studied as a func-
tion of the ICVCI of the liquid in the tank. The minimum
critical mass Is 256 + 2 gm for plutonium and 409 * 3

gm for uranium-235. In the rnngc of the critical concen-
trations studied, the neutronic properiics of fissionable
solutions of plutonium and enriched ursnium were com-
ptircd for idcnticai geometries. (auth)

272.
16736 (Hw-79413) DETERMINATION OF THE RELA.
TIVE WORTH OF PLUTONIUM ATOMS TO U*SSATOMS
IN HOMOGENEOUS U~-WATER MfXTURES. L. L. Car-

ter (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Oper-
ation, Rlchland, Wash.). Oct. 30, 1963. Contract AT(46-

1)-1350. hp.
The limiting enrfcbment of uranium for criticality and

the limiting atomic ratios of Pu-to-naturzl uranium con-

.

.
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talnlng O, 5, 10, and 15% Pu240 were determined by Monte

Carlo techniques for U~ –water mtxtures. The Monte
Carlo results predict an infinite muftlplicatlon factor of
unity fora 1.001 ● 0.026 wt % enriched UC+-HzO mixture,
This compares favorabLy to the experimentally deter-

mlnedllmiting critlcsl eorichmentof 1.034+ 0.01 wt%
U*88 In the uranium. The Monte Carlo andmultigroupeal-
culatlono indicate thatnatural urxnlum U~-H20 mfxiureo
with a plutonium-to-uranium ntomtc ratloof leee than

0.00166 ● 0.00012 ahoutd have a ~ of leee than unity when
no Pu240 is present. The relative worth of pIutcmlum atoma

to [J2nSatoms froma rcactlvlty standpnlnt with no Puz’O

present is 1,90+ 0.14. This ratio changes rapldfy with
the pcrcentof Pu 240 hat lsprescnt In the pu. (P. C. H.)

273.
42936 (TfD-’7050(P.l148 -l2l8)) HIGHLY ENRICHED
CLEAN CRfTICAL EXPER~ENTS AT AMBIENT TEM-
PERATURES. D. R. Connors (Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Bettia Atomtc Power Lab., Pittsburgh).

Experiment andtheory are compared forcritlcal as-

semblies of a aimplified geometry, which is clean of an
axial inhomogeneity due, for example, to the partial with-
drawal of thermfetyrods. Reaults aregtvenforclcm

critical elab experiments forsmall-bundle box geometry
and repent!ng platm g~motry for metal-water nyatems,
and forplastic-modemted crttical experiments. (R. E. U.)

27k.
30963 AN ANALYSIS OF 23 ZPR-IH FAST-REACTOR
CRITWAL EXPERIMENTS. William CL Davey (Argonne
National Lab., Idaho Falle, Idaho). Nucl. Scl. Eng., 19:

259-73 (July 1964).
Over fifty fact critical assembles were etudled in the

Zero Power Reactor-Uf (ZPR-UI). All of theee assemblies
were fueled with 2s% and reflected with depleted uranium;

the core volumee ranged from 2 to 660 ltters end the crltl-
eei mednuti iwitfbff fiww S5 b 68ti kg of %. The experi-
mental characteristics of a representative group of 23 of
these xesembliee in which oxide, carbide, and metalllc
fuels were slmutated were compared wtth calculated vakfes.
The parameters studied were crittoaf size, central fission
rattos, prompt-neutron lffetfmeo tmd the reactivity effecte
of eubetltution of varioue materlats st the reactor center.
(auth)

273.
37867 (A/CONF.28/P/381) THE CWTICAL PA-
RAMETERS OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF U02(N02)2

AND NUCLEAR SAFETY. B. G. Dubovskii, A. V. Kamaev,

V. V. Orlov, G. M. Vladykov, V. N. Gurln, F. M. Kuznet-
SOV, v. P. Kochcrgin, I. P. Markelov, G. A. POPOV, and

V. J. Sviridenko (U.S.S.R.). May 1964. 18P.

Experimental and theoretical investigations on critical
parameters of uranium satt aqueous solutions with 90, 10,

or 5 pcr cent enrichment are described. These investiga-
tions were carried out for determination of nuclear safety
conditions and for studies of homogeneous reactor phys -

Its. Critical volumes of the solutions were determined at
various uranium concentrations in the range of 30-450 g/1.
Extrapolation lengths and effective additions of various
reflectors were determined during experl ments. The ex-

perimental results obtained for cylinder and rectangular
cores by transformation of geometrical parameters uelng
the extrapolation length and effective addition of light wa-

ter reflector, were recalculated for cores having ehapes

of a sphere, infinite cylinder, and Infinite flat layers. (auth)

276.
18613 CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF AQUEOUS
URANYL NITRATE SOLUTIONS, V. f3. Dubovekti, A. V.
Ksmaev, F. M. Kuznetsov, CL M. Vladykov, (1. A. Popov,
and Yu. D, Palamarchuk. At, Energ. (USSR), 16: 21-5 (Js22.
1964) . (fn Russian)

The orlticsl volumes of Wueoue solutione of U~(N~2
solutlone containing 9M enriched 23SUwere determined on

arrays containing epherea, cylinders, end redsngutar par-
aflelepipede, ●ssembled with and without water reflectors.

The walls wore made of 1 to 1.S and 3-mm thick stainlees
steel sheets; the U concentration of the solution was varied
from 36 to 460 g/10 corresponding to a variation of the ratio
of the H to the U nuclei, pH/~_235, from 780 to 50. The
experiments without reflector were carried out in ceIle,
tbe concrete walls of which were at least 2 m from the
assembly. The thickness of the reflecting water layer was
at least 20 cm. No corrections were made for the tempera-
ture of the eolution which varied from 15 to 2 l-C. An excess

of 13.6 g of HN03 was added for each 100 g of U per liter of
solution. By transforming the geometric parameters, the
dimensions of the syetem coneieting of a sphere, cyltnder,

and an infinite flat slab were obtained. For the aqueoua

U02(NC@2 eolution the foIlowing critical parameters were
obtained: critlcaf volume, 6.4 llter; critical mase, 0.85 kg
of 2MU. di~eter of the infinite cylinder, 16.7 cm; and tMck-.
nees of the Infinite slab. 6.9 cm. (TTT)

277.
44968 (AAEC/E-123) BUCKLING AND INTEGRAL
SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS IN U235/BcO SUBCRITI-
CAL ASSEMBLES. P. Duerden, D. B. McCulloch, and
E. Brittliff (AustraIia. Atomic Energy Commission Re-
search Establishment, Lucas Heights, New South, Wales).

JUIY 1964. 34P.
The materials buckling of four BeO-moderated U-235/

aluminum ailoy fueled systems having BsO/U-235 rstioe
of 1465, 2930, 5860, and 8790 were measured by the expo-
nential method. Relative fission rates of U-235, U-233, and
Pu-239 were also measured in the equilibrium spectrum

region of the same assemblies. The experiments are de-
scribed in detaii, and ihe results compared with the pre-
dictions of a simple spectrum model (Wcstcott) pending
analysis using more complex calculational models. (auth)
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278.
24865 (EURAEC-992) pLUTOMUMRECYCLfNG.
Quarterly Report No. 13 (SUPP1.). (France. Commlexmrtat
● 1‘ Energle Atomlque, Paris). 1963. Work Performed
under UnIkd States - Euratom Joint Research and Devel-
opment Program. Contract 037-60-12 RDF. 14P. (A

translation).
A summary is presented of studies of: natural U and

PO -U fuels; graphite thermal columns; critical param-
eters; and operations in the French assemblies Aqutlon,

Mariua, and Minerve. (T. F. H.)

279.
40213 (LA-1356 (Del.)) PRECISION CRITICAL-MASS

DETERMINATIONS FOR ORALLOY AND PLUTONIUM
IN SPHERICAL TUBALLOY TAMPERS. G. E. Hansen
●nd D. ?. Wood (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.).
Feb, l,1952. Contract [W-7405 -eng-36]. 19P.

The results of precision delayed-critfcal-mass mea-
surements onhfgh density and high ‘% concentration
oralloy cores, close tsmped in spherical tubaUoy shetts
are given. The slxcritical-msss points obtslned allowa
reliable Mcvs Tu tamper tblckness curve to be plotted.

The results for Oy (93.9%), P= 18.75 gins/cm’ are:

Tu thickness
(In): O 0.695 1.76 3.525 3.92S 9.0

Oy crittcst
mass (kg): 51.9 36.2 26.5 20.5 19.7s 17.36

Inadditton, the Mc of Pulna Tutamper thickness of
4.603th ln. wasmeasured and fouodto be--6 .28 frg. (auth)

280.
26873 ‘EXPONENTIAL AND CRITICAL E=ERIMENTS.

VOL. I. Proceedings of the Symposium held in Amsterdam,
Netherlands, 2-6 September 1963. (international Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna). Proceedings Series. Feb. 1964.

—...

483P. (STI/PUB/79(Vol .I)); (CON F-133). $ 10.00; Sch
210,-; 60s.st~ F.fr. 40,-; DM 35,-( fAEA).

Separate abstracts were prepared for 10 of the 21 ppers

presented; 11 were previously fncluded in ~ (17: 42220,
42221, 42222, 42224, 42225, 42236, 42238, 42382, 42385,
42386, and 42387). (R. E. U.)

281.
26881 EXPONENTIAL AND CRITICAL EXPERl?vIEhTS.

VOL. IL Proceedings of the Symposium held in Amsterxlam,
Netherlands, 2-6 September 1963. (IntemationaI Atomic
Energy Agency, Vienna). Proceedings Series. Feb. 1964.
619P. (STf/PUB/79(Vol. R’)); CONF-133). $12.00; Sch
252,-; 72s. stg; F.fr 4S,-; DM 42,-( L4EA).

282.
33026 EXPONENTIAL AND CRITICAL EXPERI-

MENTS. VOL. RI. Proceedings of the Symposium held
in Amstedim, Netherlands, 2-6 .%ptember 1963. (Int~r-
national Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna). Proceedings

Series. Apr. 1964. 495P. (STI/PUB/~9(VOl. UI)); (CONF-
133). $10.00; Sch 210,-; 60s.stg; F.fr. 40, -; DM 35, -

(IAEA).
Separats abatracts were prepared for 16 of the 25 papers ●

Included; 9 were previously abstracted for NSA (17: 42006,
42219, 42223, 42229, 42230, 42233, and 4223S; 18: 1236 and
7898). (R. E. U.)

283.
38232 (A/CONF.28/P/678) EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

OF CIUTICAL SYSTEMS WITH Li7H AND ZrHlmc MOD-
ERATORS. V. A. Kuznetsov, Y. A. Prokhorov, I. L Zak-
harkin, L E. Somov, and V. G. Maltsev (U.S.S.R.). May
1964. 16P.

Crittmd parameters were determined experimentally
and corrections were considered for lithium-hydride and
zirconium-hydride moderators on the PF-4 zero-power
assembly. Neutron energy spectra were measured in the
critical assembly with zirconium hydride moderator; from
gtven flux distributions, It is concluded that neutron dcn-
slty can not be described in terms of a Maxwell dtatrlbu-

tion. (M.J.T.)

284.
34781 (HW-81659(P.26-32)) AN ANALYSIS OF URA-
NIUM FUELED- LIGHT WATER MODERATED CRITICAL
EXPERIMENTS. R. D. Lilkala, J. R. Worden, and W. A.
Reardon (General Electric Co. Hanford Atnmic products

Operation, Rlchland, Wash.).
A detailed analysis of five uranyl nitrate critical solu-

tion experiments and six 2.70-wt % enriched-uranium-
dloxide critical experiments has been made. The critical

solution experiments were analyzed to determine the reli-
●bll Ity of the uranium cross section data uti Ii zeal, thereby
eliminating one of the potential Uncertainties in the analysis

of the heterogeneous expert ments. The description of the
methods utl If zed in these analyaes together with the results

● re described. (auth)

285.
3112 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULATIONS
JVITH ANNULAR CYLINDERS OF U(93.2) METAL. J. T.
Mihalczo (Oak Rkfge National Lab., Term.). Trans. Am.
Nuc~, 60C., 6: 217-18 (Nov. 1963).

.

.
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286.
SQ*7 (oRNL-3499fVol. I)tP.49-50)) PROMIW-
NEUTRON DECAY CONS’TANT VS BUCKLING FOR

HYDROGEN-MODERATED 3% U2*-ENRICHED URANfUM.
J. T. MIhalczo (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).

Prompt-neutron decay constants were meaaured IM ●

function of tmckling for unr~flected parallelepipeds of s
homogwnenus mtxture of 8 wt % paraffin and 92 wt % UFt
in which the UnS enrichment was 3.00%. The decay con-
otants were determined by the IXIIEed-neutron technique.
and the buckling values were computed using the measurad
extrapolation distance for one size and the variation Of th
extrapolation distance that was obtained from Sa transpofi
theory calculations. (auth)

287.
34494 (CEA-R-2495) EXPERIENCES DE CfUTICfTE
SUR DES CYLfNDRES ANNULAIRES CONTENANT DES

SOLUTIONS DE PLUTONfUM. (Criticality Experiments
with Annular Cylinders Containing Plutonium Solutions).

Michei Molbert, Andr6 Sauve, Michel Ifouelie, and Edowxrd

Deilgat (F-rance. Commisssriat A l’~nergie Atomique.
Centre d’Etudes Nuc16aires, Saclay). June 1964. 59p.

PreliminaW results are given from criticality analyses
of annular cylinders containing plutonium solutions. RS-
aults are plotted for cylinders with light water reflectors,
cadmium screens, and plutonium concentrations of 42.3 to

104.1 g/1. (R. E.fJ.)

288.
1284 (LA-2284) NUC LEAR PROPULSION TEST RE-
ACTOR KfWI-.4 NEUTRONIC STUDIES. J. D. Orndoff and
J. C. Hoogterp (Los Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. ).

Sept., 1958. Contract W-’74O5-eng-36. 53p.
Critical conditions were obtained for a series of ura-

nium- graphite fueled assemblies in “the C/Oy range 150 to
500 with thick graphite reflectors and Be or D20 islands.

Perturbations were studied in order to find the effect on

reactivity of geometrical changes and engineering features.

information from these studies was used .to develop a

m@up of ~ optimum reactor geometry for the first rocket
reactor test device, Kiwi-A. Studies on a zero power mock-

up (Zepo-A) helped establish its design details. A cold
critical check was made of the Kiwi-A reactor. (auth)

289.
a212 (LA-1209) MEASUREMENTS ON UNTAMPED

ORALLOY ASSEMBLY. J. D. Orndoff and H. C. Paxton
(Los Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). Feb. 8, 19S1.
Contract [W-7405 -eng-36]. 33p.

The characteristics of an untamped pseudospherical Oy

asaembly (about 98% critical) were surveyed. Rossi a
values were determined at two different neutron multipli-

cat ions. relative fission ratea in Oy and Tu were mea-
sured as a function of radius, and reactivity contributions
per gin-atom of Oy, Pu, Tu, Pb, Ag, Cu and lUB were ob-
tained at various positions. Results are considerably leas
reliable than corresponding data for assemblies operable

ai delayed critical. (auth)

290.
Z4349 (f-.AMS-3O87) LOB AI.AMOS CRfTICAL-fofA3fj
DATA. H. C. Paxton (Laa Alamos Scientific Lab., N.

Mex.). Apr. 1964. Contract W-7405-eng-36. 61P.
Tabulated are critical masses of oimple systemn, whioh

have been measured at Los Alamos through the year 1S6S.

(auth)

2910
3095s (TiD-702S) CRITICAL DIMENSIONS OF $YS-
TEMS CONTANING Uus, PU239 AND U23S. H. C. Paxton,

J. T. Thomaa, Dixon C~llihan, and E. B. Johnson (Los
Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. and Osk Ridge National

Lab., Term.). June 1964. Contract W-7405 -eng-36. 150p.
A compilation of critical data obtained from experiments

performed since 1945 is presented. The report supple-

ments the Nuclear Safety Guide [TID-7016(Rev.1)] and

shows the bases of the recommendations that appear in
the Guide. Conversions to standard geometries is shown.
Reauits are given for single units and multiple-unit ar-

rays. 130 references. [Table 4, p.34 — the last set of
data applies to an unreflected 16.2-in. diameter cylinder.]
(R. E. U.)

292.

26248 STUDY OF CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES WITH

BERYLLIUM MODE R4TOR. N. N. Pono ma rev-Stepnoi
and S. S. Loma!iin. At. Energ. (USSR), 16: 228-33 (7.far.

19s4). (h Russian)
Be-containing systems must be further investigated be-

cause tbe currently available data do not agree with the
theoretical calculations. The relationship between the neu-
trons originating from the Be(n,2n) reaction and from fis-
sion was examined by means of U- F3e critical assemblies,
built from 100 x 50 x 10 mm thick Be plates with a density
of 1.8 g/cm3 and 100 x 100 x 0.5 mm fuel plates, consisting
of U308 with a ZJSu content of 1.34 g per element, and

fluorothene. The slowing-down length was determined up
to energy levels at which the transition to the thermal
neutron spectrum and the fast neutron multiplication factor

must be taken into account because of the fission and tbe
Be(n.2n) reaction. The multigroup system of the neutron-
physical constants used in tbe calculations yielded satis-

factory results. The experimentally obtained value of
~ = 9CI.I cnlz, including the thermalization range from 1.44

to 0.2 ev, allowed the slowing-down process of neutrons in
the Be to be defined more exactly. A value of y = 1.12 was

obtained, assuming the threshold value of the Be(n,2n)
reaction is 1.S5 hlev. The effect of this reaction must be
taken into consideration when calculating for a Be-
contzining system. (TTT)
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2$)3.
25324 (K-1609) URANIUM DENSITY OF SYSTEMS “
INVOLVING MUTUALLY INSOLUBLE MATE~U. X=1
E. Rappand R. L. Smitherman (Oak fttdge Gaaeoue Diffu-

oion Plant, Term.). June 9, 1964. Contract W-7405-eng-
26. 16P.

Critical masses, aa they apply to the @abliahment of
safe geometries, are altered by the Involvement of hydro-
genaa a moderator. Theoretically, uranium compouada and
hydrogen compounds which exh!bit mutuat to.volubility should
make pro~rUd co*rMUm bti@mxslteufiu
density ofanysyikemw bwreint iteyareoomblnetf. Tkura-
nium densities of four e.ueb systems were determined ex-
perimentally and the resutta obtained eupport the validity
of the theory. Certalnfudamental consideration were
examined, which arepotentlal eources of error In the ap-
placation of theaephyaical prlnciplea. (south)

294.
28990 HONIOGENEOUS CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH PLUTONIUM/pLASTIC MIXTURES IN THE INTER-

MEDIATE ENERGY RANGE. C. R. Richey, J. D. White,
R. C. Lloyd, and E, D. Clayton (General Electric Co.,
Richland, Wash.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 7: 81(June 1964).

295.
11398 (Hw’-79O54fP.54-63)) CRITICAL EXPERI-
MENTS WITH Pu(& POLYSTYRENE COMPACTS. C. R.
Richey, J. D. Wlite, E. D. Clayton, S. R. Bierman, K. L.

GarUd, end D. R. Skeen (General Electric Co. Hanford
Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Wash.).

The critical dimensions and Pu masses for arrays of

PuC& polyst~ene cubes with a Pu concentration of 1.14
g/cmJ and a H/Pu atomic ratio of 15 were determined

using an approach to criticality technique with a apllt
table. Lucize reflectors were used in most measurements.
Temperatures In the core regions were also measured,
and neutron lifetimes in the arrays were obtained by noise
analyais and pulsed neutron experiments. Additionally,

temperature coefficients were measured, and flux tra-

verses were carried out. @. C. W.)

296.
22850 (HW-80020(P.31-7)) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

WITH PuOZ– POLYSTYRENE COMPACTS. C. R. Richey,
J. D. White, R. C. Lloyd, end E. D. Clayton (General Eleo-
trla Co. Hanford Atomio Products Operation, Richland,
wash.).

The compacts used in the experiments have a Pu con-
cent ration of 1.12 g/ems and a H/Pu atom ratio of 15. The
density of the polystyrene 1s 0.931 g/cm’. The effects on
the crttlcallty of arrays of the mbberized plastic coating
on each compact and of the fuel -removaf safety and control
rods were determined. Comparative reflector savings for

water, LucUe, and a 3% enriched uranyl nitrate solutton

we m measured. The e ffcct of core density change on the
crlticatity of a Lucite reflected prism was atso investi-
gated. (D. C. W.)

w (HW-81659(P.45-8)) CRITICAL EXPERIBiENTS
WfTH PU02- POLYSTYRENE COMPACTS. C. R Richey,
J. D. white, R. C. Lloyd, and E. D. Clayton (General Elec-

tric Co. Hanford Atnmic Products Operation, Rlchland,
Wash.).

Critical experiments on Pu02-polystyrene compac:s
with a H/Pu atomic ratio of 15 are descrlbcd. The Pu IS
2.2’% 240Pu. Effects of a Iucite reflector are taken Into ac-
count. (T. F. H.)

298.
9061 “ PARAMETRIC SURVEY OF CRITICAL S12 ES.
William H. Roach (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.).
Progr. Nucl. Energy, Ser. FJ, 5: 505-33(1963).

A survey of critical sizes of simple geometric shapes is
presented frnm experiment and calculmlon. An extension

to computational suneys 1s given from the DSN computing
schem”e with a standard set of multigroup input parameters.
47 references. (R. E. U.)

299.

807 (LAMS-2955) CRITICAL DIM ENSIONS OF
URANIUM(93.S)-GRAPHITE- WATER SPHERES, CYL-
INDERS, AND SLABS. William R. Stratton (LOS Alamos
Scientific Lab., N. Mex.), May 1962. Contract W-7405 -
eng-36. 36p.

A parametric study of the critical dim ens ions of

U(93.5)-graphUe-water spheres, slabs, and cylinders
is presented. The data were obtained by application of the
LASL DSN code and include five different loadings of ura-

ntum tn graphite; the range of moderation as caused by
water is complete. Both unreflected and water-reflected
systems are considered. (auth)

300.
Wbsl INVESTIGATIONS ON THE ZR-1 CRITICAL

ASSEMBLY. F. Szabo, Z. Gyimesi, T. Barta, L. Turi,

and J. Vigess.y (Central Research Inst. for Physics, Buda-

pest). Rev. Phye., Acad. Rep. Populaire Roumaine, 6:
8Uppi., 403-14(1961).

A summary is presented of the results of measurements
made on the ZR-1 crit{cal assembly. The purpose of t.k
meaouremente was to provide a basis for research on or-
ganic moderator. Critical masses for various HFU
ratios were determined directly. Flux distributions were
measured in various Iatticee, and the temperature depen-
dence of reactivity in various lattices was investigated.

(T. R. H.)

.

.
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301.
33013 (A/CONF.2S/P/265) FAST CRITICAL EX-

PERIhlENTS ASD THEIR ANALYSIS. F. W. Thalgott (Ar-
gonne Sational Lab,, Idaho Falls, Idaho), J. K. Long, W. G.

Davey, tf’. Y. Kate, S. G. Carper.ter. H. A. Morewitz, and

G. H. Best. 15P.
Prepared for the United Nations Third International Con-

ference on the Peaceful Uses of .4tomlc Energy, 1964.
A review of Pu- and Th-cycle fast critical assemblies is

presented. Operations of ZPR-[!I, ZPR-VI, the Epitherm:.1

Critical Experimental LahoratorybCi!i:y. .ad LA~IPRE-f

a:e rcporkd. (T. F.H. I

302.
1210 (XAPL-M-SW-3) CATALOGUEOFSHAEX-
PERIM ENTS AND CALCULATIONS. S. Weinstein, R. Bo-

bone, and F. Feiner (Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenec-.
tady, N. Y.). July 2, 1963. Contract W-31 -109 -eng-2.

49p.
The reeults of experiments performed to determine the

critical configurations of a solid homogeneous assembly
with an assortment of reflectors and internal neutron ab-

sorbers are presented. The configurations were repre:
eented in few group neutron diffusion models, and eigen-
value calculations were performed. The experiments and
calculations are compared, and the effects of the nuclear
date and computational model are discussed. (auth)

303.
28982 NEUTRON-SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS IN A

(UF4 + PUFFIN) MULTIPL~NG ASSEhfBLY. J.c-
Young, J. M. Neill, and J. R. Beyster (General Atomics
Div., General Dynamics Corp., San Diego, Calif.). Trans.

Am. NUCL Sot., 7: 71-2(June 1964).

1965

304.
25685 (HW-84369(P.25-33)) U–M- p@ LYET~yLENE
EXPERIMENT LN THE PCTR. D. G. AlhertsOn (Gener~
Electric Co.. Richland. Wash. Hanford Atomic Products
Operation). ‘

The first of a series of experiments which simulate ho-
mogeneous, light-water-moderated U and Pu systems was
completed in the PCTR. The principal components for the
experiment were U–AI (33 wt % U, enriched to 93.0 wt %
ZSS-U~,pure polyethylene, and bo rated polyethylene (0.8 wt %

B). A determination was made of the B concentration nec-
essary to reduce the value of the infinite multiplication fac-
tor (k~ to unity. The atomic ratio of H to 23SU WQS 214;
the critical value of the atomic ratio of l“B to 23SU was de-
termined to be 0.119. (auth)

.

305.
45522 (AE-195) EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON AS-
SEMBLIES 1 AND 2 OF THE FAST REACTOR FRO. PART
1. Andereson, T, L.; Hellstrand, E.; Londen, S-O.: Tireq
L. 1. (Aktiebolaget Atomenergi, Stockholm (Sweden)).
Aug. 1965. 48p. Dep. mn.

FRO la a fast zero power reactor built for experiments
in reactor physics. It la a ~plit table mnchine contattsing
vertical fuel elements. 120 kg of 2~U are available as fuel,
which 1s fabricated into metaILic platee of 20% enrichment.
Tbe control syetem comprises 5 spring-loaded safety ele-
ments and 3 + 1 elements for startup operations and power
control. The reactor went critical in February 1964. The
first assemblies studied were made up of undiluted fuel tnfo
a cylindrical and a spherical core, respectively, surrounded
by a reflector made of copper. Some experiment made on
these systems are described. Primarily, critical meets de-
terminations, flux distribution measurements and studies
of the conversion ratio are dealt with. The measured qusn-
tittee were compared with theoretical predictions ustng
various transport theory programe (DSN, TDC) and croes
sectton sets. The experimental results show thst fhe neu-
tron spectrum in the copper reflector la scfter than pre-
dicted, but apart from this discrepancy agreement with
theory was generally obtained. (auth)

306.
35604 (AN L-704s (P.1-23)) LfQUID-iUETAL COOLED
REACTORS.

‘- ‘auona’ ‘b”’ ““)”Operation an maintenance of EBR-11 are described,
md design and development of FARET control drives,
instrumentation, and static vessels are discussed. investi-
gations of Na-air reactions are described. FARET reac-
tivity using carbide-fueled cores was investigated. Doppler
experiments with ZPR-3 Assembly 4S are reported. .4s -
sembly #6 was reloaded in the ZPR-9 facility. DaPa on
critical properttee of assembly 6 are included. Design
work on Z PPR 1S summarized. Development of refractory
alloys for use in 02-contaminated Na is discussed along
with progress in fact reactor fuel processing. (J. R. D.)

307.
47989 (AN&7090, pp 1-29) LIQUID-METAL-COOLED
REACTORS. (&ggme Natfonal Lab., Ill.).

Progress on the reactor development program is re-
ported. Various aspects of the followtng reactor programs
Jre discussed EBR-11, FARET, ZPR-6, ZPR-9, and ZPPR.
Doppler measurements and the fat-man effect are given for
the ZPR-6. Critical masses of the ZPR-9 assembly accord-
ing to reflector thickness are gfven. Further developments
[n fast reactor fuels are discussed. (M. O.W. )

308.
25246 (HW-84369(P.53-4)) UNREFLECTED CRITI-
CAL MASS OF Pu23a METAL. L. L. Carter (General Elec-
tric Co., Richland, Wash. Hsnford Atomic Products Opera-
tion).

A series of Monte Carlo calculations was carried out to
determine the bare spherical critical masses of 238Pu and
23Jpu in me&llic fro-m. A summary of the MOnte CaX’10 DS-

sults is fncluded. (J.R .D.)
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309.

M (RPI-328-20(P.1 -8)) MULTIPLYf’NCi MEDIUM
$EffTRON SPECTRUM MEASUREMEN~. R.J. tAwbaa,
~, S. Slovacek, R. R. Fullwocd, and E. R. Gaerttner (lbu-
Hlaer Polytechnlo hat., Troy, N, Y.).

fbductfon and snrdysin of data obtafned in meaeuremeti
~ a ~~ of hom~e~~.s 1*U fiel_ ~it~nfum O~i&-

@fio mtxtures am reported. llie data were colleoted
d tie center and at the surface uning the Poole tachniqua
b ot4sltt the eteady+ate opeotrum, and the pulsed l&ao-
@aeed chopper bschnfqtm was used and to measure the
@ptoUo epectrum. (J. R. D.)

310.
18735 (HW-79572) STUDY OF THE CHAIN RSACTION
iS PLUTONIUM. E. D. Clayton (Generai Electric Co.,
j~chiand, W=h. Hanford Atomic Products Operation).
\ov. 8, 1963. Contract AT(45-1)-1350. 39p. Dep. (inn);
v.oo(cy), l(mn) CFSTI.

sever~ hundred critical m=s determinations were made
~f piutOniUm solutions in a Critical Mass Laboratory. ‘f%fa
[~cliity is especially designed and equipped to handle
,,lutonium. A brief discussion is given of the experimental
[~clfity. its special features. ~d of the critical xsemblies
used in these experiments. Factors affecting criticality
Ire presented ~d critical data given for plutonium, a few
simple comp~isOns are made between plutonium and
tirmium. The results of Monte Carlo calculations of k, q,
f [or U ad PU in water systems are presented. Experi-
mental methods of criticality measurement are discussed.
Suciear safety considerations and the need for critical
mass data are briefly reviewed. New critical data on an
intermediate spectrum critical assembly consisting of a
homogeneous mixture of plutonium dioxide in plastic are
presented. (auth)

311.

16437 (KW-83603) PROGRESS IN pLUTONILfM
CRITIC.4L MASS PHYSICS. A Summary of Hanford
Laboratories Achievements in These Programs Under
General Electric, 1961-1964. E. D. Clayton (Hanford
Atomic Products Operation, Richlnnd, \\’ash. ). Oct. 1964
Contract AT(45-1)-1350. 42p. Dep.; $2.00 (cY), l(mn)
CFST1.

Technical accomplishments and relevant activities per-
formed in the Hanford Plutonium Critical Mass Laboratory
since 1961 are reviewed. Several hundred critical-mass
determinations have been made with plutonium in a Criti-
cal Msss Laboratory. This facility was specially designed
and equipped to handle plutonium. Nearly three-fourths of
the experiments were performed with plutonium nitrate
solutions; the others were performed with PU02 -plastic
mixtures (solids) usin?g a remote spiit-table machine.
There have been no unusual incidents involving any of the
critical assemblies during the conduct of these experi-
ments. (auth)

312.
47967 PLUTONIUM CRITICALITY EXPERIMENTS.
Clayton, E. D. (Battelle-Northwest, Hanford, Wash.).
Phys. Today, 18: 46-8; 50-2( Sept. 1965).

For both reactor design and ssfeiy in nuclear-fuel pro-
cessing, the masses, concentrations, and dimensions of
critical plutonium systems must be known. Behavior is
simiiar to that of uranium, but different enough that ex-
trapolation ie difficult and experiments are necessary.
These experiments have examined criticality in water
solutions and plutonium assemblies. The reasons for plu-
tonium study, critical mass, volume, end size, criticality
in 239pu and 2~5u, plutinium isotopes, critical experiments,
and safety are discussed. (J. F. P.)

313.
42077 (ANL-7014) AN ANALYSIS OF SIX .4ETR FAST
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. Davey, William G. (Argonne
National Lab.. Idaho Falls, Irfzho). Mar. 1965. Contract
W-31 -109 -eng-38. 23p. Dep. mn; CFSTI, $1.00 cy. $0.50
mu.

Atomics International has constmcted a series of multi-
region fast-thermal critical assemblies as part of the
Advanced Epifhermal Thorium Reactor (AETR) program to
obtain data on the physics of ‘3 U-Th-fueled reactors. fn
each case, the centrai teat region was of a composition ap-
propriate te a full-scale core. The physics data obtained in
six cores, where the test regions simuiated the cores of
fairly iarge fast reactors, were analyzed using a cross-
eection set previously used in an anaiys is of Z PR- 111fast
critical assemblies. These data m-e centrai fission ratioe,
relative reactivities of certain mate riats, and the relative
importance of neutron sources of different energies.
Trends are identified in the differences between calculated
and measured data, and these are compared with similar
trends found in the ZPR-UI assemblies. (auth)

314.
1839 (N.W-SR-7892) THERMAL NEUTRON SPEC -
TRUM EFFECTS ON CALCULATIONS FOR GRAPHiTE
LATTICES. F. L. Fillmore (Atomics International. Div.
of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif. ).
Oct. 15, 1964. Contract AT(ll-i)-Gcm-8. 27p. Dep.:
$2.00 (cy), l(mn) OTS.

The effect of the thermal ncuiron spectrum on the muit[-
plication constant in calculations for graphite-mcderated
lattices k examined. The point in question IS not the the-
ory of calculating the spectrum but rather how to employ
spectrum results once they are obtained. The procedure .
for utilizing experimental flux measurements is aiso ex-
amined, and formulas are developed consistent with those
of a commonly empioyed flwx-averaging procedure for
iatt ices using theoretical f iux resuits. The avet’agc neu-
tron velocity for each region of the lattice cell appears
explicitly in these formulas. Results of calculations are
given for 6 lattice spacings for a typical uranium-
graphite lattice. Flux measurements are avilabie for 3
of these spacings. Ttvo essentially different calculationai
methods are employed. One of these uses the same neu-
tron spectrum in all regions of the lattice ccli \vhilc the
other uses a different spectrum in each rcglmt. The
latter method gives a harder spectrum in tho fuel then in
the moderator: Comparison of reactivity di[ferctlces be-
tween these methods shows that takicg into account the
spectral hardening in the fuei reduces the calculated reac -

.
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tivity by nearly 2 percent for the close lattice spacings.
This difference would be greater for blacker fuel elements
such as those employed in typical sodium-graphite reac-
tors. The need for an accurate treatment of the thermal
neutron spectrum is demonstrated. In particular, it is
important to take into account the additional spectral
hardening in the fuel relative to that in the moderator.
The free-gas graphite scattering kernel with an ef[ective
carbon mass that is dependent on the graphite tempera- .
ture, and perhaps on the lattice spacing, is adequate for
this spectral hardening. (auth)

315.
8601 (NA.1-SR-Memo-7S91) MULTIGROL!PCALCU-
LATION hIETHODS\YiTF APPLICATION TO THESGR
CRITIC.4L EY.PER131ENT. F. L. Fillmore (Atomics Inter-
national. Div. of North .\mericwt Aviation, Inc., Canoga
Park. Calif.). Sept. 1, 1964. Contract AT-11 -1-GES-9.
69P. Dep. (inn): S3.00(cy), 2(mn) 07’S.

The adeq~acy of methods for treating certain features of
multigroup calculations in grttphite-moderated lattices
was investigated. The features of most concern are: (1)
thermal neutron spectrum effects arising from the sepa-
ration of fuel and moderator; (2) resonance capture and
fiselon; and (3) fast fission, Xfethods applicable to homo-
geneous or nearly homogeneous systems find ex~ensive
use in practice. These methods are included iu L!re survey
in order to assess their re!iabil ity and to obtain results
that can be compared witil resuits obt~ined from other
more complex procedures more appropriate for lattices.
The calculations are made for ~ set of critical assemblies
so that experimental results are also available for com-
parison. An additional purpose of this report is to present
a reasonably detailed description of the multigroup meth-
ods being considered and to indicate points where improve-
ments appear to be warranted. Although certain improve-
ments may be difficult to implement, a better understanding
of the specific problem areas cannot help but contribute to
progress. It appears that one of the most significant de-
ficiencies in methods that employ a homogeneous model in
treating non-thermal groups is a large error in the treat-
ment of fast fission. The defect in reactivity is about 4
percent for the lattices considered, This can be partially
corrected by means of a diffusion theory cell calcu~ation,
but transport theory is needed in order to obtain good re-
sults. Another deficiency is encountered in methods that
homogenize the fuel md moderator in the calculation of
the thermal neutron spectrum. It was found that some of
the homogenizing methods examined introduced in some
cases errors of more than 2 percent in calculated reac-
tfvities. This error is of opposite sign to that of fast fis-
sion. Shortcomings in the treatment of resonance capture
and fission were not found to contribute large errors in
the lattices studied. This is reasonzb~e because all of
these lattices are well thermalized. Reactivity values ob-
tained with a flux-weighted, multigroup procedure are in
good agreement with measurements. (auth)

316.
19354 [ANL-6866) EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGA-
TIONS OF SECONDARY CFUTICAL CONFIGLTt.4TIONS
(ZPR-111 ASSEMBLIES 27 AND 26). W. Gemmell, J. K.
Long, and W. P. Keeney (Argonne National Lab., Ill.).
Nov. 1964. Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 36p. Dep.;
$2.00 (cY), l(mn) CFSTI.

Two configurations of a fast reactor core following a
Wstulated accidental meltdow’n were investigated. The
configurations \vere chosen to represent nonuniform dis-
tributions of fuel III which calculations of flus and reac-
tivity worth could be compared with experimental values.
The first configuration represented a case in which the
center of a core had melted, and the top and center por-
tions had coilapsed Into a dense fuel mass in the bottom of
the reactor. The dense region is then surrounded by an
annulus with the normal core composition, and this in turn
is surrounded by the no~mal blanket. The second con-
figuration represented a core in tvhich vaporizing sodium
caused the expulsion of ail rnaterml from the a..is of the
core, and the annulus had melted and collxpsed into a
dense ring of fuel. If these situations were encountered in
an actual meltdown, a secondary critical or supe rc ritical
cotilguration of fuel could occur. The history of this see-,
ondary configuration wouid be governed by the spatial re-
lationship of the fuel worth, power distribution, and de-
gree of criticality. The relationship of the power and
fuei-worth distributions would determine if further mo-
tion of the fuel would resuit in an autocatalytic co nf igura-
tion. The experiments in the Zero Power Reactor III
(ZPR-IU) provided fission-rate and reactivity-worth dis-
tributions, which may be used to evaluate calculationai
methods designed to describe the history of possible acci-
dent configurations. (auth)

317.
42037 (BNWL-95, pp 4-17) REACTOR ANALYSIS.
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED SPEC-
TRA ANT AVERAGE REACTION RATES. Harris, R. A.;
Reardon, W. A. (Battelle-Northwest, Richland, Wash.
Pacific Northwest Lab.).

Measured thermal-neutron spectra for several homo -
geneous, light water and polyethylene moderated systems,
were compared to spectra calculated hy theoretical meth-
ods presently in use. Average thermal group cross sec-
tions (chosen as cross sections for neutrons between o aa~
.663 ev) were obtained by integrating energy-dependent
cross sections over the measured spectra. These were
then compared with the corresponding parameters obtained
using the theoretical spectra. (hI.O.W.)

318.
31510 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES
oF HEAVY-WATER HOJIOGENEOUS TWO-REGIOPi sYs-
TEhI. Jitsuya Hirota, Satoru Kstsuragi, Reiko Saito, and
Takehiko Yasuno (Japan Atomic Energy Research Inst.,
To&o). J. Nucl. Sci. Technol. (Toh~o), 2: 132-40 (Apr.
1965) .

A series of criticaf experiments and theoretical analyses
was made on two-region system? in which a heavy water
solution of uranyi sulfate with 20’U enrichment of atmut 20’%
is surrounded by heavy water, poisoned with B or mixed
with ThOz. D-h-233LI atomic ratios in the core so!utions
ranged from 1000 to 4500, depending on the core diameter
and the blanket cone entration. The theo ret icsl effective
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multiplication factor is decreased by treating the leakage
of fast neutrons from the core rigorously and is increased
by using spatial-dependent effective cross sections. These
treatments are justified by the agreement found between
the calculated and measured values for the Cd ratio and tbe
thermal flux distribution. ‘flte disagreement seen fn the ef-
fective multiplication factor between the theoretlcat andex-
perimentalvelucs rnaybeattributed touncertairrty in the
resonantie integrst of ‘3iU. The discrepancy in tic effective
multiplication factors does not exceed 1%, when the accepted
value of vIf-I~is reduced toasmaller value. (auth)

319.

38141 CRITICAL MASS MEASUREMENTS FOR VARI-
OUS FUEL COX’FIGURAT IONS IN THE LASL D20 RE-
FLECTED CAVITY REACTOR. Jarvis, George A.; Byere,
Cleo C. (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). New
York, American Inst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
1965, preprint AfAA Paper No. 65-555, 14P. $1.00.
(CONF-65O61O-2) . ORINS

From American fnst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Propulsion Joint Specialists Conference, Colorado Springs.

The gaseous core cavity reactor is receiving continuing
study as a possibIe basis for advanced performance nuclear
propulsion systems. For this reason the Los Alamos Sci-
entific Laboratory is operating a small cavity reactor, on
a low priority basis, to accumulate information on some
of the more important parameters for this type of reactor
system. The LASL cavity reactor consists of a cylindrical
csvity 40 inches in diameter and 40 tnches in length, sur -
rounded by a 20 inch thick D20 reflector. For the initial
fuel loading, 93.1 23SUmetal foils lined the surface of the
csvity. The critical mass for this configuration was 5.7
kilograms of enriched uranium. Heating of the reflector
results in increased critical mass. The reflector D20 was
heated through a range of about 40 degrees centigrade
shove room temperature. Critical mass as a function of
reflector temperature is given. Measurements to ex-
amine consequences of a gaseous fuel shift were made.
The fuel penalty as a function of orifice diameter is also
given. (J.F, P.J

320.
3014 CRITICAL DIMENSIONS OF AQUEOUS U02F2
SOLUTIONS CONTAINING 4.9% URANIUM-235-ENRICHED
URANIUM. E. B. Johnson and D. F. Cronin (Osk Ridge
National Lab., Term.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 7: 391-3
(Nov. 1964).

321.

4112 (CONF-6511O3-4) APPLIC.kTIONS OF NU-
CLEAR SAFETY CRfTERIA TO PLANT OPER.4TIONS.
Ketzlacb, Norman (Atomics International, Csnoga Park,
CalIf.). [1964]. Contract AT(ll-1)-Gen-8. 26p. Dep.
mu; CFSTI $2.00 Cy, $0.S0 tnn.

For Presentation at fAEA Symposium on Criticality
Control of Fissile Materials, Stockholm.

Criticality parameter, developed by the use of conser-
vative calculational methods, are presented for uranium
carbide fuels. The method of analysis is outlined, together
with the application of the criteria developed to plant pro-
cessing conditions. A method is also presented for apply-
teg uranium metal-water data to other uranium fuels when
ao other criticality data are available. (D. C. W.)

322.
29773 CRfTICAL EXPERIMENTS fN SUPPORT OF
THE FfRST NERVA REACTOR. W. P. Kovacik, C. E.
Barksdale, W. D. Rankin, and W. E. Freidhof (Westing-
house Aatronuclear Lab., Pittsburgh). Trans. Am. NUCL
Sec., S: 266-7( May 1965).

323.
19343 HOMOGENEOUS CRITICAL ASSEMBLY WfTH
PROFILED (SHAPED) FUEL LOADING. A. K, Krasin and
E. I. frtyutin. At. Energ. (USSR), 18: 175- 7(Feb. 1965).
(fn Russian)

A oriticaf assembly scheme for a stx-zone zero-power
cylindrical reactor fueled with U02 (N03)2 acidified with
nitric acid is described. Various concentration fuel de-
livered through polyethylene tubes maintained the same
solution level in each zone. The radial neutron flux distri-
bution in the active zone center wae measured using indfum
tracers. The reactor reached criticality at the active zone
level 39.6 * 0.1 cm which corresponds to the critical load
of 32S0 * 30 g ‘SU. The diagram of radial neutron flux
measurements shows the presence of bursts in the thermal
neutron distributions which is characteristic of the nmlti-
zone systems. The coefficient of non-uniform fission dfs -
tribution along the radiue is equal to 1.19. Tbe profiIed
fuel loading law leading to a constant mean energy release
along the reactor radius was estimated on the basis of the
obtatned data and on the assumption of weak thermat neu-
tron field variations. The diagram of thermal neutron flux
dietrlbutlon and energy release for the given conditions is
included. (R. V. J.)

324,
29669 PATHFINDER CRITICALITY PREDICTIONS
AND MEASUREAIEXTS. Patrick Lacy (Allis-Chalmers
Mfg. Co., Bethesda, hid.), John Fisher, Richard Kern, and
Charles E. Larson. Trans. Am. Nuc1. Sot., 8: 10s-9(May
1965).

325.

25686 (NAA-SR-Memo-9977) CRITIC.4L EXPERI-
MENTS WITH DRNEN UC FUEL IN A GRAPHITE MOD-
ERATED ASSEMBLY. D. JV. Latham (Atomtcs Interna-
tional, Canoga Park, Calif.). Sept. 28, 1964. Contract
[AT(ll-1)-Gen-81. 86p. Dep. (nrn); $3.00 (ey), 2(mn) CFSTI.

Criticsl experiments were performed with graphite
moderated ttvo-region cores consisting of a centraI test
regton fueled with 24 uranium carbide elements and a driver
region fueled with uranium metal elements. The uranium
carbide elements consisted of eighteen fuel plna within a
stainless steel process tube with sodium filling the lnter-
atices to mock-up the coolant. Three triangular lattice
pitches were atudled. Within each lattice pitch, variations
iti proposed control channel materials and loca tfons \vere
studi@. Results are given for two-region critical masses,
values of kati for subcritical loadings of the 24 urmium car-
bl& fuel ●lements, and first rfng and peripheral driver
●losstent wurths. Methods and resiutts are presentad in de-
wI1 fo an effort to implement the artalytica! techniques used
Its design calculations for advanced sodium graphite reactor
oores. (auth)

.

.
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326.
3s255 THE EFFECTS OFHOTHYDROGEN PRO-
PELLANTONTHE CRITICAL MASS OFGASEOUSNU-
cLEARROCKET CAVITY REACTORS. Latham, Thomas
S. (United Aircraft Research Laba., East Hartford, Corn.);
HerWig, Lloyd O. New York, American Inst. of Aeronsu-
~ics snd Aetronsutics, 1965, Preprint AIA.4 Paper No. 65-
s64,20p. $1.00. (CONF-65O61O-5). ORINS

From American fnst. of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Propulsion Joint Specialists Conference, Colorado Springs.

fiothigh-pressure hydrogen propellmt in large reflector-
moderated, gaseous-fueled cavity reactors is shown to in-
crease critical masses by a factor of hvo or more relative
to tbe critical masses required when hot hydrogen is not
present in the cavity. Thermal neutron-flux distributions
xithin the cavity are shifted by energy up-scattering colli-
sions between the hot hydrogen and the thermal neutrons
flowing into the cavity from the reflector-moderator. For
!ow-energy neutrons, the probability for these energy up-
scattering collisions is enhanced by the thermal motion of
iydrogenat high temperatures. Critical masses are sf -
iected largely in proportion to changes in the flux-weighted,
iuel-region cross sections, since the neutron-flux distri-
iution in the reflector-moderator is not strongly dependent
,upm cavity conditions. Calculations were made forhydro -
:en pressures between zero and 1500 atm, for hydrogen
!enperatures of 20,000 and 60,000 K, for PJ-?39 and U-233
uels, and for two different reflector-moderator coofigu -
:ations. It was found that critical-mass increases were
ksa drastic for U-233 than for Pu-239 due to the presence
jf fission resonances for U-233 in the 1.0 to 10.0 ev range.
mlth)

327.
25245 (HW-84369(P.45-51)) CRITICALITY OF PLU-
TONIUM NITRATE SOLUTIONS IN SPHERICAL GEOME -
TRY. R. C. Lloyd, D. R. Skeen, and S. R. Bierman (Gen-
eral Electric Co., Rlchland, Wash. Hanford Atomic
Products Operation).

Critical experiments were continued with plutonium ni-
trate solutlona (4.6% 2t0Pu) in spherical geometry. The
ccrperimental vessel in current use is a 15.2 -in. -dls stain-
less steel sphere (30.2 liter volume) having a wall thick-
ness of 0.048 In. Experiments were conducted with the
vessel reflected by water and concrete; experiments were
atso made with the vessel unreflected. The concrete re-
flector was separated from the vessel by a 3S~-b2. air gap.
During the course of the experiments, the effect on criti-
cality of the vessel wall was evaluated. Gold folf traverses
were made of a number of critical solutions to determine
their respective critical buckling.. Also, pulsed neutron
source measurements were made on a number of the as-
semblies. Neutron lifetime values are reported for the full
bare criticst spheres. (auth)

328.
45537 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTIC OF CRITICAL
ASSEMBLY WITH BeO MODERATOR. Lomskin, S. S.
At. Energ. (USSR), 19: 69-71 (July 1965).

Studies tntended for the determination of the neutron- .
physics characteristics of a critical assembly with BeO
moderator are discussed. The geometry of the assembly,
using flat ‘% fuel elements, is described. Results of mea-
surements are given for the dependence of the length of
the active zone with three layers of fuel elements on the

geometry, the variation of the geometrical parameter K2
on the number of elements in a layer at constant fuel con-
centration, and the distribution of thermal neutron density
in a layer with three vertical fuel elements. The coefficient
of fuel self-screening was calculated by various methods,
tncluding the Monte-Carlo method and the Pj approxima-
tion, end compared with measurements. (M. J. T.)

329.
35706 (LA-3219) CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF FIS-
SIONABLE MATERIALS. Mills, Carroll B. (I,os Alarnos
Scientific Lab., Univ. of California, N. MeX. ). Oct. 1959,
Contract W-7405 -eng-36. 21p. Dep.; $ 2.oo(cy), I(RMI)
CFSTL

A number of critical assemblies were studied for pur-
poses of reactor safety and criticality evaluation. Theee
were H2@moderated 2S3U, 23SU, and 233Pu critical experi-
ments, and DZO, Bc, BeO, and C made rated, enriched 2%
critical experiments that provided simple parametric and
extremes in type. The atomic densities and dimensions
directly useful for computational purposes are listed for
fast-to-thermal-flux spectrum assemblies. (auth)

33Q ●

31504 (LA-3221) REACTOR MINIMUM CRITICAL
Dimensions. Carroll B. Mills (Los Alamos Scientific
Lsb., Univ. of California, N. Mex, ). Oct. 1959. Coniract
W-7405 -eng-36. 52p. Dep.; $ 3.00(cY), 2(mn) CFSTI.

The parametric study of minimum critlcq reactor
dimension as a function of moderator, fissionable isotope,
and size has been made, based on a consistent variety of
critfcaI experiments. Minimum critical size and mass
have been computed for a range of concentration of 233U,
2S5U,snd z~9pu for H20-mderated bare and reflected slab,
cylinder, and sphere geometries, as well as corresponding
results for 23SU and heavier atom moderators D20, Be,
BeO, and C. Some results are presented of the same sort
for ~0, Be, and C reflector-moderated reactors. (auth)

331.

40155 ( LA-3229, pp 362-76) CRITICALITY. Mine,
C. B. (LOS Alamos Scientific Lab., Univ. of California,
N. Mex.).

The effects of simple and complex geometries on critical
concentration are computed for 23SU. The effects of dif-
ferent geometries on criticality are then pointed out for
the conceptually simplest situation, that of a single large
rocket power plant. Since criticality is closely connected
with rocket reactor design, an investigation of design ideas
1s presented. (M. O. W.)

332.

42051 (UCRL-12013) PULSED NEUTRON ME. WURE-
IMENTS ON SOLID-MODEIWTED, ENRICHED-URANIUM
SUBCRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. Morton 111, J. R.; Gold-
berg, E. (Lawrence Radiation Lab., Univ. of California,
Livermore). July 1964. Contract W-7405 -eng-46.. 16p.
Dep. mn; CFSTI, $1.00 cy. $0.50 mm

Measurements were made of the prompt neutron decay
constant, alpha, for several subcritical assemblies. These
measurements included the determination of both the de-
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layed critical alpha and the variation of alpha with buckling.
These near-homogeneous assemblies were BeO- or
graphite-moderated and were fueled with enriched uranium
(93.2% 23SU). The following moderator-fuel molar ratios
were studied: BeO/23SU = 123, 247, 370, 493, 3830, and
Cp5U = 1145. A method is described by which the data .
can be used for a sensitive test of quality of the nuclear
cross sections such as are found in mtdtigroup dtffuston
calculations. (auth) . .

333 ●

17310 THE ADVANCED ftPITHERMAL THORtUM
REACTOR (AETR) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. L.A.
Mountfordand H.A. Morewitz (Atomics International,
Canoga Park, ~diif.). Nucl. Sei. Eng., 21: 421-8 (Apr.
1965).

Multiregicm critical cores, built onasplit-t~le asaetily
machine, were used to investigate reactor compositions
typical of cpithermul and fast power reactors. Thedecii@
and uperating features of the facility, constructed 10 sttdy
the Th-2SSU fuel cycte, aredeacribed. Criticality caleuls-
tlons were Ingoodugreement with experimental valuea.
(auth)

334.
18736 “ (K-1629) MINIMUM CIUTICAL CYLINDER
DIAMETERSOF HYDROGEN MO!IERATED U(4.9) SYS-
TEMS. C. E. Newlon (oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant,
Tern.). Mar. 15, 1965. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. 13P.
Dsp.; $1.00 (cY), l(mn) CFSi’I.

From areviewof recent experimental data for ahomo-
geneous, hydrogen moderated snd reflected U(4.9)02F2
system, end correlation with 16-group transport theory
circulation, it appears that the minimum critical, infinite
Iength cylinder diameter is 12.1 inches for the hydrogen
moderated and reflected UF6 system. The maximum ura-
nium density of the UF6 is taken as 3.2 g. U/cc. Calcula-
tlona indicate that the use of aO.20 inch wall thickness
stainless steel or nickel container may increase the
assigned minimum critical cylinder diameter about 0.9
inch. (auth)

335 ●

16438 (ORNL-3714(VOLI) (P.31-42)) CRITICAL EK-
PERIMENTS. (Oak Ridge Nattonal Lab., Term.).

cs are preser.ted cn crit?cat experi-
ments using enricbe$f U cylinders, critical dimensions of
enriched aqueous U02F2, geometrically complicated en-
riched-U criticel aasemb~ies, critlcaI experiments with
enriched U, prompt-neutron lifetime uncritical U cylinders
HFIRcriticd experiments, reactivity effects of perturba-
tions tncriticd experiments, and neutron mtdtiplicat{ontn
fissflematerkd. References to publications in which the
research isdescribed are included. (J. R. D.)

336.

29025 THE CRITICALITY OF PLUTONIUM-238.
Eric H. Ottewitte and Vahe Keshishian (Atomics Interna-
tional, Canoga Park, Calif.). Trans. AM. NUCL SOC.I 6:
201(May 1985).

337 ●

17244 CRITICALITY. H. C. Paxtnnand G. R. Keepin
(Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). p.244-840f ’’The
Technology of Nuclear React,or Safety. Vol~l. ” M. LT.
Press, Cambridge, 1964.

The relations ofcritical-assembly e:;perience, both ex-
perimentala ndanalytlcal, to reactor safe~ are studied.
An attempt is made to systematize the information avail-
able. The use of the multiplica!fon factor as an lndexof
nuclear safety 1s surveyed. Subcritical reactivity mea-
surements and critical and zero-power operation are
studied. Safety considerations for fuels outside reactors
are also studied. 100 references. (T. F. H.)

338.
37511 (HW-84808(P.5-29)) A STUDY OF THREE
+QUEOUS HOMOGENEOUS PLUTONIUM NITRATE CRIT-
ICAL SPHERES. Reardon, W. A.; Thomsen, D. H. (Gen-
eral Electric Co., Rictdand, Wash. Hanford Atomic
products Operation).

Two water-reflected 11.5 -in.-dia spheres and a 15.2 -in.-
dia sphere are used in criticality studies on plutonium
nttrate solutiom. comparisons are given of the several
~etbode and models for calculating ~f[. The RBU code,
aitb its Monte carlo routines and its diffusion theory code,
is compared with the RRG-TEMPEST-SPECTRUM-HFN
scheme of cross section preparation and computation in a
~ultigroup, many-region, one-dimensional diffusion theory
cdcul+ono (T. F .~.)

339 ●

42038 (BNWL-95, pp 27-35) CRITICAL MASS PHYS-
ICS. CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH Pu02-POLY-
STYRENE COMPACTS 2MPu = ‘8.0 PERCENT, H/Pu = 15,
R.tchey, C. R.; wite, J. D. (Battelle-Northwest, Rlch-
land, Wash. Pacific Northwest Lab.).

A series of critical experiments were completed with
homogeneous Pu02-polystyrene compacts (laydrogen-to-
phitonium atomic ratio = 15) having 8.0% 240Pu. These
data are applicable to the intervening systems of wet
powders, precipitates, slurries, polymers, and other highly
concentrated plutonium mixtures encountered in chemical
plants processing reactor fuels. (M. O.W’.)

340.
43521 CRITICALITY OF liOMOCENEOUS PLUTO-
s[UN OXIDE-PLASTIC COMPACTS AT H : Pu = 15.
I!ichcy, c. R.; white, J. C.; Clayton, E. D.; Lloyd, R. C.
SW1. Sci. Eng., 23: 150-8 (oct. 1965). (BNWL-SA-184).

Critical experiments were conducted with homogeneous
mixtures of Pu02-polystyrene (H : Pu atomic ratio of 15)
containing both 2.2 and 8.0% 240Pu. Criticality waa deter-
mined for a series of Plexiglas reflected rectangular
prlems ranging from near cubes, to long columns, and to
thin slabs; bare arrays of near-cubic geometry were also
studied. Critical thicknesses were 16.09 * 0.41 and 5.99 +
0.10 cm, respectively, for the bare and reflected infinite
slabs of Pu02-polystyrene containing 2.2% 2i0Pu, COrrc-
sp-mding valuee for the 8.0% 240Pu mixtures were 16.48 *
0.41 and 7.38 + II.09 cm. The infinite slab thicknesses for
an equivalent 230Pu-water mixture (H : Pu = 15, p = 1.62 g
Pu/cm3) were 11.66 * 0.30 and 4.38 * 0.08 cm, respectively,
for the bare and water-reflected slabs. C.%rresponding
crlticd radii for infinitely long cyllnders were 10.52 ● 0.16
and 6.64 * 0.14 cm; radii for critical spherea were 13.81 *
0.16 and 10.40 * 0.17 cm. (auth)

.
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. 341.
29524 CRITICAL DIMENSIONS OF N’.\TER-RE-
FLECTED SYSTEMS Containing U-235- fi20- Zr.
G,P. Rutledge, F. A. Dobbe, and C. H. Price (W’estinghouso
Z{ectric Co., w’eSt Mifflfn, Pa.). Trans. Am. Nucl. SOC.o
Y 211-12 (WY 1965).

342.
3531 CRITICAL MASSES AND BUCKLJSGS OF pu~-
UOt -HZO SYSTEMS. K.. C. Schmid, R. C. Liikala, K’. P.
Stinson, and J. R. ft’orden (Generai Elec.:ric CO., Richlafld,
Wash.). Trans. ~. Nucl. Sot., 7: 216(Nov. 1964).

343.
35855 CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. Tbalgott, F. W.
(Argonne National Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho); Baker, A. R.;
Carpenter, S. G. P.225-43 of ANS-1OO.

Descriptions are given of ZPR-111, ZPR-VI, Zero Power
Plutonium Reactor, Epithermal Critical Experimental
Facility’, ZEBRA (UK), VERA (UK), BFS (USSR), SNEAK
(Germany), and Masurca (France) critical assemblies. Stud-
ies in ECEF of the Advanced Epithermai Thorium Reactor
are described. The characteristics and operating parame-
ters of the critical assemblies are hbulated. (T. F. H.)

344.
10487 (LA-3166-MS) COMPUTATIONAL SURVEY OF,
HOMOGENEOUS WATER-MODERATED SYSTEMS. Peter
M. Wallis (Los Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). Jan.
1964. Contract W-7405 -eng-36. 41P. Dep.; $2.00 (0TS).

The results of a calculational survey cover the critical
sizes of homogeneous water- moderated systems fueled
with ~J9Pu, W, and 23hJ (at various enrichments). Also in-
cluded are 2WI enrichment values of water-moderated,
low-enrichment uranium mixtures for which k-= 1. (auth)

345.
3545 OPERATIOX.4L MEASUREMENTS IN A TWO
REGION ( FAST-TRERM.4L) CRITICAL ASS EJiBLY. F. G.
Warzek, T. R. Jaworow’ski, and P. Meyer (General EIcc-
tric Co., Pleasanton, Csiif.). Trans. Am. Ncc1. SOC.. 7:
252-3 (Nov. 1964).

346.
38127 (RW-84608(p.77-9)) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH PU02- POLYSTYRENE COMPACTS. white, J. D.;
Richey, C. R, (General Electric Co., Rlchland, Wash.
Hanford Atomic Products Operation).

Critical experiments are carried out with PU02- polysty-
rene compacts at a H/Pu atomic ratio of 15 using a aplit-
tsble device. The core materiaf is composed of aiternate
2-in. fuel cubes and 2-in. Plexiglas cubes. The core itself
has a H/Pu atomic ratio of 35. Criticality characteristics
are tabulated for the bare core and for various reflector
and inte rf ace configurations and materials. (T. F. H.)

347.
14798 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF LIGHT-WATER
MODERATED REACTOR EXPERIMENTS. Kazuko Yams-
moto and Stoichi Terasawa (Ritachi Seisakusho Central
Lab., Japan). Hitachi Hyoron, 45: 911-15 (June 1963). (In
Japanese)

To evaluate reactor parameters, Deutsch’s analytic
method (Nucleonics, la. 47(1957)) was expanded with re-
gard to the faat neutron fission effect, effective resonance
integral, Fermi age, economy of reflector, etc., and a
survey code was prepared. A good agreement was shown
between experimental data and the theoretical computation
for the critical mass and lattice parameters. The temper-
ature constant was found to be very small, and {t was con-
cluded that this analytic method was too s Impl e to deal
adequately with it. (BBB)

1966

348.
3U21 (AE-233) A SUMMARY REPORT ON AS-
SEMBLY 3 of FRO. Andersson, T. L.: Brunfelter, B.;
Cecch4, P. F.; Hell strand, E.; Kocimm, J.; Londen, S-O.;
Tlren, L. L (Aktlebolaget Atomenergl, Stockholm (Swe-
den)). June 1966. 35p. Dep. mn.

The third core of the zero energy fast reactor FRO con-
sisted of 2W enriched uranium diluted to 29 vol % with
graphite and had a volume of 50 liters. Lfke previous cores
it was surrounded by a thick copper reflector. Measure-
ments of critical mase, control rod reactfvft{ea, fine stmc.
ture flux variations, snd conversion ratios are summarized.
In particular, effects associated with the heterogeneous
arrangement of the uranium and graphite plates are exam-
ined. (auth)

349.
6579 (BNWL-149, pp 46-56) CRITICAL MASS PHYS-
ICS. (Battelle-Northwest, Richland, Wash. Pacific North-
west Lab.).

Three separate papers are presented along with their re -
suits. Foil activation studies in two plutonium critical s YS -
terns, Monte Carlo calculated values for the critical mass
of u 5Pu as a function of hydrogen to fuel atomic ratios and
238pu enrichment, and reso~nce absorber adm~ed in the

moderator of heterogeneous arrays are the presented pa-
pers. (IvI.O.W.)

350.
222S3 (A1.;C-tr-6G93) CALCULATIONS OF CRIT-
ICAI. liXPIHUMf!NTS ON ASSI:M131.IIC:S IN Zi~i{-3 WITH
TIii; AID OF T[iE SYSTEM 01: CONSTANTS FM. Baza-
zyants, N. 0.: Zaritskii, S. N.; Troyanov, M. F. Trans-
latllf for Argonne National La})., II I., from Hyu{{. Inform.
Tscnira Ywf,:rn. Dunnym, 2: 247-80(1965). 39p. flep.
mn. CFST[ $2.00 cy, $0.50 mn. JCL ~J.60 fs, $1.37 mf.

Crilic:ii cxricriments were rnmk in 11 asscmi>{icg in
ZPI{-3, simul:tiing metitllic, oxkfc, carhi[le, and ceramic
cores pf fast reactors of various volumtm with ur:mium
fuvl. ‘H-w foi lowing ch:macterist lcs of spherical asscmldies
were mf::]!iurcd aml C:; lCUJULCCI;critics{ maSS (~ffec(ive
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coclficjeat of multip] ic:ltion k,.(f), fission cross section in-
dices O~/l~l and reactivity httruduccd by various s:; mplcw,

Ri, in the ctmter of the assembly and lifetime of prompt
neutrons 1. (M. O. W.)

351.
4?079 “ THE ZERO-ENERGY Experiment FOR THE
IIULTI-PURPOSE REACTOR (MZFR). Behrens, Ernsti
Green,Aroold E.: Rtts, Hilmar (Siethena-Schuckert Re-
much Center, Erlangtm. Gem.). Siemens R-.. 33: 179:
Nilfar. 1966).

Tbe matn objective of the memnmcments described, made
&ring the zero-energy experiment, was the M8rmination
Mthe properties of tbecompletely loaded ht oold auctor
tilihtwtcontrol rats. All meaatromemts wore performed In

critical or subcrlti cel states which allowed reasonably ac-
curate extrapolation to obtain values for the state to be
studied. TWO ways were used to obtain critical states; the
reactor core was reduced to a critical volume, and a strong
neutron absorber, such as boric acid, waa added to the
moderator. The possibility of calibrating controi rods by
boron substitution has, however, a decisive ilmit, nameiy
where the rod configuration under consideration has a re-
activity iarger than the total excess reactivity of the re-
actor. One parameter determined by the zero-energy ex-
periment was the temperature coefficient which indicates
how much the reactivity changes when the reactor tem-
perature increases by l“C. The value for the state under
consideration (t%il water level, nonpoisoned) was caiculatad.
The experimental and theoretical results for two criticai
states and the theoretical curves for the ntate under con-
sideration showed close agreement, pointing to a suffi-
ciently reliable theoretical temperature coefficient for tbe
state under consideration. Of the various other measure-
ments performed, one was the neutron density distrtinitinn
in a radial and axial direction. Other work included mea-
surements of the reactivity of the ceoiant, of the centrai
fuei element, and of many buiit-in devices. (BBB)

332.
18057 MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF SOME ENRICHED
23SUFAST CR~ICAL ASSEMBLIES. Benzi, V.; cup~i, E,;

De Matteis, A. (CNEN, Bologna). J. NUCL Energy:
Pt. A and B, 20: 17-24 (Jan. 1966).

A Monte Carlo strategy adopted for an analysis of some
highly enriched 23SUfast critical assemblies is briefly de-
scribed. Moreover a twenty-group cross section set for
zl~u and 338u giving a satisfactory agreement between the
results of calculation and experiment is reported. (aulh)

353.
3369 (CEA-R-2814) ALECTO-RESULTATS DES
EXPERIENCES CRITIQUES HOMCCENES REALISEES SUR
LE 239Pu, 23SU ET 2S3U. (ALECTO-Results Obtained with
Homogeneous Critical Experiments on 2S9PU, 23% and ‘U).
Bruna, Jemi-Georges; Brunet, Jean-Pauf; Caizergues,
Robert; Clouet D’Orval, Christian; Kremser, Jacques;
Tellier, Henry; Verriere, Philippe (Commissariats a
l’Energie Atomique, Saclay (France). Centre d’Etudes Nu-
cleaires). 1985. 130p. Dep. mn.

The results of the homogeneous critical e.xieriments
ALECTO, made on plutonlum-239, uranium-235, and
-233 are given. After a brief description of the equipment,
the critical masses for cylinders of diameters varying
from 25 to 42 cms are given and compared with other

values (foreign results, criticality guide). Experirncnts
relating to cross sections and constants to bc used on
these materials are presented. Lastly, kinetic experi-
ments allow a comparison of pulsed neutron and fluctu-
ation methods. (auth)

354.
14077 STL’DY OF HOMOGENEOUS CORE ASSEM-
BLIES USEG PULSED NEUTRON SOURCES. Bruna,
J. G.; Brunet, J. P.; Buchet, J.: Houelle, M.; Teflier, i~.
(Centre d’Etudes Nucleaires, &mclay, France). pp 157-78
of STf/PUB/104 (Vol. 2). (In French).

The pulsed neutron technique was applied to the study of
light-water-moderated homogencoue core asscmbliog. US-
ing fissilc materials in solution form it is easy to achieve
large variations in geometrical buckling and moc!cralion
ratio. In the initial series of experiments, the fuel consisted
of ‘SW or 233U in ihe form of uranyl nitrate. The soiution
concentrations used varied from 44 to 326 g of uranium per
li!er. Adoption of a coherent series of cross sections made
it possible to deduce, from the vari:ttions in the prompt
neutron dectiy const:mt as a function of gcometric:tl buck-
ling, d~ia on ihc non-leakage protuhiiily anti lhc slowing-
~Jown area, Effeciive cross sections calculalcxl on the Imsis
of assimilating light waler to a secondary d[ffercniial Lhcr-
malizc.r were uloptcti. Inicrosting comp:wisonfi arc made
possible by the usc of two fissilc matcrisls with markedly
diffcreni ~ and resonance copturc vniucs. In I second series
of cxp,:rimcnts, Avotmi mainly io safety mcasuros, the
maximum pcrmissil>le conccntra:ions in various conlnincrs
at procus. sin~planis were cfcduccd lJy measuring the promp:
neutron dectiy consttints in weak pluionium n[tr:M! solutions.
(auth)

355 ●

36441 RESULTS OF H0M0GE14E0LfS CRITICAL EX-
PERIMENTS CARRIED OUT WITH 239Pu, 23SU, AND 233U.
Bruna, J. G.; Brunet, J. P.; Caizergues, R.; ClOuet d’Orval,
C.: Verriere, P. (Commissariats a l’Energle Atomique,
Paris). pp 235-48 of STI-PUB-114. (In French).

The properties of Z3W 233u, and 23$u tvere compared
on the basis of critical experiments carried out on ALECTO
assemblies with essentially the same geometry. On the
basis of the results obtained, an attempt waa made to de-
termine empirically the slowing-down area as a function
of concentration; the multiplication factor was calculated
by using, for the cross sections, a secondary differential
thermalization mcdel developed for light water. Attempts
were also made to determine prompt-neutron lffetimes
using a pulsed-source method and to obtain htformstion on
absorption end fission cross sections fn a hydrogenated
medium. After carrying out various geometrical conver-
sions which make it possible to go from critical dimensions
fn cylindrical geometry to critical dimensions in spherical
geometry, the critical masses obtained in ALE CTO were
compared with other experimental results snd with the
French criticality guide curves. (D. C.\\’.)

.
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. 336.
35689 INTERPRtiTATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RE-
SULTS OBTAINED AT THE VALDUC CRITICALITY STA-
TION. Caizergues, R.; Fiegel, A.; Itlmrralde, M. F.
(Commissariats a l’EnergIe Atomique, Paris). pp 249-66
of STI-PU5114. (In French).

The results of some criticality studies on aqueous solu-
tions of plutnnium nitrate in various geometries are sum-
mari zeal. The effects of the variation of the acidity snd
the 240Pu content were studied. The experimental results
are compared with the results of calculations. (D .C. W.)

357 ●

1410 (AHSB(S)HANDBOOK-l (18C. Rev.)) HANDBtXIK
OF CRITICALITY DATA. VOLUME I. Chalmers, J. H.;
Walker, G.; Pugh, J. (comps.). (Authority Health sod
Safety Branch, United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authortty,
Risley (England)). 1965. 142P, Dep.; BfS $8.40; HMSO
Cz. 28.

Data are given for the following systems: uranium metaf-
water, uranium metal-nitric acid-water, uranium metal-
graphite, uranium oxide-water homogeneous, uranium
oxfde, piutonium metai-water, plutonium metal-nitric acld-
water, plutonium oxide-water, plutonium oxalate-water,
plutonium nitmtes, piutonium oxide-uranium oxide-w@@f,
rmd other miscellaneous enriched uranium dloxlde.wster
systems. (M. O..W.) I

358.
3368 (BNWL-SA-214) CRITICALITY RESEARCH
ON PLUTONIUM. Clayton, E. D.; Richey, C. R.; Lloyd,
R. C.; Bierman, S. R.; Carter, L. L. (Battelle-Northwest,
Richland, Wash. Pacific Northwest Lab.). Aug. 12, 1965.
Contract AT(45-1)-1830. 26p. (CONF-6511O3-1O). Dep.
mn; CFSTI $2,00 cy, $0.50 mn.

From IAEA Symposium on Criticality Control o? Fis-
sile Materials, Stockholm.

Included are aignfficant results obtained from criticality
experiments with plutonium solutions and compounds and
the analyses of the obtained data. Previously estimated
curves for critical dimensions of homogeneous water
moderated 239Pu in the under moderated range were revised.
Computed curves are also given which show the effect of
z~~ on criticality, together with experimental data Poi13ts
at 2.2 and 8% 240Pu. Measured decay constants from ex-
periments on critical and subcritical systems are compared
with computed values for H/Pu atomic ratios of 15-1060.
An analysis of critical data on Pu solutions was made show-
ing the effect of nitrate on criticality for reflected spheres
with nitrate and Pu concentrations extending to several
hundred gra~s per liter. The results from a subcritical
neutron interaction experiment performed with cans of
dry PU02 powder in a low density reflected cubic array
are also presented. Aspects of the current criticality
research on plutonium and of planned experiments are dis-
cussed. (M. O. W.)

.
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359*
356WI CRfTICAL PARAMETERS OF AQUEOUS SO-
LUTIONS OF U02(NO$)2 AND THE INTERACTION OF
SUBCRITICAL HOMOGENEOLIS ASSEMBLIES. Dubrov-
eftii, B. G.: Kamaev, A. V.; Vladykov, G. M.; Bogsrtyrev,
V. K.; Gurin, V. N.; Kuznetsov, F. M.; Sviridenko, V. Ya.
(Inst. of Power Engineering at the USSR State Atomic En-
ergy Commission, Obninsk), pp 26’7-78 of STI-PUB-114.
(In Russian).

The results of experiment and calculations on the criti-
cal parameters of aqueous solutions of the salt U02( NOJ2
at enrichments of 5%, 10%, 36%, and 90% are presented.
Measurements were made over a wide range of uranium
concentrations frt the solution in cylindrical vessels,
flat slabs, parallelepipeds, and spheres, with water re-
flector and without reflector. Extrapolation lengths and
geometrical parameters X2 were determined. The relst[on
between the critfcal parameters and the nitrogen content
of the solution is discussed. The minimum critical dimen-
sions of a flat Infinite layer and an infinite cylinder were
determined. Measurements were made with the addition
of different reflectors— water, graphite, steel and beryl-
iium. The experimental data are compared with calcula-
tions from the equations obtained ustng an empirical slow-
~g-down kernel. Multigroup calculations were carried
out for the cr itlcal parameters of aqueoua solutions in Pt
and P3 approximations of the spherical harmonics method.
Good agreement waa obtained between the experimental and
theoretical results. The results of experiments for deter-
mining the interaction between two, three and five subcriti-
cal assemblies, in the form of cylinders and parallelepi-
peds, in alr and water are described. Critical parameters
are also given for a system of many homogeneous sub-criti-
cal assemblies with and without reflector. Critical param-
eters for interacting systems of complex form such as
intersecting cylinders and flat slabs at different angles
are obtained. The spatlsl distribution of neutron fluxes
Is studied for interacting sub-critical assemblies, with
and without an intervening absorber, for different Iq,f ratios
of the interacting assemblies. (G.0 .Y.)

360.
6587 (NASA-TN-D-3097) CRITICAL M.hSS STUDIES
WITH NASA ZERO POWER REACTOR 11. I. C L!Z.4S HO-
MOGENEOUS CONFIGURATIONS. Fix, Thomas .1.; Huel-
Ier, Robert A; Ford , C. Hubbard; Algcr, Donald L. (SL-
tiOnal Aeronautics and Spnce Administr:ltion. Cleveland.
Ohio. Lewis Research Center). Nov. 1965. ” 20p. CFSTI
$1.00 Cy, $0.50.

The NASA Zero Power Reactor II (ZPR-LI) WTISused to
determine experimentally the critical masses for more timn
a tenfold range of highly enriched (93.2 percent 23SU) aque-
ous uranyl fluoride fuel concentrations in clean cylindrical
geometries. The ZPR-11 reactor tank permits the assembly
of cylindrical cores 76.2 centimeters (30 in. ) in diameter
and with lengths fheights) Up io 90 centimeters either L,:ire
or radially reflected by about 15 centimeters (6 in.) of
water. The spscific range of fuel concentrations was from
hydrogen to uranium-235 atom ratios of about 150 (167 g
23SU/liter of fuel solution) to 11.i50 (15 g 23sU/liter). fn ad-
dition to the critical masses, chta are prescn~ed on lhe
temperature ,cocf[icicnt of reactivity and the Incremt.nlll
reactivity worti) at crilic:tlity for a similar r~rge Or con-
centrations. Some of the physic:ll properties for the fuel
cotw’..ntratlons are presented. A brief description of the
ZPI{-11 and th,. uxperimcnlal procedures used arc ;tlso in-
CIudut. (outh)
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361.
34948 CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF URANRJM (1.95)
METAL CYLINDRICAL ANNUL!. Johnson, E. B. (oak
Ridge National Lab., Term.). Trans. Amer. Nucl. Sot.,
9: 185-6 (June 1966).

362 .“
2995 THE CRITICALITY OF 244Cm. Keshiahian,
Vshe; Ottewitte, Eric H.: Dunford, Charles L. (Atomice
International, Canoga Park, Caltf.). Trans. Amer. Nuc~.
SOC., 8: 549-50 (Nov. 1965).

363.
3514s THE SORA CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS.
Klatner, Gustav; MR3eloso, John T. (@k Ridge National
Ub., Term.). Trans. Amer. Nucl. W., 9: 184-5 (June
1966).

364.
18053 ON THk COMPARISON OF THE THEORETICAL
,\S D EXPER1>lEXTAL PARAMETERS FOR HOMOGENEOUS
~~~SIUM-\VATER CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. Kochenov, A. S.:
Lyashchenko, X. Ya. At. l?nerg. (USSR), 19: 463-4 (Nov. 1965).
(In Russian).

The P, approximation of the neutron transport equation
and the single-velocity thermal-neutron diffusion equation
lvere ustid for the calculations; the energy range was di-
vided into 12 groups, inciuding the thermal range for the
slo~ving-doitm equation. The critical assembiy used for the
experimental determinations consisted of 70 x 35 x 250
mm hoiders, with 250 x 70 x 2.7 mm fuel sheets pressed
from polyethylene and U308 with a 23SUcontent of 90%.
Foils of Al, Cu, and stainless steel were used as cover-
ing. It was found that the assembly was quasi-homoge-
neous when the hydrogen and 23SUconcentration ratio was
pH/P23SU 250. For a value of this ratio of about 50, the
water gap between the foils amounted to about 5 mm, or
equal to the mean free path of the thermal neutrons in
water; therefore at >50, the effect of the heterogeneity
must be taken into account, and the method may be used
only in the first case. For the calculation it was assumed
that the assembly was spherical, with a 50-mm thick water “
refiector. Comparison of the results revealed agreement
between theory and experiment. Thus, thiq method of cal-
culation may be used for determining the criticaf dimen-
sions of homogeneous, epithermal reactors using a hydrog-
enous moderator. (TTT)

365.
28721 MINIMUM CRITICAL MASS FOR LIMITED
URANIUM CONCENTRATIONS. Kochurov, B. P. At.
Energ. (USSR), 20: 243-7 (Mar. 1966). (In Russian).

The minimum critical mase for limited uranium con-
centrations was studied. It was found that the optimum
system is a three-zone system. Results were. obtained
for both plane and sphcrlcal gcomctrics. (D. C. W.)

%%i (AWRE-NR-l/66) MEASUREMENT OF THE
CRITICAL LIASS OF 37 1/2 PERCENT ENRICHED URA-
NIUM IN I{ KFLECTORS OF WOOD, CONCRETE, POLY-
ETIIYLENE AND WATER. Lane, R. C.; Perkins, O. J. E.
(Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Aldcrmaston
(England)). Feb. 1966. 20p. Dep. f31S $1.40. l{NISO
7s.Od.

The experimental arrangements used in ATLAS, a verU-
cal assembly machine, for meaeurcmcnt of the critical
mass of enriched (371/2%) uranium tn rcflectore of wood,
concrete, polyethylene, and water are dcscribcd. The data
obtained arc presented and discussed. (auth)

367.
35687 MEASUREMENTS OF THE CRITICAL PARAM-
ETERS OF UNDER-MODEWTED URANIUM-HYDROGEN
MfXTURES AT INTERMEDIATE ENRICHMENTS. Lane,
R. C. (Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Alder-
maston, Eng.). pp 177-91 Of STI-PU>114.

The critical size of mixtures of 30% enriched uranium
oxide and wax with H/33SU in the range 8 to 60 and 37~2%
enriched uranium metal, as used in Zebra, were estimated
by extrapolation from high multiplication assemblies. The
cores were constructed in rectangular gcmmetry from small
blocks to facilitate stacking changes. Reflectors included
polyethylene, Perspex, concrete and wood. The effect of
other reflectors was estimated by replacement of one face
of an otherwise polyethylene-reflected cube by the material
of interest. Evidence is given that critical masses derived
by this method are correct to within 5%, even when the
spectrum of neutrons returned tm the core from the replace-
ment face is markedly different from that returned from the
remainder of the ref Iector, Density exponents were esti-
mated from measurements with low-density blocks, and one
carbon dilution exponent is reported. The critical size of
half-reflected cores is oi’intereet to the criticality assea-
sor. The parameters obtained from a near cube and a long
pipe suggest that their dimensions are the arithmetic mean
of those of bare and completely reflected cores of the same
shape. The neutron interaction between partially reflected
cores can be greater than that for the uniformly reflected
case. To check the magnitude of this effect, iwo identical
cores were rcficcteti on ali but the adjoining faces by poly-
ethylene, and their critical separation was determined. The
measurement was then repeated with the cores fully re-
flected, or with the polyethylene filling only the spncc be-
twccm the rcf icctor, leaving f rce apace between the cores.
selected nssembiics were rebuiit with a ktycr of cacimium
hctween the core and the reflector to estimate its effect on ,
critical size. (auth)

368.
29471 CRITICALITY STUDIES WITH PLUTONIUM
SOLUTIONS. Lloyd, R. C.; Richey, C. R.; Clayton,
E. D.; 9reen, D. R. Nucl. SCi. Eng., 25: 165-73(1966).
(BNWL-SA-232).

A series of criticality experiments were performed with
plutonium (4.8% t~opu) nitrate solution in stainless steel
spheres of 11.5-, 14-, and 15.2-in. diam. Reflectors of
water, concrete, paraffin, and stainless steel were used;
experiments were also performed on the 15.2-in. sphere
unreflected. The spheres were made critical with pluto-
nium concentrations varying from 24 to 435 g Pu/liter and
molarity varying from 0.2 to 7.7. The minimum critical

.

.
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.

volumes for Pu(S03)t in water containing 4.6% 2i0Pu were
determined to be about 22 and 11 liters, respectively, for
bare and reflected spheres at a concentration of 175 g Pu/
liter. The effect of a 0.030-in. cadmium shell or a 4-in. air
gap between the reflector and the VCSSC1 reduced the reflec-
tor worth to that of a nominal reflector (l-in. of water or
less) for the concentrations of plutonium measured. Com-
parisons were made between experimental and theoretical
retrults using multigroup diffusion theory. (auth)

339g CRITICALITY STUDIES WITH PLUTONfUM
SOLUTIONS. Lloyd, R. C.: Richey, C. R.; Clayton, E. D.;
Skeen, D. R. (Battelle-Northwest, Richland, Wash.).
Trans. Amer. NUCL Sot,, 8: 444-5 fNov. 1965).

pi
CRITICAL MASS OF SEFOR MOCKUP IN

ZPR-IIL Long, J. K. (Argonne National Lab., Idatw
Falls, Idaho); McVean, R. L.; Re~old8, A. B.; Stewart,

S. L.; Weitzberg, A.: Leridon, A. Nuc1. Sci. Eng., 25:
442-4(1966).

The design of the SEFOR mockup in the ZPR facility 1s
shown and described. The ZPR-3 assembly composition
for tho SEFOR mockup is also given. It was found that
critical mass calculations using the current SE FOR 18-
group cross section set and one-dimensional (cylindrical)
df ftiision theory techniques agree with experiment to
wtthin 1%. (J. F. P.)

370.
36418 (AAEC-E-146) BUCKLING AND INTEGRAL
SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS IN ‘3SU FUELLED SUB-
CI{lTICAL ASSIi.MBLIES MODERATED BY BeO/FERTILE
,MATfiRfAL MIXTURES. McCulloch, D. B.; Duerden, P.;
Brittllff, E. (Australian Atomic Energy Commission Re-
search Establishment, Lucas Heights). Dec. 1965. 80P.
Dep. mn.

Exponential experiments were carried out to give the
materials buckling of a number of near-homogeneous
Z~sU/aluminum alloy fueled systems havhg fertile oxides
intimately mixed with the BcO moderator. Relative fission
rates of 235U, 233U, and 233Pu were also measured in the
equilibrium spectrum region of each assembly. Five as-
semblies having 5 wt ‘% natural uranium oxide in BcO were
invcstigntwl for a range of BcO/23~U atomic ratios from
1500:1 to 5700:1. A similar range covering four ttsscm-
t>lic\ was examined for 5 wt’% thorium oxide in BcO. A
c,~mparison of the cxpcrimcntal results with diffusion
thc,ory calculations is included. (suth)

371,
42671 (AWRE-R-5/66) URANIUM-FUELLED VERA
REACTOR EXPERfM ENTS. McTaggm’t, M. H.; Goodfellow,
H.: Paterson, W. J.; Weale, J. W. (Atomic Weapons Re-
search Establishment, Aldermaston (England)). July 1966.
69p. Dep. mn. BIS $2.40. HMSO 12s. Od.

These experiments form part of a series designed to
obtain information against which the nuclear data for ‘~sU
and 23SU can be checked over the energy range 10 to 500
kev. Seven fast reactor assemblies are described. All the
cores contstned ‘W and graphite, and some also contatned
uou ~ H2. Deued measurements were made on four of

the assemblies but for the other three assemblies the crit-
ical massea onty were measured. (autb)

372.
lb030 KRITICHIZSKIE PARAMETRY GOMOGENNIKH
R.\ZMSOZFf-4YUSHCHIKH SISTEM. (Critical Parameters
~f!fomogeneous Multiplying Systems). Marchuk, G. I.;
iocherin, v. I.: Nevinitsa, A. L; Unnadze, O. P. MOSCOW,
.itomizdat, 1965. 144P.

hformation on the critical parameters of reactors with
v:rious spectra is presented, obtained from neutron-
physics and computer calculations of homogeneous sys-
:~ms. The basic theoretical mcthcds for reactor calcula-
uons are described, including methods for calculating the
spmal-amgular moments of the neutron distribution func-
tion, the neulron diffusion length, kinetic effects, reactor
mltical masses, and multi group constants. Homogeneous
reactors with graphite, beryllium, and boron moderators
me discussed. Results of calculations are correlated with
,sperlmental d~ta. Tables of the critical masses and other
,iiysical parameters of homogeneous multiplying systems
Ire presented. (lI. J. T.)

373.
26421 (ANL-7133) CALCULATIONS OF ZPR-3
FAST ASSEMBLIES USING A 26-GROUP ARGONNE
CROSS-SECTION SET. Meneghetti, D.: White, J. R.
(Argonne National Lab., 111.). Jan. 1966. Contract
W-31 -109 -eng.38. 16p. Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy,
$0.50 mn.

Calculations of a series of ZPR-3 fast critical assem-
blies using an Argonne 26-group cross-section set are de-
scribed. Critical masses, detector-response ratios, and
prompt neutron lifetimes arc compared with reported ex-
perimental values. Comparison of intragroup cross section
averagtng by P1 and by consistent B1 are presented. Impor-
tances of reflectors in determination of prompt neutron
ltfetlmes are also calculated. (auth)

374.
3394 CALCU’LATIONAL CHECKS OF PLUTONIUM
CROSS SECTIONS BY COMPARISON WITH CRITICAL-
ASSEMBLY RESULTS. Meneley, D. A.; White, J. R.
(Argonne National Lab., Ill.). Trans. Amer. NUCL SOC.,
8: 444(Nov. 1965).

375 ●

3392 CRITICAL URANfUM-METAL ANNULI RE-
FLECTED WITH POLYETHYLENE AND GRAPHITE.
Mihalczo, John T. (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).
Trans. Amer. Nucl. 30C., 8: 442-3~ov, 1965).

376.
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?% (DP-MM6-38) CRITICAL EXPERIMEN~
WITH HIGHLY BURNED-UP PLUTONIUM IN qO. Olson,
R. L.; Graves, W. E. (OU Pent de Nemours (E. I.) and
Co., Aiken. S. C. Savannah River Lab.). June 1966. Con-
&act AT(07-2)-1. 9P. (CON F-66060 w). Dep. 0=
CFSTI $1.00 Cy, $0.50 m.

Frotn American Nuclear Society Meeting, Denver.
The research program for producing 244Crn in the Sav~-

nnh River Production reactors is discussed. The feed
material for the program is primarily ‘9Pu. After the
concentrated fuel was fabricated into fuel assemblies,
it was used for criticaf experiments. A brief discussion
of these experiments is presented. (M. O.W. )

34946 CRITICAL EXPERf’MENTS WfTH HIGHLY
BURSED-UP PLUTON~M fN HEAVY WATER. Olson,
R. L.; Graves, W. E. (E. I. du Pent de Nemours, Aiken,
s. c.). Trang. Amer. Nucl. SOC., 9: 181-2 (June 1966).

378.
13005 (LA-3366) CRITICALITY CONTROL IN OPER-
ATIONS wTTH FISSILE MATERIAL. Paxtcm, H. C. (Los
Alamos Scientific Lab.. Univ. of California, N. Mex.). Dee.
1964. Contract W-7405 -eng-36. 48p. Dep. mn. CIWT’f
$3.00 Cy. $0.50 m.

A discussion of criticality control is presented to en-
courage a working knowledge on the part of those who
design and perform operations with [issile material.
Responsibilities of the AEC and of operating organiza-
tions and an outline of nuclear-safety experience lead
to reasonable print iples of nuclear safety. Next, em-
piricai criticality information is presented to help
develop a feel for conditions to be avoided during opera-
Uons. The final portion covers c riticalit y-control methods
that are consistent with the stated principles and avail-
sble criticality data. (auth)

379 ●

30858 CRITICAL AND EXPOSF.NTIAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH PLUTONIUM. Plumlee, Karl R. Power Reactor
‘rechnol., 6: 211-14 (Fall 1965). “

A brlcl survey of wxptiriments on plutonium-bearing as-
semblies is prcscntcd. (D. C.\V.)

380.

351U CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR THE ARGOHNE
AT2VANCED RESEARCH REACTOR. Plumlee, K. E.;
DSUghtry, J. W.: Johnson, T. W.: Robtnson, W. R.; *-
ford, G.s. (Argonne National Lab., 131.). Trans. Amer.
NUC1. &m., 9: 182-3(Jue 1986).

381.

34947 COMPARISONS O’F THEORY AND MEASURE-
MENT FOR AARR CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. Shaftman,
D. H.: Savio, R. P. (Argonne Nattonal Lab., Ifl.). Trana.
Amer. Nucl. Sot., 9: 183-4 (June 1966).

382.
18769 (WCAP-3385-54. App.A) SfNGLE-REGION
LXPERH.lENTS: Sternberg, H. I. (Westinghouse Elec-
trk COW., Pittsburgh, Pa. Atomic Power Div.). 105P.

The data and results of the single region U02 and Pu02-
i’02 critical experiments performed under the Saxton
Plutonium Program are given. These results include
t,yx riments made to determine criticaf configurations,
lucidings, power distributions, flux shapes, reactlvit y
.orths of various perturbations end temperature cocf-
flcients. (auth)

383.

6554 (ANL-7092) CATALOG OF NUCLEAR RE-
.ICTOR CONCEPTS. PART 1. HOMOGENEOUS AND
QUASI-HOMOGENEOUS REACTORS. SECTION III. RE-
ACTORS FUELED WITH .MOLTEN-SALT SOLUTIONS.
Teeter, Charles E.; Lechy, James A.; Martens, John H.
(ArgOMe ffational Lab., 111.). Sept. 1965. contract W-
31-109 -eng-38. 59p. Dep. mn; CFSTI $3.00 CY, $0.75
mn.

Data are tabulated for homogeneous and quasi-homoge-
neous molten-salt-fueled reactors. The development and
state-of-the-art of this type of reactor is discussed. Data
are given for 46 one-region and ‘f two-region reactors.
76 references. (T. F. H.)

384.
3378 (ORNL-P-1660) EXPERIMENTAL AND CAL-
CULATED SYSTEM CRITICALITY. Thomns, J. T. (Oak
Ridge National Lab.. Term.). [1965]. Contract w-7405 -
eng-26. 38p. (CONF-6511O3-11) . Dep. mn; CFSTI $2.00
cy, $0.50 mn.

From fAEA Symposium on Criticality Control of Fisslle
Mnterlals, Stockholm.

criticaii~y, pa~inictcr mtiisurcmefits on vario~e coln-
bm~t~OnsOt iiss~l~, modcrnting. and scattering rnatcrials
wc rr~ort~d. TIw syst~nw studied have simple gconiet-
~tcil Coltii&lll’attOlls. The performance of vttrious com -
~t:ttional uiclhocis for predicting the criticality of these
@@ns iS ev:ilu.ucd. (T. F.Ii. )

385.

12359 (ORNL-TM-1195) CRITICALITY OF A SIN-
GLE UXIT OF AQUEOUS URANYL FLUORIDE SOLUTION
EXRICHED TO 5 percent IN 2SSU. lVebster, J. Wallace;
Johnson, E. B. (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).
July 23, 1965. Contract W-7405 -eng-26. 10P. Dep. rnn.
CFSTI S1 .00 cy, S0.50 mn.

As a part of the continuing criticality program with
uranium enriched to 5% in 23SU, a comparison between
theory and experiment was made wfth regard to the criti-
cality of a volume of aqueous U(4.98)02F2 solution (H: 23SU=
496) contained in a thin-walled stainless steel cylinder.
The solution had a height-to-diameter ratio of about 2.5,
thus making the end leakage reasonably small compared to
[he radiaf leakage. Computations indicated that the end
leakage from the finite system corresponded to only 1.5%
10 reactivity. One-dimenaionaf calculations, with an ap-
proximate correction for end leakage, are therefore valid.
The Carlson S. (DTF) code with the Hansen-Roach 16-group

..
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Critical Experiments 386

cross sections was ~ed for the calculation. The computed
mulli})licatinn f:tclor of 1.(J(J2 fo,r the cri(lc;d syst(:m If:nd#
further confidence 10 lhc method and to the cross section
SC1. (aulh)

1967

386

5697 (ANL-7044) CRITICAL STUDIES FOR THEFRENCH
FAST REACTOR “RAPSODIE” (ZPR-3 ASSEMBLY 44). Hees,
A. L.; Keeney, W. P.; Caumette, P.; Royer, J. P. (Argome Na-
tional Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho). Mar. 1966. Contract wJ-31-109-
38. 73p. Dep. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 mn.

Crltlcallty etudies were carried out on ZPR-3 with a mockup d
the French fast reactor, RAPSODIE. Critical data pertinent to t&
fuel specification for RAPSODIE, the evaluation of the RAPSODIE
dealgn control nyatems, and the collection of other data uaefd In
verifying cnlculatlonal techniques were acquired. The RAPSODIE
core simulated ht the mnckup was approxlmatel y a 40-llter cyl -
Inder. The experiment Included a phyelcs-core and an englneer-
Ing-core study. For the phyaica-core study, a almple core-blanket
arrangement was constructed, and a~otral Indlcea md local re-
activity coefficients were measured. fn the fuel for the phyalce-
wre mockup, the ratio of U to Pu was about 5:1. In the titel for
tbe engineering core, the U-to-Pu ratio wan reduced to 3.2:1.
Mockups of the RAPSODIE axial regiooa, steel-Na end gapa, end
different axiai blankets were constructed with the engtneerlng
core, along with mockups of the RAPSODIE cnotrol end safety
rods. Experiments In the full engineering mockup Included rod-
worth stud lea, material- reactivity-coefficient meaaurementa, and
traversea of neutrm detectors end fuel-reactivity aamplea. Tlth
wan the first ZPR-3 critical aasembly to contain a significant bad-
fng nf Pu. Heat generation from alpha decay of the I% affected ttta
accuracy of reactivity measurements, and the neutron source fmm
qxxttaneous flaalon required different tecbnlquea for meaaurlng
reactor periods. (auth)

.
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2. LATTICES

1.

8947 AECD4229
Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.
& fN URANIUM-WATER LATTICES. T. Auerbacb.
Jufy 28, 1955. Decl. Feb. ‘/, 1956. 6p. Contract AT-30-
2-ge.-l6. $1.60tph OTS); $1.80(mf OTB).

Theoretical values of k- for stigbtly eoricbed U- MO
matrices are determined and compared with available aa-
perimental valuca. (D. E. B.)

2.

4912 AERE-N/R- 134
Ct. Brit. Atomic Energy Research Eatabllahment,

Harwell, Berks, England.
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE LAPI.ACIAN fN A LATTtCE
OF URANIUM METAL RODS AND GRAPHITE. D. V.
Booker, W. S. Eashvoed, F. W. Feontng, T. M. Fry, and”
E. R. Wiblin. Oct. 194’7. Decl. Nov. 8, 1955. 26p.

The critical size of a pile built up of a particular arran~
ment of fiasile material and moderator can be related to
the Laplacian of the arrangement. In these experiments tba
Laplactan baa been meaaured for three arrangements to
order to check the effect on crltlcal elze of a thin amulua
of watur around the U rode, and a 2 cm. wldo sanulua of ●tr
around the U rode. The arrangement studied conalated of
U rode of i.36-in. diameter spaced at 9-in. tntarvals to a
block of maphite 10 ft., 6 tn. by 10 ft., 6 in. by 9 ft high,
the U rods being enclosed In concentric Al tubes
so that water could be plaoed la the annular epace betweea
the tubes. The method of measurement waa to determine
thermal neutron dens Ittea throughout the structure when a
point source of neutrons wae placed at the base. Indlum
foUs were used to detect the neutrons and the experimental
deastty distributions were fitted to the expected theerett-
cal form. The constants necessary to give a leaat square
fit were used to reduce X?. lle results obtatned were: no
water present, with air-gap J& = 0.83 ● 0.03 m+, no water
present, without atr-gsp 3? = 0.90 * O.O2 m+, water
present, without atr-gsp d = 0.58 * 0.02 m+. (auth)

3.
6372 BNL-1578
Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.

ANALYSIS OF THE CLEAN BUCKLTNGS OF 1.3 PER CENT
ENRICHED URANIUM-WATER LATTICES. J. Chemick.

Apr. 6, 1953. Decl. Dec. 13, 1955. 11P. $0.15 (OTS).

4.
1922 AECD-3677

Sanford Atomlo Preducta operation, Richland, Wash.

EXlORENTfAL PILE MEASUREMENTS IN GRAPIfITE-

UftANfUM LATTICES. E. D. Clayton. June 1, 19S4.

DA. Sept. 29, 1955. I08p. Contract W-31 -109-Eng-62.

‘fbe reardte from a eeriee of exponential experiments

kwolvtttg 30 grapftite-ttrenium “lattlcee are presented. The

dtametar of the slug wae varied from 0.925” to 1.66’, and

meaaurementa were also taken with one hollow elug (1.86

la, OD, 0.81 in ID). ?ilte lattice epacing was varied from

l~t tn. to 15 in. Both wet and dry latttce measurements

wore take~ that fa, the lattlcee were meaeured with water

Iod without water in the cooling anmtloe to determine the

dlact of the cooling water on the buckling or reactivity.

~6 bucfdfng values are gtven for various slug eizee and

Iattlce opacbtge. The lattice diffuelon lengthe, utflizatiort

to Otemoderator, utlltzatton lo uranfum, and multtplIoattott
ccdattt are also listed for those lattices in which these

Wmtitte6 were determined. Calcubtted conversion ratios

Wa gtvee for all except the hollow slug tdae. (atttb)

5.
5974
Conducting AN EXPONENTLAL EXPERIMENT WITH A
NATURAL-U GRAPHITE LATTICE. H. Dopchie, F. Leonard,
M. Neve de Mevcrgnies, end G. Taverrder (Centre d’Etudes
pour les Applications de l’Energie Nucleaire, Brussels,

Belgtum). Nucleonlcs ~, No. 3, 57-60(1956) Mar.
Expnncntlal pile experiments dealgned to check theoreti-

cal calculations an U-graphite lattice buckling are described,
(D. E. B.)
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Lattices 6-12

6.
3391 BNL-1785

Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N.Y.

REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENT OF BUCK-

LING. Kenneth W. Dowries and Herbert J. Kouts. Mar.

18, 1954. Decl. Nov. 9, 1955. 10P. Contract AT-30-2-

Gcn-16.
Exponential measurements on H20-slightly enriched U

Iatticcw arc reported. A volume ratio of 3:1 and Uen-

richmcnt of 1.15% isuscd. (D. E. B.)

7.
3392 BNL-2016

Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.

BUCKLING OF A NATURAL URANfUM LIGHT WATER

MODERATED LATTICE. K. Downea. Aug. 23, 1954.

Decl. Nov. 9, 1955. 8p. Contract AT-30 -2-Gen-16.
Pile parameters for a natural U- HtO lattice havi~ 8

1.5 HZO-20-U ratio were measured. l%e best M2 valve for

this pile was found to be 33 cm2, giving a k -of 0.989.

(D. E. B.)

8.
8662 NAA-SR-1535
Atomlcs International Div., North American Aviation, fDC.

Cr+noga Park, CalIf.
BUCKL2NG OF GRAPH2TE MODERATED 2ATT2CES
CONTAINING SEVEN ROD FUEL CLUSTERS. F. L.
Fillmore. Aug. i, i 956. 18P. Contract AT(04-9)-49.
$0.20 (OT8).

Buckling and intracell flux measurements have been
msde on three graphite moderated exponential aaaemblicm
each bsving seven rod enriched U fuel clunters. Theoreu-
cal vaiuea of the buckling are calculated and compared to
the experimental values. In evaluating the reaonaece
etcape probability, two values are used for the letha~
spread of resonance neutroms. The larger value of S.6,
which appears in moat of the literature, compares leas
favorably with the experimental vaiues than does the
smaller value 2.6. The theoretical buckling compares

favorably with experimental valuea for the two larger
lattice spaclnga and is shout iO per cent low for the
smalleat lattice spacing. (autb)

9.
3038 BNL-1627

Brookhaven National Lob., Upton. N. Y.

BUCKLING OF LIGHT WATER LATTICES (.600”
DIAMETER RODS, 1.3% AND 1.15% 25). Herbert J. Kouta,

Kenneth W. Dowries, Glen A. Price, Rudolph Sber, and

Valentine J. Walah. NOV. 5, 1953. Decl. Oot. 27, 1955.

18P. Contract AT-30 -2- Gen- 16.

Tbrce methods are dcecribcd for measuring the buckling

of light-water lattices. In method 1, a sub-critical, cyUn-

drical reactor lattice is placed in the neutron field of the

Brookfutvcn Reactor thcrnml column. The verticid relaxa-

tion ien@h (L) of the neutron-oxcitcd thermal neutron fiux
is then measured as a function of the loaded radius (R),

and best v:liucs of B2 and A (reflector savings) aro found
which fit the calcul::tcd functional dcpendoncc of L and R to

the mcusurcd data. fn the second proccdurc, that of Um

sfiuxktrd cxponcnti:ll cxporiment, Bz and A are determined

from piots of the mcxmurcd radiai and ~xial vuri:ttion of

the thermal neutron flux, determined by foil cxposuro.

Method 3 is usscntiolly that of the critical assembly. U

i~ loaded in the presonco of a Po - Bc source until a k,~f

of 0.99 is attained. The source is then removed, nnd tho

iatticc is purtly uniondcd by steps. Foii c~nting mctboda
and experimental procedures for obtaining rel:tx;{tion

lengths and rudial traverses aro explainwf. Tnbulnted

buckling mcasurcmcnts arc given for 1.15 and 1.3% cm-
rtohmettt faotor- d 4:1. S:1, 2:1, 1.S:1 volume ratios,

Ciraphe for B* and A vs. volume rdlo and spontaneous

fiesion fluxes w. R#f ●re also tnnluded. (K. S.) “

10.
3229 BNL-1812

Brookbaven NaUonal Lab., Upton, N. Y.

LIGHT WATER LATTICE STUDIES- PAPER PRESENTED

AT THE REACTOR iNFORMATION MEETING AT ANL,

OCTOBER ‘f-9, 1953. H. KOUtO. NOV. 6, 1963. fk3C1.

Got. 27, 1955. 8p. Contract AT-30-2 -Gen-16.

A study was made of pile core parameter for light

water moderated, sllgbtiy enriched uranium rod assem-

blies. This information is provided by measuremcnta 10

a serlee of exponential assemblies which differ In uranium

enrichment, moderator-to-fuel volume ratio, and rod

diameter. The enrichment range explored variee from

1.3% to 1%, the rod diameters vary from 0.600 tn 0.250

in., and the volume raUos lie in the range from 4:1 tn 1:1

(and in nome caaes are even smaller). The quantiUee

measured were f, 6, p, B*, Mz, and reflector eavlnge (since
the aseemblles are reflected). Similar meaaurcmcnte’ re-
ported at the last Reactor information Meeting were done

with 0.750” diameter rode with 1% nominal enrichment.

(autb)

U..
3398 BNL-2184

Brookhaven Nationai Lab., Upton, N. Y.

BUCKLING OF LIGHT-WATER MODERATED LATTICES
OF .387” DIA.METER, 1.027% ENRICHED URANIUM

RODS. H[erbert J. C.] Kouts, G[len A.] Price, K[enneth

W.] bwnes, R[udoiph] Shcr, and V[aicntine J.] Walsh.

Feb. 7, 1955. Dccl. Oct. 10, 1955. 7P. $0.15 (OTS).

12.
4936
REACTOR PARAMETERS OF A LIGHT WATER —
NORMAL URANIUM LATTICE. H. Kouls, G. Price, K.
Uuwtws, R. Sh(.r, and V. Walsh (Br(xlkhav(m Natl(mal hb.,

.

.

.
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.

.

Wm. N. Y.). J. Nurlrar Enrrgy 2, 141 [1955) WC.
Mrasuromvnts wrrv madv (d thv-bucklin~, fast n~wirtm

rffoct, and Ihvrmal utilixatlfm d a sub-critical latllce
c(mslsting cd I. I-in. normal fJ rods, clad In Al, and

immvrsvd In light watt”r. (B. J. H.)

13 ●

4342 CP-1381

IChicago. Untv.] Metallurgical U.

v TEMPERATURE EFFECT. E. W. Bragdeno D. HugheII,

and John Marshall. Feb. 25, 1S44. De@. Dec. 13, 1955.

7p. (A-2022). $1.80(ph OTB); $1.80(mf CfR3).

The temperature coefficient of q has been measured wfth

the thermal column of the Argonne pile using U foils of
different isotopic ratios. The temperature change was

effected by filtertng neutrons through Ag. The measured

fictional change/”C is –5.2 x 10-S * 1.1 x LO-S. (Mb)

1957

u+.
2676 CP-2048

Clinton Labs:, Oak Rldgc, TCM.

EXPONEXTfAL EXPERIhfENTS WITN WATER-METAL

ROD LATTICES. Prclimlnary Report [on] Problem As-
signment 303-X25P. T. Arnettc, S. 13cmstcin, G. 13rsnch,

F. Byerly, C. CLtfford, B. Feld, Haydn Jones, R. McCord,

}1, W. Xcwson, W. kfyer, F. V. Pruitt, R. B. Stewart, J. R.
Rush, R. .%dlctar, L. SlotIn, and L. IL Watson. Oct. 3,
1944. Dccl. Dec. 14, 1!355. 27p. Contract N-7405-eng-

39]. SO.25(OTS).
hlcasurcmcnts on twelve water metal lattices rangfng

In water to mcfal volume ratio from 3.27 to 0.273 are

rcpnrted here. The. values for k lay hotween O.6 and i .00
,

With lhc matcriale uacd and no gap, a’ k greater “~M 1,00-

does not seem to km obtnlnablc. By Introducing a gap and

dccrcaslng the rod SIZC, It may bo poeslble to build a
lattlcc having a k grcntcr thm ono, (auth)

15.
12172 NM-SR- 140
North Amcriczn Aviation, Inc., Downcy, C.allf.
A XfVLSUffEhIf3NT OF TI~ NEfJTRON TEJIpE~T~E

IN A NATURAL URANIUM D20 LATTICE. A. T. itiChf

and E. R. Cohen. scpi. 25, 1951. Dccl. r.l~r. 28, 19.37.
23P, Coutrrtct AT-t I-1-GI?N4. $0.25 (OTS).

An expcrlmmrtal rlctcrmhmtlon of the mean neutron tem-
pcr:tturc [n the fuci rods of n nnturnl U-D:O Iattltw”uslng
rods i -In. In dlamctcr on trvo different CCII spacings 1s
reprtcrf. The tcmpcraturc of Lhc neutrons was found to be

33” + 25°C and 33” + 16-C above nmbicnt room tcmpcr:tturc
for the two ltttlccs. The cxfmrlmcnlal technlquc used was
to compare the flux distrlbutlnns in a unit cell in (i) s
normnl hot multiplyln~ lnttlcc and (2) a single U SIUS In n

cold, Ph -Cd alloy, non-multiplying Intt[cc. This :!llowcd
n com;xtrlson to Ix mwlc bctwccn diffusion lcnfih and nb-

sorptl~m cross scctlon of the U In the two cnscg, and ac -

cOrdin@y, a comprison hotwccn the mcnn temperatures of
the neutrons in the two Iattlccs. (auth)

16.
9983 BNL-418

Brookhaven National Lab., U@on, N. Y.
NUCLEAR ENGtNEERINQ DEPARTMENT PRCMRE89

REPORT [FOR] NOVEMBER 16, 1955- FEBRUARY 15,
1S56. 2SP. $0.25 (OTS).

Values of bucktlng and reflector aavlngs are given for
boron-poisoned Iattlces of 0.3t37-in. diameter, 1.15% en-
riched U rode. Fast effect valuee for the same dtameter
rods La H20 are given. The dlatributlon of La between the
fused-salt eutectlc MgClt-KCl–NaCl and a U- B1- Le alloy
was measured. IWrther work with EMF concentration cells
on the Na – B1 system has yielded actlvlt y coeff iclents for
Na In the concentration range of O to 0.20 mole/fructlon.
These coefflclenta increaae slightly with concentration and
are of the order of 104. On the basis of Infrared spectra
obtained on pufe Iiquld eamples of BrF3, BrFt, and UF6, It

appears that tbe Perkin-Elmer infrtmed anaIyzer can be
used to provide contlnuoua analysis of the clreulatlng dts-
soivor ●ream of the pilot @ant for tho Votatllo Ftuoride
Process. TIM eolublllty of TI to B1 IS gtvea by the eqoatlon
log,, (ppm Tl) = 2250/T + 6.08. R M ahown that the product

of the solubUltlea of Cr and Fe Ie constant at a fixed tem-
perature. (IXm preceding period eee BNL-380.) (M. H. R.)

17 ●

13859 Y-B23-22
Oak Rfdge National Lab., Y-12 Area, Term.
RfNG TAMPING. Dixon Catlihan end Frank CrOntn.
Nov. 5, 1952. Decl. Mar. 21, 1957. 7p. Contract ~-

7405 -eng-26]. $ i.80(ph OTS); $ 1.80(mf OTS).
fn a potential nuclear chain reacting eystem with two

or more volumes of fissionable material surrounded by,
but not separated by, a hydrogeneous neutron reflecting
medium reliance is placed on neutron absorption by the H
aepsrattng the components. The fissionable material used
was u,% enriched to 5% to U*SSmtsed with glycerol Wi-

stearate for moderation. The If content of glycerol tri-
atearate is 96% that of MO by volume and 111% by weight.
The change in reactivity tacurrect by removal of the re-
flector material from between the components was deter-
mined. (F.S.)

18.
1657 HW-40930
Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Wash.
EXPONENTIAL PILE MEASUREMENTS IN WATEN
MODERATfiD LATTICES WITII ENRICIIEf) URAXIUM
RODS. E. D. ~ton. Appendix II: BUCKLISG CALCU-
LATIONS FOR ONE PER CENT ENRICHED URAXIU.M -

WATER ROD LATTICES. H. Neumann. Jan. 16. 1956.
Dccl. Nov. 28, 1956. 45p. Contract W-3 l-109 -Eng-52.

$0.40 (OTS).
no results of a series of buckling measurements in-

volving the use of enriched U ~ods (i .007% by weight L’Z39
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Lattices 19-22

in light water areprcsentcd. Thobuclding wasdctermined
fortworodsizcs. Thewater-to-U-volume ratios wero
found. The information obtained withthc preceding rod
sizes and HzO/U-volume ratios was sufficient (when
coupled with existing data for other rod sizes) to estimate
themsximum obtainable buckUng for 1.007%U in l!ght
water. A curve is given relating maximum buckling with
H20/U-volume ratio and rod diameter from which esti-
mates may be made regarding criticality hazarda with the

t.007% onrichod U. Tho effect of replacing a water reflec-
tor with one of uranyl nitrate solution of two cliff erent
concentrations. SOm e information was also obtained on
the cxtrapelation length to be used in unreflected cases.
(auth)

19.
4013 HW-40345(Del.)
Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Wash.
~ICS RESEARCH QUARTERLY REPORT POR] JULY,

AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 1955. Dec. 7, 1955. Decl. with
delotiorm Jan. 21, 1957. 43p. Contract W-3i-i09-Eng-

52. $7.80(ph OTS); $3.30(mf OTS).

A new method of calculating resonance escape probabili-
ties, results for tho effective mass of a proton bound in the
watsr molecule, and a comparison of similar techniques

for calculating lattice constants doveloped independently by

Hanford physicists and by II school of Russian physicists
(as reported at the Geneva Conference) are reported. An

estimtitc of maximum errors in f and v for thermal sys-
tems is described. Experiments and analysis thereof on

tho offccts of neutron streaming in air chmncls through a
moderator aro reported. Buckling calculations nnd ex-

perimental roaults arc given for graphite lattlccs employ-

ing 1. i7-fnch diameter natural U slugs nnd U2ss- Al alloy
slugs. An experimental measurement of the critical mass
of an nnnular cylindrical nrray is dcscribcd. Some meaa-

urcmcnts on, and tho status of, construction of the Latttce

Testing Reactor are rcpnrted. Development of a BF3
counter suitable for operation at clcvatcd temperatures ta
d~scrlbed. A method of determining the screening pa-

rameter in the Thomas-Fermi model of the atom is gfven
for uso in calculating ntomic displacements produced by
radid.ions in crystals. Calculated results are reperted for
chsfn-reactfng concentration limits of U– Pu - H20 sys-
tems. (auth)

20.
1275 HW-43441
Hanford Atomic Products Operation, RIchland, Wnah.
~SICS RESEARCH QUARTERLY REPORT [FOR]
JANUARY, FEBRUARY, ~RCH 1958. Mny 31, 1956.
69p. Contract W-31 -109 -Eng-52. $0.45 (OTS).

The measurement of the multiplication factor of a Isttlce
in the Lattice Testing Reactor is descrlbcd and results
gtven. Measurement sre reported of the “favorableness”

factors for this reactor. An experiment is described to
measure that enrichment of urmturn which will just permit
unit multiplication In a water-U system. Buckling measure-
ments are reported for grnphtte-enriched U lattices and

for natural U lattices employtng cluster-type rods. An ex-
ponential experiment to meaaure temperature coefflcienta
of reactivity ia described. Calculational results nre gtven
on the variation of lattice buckting with enrichment, on the
thermaf neutron flux in a cell and on the effect of graphite

density on buckling. Xn theoretical reactor physice, a
variational principle for multiple scattering la formulated,
a new method for estimating fast leakage from bore reac-
tors Ia outlined, and the spherical harmonic components of

the flux fn a void are computed. Experimental resulte
ahowing that v for Pu*S’ does not vary in the thermal

regton are quoted. A nuclear safety problem involving the
interaction of an array of veesela is described. Nnelly,
two instruments, a new type of pulse height analyzer end
an automatic scanner and sample changer are described.
(For preceding period see HW-421 82.) (autb)

21 ●

2116 HW-44525
word Atomic products operation, Ricfdand, Wash.

PHYSICS RESEARCH QUARTERLY REPORT [FOR]
APRIL, MAY, JUNE 1958. July 25, 1956. ‘75p. Contract
W-31 -109 -Eng-52. $0.45 (OTS).

The Lattice Testing Reactor has been used to meamrre
k- for a number of lnttices. The temperature coefficient
of this reactor has been measured. End effects on the
measurement of k- have been Investigated. A series of
measurements of the buckllngs of enriched (1% U23S) U-
graphite lattices are reported. Calculations are reported
on the equilibrium parameters of Pu tn a steady state U-

Pu cycle reactor, on the reactivity effects of various
coolants in a U-graphite lattice, on multiplication factors
of homogeneous enriched U-water systems, and on neutron

interaction between separated’fisailc systems. Measure -

menta are reported on a precise determination of the U*3S

fission cross scctlon with respect to Au*”, on the slow
neutron fission cross scctlon of PUz’o, and on the varlntlon
of II (PUzy’j with neutron energy. An analysis of the Pu23’
fission cross aect[on 1s glvcn. A series of measurements
on the critical masses of cnrlched U slugs in wntcr is rc-
ported and analyzed to determine aafc masses for hnndling.
The energy 10SSCS of fission fragments in the U crystal are
calculated and results are given. (For prcccd!ng period
see HW-43441 .I (auth)

22.
5493 HW-47012

‘General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Opera-
tion, Richlsnd, Wash.

NUCLEAR PHYSfCS RESEARCH QUMtTERLY REPORT
[FOR] JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 1956. NOV. 6, 1956.
56P. Contract W-31 -i09-Eng-52. $0.40 (OTS).

The Thermsl Teat Reactor was @ In opsratlon and the
tnltlal calibrations are described. Measurements of buck-
llngs of enriched uranium -graphite lattices are reported.

Results are also given for light water -enriched uranium
lattlcea. A high temperature expnnentlal experiment 10

described. Calculated curves for the buckllngs of some
special graphite lattlcea are given. A method for com-

.

.

.
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.

fmtlng the resonance escape probablltty 18 described, and
some results are given. A table of dlaadvantagc factora
calculated with the P, method for a variety of fuel element
sizes Is Included. A comparison of the U*3Sfiaslon cross

section and the AU1S7capture cross sect Ion 1s reported. An
experimental value Is given for the slow neutron fission

240 ~eve]opm~nt of a new clrcdatingcross scwtlcm of Pu .
line chronotron for meaauremento in tbe mffllmicroaeeond
regton 1s deecrlbed. (lbr preceding period see NW-44526,)

(auth)

23.
2663 CF-55-5-189.
[Osk Ridge National Lab., Term.]
PRELIMINARY CRITICAL TESTS USING AQUARRJM

FUEL ELEMENTS IN THE RSlt GRID. K. M. Henry,
E. B. Johnson, and F. C. Mtdenschefn. May 31, 1955.
5p. Contract [W-7405 -eng-26]. $1.80(ph OTS); $1.80

(mf OTS).
Preliminary critical tests for the Aquar!um reactor

were performed in the BSR grid, in attempts to determine
minimum critical mass and excess reactivity. The critical
mass of Aquarium elements was lower than estimated but
higher than BSR elements. (T. R. H.)

24.
80972 NAA-SR-209

North Amertcan Aviatton, Inc., Downey, Calif.
BUCKLXNG MEASUREMENTS OF THERMAL NEUTRONS
IN NATURAL URANfUM - DsO SQUARE IATTICES. S. W.
Kaeh. Dec. 1, 1952. DOCL Feb. 27, 1957. i6p. Contraot
AT-ii-i-GEN-8. $0.25 (OTS).

The buckllng of the thermal neutron dlatrtbutlon for 22
natural U- ~0 square Iatttces baa been experimentally
determined. A brief description of the apparatus used III
given. The computatlomd methods employed and the cor-
rections applied to the data are presented tn detail. (autb)

25.
10279 BNL-3145

Brookbaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF LIFHT WATER MODERATED,
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM ROD LATTICES AT
BROOKHAVEN. Hazards Report. Herbert Kouts. Feb.
28, 1956. 25P. $0.25 (OTS).

Deacrlptlona are given of series of crltlcal experiments

with lattices of allgbtly enriched U rods moderated by
light water. The experiments were carried out to euppte-
ment and extend the current series of exponentlaf experi-
ments on aimllar assemblies. A revised list of safety
rutes 1s tncluded. (R. V. J.)

26.
9474 HW-49700
General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Producto operation,

Rlchland, Wash.
CO.MMENTS ON THE MEASUREMENT OF B~n AND K..
David D. Lsnnlng. Apr. 17, 1957. 3p. Contract [W-3i -

i09-Eng-52]. $i.80(ph OTS); $i.80(mf OTS).
It 1s concluded that for natural U-graphite lattlces with

K _ - i .04, if the Xe effect la - 3%, then K C(, must be

greater than 1.03 and it would be better to know K- for the

design of such a reactor. However, for enriched U reactors
or ~0 lattices where K, ~ i .1, and the Xe effect !s - 3%,

tt would be better to know B2m for the design of the reactor.
(T. R. H.)

2’7.
7843 NAA-SR-259
h“or!h Amcr Ican Avlntlon, Inc., DOWTICY,c~ll:.

REACTOR PIIYSICS QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT

IFOR) FEBRUARY, MARCH, AND APRIL 1953. R. A.
Laulwnstcin. cd. July 8, 1953. Dcc1. Feb. 11, 1957. 3tP.
Contrnc( AT-; 1-1-GEN-8. $.\.80fph OTS); $2.70(mf OTS).

!ixpnncnt{al Expcrlmcnt. A scrlce of mcatmrcmcnte of
thc~hcrmal rwut ron .bucklings of dcplctctl U- D20 lattices
has bum complctcd with the Invcstlj!atlon of three nddltlonal

lattices. Three lattices of slightly enriched U (0.9’% U:3S)
In D# have alao been studtcd. Bcaidca the buckllng mcas-

urcmcm!s, Intm-cell neutron density dlstrlbutlons nnd cf-

fcctlvc ncut ron tcmpcralure variations have also been .

measured. A nomogrnph for miildng resolving-tlmc correc-

tions has slmpliflcd the rcductlon of raw counting rtntn to

aatura!cd foil nctlvltlcw. Dnta obtalncd from folla exposed

to a neutron current were found to cxhlblt a llncar corrcla-
tlon bctwccn the ma~itudc of the currcnl and the rntlo of

actlvltics cnuntcd on the two sklcs of the foil. A mcftsure-
mcnt of the thermal neutron diffusion length in DIO can be
used to dctcrm!nc the macroscopic absorption cross sectton
of thv water, and hcmcc the light-water impurity. A discus-
sitm of the accuracy which can be obtatncd with th!e method

of Impurity determination la g!vcn. Water BotIcr Neutron

Source. Usc of the water botlcr nculrnn source for the ex-

porwnttal experiments and for mlscclkmeous irradiation

has continued to Increase. Preparations have been made
for doing accurate danger rocfficlcnt measurements wtlh the.
wait. r holler. These lncludc the Installation of an accurate
!ndfcator of control rod posltton and a thermocouple to
lndlcate reactor temperature. Standard samples of B have
been prepared. General Reactor Program. An lnvcsttgatton
has been made Into the poastblltty of securtng lntrhmlc
safety for heterogeneous power renctors. A possible method

is to include in the reactor Krelattvely small homogeneous
region containing a moderator, such as graph Ite, tmpreg-
nated with U*3Sand a substance whose the rmsl neutron

cross section increases with increasing neutron tempera-
ture. Er ts a suitable material for this purpose. Formu~as
and eurvea relating to the heat production by capture y radl-
atlon hi slaba have been worked out as an aid to reactor
design work. (auth)

28.
2126 WA PD-TM-24
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Bettls PIant, Pittsburgh.
AN ALU.MINUM-URANIUM CRITICAL ASSEMBLY IN
CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY. S. H. Levine and P. G.
Johnson. Nov. 1956. 30p. Contract AT-i i-i-G EN-i4.
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$6.30(ph OTS); $3. IJO(mf OTS).
An Al– U, heterogeneous, water-moderated crltlcal

aasembly havlnga metal-to-water ratio (MW) of 1.39 waa
constructed to meaaure criticality and reflector savings
and the age of the system. The age ie inferred fromtbe
nonieakage probability. The multiplication curve 1s some-

what irregular and tends to chaoge it’e direction of curva-
ture as it approaches criticality. The age calculated from
the moasuredbucktingie tn fair agrcoment witb previous
experiments. (F. S.)

29.
2139
EXPOXTIAL PILE EXPERIMENTS WITH NATURAL URA-

hlUXf IWD I{EAVY WATER. R. Pcrsson, E. Blome jo, M.
Bustrxin, .and R. Mclcr (All Atomcncrgi, Stockholm,
Sweden). J. tSuclcar Encrgy~, 188-20 G(1956) Oct.

Thcmatcrir dbucklin go fvarioushexagonal latticosof
natural uranium rods (diamc:er 2.00, 2.S3, and3.05 cm) in
hc.my water has been dctcrmincd in an exponential assembly.
Thcdlamctcr ofthctankwasoniy l. Omctrc. Thedctcctors
used were long BF, proportional counters, which give a high
counting rate and bya spcclal arrangement climinato higher
radial harmonica. Forcomparison bctwccndiffercnt lat-
tices the mcasurcmcnts yicldthc material buckling tozn
accuracy hettcr than +0.05 . 104 cm-z, but the absolute

value IS Icss accurate, owing tothe uncertainty of the ex-
trapolatcdradlus (*0.2 cm). Thcmulttplication factorls
calculated using published valuea of the disadvsntzgc fac-

tor, and the constant q and the resonance integral are evat-
uatcd. Ttic possibility of correlating intensity anddlffuelon
length tspointcd out. (auth)

30.
9089 AERE-Inf/Bib-112

C:. Brit. Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Harwell, Berks, England.

PHYSICS OF HETEROGENEOUS, LIGHT WATER &fOD-
ERATE D REACTORS. A BIBLIOGWPIIY OF PUBLISHED
AND UNCLASSIFIED REPORT LITERATURE. A. Potter.
Jan. 1957. 24p.

1958

31.
9451 WAPD-176
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Bettis Plant, Pittsburgh.

KINETIC AND BUCKLLNG MEASUREMENTS ON LAT-
TICES OF SLIOHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM OR tf~ ROLM
IN LN3HT WATER. J. R. Brown, D. R. Harris, F. S.
Frantz, J. J. Volpe, J. C. Andrewa, and B. H. Noordhoff.
Jan. 1968. 67P. Contrnct AT-11 -1-GEN-14. $2.00 (0TS).

Results of measurements made In tho TRX critical factl-

ity on llgbt water-moderated lattices of 1.3 and 1.1S wt. %
enriched urantum metal fuel rods and of 1.3 wt. % enriched
~ fuel rods are described. Dlametera of 0.60 in. and
0.39 tn. for each fuel have been used as well as denstties
of 7.5 and 10.5 gin/cm’ for the U% fuel. Several water-to-

uranium rntlos have been investigated for cacb fuel rod
type. Measurements have heen made of radial and axial
buckling, reflector savfngs, and temperature coefficient of
reaotivlty. A migration area 1s inferred from the change
of reactivity with change In either radial buckling or zxlal
buckling. Aeteotropy of migration area is determined from

measurements of buckling on latticee of varioua belgbt-to-
dfameter ratioe. (autb)

32.
16709 wAPD-BT-8(P.73-9)
Westinghouse Electric Corp. DctUs Plant, Pittsburgh.

CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON WATER-S1ODEIUTED
LATTICES OF SLIGIITLY ENRICII!ZD URANIUM Dl-
OXIDE (U02) FUEL RODS. J. R. Brow’n. P.73-9 [oq
BETTIS TEC1lNICJ\L REVIEW. REACTOR PHYSICS
AND hlATIIEMATICS. 7P.

Critlcnl nsscmbly mcnsurcments were made to ln-
vcstlgrdc some of the pcramctcrs of wntcr-mcdcrntcd

lattices of 61Ightly cnrichcd UO: fuel rods. Mcasurc-
mcnts of buckling, reflector snvin~s, tcmpcraturc corf-
ficicnt of rcactlvity, bucklln~ cocfflcicnt of rcncllvity nnd

nnisotropy were made on cIglit Intticcs of vnrying R:O

ratio, U02 density, and fuel diameter. The cxpcrimcntnl
methods used and the rcaults obtnincd nro prcecnlod and
the crrora discussed. (mdh)

33 ●

15020 A/coNF.15/P/595
Atomics International Div., North American Avtation,

fnc., Canoga Park, Caltf.
EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH ORGANIC
MODERATED UIWWUM LATTICES. W. W. Brown.
12P. $0.50 (OTS),

Prepared for the Second U. N. international Confer-
ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.

A aerien of exponential experiments was carried out
on latticee of cylindrical uranium metal rods In a -
moderator of diphenyl. Three different concentration
of U2X in uranium were available for study, 0.501 0.728

and 0.91 at. %. Tbe fuel rode were arranged in square

lattice arraye at moderator to fuel volume ratioa 1.5,
2, 3, end 4. A cadmium clad 21/4 ft diameter aluminum
tank waa used to bold the lattices. External heatera
maintained tbe contente at 185-F, just above the melting
point of dipbenyl. Tbe latticea were driven by neutrons
from the thermal column of a water boiler reactor.

Foil activation techniques were employed to make the
buckling and intracell flux dtetribution meaaurementa.
Measurement In pure end berated diphenyl were made
In order to obtain tbe thermal neutron diffusion length
end transport mean free path in di pbenyl. Buckling and
intracell measurements were made for some latttcea
in the berated diphenyl in order to determine the
neutron age in tbeee lattices. (auth)

.

.
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34.
17423 TID-2506(DcI.)(P.15 -38)
North Amcricnn Avlntion, Inc., Duwncy, Calif.
>1KASUREXIENTS )\ND AXALYSIS OF URz\NIU}l - QO

LATTICES. Frank B. Esktbrook and Sidney tV. fQ~sh.

P.15-38 [of] NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECIINOIK)GY.
(EXTRACTS FROM NUCLEAR SCIENCE AXD TECH-

XOU)GY. VOL. 1, ISSUES 1 TO 3, FEBRUARY-JUNE

1!)55). 24P.

During the post few years an extensive series of
mcasurcmcnts on ]ow-enrichment uranium-rod kztticcs

In @O h.~vc been carr!cd out at North Amcricnn Avia-
tion, Inc. This article briefly summarizes the meas-

ured values of the matcrini bucklings, the fuel nnd
moderator disadvantage factors, and the activity ratios

for ali the Iatticcs and then gives the dcLails nnd re-
sults of a cnrcful two-group analysts into the consist-
ency nnd significance of the mcasurcmcnts. The cff~c-

tivc thermal-neutron tcmpmature of each lattice is

obtatncd from the rat!o of absorption cross section to

low-energy slowing-down power. The slowing-down
power of ~0 in the thermal region is show-n to bc
0.173 cm-[, and some agrccmcnt with cxpcrimenLal

vnlucs of the average cosine in n scattering collis!on Is

adduced. Thermal utilizations are obtained from the
experimental intrnccil measurements. Comparison ts.,

made with diffusion calculations of rod disadvantage

factora and with cxccss absorption calculations for the
moderator. Crdculntcd in convcntiorml fashion ore V, 6,
and L*: in L* it may bc noted thnt cxpcrimcntrtl disad-
vantage fnctors nrc used. The ratio of thermal to epi-
thcrmai foil activities is shown to be a pnramctcr ch.lfi
octcristic of the asymptotic Iatticc spectrum and is

SUCCCSafUljY correlated with the predictions of two-
group theory. The possibie usc of this cxperimcnL?i

rntio for dcterminirg lattice diffusion Icngths Is criti-
cally examined. The neutron ages in the various iattices
nrc computed by tnking the lower llmit of the ngc int.e
gral at an cffectivc thcrmnl energy some 16 times
greater thnn would ,bc proper in n nonmultipIy Lng me-
dium. The rcaonancc escnpc probabilities timt cnn be

computed from the above qwtntitics nrc then compared
with resonance escape probnbiiitics computed from the

usual Fermi-Wigncr-Weinberg theory. A series of
smali, hut definite, discrcpnncics, functions of rod wa-

nium cnrichmcnt, arc found. These arc bclicvcd to &
real and independent of cxp~rimcntal scatter. Three
suppkmcntal cxpcrimcnts nrc rccordcd in the nPpcn-
dhcs. These Indicate the Prcscncc of a small nmount Of
trniso:ropic diffusion, show the thcrmrzl Utilization to bc
intfcpcnrfcnt of Inrgc flu.. gradients thlt t’xist near the

bcundmy of nn cxpcncntial tank, and support the method
used for computing cffcctivc neutron age?. (nuth)

35.
2070 CF-56-7-148
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
PRELIMINARY REPORT OF CRfTICAL EXPERIMEN’IS
fN SLAB GEOhIETRY. J. K. FOX and L. W. Gilky. July “
30, 1956. Dccl. Apr. !, 1957. 15P. Contract fW-7405-

eng-2GJ. S3.30(ph OTS); $2.40(mf OTS).
The criticai parameters of aqueous U02F2 solutions

enrlchcd to 90’% U2]Sin various arrays of interacting slab
geometries have been dctcrmincd for a single cuncentra-
Clon. Critical solutfon heights for various configurations of
three nominally 3-in. thick Ai slab vcsseis and one 6-in.
Al slab vessel were determined. (T. R. H.)

“36.
8738 UK/C/6/109

Atomic Energy of C.snnda Ltd. Chnfk River Project,
Chnlk ~lvcr, Ont.

L,\TTIC~ EXPERIMENTS WITH 19-ELEMENT UOZ RODS
IX ZEEP. [P~per prcscnicd at] Si.xlh UK/Cnnada Techni-
cal Confcrcncc, Chalk River. Ontario, October 21-22,

1957. R. E. Green. Sept. )6, 1957. 14p.
ZEEP is bcln~ used to study !hc lattice propcrtlcs of 19

element U02 rods and two Intiiccs arc assembled In it.
They arc: (a) a 24.13 cm. hcxngonal latiice of 55 lJ02

rods. and (b) a 21.59 cm. hexagon.ai lattice of 55 fJ02 roda
with 30 ZEEP reds piaccd around the U02 core with the

s,ame spacing as the core. In the first c.xpcrimcnt, the
pile did not go critical and no flux distributions were ob-

tatncd. However, an estimate of the Laplncian for this
lattice was msde using the results of the approach-to-

crltical experiment. In (b) fuil scaic flux dlstributlons,
central rod e.xpcrimcnis and fine structure mcasurementa
were made and practicably tdl the results quoted will be

those obtalncd with this 21.59 cm. lniiicc. (auth)

37 ●

2i63 WAPD-PWR-Ph-112
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Atomic Power Div.,

Pitt sburgh.
SLAB EXPERIMENTS. II. URANIUM METAL REFLEC-

TOR. w. H. Hartley. May 1956. 59p. $9.30(ph OTS):
$3.60(mf OTS),

Part IIf issued aH WAPD-PWR-Ph-126.
A serice of experim.ente ou varioue conftguratione of a

siab mado of a highly enriched seed flanked by a naturai U
reflector hae yieided information on core reactivity, flus
distributions, and temperature coefficients. The re-
activity wao obtained experimentally by integration of rod
worth and water worth curvee. The curvee were con-
structed from pointe taken with several configuration of
blanket msteriai. This procedure is shown to be vaiid if
tbe flux ia separable. Calculated values of core re-
activity arc high compared to experimeuiai valuea derived
by use of the standard inhour equation. Shutdown re-
activity was determined semi-empirically by measure-
ments of negative buckling in a region of the core occupied
by controi rode, (auth)

38.
2164 WAPD-PWR-Ph-12C
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Ilettia Plant, Pittsburgh.
SLM EXPERIMENTS. 111. URANIUM OXIDE REFLEC-
TOR. W. H. ~3tilCy. Jl,dy 1956, 4112. $6.30fph OTS);
$3.00 (mf OTS).

Part 11issued as WAPD-PWR-Ph-112.
Expcrimcnte simiiar to those performed on an enriched
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Blah seed with Umetal reflector were made witha U~
reflector. DffferentKd control rod worth ancfdtfferential
moderator worth curves were obtained and were compared
wltb similar curves obtained from the metaI reflected slab.
From these curvee, the excess reactivity of a elab wae
determined from ameasurement of the slab crfticat
height. Measurement of flux ehapes in three directions
were made in order to determine critical buckliogs in the
vetilcal andoae horizontal direction and to inveetfgate
water channel flux peaking. (auth)

39.
16711 WAPD-BT-8(P.84-9)
\Vestinghouse Electric Corp. Bettis Plant, Pittsburgh.
CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS FOR THE TRX. R. B.
Horst. p.84-9 [of] BETTIS TECHNICAL REVIEW.
REACTOR PHYSICS AND MP.THEMATICS. 8p.

The high U236content of slightly enriched, water-
modemted reactors makes the theoretical prediction of
criticality difficult. Seven slightly enriched clean criti-
cal as semblics were constructed and their nuclear char-
acteristics were measured and compared with thoee
c=~cuiated for a theoretical, high U23’ cOntent core.

Mhile the design of a power reactor would Introduce
more complex problems, the agreement between the re-
activity characteristics of the model and the aeven criti-
cal assemblies ob~ined in these experiments is good and
the model described herein should be useful in estsbliah-

ing reactivity characteristics of future cores of this type.
(auth)

40.
6813 BNL-3145(suppL)
[Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.]

CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES OF LIGHT WATER MODERATED,
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM ROD LATTICES AT
BROCNCHAVEN. Supplement to Hazards Summary Report.
Herbert Kouts. Sept. 11, 1956. 25p.

U.
15076 A/CONF.15/P/1841
Brnokbaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.; Westinghouse

Electric Corp. Bettie Atomic Power Div.,
Pittsburgh: and Combustion Engineering Corp.,
New York. —

PHYSICS OF SLIGHTLY ENRZC?IED, NORMAL WATER
LATTICES (THEORY AND EXPERIMENT). H. KOUtO,
R. Sher, J. R. Brown, D. Klein, S. Stein, R. L. Hellens,
end H. Amoid. 70P. $0.50 (OTS).

Prepared for the Second U. N. International Confer-
ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 195S.

Measurements mnde with water moderated latticea of
slightly enricbcd uranium rods nince the last Geneva
conference are presented snd discussed. Additional
me.mmrements on assemblies having uranium oxide ●s
the fuel are also presenttxt. Improvements in technique
are described and analyzed. The evolution of theoretical

methods of interpreting and predicting the neutron be-
havior of reactor cores of this kind is recounted. The

beat present ways of analyzing the neutron economy and
criticality are described and discussed, and comparl-
sonn wtth the available data are given. The methods
range from multigroup treatments based on bomogeniza-
tlon to a few group treatment which may be carried out
by desk calculator methods. The derivation of the few
group parameters from multigroup results is described.
The theoretical treatments are supplemented hy com-
fmrltsoms with the older four-factor methods. Finally,
some memsurementa obtstned with plutonium enriched
rode are described, and tentative results are gtven.
(Mtth)

42.
1s019 A/coNF.15/P/594

Atomics Iniermtional Div., North American Aviation,
Inc., Canoga Park. CalIf.

EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS ON GRAPHITE

LATTI12Es WHICH CONTAIN MU LTf-R0f3 FUEL ELE-
MENTs. R, A. Laubensteln. 16P. $0.50 (OTS).

Prepared for the Second U. N. International Confer-
ence on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1956.

A series of expcmcntlal experiments were carried nut
on graphite-moderatd lnttices containing multi-rod
fuel clusters, in order to obtain information for design

caicuiatlona on sodium -graphite power rtmctors.
Measurements of the lattice buckling and intracell flux
dietrlbutlon were included. Esperlmental measure-
ments nf the critical mass with and without tiodtum in
the core of the Sodium Reactor Experiment were ht-
tended as a check on the application of exponential ex-

periment reeults to a critical aasembly. (M. H. R.)

Ic’c’
LA-749

Los Alamos scientific Lab., N. MCX.
POLYTHEXE– 25 CRITICAL ASSEMBLY AND NEUTROX
DISTRIBUTION STUDIES. Iiugh C. P.axton and G. A.
Lincnbargcr. Sept. 30, 1949. Dcci. Oct. 17, 1957. 51P,

Contract [W-7405 -cng-36]. S9.30(ph OT.Sj; $ 3.60(mf OTS).
Delayed critical behavior was fnvcstigatcd for an array

of ‘~ h. polythcne cubes and U23Scubes of avcmge compa-
aition UF3etC, .s, in an 8 in. thick natural U tamper. The
psmidosphere of critical size (2130 cm3) contained 12.0 kg

of 94.5% u,Rostd time-scale measurcmcnte gave a =
-;36 x 1(14 at delayed critical. Activity distributions fOr

S, Au, Uzsi, and U33t samples were obtained ae a function”
of radiue of the assembly. Appreciable locat variations III
neutron speotrum resulted from the tohomogonelty d the
●ctive ●rrqy. (auth)

44.
16730 A;:C-tr-3362
ExPOXKNTl,\L PILE MEASUREMENTS ON R3a FUEL

ELtXf tXTS. Rolf Pcrsson. Tr.an.sIntcd by W. K.

Ergm (Oak Ridge Natiomnl Lib.) from report AEF-65,
AkticboL]@ Atomcnrrgi, Stockhoim, Sept. 19, 1956. 14p.

Clustrrs of seven umnium rods were investigated in
an cxpencntisl assembly. The mntcrial buckling was
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mcnsu rcd by an cxtrnpolation proccdurc nod tho thcr-

ma 1 d iffus ion Irngth was established from the seutron
intensity. (nuth)

k5.
15025 A/CON F.15/P/600
Argome National lab., Lcmont, 111.

PROPERTIES OF EXPONENTIAL AND CRITICAL SYS-
TEMS OF THOMA-URANIA AND HEAVY WATER,
AND TNEII{ APPLICATION TO REACTOR DESIGN.
“W. C. Rednx,n and J. A. Thie. 18P. $0.50 (o~).

Prepared for the Second U. N. Interoatioad Coafer-
cnce on the Pc:woful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.

Physics st:ttics Inform: ttioo was obtained through s “
wxies of hi$avy wuter exponential and critical experi-

mcmts employing quarter-inch diameter fuel rods with
thOri~m-fJ2ss uto,n ratios of 25 and 50. Buckhgs were

determined fnr exponential triangular l:ittices of 1‘~ to
~ ~t ,n. pitch. Void and tc.mperaiure cncffi~kmt nf

buckling tiiso were measured. Systems of concentric
zont.h }uiving different tmckilngs were Investlg:ltmt.

Critic:il experiments with a ‘/4 in. triangular Iutticc
spwing and height iu diameter ratins from 0.8 to 2.8
gave buckling and reflector savings lnformatloo.

Migration area was determined both by differential
water worth and by variation of enrichment. Reactivity
worth of voids and control rods waa investigated. Tbe~
mai utitlzatlon and “reannance escape were aiso meaa-
ured. Phyaica considerations tn boiling reactor design
are assisted by these atatlca experiments and alao the
observed nperating characteristics of BORAX-W. In
aeektng compatibility among reactivity, void coeffic ien~
conversion ratio, safety and stability, yet heeding

boundary conditions imposed by mechanical, hydraulic
and heat transfer consideration, judicious compro-

mises are necessary. Illustrative of these design
principles, a small 40 Mw Th02-U02-~0 prototype

boiling reactor having 400 kw/ifter of coolant is pre-
sented. Although quite amalL, its attractiveness ia
further enhanced when extrapolated in sise and power
to those of practical interest. (auth)

46.
6589 A/CONF.16/P/675

EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS WITH URANIUM
OXfDE CLUSTERS fN HEAVY WATER. E. Andersen
and O. Aapelund (Joint Estnbl Isbment for Nuclear
Energy Resenrch, Kjeller, Norway). 7p.

Meaaurementa of the buckling of natural uranium
oxide clusters In heavy waler are presented. The cloe-
tera contain 6 and ‘7 oxide rods canned in aiuminum.
(A.C.)

Lattices 45-49

47.
6590 A/CONF.15/P/1192
CRITICAL AND SUBCRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON U-
BcO 1.AT’iTCES. P. Denoint, Ch. Gnurdon, J. Martelly,

M. Sagot, and G. Wunner (Commlssartat h i’f%crgh
Atomique, Parle); and V. Oeniz, D. V. Joahio and
K. Sahal (Atomic E~r~ Establlahment. Trombay,
fndia). cop.

The material buckling of ntsturai uranium-berylttum
oxtde tatttoes wee meeaured. The eqmre cell or efe-
ment bad a pitch of 16 om and uranium rode of 2,60,
2.92, 3.56, and 4.40 cm. A critioal experiment waa con-
ducted with hollow uranium roda enriched to 1.35%.
(W. D. M.)

4$.
7::3 NA.1-SR-309G

Atomics In:crn:ltional Div., No”r:h American Aviation,
inc., Canonx Ptirk, Calif.

EXPONENTIAL EXPERI:IIENTS WITH GRAPiIITE LAT-
TICES COXTAIA7SG MULTIROD SLIGIiTLY EhTtICHZD

URA::IUM FUEL CLUSTLHS. W. W. Drown, F. L.

Fillmore, and B. L. Scott. Jan. 15, 1959. 46P. Con-
iract AT-11 -1-GEN-8. S1.25(OTS).

Studies of 13 cxponcntiai cxpcrimcnts with {:raphite

moderated lattices containing multi rod fuel clusters arc

presented. Tbc lmciiiin~s and detailed Intraccll flux

distributions were measured for each Mt:cc. Avm=::c

flux values for each material of the unit cell arc Civcn.
The thcorclical analysis yields a value of the cffcctivc

rcso~mcc integral and of the rcsonancc neutron inverse
diffusion lcn~h in the moderator, which can be used in

2-sroup sodium graphite reactor calculations. There is
cvidcncc that neutron spectral htideniog corrcciions are

important, but a crude trcatmcmt of thiseffect did not
improve the fit to the cxpcrimentd measurements. The

calculations are prcscntcd in detail, and varioua lattice
paramotars are tabulated. (auth)

49.
22211. NAA-SR-Memo-3980
Atomics International DIv., North American Avtatto%

Inc., Canoga Parlq Calif.

CRITfCAL MASS OF AN Ohm CORE USING PLATE

TYPE FUEL ELEMENTS. H. C. Field. June 8, 1659.
4p. $ 1.80 (ph), $ 1.60(mf) 0T9.

The clean critical maes of an OMR core was deter-
mined experimentally using low enrichment U plate-
type fuel clementa 1ssa eix-inch lattice epacing ad

Santowax R at 340”F as tbe moderator. Criticality waa
attained with 39 fuel elements (39I5 kg) preeent in the
core, three shim rods wtthdra~ and the fourth ehim
rod about 1/0 withdrawn. (W.D. M.)



Lattices 50-55

50.
2857 CF-51J-8-3
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH 2.09% Uni-ENRICHED
URANIUM METAL PLATES IN WATER. J. K. FOX,
J. T. Mthnlczo, and L. W. Gllley. Aug. 3, 1958. 9P.
Contrnct [W-7405 -ong-26]. $1.80(ph OTS); S1.80(mf
OTS).

Experiments wero performed with 2.O!J% U23t-cnrlched
uranium metal plntea in a llgbt-wnter-muf cratcd and
-reflected asaembly. Each plate wae 30 in. long. 31/8 in.
wide, and 1A in. thick and contained 7.09 kg of uranium.
In the first assemblies the plates were arrnngcd in rows
with edges adjacent, and the spacing between rowa waa

varied froy ~ to l~a in. The optimum spacing was
abuut 7/’ in., With the spacing between rowa maintained at
1/1 in., the ~pac IW between the edges of the Plntes was

varied from O to ‘~ In. The optimum spacing between

edges was 6/,8 in. The minimum critical mass in these
assemblies waa 6.74 kg of U23C. (auth)

51.
2s53 CF-5Y-b-5
O:tk Ridge Nattnnal Lab., Tcnn.
Cl{: TIC.\L PA1lAMETERS FOR POISONED AXXULAR

CYLINDERS COSTAIXIXG AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS OF
L!3S. J. K. Fox and L. W. GilIcy. Aug. I, IOSH. 7P.
Contract [W-7405 -cng-2G]. $ 1.80(ph OrS); $ l.&O(mf
OTS).

ltxl)crimcnls were performed to dctcrminc the crilical
parnmctcr.s of aqueous solutions of 93.2% U21S-cnrichcd
uranyl [Iuoridc conlaincd in cylindrical annuli formed by
various combinations of aluminum cylimfcrs varying in
djamctcr from 2 to 30 in. In all of the experiments the
inside cylinder was lined with a 20-mil-thick cadmium
shcut and flllcd with water to a hclght of 48 in., and In
some cxpcrlmcnta a water reflector was used on the
sides and bottom of tho outside cylinder. The data indi-
cate that for the solution having an H:U2’K atomic ratio
of 50.4 the critical infinitely high rcflcctcd annulus
would have a minimum thickness between 2.5 and 3 in.,

while the unreflected annulus would have a thickness be-

tween 3.75 and 4.5 in. The corresponding thicknesses
for the solution having an H:U23$ atomic ratio of 309
would be between 3.6 and 4 in. for the reflected annulua
and between 4.5 and 5.5 tn. for the unreflected annulua.
(autb)

52.
2859 CF-56-9-40
Oak Rldgc National Lab., Term.
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH ARRAYS OF ORR AND
BSR FUEL ELEMENTS. J. K. Fox md L. W. Gilley.
Oct. 2, 1958. 6p. Contract ~-7405 -eng-26]. $1.80

(ph OTS); $ 1.80(mf OTS).
Crttlcal experlmcnta were performed with ORH SIXI

BSR fuel elements to determine cafe arraye in which tbe
elements could be handled and stored. The data fndicate

that the optimum spactng for criticality of 16S-g ORR

elements in water Is 0.2 tn. between locating bossca and
that an btfmlte array of vertically placed clemcn@ one
element high would probably be eubcriticcd with a 1 l~-in.

spacing behvecn Iocsting bosses. For uniform arrays
of adjacent elements In wntcr, variation in the fuel loiad-
ing per elemcot between 140 and 200 g made very little
difference in the criticnl mass. When 132 vlemcnta with
so average loading of 160 g per clement were C1OSCIY
packed in water in an 11 by 12 element array in which
the rows were separated with 20-mll-thick cadmium
sheets, on apprec table eourcc neutron multiplication
was observed; nor waa there any apprecinblc multiplica-
tion wbcn both the cadmium sheets and the water moder-
ator were removed and the army was surrounded with
12-in. -thick parnffin reflector. A two-row slab-shaped
array with 24 200-g center etementa and 14 16 S-g ele-
ments on each end, all spaced 0.2 in. between locating

bnaaes, was subcriticsf, and it appears that two infi-
nitely long rows of 168-s elements would be aubcrlticai.
(auth)

53●

7113 A/CON F.15/P/33G
NATURAL URANIUM - llEAVY WATER LATTICES.

Y. Girar& J. C. Koechitn, J. Moreau. and R. Naudet

(commtasartat ~ l’~ne~e Atomlquo, parts). 97P.

A group of IApiactan determinations were made.
under critical running condttiona in the heavy water-
natural urantum pile “AquIlon” constructed for this

pupa, ueing either complete Iatticea or samples of
lattices employing a two-zone method. The experi-
mental equipment and methods of meaaurament ●re
briefly described. Measurements were made for square
taitice cells, going in 20 mm intervals from 130 to
260 mm. Results are presented for various ham.
Other effects were meaaured. iW.D.M.)

54.
8252

CRiTfCAL EXPERIMENTS ON THE AQUfLON RBAC-
TOR. Y. Girard, J. C. Koecfdln, and J. M. Moreau.
Bull. inform. SCL et tech. No. 14, 14-22 (195S) Feb.

fin French)

The Aquilon 1s a natural umnium research reactor
cooled wtth heavy water. The atdeldtng, auxiliary ia-
stallattons, and the control Inetallatfons am descrtbed.

A study was made of tbe crftlcai condlttons of the m-
reactor, ●nd aa experimental determination of the buck-
ling waa also performed. The values obtalncd am @van.

(J.S.R.)

55.
4798 HW-66919
General Electrlo Co. Hanford Atomic Products

Operation, Richland, Wash.
NUC LEAR PHYSICS RESEARCH QUARTERLY REPORT
[FOR] APRX~ MAY, AND JUNE 1958. Juiy 21, 19S8.
76p. Contract W-91 -109 -Eng-62. $2.25 (OTS).

Tbe constants are calculated for the analytical solu-

.

.
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tion for the thermal neutron flux In a nonabeorbing heavy
gaa with a temperature discontinuity, and an alternative
method of dcrivlng the group conetants for Seiengut’s

two-thermal-group approximations 1s given. Calcula-
tions are ahown for thermal flux in a celi with tempera-
ture discontinultiee by a method employing the formai-
lsm of few-group theory hit retaining the qualitative

features of neutron distribution. Resuite of buckilng
meaeuremcmts for fuel elements in random va. uniform
array are summarized. Measurements of the number of

fuel rods required for criticality for several iattices
with 1.6% enriched U end iight water moderator and re-

flector were compieted using the “Approacb-to-
Criticality” method. In connection with processing of
fuels enriched to ~, K _ values were measured In
PCTR for UOS hydrogen-moderated systems. A re-
evaluation of q which resuite in more reaiistic critical
parameters for naturni U -iight water iatticca is re-
ported. A summary ia given of tbe empiricai method
used to estimnte criticai masses of oraiioy ve. core
dwwity when surrounded by a full density natural U re-
ficctor. The techniques for measurement of K - in
PCTit are extended to the case where there Is a tem-
perature change in the fuel. Measurement of the metai
temperature coefficient of K_ for 19-red cluatera of
UOi in tbe PCTR is deecribed. Erpreaeiotm are given

for the harmonic end end corrections for a three-region
exponential pile. Measurement of material buckiinge of
seven-rod cluatera of 0.925 -in. -diam. natural U fuel ele-
ments to a graphite moderator waa completed. Fission
oroaa ●eotiorm for Am141 and Npa’7 at0,1 to 6 ●v ware
meaeured us Ing the cryetal spectrometer. The weights

of the Uass fiseion foils used at Hanford and Harwell for
abeolute fission cross aectlon measurement are com-
pared. Results of measurements of the age to In reso-

nance of monoenergetic neutrons in kerosene and water
are given. (For preceding period see HW-55879.)
(T. R. H.)

56,
9472 HW-67861

General Electric Ce. Ranford Atomic Producte
Operation, Richbmdo Waeh.

NUCLEAR PHYSICS RESEARCH QUARTERLY RE-

PORT [FOR] JULY, AUGUSI’, SEPTEMRER 1958.
Oct. 20, 1958. 34p. Contract W-31 -109 -Eng-52.
$1.00 (0TS).

Theoretical Physics. Valuea are given for the numer-
icai constant Cn in the equation for”thermal neutron flux

in a nonabsorbing heavy gas medium with a temperature
discontinuity. Experimental Nuclear Physics. Errors
in previoue measurements of tbe slow neutron fission
cross section of Amu: made new measurements on a
new sample necesam-y. The new resuita are given.
Critical Mace Pbyaics. Resutte are given from the

approach-t-critical experiment with 3.01 wt. % @x
U fuel elcmenta, O.925-iO. outeide diam., arranged in

light-water moderated and reflected bexsgoml tntticea
of various spacings: Reeults of buckting caiculationa
for 3%-cnricbed U~ rod-water latticee sod 5%-

Lattices 56-59

enriched U rud – water fattices are given. ‘rhe deveinp-
ment of a semi-empirical fnrmutation for simplifying
calculations of the faat effect for U metal nrtd U% fuel
elemente in light water is presented. FueI clement en-

richment, rod eize, and lattice spacing me the varia-
bles considered. (For preceding period scc HW-569 19.)
(T. R. H.)

57.
19691 NP-7762

Iowa State COIL, Ames.
OPERATfNG CHARACTERISTICS OF A URANIUM
GRAPHITE SfJBCRfTICAL ASSEMHLY WITH COOLANT
HMULA2’’ION (thesis). John Henry Hoganson. 1957.

86p.
Experimentzf and theorcticaf investigations with ura-

nium -graphite subcritical assemblies were carried out
to determine the varioua nuclear constants of a lattice.
The lattice constants were the materta.1 buckling, multi-
plication constant, iattice diffueion length, and thermal
unitization of the unit cell including the proceee tube
aeeembly. In thfs investigating stx iattice conflguratlona
were considered. (W. D. M)

58.
8237 HW-58678
General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Producte

Operation, Richland. Waah.

CORRELATION OF EXPONENTIAL AND PCTR MEAS-
UREMENTS ON CLUSTER FUEL ELEMENTS WfTH

THEORY. G. D. Joanou. Dec. 31, 1958. Decl.
Feb. 11, 1959. 21P. Contract [W-31 -109 -Eng-52].
$4.60 (ph). $2.70(mf) Oi’S.

Recent improvements in methcda of lattice parameter
calcuiacion are reported. By refinement of conventional
calculation mcthode, successful applications to caees of
ciuster fuel ciemenia were found. The model used Is

described, and the resonance escape probability inte-
gral, fact effect, fission nei.iron releaae 10 neutron fuel
capture ratio, and thermtti uiiiization are calculated. fn
addition, the diffusion icngth and Fermi age were calcu-
lated as weil as rwuiron streaming and density correc-
tions. The cxperimcntai work is described, and a
comparison of thcorcticai and experimental resuits Is

made. (J. R. D.)

59*
22209 HW-81547

General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Pzwduota Opera-
Uon, Rlchiend, Wash.

CRITICALITY OF FUElX3 OF LOW ENRICHMENT IN
CYLINDERS. N. Ketziach. Aug. 14, 1959. 12p.
$3.30 (ph), $2.40(mf) OTS.

Curvee are preeented of critical messes aa a function
of cylinder diameter end fuel rod size for 1.6, 3.o, and

5.0% Ux enrlcbed metal-water ayateme. (W.D.M.)
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Lattices MI-66

60.
125 BXL-486
13roo’khavcn tGuional hb., Upton; N. Y.
EXPERIMEN1’,\L STUDIES C)F SLIGHTLY E>’RICHED
URANIUM, WATUR MODERATED LATTICES. PART I.
O.GOO-IS. -DLAMETflR RODS. ficrbcrt huts and
Rudolph Shcr. Sept. 1957. 41p. S1.25(OTS).

Studlcs on 15 urwsium -water lattices of 0.60(J-in. -
dtamcter uranium roda are pre6cntcd. Three fuel en-
richments were used; these had nominal U2]S contents of
1.0!%, 1.15%, and 1.3%. Actual enrichments and densities
for the fuel is given. Five ratios of water-to-uranium
volumes were studied with each fuel cnrlchment, The
pertinent geometrical data on these lattices are given.
(lV.L.H.)

61.
7104 A/CONF.15/P/246
LES PROPRfETES PHYSIQUES DE QUELQUES ELE-
MENTS COMPOSES, DANS DES REACTEURS DU
TYPE U–DiO. (Physical Characteristics of some
Composite Natural Uranium Fuel Elements in Heavy
Water.) P. Lehmanrq R. W. Meier, and J. P. Schnee-

berger (Sulzer Bros. Ltd., Wintertbur, Switzerland).
21p.

fatticesi of natural uranium and heavy water were in-
vestigated for two types of fuel elements —the rod
cluatcr and tube cluster types. The geometric dimen-
sions of uranium are determined hy thermal considera-

tions assuming a surface heat flux of 100 w/cm2 and
ftxlng the number of subelements per cluster. The
apecfflc power (w/g of fuel) is a parameter varied witbtn
reasonable limits. New methods for the calculation of
the lattice parameters 6, p, and f were employed, tn-

cludbsg recently publisbed American, Canadian, and
French methods. Some further refinements for the
resonance capture of interior aurfacea of the composite
elements were developed which arc applicable to sya-
terns with a coolunt mato rial different from tho modern-
tor. Finally, the material buckling is obtained for the
cold-clean aa well ae the hot-poisoned case. The meth-
ods of calculation are then applied for other suixtivided
elements very similar in geometric shape for which the
material bucid ing ie known from exponential or critical

experiments. (auth)

62.
18252 WAPD-TM-130
Weati~houae Electrio Corp. Bettia Plant, Pittsburgh.
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH A SEED AND BLAH-
KET SLAB GEOMETRY ASSEMBLY. S. H. Levine,
E. J. Hanraty, P. G. Johnson, L. A. Mtkoleit, S. L
Shufler, sod W. F. f3. Vogelsang. July 19S9. 9sp.
Contraot AT-11 -1-GEN-14, $2.25 (OTS).

A series of critical experiments was performed on
slab geometry critical assemblies to study the baaio
behavior of seed-blanket type cores. These experlmente

included water-worth mensuremente, inference of ex-
oess and shutdown reactlvities, temperature ooefft-

cients, three-dimensional activations, control rod
worths, end the effect of burnable poison (boron). fn
meet cases, theoretical calculations are compared to
tbe experimental results, and the agreement between
experiment and theory, in general, ie quite good. (auth)

63.
li1919 li\v-57s53

General IHcctrIc Co. }innford Atomic Products

O,>cralion, Richkmd, Wash.

RUCKLISG MEASUR12MESTS OF FULL ELIZ\fENTS IN
R,\N~OM ARRAYS. I{. C. Lloyd. Ccl. 21, 1956. 8P.
Contract W-3 l-109 -Eng-52. $1.80 @h), $ l.bO (mf) OTS.

TIW buckling was measured for three different fuel

element types in random arrays. The wc rage value of
the buckling was Icss th~n the buckling of uniform ar-

rays in all three cases, but in view of the 9S% confi-
dence limit, it is not considered advisable to tncrcase
tho safe criticiil limits of random arrays above those of
uniform arrays. (’D. E. B.)

64.
17365

NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION MEASUREMENTS OF
HETEROGENEOUS 3.1 PER CENT ENRICHED
URANIUM-WATER SYSTEMS. R. C. Lloyd, R. B.

Smith, and E. D. Clayton (General Electric Co.,
Rlchland, Wash.). Nuclear Sci. and En& ~, No. 1,

Suppl., 62-3(1959) June.
The deBlgn of efficlont sytitems for processing spent

power reactor fuel elements requires information on
the critical masses involved. To obtain some of the
needed information, approach-to-critical experiments

were carried out with light-water-moderated and-
reflected hexagonal-lattice assemblies uabsg enriched
solid U fuel elements. Experiments were made for
fuel elements of 0.925, 0,600, and 0.300-in. O.D. with
the H20/U s@lOs for lattice speclnga to span maxi-
mum buckling and minimum critical mass. (W. D. M.)

65.
17049 BNL-536
Brookhsven National Lsb., Upton, N. Y.
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT PROGRESS
REPORi’ [FOR] JULY l-SEPTEMBER 30, 1958.

F. Maslan, txl. 76p. $2.25 (OTS).
The study of effective rcswmncc integrals In a

heterogeneous system was continued. Meaeurcment

of the buck] ing and reflector tiuvings of tho 0.250 -in.-

diam. rod, Wiiter-mode..riitcd lattices was completed for
both 1.027 and 1.5% enriched U metal.

66.
1?051 CF-59-7-87

Oak Ridge National Leh.

MULTfPL2CATfON MEASUREMENTS WITH Hf GHLY
ENRICHED URANIUM METAL SLABS. J. T. Mlhzlczo

.

.
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. end J. J. Lynn, July 27, 1959. 35p. Contract [W-

‘f405-eng-26]. $6.30 (ph), $3.00(mf) O’f9.
A aerlcs of neutron multiplication measurements wttlt

arrays of 1 by 8 by 10 in. slabs of 93.4% Uzs-enriched

uranium metaf was made to provide data from wtdcb
safety criteria for the etorage of these fiaaile unite can
be eatabliahed. Each slab contatned 22.9 kg of U*S. A
maxfmum of 125 utita was eaaembled. The arrays
studted were cubic lattices of the untte end were usually
parallelepipeds in shape. Arrays were both unmoder-
ated and Plexiglas-moderated and were surrounded in
moat caaes by a I-in. -thick Plextglas reflector. The
lattice densities (ratio of fisaile untt volume to lattice
cell volume) were between O.023 and 0.06. Unmoderated
lattices with a density of 0.06 would require 145 * 5
unfts for criticality, while those with a density of 0.023
would require 350 + 30 units. In latticea in which the

fisalle unite are separated by 1 in. of Plexiglaa, ap-
proximately 27 units would be required for a critfcad
array with a lattice density of 0.06 imd about 75 unite
for a density of 0.023. Distributing Foamglas (contain-
ing 2% boron) throughout a moderated array increased
the criticat number of fiaaile urdte by a factor of 5,
while Styrofoam had a amzll effect. (auth)

6’7.
10629 CRRP-648
Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. Chalk River Project,

Chalk River, Oat.

IA’lTICE EXPERIMENTS FOR CLUSTERS OF NINE-
TEEN 1.31 CM DIAMETER URANIUM METAL RODS IN
HEAVY WATER. A. Okazakl, D. F. Atlen, and D. W.
Hone. Jm. 1959. 40P. $1.00 (AECL).

The naturat urantum metal fuel w aa in tbe form of
cyllmrical slugs 1.31 + 0.01 cm diam. by 16 cm long

fitted loosely Into ahnnlnum tubes 210 cm long. The
clusters were auapended by a gimbal arrangement on
beama which were placed acroas the top of tbe pile. The
buckling of the lattice under investlgatton wns obtained
from meaaurementa of the macroscopic flux distribution

through the reactor. The thermal flux diatributlon
through the central cell was meaaured to obtain the ther-
mal utilization and thermal di[fusion area. The alow~~
down area for the lattice waa calculated. In addition to
the fine structure meaaurementa made wltb manganese
wires, the distribution of neutron capture by I?’a

through the central cluster was obeerved. fW.D.M.)

68.
7071 A/CONF.15/P/151
C,\ LCULATION OF LATTICE PARAFIETERS FOR
CI{ANILM llOD CLUSTERS 1X l{EAVY WATER ASD

CO RIL1;LA”f IOX \VITII KXPER131ZP71Y5. IL Pcrsh.Wcn,

G. Ancl,:rs~rm, nnd 1. Carlvik (AB Atomcncr~i,
SlwkJtOlm). 24i1.

Xcthnds lmvc lx-en dcm-loped for prcdictinC the

buckling of cold clcnn Iatticcs of uranium metal or
urnnium oxide (UO:) rod clusters in hcnvy lvalcr.
Tlw mcthmfs involve rcfincmcnts and modificnlions of

Lattices 67-71

the stnmktrd two-group rcclpc and hnvc been corrclztcd
with cxponc}lial nnd criticaI cxpcrimcntz. In principle,

the Iatlicc paritmctcrs c, p, f, L2, and r arc calculatct~
nnd q Is dctcrmincd from mcasurcmcnts of the tmckfing.

(mlth)

69.
6587 A/CON F.15/P/160

EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS ON HEAVY WATER-
NATURAL URANIUM METAL AND OXIDE LATTICES.

R, Persaon, E. BIomaj& J. D6derlein, E. Ander.sen,
and O. Aapelund (AB Atomene rgt, Stockholm). 23p.

A description is given of some unique featuree of tbe
experimental facility. The theory of mtxed Iattices fs
discussed. Measurements nre reported on tbe buckffng
for Iatticea consisting of clusters of uranium metal and
oxide rnda tn L+O at room temperature, tbe temperature

coefficient between 10 and 80”C for ~0 and for differ-
ent lattices, and control rod effects. fw. D. M.)

70.
9432 BNL-483(P.61-72)

Argonne N~tionfil hb., Lcmont, fll.
AGE AND RESONANCE ESCAPE PROBABILITY FOR
THE TNUD CHITICAL. W. C. Itcdman. P.61-72 [Of]
T}[~R1fJM- @3 syMPOSIUM, SPONSORED BY TIIE

UNITED STATfiS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION AT
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY, JANU-

ARY 9-10, 1958. 12P.
‘The term THUD d~~lbmdt’s a system of Th~-U~

fuel elements and heavy water currently under investi-
gation In both exponential and critical experiments. The
specific object of tho THUD program at Its outset wos
to dovolop tho information roqulrcd for the dcrnlgn of a
heavy water -oxide fuel loadtng for tbe EBWR. The
geometrical buckling for a ‘~-inch triangular lattice of

25:1 Th tm U*’S fuel rods was determined from a se-
quence of aeven clean crlt!cala. Two Independent mcth-

oda have been employed to establish experimentally W
neutron age for the THUD system. Values of the reso-
nance escape probability for the ‘~ tnch tricmgukir lat-

tice have been obtained by fuel and analysis of the fud
eubatitution experiments. Several experimental deter-
minations have been made of the effective resonance
Integral for Th and ThQ. (W. L. H.)

71.
1802 AERE-T/M-166”
United Ktngdom Atomic Energy Authority. Reseercb

Group. Atomic Energy Research Establishment,
Hsrwell, Berke, England.

AN INV@TfGATION INTO THE CAUSES OF A DIS-
CREPANCY IN THE THEORETICALLY PREDICTED
Km FOR ENRICHED URANIUM HEAW WATER LAT-
TICES. K. T. Sptnney. June 1958. 24p.

The discrepancy between theoretical and experimen-
tal valuea of the reactivity of enriched uranium-heavy
water lattlces was Investigated. A deacrlptlon of tbe

*
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experimental apparatus, known as DIMPLE, ia given,
along with a diacuasion of the procedure. It was con-
cluded thnt all of the diacrcpancy could not be accounted
for; however, some reasona arc given, such aa incom-
plete allowance for the inhomogeneity of the core re-
sulting in an underestimate of the leakage. (J. R. D.)

1960

72.
7985 BAW-1179
Babcock end Wilcox Co. Atomio Energy Div., Lynobburg,

Va.
THORfUM URANIUM PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS (TUPIS).

Monthly Report [for] October 1969. R. C. Anderson, M. L.
Batch, R. H. LewiII, N. L. Snidow, and W. M. Vamwy. 27p.
Contract AT(ll-1)-766. OTS.

The Thorium- Uranium Phynics Experiment (TUPE) ix a

study of uniform-lattice cores moderated with H20. The

objectives of the TUPE project are: (1) to determine the

critical size and tman for Ooras with M/W in the range 0.S

to 1.0 and for Nq/N2t = 2S/1 and 15/1; (2) to determine “
nonleekage probability to allow &termination of&; (2) to
aepzrate ~ into feat and O1OWcomponents; (4) to deter-
mine a8 many two-group parameters as possible in a orMi-

U1 experiment, including P%, ~ water/~ fuel, end kl/k2;
and (5) to compare experimental reaulte with predictions
from vzrioue czlculational modeie. A description of the
cores, tbe statua of the project, the reaolta of calcutatioaa
of the 25/1 lattices, and the resuite of meaeurementa on
Core 25 D are given. (W. D. M.)

73 ●

17270 YAEC-152
Weetinghouae Electric Coxp Atomic Power Dept., Pitts-

burgh.
CRITiCAL MASSES AND LATTICE PARAMETERS OF
HtO-U02 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. A Comparison
OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT. W. H. Arnold, Jr.
Nov. 1959. 47p. For Yankee Atomic Electric Co. Con-
tract ‘AT(30-3)-222, Shdxontract No. 1. OTS.

A semi-empirlceJ method of performing lattice calcula-

tions in U02– H20 cores lo described which wae used in the
design of Yankee core 1. Calculated results using this

method give close agreement with experimental remdte

from the Bettie TRX facilities, from the Yankee end BR-9
critical experiment, and from a critical experiment per-
formed for the NSS Savannah. Although the eemi-empirical
method gives adequate agreement, another nyetem of cal-
culation lo preeented which ueee the MUFT code end hoe
a somewhat firmer theoretical justification. It ehouid
prove valuable in the deeign of future cores. (euth)

’74 ●

812 DP-407

IhI Pent de Nemours (E. I.) & CO. Savannah River Lab.,
Aiken, S. C. -

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT PILE MEASUREMEN18 OF

LATTTCE PARAMETERS OF NATURAL URANIUM IN
HEAVY WATER. Norman P. 13aUUIaM. July 1959.
33P. Contract AT(O’7-2)-1. OTS

Details and complete reeulta are given of a eeriea of
lattice etudfea performed in the Process Development

Pile (PDP). me latticee eimiied revered a large range
of cmfigurations of natural uranium fuel in D@. Fuel

assemblies coneisted of single bare metal rode,
clustered bare metal rode, clustered bare metal plates,
metal tubes in aluminum houaingz, and clustered rods
of ainminum-ciad UOZ Additional meeeuremente were
made with assemblies of metal platee inside gas-filled
tubes. Triangular or equivalent latUce spacings were
varied from 7.00 to 10.69 inches by the use of 7, 6, 5, 4,

or 3 aeoemblies in the PDP test region. A detailed tabu-
lation contains the measured bucklinge and the modera-

tir purity eorrectione for all lattices meaeured, The
tabulation also Includes cakulated parameters, such u

~, P, f, L;, ~d T. Correction required because of the
irregutar spacing of the teet assemblies are diacuaaed
and Iiated for each lattice. The twmgroup, two-region

method of analyzing critical water heights la described
in detail. A comparison ia made of the PDP meeaure-

mente with similar meaaurementa that mre made at
Chalk River, A.B. Atomenergi, Saolay, and North
American AviaUon. (auth)

75.
11288 BAW-1158
Babcook and Wtioox Co. Atomio Energy Div., Lynchburc,

Va.
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WiTH GENERAL iSLECTRfC
COMPANY FUEL FOR THE N. S. 8AVANHAE. R. M. Balls
A. L. MMKimIey, J. H. NOrtaIUtXL and IL P. Joknata.
Jdy 97, 1050. 7*. =traot AT(SO-2)-SS40. 0T8.

Experimedltal data ● re tabldatui ax obtained fmm oom-
~ratim meaauremaita ueing fuel rodx provtded by the
GemeA Eleotrio Company together with The Baboook and
Wilcox MARTY pfna. Both ●eta of fuel elements were olad

with ●tainleaa steel and contained uranium dioxide enriched
to 4% U-235. The reeulta provide critical configuration
and data for determirdng reactivity effects of spacer bara
(flow blocke), reactivity effects of thick-wailed fuel rods
and corner poieon rode, “flux distributions in the G.E. fuel,
differential water wortba, reactivity effects of red follow-
ers, and temperature effeot6. (auth)

?6 ●

18413 BNL-297
~kbaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.

QUARTERLY PROORESS REPORT [FOR] FEBRUARY 16-
MAY 16, 1964. Decl. Apr. 8, 1957. 46p. OTS.

Buckling meaeurementa wttb 0.600-tn. fuel rodx in O1OU
water were completed for U enrichments of 1.3, 1.16, ti

80
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1.0%. Water-tO-U volume ratlosof 1, 1.6, 2,3, rutd4tol
were ueed. Values of B* =+0.26 i 19 x 10-4/cm2 andk=
1.0009 iO.0006 were obtatned frnmalattice ofnaturallf
mdsin H20atavolume rattoof 1.5:1. Apmpoeedsbim

oontrol system for the LMFR is described whtch will maia-
tatnconttnuous control of the fuel concentration. fn a teat

of the “torch” process for removfng Pa and Ufrom ThF4
blankets by the fluorination of contaminants in a H*- F,
flame, ‘77% of theorigtnai feed loet72% ofitsorigtndao-
Uvlty. Amethed using fueedsaits waeleae succenaful. It
was found that 92 to 95% of mixed fisaion product activity

inmolten NaNO, was scavenged out byaeuspensionof mo-

tailic oxides tiuch as Mu and Fe. Isothermal studies of
Th3B15 in liquid Bi and a liquid Pb- Bi eutectic showed that
after 2000 hr, the compound particlee grow larger in Bl,

butthermal cycling teats with the same dispersions indi-
oated that the particlea gmw larger in Pb - Bi. Static cor-
meion teata of B and W alloy 701 and chromized Croioy
21A ehowed no corrosion in Bi or U- Bi. Wetting experi-

ments revealed that pure Fe can be wetted by heating to .
1600”F under high vacuum and immersing in Bi at 725°C

for 5 hr. Additional data are presented on the erosion of

graphite by Th - Bi, the volubility of Fe and Zr in Bi, the
adsorption of Z r on Fe from liquid Bi, the radiation datnagt
of SiOt, and the thermaf cycling of U. The trattemisaion of
neutrons through an air slot waa Investigated aa a function
of slot dimenaiona. Parameters of several neutron reso-

nance levels in U1’8 were obtained. (For preceding period
eee BNL-285.) (C. J. G.)

77 Q
26408 NAA-SR-S409
Atotnice International. Div. of North American AvtaUon,

Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.
~PONENTfAL EXPERIMENTS WfTH GRAPHITE-
MODEIUTED URANIUM-METAL LATTICES. R. W.

Campbell and R. K. Paschall. Sept. 16, 1960. 32p. Con-
tract AT-11 -1-GEN-8. OTS.

Meaeurementa of material buckling and intracell flux

distributions were made tn eight uranium-graphite expo-

nential assemblies constructed from combination of three
squarewell sizes (7-, 9.6-, and 12-in.) and three enrich-

ments (0.4962, 0.7205, and 0.9124 a/o) of l-tn.-diameter
lranfum metal fuel rods. Data from these aesemblie.g in

conjunction with eingle-element experiments indicate that
the maximum buckling for the enriched fuel wae approxi-
mately 4.65 m ‘2 at a 5.6-in. lattiCe Spacing. ‘tracell

thermal-flu diatrtbuttona agreed to within 2 or 3% of val-
ues obtained from the S4 approximation of tbe transport
equation although the theory ehowed a ayetematically larger

flux depression in the more highly enriched fuel, perhapa
owing to neglect of epectral hardetdng. Resonance-eecape
probabilities were meaaured for the three lattice epacinga
of natural (O.7206 at. % dss) fuel. Tbe average value ob-
tained for the effective renonanoe integral for U2Sowas
10.02 ● 0.40 bttrne. TMs value is in otoae agreement with ●

vatue of 9.77 barns obtained from the empirieal formuta
I = 27.8~S/M + 0.04, deduoed from ffelletrunt’s datA. (auth)

78.
16572 HW-36174

General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Producte @eratlon,
Rlchland, Waeh.

EXPONf3f’WfAL PILE MEASUREMENTS WITH HOLf.OW

SLUGS fN GWPHITE - URANIUM LATTICES. E. D.
Clayton. Apr. 12, 1955, f)ecl. Mar, 31, 1960, 32p. Cen-

tract W-31 -109 -Eng-52. OTS.
Buckling meaeurementa were taken with hollow natural U

slugs in graphite-moderated lattices, in which tbe latttce
opacing wae varied from 6s~6 to 15 in. in 5 stepe. The re-

sults of wet (water in the core) and dry measurements are

reported. Buckling curves are sfven aftowing the effect on
the buckling of coring the slug and placing water in the
core. Simple three-region diffusion theory ie applied to the
meaaured latticee in an effort to correlate measurement
with theory, but with only limited success. (auth)

79.
19689 NW-65328
t3eneral Eleotric @. Hanford Atomic Products operati~

Rtchiand Waeb.
NUCLEARLY SAFE MASS LfMiTS, VOLUME LIMITS,

INFINITE CYLINDER DIAMETERS AND SLAB THICK-
NESSES FOR SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM RODS IN

LIGHT WATER E. D. Clayton. May 24, 1960. 15P.
Contract AT(45-1)-1350. OTS.

A eeriea of frtveattgatione involving critical approach
and exponential meaaurementa made with 3.06% enriched U
ie reported. Data from Uteee expertmentu were ueed to

oalcutate critical parameters and safe valuee which nre
shown graphtcaily. The data pertatn to U rnda of diameters
wbtch tn one caee result in the mtnimum critical mass, and
in the second caee give the maximum buckling. An lllua-
trative problem in nuclear safety ie included in which maac
and volume are discuaeed for a hypothetical dtsaolver used
to proceae U fuel elements of 3.1% enrichment. (J. R. D.)

80.
22619 WCAP-1413

Weotingfmuee Elaotrio Corp. Mmio Power DCI%., Pttts-
burgb.

MULTI-REGION REACTOR LATTICE STUDIES OF FUEL

CYCLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR THE PEBfOD
JULY 1 TO DECEMBER S1, 1960. fm H. Coen. Apr. Ii,

1S60. 47p. Cotiraot AT(SO- 1)-2176. ~S.
Critical experiments at hfgh water-tn-metal ratios LU@

2.7% enriched UO: stattdesa steel clad fuel reda and the

associated core components from the Yankee critical ax-
periment were performed to obtain critical tnaaa data in
the range of moderating rattoa close to the optimum. EX-
pertmetttal work for the leeae-lattice experiments wan
completed. Calcuiatime of the critical maea at mcderaiq
ratios cloee to the optimum were made. (See aiao WCAP

1414.) (C.J,G.)

.
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81.
13048 HW-2’7921
Hanford [Atomio Products Operation], General Electria

CO. Rlchiend, Weab.
PHYSICS UNIT-APPLIED RESEARCH Subsection
TECHNfCAL ACTXVfTIES REPORT FOR APRIL 1953.
J. E. Fanlkner, D. E. tMvenport, and 0. E. IRIvall.
kixy 4, 1953. Deol. Mar. 3, 1960.’ 16P. 0T8.

The # qMtiS of ‘@” Utd Rh’” ~re &terdd. *
reauita of neutrom atmamhg tmloclatiom for Manford
ppbit4 m mportd. H- mmxnzemmtta m ●

88/10in. ●all dug httloe wmm mmpleted. Critioal
Iattloe experiments and neutron dtstrlbution studies are
also reported. (D, E. B.)

82.
2278 NAA-SR-Memo-3it80
Atomics International Dir., North American AviatiotI, fno.,

Canoga Park, Cxlif. -
CRtTICAL MASS OF AN OHR CORE USINO PLATE TYPE
FUEL ELEMEN’M. R. C. Fiald. Jima 0, 195S. 4P. CYIS.

The clean critical maas of k core using low enrichment
U plate-type fuel elements in a mix-inch latttoe spacing,
and using Santnwxx R at 340”F aa the moderator wxa ex-
perimentally determined, Criticality waa attained with
tblrty-nfne fuel elements, contdntng 3916 kg of U, precettt
in the core, three nhim roda withdrawn, and the fourth shim

md about Vc withdrawn. The interpolated clean crltlcal
mass waa determined dJ be 3910 kg of U. (w. L. H.)

83.
9183

EFFECTS OF THE CONTAMINATION BY LIGHT WATER
ON LATTICES OF NATURAL URANIUM RODS fN HEAVY
WATER. Bernard S. Finn and James W. Wade (E. L du
Pent de Nemours & Co., Atken, S. C.). Nuclear Scl. and

Eng. 7, 93-6(1960) Feb.
‘l%~effecta of H20 contamination on lattices of natural

uranium metal in D20 were meaeured. The buckling
chengea associated with H*O contamtnatton were deter-
mined for two lattices with moderator-to-fuel volume
ratios of 12.3 and 14.6 over a range of Ff10 concentrations
from 0.2 to 8.2 mole %. The agreement between calculated
and experimental cbangea in fmcfdlng for these Iattices waa
within ●25 X 10-’ cm-z. SlmiIar measurements on seven
other lattices with moderator-to-fuel ratios in the range

from 31 to 212 were made for a change In the H20 concen-
tration from 0.16 to 3.92 mole %. For theee measurements
the experimental ohange in buckling was about 15% greater

than the calculated change. (autb)

%.
20783 RFP-162
Dow Chemical Co. Rocky Flate Plant, Denver.

CRITICALITY STUDIES OF ENRfCHED URANIUM METAL
IN U02(N03)2 SOLUTIONS. A. Goodwin, Jr., C. L. Schuake,

and G. H. Bidinger. July 28, 1960. 17P. Contract AT(29-

1)-1106. OTS

Neutron multiplication measurements were made on
6.6-in. diam cylindrical assemblies of enriched U discs
immersed in aqueous solutions of enriched U02(NOS)I. Dff-
fuaion calculations were made on homogeneous mixtures of
the enriched U with varying H: U atomic ratios. (auth)

$5 ●

18334 LA-i!02ti

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.

CRITICAL MASSES OF ORALLOY LATTICES IMMERSED
IN WATKI{. J. C. Roogterp, G. E. Hansen, H. C. Paxton,
and D. P. Wood. Nov. 1955. Decl. May 16, 1960. 55p.
Contract W-7405 -eng-36. OTS.

A solid cubs of oralloy becomes critical at24 kg when
immersed In an infinite wntcr reflector. Various critical
Iatticen were obtalncd by dividing this solid shupe Into
amatl unltn and unlformIy di~pcr~lng thcm at various mean
denaltiea. For a given size of oralloy unit, there !6 a mean
density at which the critical mass ia a minimum. The N to

U atomic ratio of the cores with minimum critical mastics
was determined. Measurements with nonuniformly dis-

persed oralloy do not Lndicate a critical mass below the
minimum observed with a uniform lattice. Multiplication
maamrafoonts with Au, AII, and Cd rodu inserted In the
oralloy matrix yielded the effective cross aeclion ratios:
U, (Ag)/ua (Au) = 0.86, and IJa(cd)/ua (Au) = 1.56. These

valuea are independent of position and Iat Lice spacing for

ranges examined. (auth)

86.
16424

Internatlonai Atomic Energy Agency. Vienna.
~AW” WATER LATTICES. 1960. 142P. $1.50.

Reactor phyalclsta from Chalk River. wclaY, Kjeller,

Harwell, Savannah River, A. B. Atomenergl, and Argonne
attended the panel meeiing on the Phyoics of Heavy Water

Lattices. The research programs of the various labora-
tortee were discussed and the extating data were compared
and evaluated. A eeries of 14 tcchntcal papers 1s presented
in the appendix they cover practical aspects of heavy water

reactor latticea such aa operating experience with the NRU,
definitions of lattice parameters, lattice buckling, reso-
nance escape probability, and reactor spectra. (D. L. C.)

87.
2877 NAA-ER-Memo-3892

Atomica International Div., North American Aviation, fno.,
Cznoga Park, Calif.

CALCULATIONS ON THE TRX CRfTICAL ASSEMBLY.
L. Maki and W. Allen. [19 S9?]. 3P. OTS.

The following Items were calculated for the different
lattice spacing and were compared with the experimental
reauh: reeonance escape probability of Uzs:, relative
thermaf flux In fuel and moderator, end thermal utiliza-

tion and effective multiplication. (W. L. H.)
.
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88.
20781 HW-63576(P.70-6)

General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Productn Operation,
Rtchland, Wash.

SHAPE PERTURBATIONS fN Critical EXPERIMENTS.
W.A. Reardonand R.C. Lloyd. p.70-6of NUCLEAR
PHYSiCS RESEARCH QUARTERLY REPORT [FOR] OCTO-
BER, NOVEMBER, DECEMBER 1959.

When making heterogeneous critical mass measurement,
several perturbations of unknown magnliude areuoually
present, euchas the effect of an Irregular outer boundary.
Critical approach type measurements were made with cir-
cular, elliptic, and rectangular cyllndem to try to evaluate
oomeof the effects. ‘i’heuranlum rode uaedwere23.S
Incheo long, 0.175 tnches In diameter, and 3.063% U*”.
These were encased in 0.025-lnch wall Ixclteiubes and
were arranged [n a O.5-inch trlanguixr lattice; the reeult-

tng H20/U (total) volume ratio was 8.0. The assemblies
were both fully reflected and moderated with H*O. (auth)

89.
4726 RFP-169
Dow Chemical Co. Rocky Flata Plant, Denver.
ISOf.ATfON THICKNESSES OF WATER FOR U02F1 SOLU-
TfON SYSTEMS. C. L. Sehuske and A. N. Nickel.
Den. 21, 1959. hp. Cmltract AT(29-1)-1106. Om.

Praviouaiy *iiafuui data ware wed for an empirlcai

●-of oritid HP of dab aod cyWdricaUY dmpd
vesaeia iatarao~ thr~ watar. Thaaa vesaata con-
tatnad an aqu80ua aolutlm d uO#* ad the w iaotopio
enrichment wan greater b 90%. Approximate Ieoiation
tbicknesseo of water for each of the above two oaeea are
given. (auth)

w.

Wlo RFP-174

Dow OfIamied Co. Rooky Flata Plaat, Daover.
INTEBAOTION OF TWO METAL SLABS OF PLUTONIUM
IN PLEXIOIAS. C. L. Sohuaka, A. Chodwin, Jr., il. If.
Bidinger, and D. F. Smith. Dee. 28, 1969. 14P. C4mtrwt

AT(29-1)-1106. OTS.

Neutron multiplication meaaummmta were parformad on
two identtcai finite X%-metal slab assemblies aapamtad cod
refieoted by Plaaiglaa. (auth)

91.
9837 NAA-SR-4228
Absoloa Mtamatkmai Div., North Amarfon Avfatkm, ho.,

- m Calif.
EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENT WITE A TEOBfUM-

URANIUM nEL IN GRAPEiTE. 0.8. *, CL L.

Biaokabaw, and W. W. Brows. Mar. 1, 19S0. 26P. Oen-
tract AT-11-1 -OEN-8. OTS.

Ao axpcamntiat experiment with multirod fuel alemmta in
graphite moderator la deacrfbed. Tbe fuel is a thorium-

urmlum alloy. The buckling, thermal utilization, and reao-
mmca eaoape probabfflty for ona iattioa configuration have

been meaaured. In the anaiysie, emphasis ie piaoed on de-
termining the effective raeonanca integral of the fuel ala-

ment, From the meaaured reeonance escape probability,
0.856 ● 0.008, an integral (including l/v capture) of 9.7 ●

0.8 hams is obtained. From the meaaured buciding (10.89 ●

0.05 m-t) and tharmal utilization (0.944s ● 0.0009) a ~lue.

of 11 * 2 barna la obtained for the integral. Although in
agreement with one another, these values are not in gea-
ezmi agreement with either oaiauiated valuea or the reauita
inferred from other meaauraments. (suth)

92.
21077 BAW-1191

&bcook ~d Wilcox CO. Atcwnio Energy Div., Lyncb~rg, VS.

THORiU3f URANIUM PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS FINAL

REPORT. N. L. &idow, R. C. Anderson, M. L. Batch,
O. A. (3. deCoulon, Ft. H. Lewis, and W. M. Vannoy. May

1960. 213P, Contract AT(ll-1)-766. OTS,
The Thorium Uranium Phyeica Experiment (TUPE) la

a etudy of uniform latttce cores moderated with light water.
TUPE oorae contain thorium oxide-uranium oxide pins

clad with Al and have metsi-io-wa~r volume ratioa, M/W,
ranging from 0.3 to 1.0. The IMS1O aim of the project waa
to meaaure lattice parameter of cores with ratios ranging
from 0.3 to 1.0, and to compare the reaulte with different
theoretical models. Ibmulta of the maaourements on var-
ious cores are dtscummd in detail. (See aiao BAW-1193.)
W.D.MJ

93●

7087 NAA-SR-Memo-3872
Atomice International Div., North American Aviation, Inc.,

Canoga Park, Celff.

FLUX DK3TRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS IN OMR CORES.
V. A. Swanaon. May 14, 1959. 14P. OTS.

Tha nautron flux distributions in a flexible mockup of an
OMR core portion were measured, Two lattice configura-
tion vmra etudied. me dlffuaion length of thermal neu-
trone in the moderator and the critical siaea of the lattices
warn ciao mesaured. Reeulta, together with coma eompari-
aone with tbeomtfcal oalcuiationa, ma tabulated. (J. R.D.)

94.
7005 (NAA-SR-Memo-4240) SRE CRITICALITY

WITH SEVEN SOLID ROD CLUSTER OF URANIUM CAR-
BIDE FUEL. A. Aronson (Atomlcs international. Div. of

North American Aviation, Inc.. Canoga Park. Callf.).
Aug. 6. 1959. 13p. OTS.

Studlea were made to determine the enrichment required
to provide excess reactivity of 4.5% above hot and poisoned
for various numbers of clusters of UC fuel in the SRE. The
fuel element is in the form of seven-rod clusters 6-ft. long.
A plot is given of affectiva multiplication conetanto OCef,) va.
enrichment for ooms conviatlng of 31, S7, and 43 clurntera.

The effeots of additiooat cluatera on reactivity with con-
etant enricbmant are shown. Call thermal flux and com
radial and axiai thermal flux plots are given for 31 clusters
with 5.0 at.% enriched fuel and are aleo plotted for 43 clua-
tere with 4.o at.% enriched fuel. (W. L. H.)
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95*
25575 (BAW-1220) SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL RE-
ACTOR BASIC PHYSICS PROGR4M, QUARTERLY TECH-
NICAL REPORT NUMBER 3, JANUARY-MARCH 1961.

(B@cock and Wilcox Co. Atomic Energy Div., Lynchburg,
Vs.). Contract AT(30-1)-2602. 62p.

A summary of the work accomplished during the third

contract quarter (January 1 to March 31, 1961) on the
Spectral Shift Control Reactor (SSCR) Basic Physics Pro-
gram is presented. The major objective of the program is
to determine basic physics parameters of tight-packed lat-

tices of slightly enriched fuel in moderators coneistlng of

D20 -H20 mixtures. The concentration of the D20-H20
mixtures are varied so as to apply to the spectral shift
concept. The required license amendment was issued, and

the first critical experiment containing heavy water in the
moderator (76.7 mole % ~0) was performed with 4%-

enriched U% fuel rods. Reported are measurements of the

critical mass, critical buckling, thermal disadvantage

factor, cadmium ratio of U28Cand Uzss, epithermal neutron
spectrum, and the effect of moderator channels, The oper-

ating license for the room temperature exponential experi-
ments was issued, and preliminary buckling measurements
with (U23S + Th)02 fuel in a moderator containing 60 mole %

D20 were made. The results of hot exponential experiments

at 70 to 400”F with 4%-enriched U02 fuel in light water
moderator are also reported. Neutron age measurements
in a lattice of Th02 rods in light \vater and 90 mole % ~0,

psrallel and perpendicular to the rod axis, were completed
and a preliminary analysia of the results is presented.
Theoretical siudies continued. The BPG computer code,
which will be used to analyze experiments with D20 in the
moderator, was refined by improving the methods of com-

puting resonance absorption and the transport cross sec-
tions for fast neutrons. Alternate methods of computing
Dancoff ahieldlng in the lattice and resonance absorption in

fertile material we~e considered, and BPG and PIMG cal-
culation were compared to assess the importance of the
choice of neutron spectrum in the reflector, Additional
calculatlona In support of the experimental work also con-
tinued. (auth)

96.
21400 BUCKLING ME&NJItE?dENTS OF QO MODER-
ATED CLUSTERS OF NATURAL URANIUM OXIDE RODS.

N. P. Baumenn and E. J. Hennelly (E. L duPont de Nemaws

and Co., Afken, S. C.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 1,
46-9(June 1961),

97.
13575 (HW-67179) MEASUREMENTS OF NEGATIVE
k.. FOR A GRAPHITE URANIUM LATTICE IN THE PCTR.

E. Z. Block end D. E. Wood (General Electric Co. Hanford
Atomic Products Operation, Rtchland, Wash.). Dec. 1,
1960. Contract AT(45-1)-1350. 24p.

The values of k- and f were meaaured for a clusier fuel

element in a 7-in. graphite lattice. The value of kex was

negative for natural uranium fuel; ao two methode of meas-

urement were compared: (L) the normal method of poison-
ing the lattice with thin strips of copper with an extrapola-
tion of the result back to a k- of one and (2) producing the

condition of unit k- by adding to the CC1l U2’S ae thin strips
of Uz’s-aluminum alloy, A measurement wae made for a
sllghtly enriched fuel in the same geometry, with k=X posi-
tfve, to provide a check on the other mcthoda uecd. The

measured values of k,. agreed within the quoted error. The
values of k- end f are, respectively, 0.944 and 0.907 as

meaaured by adding @S to the cell containing natural ura-
nium fuel. (auth)

9$.
24540 EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS ON NATURAL

URANIUM-IMPREGNATED GRAPHITE LATTICES.
R. Bonalumi, C. Bruschl, G. B. Zorzoli (Laboratory CISE,
Segrate, Italy). Energta nucleare (Milm), 6: 321-5(May
1961). (In English)

Exponential experiments on natural uranium-impregnated

graphtta lattices are deecribed. Buckling was measured on
three different Iattfce pitches, correepondlng to spscinga of
10, 14.1, end 20 cm; the experimental remdte are dia-

ouemd. (auth)

99.
28337 (HW-68405) A SEMI-EMPIRICAL METHOD OF
ESTIMATING MATERIAL BUCKLINGS FOR SLIGHTLY EN-
RICHED URANIUM - WATER LATTICES. C. L. Brown

(General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation,

Richland, Wash.). Mar. 1961. Contract AT(45-1)-1351J.
35p.

The calculated bucklings are compared with experimental
bucklinga measured on uranium rods in water at enrich-
ments of 1, 2, and 3 per cent U2SS, for rod diameters up to
three inches. Twenty two such measurements are included.
Bucklings are calculated using the one-groui> criticality
equation. Lattice parameter are calculated. The maximum
material bucklinga obtained are biased high (conservative
from the standpoint of nuclear eafetyj. The bias, however,
is not unreasonably large: for l. O-inch diameter rods at
1.0 per cent U23’, the biae is 130 ● 32Il microbucks; for
0.5-inch diameter rods at 3.0 per cent U2SC,the bias is 190 *
33(J microbucka; and for 0.3-inch diameter rods at 5.0 per

cent UZSS,the bias IS 32o ● 42fI microbucks. Muimum
bucklinga and minimum critical masses are presented for
water-reflected lattices of l.u3, 2.o, 3.u133, and 5,0 per cent
u~~ enriched uranium rods in light water. Extrapolation

lengths are estimated from experimental measurements,
(uuth)

100.
21399 EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS fN URANIUM-
DIPHENYL LATTICES. R. W. Campbell, T. L. Guzzle,

and R. K. Paschall (Atomic.s fnternattonal, Cenoga Park,
Caiif.). Trene. Am. Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 1, 47-8(June
1961).

.

.

.

.
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101.
29882 (NAA-SR-6446) EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH HEAVY-WATER, GRAPHITE-AND-DIPHENYL MOD-

ERATED, URANIUM METAL LATTICES. R. W. CampbelI
and C. H. Skeen (Atomics International. Div. of North
American Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif .). Sept. 15,
1961. Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-8. 37p

A series of experiments were carried out during the past
several years to study the basic reactor physics of severai
clean lattices and their constituent. Three moderators,
heavy water, graphite, and diphenyl were used, in turn, in
these lattices. Three metal fuels (but not mixtures thereof)
were used. The fuel enrichments (at.%) were 0.4962 (de-
pleted), 0.7205 (natural) and 0.9124 (enriched). The fuel ele-
ments made from 4-inch long slugs, were in the form of a
cylinder which had a diameter of one inch. These elements
were 5 ft long. These experiments are summarized and
simplified two group theoretical comparison of the results
is presented. It is demonstrated that this model is not accu.
rate for the description of these lattices. (auth)

102.
30213 (NAA-SR-64O9) EXPONENTIAL MEASURE-
MENTS IN DIPHENYL-MODERATED, URANIUM-METAL
LATTICES. R. W. Campbell, T. L. Guzzle, and R. K.
Paschall (Atomics International. Div. of North American
Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, Cal{f.). Sept. 16, 1961. Con-

tract AT(ll-1)-GEN-8. 23p.
Material buckling and intracell flux distribution meas-

urements are made for a series of diphenyi-moderated,
uranium-metal exponential assemblies. The iattices con-
sist of square ceils with a 1-in. -diameter fuel element
located at the center and spaced to gtve moderator-to-fuel
(M-F) ratios of approximately 1.6, 2, 3, 2.5, and 4. Fuel
enrichments of 0,4962, 0.7206, and 0.9124 at.% are ueed.
The lattioe {O maintained at a temperature of 180”F. Meea-
urements are conducted for natural fuel with a 3.16 M-F
ratio, and the buckiing is found to be -4.1 + 0.5 m-X. Intra-
cell flux distributions are measured for eight lattices and
compared with calculations using cross-eections averaged

over a Wigner-Wilkins spectrum. Agreement is good for
small spacings but growa worse as the cell size increases,

because the cell structure departs from the homogenized
cell used to calculate the neutron spectrum. Thermal uti-
lizations are calculated from both the measured end calcu-

lated flux dietributiona and are found to disagree by less
than 2%. (auth)

103.
21784 ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

WITH SLIGHTLY ENRICHED U~ CLUSTERS IN HEAVY
WATER. J. D. Cieary (Weetinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh), B. Jennings, F. L. Langford, and W. H.
Arnold, Jr. Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 1, 102-3

(June 1961).

104.
103*2 (WCAP-1423) MULTI-REGION REACTOR
LATTICE STUDIES. Quarterly Progress Report [for the

period] July 1 to Sep4ember 30, 1960. Ira H. Coen (West-
ingbouae Electric Corp. Atomio Power Dept., Pittsburgh).

Oct. 28, 1960. 53p. Contract AT(30-1)-2176.
Crltioal Experiments. After reports of fuel-eIement and

~ntrol-rod fabrication progress, the critical experiments
performed are outlined. These experiments included meaa-
urementa on a S.7% core, criticality measurements on ●

three-region core, peripheral fuel rod worth for a three-
region core, fuel-rnd and foil scans in a three-region core,
muitiple fnil measuring techniques, analyaia of errors in
Um Cd ratio meaaurementa, and comparison of 9.7 and

2.7% cores. Nuclear Analysia of Multi-region Reactor
Cores. Work continued on calculations of lattice param-
eter, comparison of resuRs with experiment, and evalua-
tion of methods of analysia. (For precedtng period see
wcAP-1419.) (T, R. H.)

105.
17753 fWCAP-1428) MULTI-REGION REACTOR LAT-

TICE STUDIES. Quarterly Progress Report, October 1 to

December 31, 1960. Ira H. Coen (Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Atomic Power Dept., Pittsburgh). Jan. 30, 1961.

Contract AT(30-1)-2176. 81P.

Results are reported for en extension of criticai experi-
ments and analyses which was made in the program for
evacuation of water-moderated multiregion coree to study
the discrepancy between calculated and experimental
values of pzo (resonance capture/thermal capture ratio in
“2s8, ad # (resonance fission/thermai fiesion ratio in

U2’6). (auth)

106.
21728 (WCAP-1432) MULTI-REGION REACTOR IAT-

TICE STUDIES. Quarterly Progress Report, January 1-
March 31, 1961. Ira H. Coen (Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Atomic Power Dept., Pittsburgh). Apr. 1961. Contract
AT(30-L)-2176. 78s).

Progress in analytical studies snd criticei experiments
for the multi-region reactor lattice studies of the fuel cycle
development program {e described. The experiments uti-
lized stainless steel clad uranium dioxide fuel rods of three

different enrichments and two moderating ratios. Per-
formance of the scheduled experiments with the 4.5:1 W/U

lattice was continued without interruption. The experi-
mental results are reportt.?d under the headings of critical-

ity measurements, flux distributions, and microscopic
parameter measurements. Criticality measurements were

made on varioue two- and three-region cores. Results for
ioading, critical water height, banked rod position, and
peripheral fuel rod woth are tabuiated. The cross section

schematic diagrame of the cores utilized are shown. The
cadmium ratios for gold and U23Sin the moderator were
determined. Scans are shown of fuel rods, gold foile, and
@8 foils for water slots and for various sleb materi~s

inserted in the slot. The parameters of the lattices studted
experimentally were calculated and the results were com-
pared with those obtained experimentai.iy. (M.C.G.
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107.
30223 (WCAP-1434) MICROSCOPIC LATTICE PA-

RAJIETERS IN SINGLE- AND MULTI-REGION CORES A
COMPARISON OF TIiEORY AND EXPERIMENT. P. W.
Davison, J. D. Cleary, B. Jennings, H. A. Rlsti, and G. H.
Minton (\Vcstinghcmsc Electric Corp. Atomic Power Dept.,

Pittsburgh). June 1961. Contract AT(30-1)-2176. 187P.
Light water critical experiments arc performed in order

to measure microscopic parameters and conversion ratios

in single region and multi-region cores containing slightly
enrlchcd, stainless steel-clad, U02 fuel rods. The experi-

mental results are analyzed with multi-group codes, which

are supplemented for the resonance energy region by a
Monte Carlo code. Experimental and analytical results are

presented, aiong with a description of investigations of
discrepancies between theory and experiment. (auth)

108.
21782 REACTIVITY AND SPATIAL DtSTRfBUTIONS

IN MULTI-REGION LATTICES: COMPARISON BETWEEN
AXALYSIS AND EXPERIMENT. W. J. Eich and W. P.

Kovacik (Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh).
Trans. Am. Nuclear WC., 4: No. 1, 100-l (June 1981).

109.
6999 (HW-64666(P.65-87)) MATERIAL BiJCKLINGS

OF GRAPHfTE URANIUM LATTICES. G. W. R. Endres
snd D. E. Wood (Genernl Electric Co. Hanford Atomic
Products Operation, Richland, Wash.).

?lnterisl buckiing measurements were completed for a

series of iattices with a tube-in-tube tmtursl uranium fuel
element for most lattice spacings with tube-and-rod and I
and E fuel elements and for one lattice, using a second

tube-and-rod fuel element, Bucklings were measured in
exponential piles for both air and water cooiant. Material

buckling values and side-to-side extrapolation lengths for
the tube-in-tube, tube-and-rod, and I and E fuel elements
are shown. Dimensions, cladding, densities, voiume ratios,
and volumes per centimeter of length for the fuei elements

are given. (\ V, D. M.)

1100
13918 (NAA-SR-Memo-810) MEASUREMENTS AND

ANALYSIS OF URANIUM-D20 LATTICES. F. B. Esta-
brook end S. W. Kaah (North American Aviation, he.,
Downey, CalIf.). Nov. 18, 1963. DOC1. Nov. 6, 1968. 28P.

A aeriee of exponential measurements performed on
uranium-heavy water lattices is summarized. Three en-
richments of fuel materieie were used 0.49, 0.71 (Imturd),

and 0.90 wt. % Un’. The uranium fuel slugII ranged from
0.7S to 2 in. in diameter and were encased in tubee of
0.40-in. aluminum. The lattice cell epacinga varied from
3 to 12 in. The anaiyaie of the data 1s divided into two
parts, The first part deala dtreotly with the neutron flux
measurements and reports for eaah iattice, the materhi
buckling (Bz), a pair of disadvantage factors (F and Fro),
and a flux ratio (R). The second part of the aMiyStS la

concerned with the long-range probiem of improving re-
actor calculations. Attempts were made to correlate the
measurements with themselves and with other nuclear
meaeurementa eo aa to obtain a consistent formalism for
computing uranium -heavy water reactor parameter,
(W. L. H.)

Ill.

21403 L MEASUREMENTS m THE PAwLmG LAT-
TICE TEST RIG. G. Foster, W. L. Broolm, M. Fleish-
mmtn, end R. D. Schsmberger (Nuclear Development Corp.

of Ame;ica, white Plaine, N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nuclear

Sot., 4: No. 1, 51(June 1961).

112.
6594 (ORNL-3016(P.72 -3)) CRITICAL DIMEN-
SIONS OF RANDOM ARRAYS OF ThQ-U~ PELLETB.
J. K. Fox and L. W. Gtlley (Oak Ridge National Lab.,
Term.).

Severai criticality experiments were performed with
assembiiea of unclad Th~ - U~ pellets, randomiy
stacked in aluminum or eteel cylinders. Water wae
added to the cylinders to serve as neutron moderator,
and ali assembles were completely water-reflected.
The remits of these measurements and of preliminary
experiments in which the pelieta were contained In
piastic bottles indicated that the critical dimenaiona
of nesembiies of such pellets sre extremely sensitive
to the degree of neutron moderation. (auth)

113,
21408 CRfTICAL ARRAYS OF NEUTRON INTERACT-
ING UNITS. L. W. Gilley and J. T. Thomae (Osk Ridge Na-

tional Lab.,.Term.). Trans. Am. Nuclear SoO., 4: No. 1,

54-5(June 1961).

u.
21401 PRECXSION CRITICAL SUBSTITUTION MEAS-
UREMENTS OF BUCKLXNGS IN QO MODERATED LAT-
TICES. W. E. Gravee (E. I. duPont de Nemours and Co.,
Aiken, S. C.), Trams. Am. Nuclear Soo., 4: No. 1, 49(Juee
1961).

115.
2067 WCAP-1412
Weetinghoutie Electric Corp. Atomic Power ikpt., Pitts-

burgh.
MULTI-REGION REACTOR LATTICE STUDIES RESULTS
OF CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS fN LOOSE LATTICES OF

U02 RODS IN H20. V. E. Grob, P. W. Daviaon, D. F.
Hanlen, R. D. Learner, F. L. Keily, nnd J. D. Cleary.

Mnr. 30, 1960. 53p. Contract AT(30-1)-2176. OTS.
Tbe ioose iattice experimental work performed under

the Multi-Region Lattice Progrnm conducted cd the
Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation Center IS described,
The fuei ueed in these experiments waa the 2.’73~ en-

.

.
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rlched Yankee CRX fuel, deacrlbed on page 140f
YAEC 94’. The purpose of theexperimento was tooblain
crltlcaf maos hformatlon133t f3e~of33tod.ratI~
ration oloae totheoptlmum aodtoverlfy ttu pbyelos
computational methods oowuaed for fuel idornge catou-
latlonm. Theexperlmental program oonslstedof orltlcal
●lso, buckthtg, reflector savings, and mlcwoscoplo porame-
ter measurements. (autb)

116.
21786 ffETEROGENEOUS URANfuM METAL.
GRAPHITE CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. C. A. Guder@o

(Atomica international, Csnoga Park, Cslif.). Trena, Am,

Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 1, 104(June 1961).

11.7●
13459 (HW-67219) NUCLEAR PHYSICS RESEARCH
QUARTERLY REPORT, JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER 1960.

(General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation,
Richlsnd, Wash.). at. ‘~1960. Contract AT (45-1)-1350.

114p.
Re suits are reported of the neutron-induced fiesion in

low-energy resonances of Pu240 and of resonances in the
target nuclldes PU242, U23g, U23*, and Paz31. A three-axia
crystal spectrometer was constructed for the study of dff-
ferent inelastic scattering cross aectlons of neutrons in
the energy range from near thermal to a few tenths of an
ev. Results are reported of the scattering of O. 147-ev neu-

trons from water. Hanford’s 2-Mcv positive ion Van de

Graaff accelerator was equipped with motor-driven sup-
ports, which perrn!t mechanical positioning of the acceler-
ator from a remote station in the control room. The elec-

trode system installed to determine the locatlon of the ion
beam within the vacuum system is described. The system
is designed to furnish information neceesary for the posi-
tioning of the accelerator and further alignment of the
beam. A study is reported of the position and ener~ de-
pendence of the neutron flux in a heterogeneous system.
The effect of a I/v absorbing cylinder on the thermal flux
in a surrounding nonabsorblng moderator is treated in an
improved approximation. The basic improvement embod-

ied [n the solution is the use of a more accurate description
of the energy dependence of the blacknese of the absorber.
A study was made on the interpretation of PCTR measure-
ments of K- for the case in which the addition of poison
perturbs the neutron flux distribution in any or all of the
various components of the test ceil. Measurements were
also made of K- for lattlccs in which only onc fuel element

or one central ceil is available. Latticp~cell flux traveraes
from @=periments were examined in ordef to develop a
m{:thod for calculating reaction rates in uranium-graphite

hcterogcncous systems. Variation in the neutron energy
spectrum were examined to improve standard methods, ea-

pccially for systems at elevated physical temperatures.
The material buckling and extrapolation Icngths were meaa-
urcd in three exponential piles. Onc pile was 6-ft wide and

8-ft long with a lattice spacing of 83A In. The gecond was
8-ft wide and 8-ft long with a lattice spacing of 8S/8 in. The
third pile was 10-ft wide and 8-ft long with a lattice spacing

of 14’/,8 h. A tube-in-tube natural-uranium fuel element
with water coolant was used in atl three piles. Proposed
studies for the cr!tical facility of the Plutonium Recycle
Program are reported. A series of exponential pile meas-
urements were made to determine the criticality of 2.6%
enriched uranium dioxide rods in light-water lattices.

These measurements were made primarily to obtain data
for establishing nuclear safety criteria relative to propos-
als for processing power reactor fuels. (For precedfng

period see HW-64866,) (W, L, H.)

118.
5572 WATER-MODERATED CORES W’ITH E4)RON

STEEL SEPTA AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES, G. D.

Hfckmen, J. A. Bistllne, and L. A. MacNaughton (Knolls
Atomlo Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.). Nuclear Sci. and

~., 381-92(1960) NOV.

A seriee of 15 experiment was carried out on an 8 x 30 x
32 in, core in tbe Pressurized Critical Assembly at KAPL.

In 12 of these experiments, 0.030-in. boron stainlesa steel
septa bisected the 8-in. dtmensdon. These eepta contained
tarious weight per cent B 10. In f,he rem~ting three experi-

ments, there were no heron-atsi.pleas steel sepia in the
core. The eigenvaluea and neutron density distributions
were compared with values calculated from Deutsch cross

sections and ‘(Thin Regfon Theory.” The calculated e!gen-

values were within 1% of the experimental values, with a
spread of approximately 1%. For all the cores, the calcu-

lated eigenvalues were lower than the experimental values,

Analyaes of the neutron density dtstributions showed the

calculated results in fairly good agreement with the ex-
perimental results. In all cases, this agreement was ae
good for the cores which contained the boron septa as for

the ones which dtd not. It therefore appears that the boron
was well represented by ‘iThln Region Theory,” and that
the main discrepancies between calculated and experimen-

tal values are due to the inadequacies of adapting the
Deutsch scheme to these cores. (auth)

119.
21785 NATURAL URANfUM-D20 BUCKLINGS OVER

AN EXTENDED RANGE OF PITCH AND FUEL ASSEMBLY
SIZE. T. J. Hurley, Jr., H. R. Fike, and G. F. O’Neill
(E. L duPont de Nemoura and Co., Aiken, S. C.). Trana.

Am. Nuclear *c., 4: No. 1, 103-4 (June 1961).

120.
28336 (CRRP-894) SOME CLOSE-PACKED LAT-
TICES IN LIGHT WATER AND HEAVY WATER. PART L
BUCKLfNG hlEASUREMENTS. R. G. Jarvis, G. J. PhiIllps,
and W. H. Walker (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. Chalk

River project, Chalk River, Ont.). Apr. 1961. 40p.
(AECL-1254)

Measurements of buckling were made in an exponential
system for a set of twelve laitices. The fuel waa in roda
1.28 in. in diameter, in aluminum cans, and was arranged
in ~uare latticea at spacings of 1.60, 2.11, and 3.20 in. At
each spacing the buckling was measured for natural and

87
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depleted uranium inlight water sndin heavy water. The
depleted uranium contained O.26%of U-235. (auth)

L210
7019 (ORNL-3016(P.76 -8)) CRITICAL EXP~-
hlENTS WITH PRNC RESEARCH REACTOR FUEL

ELEMEXTS. E. B. Johnson and K. M. Henry, Jr.
(Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).

A series of critical experiments with the Puerto
Rico Nuclear Center research reactor fuel elements

was completed in the Pool Critical Assembly of the

Bulk Shielding Facility. The experiments validated
the computations on which the design fuel-plate loading
was based, and they determined the amount of excess
reactivity to be expected from three clean, cold load-

ings proposed by tbe reactor’s designer aa operational

configurations. (auth)

122.
25377 (NAA-SR-Memo-6414) NUCLEAR SAFETY IN

HANDLING 10 PER CENT U2’i-ENRICHED UOt FUEL.
Norman Ketalach (Atomlca International. Div. of North
American Aviation, fnn., Canoga Park, Callf.). May 16,
1961. 4fI.

Criteria were eetabliahed for the cafe fabrication and
storage of 9.8’7% Utis enrtohed U02 fuel rods. Due to the
limited amount of fuel to be handled in this project, safe
criteria were based on fuel rods at optimum rod size end
lattice spacing and water flooding. When the fuel is handled
in pellet form, 530 g contained U2SSie the maximum safe
batch size independent of container size. The maximum
safe volume, independent of mass, is 6.5 liters. When
handled as 0.30-inch diameter finished fuel rods, it is

safe to handle 26 roda (920 g contained U2S6). A two-
dimensional inftnite array of fuel elements (24-rod bundles)
1s safe with a minimum edge-to-edge separation of 24

inches. This same spacing between safe batches of pellets

is alao safe. Fifty cohunns (2.75 inches by 2.75 inches

cross section) of fuel elements are cafe with a minimum
edge-to -edge epacing of 12 inches. (auth)

123.
25378 (NAA-SR-Memo-6416) NUCLEAR SAFETY
CRITERIA IN USE OF RMDF TRANSFER CASK. Norman

Ketzlach (Atomics International. Div. of North American
Aviation, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.). May 16, 1961. 6p.

Criteria were established for the storage and transporta-
tion of a maximum of one kg contained U*SSscrap in each
55-gal drum. These drums are stored four drums per pal-
let in a square lattice array. An array of such pallets, two
palleta wide by two patlets high by aix pallets long contain-
ing a total of 96 drums, is cafe independent of the degree of
water flooding. Two kg contatned U2SSia allowable per drum
in a 180-drum, single-plane array. These arrays may be

repeated with en edge-to-edge separation of at least 6 ft.

(auth)

I-2+.
6591 (HW-64866(P.143 -7)) CRfTICAL APPROACH

AND EXPONENTIAL MEASUREMENTS WITH 3.1 PER
CENT ENRICHED URANIUM RODS IN LIGHT WATER.
R. C. Lloyd, E. D. Clayton, and R. B. Smith (General Elec-
tric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richland,
Wash.).

A series of exponential and critical approach measure-

ments were previously made with 3.063% enriched uranium
rods in water. The data are summarized, and plots are

given of maximum buckling and minimum critical mass in

spherical geometry vs. rod diameter and the extrapolation
iength VS. H20/U volume ratio. (W. D. M.)

125.
7004 (HW-64866(P.146 -9)) EXPONENTIAL EXPERI-
MENTS WITH POISONED MODERATOR. R. C, Lloyd

(General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation,
Rlchland, Wash.).

A series of measurements was completed for determin-
ing the amount of neutron absorber required to make a

heterogeneoua system of 1.007% enriched uranium rods
safe. The fuel rods (aluminum clad) were 0.925-in. in di-

ameter and 44-in. long. Eighty-five of the fuel rods were
loaded into a stainless-steel tank, and increments of boric
acid (H3B03) were added to the moderator until the buckling

became negative. (W. D.M.)

126.
6592 (HW-64666(P.150 -1)) EXPONENTIAL MEAS-
UREMENTS OF NATURAL URANIUM – WATER SYSTEMS.

R. C. Lloyd (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomtc Prod-
ucts Operation, Richland, Wash.).

A series of exponential measurements was started with
0.925-in, diameter natural uranium fuel elements in water.
The purpose was to obtain further data on the critical mass
of natural uranium In 1ight water and to obtain buckllng
values for the interpretation of planned experiments involv-
ing n 3% enriched uranium lattice reflected by s natural

uranium tamper. (W. D. M.)

12’7.,
2064 HW-65552-

Generel Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation,
Richland, Wash.

SUMMARY LISTING OF SUBCRXTfCAL MEASUREMENTS
OF HETEROGENEOUS WATER-UWNIUM LATTICES
MADE AT HANFORD. R. C. Lloyd. June 6, 1960. 53p.

Contract W-31 -109 -eng-52. OTS.
A listing of all measurements on water-uranium hetero-

geneous Iatticee made at Hanford is presented. All lattices
were water-moderated hexagonal arrays loaded with urn-.

ntum enrichments UD to 3.1%. (J. R. D.)
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128,
6997 (HW-6621$(P.30-3)) CRITICAL APPROACH

AND EXPONENTIAL MEASUREMENTS WITH 2.00 PER
CENT ENRICHED URANIUM RODS IN LIGHT WATER.

R. C. Lloyd, E, D. Clayton, and B. L. Jones (General Elec-
trlc Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richland,
Waah.).

Critical approach measurements were completed with
2.00% enriched, 0.925 dia. rods 16 and 32 in. lon~ ex-

piential measurements were made with the 32-in. rod

length. The roda were incased in lucite tubes for inser-

tion in the water reflected lattice assemblies. The critical

number of rods in cylindrical geometry and critical mast!
values for spherical geometry were determined. (W.D.M.)

129.
6998 (HW-66215(P.34-6)) EXPONENTIAL MEAS-

UREMENTS OF NATURAL URANIUM- WATER SYSTEMS.

R. C. Lloyd (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Prod-
ucts Operation, Richland, Waah.).

A series of exponential measurements was completed
with 0.925-in. dia. natural uranium fuel elements in light
water, A plot of buckling va. H20/U volume ratio is given.
(W.D.M.) .

130.
16303 (HW-SA-2109) NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION
MEASUREMENTS OF HETEROGENEOUS 3.1 PER CENT
ENRICHED URANIUM - WATER SYSTEMS. R. C. Lloyd,

R. B. Smith, and E. D. Clayton (General Electric Co. Han-
ford Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Wash.). May 26,

1959. 16P. “

A series of approach-to-critical type experiments were
conducted to obtain information needed for the design of ef-

ficient systems for proceaslng sp’knt power reactor fuel
elements. The series Included experiments such that the
Iattlce spacings spanned maximum buckling and minimum
critical mass. Maximum buckling and minimum critical
mass data are tabulated for the three fuel rod sizea tested,
(B.O.G.)

131.
7003 (HW-64666(P.137 -42)) NEUTRON MULTIPLI-
CATION MEASUREMENTS WITH h-Al ALLOY RODS IN
LIGHT WATER. V. I. Neeley, R. C. Lloyd and E. D. Clay-
ton (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Opera-

tion, Richland, Wash.).
Neutron multiplication and exponential experiments were

conducted with Pu – Al alloy rods having 5 wt. ‘% plutonium

enrichment. The rods were 24-in. long and 0,506-in. in
diameter and were clad with 0.030-in. Zircaloy-2 with
0.020- and 0.125 -in. -thick end caps. The aversge rod con-

tained 11.01 g of plutonium. This gave a Zr/Pu of 31.92
and A1/Pu of 166.20. Experiments were conducted In the

TTR reactor room. Experiments were conducted using

critical approach, “back-off,” and exponential measure-
ment techniques. (W. D. M.)

132.
24S45 NATURAL URANiUM AS A REACTOR FUEL.
H. N. Schludi, Kerntechntk, 3: 206-10( May 1961), (In

German)
Natural uranium fuel rods of equal strength made of

uranium metal and U02 are inveetfgated as to their maxi-
mum excess reactivity. The reatdt is that with high mod-
eration, a maximum reactivity gain of 0.020 ia obtained

wtth uranium metal aa compared to U02. Aa regards the
maximum excess reactivity, a metallic natural uranium
fuel rod is equivalent tn a U02 fuel rod of equal strength

enriched to 0.748’% urantum-235. (auth)

133●

8270 (RFP-201) NUCLEAR SAFETY EXPERI-
JfENTS ON PLUTONIUM AND ENRICHED URANIUM

HYDROGEN MODERATED ASSEMBLIES COXTAINING

BORON. C. L. Schuske, G. H. Bidinger, and D. F. Smith
(Dow Chemical Co. Rocky Flats Plant, Denver). July 7,

1960. Decl. Aug. 25, 1960. 14P. Contract AT(29-1)-1106.
OTS. ●

Neutron multiplication measurements were made on

cylindrical assemblies containing layers of plutonium
metal disks, Plexiglas disks, and boron carbide impreg-

nated Epolene-n disks. In addition to the above nuclear

safety measurement, curves were drawn for a 42-in. -
diameter stainless-steel tank containing an aqueous solu-
tion of U02(N03)2 and poisoned with Pyrex Raschtg rings.
Attempts were made to calculate sphere, infinite cylinder
and slab shapes from the experimental finite cylindrical
assemblies. (auth)

134.
2b46b (NP-10247(P,226 -32)) BUCKL2NGS OF ORGANIC
COOLED HEAVY WATER MODERATED LATTICES. K. R.
&intvaaan (India. ‘Atomio Energy Establishment, Trombay),
P.228-32 of PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON 2A3W
ENERGY NUCLEAR PHYSICS, 1961, BOMBAY, FEBRU-
ARY 27-MARCH 2, 1961.

Measurements are made of the bucicting of diphenyl-

cooled, heavy-water-moderated, natural U fuel clusters.
Seven- and nineteen-rod clusters are used. The buckling is

measured as a function of the number of rods in the cluster,
the rod diameter, the cell radtus, and the minimum dtstance
between the reds. The meaaurementa are carried out in the
ZERLINA assembly. (T. F. H.)

135.
10402 METIIODS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE
PilYSfCAL PAHAMETf2HS OF Tiifl CORE OF HETEROGE-
NEOUS REACTORS BY MEANS OF EXPONENTIAL EX-
PERIMENTS. flI. S. Tastmn (Brookhuven Nationai Lab.,
Upton, N. Y.). Energia nucleam (Milan), 7: 821-32(Dec.
1960). (In Italian)

The macroscopic reactor core parameter determined by

evnential ex~ riments fbuckling, reflector savtng, rOlax-
atfon length, and mlgrntlon area) are reviewed. The moat
fdgnlficant ex~ rlmentel results, some still unpublished,
are compared with the correspondent theoretical values.
(auth)
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ljb.
18651 MEASUREMENTS IN A SUBCRITICAL ASSEM-
BLY OF NATURAL URANIUM AND LIGHT WATER. M. A.
Vigon and C. E. Granados (Junta de Energia Nuclear,
Madrid). Anales real SOC. espan. fis. y quim (Madrid),
Ser. A, 56: 249-5G(Sept.-Oct. 1960). (In Spaniah)

Some lattice parameters of a natural U, light water 8ub-
critlcal aafiembl y were meaaured. Reaulta obtained wtth
and without radial reflector are compared. Valuea of B* for
the bare assembly and reflector savings for the reflected
abscnd,l \ I,rc giveu. Fine distribution of thermal flux
throughout u cell waa measured and f, the thermal utiliza-
tion factor, determined. (auth)

137.
21787 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON ENRICHED
URANIUM STAfNLESS STEEL WATER MODERATED
L.4T’I’i(!ES. L. M. Welshana end K. M. Jotmaon (Martio
Co., Mdtimore). Trans. Am. Nuclear &IC., 4: No, 1,

i04-6(June 1961).

13e.
25589 (HW-67094) LATTICE PARAMETER MEAS-
UREMENTS FOR A CONCENTRIC TUBE FUEL ELEMENT.
D. E. Wood, K, R. Birney, and E. Z. Block (General Eiec-
tric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richlsnd,
Wash.). Dec. 1, 1960. Cootract AT(45-1)-1350. 64p.

Lnttlce puramotara for a ooncontrlo tube fuel element
were measured in the Physical Constants Test Reactor
(PCTR). The measurements reported include k- f, p, and
c for a 101~-inch graphite lattice with both water nnd air in
the coolant channeis, and k- and f for an 83&inch iattice,
water cooled only. The value of q derived from the 10i~-
inch lattice measurements is 1.30. Measured fluxes are
compared to P3 calculations using an adjuated neutron tem-
perature. Some of the correction factore and sources of
error in the measurement are discussed. (rmth)

21402 LATTICE PARAMETER MEA8uREMENT5 FOR
A Concentric TUBE FUEL ELEMENT. D. E. Wood,

K. R. Birney, and E. Z. Block (General Electrio Co,, Rtch-
Iand, Wash.), Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot,, 4: No. 1, 49-50
(June 1961).

1390
708S (HW-G6216(P.14-17)) LATTICE PARAMETER8
FOR TS4E EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTOR.
J. R. Worden and P. F. Nlcbols (General Electrlc Co.
Hanford Atamlo Products Oporatto~ Rlohlecd, Wash.).

The final cxpcrlment of a series In the PCTR, deslgncd
to support tho EGGR program, has boe.n completed.
Vnlues of K- and f wore meaaured using standard PCTR

tcchnlqucs. The fuel consisted of 2.6 wt. % enriched UO&
Rcaulta for a 21.875-in. cell are given. (W, D. M.)

I-Loo
18653 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMEN-
TAL RESULTS FOR C-H MODERATED ASSEMBLIES,
CL B. Zorzcll (CISE, [Milan]). Energla nucloare (Milan),
8: 2ti6-60(Apr. 1961). On English)

A survey IS made of the exponential experiments on
oatural uranium lattfcos hwfng a hydrogenouo modorator,
with particular reference to organla modcratora. The
measured buckllnga for dlphenyl moderated lattlcca appear
to bo high; a comparloon is made bctwccn prcvloua mcas-
urcmcnta and tho experimental values obtained al CISE on
Impregnated graphite moderated lattices. A tAcorctlcaI ‘
●nalysts confirms the presence of a ayatcmatlc error in
the meaauremcnts on diphenyl modcralcd lattices. This

error can be ohown to result from the contrtbutlone of
spurious opithermal neutrons. (auth)

1962

In.
11172 OPTIMIZATION OF SPACING OF NATURAL
URANIUM FOit VAH1OUS MODERATORS, [PARTj I.
A. Morn!cs y Ammlo and A. Sermcnt C. (Unlvcrsidad
Nacionid dc Mexico, Mexico City). Rev. mcx. fla., 10:
309-37(1961). (In Spanish)

For n cylindrical natural uranium and light water sul)-
critlcal system, an optimum ceil and uranium rod rudiuti
was found nmong all the cells and rod radll studied:
k-= 0.9’7, r. = 1 cm, r, = 1.6 cm. The fcnsibiiity 01 mtrr-
changing natural uranium rods from the U - 1!20 auhcriilcnl
syatcm to a U -D20 crltlcnl zero power aystcm w:it. shown

POSSIMC utilizing only optimum dlamctcr rods. Th{, ~.ffcct
of nn air gnp around the uranium rod, for the light water
aystcm, was studlcd and it was shown that for a glvcn ct,ll
and rod rndlus, there was on ●ir gap thickncaa that ol]tl-
miamt tho Infinite multiplication factor. fjomc entlmutct
on the mnsscs of both the aubcrlttcal natural U-IIIO und
the crlLlcnl U -~0 syatcms nre given, Monoencrgt,tlc dlf -
fuslon theory was used and ●ll computations wcro done on
the IBM-050 computer of the Unlveralty of Mcxlco. (nuth)

3.4’2.
33977 (BAW-1259) SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL
REACTOR— BASIC PHYSICS PROGRAM. Quarterly Tech-
ntcal Report No. 7, April-June 1962. (Babcock and Wilcox

CO. Atomic Energy Div., Lynchburg, Vs.). Contract
AT(30-1)-2602. 77P.

Work performed on the Spectral Shift Control Reactor
Basic Physics Program is summarized. The major obJec-
tive of this program is to study the nuclear propcrtiea of
slightly enriched lattices moderated by D20-li20 mixtures.
Critical experiments were performed with 4%-enriched Uq
fuel rods in a lattice having a non-moderator-to-mederator

volume ratio of 1.2, and moderated by a 49.7% D20-N20
mixture. Measured were critical mass, dp/dh, buckling
and reflector savings, and cadmium ratios of U23Sand U2S:.
Small systematic errors in the cadmium ratios were evalu-
ated by correlating the measurements over a range of



.

.

moderator compositions from zero to 70.1% D20. The criti-
cal parameters of the first assembly with 2.4~-enriched

U@ fuel rods are reported. The lattice had a non-
moderator-to- moderator volume ratio of 1.0, and was
moderated by light water. Physical and cbemicat proper-
ties of the 2.46%-enriched fuel are summarized. Tbe ob-
jeottveo, conoeptuai design, and ftnai design dstaile of the
small tattice experiments are given. Theee experiments
will test the applicability of the PCTR teebnkfue to lattice
measurements in epitbermsl systeme. Also preeented are
improvements to the BPG code: a neutron source is now
permitted in each group and a standard set of thermal cross

sectional data la incorporated. Previous analytical metheds
were used to check the most recent critical experiment
data. The results of a systematic analysis of other Iigbt
water moderated systems, using methods developed for
D20-H20 moderated lattices, are summarized. Design cal-
culations for the small lattice experiments and the
reactivity-period relation for critical assemblies using

2.4w-enriched U02 fuel are given. (auth)

3-43●
13856 (BAW-1232) EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
(IN LATTICES MODERATED BY QO-H20 MfXTURES.

Spectral Shift Control Reactor— Basic Physics Program,

1.. G. Barrett and J. H. Mortenson (Babcock and Wilcox Co.
(!ritical Experiment Lab., Lynchburg, Vs.). Jan. 1962.
~’ontract AT(30-1)-2602. 76p.

The results of esponentiai experiments performed under
lht. Spectral Shift Control Reactor (SSCR) Basic Physics
p,.ograrn me summarized. The maierial buckling and

cadmium ratio of U23Swere measured at room temperature
In rod lattices moderated by D20- H20 mixtures in which
(he non-moderaior-to-moderator volume ratio was approxi-
lnately 1.0. The two types of fuel studied were 93%-enriched

Ulj2-Th02 pellets (NTh/N25 = 15) clad in 0.308-inch OD
nluminum tubes and 4%-enriched U02 ewagcd in 0.4’76-inch
00 stainless-steel tubes. The results are shown in the
I{,llowing tabulation, where the meaeured cadmium ratio of
thorium in the first lattice is 1.14 + O.O2. Mao given is
design information on the Lynohburg Source Reactor (1 S1{),
which wae assembled and operated at 1000 watts to PIWV1(IC
neutrons for theee experiments. (suth)

U&.
4678 (Dp-640) PDp MEASUREMENTS ON NATURAL
URANfUM FUEL TUBES IN QO. Norman P. Bsumsnn
(Du Pent de Nemours (E. L) & Co. Savannah River Lab.,
Aiken, S. C.). Sept. 1961. Contract AT(07-2)-1. 30P.

Buckling measurements were made In the Process De-
velopment Pile (PDP) ii ~0-moderated iatticea of tubular
natural uranium fuel assembles, placed at a triangular
pitch of 7 inches. The assembly types etudied included four
sete of single fuel tubes and six sets of double tubs.
Bucklings were determined by an analysis of the critical
water heights obtained when seven test assemblies were
inserted into the central test region of the PDP. The ef-

fects of removiog the central fuel assemblies and of re-
piaoing them by varying numbers of poison rods were also

studied. Foil activation measurements of ihe lattice psram-

Lattices 11+3-148
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eters f, L2, p, and c were made at the 7-inch pitch and, in
two oases, at a pitch of 14 incbea. The experimental re-
sults were oompsred with calculations. (auth)

IJ46.
26461 (CRRP-1072) LATTICE MEASUREMENTS
WITH 7-ELEMENT U~ CLUSTERS IN ZED-2. PART 1:

BUCKLINGS OVER A RANGE OF SPACINGS WfTH THREE
COOLANTS. G. A. Beer and D. W. Hone (Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd., Chalk River, Ont.). Jan. 1962. 99p.
(AECL-1505)

Buckling measurements were made in ZED-2 in a series
of hexagonal lattices of 55 ‘f-element U02 clusters with
spacings from 18 cm to 36 cm. Three materials in the
cluster coolant region were investigated: D20 of modera-
tor purity; helium, to simulate a voided condition; and an

organic liquid, HB-40. The experimental reeults were
compared with values calculated using the latest Chalk

River lattice recipes. Buckling measurements made pre-
viously with these 7-element U02 clusters in ZEEP are in

agreement with the measurements made In ZED-2. A
etmrt description of the ZED-2 reactor is included. (auth)

3-47 ●

9693 (CNEN-1OO) EXPERIMENTS AND CALCULA-
TIONS ON A D20 20% ENRfCHED REACTOR. M. Ber-

nardino, A. Bracci, U. Farinelli, P. Loizzo, M. MotLa, and
C. Tamagnfni (Italy. Comitato Nazionale per l’Energia

Nucleare, Rome). Nov. 1961. ‘79p.

The results of several critical experiments performed
on the Ispra I reactor are discussed and compared with
calculations. Two-group theory is shown to yield accurate
reatdts in most cases. The relevance of the varioua ef-
fects, in experiment and calculation. is analyzed. (auth)

I-4$.
22847 (ffW-69300(RCv.)) A SEMf-EMPIRICAL
METHOD OF ESTIMATING MATERIAL BUCKLINGS FOR
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM TUBES IN L[GHT
WATER. C. L. Brown (Gent*r:d Elcctrlc Co. IIunford
Atomic Producis Opcrntlon, fti~,hl:lmi, Wtwh. ). hllir. S,
1962. Contrnct AT(45-1)-1350. 17P.

A semi-empirical method for calculating material buck-
lings for slightly enriched uranium tubce in light water is
presented. Lattice parameter were calculated by the
IDIOT code. Buckling was calculated by the onc group
critical equation, ueing an adjuatod rcgenerat ion factor

(eta) to obtain a correlation to measured values. Mc’as-
ured bucklinge on tube lattices at 0.95, 1.0, 1.25, 1.44,
1.47, and 1.6’% U2S5were used in tbe correlation. The cal-
culated and meaaured maximum bucklings at these enrich-
ments agreed to within +350 10+ cm-z. A curve of ad-
jueted eta versus U*S5enrichment 1s given. The reliability
of the method 1? limited to ihe range of tube sizes and U*$’

enrichments used in the correlation. Beyond this range, ttw
method 18 less reliable, but useful for lattice survey stud-

ies. (auth)
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1205 MATERfAL BUCKLING OF HEAVY WATER
LATTICES.” STATISTICAL FIT TO EXPERIMENTAL
DATA. U. L. BuBharo (FIAT, Sezlone Energta Nuclearw,
‘iMrin). Energia nucleare (Milan), 8: 460-6(July 1961).
(fn Engli6h)

Available experimental data on matsrial buckling for het-
erogeneous, heavy water lattices were WstIfsticallyeoa-
lyzed wtth quadratio polynomial correlation. .The data

were divided in four groups: metal, eingle bar lattices;
metal, bundles of bars; metal, bundles of plates; oxide,

bundies of bars. Foreaoh group correlations were obtined
and compared. fn the case of bundles-of-bars lattices,
three different definitions for the effective bundle surface
were tested. For the caee of bundle.a-of-platea lattices, Uw
difference between experimentally and theoreUcally det8r-

mtned values were atattatically analyzed andaetattstieaily
significant deviation betxveen experimental and theoretical .

values was indicated. (auth)

150.
31002 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON NATURAL URA-
NIUM OXIDE, ORGANIC COOLED, HEAVY WATER MOD-
EfLITED LATTICES. G. Casini, C. Foggi, and F. ToseUi
(Euratom CCR, Ispra, Italy). Energtz nuclear, (Milan), 9:
455-61 (Aug. 1962). (In English)

A series of criticaI experiments was carried out at
Saclay, France, by the Reactor Physics Department of the

C.C. R., Euratom. The purpose of the measurement was to
determine the material buckling of nine different ORGE L
lattices using natural uranium oxide fuel elements, moder-
ated by heavy water and cooled by an organic liquid. The
experimental technique, the results obtained, and their com-
parison with calculated values are described. The latter
turn out to be systematically lower than the former. Some
criteria are given to improve the agreement between the
two sets of values. (auth)

151.
8094 (RW-50257) EXPONENTIAL L MEASUREhlENTS

\\l”f Vl ENRICHED URANIUM IN GRAPHITE LATTICES.
K. D. Clayton (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Prod-

ucts Operation, IUchlsnd, Wash.). May 17, 1957. Contract
U’-31-1OP-EW-S2. 41P.

A series of buckllng measurements was undertaken in
W,,I .ind (Iry graphite lattices at spacings of 43/16 to 103/8 in.
f{, r UZ*S- aluminum fuel eIemente for UZ35compositions of
:!t..:)3 wd 16.45 g by means of critical size from multlpll-

c:lti~m mrasuremente, exponential methods, and quasi-
e~poncntiai methods. Wet lattice buckfings, at small spac-

in$s, are considerably higher than the dry lattice bucklinga,
tx.cause o{ the smaller age in the lattices which overcom-
pt~nsate for the increased thermal leakage and decreased

k .,. The extrapolation length and the graphite reflector
savings for a rectangular priem of 4 x 4 ft crose sectional
d imcnsions were determined for the lattices mezeured.

(l\. O. G.)

152.
8301 (BAW-1231) SPECTRAL SHIFT CONI’ROL RE-
ACTOR BASIC PHYBfCS PROGRAM. CRfTICAL llX1’ERl-
MENTS ON LATTICES MODERATED BY D20– 1120 hflX-

TURES. T. C. Engelder, N. L. Snidow, R. H. Clark, C. E.

Barksdttle, R. H. Lewis, and M. N. Baldwin (Babcock and
Wilcox co. Critical Experiment Lnb., Lynchburg, Vs.).
Dec. 1961. Contract AT(30-1)-2602. 120P.

The resulte of critical experiments performed umfor the
Spectral Shift Control Reactor Basic Phyeics Program arc
summarized. Nine major critical assemblies of rod lat-
tices were studied In moderator mixtures of light and huavy
water ranging from zero to 81,2 mole % D20. In some ~s -
semblies, the moderator was poisoned with boric acid. Tho
non- moderator-to- moderator volume ratio in ail latt Ices

was approximately 1.0. The fuel in most latticea was .t%-
enriched UOZ swaged in atainlees steel, although two ex-
perlmente were performed with 93%-enriched U~ -Th02
pellets in aluminum tubes. One assembly waa zone-iowied

radially and contained both types of fuel. The criiical masH,
D20 concentration, boron concentration, buckling, thermal
disadvantage factor, and cadmium ratio of U23Swere meas-
ured in each assembly. In meet assemblies, the cadmium

ratio of U2S8or Th2S2 waa measured, end in five asaembliern,
the epithermel neutron spectrum was derived from the

measurements taken of the resonance activity of deicctur
foils. In special experiment at high D30 concentrations,

the perturbationa by moderator gaps and control bkuiea
were studied, and the reflector savings versus refiectur
thickness was measured. The flux distribution in the zone-
loaded ‘keeembly was also mapped. The measured lattice
parameters are summarized. (auth)

153.
11164 STUDY OF A URANIUM ROD ASSEMBLY OF
THE BR-5 REACTOR. V, I. Galkov, V. L Ivsnov, G. N.
Smirenkin, and A. P. Smirnov-Averin. Atomnaya Energ.,
12: 56-7(Jsn. 1962). (in Russian)

Sn order to obtain information on the isotopic composi-
tion of irradiated fuel elements end on certain other char-

acteristics of the pa oxide-fueled BR-5 feat reactor, a
portion of the U reflector was investigated after a 100-
day long exposure to an integrated flux of nbcut 5. 1021

n/cm2. The center of the material examined was located
12.6 cm from the center of the reactor. The number of
fission wae calculated from the absolute Cs 187activity
while the number of captures in Ua’ was derived from
the apeciftc a activity of samples” taken from various lo-
cations. The neutron leakage in the reactor was high as a
result of the many Nn-filled channele. The concentration
of ~~o which was found to be about 0.1% Waa dctcrmimxf

by comparing the number of spontaneous fiesions in test
samplea ~d in reference samples using an ionization
chamber. The experimentally obtained ratio of the avcr-
sge capture and fission and capture cross sccticms agrees
well with the VLIIUC of 1.93 calculated from 18 neutron apeo -
tram group constants and t\,ith dnta obtained with natural U.

The averago capture cross section of pun’ was found to be

equal to 0.415 + 0.035 barn \vhile the capture and fission
croes section ratio was 0.19 * 0.02. The value of this ratio

.

.
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dccrcascd rapidly from the ccntcr of the core toward the
Periphery of the core bocausc of the influx of neutrons into
the core which were slowed doum by elastic and inclnstic
~Ollisf~ns in th~ Ni ~~r~en, (TTT)

154.
19921 (FTD-TT-62-W6) INVESTIGATION OF THE

ASSEMBLY OF URANIUM RODS IN THE BR-5 REACTOR.

V. I. Galkov, V. i. Ivmrov, G. N. Smirentdn, and A. P.

Sndrnov-Averin. Translated from Atomnaya Energ., 12:
No. 1, 56-7(1962). 4P.

This paper was previously abstracted from the orlginrd
Iunguage and appeurs in ~, Vol. 16, abstract no. 11164.

155.
11324 (NA4-SR-660p) CRITICAL LOADING EX-
PEftff4EfuT FOR THE SRE WITH THORfUM - URANfUM
FUEL. R. Garcia snd R. L. Lewis (Atomtcs lnterrUtlON~.
Mr. of North Americm Avlatfon, Inc., Cenoge Psrfc,
Cafff.). Msr. 1, 1962. Contnct AT(31-1)-GEN-8. Z@.

The minimum crtticd Io8ding of the f!RE wltb llt-lJ

fuel and Na In the core at 340”F was found to bc 30.6 + 0.2

fuel clusters, The operational loadlng, dcflned ae crtti-
cat{ty with two of the four shim rods in the co rc, was found
to be 40.6 + 0.2 fuel clusters. An evaluation of VdOUS

plotting tcchnlquee for critical experiment daLS is given.
It was found that plotting the Inverse multiplication as a

function of radial buckling, ueing the physical radius plus
reflector savings, gave the most linear approach to

criticality. (auth)

156.
8310 (DP-457) PHYSICS DATA FROM A MOCKUP
OF THE HWCTR LATTICE IN THE PDP. William E.
Graves (Du Pent de Nemours (E. I.) & Co. Savannah River
Lab., AIken, S. C.). Feb. 1960. Contract AT(07-2)-I.
84P.

Experiments were performed {n the Procese Develop-
ment Pile (PDP) with a crttical mockup of the Heavy Wabar
Comfxments Test Reactor (HWCTR) lattice, Reactivity
measurements served to determine control ~d Wortha, tie

temperature coefficient of the reactor at low temperature,
the dependence of ~ff on concentratlone of UnJ end polaono
in the “drlver” regton of the reactor, and the changea in
kc,, that occur In certcfn conceivable acckfenta In the
HWCTR. FIua dfotrlbution meaauremente were made to Q
determine over-all flus ehapea, local flus varicttone nround
fndlvfdual component, azlmutbef flux V8rtattons due to

esymmetrtcaf combinetlone of ooatml rods, end verttad
flux wirlatlone obtainable through the uee of control rods
of partial length. Sufficiently detailed flux meaeuremcnts
were msde to permit the calculation of neutron economy

tables and to determine the neutron leaksgc from the re-
actor. Suttable adjustments In the Input parameter made
it possible tn fit the experimental reeulte with a two-group
calculation. (auth)

.

15?.
33580 (llW-74190) PIIYSICS RESEAHCII QUARTERLY

REPORT, APRIL-JUNE 1W32. (Gcncrnl Klcctrlc Co.

ll~nford Atomic Producte Opcrntlon, Rictdand, Wash.).
July 16, 1962. Contract AT(15-1)- 135fl. 38p.

Pcrformnncc tests were carried out on n circuit designed

to distinguish hclwcen recoil electrons and recoil protons,
rtuc 10 lnchlcnt phntons and ncutrone, respectively, In a hy -

drogcnous sctnllllntor. The activities produced In Iutctium

foils hy Irrw.iiatlon were found to hc a function of (hlckm?ss.

Data arc prcecntcd for correction of Iutcttum activity mcae-
urcmcnts from thick folle to that for thin foils. Subcrltlcal

experiment wIlh 1.82 VA % Pu - Al rods In light water were

conducted. A serica of crl[fcallty cxpcr(mcnls were begun
with plutonlum-nltrntc solutions In a 14-in. diameter staln-
lese steel sphere fully reffectcd with water. Monte Carlo

calculations were made of the Ilmftlng critlcat concentra-
tion of PU23$and U2JSIn aqueooe sotutlons. (M. C. G.)

158.
757 MEASURED NUCLEAR PARAMETERS FOR
NATURAL URANIUM ROD LATTICES IN D20. T. J.

Hurley and G. F. O’Neil (E. I. du Pent de Nemoure & Co.,
Aiken, S. C J. Trsne. Am. Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 2, 295-6
(Nov. 1961) .

159.
12683 EXPERIMENTAL BUCKLINGS OF HEAVY
WATER MODERATED LATTICES OF NATURAL URA-
NIUM METAL ROD CLUSTERS. T. J. Hurley, Jr., H. R.
Fike, and G. F. O’Nelll (E. I. du Pent de Nemoura & Co.,
Aiken, S. C.). Nuclear SCL and Eng., 12: 341-7 (h2ar.
1962).

Studies performed in the Process Development Pile of
the Savannah River Laboratory provide precise measure-
ments of the material bucklings of a number of Q-
moderated lattices of natural uranium metal rods over an
extended range of fuel assembly sizes and lattice pitches.
The l-In. uranium rods are clad with 0.032 in. of aluml-
num. Fuel assembly sizes vary from single rods to
ciusters of 3, 7, and 19 rods (0.09 to 1.81 kg U/cm) and

lattice spacinga frOm 7.00 to 21.00 in., covering a range of
moderator-to-fuel volume ratios from 10.23 to 161.S3. A
few Iattlcee are studied at different D20 purities, in load-

ings of different sizes, and in reflected loadings. (auth)

160.
4681 (NAA-SR-Memo-6587) CRITfCALfTY STUDY
FOR POPR CRITICAL EXPERIMENT FUEL FABRICA-
TION. N. Ketzlach (Atomics International. Div. of North
Amerfcsn Aviation, Inc., Csnoga Park, Calif.). Jufy 17,
1961. Contract [AT(ll-1)-Gen-6]. 21P.

Nuclear safety criteria were established for the fabrica-
tion, storage, and transportation of U~ fuele having an
enrichment of 2.0 and 3.13% U2SS. Twelve figures are in-
cluded summarizing the results of this study. The follow-
ing criteria were established for the 3.0% U2SSenriched
fuel and may be safely applied to the 2.5% U2S5enriched
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UQ fuel of interest. The maximum safe batch size of U~,
independent of container size or degree of water flooding
ia 1.22 kgm contained U235. s~e batch sizes as a flmctioJ2

of container volume are also presented. The maximum
safe geometries are 27 liters for the sphere volume, 9.75
inches for the Infinite cylinder diameter, sod 4.18 inches

for the infinite slab thickness. The maximum safe num-

bers of rode, independent of container size or degree of
water flooding, are 145, 110, end 90 for 0.30-inch, 0.34-
inch, and 0.38 inch diameter rods, respectively. Safe

criteria are also given for the spacing between batches
of pellets or rods, Safe criteria were also established for
the 2.~ U2SCenriched U02. The maximum safe batch size,

independent of container size or degree of water flooding
Is 1.99 kgm contained U2SS. Safe batch sizes as a function
of container volume are also presented. The maximum
safe geometries are 52 liters for the sphere volume, 12.5

Inches for the infinite cylinder diameter, and 5.95 inches

for the Infinite slai> thickness. The maximum safe num-
bers of rods, independent of container size or degree of

water flooding, are 290, 230, and 180 for 0.30-inch, 0.34-
Inch, and 0.38-inch diameter rods, respectively. Safe
critcriti are also given for the spacing between batches of

peilels or rods. (auth)

161.
13392 (NAA-SR-Memo-6672) NUCLEAR SAFETY fN

HANDLfNG U– Zr COMPACTS. N. Ketzlach (Atomics In-
ternational. Div. of North American Aviation, Inc., Csnoga

Park, CalIf.). Nov. 16, 1961. Contract [AT(ll-1)-Gen-61.
6P,

Nuclear safety criteria are given for the handling of
l~z-in. by l~z-in. compacts hating a composition of 10 wt.%

highly enriched U and 90 wt.% Zr. The maximum safe batch
size for these compacts is 1.68 kg contained-Uz’s, independ-
ent of spacing between compacts or the degree of water
floaflng. For long compacts the maximum safe mass per
unit ]cngth iS 0.94 kg contained-U2sS/ft of length. This, too,

is independent of spacing between compacte or the degree

of water flooding. Maximum safe batches containing no

more than 1.66 kg U*JSeach are safe with a minimum edge-
to-edge spacing of 20 in. (auth)

162.
8093 (DP-644) NUCLEAR PARAMETERS OF MAS-
SIVE URANIUM RODS IN D20. Frank E. Kinard (Du Pent

de Nemours (E. L) and Co. Savannah River Lab., Aiken,
S. C.). Nov. 1961. Contract AT(07-2)-1. 42p.

Measurements were made of the nuclear parameters of
heavy-water-moderated lattices of uranium metal rods, 3

inchee in diameter and enriched to 3.0 wt % U2SC,at a tri-

SW@ar lattice pitch of 18 inchee, The value of k-, obtained
from the four-fi~ctor formula with experimental values of f,

II, c, and p, agreed to within 0.6% with the value obtelned
from the two-group diffusion kernel together with experi-
mental values of L2 and B~l. The value of k- obtained from

the four-factor formula using experimental values of the

parameters ogrecd within 0.5% with that obtained by insert-
ing calculated values, but the measured and calculated val-
uea of the indivichmi parameters differed by as much as 3%.

(auth)

163.
760 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WtTH LOW EN-
RICHED DOUBLE ANNULAR SUPERHEATER FUEL ELE-
MENTS IN LIGHT WATER AND THEIR ANALYSIS. P. Cl.
Klann, C. O. Dechand, E. Feln, and W. B. Wright (Combus-

tion Engineering, Inc., Windsor. Corm.). Tr~e. ~.
Nuclear sec., 4: No. 2, 298-9 (Nov. 1961.).

164.
1207 SUBCRITICAL TWO-ZONE SYSTEMS. Ii.Lutx

(UniversiMtt B~rn)t R. Meler ad W. VJintder. NSAICITooh.,
3: 343-51 (June 1961). (In German)

The present work intends to clarify ihe question of

whether material bucklfnga of QO- naturaf uranium lattices
oan be measured with precision in eubcrttical two-r.one
systems. The modified twn-gmup formaliam developed hi

this report was checked in two different experimental ao-

rles. The results of the enalyais of the experlmento me

very satisfactory and encourage similar studies under
dtfferent conditions. fn the last section, a special net of
orthogonal functions for two-zone systems ia presented
and correlated wfth some ewerlmente. (auth)

165.
22046 (BAW-li99) REACTfVfTY MEASUREMENTS
ON UNPERTURBED, SLIGHTLY ENRfCHED URANIUM
DIOXfDE LATTICES. Arlmxl L. MacKinney and Russell M.
Ball (Babcock and Wilcox CO. Critical Experiment Lab.,
Lyatchburg, VI.). June 1960. Catiract lAT(30-1)-2602].
Xlp.

U22ifor2n iattlce crltlcal e ~~~~ Wffh 3 and 4% en-
riched uranium dioxide, cla with otalnlcss steel, were
performed In ordtnary water. ‘t%eae experlmentn were
done with fuel pins, 0.600 Incbea O.D: with ●n acUve fuel
length of 68.S inches. The fuel plna were fabricated by
ewagtng the U@ powders to 87% theoretical density, in

stainlees steel tubing. The final wall thickness was 0.0282
incheo. The pitch spacings which were used and the volume

fractiona of mnterlals preoent in the core are listed. The
mintmum critical radius obtainod for the futly reflected
cores Is ehown ae a function of the ratio of water to equiva-
lent urantum metal. Measurements of the differential reso-
tivity as a function of waler height for each lattice yielded
the common straight lines of (differential reactivity)-w ●s
a function of water height. Numerical integration of the
differential reactivity curve yields the excess reacttviiy
ae a function of core radiue. (auth)

166.
7318 AN ENGINEERING CRITICAL EXPERIMENT
USING THE IRL REACTOR. J. MacPhee, R. R. Powell,

O. A. Schulze, and P. M. Williama (AMF Atomicat Inc.,
New York). Research Reactor J., 2: No. 1, 11-16 (Oct.

1961).
An engineering critical experiment of the Preaaure Tube

Reactor (PTR) core using the facilities of the industrial
Reactor Laboratories pool-type research reactor ia de-

scribed and some of the results are presented. The ex-

.

.

.
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ptiriment was planned and performed so that both engineer-
ing and physics objectives would be realized simultaneously
and costs min{mkmcf, Successful data are obtained on the

following cnglnccrlng and physics objcwtlves: control rod

PCrformance; performance of fuel handling tools; com-

patibility wiU3 pool reactor instrumentation; general m3it-
ability of component design to a pool type installation;

mass coefficients; cadmium ratios; critical mass; control
rod worths; reactivity effects of void, boron, aluminum,
and stainless steel; and detailed flux distributions. (N. W. R,)

167.
2398 (APAE-54(SUPP1.1)) EXTENDED SM-2 CRITI-
CAL EXPERIMENTS CE-2. W. J. McCOO1, R. A. Robin~~n,
S. H. \Veiss, T. M. Raby, E. W. Schrader, and L. D. Walt-

housen (Alto Products, Inc., Schenectady, N. Y.). June 30,
1961. Contract AT(30-3)-326. 153p.

A description and results of a second series of critical
~$xperiments performed on the SM-2 core mockup are pre-
sented. The SM-2 core mockup contains 36.4 kg of U23Sand
an estimated 67.9’ g of BIO. The equivalent diameter and the

:Ictive height are about 22 in. The metal-to-water volume
ratio is 0.344. Data are presented on activation, reactivity,
:Ind stuck rod measurement. All measurements were con-

ducted on the open 7 control rod array employing 38 sta-
tionar y fuel elemente. Activation measurements consisted
of neutron flux measurements using uranium fission foils
for relative power distribution studies, the effect of flux

suppressors on reducing power peaks, blocked coolant
channel measurements, and gamma dose distribution. Re-
:~ctivity measurements were performed to determine the
v[fect of flow divider, flux suppressors, and simulated high
temperature and pressure operation, B 10 loading in the
S.M-2 core, and core material coefficients. For the latter,

tl)e worth in cents per gram or cents per cm” was deter-
mined at a simulated temperature of 51O”F for BIO, L?3S,

stainless steel, and void. Stuck rod measurements were
made to obtain an indication of the criticality margin in the
event one or more control reds shouId etick in the operat-
ing position. (auth)

168.
11170 MEASUREhlENTS ON SUBCRITICAL D20 MOD-
E I{ATED i{ flACTOR ASSEMBLIES. ii. Mcister (Institut
fifr Neutronenphysik umf ik!aktortechnik, Kernforachungs-
zentrum, Ksr Isruhc, Ger. ). Nukleonik, 3: 236-46 (Nov.
19C1). [In German)

In an exponential experiment the multiplication charac-
teristic magnitudes of various heavy water moderated re-
actor asscm]hlies wure measured. The lattice studied con-
sisttd uf x quadratic arrangement of cylindrical naturai
ur:tnium rods (32 mm diameter) with 1 mm thick aluml-
num can IIuvl rods of the 171{-2 Research iteactor); the
Iatliue disV~nces d were varied in the range from 10.810
24.0 cm. By mea~urement of the macroscopic flux dis-
tribution within a tank of 136-cm diameter, the material
formfactor (“ material buckling’) B~ was determined with
the he 1P of a BF3 counter, These measurement vaiues were

in good agreement with those obtained by Cohen on similar

Lattices 167-170

assemblies. By measurement of the microdistribution of
the thermal flux within a Iat$ce cell with small Mn probes,

the ratio of the mean flux value in the moderator and fuel
element and therefore the thermal utilization ~ and the ef-
fective dlffuaion length ~ were determined. The ratio found

is about 2 to 3% higher than the corresponding value found
by Cohen. From the magnitudes &, L*, and the Fermi age,
the multiplication factor & waa calculated, and the value

TI= 1.307 * 0.015 was found by an extrapolation method
given by Mummery. (tr-auth)

1690
4679 (HW-’fO944) NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION
MEASUREMENT WITH i% -Al ALLOY RODS IN LIGHT
WATER. V. I. Neeley, R. C. Lloyd, and E. D. Clayton
(General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products @era-

tion, Richland, Wash,). Aug. 29, 1961. Contract AT(45-
1)-1350. 12p.

Neutron multiplication and exponential measurements

were conducted with Pu -At alloy fuel elements in light
water moderated lattices; a hexagonal pattern was used

for the lattices which were fully water reflected. The
critical mass was determined for 24-inch high cylinders
by neutron multiplication measurements. Tke extrapola-
tion length and buckiinga for the lattices were determined
by equating the buckling expression from the exponential
rncssurcmcnts to tho buckling exi]rcssion for the critical
si~c us dulurmint+i from tho ntiutron multiplication mess-
urementn. Tbeae equations were then solved for the extrap-
olation length end buckling. The critical mass for spher-
Ioal geometry was calculated from the measured buckling
and extrapolation length. The mint mum critical masa
for the Al -6 wt % Pu alloy rods in light water was 1.5
kg plutonium. The maximum buckling was 11,300 x 10+
cm-z. The effect on the critical mass of the Pu2’0 (- 5%)
was determined from calculations; the results indicate the
critical mass (Including all isotopes) would be reduced by
about 8.2% in the absence of Pu240, or to 1.38 kg Puzs’. A
curve of the critical masa and buckling obtained from these
experiments is shown. The various data are tabulated. (auth)

170.
15525 (NYO-9660) MEASUREMENT’S OF THE MA-
TERIAL BUCKLINGS OF LATTICES OF NATURAL UfU-
NIUM RODS IN D20. P. F. Palmedo, I. Kaplan, and T. J.

Thompson (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge).
Jan. 20, 1962. Contract AT(30-1)-2344. 179P. (MITNE-
13)

The experimental and analytical bases of the determhta-
tion of the material bucklings of uranium-D20 lattices are

presented. Techniques which were developed, particularly
with the intent of measuring material buckiings In the MIT
lattice facility, are described. The design considerations

and experiments dealing with the spatial distribution and
magnitude of the neutron source in the lattice facility are
discussed. The source distribution was analyzed as it en-
tered the subcriiicsl assembly tank when the tank contained
oniy D20 and when the tank contained a lattice of uranium
rods in D20. The detailed investigation of the over-all flux
distributions in iattices included a study of the non-
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separability of the macroscopic and microscopic radial dis-
tribution. A set of computer codes waa developed to reduce
and analyze fully the data from flux distribution measure-

ments. The bucklings of three lattices of 1.010- inch diame-
ter natural uranium rods in D20 were meaeured. These
measurements are shown to be in good agreement with
measurements made in similar lattices at other labora-
tories. (auth) .

171.
157b6 (AE-66) CRfTICAL AND EXPONENTIAL EX-
PERIMENTS ON 19-ROD CLUSTERS (R3 FUEL) IN HEAVY
WATER. Rolf Persson, Carl-Erik Wikdahl, and Zenc+t
Zadw6skt (Aktlebolaget Atomenergi, StudavIk, Sweden).
Mar. 1962. 3’IP.

Buckling measurements on clusters of 19 U~ rods in
heavy water were performed in en exponential assembly and
by meana of substitution measurements in a criticaf facility.
The materiaf buckiing waa determined as a function of iat-
tice pitch (range of Vmd. /Vfu,l :7 to 22), internal spacing,
void, and temperature (20 c T c 90”C). The change of diffu-
sion coefficients (about 6 to 6%) caused by voids was stud-

ied with efngle teat fuel assemblies. The progressive a*-
stitutfon meaeuremente were analyzed by meene of a
mrdified one-group perturbation theory in combination with
en unconventional cell definition. The buckling differences
between test and reference lattices were of the order of
-1.0 to -3.5 m-z. The resuita of tbe exponential end the
crfticai experiments were compared with aimihr measure-

ments on the same kind of fuel. Thie comparison ehowed
that the reeuite of the varioua experiment agree quite weil,
whereae theoretical prediction fail in the extreme rangea.
(auth)

172.
31203 (GEAP-3862) AEC SUPERHEAT CRiTICAiS-
A COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY OF
UNIFORM LATTICES. G. T. Petersen and F. 0. Warzek
(General Electric Co. Atomic Power Equipment Dept.,
San Joee, CalIf.). Jan. 1962. Contract AT(04-3)-169.
lo7p.

A critical experiment program waa undertaken io suppiy
the baaic physics information, over a wide range of waier-

to-fuel volume ratios, which ie necessary to predict wiih
confidence the nuclear behavior of superheat cores utiiiz -
ing slightly enriched annular oxide fuei. The experimental
measurement included were: critical size, (8p/flHj veraue
H (@ = reactivity, H = water height), void coefficient, tem-
perature coefficient, flux distributions, thermal utilization,
and conversion ratio. All the measurements ware oarried

out utilizing uniformly spaced arraya of fuel (no controis
or water gaps). The experimental reauiie were compared
to the prediction of engineering design methods as well as
more detailed calculations. Baeed on tbeae comparisons,
a reliable engineering design modei wae developed for tbia
iattice type. (auth)

173.
24SS4 MEASUREMENTS OF REACTOR PARAM-
ETERS IN SUBCIUTICAL AND CRITICAL AS9EbfBLIE8—
LATTICES OF SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM IN W’A-
TER. Glen A. Price (Brdthaven National Lab., Upton,
N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot., 5: No. 1, 25-6(June
1962).

174.
1344 (ANL-6376) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS WITH
TliOiUA-URANIA FUEL IN HEAVY WATER. W. C. Red-
mm, S. G. Kaufmann, K. E. Plumlee, and Q. L. Batrd
(Argonne National Lab., Ill.). Dec. 1961. Contract W-31-
i09-Eng-38. 126P.

The nuclear characteristics of a variety of small reac-
tora composed of tboria -ursnia fuel in heavy water were
determined in a program of critical experimentation. The
fuel element ooneisted of ceramic Tt@ -U2’@ pellets
stacked to a height of 1.5 m within 0.787 -cm-OD aluminum
tubing. The pellete used most frequently were of O.687 -em
diameter @ had ~ ~/u2S6 atom ratio of 25. Rods Oont~n-

Ing similar peiletz with only half aa much U*’i were used to

achieve small changea in the U*S5content of the Coree.
Some cores were aaaembied with 0.660-em-diameter pel-
lats having an atom ratio of 16. Ail coree were located in
a 2-m-diameier tank containing ~0. Three dfstinct core
structure were used, allowing measurements with uni-

formly distributed fuel rods, loading patterns compatible
with the EBWR core geometry, end clustered lattic ar-

rWements with D20, H20, and sir surrounding the clus-
tered fuel. Most of the cores essembied had some amount
of radial QO reflector. A O.S-m-thick boitum reflector
composed of D20 and aluminum was always imeaent. For
most of the aaeemblies, ihe control rode were fully With-
drawn, criiictdity being achieved by adjustment of the
water level. Observed critical dimcnsiona and the reauita
of the conventional reactivity, foil activation, and fuel aub-
stituiion experiments used io determine core puramciers
such se p, co f, and T, are reported. Information un void
and temperature coefficients and conirol rod worth is in-

cluded. No comparison of the experimental results with

theoretical prediction is made nor are observations made
on fiux-irap eystems of this composition included. (auth)

175.
2399 (DP-643) EXPONENTIAL VOID COEFFICIENT

MEASUREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM TUBES IN
D20. Warren B. Rogere, Jr. (Du Pent de Nemours (E. L)
and Co. Savannsh River Lab., Aiken, S. C.). Sept. 1961.
Contract AT(07-2)-1. 23p.

Exponential experiments and theoretical calculations
were performed io determine the reactivity effect of ex-
pelling ~0 coolant from ~0-moderated latticee of natural
uranium fuei assemblies compoeed of coaxial metal tubes.
E!oth the exponential experiment and the calculations con-
firmed Independent critical measurements in showing large
increases (up to 4%) in K- when water is expeilcd from the

coo itmt channels. (auth)
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176.
15527 (RFP-258) EMPIRICAL ANALYSfS OF CRITI-

CAL MASS DATA INVOLVING ENRICHED URANIUM
METAL IN WATER. C. L. Schusite and C. L, BWll (Dow
Chemical CO. Rocky Flats Plant, Denver). Mar. 21, 1662.
Contract AT(29-1)-1106. 6p.

AII emplrlcaf equation was derived wh!ch relatea the sur-
face to volume ratio of a fisstle unit (enriched uranium
metaf -9m I?s$) in lattices immersed in water with the
array minimum critical mass. The criticaf mass data uoed
in this study were developed at the Los Alamos Seienttfio
Laboratory. (auth)

177.
768 CRfTICAL EXPERIMENTS ON 4%-ENRICHED

U~ LATTICES MODERATED BY D20- H20 MLXTURZS.
N. L. Snidow, R. H. Clark, C. E. Barkadale, R. H. Lewis,
and T. C. Engelder (Babuock & Wilcox Co., Lynchburg,
Vs.). Trans. b. Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 2, 306(Nov. 196U.

1’78.
13859 HEAVY WATER EXPONENTIAL EXPERI-
MENTS USING ThOz AND U02. J. A. Thie. International
Series of Monographs on Nuclear Energy. Division X.
Reactor Design- Physics. Volume 5. ~ew York, Pergamon
Press, 1961. 179fI. $6.00.

A survey is given of facilities, experimental data, and
theoretical interpretations of D@-moderated exponential
experiments utilizing U02 or ThQ - U02 mixtures as fuel.

(T. F. H.)

1790
6903 (NYO-9658) f+imvv WATER IATTICE RK-
SIARCN PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT [f2NDl NGl SftPTEM-
ltKR 30, 1!)61. T. J. Thompson, lrvlng Kaplan, and A. E.
Proflo. erfs. (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge).
Contract AT(30-1)-2344. 109p.

An experimental and theoretical program on the phyaice
of hcnvy water moderated. partially cnrichcd uranium metaf
Iatliccs is being comtuctcrf. A subcritical assembly which

uw’s the hf. I. T. research reactor for the neutron soijrce
h;is hocn lwilt. Theoretical and experimental rcsc;trch on

buckling, fast finsion, resonance capture, and thermal rnp-
ture has hcen carried out for the calibration lattice of one-
inch diameter natural uranium roda. Programs in puiacd
neutron source research and reactor control researc~ have
been initiated. (auth)

180.
758 COMPARISON 0)? EXPONENTIAL AND CRfTI-
CAL BUCKLINGS FOR NATURAL URANfUM RODS IN
HEAVY WATER. E. C. Wlngfield and E. J. Hennslly
(E. I. du Pent de Nemours & Co., Aiken, S. C.). Trans.
Am. Nuclear sec., 4: No. 2, 296-8 (Nov. 1961).
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181.
12624 EXPONENTfAL MEASUREMENTS OF NATURAL
URANIUM RON IN HEAVY WATER AND COMPARL20NS
WITH CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. E, C. Wingfield and
E. J. Hermelly (E. I. du Pent de Nemours & Co., Aiken,
S. C.). Nuclear SC1. and Eng., 12: 346-56 (Mar. 1962).

Buckling measurements of 42 lattices of natural uranium
l-in. rods in heavy water were made in an exponential
facility at two moderator purities. The fuel assemblies
were single roda and clusters of 3, ‘7, and 19 rods. Lattice
pitches varied from 3.00 to 21.59 in. A comparison was
made between the bucklings that were measured in the ex-
ponential facility and those that were obtained from critical
measurements. On tbe basis of a constant radial bucklleg
for the exponential, systematic differences between tbe
exponential and critical measurements were noted. Possi-
ble causes of these differences were discussed. Changes in
buckling produced by changes in moderator purity were
also given. (autb)

182.
9346 (HW-69525) MATERfAL BUCKLING MEAS-

UREMENTS ON GRAPHITE -URANIUM SYSTEMS AT
HANFORD: A SUMMARY TABULATION. D. E. Wood
(Genera~ Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products ope~tlon,
Richland, Wash.). May 1961. Contract AT(45-1)-1350.

99p.
Measurements of matertal bucklings for graphite-

uranium systems are eummartzed. A comprehensive list-
ing and guide to the original data sources is provided.
Complete information on physical and nuclear properties
of the lattice and the geometry of the exponenttaf assembly
is included, along with some of the auxiliary data taken.
The fuel sizes vary from 0.925 to 2.5 in. in diameter for
five different fuel geometries. The lattice spacings vary
from 4’~~ to 15 in. Over 300 measuremen~ of materiaf
buckling are included. (auth)

1%3●

6920 BUCKLING MEASUREMENTS IN URANIUM -
DIPHENYL LATTICES. G. B. Zorzoli (CISE, Segrate,
Italy). Energta nucleare (Milan), 8: ‘f80(Dac. 1961). (In
English)

An eapertment 1s descrtbed that yields a positive buek-
ltIU value for a rntural U-dipheI@ tattice. It h nhown that
syateautlc.errorm, Mufftoieat meumwment8,andun-
favorable vessel dimenaiona render the experimental re-
sults incorrect. (T.F .!f.)

184,
‘.LJ (,\l:C-lr-4!;!12) CRITICAL EXIJERIMKNTS
\\ i“~ll “fl IK O1iG,\NIC hfOI_lERATOR, MoNOIS~pRopY~
l)il>lll:SYL. A lranslntinn of “Kritichcsk{c Opyty s
Orl. inlci;c:;kim Zamcdlitclcm, Monoizoproplldifcniiom. ”
N. V. 7,vmmv, Yu. N. Alckscnko, V. A. Strogonov, M. N.
3:,..: Icl)c.ry;Ikov, V. 1. 13uinitsknya, and f3. E. Ysroslavteev
(Ak:ldcmiya Nauk S. S.S.R. Ordena Lcnins Institut Atomnoi
l?ncr~{i). 1960. 3f@.

The rcsulls of critical cxDcrimcnts on EK- 10 fuel ele-
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m{”nts with lhc usa of tho organic compound, monoisopro-

lb’ltiii~iIul~Y;, M a moderator are prcwmted. The experl-
mmts were c:irrtcd on a equare at r.&,’ W fipaclngs of 16, 19,
22, .md 25 mm, Tho critical Iondinge at these spacings, and
:11:.o :hc change in critical loading on hcattng the assembly
LO5G”C were obtnincd. Measurements of the dletrlbutfOn of
tht: thormai neutron ftux were deo carried out along tht
r ,dlus xnd lhc hci~ht of the active zone, The cxpcrimcntid
,1.it:t wcro romparccl with cidculatcd vnlucs. Moreover, for
!.,, mpxrimm, cxpcrimcntal dctermlrmt{ons of the crltlcal
io vllngs for the UK-10 ciements were carried out at Iatttca
si~aclngs of 16, 19, and 22 mm wtth ordinary water m the

mmfcralor. In the eccond part of tho program, experimented
rfctormlnatlona of the effeettveneas of regtdating rod- of
Iil fferent configuration ware carried out ● o well ● e determi-
nations of the effect of rspladng part of the reflector wtth
a water- beryiltum reflector on the magnitude of the crttt-
cal ioading end on the thermal neut- dfatrfw~. (a@ .

1963

185.
24258 (IG-Report-142) A COMPARISON OF A SIM.
PLE iNTERACTION THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT. R. T.
Ackroyd, E. J. Burton, and M. A. Perks (United Kingdom
Atomio Energy Authority. Industrial Group H. Q., Rialey,
Lanes, England). 1959. 36p.

A eimple interaction theory is presented for calculating
asfe arraya of flaalle units of arbitrary size, shape, and
distribution. At every etage of the theory an endeavor wae
made to err on the elde of eafcty. Mixed arrays of fast
and thermal untta are considered. The rcflcctlng mate-
rlai and void preeent between unIta may be weii defined,
am for example in aertatn kinda of fisnile store, or itcan
be random aa in pinnts where personnel and portable cquip-
mrnt may be in cioac proximity to vesseis. The theory ie
compared, for the case of weil defined reflcctore and fis -
slie units of one type, with the results of three Interaction
eWerlmenta made; on a pair of 20-kg spheres of uranium
immersed in water, on arrays of similar spheres In a con-
crete vault, and for 3- and 7-unit arrays of cylinders con-
taining aqueous solutions of uranyl fluoride. The theoreti-
cal resulb are generally more conservative than the
experimental ones, but not to an unduly pessimistic degree.
It is not feasible to test a novel feature of the theory, in
that it can deal with the case of random or unknown distrl -
butiona of reflecting material. Since the experiments for
well -defined reflectors indicated that the assumptions of
the theory do err on the side of eafety, the predictions for
random reflectors are considered to be conservative.
Theee pitchca are somewhat greater than those for well-
defined reflectors, but the increases are insufficient to
cause real difficulties in the design and cost of plant. To
those desting with large numbers of interaction probleme
the theory may prove to be attractive on four accounts.
The good agreement obtained so far with experiment sug-
geets that the theory ie reasonably accurate. Unlike Monte
Carlo metheda, which in principle are more accurate, the
method requiree very little computation; (ae many as thirty

caaea of an interaction problem can be deait with In five
minutes on a medium size computer such aa Mercury).
Uniike the interaction parameter method it doee not re -
quire an experiment on a eimple aasembly of units in order
to make a prediction for a complicated array of urdta. The
theory makea prediction ueing the same core and reftec-
tor constants as employed in ordinary reactor cslculatlone

for single units. (auth)

1$6.
42223 INVESTIGATION OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
OF Tf{E AC’IYVE ZONE IN THE IVW-PI? AT CRITICAI,iTY.
G. Ya. Andrianov, V. A. Voznescnaidi, A. N. Kamyshan,
L. V. Komiaaarov, V. A. Kuz’micheva, G. L. Lunln, V. N.
Semenov, and V. 1, Khallzev. Vienna, International Atomic

fttwr~y A~wwy, 1!16:1, Prt.print SM-42/M!l, drip. (C(JNF.
133- I i). (iII Hutml:m)

ihm hltrrn:timml AtOmi~ ~ncr~y Aiwncy symix]~ium of
Kxponuntilll :md Criilcnl Kxpcrimcl!is with ClliculaiIons,
Amstcrchim, Sept. 1063.

Critical cxperimcn~ in the active zone of VVE[~ showed
that homogoncous multiplying lattices nrc WCli dcscrikd
by the critical equation UP to the material Paramcler xi =
60 x 10+ cm-z. The magnitude q, dcscrihing the deviation

of criticai conditions from one- grouP. was equal to 1.04 t
0.06. Results of experimental dctermfnatfons Of K- and
~~ for an ~a~em~Iy of 1.5 and Z% enriched fuel ekmcnls

and for a mixed assembly were in good awcement with
theoretical calculations. Variation in absorber efficiency
iruiicatcs that fuel rod distribution effects reactor geometry
parameters. (R. V.J.)

lm’.
18995 ANALYSIS OF LIGHT-WATER, HIGHLY-
ENRICHED URANIUM LATTICES, WITH AND WITHOUT
HAFNIUM, TESTED IN THE ALIZfi II INSTALLATION.
J. Bailly, R. Delayre, Y. Deses~uellee, Y. Glrad, and
C. -Guionnet (Commissariats a 1’EnergIe Atomlque, Centre
d’Etudee Nuc16aires, Saclay, France). P.167-75 of” Light
Water Lattices. ~S Vienna, International Atomio Energy

Agency, 1962. (In French)
The extent to which the reactivity of cores uniformly

loaded with natural Hf may be calculated is evaluated. Two
aeriea of critical latticee are used; in one lattice Al Ia
employed alone. while in the other, Zircaloy platea are
used instead of those made of Al. (J. R. D.)

188.
4231 (DP-756) EXPONENTIAL MEASUREMENTS ON
19-ROD CLUSTERS OF U02 RODS IN D20. Norman P.
Bnumenn (Du Pent de Nemours (E. I.) & Co, Savannah
River Lab., Aiken, S. C.). Aug. 1962. Contract AT(fJ7-
2)-1. 33p.

Buckling measure ments were made in the Savsnnah River
Laboratory Exponential facilities on D20-moderated, 19-
red clusters of hatural uranium oxide rods. Four triangu-
lar lattice pitches from 7.00 to 12.12 inches and a single
square pitch of 8.00 pinchee were used. Meaaurementa
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were made at room temperature and at selected tempera-
tures up to 218“C. Buckling changes resulting from voids
ioside housing tubes that surrounded the clusters were also
measured. Intercomparisons of the reeults with critical
void coefficient measurements demonstrated the validity
of calculations for the anisotroplc diffusion effects of the
voided iattices. Foii activation measurements of the lattice
parameters f, L2, p, and c were made for representative
iatticea. The experimental results are compared with
calculations. (aiittt)

1$9.
20483 (TtD-1889S) MEASUREMENTS OF BUCKLINGS
AND VOfD EFFECTS IN DtO MODERATED, ORGANIC OR
H,O COOLED, LATTICES OF U02 ROD CLUSTERS. F. D.
13cnton and W. E. Graves (Dc Pent de Nemoure (E. L) &
Co. Snvannnh River Lab., Alken, S. C.). June 1963. Con-

tract AT(07-2)-I. l?p.

lluckll~ nml vrdd effects In U02 rod clusters were
measured. The fuel aseemblles and organic and 1{20 cool-
ants were chosen to cover an extreme range of hydroge -
nous coolant properties. The measurements were per- ,
fnrmcd in the DZO-moderated Process Dcveiopmcnt Pile.
The furl asscmbiles consletcd of 19, 31, or 37 UOZ rods.
The rods were made up of slntcrcd pclicte stacked in
alumlnum tubce. Buckl(ngs were detcrmlncd by the sub-
ntltutkm method, In which the fuel as6cmb)ies to be mcae-
urcd replaced assemblies In a one-region lattice of known
nuclear propcrtiea. Two analysis techniques were used.
a one-group pcrturbfition method and a two-group flux
matching method. Results of meaeuremente are given in
tabular form. (M. C. G.)

26061 MEASUREMENTS OF BUCKLINOS AND VOiD
EFFECTS IN QO MODERATED, 0Rf3ANlC- OR tf20-
COOLED fATTICES OF U% ROD CLUSTERS. F, D. Ben-
ton ●xf W. E. OraWs (IL L dol%at do Nomours & Co., Af.
ken, S. C.). Tram. Am. NUOL Soot, 8: 8S-4(JUM 1962).

190,
26757 (EUR-25.e) HEAVY WATER LATTICE BUCK-
LING MEASUREMENTS. R. Bonalumi and G. B. Zorzoli
(Centro Informazioni Studi Eaperienze, mlan). 1962.
31p.

A set of buckling measurements on Aqutlon II by re-
placement method is described. The tested configurations
were made up of concentric annul{ elements fuelled by
natural uranium metzi and having polystyrene ae simu-
lating a hydrogenous coolant. The measured bucklings
were compared with the czlcdated onea; the agreement
was fairly good. [auth)

191.
2460 (BNL-731fp.l-17)) REACTOR PHYSICS DIVf-
SION. (Brookbaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.).

Review papers on the correlation of theory and experi-
ment for U- H20 iattlces were completed. The theoretical
results, based strictly on available cross eectiome and rQ-
orous calculations, generally yield siight overestimates of

Lattices189-194

criticality. Pregress is also reported in areae of power
reactor concepts, reactor dynamite, Graphite Research
Reactor support, and resonance absorption of neutrons.
Calculations were oarried out in support of the AEC pm-
grzm on the liquid fluidized bed reactor and were conihwed
on the ‘(cold moderator’? concept for high-conversion-ratio,
Pu-fueled, thermal reactors. With large clusters of vari-
able enrichment, Pu-fueled rods in a cold, internally prcw
surized, D20-moderated core, these reactors have initial
conversion ratios greater than unity. The first bare U-
graphite assembly was brought criticai during the period.
Measurements were performed on the UOZ lattice with
nominal water to oxide volume ratio of 3:1. Bucklings
were measured at increasi~ fmisons. Experimen@l t~ch-

192.
3739 K . MEAsfJREMENTs ON qo-MODE~TED”

AND COOLED LATTICES CONTAINING 19-ROD CLUSTERS
OF U~. W. L. Broohs, G. G. Foster, and R. D. Scham-
berger (United Nuclear Corp., White Plains, N. Y.). Trans.
Am. Nucl. Sot., 5: 340(Nov. 1962).

193●

19586 (UNC-5051) PAtiING LATTICE TEST RIG—

TEST REPORT NO. 6. THE EFFECT OF HYDROGENEOUS
COOLANTS ON D20 MODERATED LATTICES. W. L.
Drooks, hl. R. Fleishman, G. G. Foster, C. W. Monroe,
R. D. Schamberger, H. ~*, and R. Sullivan (Lfnit~ Nu-
clear Corp. Development Div., White Plains, N. y.).

liar. 21, 1963. Contract AT(30-1)-3023. 48p.
A series of k. and void coefficient measurements in the

PLATR to investigate the e!fects of hydrogeneous coolanta
On tbe k- value of DzO-moderated UCX and fJC-fueled lat-
tices is described. The ROCKLAND-A code was revised to
provide calculated results for the experiments. A compuf.S-

tional technique for tubular fuel eiements was aleo estab-
lished. The program was conducted as part of an evaluation
of the future potential of natural U, D20-mcderated reac-
tors. (J. R. D.)

194●

20825 (HW-75319) NUCLEAR SAFETY PARAM-
ETERS FOR O.S-IN. DIAMETER, 1.8 W/O Pu-A1 ALI.OY
RODS IN LIGHT WATER. C. L. Brown (General Electric
Co. Hanford Atomic Prcxfucte Operation, Richland,
Waeh.). Dec. 29, 1962. Contract AT(45-1)-1350. 15P.

The buckling values for 0.5-in. -dia, 1.8 wt % Pu-AI
alloy rods in light water, reported in HW-74190, were used
to estimate tbe critical parameters for water-moderated
arid -reflected arrays of theee elements. The values Ob-
tained are: minimum critlcaf mass, 2.28 kg Pu; minimum
criticaf volume, 445.4 liters; minimum critical slab tJdck-
neem, 9.3 in.; minimum critical cylinder diameter, 17.6 in.,
and minimum critical mass/unit area, 41.8 lbs of alloyfftt.
The maximum material buckling obtained from the meas-
urement WILS0.006130 cm-z at a water-to-alloy volume

rstio of 1.55. The minimum criticai mass eccurs at a
water-to-alloy voiume ratio of 2.0. The above values wiil
be used ns the basis for nuclcnr safety cvnlu~tions con-
cernlnx the hnndllng and stornge of these fuel rods. (auth)
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195.
40279 (TID-19028) INTERACTION IN ARRAYS— A
COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT. 11. K.
Clark(Du Pontde Nemours (E. I.) & Co. Savannah R]ver
Lab., Alken, S. C.). [1983]. Contract AT(07-2)-l. 13p.
(CONF-39-42)

From American Nuclear Socicdy9th Annu+ Meeting,
Salt Lake City, June 1983.

A simple method for computing the interaction in u
critical grouping of unite, each of which would be Mub
critioal if isolated from the others, is reviewed. Caicu-
Iations by this method arecompared with experimental
results for reflected and unreflected cubic arraya with
varloua numbers of units. (D.C.WJ

26193 1NTENACTION IN ARRAYS: A COMPARISON
OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT. H. K. Clark (E. L
du Print de Nemoura & Co., Alken, S. C.). Trana. Am. Nuo1,
50C., 6: 188-9 (June 1963).

196.
20827 CRITICALITY OF INTERACTING ARRAYS

OF FISSILE MATERIAL. L GENERAL THEORY. D. C.
Dowaon (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Risley,
Lanes, Eng.). J. Nucl. Energy, Pt. A & B, 17: l-6(Jan.
1963). (AHSB(S)R-28). (In Engiish)

A criterion is described for testing whether an array
of fissile units ia aubcriticai, criticai, or supercritical.
A precise meaning is given to the term “degree of criti-
cality.” Formulas are derived for the multiplication of
an array immersed in a nonabaorbing medium for both
externai and internai neutron sources. The criterion is
ahown to appiy no maiter in what detafl the neutron emia-
aion is considered. (auth)
20828 CRITICALITY OF INTERACTING ARRAYS OF
FISSILE MATERIAL. IL UNREFLECTED AIR-SPACED
ARRAYS OF SPHERES, D. C. Dowson and F. Abbey
(United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Risley, Lanes,
Eng.). J. Nucl. Energy, Pt. A & B, 17: 7-13(Jan. 1963).
(AHSB(S)R-29). (In English)

An initial application of the general method formulated
in Part I to come unreflected air-spaced arraya of aimi.iar
fleeile epherea ie described. (auth)

I-97●
42400 ROLE OF CRITICAL, EXPONENTIAL AND
SMALL LATTICE EXPERIMENTS IN DESIGN OF SPEC-
TRAL SHIFT CONTROL REACTOR. T. C, Engelder, L. G.
Barrett, R. H. Clark, and N. L, Snidow (Babcock and Wilcox
CO., Lynchburg, Vs.). Vienna, International Atomic En-

ergy Agency, 1963, Preprint SM-42/41, 55p. (CONF-
133-19)

From International Atomic Energy Agency Symposium of
Exponential and Critical Experiments with Calculations,
Amsterdam, Sept. 1963.

The Small Lattice Experiment (SLE) coneiets of a 0.5-ft’
teet region containing the experimental iattice eurroundti
by a 2-ft diameter bu”fer region having aimllar nuciear
properties. Thie in turn is enclosed in an 8-ft diameter

driver region which ie a graphite honeycomb loaded with
sufficient graphite and/or U23Sto achteve criticality. By
suitable adjustment, the buffer producee an asymptotic
spectrum throughout the test region, permitting standard
cell measurement at comparatively high power levels.
Furthermore, k- of the teat lattice can be derived from
poisoned test region-void reactivity comparisons. SLE and
oritical experiment measurements of P20, C5ZS,@m/@f and

k- in a common epithermal lattice (4% enriched UC+ rods,
70% D20 in H20 moderator) agree within 1/2%. A general-
ized theoretical method for deriving k- from experimental
data is given. Spectral mismatch errore are analyzed to
❑bow that accurate k- measurements can be made with less
than 1% of the teet fuel required for an equivalent critfcai
experiment. The application of SLE techni ues to Th recy-

?ole SSCR design problems, particularly U:’ effacts, Is dl#-
cuesed. The application to reactor design and the relative
cost of direct k- measurements va k ~ff and B2 from criticsi
and/or exponential experiment are evaluated, A compre-
hensive experimental program developed to support the de-
eign of the Spectral Shift Control Reactor is diecussed,
(M. P. G.)

198.
28134 EXPERIMENTAL BUCKLINGS AND VOID EF-
FECTS IN HEAVY WATER LATTICES OF NATURAL
URANIUM OXIDE ROD CLUSTERS. W. E. Graves, H. R.
Flke, and G. F. O’Neill (E. I. du Pent de Nemours and Co.,
Aiken, S. C.). Nucl. Sci. Eng., 16: 186-95 (June 1963).

The materlsi bucklinge of twenty-five D20 moderated
lattices of natural U02 rod clusters were measured in the
Process Development Pile (PDP). The measurements
were made in one-region ioadings, and shouid therefore
be subject to little systematic error. A number of the
Iatticea employed voided housing tubes around the fuel
a.esembliea. Values of migration areas inferred from
measurements of positive periods are also presented.
An evaluation of the errors in the buclding measurements
indicated that the bucktinge should be accurate to about
I%. The migration areas are compared with theoretical

values obtained from the Benoist theory, and the agree-
ment ie shown to be gocd. (auth)

199.
29727 (TtD-18967) COhliJAR180N OF THE WORTH
OF CRITICAL AND EXPONENTIAL MEASUREMENTS FOR
HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTORS. W. E. Gravea
and E. J. Hennelly (Du Pent de Nemours (EF I.) & Co.
Savannah River Lab., Alken, S. C.). July 1963. Contract
AT(07-2)-1. 50p.

Operation of critical, exponential, and pressurized-
exponential heavy-water-moderated reactors is described.
The applicability of these facilities in the following fields
of reactor experimentation is discussed: buckiing meas-
urements in uniform lattices; anisotropic and void effects;
evaluation of control systems; temperature coefficients;
mbced lattices; and subcriticality studies of fuei for heavy.
water-moderated reactors. (M .C .G. )

.
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200.
17402 (AECL-1684) HIGHLIGHTS OF CHALK RfVER
WORK ON THE PHYSICS OF HEAVY WATER LATTICES
SfNCE THE 1959 IAEA PANEL MEETING. R. E. Green,
H. Maertd, C. B. BIghzm, A. Okazaki, J. W. Hllborn, atxf
E. Crttoph (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Chaik River,
Ont.). Dec. 1962. 61p.

Results of experiments on ZED-2 (entarged ZEEP) are
presented. Analyses of these results were made by calcu-
lating lattice parameters and by comparing buqkiings ob-
tained from these parameters with experimental bucklingo.
Other work is reported on reaction rate meaaurementa in
a hot ZEEP reactor channel, reactor fuel changes reauit-
ing from long-time irradiation, startup and operation of
NPD-2, and conversion of NRX to naturat U02 roda on
power step-up to 42 Mw. (J. R. D.)

201.
42394 (HW-77607) PLUTONIUM RECYCLE CRITICAL
FACILITY LIGHT WATER DILUTION, V. W. Gustafeon
(Gencrai Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation,

Kichland, Wash.). May 20, 1963. Contract AT(45-1)-1350.
Ip.

A study was made of the reactivity status in the PRCF
flJlowing a cell flooding event which wouid add H20 to the
core. A 55-[nch f)20 moderator ievei was assumed, and a

ftlei ioading of 17 Pu -Al Mark I type fuel elements on an
8-inch equilateral triangular lattice was calculated to have

x critical moderator level at 55 inches. The effects of H20
dilution of D20 on the reactivity were czicuiated up to SO%
dilution (1 10-inch moderator ievei) and are shown graphi-
cally. A continuous reactivity decreaee wae noted with in-
creasing 1{20 addition. (D. L.C.)

202.
9848 (KFK-108) NEUTRON SPECTRA IN HETERO-
GENEOUS ASSEMBLIES. A SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF

THE KARLSRUHE GROUP. Wolf Haefeie (Kernrezktor
Bau- und Betriebs-Geseilschaft m.b.H., Karisruhe). Apr./
May 1962. 54p.

The influence of heterogeneity on neutron spectra in nu-
ciear reactora and assemblies was investigated. The
heterogeneous reactor model, a principai classification
of neutron spectra, slowing down spectra in a plate-type
reactor, equilibrium spectra in a plate-type reactor,
reactor spectra in the thermal range, the repreeentation
of reactor spectra by simple sets of functions, and the
iterated muitigroup method are discussed. Graphs are
inciuded. (M. C.G.)

203.
21241 (TID-7658(p.96-8)) BORAX-V COLD CRITICAL
EXPERIMENTS. J. Hagcn (Argonne National Lab., Ill.).

Rod calibration in BORAX-V were carried out as boric
acid was added in discrete steps ao as to achieve critical-
ity with all rods in a bank at several different heights. ‘I%e
total available excess reactivity was found to be about 12%

and the shutdown margin to be about 7%. These compare
with calculated values of 13.5 and -14.4% respectively. A
measurement was made of the temperature coefficient with
boric acid present and with the aid of eiectric heatera.

Over the range of 79 to 101” F, a value of -0.005% Ak/k
was obtained. Steam voids were aimuiated by the uae of
Y4-in. OD x 0.035-in. thick wa!led ziuminum tubing with
ends sealed and inserted into water channels. Reactivity
effects of removing fuel rods and entire assemblies were
asaeaeed. (M. C. G.)

204.
7549 (HW-74761(p.5.~5)) V. PHYSICS. (General
Eiectric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Ricb-
Iand, Waah.),

The use of lutetium aa a spectral index detector waM
studied. Data are presented for correcting lutetium ac-
tivity measurements from thick foils to that with thin foils.
Subcritical experiments with 1.82 wt% Pu-AI rods in light
water were conducted aa part nf the series of experiments
which utilize plutonium containing various concentration

240 Tbe e~~riments furnish criticai masaof the isotope Pu .
data which allow more accurate nuclear safety specifica-
tion te be set for the reprnceeeing of plutonium fuele and
which can be used aa check pointa in the calculation of
light water moderated lattices containing plutonium. The
experiments were conducted using critical approach and
exponential measurement techniques. A brief study was
conducted to examine the applicability of the Westcott
scheme to the amdyais of some plutonium-aluminum-HzO
aasemblim and to suggect some posoible prescriptions for
survey caiculationa of reactor typea not readily described
by meane of the Westcoit croaa section routinee. Many of
the simpler reactor aorveya employ point reactor caicu-
lationa. Calculations of this type can be meaningful if they
are normalized to experimental values or are calibrated
by more refined models. In addition to the point reactor
eyetems, one-dimensionzi caicuiatione were made for the
same aeriee of experiments using a three-group diffuaiol.
theory pbyaica model. (auth)

205.
35119 NIIGRATION AREA IN SLIGIITLY-ENRICI{ ED-

(:(% t.lGliT-tvATKi{ -MoDEMTED LATTIcEs. M. Imal,
‘~. Knnni, and 1{. Kobayashi (Riiachi Ltd., Tokyo). 3p.
(CONF-3!I-74)

From American Nuclear Society !)th Annunl Meeting,
Sali Lake City, June 1963.

Migration areaa are calculated from a one-group criticai
equation, ualng cxperfmentai variations of buckling coeffi-
cients with lattice size. The ●asembly is a fully reftoctcd,
siightty enriched -UC+ -pin-fueied, light-water-moderated
facility. Buckling values are tabulated for cylindrical,
rectangular, and psraileiepipedal core geometries. (T. F. H.)

2(26.
9836 (CVNA-133) PHYSICS PROpER~Es OF
CLUSTERED UC+ -DZO LATTICES AT VARIOUS LATTfCE
PITCHES. J. Jedruch, J. D. Cleary, R. D. Imamer, and
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J. A. Roll (Westinghouse Electrlo Corp. Atomio Power
Div., Pittsburgh). Oct. 1962. For Carolinas Virginia
Nuclear Power Associates, Inc., Cdtmbia, S. C. Con-
tract [AT(30-1)-2269]. 344p.

An experimental and an analytio investigation of the
effects of changeo in the lattice of a core consisting of
slightly enriched U02 rod clusters moderated by D20 is
described. Quantttiee relabsd to thermal utilization and
resonance escape probability are obtained for dtfferent
water-to-U volume ratios. Thermal speotmm and conver-
sion ratioe are investigated by integral expertmenta.
Critical massee and bucklinga are given for different
lattice pitches as well as spatial end total void coefficients.
h optimum computational model is selected which gives
good agreement with experimental values of selected
parameters. (auth)

207.
9853 (ORNL-TM-433) NEUTRON MULTfPLfCA-
TION BY EXPERIMENTAL GAS COOLED REACTOR FUEL
ASSEMBLIES. E. B. Johnson and R. K. Reedy, Jr. (oak
Ri~e National Lab., Temt.). Nov. 27, 1962. Contract
[W-7405 -eng-26]. 6p.

Experiments were conducted to determine the source
neutron muttiplicatton of EGCR fuel assemblies under
conditions which might exist in transportation end storage.
Twenty-eight fuel assemblies were arranged to yield
maximum nuclear reactivity under conditions wfdch mfght
be expected for out-of-reactor environments. It wae
found that these 26 assemblies cannot be made crittcal
when water moderated and reflected. (auth)

2@8.
31267 (NAA-SR-Memo-8522) MATERfA L BUCK 1.ING
hlEASUREMf2NTS FOR GRAPHITE MODERATED, URA-
A7UM CARBIDE-FUELED LATTICES. E, J. JohnBon
(Atomics International. Div. of North American Aviation,
Inc., Canoga Park, CalIf.). May 22, 1963. Coniract
[AT(ll-1)-Gcn-8]. 29p.

Matcrlal buckflng values for a series of graphltc-
modcratcd uranium carbide-fueled iatiicca were obinlned
by cxponcnilal experiment using ihc AE-6 ihcrmai column
as the neutron source. Three Iatilcc pliches with ccntcr-

to-ccntcr fuci spacings of 9.02, 11.015, and 12.056 In. were
examined. The unit CC1l of the lattices was hexagormily
shaped with n ccntraf control channel surrounded by 120?
segments cf six fuel elements located at the corners of the
hexagon. The fuci conalated of 0.5-in. -diam. pins of 3 wt.%
enriched uranium carbide arranged In an 18-pIn clustu) to
mockup ihe element proposed for a 500 Mwe power rwwtor
design. The fuel proceee tubes also contained solid bochum
to mockup core coolant. The central control chmmci can b.
changed to simulate either the wei or dry control cwnccpts.
The measurements were compared with theoretical vsiuen
obtalncd from four-group theory with fast-flux wclghting
and thermal pin dl eadvantage factom. There 1s consider-
able disagreement between the two nete of meulto. C rltloaf
experiments performed for the 1l-in. apaclng only tend to
bear out the vdkttty of the expc+tentiai meaaumments.
(mltb)

209.
10991 .SOME I.IGRT WATER I,ATTICE CXPERIJIENTS
IN Tll E UNtT ED KINGDOM. 1. Johrwtonc (Atomic Enrrgy
Kstahlishment, Winfrith, Dprchesier, Eng.). P.73-97 of
,, ~,lght water LatUcctm” Vienna, Internaiionai Atomic

Enrrgy Agency, 1W2. (In Englieh)
Critical and cxponcntiaI mear.urcmcnts were nmdc In a

numhcr of light water moderated lattlccs, fueled with hlghIy
enriched U. The results are compared with theorctlcrd pre-
dlclionn based on the MUFT-SOFOCATE few-group model
and ehown to be in good agreement. Further work ie re-
ported on an experimental comparison behvcen U-water
nnd Pu-water Iattlces which may point to L breakdown in
Ihc methods of calculation or to a dleicrepancy in the nu-
clear data in current use for Pu. (auth)

210.
17419 (MITNE-26) HEAVY WATER LATTICE PROJ-
ECT ANNUAL REPORT. Irving Kaplan, A. E. Profio,
and T. J. Thompson, eds. (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge). Sept. 30, 1962, Contract AT(30-1)-2344.

(NYO-1O2O6). 70P.
Research on material buckling for lattices with natural

uranium Involved developing configurations to provide m
incoming flux appropriate for macroscopic and micro-
scopic measurements. Analytical and experimental meth-
ods giving accurate reeulta were devised; computer codee
for deriving buckling from meaaured flux traverses were
arranged

211.
42237 MIT EXPONENTIAL LATTICE STUDIES (LOW
ENRICHMENT-HEAVY WATER LATTICES). I. Kuplan,
D. D. Laming, A. E. Proflo, and T. J. Thompson (Mtissa-
chusctts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge). Vlcnn~. Inlernatlonai
Atomic Energy Agency, 1963, Prcprlnt SM-42/31, 62p.

(CONF-133-17)
From International Atomic Energy Agency Symposium

of Exponential and Critical Experiments with calculations,
Amsterdam, Sept. 1!M3.

An cxpcrumcntal and thcorctictd rc~carch program on
exponential Iattlcca of normul nmf partl:dly cnrlchcd U

rtis moderated by heavy water Is IJlscusscd. The speclai
technique developed to supply ncwtrona from the horlzonlal
thermal column of M.I.T. Hcsearch IWactnr to the expo-
nential tank, which hea a vetiicaf axis, is described.
Several volume ratios can be investigated. Measurements
of buckling, resonance capture, conversion ratio, and fast
flsslon are made, aa well as intracell thermal flux distri-
butions with spectrum-sensitive delectors. The experi-
ments have shown where improvements in calculations are
ncceasary, e.g., in treatment of the cell boundary In the
thermal flux space-energy distribution. hlost measure-
ment are made by foil activiitton. A number of techniques
have been developed, including a coincidence counting
method for the measurement of Np-239 activity hi reso-
nance capture experiments, La 140fission-product counting

for fast fission experiments, and thermal flux plots using
foils of Au, Lu, and Eu. Results, including buckiings, are

.

.

.
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available for 2.5 cm normal U metal and O.65 cm 1.02~
enriched metal. Preliminary and future work 1s outlined,
(M. P. G.)

2X2.

4339 (TID-17270) ATR CRITICAL EXPERIMENT
FACiLITY DESCRIPTION AND INITIAL CRITICAL CON-
DITIONS. A. L. MacKinney and J. W. Poston (Babcock and
Wilcox Co. Atomic Energy Div., Lynchburg, Vs.). July

1962. For Ebasco Services, Inc., New York. Contract
lAT(Io-1)-1075]. 51P. (ATRf2E-100)

The Advanced Test Reactor Critical Experiment (ATRCE)
is described and data are presented from chemical analy-
ses of components. Core design, loading, and c riticd [W
conditions are given. Preliminary control cylinder aenai-
tiv itlea and the prompt neutron decay constant at the criti-
cal conditions were measured. The decay constant was
used to determine the worth of a variety of fully inserted
rods. (H. D. R.)

213.
31692 PULSED NEUTRON EXPERIMENTS ON SUB-
CRITICAL HEAVY WATER NATURAL URANIUM LAT-
TICES. H. Meister (Kernforschungszentrum Karlaruhe,
Ger.). J. Nucl. Energy, Pt. A & B, 17: 97-l14(June 1963).
(In English)

Prompt neutron decay in several subcritical D20-
moderated naturai uranium lattices is investigated by the
puised technique. Employing varioua detector positions
inside the multiplying medium, a separation of flux har-
monics is achteved by means of a Fourier transform.
From the modal decay curves the prompt neutron decay
constant a is found as a function of geometrical buckling
B2 ln the lower buckting region, B2 <25 m-zs experimen~

a vs. B* curves agree with simple two-group calculations
on the basis of lattice parameters determined in exponen-
tial experiments. Deviations for higher B2 are shown to be
produced by spectrum shifts towards lower neutron ener-
gies. In addttion, the change of radial buckling @z caused
by cadm[um rods fully inserted Into the lattice is deter-
mined. The results are in agreement with stationary ex-
periments as well aa two-group calculations. With single
fuel rods withdrawn from the lattice, however, the corre-
sponding radial buckling change @2 turns out to be strongly
dependent on the buckling of the axial flux distribution.
(auth)

214.
18997 MULTI-REGION LATTICE STUDIES: COR-
Nftf.ATION OF TIIEORY ANII KXI’IHIIMltNT. 0.11.
Mlnton (Wcstlnghouae Elcctrlc CnrP., Plttsburtrh). P,285-
301 of” Light Water Lattlccs. ” Vlonna, International
Atomic Energy Agency, 1962. (In English)

The research and devebmcnt programs at Weating-
houso Atomic Power Division have emphas Ized the utl1l-
zation of machine metheda of computatlrm and the evaluation
of such methods by means of Interpretation of crltlcal ex-
periments, The most recent program of critical experl-
mente was the Multi-region Lattice Studies carrk!d out.

under the Fuel Cycle Development Program. This prn-
gram Involved the measurements of criticality, neutron
flux distribution, and reaction ratea (microscopic parame-
ters) fn lattices of light water moderated, low enriched,
U02 tiel clad In etalnlese steel. Fuel roda of U02 en-
riched to 1.6’,%, 2.7ffJ, and 3.7% were utilized in lattices of
2.5:1 and 4.5:1 water/U ratio. Currently, these experi-
ments are being supple mented by measurements in the
came lattices with boric acfd d[aeolved in the moderator.
The present statue of a number of experimental and ana-
lytical problems Is summarized and areas where further
effort ie needed are noted. An attempt is made to point cut
inter-relatlonahips between different measurements or
calculations where e lg~ificant points of agreement or con-
tradiction CM be useful [n interpretation of resulte or in
planning future work. (auth)

215.
28481 (TD3-18680) EXPERIMENTS WITH WATER-
REFLECTED, UNDERMODERATED, ZIRCONIUM HYDRfD~
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. L, L Moss (Atomics Interna-
tional. Div. of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga
Park, Calif.). 1963. Contract AT(ll-1)-Gen-8. 38p.

A eeries of critical experiments was conducted with
water- reflected, undermoderated zirconium hydride as-
semblies. The purpose of these experiments wae to evalu-
ate the consequence of water immersion of SNAP 2/10 A-
type reactor cores. Critical loadinge were measured with
eeveral combinations of lucite rode in vacant lattice loca-
tions, beryllium lnserta, internal water, neutron poison an -
nuli at the core-reflector interface, and ammonium penta-
borate in the water eupply. The reactivity worth of the

uPPer tank water aa a function of height and the incremen-
tal worth of substitution of fuel rods for lucite rode wae
measured by the pulsed neutron method as the loading wae
continued pact the critical point. From these meaaure-

menta, an extrapolation for the excess reactivities of fully
loaded, fully water-reflected assemblies was obtained. The
ratto of the effective delayed neutron fraction to the effec-
tive prompt neutron generation time (~*) was measured fo I
several unpoisoned configurations, employing both pulsed
neutron and noise analysis methods. The two methods were
in satisfactory agreement, giving a best value of 4.76 x
102 aec-i. The corresponding value for the beryllium-
reflectsd reactor waa measured as 1.38 x 103 see-*. The
much greater 1* for the water-reflected assembly is at-
tributable to reflector delayed neutrons. (auth)

216.
26192 CRITICAL INTERACTION POTENTIALS OF
WATER-MODERATED UF, ARRAYS. C. E. NewIon (Osk
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Term.). Tram. Am. Nuc1.

SOC.. 6: 168(June 1963).

217.
26810 THE MEASUREMENT OF THE LATTICE PA-
RAMETERS OF A GAS COOLED REACTOR LATTICE.
P. F. Nichols, J. R. Worden, F. C. Engesser, and R. E.
Helneman (General Electric Co., Richland, Wash.). Nucl.
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I
I

I
Scl. Eng., 15: 233-44 (Mar. 1963).

A series of experimental measurements was made on
the Experimental Gas Cooled Reactor (EGCR) lattice in
the Physical Constants Test Reactor (PCTR). The meas-
urements provide a broad basis for normalization of reac-
tor calculations for lattices of this type. The fuel assembly
1s a cluster of seven uranium oxide rods, enriched in the,
U2° Isotope and clad with sta[nless steel. The fuel is
spaced on an eight-inch square pitch in a graphite modera-
tor. VaIues of the lattice parameters k-, f, p, and c \vere
obtained for 1.6% enrichment of the uranium oxide fuel.
The values of k- and f were also obtained for 2.67 enrich-
ment fuel. The technique of using the PCTR were extended
so that supercell measurements may be made. The values
of the strength of a boron carbide control rod and a stain-
less steel loop tube were obtained in this way. The strength
of such an inhomogeneous poison in the lattice is expressed
as the difference in the supercell multiplication factor k-
with and without the poison in the supercell. This cfiffer-
ence is the same quantity which is obtained In the usual
reactor cell catcutation. The fuel temperature coefficient
of k- for this cluster wae also measured between 50 and
500”C. The coefficient obtained is temperature dependent.
The more important of the lattice parameter for the 1.6%
enriched fuel are k- = 1.146 + 0.004, f = 0.609 + 0.005,

P*8 = 0.S24 + 0.006, c = 1.019 * 0.002, Ak (control rod-16
cell euperccll) = -0.157 + 0,012, Ak (empty loop tube -9
cell aupercell) = -0.117 + 0.011, and (1/k,. )(dk.,#dT) =
-(0.66 + 0.05)x 104T_’~(%)-t. For the 2.6% enriched fuel,

results are k- = 1.256 + 0.009 and f = 0.845 + 0.006. (autb)

218.
24656 MEASUREMENTOFTHE MULTIPLICATION
F.\(”TORk. OF A WATER-U02 REACTOR LATTICE.
t;l,rhrwd Riesch (AEG-Kernenergteversuchsanlage, Gross-
w,.lxheim, Ger.). Nukleonik,5: 104-10 (Apr. 1963). (In
t ;orrnan)

“I”hc,multiplication factor for light-water lattices was
,i..tl. rmilmd with a zero-reactivity measurement. By mix-
Il)g B203 with the moderator water, k-of the lattice was

nulfie equal to one, wfdch was determined with the help of
I tcet reactor. The reactivity change of the reactor had to
1,(. zero if the exactly poisoned insertion was exchanged for

It r in a place in the reactor in which the flux gradients of
ill examined neutron groups were zero. This condition WaS
l~roduced by surrounding the measurement insertion in the
tv.a(.tor with an adapter. For the apparatus ueed a meas-
!tlcmcnt accuracy of +1% for k- could be calculated. (tr-
Illth)

219.
20452 (TID-7650(P.76-87)) COMPARISON OF CRITf -
CAL EXPERIMENTS AND THEORY FOR SOME THO-
RIUM -WATER LATTICES. D. H. Roy (Babcock end
Wilcox Co. Atomic Energy Div., ~nchburg, Vs.).

An extensive series of crlttcel and exponenti.af expert-
mente was performed with wdform Iatttces of fuel rwda
composed of fully enriched UOt in ThOx These lattices
were modcrntcrf by eltber H@ or mixtures of H#) and

D20 ranging up to 82 mole % heavy water. Lattice spaclngfi
ranged from those yielding a somewhat over-moderated
core to those yielding an extremely tight lattice in which
more than half of the fiaeions were ep{therma[. The ex-
perimental measurements included buckling, ratio of
epithermal to thermal captures in Tha2, ratio of epither-
mal to thermal fiselons In UU*, the thermal disadvantage
factor, and water height reactivity wortbs leadlng to 3~u/
3;. (auth)

220.
34719 (RFP-325) TWO EXPERIMENTAL SUB CRITI-
{.,\L ARR,\YS OF PU(N03)4 SOLUTION. C. L. Schuske
II)OW Chemical Co. Rocky Flats Div., Golden, Colo. ).

I!luly 1963]. Contract AT(29-1)-1106. 7p.
Calculations were made of the criticality of pu[X~S)t

.s~~lutions in two subcritical m-rays. An extrapolati(m of
the Inverse multiplication curve for a aidcldcd arr;ty of
:,- in. -dia. tanks of stainless steel indicated timt the 5 Utnka
,,,,uld be of infinite length and remain subcritical. Resuils

for the 30-in .-dia. Rasching-ring- filled stainless steel lank
Ludicatcd that the vessel would not be critical at any hrlghl.
thl. C. G.)

221●

26282 (RFP-315) EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF CRITI-
{:A I. BARE ARRAYS OF CYLINDERS CONTAINING EN-
RICHED U02(N@2. “C. L. Schuske, B. B. Ernst, and H. W.
King (Dow Cbemlcal Co. Rocky Flats Plant, Denver).
May 29, 1963. Contract AT(29-1)-1106. 21P.,

Empirical equations were found that relate the critical
heights of cylinders in arrays with the array base dimen-
sions for various surface-to-eurface separations of the
imlividual cylinders in the array. Tbe methods were ap-
I>lied to critical arraye of cylindrical veseele containing

aqueOue eolutione of U02(N~)2. Them critical data were
g~merated by the critical mass facility of the Oak Ridge
Nat ionaf Laboratory. (ituth)

222.
24620 (EACRP-U-12) REfdARKS ON THE PHYSICS
OF HEAVY WATER LATTICES. B. 1. Spinrad and R. W.
Meier (European -American Committee on Reactor Phye -
ice). Feb. 1963. 13p.

Gathering and disseminating information on D20 lattices,
integral parameters required to specify heavy water lat-
tice performance, status of tbe method ueed for D20 lat-
tloe calcuhttone, data needed for the operating conditions
of reactora, use of the subetitutton method to etudy lattice
buckling with interpretation of the reeults by the one-
group perturbation or the two-group two-region method,
experlmenta to get information on burn-up in D20 Iattf cea,
and determination of neutron spectra and cross sections
relevant to burn-up etudfes are examtned. (D. C. W.)

I
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223.
5576 (BNL-5985) CONVERSION RATIOS IN
SLIG1{TLY ENRICHED URANIUM, WATER MODERATED
LATTICES. S. Tassan (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton,
N. Y.). [nd.j. Contract [AT(30-2)-Gen-16]. 8p.

An experiment is described in which the conversion
ratios were measured using highly enriched U-Al foils as
catchers. Data are included on the ratios of epi-cadmium
to sub-cadmium fission rstes of U23Sin 1% enriched U light
wuter moderated lattices, and on conversion ratios of 1%
enriched U light wster moderated lattices, (J. R.f).)

221.1.
26194 STUDIES OF CRITICAL CUBIC ARIUIYS OF
FISSILE MATERfALS. J. T. Thomas (Oak Ridge National

Lab., Term.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 6: 169-70 (Jtme
1’363).

225.
41729 (HW-71871(P.22-36)) EXPERIMENTAL STUD-
IES IN HIGH EXPOSURE Pu -Al LATTICES. T. B. Thorn-
bury and L. C. Davenport (General Electric Co. Hanford
Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Wash.).

Measurements were performed in the PCTR on graphite-
moderated, air-cooled lattices fueled with clusters of
nineteen 0.5-inch-diameter rode of Pu240-enriched Pu-AL
The cells were arranged on a square pitch with lattice
spacings of 6.5, 8.375, and 10.5 inches. For each lattice
spacing, the mass of copper required to poison the central
cell to a multiplication of unity was determined. Foil acti-
vation data were obtained at various positions throughout
the lattices with gold, copper, U2S6-A1, and Pu -Al detec-
tors both bare and cadmium covered. The reactivity coef-

2W_Al and ~ -A1 were measured inficicmta of copper, U ,
tbe fuel in tbe central cell. Relative activation rates, acti-
vation rates for a detector with a cross ecction varying in-
versely with velocity, cadmium ratios, and ratios of effec-
tive crose sections were calculated. (auth)

226.
24609 (AEEW-R-235(Pt.1)) BRITISH INDUSTRIES
COLLABORATIVE EXPONENTIAL PROGRAMME. VOL -
UME I. INTRODUCTION; EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
ON RODS AND TUBES OF NATURAL URANIUM METAL.
(United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Reactor Group,
Atomic Energy Establishment, Windfritb, Dorset, England).
Mar. 1963. 264P.

The experimental technique used in the performance of
exponential buckling measurements are described. The rr.
auf ts are gtven on buckling measurements in a wide range
of graphite lattices in which the fuel elements consisted of

rods or tubes of natural U metal. The observed buciding
values are correlated with theory. (auth )

227.
24610 (AEEW-R-235(Pt.11)) BRITISH INDUSTRIES

COLLABORATIVE EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS ON EN-
RICHED URANIUM METAL RODS AND ON CLUSTERS OF
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URANfUM METAL AND URANIUM OXfDE RODS. (United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Reactor Group. Atomic
Energy Establishment, Winfrith, Dorset, England). Mar.
1963. 239P.

Results are given of exponential buckling measurements
on graphite lattices containing clusters of U metal reds,
clustere of uranium oxide rods, and single U metal rods
with a range of near-naturat U23Scontents. In the csse of
the metal fuel elements the results of the measurements
are correlated with theory. (auth)

228.
24611 (AEEW-R-235(Pt.111)) BRITISH INDUSTRIES
COLLABORATIVE EXPONENTIAL PROGRAMME. VOL-
UME III. FINE STRUCTURE EXPERIMENTS; MISCELLA-
NEOUS EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS. (United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority. Reactor Group. Atomic Energy
Establishment, Winfrith, Dorset, England). Mar. 1963.
181P.

Results sre given of neutron flux fine structure measure-
ments in grnphlte isttices containing wide ranges of U me!si
and uranium oxide fuel element numbers. In the case of the
metal fuel elements the observed fine structure parameter
are correlated with theory. Measurement e of neutron dif -
fusion area in graphite, and of buckling and flux distribution
in assemblies containing euper latticea of empty channels
are included. A corrclailon with theory of migration area
asymmetry meaealremonts In U-graphite lattices is also
given. (auth)

229.
11938 (BAW-1267) ANALYSIS OF WATER MODER-
ATED U02 AND ThOz LATTICES. David B. Wehmeyer
(Ik&ock and Wilcox Co., Lynchburg, Vs.). May 1982.
Contract AT(30-1)-2602. 49p.

A series of critical and exponential ewxrirnents was
performed with lattices of fuel rods compceed of Iow-
enriched U02 and fully enriched U02 in Tb02. Theee lat-
ticea were moderated by H20 and by mixtures of GO ●wl
H20. Measurements made included buckling, ratio of
epithermal to thermal capture in U228and TbZn, ratio of
epithermsl to thermal fissions in U23’, ratio of thermal
flux in the moderator to that in the fuel, and water height
reactivity worth. (J. R. D.)

230.
2158 (MND-C-2502) ‘M EXPERIMENTAL PRO-
GWM ON WATER-MODEtiTED ARRAYS OF URANIUM
AND STAINLESS STEEL. L. Welshsns (Martfn Co. Nu-
clear Div., Baltimore). May 1982. Contract [AT(30-l)-
2431. 134P,

An experimental etudy on critical arrays of water-
moderated, flat-plate, laminated fuel bundles IS described.
The U loading per bundle was about 54 g UD6; ststnless
steel and boron steel contente were varied to provide the
desired metal-to-water ratio and tbe proper boron loading.
The experiments were performed in eupport of the ANPP
code development program. This program ie stmed at de-
velopment of an automated general prupose nuclear design
code. A total of 12 cores were studied. (J. R. D.)
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231.
3790 MEASUREMENTSOF NATURAL-URAMUM,
HEAVY-WATER LATTICES BY THE PULSED-NEUTRON
TECHNIQUE. F. R. Weetfall and A. W. Waltner (North
Carolina State Coil., Raleigh). Trans. Am. Nucl. 90C.,
5: 386(Nov. 1962).

232.
2bB18 MEASUREMENTS OF NATURAL UI{ANIU,M-

HEAVY wATER LATTICES BY THE PULSED NEUTRON
TECHNIQUE. Fred rick Robert Wcstfall. Thesis, Raleigh,
N. C., North Carolina State CoIl., 1962. ttzp.

Natural U lattices in heavy water were investigated with
the pulsed-neutron-source method. The systems were very
small: buckllng ranged from 300 tc 900 m- 2. In the experi-
ments, the mean life of the decay of thermal neutrons in
sy?tema of well-defined geometry wae meaeured as a func-
tion of buckling. From a Iwtat-squarca fit of the derived
expression for the decay conatmtt to the experimental data,
quantitative information was obtained regarding the diffu-
sion and lattice parameters characteristic of the system.
Three sets of meaauremcnts were run in both of 2 different-
slzed cylindrical tacks; heavy water, lead-mercury stacks
In heavy water, and U roes in heavy water. This cnabied an
extension of tie range of bucklings and the investigation of
two lattices of particular interest: a single rod centrally
located in a amali test volume and a triangular array of
rods on a 7-inch pitch in a larger container. By obsexwa-
tfons and analysis on this sequence of 3 media, the impor-
tant parameters for a multiplying eystem were deduced.
(Dlsaertatlon Abstr.)

233.
26060 BUCKLfNGS AND DISADVANTAGE FACTORS
OF SEVERAL WATER-MODERATED, 1.25%-ENRICHED
URANIUM METAL SLAB LATTICES. Henry Windsor
(Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.). Trans. Am.
Nucl. ZOO., 6: 52-3(June 1963).

23k.
36866 (GAMD-2673) EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
ON BERYLLIUM OXIDE MODERATED CORES CONTAIN-
ING HYDROGEN. W. B. Wright and R. G. Bardes (General
Atomic Div., General Dynamics Corp., San Diego, Calif.).
Jan, 22, 1962. Contract AT(04-3)-187. 31p,

The reactivities of a number of core? containing BeO aml
polyethylene, which simulated water flooding, were meas-
ured and calculated. Other determinations included core
symmetries, reactivity worths of rods and rod voids, and
perturbations on assembly reactivltiee. The experimental
arrangements and measurements, the calculational meth -
cds used in the analysis, and the reeults of the analyttcal-
experlmental comparison are described. (D. C. W.)

lgbk

235.
38316 (A/CON F.28/P/ti69) EXPERIMENTAL AND

THEORETICAL STUDIES OF URANIUM OXII)K LA’t’ei’lCES
MODEitATilD BY MfXTURi’X OF LIGilT AND ilKAVY WA-
TER. E. Andersen, D. Batmia, K. Bryhn-Ingcbri@scn,
et al. (Norway. Institutt for Atomcnergi, Kjciier). May
I!164. 15p.

Reactor phyaicn meaeurcmcnts on U@ lattices moder-
ated by mixtures of iight and huavy water havo been per-
formed in the NORA zero power reactor. Tho fuel used
for thcso experimcnte has been U02 cnrichcd to 3!6 UZ3S
clad in stsinlcss steel. A series of mcaaurcmcnts on dif-
ferent H20/Q0 ratios and different moderator-to-fuci vol-
ume ratios has been complctcd Macroscopic and micro-
scopic neutron flux distributions have been measured ueing
different types of foil materials rcsultlng in acts of B%
values and cell parameters for thcrrnal am-i rcaonancc neu-
trons. The ratio of cpi-cadmium to aub-cadmium capture
in U2W (P*’), the ratio of cpi-cadmium to sub-cadmium fia-
~i~ in @5 (62s), ad initiai conversion ratios have been

meaeured. The ratio of Lu-foil activity to Cu-foil activity
has been measured in different positions inside the fuel and
in the moderator and wae compared to calculatwf vaiuce of
the same activation ratio and used as a spectral index for
the lattices studied. Supplcmcntsry to experiments on clean
critlcai cores some measurements cn two-region cores
have been performed to make it possibic to extend the range
of measured buckling vaiucs considerably. Anaiysie of the
experimental rcsuits using multigrcup methods both for the
fast and thcrmai neutron region is presented. The neutron
energy spectrum in the fast region is calculated by a code
BIGG. Resonance absorption and fiesion are given a cor-
rect distribution in energy and are governed by input rceo-
nance integrals. BIGG is WC1l adapted to hamilc siowing
down in mixtures of light and heavy water. The thermal
part of the neutron spectrum is calmtlatcd by the K-7
THERMOS cede. (D. L.C.)

236.
40801 TEMPERATURE OPERATION OF AN UN-
PRESSURIZED NATURAL URANIUM }iEAVY WATER
ASSEMBLY. D. G. Andrews (Univ. of Toronto) and L F.

Freibergs. 19P. (CONF-446-15)
From American Nuclear Society 10th Annual hfceting,

Philadelphia, June 1964.
Buckling measurements have been made on subcritical

lattices consisting of l-inch-diameter natural-uranium
rods in square lattices in heavy water, using traversing
BF3 counters. Lattice pitches of 3*A, 51A, and 7 in. have
been used, at temperatures ranging from 18 to 80”C, lead-
ing to figures for the temperature coefficient of buckling
–(dB2/dT) over the rnn~e 20 te 80”C. (mith)

.
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237.
21591 (AEEW-M-425) A STUDY OF SOh[E CANADIAN
EXPERIMENTS USING THE WIN FRITH FIVE-GROUP
SCHEME. J. R. Askew (United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority. Reactor Group. Atomic Energy Establishment,
Winfrith, Dorset, England). Jan. 1964. 18P.

As part of the justification of the W’infrith five-group
scheme, a series of Canadian critical experiments was
analyzed. These include 19- and 7-rod clusters, the latter
with air and organic coolant as weIl as heavy water. Agree-
ment of calculation with experiment on fast fission and
conversion ratio is very good. Discrepancies of up to 2% in
reactivity are traced to errors in fine structure which are
due partly to the use of diffusion theory and partly to the
methnd used to s[mulate end-regions. Rlcn fine structure
ia corrected the deviation of calculated keff from unity is
less than 0.5% in practical cases. (auth)

23E?.
28986 EXPERIJIENTAL BUCKLINGS AND NEUTRON-
DE SSITY RATIOS OF D20-MODERATED MLXED LAT’-
TICES, F. D. Benton and W. E. Graves (E. I. du Pent
de Nemours & Co., Aiken, S. C.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot.,
7: 74-5(June 1964).

239.
36777 (DP-873) MEASUREJIEiXTS OF BUCKLISGS
AND $’OID EFFECTS IN D20-MODERATED, ORGAXIC -
OR H:O-COOLED LATTICES OF U02 ROD CLUSTERS.
Frederick D. Benton (Du Pent de Nemours (E. 1.) & Co.
Savannah River Lab., Aiken, S. C.). June 1964. Con-
tract AT(07-2)-1. 24p.

Material bucklin.gs for a variety of U02 rod clusters on
a triangular ‘3.33-inch lattice pitch in D*O were determined
by substitution experiments in the Process Development
Pile. Measurements w’ere mtde with clusters of 19, 31,
and 37 half-inch U02 rods in which the coolant media \vere
varied to include D20, H20, organics, or air. The buck-
Iings, which were determined both by a one-group pertur-
bation method and by a hvo-group flux matching method,
ranged from 0.80 to 5.60 m-z. [auth)

2f+o,
3116 REACTl\’lTY EFFECT OF HYDROGENOUS
COOLANTS IN D20-MODERATED LATTICES, W. L.
Brooks, M. Fleishman, G. G. Foster, C. W. Monroe, and
R. D. Schamberger (United Nuclear Corp., White Plains,
N. Y.). Trans. Am. NJcI. Sot., 6: 244(Nov. 1963).

241.
6452 BUCKLING MEASUREMENTS OF 3% ENRICHED
STAINLESS-STEEL CLAD U02 FUEL ELEMENTS fN DZO
MODERATOR. K. Bryhn-Ingebrigtsen, J. Smlt, and C, H.
Millar (Nora Project, Kjeller, Norway). p.251-4 of “Heavy
Water Lattices: Second Panel Report. ” Vienna, Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency, 1963.

Buckling measurements were carried out in the NORA

reactor for a series of uniform, square, D20-moderated
lattices with moderator-to-fuel ratios ranging from 99:1
to 12:1 for cylindrical fuel rods of the following specifica-
tions: Fuel: M enriched, unsintered U02, density = 9.41
g/cm3, diam. = 1.128 cm. Cladding: 304 stainless steel,
integral diam. = 1.128 cm, outer diam. = 1.270 cm, thick-
ness = 0.071 cm. The buckling values obtained are com-
pared with different theoretical estimates. (auth)

242.
16739 (NAA-SR-7541) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS ON

SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM METAL FUEL ELE-
MENTS IN GRAPHITE LATTICES. R. W. Campbell, R. J.
Doyas, H. C. Field, C. A. Guderjahn, R. L. Guenther, D. F.
Hausknecht, M. S. Mayer, and H. A. Morewitz (Atomics In-
ternational. Div. of North American Aviation, Inc.. Canoga
Park, Cslif.). June 30, 1963. Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-8.
38p.

A series of ciean critical experiments was performed in
the SGR critical facttity utilizing 2 wt ‘%enriched, uranium
metal, hollow cylinder, fuel elements in AGOT graphite
moderator. Six lattice spacings were used, varying from
6.93 to 16.0 in. on a triangular pitch. Critical loadings and
fuel element worths were determined and compared to the
results of 4-group diffusion theory. Calculations utilized
TEMPEST, S4, FORM, and AIM-5 programs on the IBM
7090. The calculated Kerr compared wetl with experiments
over the full range of moderator-to-fuel volume ratios
when using a 2200 m/see graphite absorption cross section
of 4.07 mb. The sensitivity of the calculation to variations
in the graphite absorption cross section was examined and
the experimental error due to inventory uncertainties was
assessed. The differential worths of both the central and
peripheral fuel elements were obtained and agreed in gen-
eral with AIM-5 calculations. The thcrmat flux traverse of
a unit cell was shown to agree best with a Wilkins’ spec-
trum option of TEMPEST. Details of both the experimental
and theoretical methods are give n. (aulh)

24; s
(BNL-799(p.l-25)) REACTOR PHYSICS DIVI-

SION. J. Chernick ffnd H. ~Outs (Bmckhaven National Lab.,
tJpton, N. Y.).

Theoretical research was mafrdy in the fields of neutron
tharmal!zatton and reactor dynamics. The analyais of the
asymptotic characterlatic.v of the uranium plate Iatticea
wae campleted with excellent agreement between buckling
measurements and the theory. Alternate cadmium ratio
techniques of determining resonance capture in Iatttces
were compared. A new uranium- graphtte assembly was
brought critical in the Minimum Reflection Critical Fa-
cillty. Wnetics of the High FIUX Beam Reactor were in-
vestigated. Measurements In uranium alabe in water were
comple~d. For the Settled Bed Reactor program, uranium
carbide fuel was analyzed. The characterlstica of the set-
tled bed are studted. Work is continuing on the magneto-
bydrcdynamlc systems as alternatives to the SNAP turbo-
generatora for generating electricity. Pulsed fission
plasma reactor studies have indicated that UBr9 or UBr4
would be much more suitable gaseous fuels than UF6 be-
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cause of their lower disassociation temperature. The
chsracteriatica of a thermally regenerated cell utilizing
the Pb- PbBr2- Br2 ayatem are being investigated. A study
of the characteriatica of a boiling oxygen chemonuclear re-
actor for ozone production was carried out. The feaaib!llty
study of gaseous-moderated reactors waa continued and a
number of cases uelng HF, CF4, DF, and HF . CFt moder-
ators with UFO-fueled cores were investigated. Studies of
the stability of selected corrdeneed aromatic compounds to
heat, gamma radiation, and reactor radiation are contlrru-
ing. Fouling tests are evaluated for organic coolants. Neu-
tron and reactor cross section etudies are reported.
(N.W,R.)

2.44●

32506 (DP-868) COMPARISON OF A SfMPLE THE-
ORETICAL TREATMENT OF CRITICAL ARRAYS OF FIS-
SIONABLE UNITS WITH EXPERIMENT. H. K. Clark
(Du Pent dc Nemours (E. I.) & Co. Savannah River Lab.,
Aikcn, S. C.). Jan. 1964. Contract AT(07-2)-1. 28p.

Calculation of the critical sizes of cubic arrays of
Interacting fissionable urdts are compared with critical
experiments. The units were of two types: vessels con-
taining 5 liters of an aqueous solution of highly enriched
uranium and cylinders of highly enriched uranium metal.
The arraye were aurroundcd by varioua tbickncasca of hy-
drogenoua reflectors. Agreement botwecn calculation
and cxpc riment is reasonably good when consideration is
given to the simplicity of the method of calculation. Curves
arc presented for computing critical sises of cubic arrays
of 8, 27, 64, or 126 identical untta as a functton of tbs d-
bcdo of the rctlcctor aurroundlng the array and of the reac-
tivity of an individual unit. (auth)

pl, 5●

3114 EFFECTS OF CONTROL BLADES fN LATTICES
hiODERATED BY D20/H20 MTXTURES. R. H. Clark, E. J.
DeRoche, G. T. Fairburn, J. W. Hallam, and T. C. Engelder

fBabcock and Wilcox Co., Lynchburg, Vs.). Trans. Am.
Nuc1. .$OC., 6: 221-2 (Nov. 1963).

246.
44969 (CEA-R-2478) MESURES GLOBALES DE
RESEAUX A GRAPHITE DANS L’EMPILEMENT
CRITIQUE MARIUS. fintegrai Measurements of Lattice
Prope rtics in the Natural Uranium- Graphite Critical
Faciiity MARIUS). Francoia Cogne (France, Commis-
sariats d l’~nergie Atomique. Centre d’Etudes Nuc16airea,
Saclay). Aug. 1964. 40p.

A systematic study of natural uranium-graphite lattices
was undertaken in the critical factfity MARfUS, which was
built in 1959 in Marcoule. fntegral measurement of lat-
tice properties 1s carried out by the progressive re-
placement method. The report describes the experimental
methods, the analysis of tbe experiments, and the resulta
obtained for Iatt!cea with pitches ranging from 192 to 317
mm and fuel elements with cross sections ranging from 6
to 20 cmz. The principles of correlation of the results are
also outlined. Additional experimental results are also
given, pertaining to the determination of the anisotropy, of

both the axlai and tbe radial migration areae, and of the
age in graphite. (autb) )

a?.
33014 (A/COSF.28/P/2ti3j LATTICE SrUDIES AXD
CfttTICAL MPERfMENTS [S D#) MOf)E1{.\TED SYSTEMS.
John L. Crandail (DuPont de Semours (E. I.) & Co. Savan-
nah River Lab., Aiken, S. C.), Walter L. Brooks, Irving
K3p@ Francis L. Langford, Jr., and Loren C. Schmid.
16p.

Prepared for the United Nations Third International Con-
ference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1964.

A review is presented, dealing with heavy-water-moder-
ated assemblies, of measurements of buckiing and reac-
tivity; cslctdations of reactivity; detailed measurements
acd calculations of lattice parameters; determinations of
the effects of voids, heterogeneities, and other special fea-
tures on the physics parameters; and the incorporation of
the meaaured and calculated physics parameters into the
design of heavy water reactors. Examples are given. A
bibliography of 103 references is included. (T. F. H.)

~:.
BSQ, AN IBM-’7O4 CODE TO CALCULATE

HEAVY WATER LATTICE PARAMETERS. F. E. Driggers
(E. L du Pent de Nemoura & Co., Aiken, S. C.). P.551-72
of “Heavy Water Lattices: Second Pancl RcPort. ” Vienna.
international Atomic Energy Agency, 1963.

A code ie described that is used at the Savmurah River
Laboratory to calculate the buckling and other lattice
parameters of D20-moderated lattices. A comparison la
made of calculated and measured bucklings for a variety
of Iatticea. Two adjustments are made in the calculations
to Improve tbe agreement. The amount of resonance ab-
sorption is reduced by about five percent for lattices con-

taining uranium metal and the value of q 1s assumed to be
a linear function of the ratio of moderator volume to fuel
volume and both of the coefficients in this expression are
adjusted. The agreement between measured and calculated
buckiings is within +0.25 m-z for almost all of the lattices

of single rods or of tubes and is within ●0.50 m-z for at-
moat all of the lattices of red clusters. (auth)

249.
19315 THE INTERACTIONS OF SU13CRITfCAL RE-

ACTORS. V. G. Dubovskit, A. V. Kamaev, G. >1. Vladyiaw,
F. M. Kuznetsov, V. Z. Nozik, Yu. D. Palamarchuk, G. A.
POPV, and V. V. Vavilov. At. Energ. (USSR), 16: 16-20
(Jan. 1964). (h Russian)

When determining the nuclear safety of systams contain-
ing fisaionsble materials, the interaction of all the com-
ponents must be taken into consideration; however, this
is often impossible to do in the case of subcritical systems.
Approximations must therefore be used for eatimattng the
eafety margin of the interacting system. In order to facRi-
tate the problem, an attempt waa made to replace the given
subcritical array consisting of materials possessing given
nuclear propartiea and geometric parameters by a reactor
that is equivalent to the first one with regard to the buck-
ling, but bas different nuclear properties; equations were
obtained for determining the equivalent geometrical dimen-
sions. The equatinna der ivad were experimentally verified
on subcritical arrays containing cylinders ard square

.

.

.
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parallelepipeds, made of stainless steel containers with
a wall thicknese of 1.5 to 2 mm and radii or ~ide~ of 3CI~m,
filled with an aqueous solution of 90%-enriched ‘SU01(NOJ2.
Similar systems were also built with 6-liter capacity glass
cylinders with 0.5-cm thick walls. Comparison of the ex-
perimental and theoretical values indicated that the latter

contain a suitable safety margin and therefore may be used
for evaluating the safety of an interacting system; this was
proved by recalculating tile data of E. Woodcock and
U. Pardon (Progr. Nucl. Energy Series Vol. 4, 213 (1961))
concerning a system of U spheres. (TTT)

250.
3117 EXPERIMENTAL BUCKLINGS AND MIGRA-
TION AREAS IN D20-MODERATED LATTICES OF
NATURAL-URANIUII METAL TUBES. A. E. fltnklee
and W. E. Graves (E. L du Pent de Nemours & Co.,
Aiken, S. C.). Trans. Am. NUCL SoC., 6: 244-5 (Nov. 1963).

251.
4740 (CONF-187-24) BUCKLING MEASUREMENTS-
HEAVY NATURAL URANIIJ31 TUBULAR FUEL .+SSEM-
BLIES. A. E. Dunklee and W. E. Graves (Du Pent de
Nemours (E. L) & Co. Savannah River Lab., Aiken, S. C.).
[Nov. 1963]. Contract AT(07-2)-1. 16P.

From American Nuclear Society Meeti~~, New York,
NOV. 1963.

One-region buckfing measurements that were made on a
eeries of D20-moderated lattices of heavy uranium metal
tubes in the Prncess Development Pile at Savannah River
Laboratory are presented. The purposes of these meas-
urements are to provide normalization points for lattice
buckhgs and to extend the study of natural uranium- D20
systems. The dependence of buckling on the moderator-
to-fuel ratio is studied for two types of lattices. (’R.E.U.)

252.
38311 (A/CONF.28/P/645) THEORETICAL AND EX-
PERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SLIGHTLY EN-
RICHED ZIRCONIUM-HYDRIDE MODERATED LATTICES.
K. Einfeld. G. Memnw rt. W. Ulirich, and S. Wiesncr
(Inlernatiomdc Atornrcaktorbim G.m.b. H., Bcnsberg,
Gcrmxny). May 1964. 20P.

In connection with t hc devc Iopment of a hcte rogcneous
zirconium-hydride moderated resctor, several critical and

sub-c ritic:d mensurcments on lattices have been per-
formed. These tests $\erc pertormcd in u fixed aluminum
I:itticc by v:lrying the nrrnngemcrd of rods containing UOZ
or zirconium-hydride tvlth cquivtilcnl diameters. The
time-ciqwndcnt neutron flux behavior after a neutron pulee
W:L.Smc:isurcxf. “rhe higher harmonic effects were climi-
nntcd through a numcricul evaluation method which per-
mitted the dclermin:hion of the characteristic decay con-
sumts, as eigenv:llucs can also bc directly calculated for a
given systcm through theoretical mcthcds, developed and

employed for lhis purpose. The reliability of these meth-
ods cm he illustrated with an example of a U02– H20
experimental core with a Iurgc reflector. Measurement

were performed on various zirconium-hydride lattices up
to 45o”C, in order to dctcrminc the temperature depen-
dence of the reactivity. This dependence is of special
interest in the case of zirconium-hydride moderation. In
this connection several theoretical expressions for the
scattering kernel and for the heterogeneous spectrum
methods were investigated in order to theoretically de-
scribe the experimental results as well as Wssible. The
critical experiments were performed on a split-table ae-

scmbly of the Argonne ttzpR!? tYw and were limited a

maximum temperature of 200”C. The results of the sub-
critical memurements were in essence verified by the
critical aescmbly. In addition measurements with a pile-

osciikttor, threshold detectors and resonance detectors
were made to obtain a very detailed determination of the
cell-parameters. These measurements will, in turn, make
possibIe the dctcrmirmtlon of the temperature dcpondcnce
of heterogeneous zi rconium-hyd ride Iatt Ices. (mtth)

253.
4786 (BAW-1273) SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL RE-
ACTOR BASIC PHYSICS PROGRAM. MEASUREhfENT AND
ANALYSIS OF UXIFORhf LATTICES OF SLIGHTLY EN-
RICHED U02 hlODERATED BY D20- H20 hlfXTURES.
T. C. Engelder, R. H. Clark, M. N. Baldwin, E. J. DeRoche,
G, T. Fairburn, J. W. Hallam, D. H. Roy, N. Vutz, and
T. M. Schuler (Babcock and Wilcox Co. Atomic Energy
Div., Lynchburg, Vs.). Nov. 1963. Contract AT(30-l)-

2602. 150P.
Experimental resulte snd theoretical interpretation of a

series of twenty uniform lattice critical experiments in
which the neutron spectrum is varied over a fairly broad
range are summarized. Two types of fuel rods were stud-
ied: 4.02%-enriched UQ in stainless steel tubes; and
2.46%-enriched U02 in aluminum tubee. Lattice nonmoder-
ator-to-moderator volume ratios ranged from 0.65 to 1.2.
The moderators were mixtures of light and heavy water
ranging in composition from zero to 77% D20, with and
without boric acid. Measurements include critical size and
composition, 8p/t)h, buckling and reflector savings, thermal
disadvantage factor, and cadmium ratios of U2S5and U238.
Theoretical methods used to analyze the data are given, and
results are compared. (auth)

254.
3169 (BAW-1274) SPECTRAL SHIFT CONTROL RE-
ACTOR BASIC PHYSICS PROGRAM. MEASUREMENT AND
ANALYSfS OF PERTURBED LATTICES OF SLIGHTLY EN-
RICHED U02 MODERATED BY D20 -H20 MLWURES. T. C.
Engelder, R. H. Clark, E. J. DeRoche, G. T. Fairburn,
J. W. Hallam (Babcock and Wilcox Co. Critical Experi-
ment Lab., Lynchburg, Vs.); D. R. Hostetler, and C. B.
Woodhall (Babcock and Wilcox Co. Atomic En~gy Div.,
Lynchburg, Vs.). Oct. 1963. Contract AT(30-1)-2602.
97p.

Critical experiments and theoretical catcuiations of re-
activity and flux perturbations were performed. Three
major critical assemblies were studied; the basic cores
bad 1.206-cm diameter, aluminum clad, 2.46%-enriched
U@ fuel mds on a square lattice pitch of 1.511 cm. Mod-
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erator compositions for the three major cores had O, 50,
and 72 mole % D20. Boric acid was added to keep the core
radius constant at 61.11 cm. Data on a zone-loaded com
with an inner zone of 93%-enriched aluminum clad U02 –
Th02 fuei rods surrounded by an outer zone of .t%-enriched
stainless steel clad U02 fuel rods are also included. The
moderator composition was 81% D20. Perturbers were
introduced axially by removing fuel pins to create moder-
ator gaps and by inserting perturbing blades and cruci-
form rods. The blades were 10 inches wide. The cruci-
form rods were 6 inches from tip to tip. The materiaIs
were Borai, cadmium, or aiuminum. Most ~rturbers
were fuily inserted, but some measurements were made
while ths Boral cruciform rod was 1A and ‘~ withdrawn.
Tbermzi flux distributions were measured with gold and
dysprosium foiis. Reactivity was determined by using
8p/~h techniques and by measuring the differential boron
worth and the boron concentration required for criticality
at the reference moderator height. Reactivity and thermal
neutron flux shapes were calculated using PDQ-4, a four-
group, two-dimensional neutron diffusiOn code for the
Pbtico 2000 computer, and TKO, a four-group, three-
dimensionsi code for the IBM-704 computer. (auth)

255.
4787 (BAW-1283) SPECTRAL SIiIFT CONTROL RE-
ACTOR BASIC PHYSICS PROGRAM. MEASUREMENT OF
k- AND OTHER LATTICE PARAMETERS BY THE SMALL
LATTICE EXPERIMENT TECHNIQUE. T. C. Engelder,
N. L. Snidow, D. M. Roberts, G. T. Fafrburn (Babcock and
Wilcox Co. Critical Experiment Lab., Lyncbburg, Vs.);
and D. H. Roy (Babcock and Wilcox Co. Atomic Energy
Div., Lynchburg, Vs.); Nov. 1963. Contract AT(30-l)-
2602. 124p.

The Small Lattice Experiment (SLE) is a teohnique for
measuring ~ and oiher infinite-medium lattice parameters
using much less test fuel than is required for equivalent
critical or exponential experiments. The theoretical basis
for applying such an experiment to epithermal lattices is
discussed, an analysis of spectral mismatch error is given,
and the facility for the measurements is described. SLE
measurements are compared to those in an equivalent criti-
cal assembly to test the validity of the technfque. fn an epi-

thermal lattice of 4.02%-enriched U02 fuel rods having a
nonmoderator-to-mod erator volume ratio of 1.0 add mod-
erated by a D20- HZO mixture containing 70% D20, values of

k.., ?m/?t, 62s, and PN wee within statistic~ errors (0.5
to l%). The SLE technique was also used to measure these
parameters in two similar epithermal lattices containing
(UnS- ThQ) fuel rods (Nm/Nz5 = 15). (aUtb)

z~b.
4739 (CONF-187-14) MEASUREMENTS OF BUCK-
LINGS AiSD DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT CHANGES ~ D20-
MODERATED LATTICES OF TUBULAR U02 ASSEMBLIES.
H. R. Ffke snd W. E. Graves (Du Pent de Nemours (E. I.) &
Co, Savannah River Lab., Afken, S. C.). [Nov. 1963].
Contract AT(07-2)-1. 10P.

From American Nuclear Society Meeting, New York,

NOV. 1963.
Diffusion coefficients and bucklings are measured for

U@ fuel tube assemblies in D20 moderated lattices. The
effects of H20 fogs and air in the cooiant channels in place
of D20 are studied. (T. F.fL)

3118 MEASUREMENTS OF BUCKLINGS .4ND
DIFFUSION-COEFFICIENT CHANGES IN DZO-MODERATEII
LATTICES OF TUBULAR UOZ ASSEMBLIES. H. R. Fike
end W. E. Graves (E. L du Pent de Nemours & Co., Aiken,
S. C.). Trans. Am. Nuci. Sot., 6: 245-6 (Nov. 1963).

257.
38294 (A/CONF.28/P/25) fJiTTICE STUDIES AT
CHALK RIVER AND THEIR INTERPRETATiON. R. E.
Green, C. B. Bigham, I. H. Gibson, R. G. Jarvis, M. J.
Haisail, F. E. Driggers, and C. H. Miller (Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd. Chalk River Nuclear Labs., Chaik River,
Ont.). May 1964. 15P.

Lattice parameters are studied in natural-uranium-
fueled heavy-water-moderated pressure-tube type reac-
tors. The ZED-2, ZEEP, and CANDU Reactors are used
in this study and their resulte are obtained by experl-
mentsi techniques and analyzed iheoreticaliy by com-
puter codes LATRE P and LATTICE ANALYSIS. The
analytical methods are outlined and correlated with the
experiments. (N.W.R.)

258.
3186 (KR-50) COOLANT VOfD REACTNITY MEAS-
UREMENTS IN A D20-MODERATED LATTICE WITH ‘i
RoD U02 FUEL CLUSTERS. F. w. A. Habermann (Ncr-
way. Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller). July 1963. 69p.

A series of measurements was carried out in the zero
power facility NORA with a core of 7-red U02 cluster fuel

elements of the Hatden Boiiing Heavy Water Reactor to
investigate the reactivity effect of void formation in a cool-

ant channel. Tbe shroud of one fuel eiement was subdi -
vialed into sections in which the water level could be de-
pressed by air. Tbe reactivity effect of voids created in
this way was measured for various combinations of chsn-
nels. The measured effect was always negative and largest
in absolute magnitude in the center of the fuel cluster. The
interaction between voided channels was such as to increase
the absolute magnitude of the reactivity effects. With a
first order perturbation expression based on two-group
theory for an atisotropic reactor, curves were fitted to the

measured reactivity effects as a function of void depth.
For each case two parameters were calculated represent-
ing, respectively, multiplication and leakage properties
of the lattice. It is then possible to make a comparison
with lattice parameter calculations. Tbe comparison is
made only for the case of 100% void in a coolant channel
by calculating the parameters for this case with the
Swedish burnup 5 code. (auth)

.
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259.
21594 (BNL-6975) AREVfEW OF THE REACTOR
PHYSICS D.ITA FOR SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM,
WATER-MODERATED LATTICES. Robert L. Hellens and
GkM A. Price (Broofd!aven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.).

[May 1, 1963]. Contract [AT(30-2)-Gen-16]. 169p.
The methods commonly used in making buckling, critical

loading, and celi parameter measurements are reviewed,
and the results of such measurements are summarized.

Ordy simple uniform and multiregion lattice experiments
are considered. The experimental work done at each of the
laboratories invoived is summarized. The methods of
interpreting the various I&ttice measurements are briefly
discussed, with emphasia on the sources of systematic
errors. (D. C.tV.)

2b0 .
35113 (TID-65AO(P.529 -609)) REACTOR-pHYSICS
DATA FOR WATER-JIODERATED LATTICES OF
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED UIMSIUM. Robert L. Hellens
and Glenn A. Price (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton,
N. Y.).

.-l compilation of measurements for light-water latticee

is PI esented. Measurement techniques, interpretation of
results, and actual experimental results are described.
Buck] ing.s and critical dimensions are tabulated in the ap-
pendix. A bibliography of 109 references is presented.
(R. E. U.)

2f31.
3093 (APED-4236) CONTROL AUGMENTATION
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. T. R. Jaworowskl, P. G.
Aiine, end H. D. tCosanke (Generef Electric Co. ValleCi@
Atomic Lab., San Jose, Callf.). July 16, 1963. Contraot
[AT(04-3)-1891. 74P.

Crittcai experiments are reported for clumped hetero-
geneous light water moderated Iatttces using 3 wt % en-
riched UOz fuel ciad with stainless steel, Reactivity WO*
utilizing water height and pulswt neutron” techntquea. tem-
perature and void coefficient, flux and power diatribu-
tlone, and spectral indicator acttvatlons were measured
for a wide range of configurations. These configuratlou

were typical of boiltng water reactor Iattlces and includ~
assemblies with black and gray abaorbing slabs and con-
trol rod cruclforme. Dlfferentiaf reecttvity and @pectr@
effects were investigated for various stab, cruciform ~
void tube perturbatlonn in these expertmenta. Tbe reeo-
nance spectraf. iodlcator method wae ueed in particular to
study the spattal variation of the neutron ●pectrum and
density in a typical boiling water reactor lattice. The ob-
served spatial neutron spectrum variations show that tbie
is a very useful technique. (auth)

262.
3104 CRITICAL SIZE AND FLUX DISTRIBUTION

MEASUP.EIIENTS IN HIGHLY ENRfCHED, LIGHT WATER
MODE RATED LATTICES. L Johnstone, W. H. Taylor,
and S. K. Wallace (Atomic Energy Establishment, Winfrith,

Eng.). J. Brit. Nucl. Energy Sot., 2: 379-90 (Oct. 1!363).
The experimental determinations of critical size and

fk distributions in criticaI and sub-critical assemblies
using fuel packs consisting of Al-U and stainless steel
pletea are described. The results show that few-group
models are adequate for calculat ittg the critical size of
higMy absorbing light water moderated latticea and that
material buckling and thermal fine structure measure-
ments can be made in light water moderated assemblies
so small es 12 in. square and 24 in. high. (D. C. W.)

263.
42923 (MITNE-46) HEAVY WATER LATTICE
PROJECT ANNUAL REPORT. frving Kaplan, D. D. Lan-
ning, mid T. J. Thompson, eds. (Massachusetts Inst. of
Tech., Cambridge). Sept. 30, 1963. Contract AT(30-l)-
2344. 136P. (NYO-1O2I2)

An experimental and theoretical program on the physics
of heavy water-moderated, partially enriched iatliccs is
reported. Experimental methods were adapted or devel-

oped for research on buckling, fast fiesion, resonance
capture, and thermal capture. After being successfully
tested on lattices of onc-inch-diameter naturai-uranium
rods in heavy water, the methods were appiicd to three
latticee of l/4-inch, 1.03% enriched uranium rods, moder-
ated by heavy water. Research programs are :dso under
way Lo take and correlate dnta from single-rod measure-
ments, two-region latlicc measurements, miniature lat-
tice mcaaurcmcnts, and pulsed neutron methods. In
addition, a program is under way to measure the effect
of control rods in the lntllcc :wscmldy, /\ IIsting of topi-
cal rcportt?, ~cncrstcd during the r(~~mrt period, is in-
(S]Ud(d . (:tuth)

26i+.
12U7 (NAA-SR-Memo-9349) NUCLEAR SAFETY

SRE STORAGE CELL (CORE ftt FUEL). N. Ketzlach
(Atomics Internatton$d. Div. of North Amertcan Avlatlo&
Inc., Cacaga Park, Callf.). Dec. 27, 1963. Contract
AT-11 -1-GEN-8. 4p.

It wae determined that ttiscafe to etore the SRE Core
III elemente (kmth enrichments) In m tnftntte array when
poeltloned at the epac{ng dictated by the presentiy de-
signed storage cell. This safety Is independent of the
degree of water flooding. However, it is dependent on the
presence of the four-inch schedule 40 steel pipe posi-
tioned in each storage hole. Although the array 1s CSICU-
lated to be subcritical (k_ - 0.96) even In the absence of
the steel pipe, the accuracy of the method of calculation
and the msrgfn of safety are inadequate for assuming it
to be safe under these conditions. (autb)

265.
9735 URANfUM-OXfDE GRAPHITE-MODERATED
SUBCRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. [PART] H. Toyohiko
Kikuchi and Ryushi Kubota (Fuji Eiectric Mfg. Co., Ltd.,
Japan). Fuji Jiho, 36: 706-12 (Aug. 1963). (In Jap~nesc)

Experimental results on material bucklings and cxtrapu-
lation distances for various lattices and fuel arrimgcmcnts
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arc reported. The rcsufts are compared with theoretical
values calculated by simple but realistic models. By use
uf the experimental results on material buckling, the num-
ber of neutrons pcr absorption in fuel q and the effective
resonance inlegrat is reduced. (auth)

266.
9580 (WAPD-T-1632) NON-ASYMPTOTIC LATTICE
PARAMETERS IN A DRY UOZ BLANKET - MEASURE-
MENTS AND CALCULATIONS. J. Korsmeyer, C. Emert,
P. Johnson, S. Milani, J. Mitchell, R. 8erenka, and
S. Weiss (Westinghouse Electric Corp. Bcttis Atomic
Power Lab., Pittsburgh). Sept. 1963. Contract AT(ll-l)-

Gen-14. 19P. (120NF-187-47)
From American Nuclear Society Meeting, New York,

tiov. 1963.
The ratios of epicadmium to subcadmium capture in

U21’, of U23Scapture tc U23Sfission, of U238fissicn to Uzsi
fission, and of epicadmium to subcadmium fission in U*38
were measured in a U02 blanket in s U03– Zr– H20 seed
blanket -seed slab core with a water to nonwater volume
ratio of 0.142. The results were compared with calcula-
tions by a design model using a cne-dimensional few group
diffusion program and with calculation by a one-dimen-
sional, multigroup P-3 transport code. (D. C. W.)

267.
38321 (A/CONF.28/P/6’31) NATUilAI. AND SLIGHTLY
ENRiCHEfl URANIUM LATTICE STUDIES Of! VOIDED
METAL ROD c LUSTERS IN D20. w il. Lutz (Switzerland.
Ei(fgcnossischcs Inslitut fur Reaktorforschung, Wurcn-
iingcn), R. W. hicicr, and J. p. whnccllcrgcr. MaY 1964.
2op.

A series of lattices consisting or voided rod cluster cle-
mcnl~ W:LSinvestigated in the subcritical facility MiNOR.
This cx~rimcntal program hts formed the basis to check
calculation mctheds for heavy water-moderated and gas-
ccolcd pressure-tube reactors. A detailed anaiyais wae
undertaken for an clcmcmt consisting of 7 urmrium metal
rods cnrichcd to 0.960%. This rcd cluster is supported by
a gmphitc structure, which is surrounded by a pressure
tube. An annular air gap separates the pressure from the
calandria tube. This cluster presents a physical mockup
of the fuel element to be used in the first charge of the
Swiss cxporimentxl power staticn presently under construc-

tion at Lucens. [n order to obtain calculation methcds that
are of a more gcner.ai usefulness and h~vo a wider field of
application, the experiments specific to the Lucens reactor
wcro extended by varying a numimr of parameters of the
iattice arrangements; the most important change consisted
in a replacement of the enriched rods by natural uranium
rods, leaving all structural matcriaf the rmmc. The void
content por CC1l was dccrcascd by removing the cakmdria
tubo snd increased by removing the graphite fillers. Some
measurements with 4- rnd clusters were performed. For
all Iatticcs, several moderator-to-fuel vclumc ratios were
investigated. For some or all of the lattices the following

parameters were determined: the material buckling; flux
disadvantage factors; the cpithermal ccmponcnt; Cd-ratio

of 23sU. ad ~ial flux peaking due to Al sfx~ccr Pi~CSO
,

Thcoretlcal interpretations of the experiments have been
made on the basis of tho two group four factcr mode 1. (auth)

2b8.
44972 (MIT-2344 -1) STUDIES OF REACTIVITY AND
RELATED PARAMETERS IN SLIGHTLY ENRICIi ED URA-
NIUM, HEAVY WATER LATTICES. B. K. Malaviya,
I. Kapian, D. D. Lanning, A. E. Profio, and T. J. Thompson
(Massachusetts Inst. cf Tech., Cambridge). May 25, 1964.
Ccntract AT(30-1)-2344. 311P. (MITNE-49)

The kinetic behavior of a neutron transport medium ir-
radiated by a burst of fast neutrons was investigated on the
bssis of several theoretical models. Expressions were
derived for the prompt-neutron decay constant of the
asymptotic thermal flux in a subcritical multiplying SyS -
tem. These expressions relate the decay constant of a
subcritical assembly to varicus parametcre cf interest.
Pulsed neutron experiments were made with subcritical
assemblies to measure lattice parameters. The pulsed
neutron mcthcd was alsc appiicd tc the mcimurcmcnt of
absolute reactivity and ti]c reactivity worth of control rods
in far subcritical assemblies. Concurrently with the
pulsed mmtron studies, steady-state cxponcnti.at experi-
ments WIth control rods wc rc alsu undertaken. Dic -away
experiments on pure moderator assemblies were made
10 mcnsurc the thcrmnl-m,ut ron di(fusicm pnrnmctcrs of
hca~ water at room tcmpemture “and the e(fcct of ther-
mally blsck rods inserted axially in a cylindrical mod-
erator assembly. Pulsed neutron runs on unperturbed
lattices were used to evaluate such lattice parameters
as k-, L2, k, f~, B%, etc. These values are in agreement,
within experimental uncertsintiee, with the results of
steady-state cxponcntisl experiments and of calmdrdione
hnscd on the Til KRMOS code. Pulacd neutron cxpcrimcnts
on prrtuhcd Iatticcs were made to find pmmpt-neutron
lifetime and the absolute nc~ativc reactivity of the as-
ecmbiy. The worthe of contrcl rods wore also measured.
The pulecd neutron and steady-etste experiments for the

measurement of the reactivity effect of control mds gtve
rcsutts that agree within tho experimental uncertainties.
Two-group theory, with no sllowance for absorption in the
fact group, ie found to underestimate tlw worth of the rod
by a few per cent. The conditions for the validity of con-
trol red experiments in experiential assemblies were con-
sidered. Suggestions for extending the tcchniqut!s devel-
oped in this work and for refining the results arc SISO
included. (auth)

269.
268B0 EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS WfTIl WATER
AND NATUWL URANIUM LATTICES. W. K. Maneflcld
and J. M. Kim (London Univ.). p.45’7-67 of “ Exponential
and Critical Experiments. Vol. 1.” Vienna, Internatlcnal

Atomic Energy Agency, 1964.
A report is given of a seriee of exponential experlmente

performed on the Queen Mary College subcritical assembly.
This aseembly conslste of a 4y2-ft aluminum core tank in
which up to 4 tons of aluminum-clad natural uranium in the

.

.
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form of 1.2-in. dia. bars, 43.25-in. long, are suppmted
vertically by a series of lattice plates. fnltially a 1O-C,

Po - Be neutron source (2.5 X 101 n/a) wae used to provtde

the neutron flux, but later measurements were matte utti~
a SAMES, 150 kv neutron generator (5 X 10’ tt/s). Buckling
measurements were made for moderator-fuel retioa of
1.73, 2.48, and 3.18 using iridium foils, BF3 counters and
~~~ fission chambera as detectors. Migration areas were

determined for the same ratios of moderator-to-fuel by
means of the boron poisoning technique. The novel features
of the results were tbe apparent vartation of the material
buckling with fuel loading and with the type of detector em-
ployed. The reasons for these variations are discussed and
their general significance to espmrential experiments to
hydrogeneous media developed theoretically. (auth)

270.
5970 (ORNL-3499(V01. I)(P.62-3)) CRITICAL EX-

PERIMENTS .+?33 C.4LCULATIONS WtTH ANIWLAR
CYLIXDERSO FU(93.2)METAL. J. T. Mihalczo (Oak

Ridge National LA., Term.).
Critical experiments were performed onsnnularcylin-

ders of enriched (93.2% U23S)U metalto verify the adequacy
of the Samethod of solving the transport equation for this
geometry. The measured reactivities agree well w[th the
calculated multiplication constants. Measurements of

prompt-neutron decay constants by the pulsed-neutron
technique were included. (auth)

271.
21684 EFFECT OF SLIGHT SHIl”T OF FUEL ELE-
MENTS ON THE REACTIVITY OF UTR-B. Katsuichi
Nakamura, Hidebumi Shimizu, Hiroshi Tanaka, and Takeo
Niwa (Kinki Univ., Tokyo). Nippon Genshiryoku Gaklaishi,
6: 129-34 (Mar. 1964). (In Japanese)

The core-tank of UTR-B fs separated in six eections.
Each section has a length of 83.3 mm in east-west direc-
tion, and holds a fuel element that has a length of 76.2 mm
in the same east-west direction. It may be expected that the
reactivity of the reactor would be changed, if each fuel ele-
ment is shifted towards the center line of the core-tank or
tn the opposite direction. The po.ss ible re~ctivit y change due
to the slight shift of the fuel elements was examined. It was
found that if each fuel element is shifted toward the center
Itne of the core-tank, the reactivity of the reactor increases
and the crttical mass decreases. ff each fuel element is
shifted outvm rd in the oppesite direction, the reactivity of
the reactor dectwaees and the critical mass increases. Thts
effect te smallest near the center lice of the core-tank, and
the farther the position is off the center line, the larger the
effect becomes. But near the side of the core-tank, the
effect comes small agdn. Thts may be affected by the thet-
mal oeutron flux distribution snd the importance hmction.
The thermal neutron flux distribution in the core-tank was
measured, and the importance hmction was calculated. The
curve of the statistical weight VS position of the co m-tank
was found to have the same tendency as the experimental
results. (autb)

272.
Usb A THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
PRESSURE-TUBE, HEAVY-WATER, ZERO-ENERGY Ex-
periment fN DIMPLE. D. A. Newmaroh (Atomlo Ener@
Establishment, Winfrith, Domttt, Eng.). p,445-602 of
“Heavy Water f.dUceo: Second Panel Report.’t Vienna,
[ntematirmal Atomic Eeergy Agency, 1963, (AEEW-R-lt17)

An annlysls Is made of the lattice physics meflsurcmcnts
performed in DIMPLE during 1960 to 61 on pressure-tube,
heavy-water cores with various coolants In the pressure
tube. The experimental reactivities and reaction rates are
compared with Carlson S. and Monte Carlo calculations in
order to reveal any discrepancies between experiment and
basic theory. Predictions of the WinIrith five-group scheme
were compured with experiment and the more sophietlcated
theories. It Is shown that agreement betu etm this simple
method and experiment is to some extent fortuitous and re-
sults from errors canceling each other. (auth)

273.
28921 (TfD-20649) PROGRESS REPORT OF NORA
PROJECT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1963-MARCH 15, 1964.
(Norway. Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller), Contract AT
(30-1)-2760. 37p.

Experimental resulte are summarized on: characteris-
tics of H20– D20 mtxtures as reactor moderators; lattice
parameters and criticality charecteriatics of assemblies
moderated with these water mixtures; thermal neutron dis-
tributions and transport in assemblies moderated with
these mtxtures; neutron lifetimes in subcritical reactors;
neutron spectra in JEEP; measurement of the zero-power
tranafer function of NORA with H20- D20 moderator; tbe
analysis of the reactivity parameter of NORA by the
BIGG-K-7 THERMOS code; and the analysis of thermal
neutron distributlona in cells by tbe K-7 THERMOS cede.
(T. F. H.)

274.
31036 (TID-20767) PROGRESS REPORT OF NORA
PROJECT, SEPTEMBER 15, 1963– MARCH 15, 1964.
(Norway. Inailtutt for Atomenergi, Kjelier). Contract
AT(30-1)-Z760. 42p. (NC-56)

The devclopmeni and operation of NORA research reac-
tor are summarized along with experimental and theoreti-
cal activities associated with the reactor. Information is
given on lattice parameters for H20/D20 moderaicd cores,
critical water ievels, buckling measurements, intraceil
thermal neutron density distribution, spectrum index,
capture-to-fission raiios, initial conversion ratios, zerO-
power transfer function measurements using impulse
channel method, neutron lifetime measurement by meane of
reactor noise analysis, analysis of the NORA expcrimenta
using BIGG and K-7 THERMOS calculations, theoretical
atudiea of the thermal neutron density distribution inside
the cell, and calctdaiion of disadvantage factors for small
ceUa. (N.W.R.)
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275.
17284 EXPERIA4ENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
RATIO J3cf(/10N THE ZR-l CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. L. Pfil,
L. Turi, and J. Vigassy (Central Research Inst. of Physics,
Budapest). J. Nucl. Energy, Pt. A & B, 17: 473-80 (Dec.
1963).

Theparameter@ff/1 fl = T/k) wasexTerimentally deter-

mined on the light-water moderated, enriched-uranium
fueled, heterogeneous critical assembly ZR-1 using both
the Feynman andthe Rossi methods. It was found that the
Rossi method can be used in the case of thermal reactors
with hydrogenous modemtorsnd enrtched fuel provided
theaverage neutron lifetime isnotlargerthan lOA sec.
The latter of the two methods proved tobs fastersnd more
reliable and even the effect of the delayed neutrons does
not disturb the evaluation of the data measured. (auth)

276.
b454 EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR PHYSICS WORK
ON HEAVY WATER LATTICES IN SWEDEN. R. Perason,
E. Hellstrand, and E. Johansson (Aktiebolaget Atomenergi,
Stockholm). P.305-42 of “Heavy Water Lattices: Second
Panel Report. ” Vienna, International Atomic Energy
Agency, 1963.

The material buckling of vartous lattices in the exponen-
tial (ZEBRA) and the critical (RO) facilities, resonance
integrals of various fuel geometries and materials, and
neutron spectra with a fast chopper are discussed. fn the

=Ponential experiments, a leakage effect was found. The
leakage results in a background that introduces systematic
errors when changes in the radial buckling are estimsted
purely by theoretical calculations. In the critical facility
tbe progressive substitution technique was extensively
used. A modified one-group perturbation theory combined
with a new cell definition is found to be a powerful tool for
the interpretation of substitution experiments. A summary
of the work on resonance integrals is given together with
a discussion of factors limiting the experimental accuracy.
The neutron spectmm in the central channel of the reactor
RI. where the resonance integrals were studied, was sub-
ject to detailed investigations with a fast chopper. The
energy range extended from 0.02 ev up to about 10 kev.
(auth)

277.
9601 @NL-6691) CRITICAL EXPERIMENT WrrH
BORAX-V. Internal Superheater. K. E. Plumlce, Q. L.
Baird, G. S. Stanford (Argonne Nationaf Lab., 111.); and
P. I. Amundson (Argonne National Lab., Idaho Falls,

Idsho). Nov. 1963. Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 36p.
A critical experiment wee performed with 12 BORAX-V

auperhester subassemblies in a central voidable region
plus 1228 to 1525 U~ fuel pine (3 wt % enriched) in a pa-
rlpheral region. Removing water (28% of superheater vol-
ume) at room, temperature decreased reactivity by 2.2%.
The midplane (two-dimensional) peak-to-average power
distribution in the voided superheater was approximately
1.24, mostly attributable to flux depressions within insu-
lated fuel boxee. Cadmium ratios are also reported. The

experiment was initiated to supplement comfmtationat in-
formation which might have affected plane for loading the
superheater zone into the BORAX-V reactor. No changes
were indicated by the experiment. (auth)

278.
38303 (A/CONF.28/P/361) INVWSTIGATION ON
sYs’rEM wmf ZIIiCONItfM lIYDRIDE MODtH{A’tYlft.

N. N. Ponomarcw-Stcpnoi, 0. N. Smirnov, and H. V. Kuieva
(U.S.S.R.). May 1964. 16P.

The clusters studkxf are a system of alternating layers
of fuel and moderator. The flat-type fuel elcmcelti COOSIIS1
0[ tdhm-4 mixed with 90% -cnrlchcd uranoua-uranic oxide.
The ZrH” moderator blucks are shaped and sized to cn-
●uw mudcrator arrangement in layers of different thick-
ness. Critical experiments and measurcmcnte on crltlcsl
cluateru were performed. Reautts with unretlcctcd ZrH ● +
~tu aYEtems were generalized and preacntd in the form

Of u B-C diagram (B is materfd bucktfng, C, ooncent~”

Non). The effect of fiesionuble-mtiterial awlf-shkldtng 00
the reactor critkal pardmcltmti was atudkd. Effic!kmcy
of VU1OUS reflectors (SO, 8s0, ZSNJ wss snalyzed. The.
Affect ofI tbe orltJoal pzrsmatars of vsrious *sorhers
untformly dlstrtbutcxi In the core volume wu atudted.Neu-

tron apectrai charaoterlsttcs In the tested clusters were
measured. Measurement results for deterrntnation of
the neutron epetial distribution In the reactor volume
and core cell are cited. The proper method for carrying
out neutron physical catoutstiom of these quaai-homo-
geneous reactor systems wae selected. (M. J. T.)

279.
33012 (A/CONF.28/P/264) LATTICE STUDIES IN
LIGHT WATER MODERATED SYSTEMS. Glenn A. Price
(Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.) and Robeti L.
Hellens. 15P,

Prepared for the United Nations Third International Con-
ference on the Peaceful Usee of Atomic Energy, 1964.

A review is presented of developments in the study of
S1ightly enriched, ilght water-moderated lattices. Mnterial
buckling, fission ratios, resonance neutron capture, and
thermal neutron dist ribut ions are considered. Representa-
tive results are given for 3 wt % *’StIQ- ThQ triangular
lattice. (R. E. U.)

2800
38653 SUBCRITICAL ASSEMBLY FOR R4VESTIGA-
TfON OF REACTOR PHYSICS. L Puriks, T. Roshesku,
M. Sabzu, G. Fodor, V. Ieremiya, P. Dzheordzhesku,
K. Karagcorgtev, and M. Pavelesku. Rev. Phys., Acad.
Rep. Populaire Roumaine, 6: Suppl., 423-30(1961). (In
Ruseian)

The deeign of an enriched-uranium, graphite-moderated
subcritical assembly ie presented. Measurements of the
multiplication constant as a function of lattice spacing are
given. me critical mass, critical radius, and multiplica-
tion constants for infinite media are tabulated. The design
of the neutron source is given, and the reactor physics ex -
perimcnte for which the assembly will be used are out-
lined. (C. E. S.)
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281.
26886 DETERM~ATION OF D20-2% ENRICHED URA-
NIUhf LATTICE PARAMETERS BY MEANS OF A CRITICAL
SYSTEfK. N. Raisic, S. Takac, Il. f,larlcovfc, and T. Bosev-

ski (Inst. of Nuclear Science “Boris Kidrich”, Belgrade).
P.509-26 of “Exponential and Critical Experiments. Vol.
II.)) Vi(-n~, International Atomic Ene~y Agency, 1984.

A series of experiments performed to determine the
basic parameters of a E20-2% enriched-uranium lattice
are described. The fuel elements were hollow cylinders,
canned in aluminum and wetted by heavy water both on the
inside and outside. The experiments were performed on
the RB critical assembly of the Boris KidriE Institute of
Nuclear Sciences in Belgrade. The clean geometry of t.hts

system enables a rather simple theoretical interpretation
of experimental results, and straightforward comparison
with hvo-group diffusion-theory calculation. Measure

menta performed for ten different Iattice configorstiom
included determination of buckling, water-level reactivity
coefficient, and disadvantage factors for thermal- and
epithermal-neutron flux inside a reactor cell. Tecbnfques
for these measurements are descrtbed. The experimental
data are then used to derive the lattice parameters deftned
by tbe four-factor formula and two-group diffusion-theory
treatment of the reactor core. The results are compared
with tbe standard calculations of the same parameters for
measured lattice conffgurstiona. Deviations are found h the
value of n and resonance integral for ‘%. An SnaIyaia fa
made of the usefulness and accuracy of information ob-
~ined from critical experiments for design and exploita-
tion of a res~rch reactor, composed of ~0 and enrtcbed
uranfum. (auth)

282.
44983 AIATERIAL BUCKLING AND CRITICAL MASSES
OF URANIUhI RODS Containing 3 WT% U23’ IN H20.

W. B. Rogera, Jr. and F. E. Kinard (E. L du Pent de
Nemours & Co., Aiken, S. C.). NUCL Sci. Eng., 20: 266-71
(Nov. 1964). (TID-19680)

Exponential experiments with light-water moderator
were conducted to determine criticality standards for the
handling of uranium metal enriched to 3 wt % in ‘sKU.
These measurements, made with massive reds 2 and 3 in.
in diameter, were combined with Hanford measurements
with smaller rods to provide critical bucklings and masses
for H20-moderated lattices over a range of rod diameters
from less than 0.15 to more than 3 in. Subcritical buckling
measurements are compared with the more conventional

approach-to-critical method. (auth)

283.
36779 (HW-81659(P.4-9)) EXPERlhlEXTS WITH
Pu02-U~ FUEL ELEMENTS IN LIGHT WATER. L. C.
Schmid, W. P. Stinson, R. C. Liikala, and J. R. Worden
(General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Ope rs-

tion, Richland, Wash.).
Approach-to-critical, exponential, and critical experi-

ment are carried out for H20-moderated U02– Pu02-
fuekd lattices having moderator/fuel volume ratios of

2.71 to 5.14. The center-to-center spaciug of the fuel ele-
ments varies from 0.71 to 0.90 in. Experimental results
are compared with the predictions of one-dimensional,
4-group diffusion theory. (T. F. R.)

284●

3352 MEASUREMENT OF k. AIWI OTHER PARAME-
TERS IN EPITHERMAL LATTICES BY SLE TECHNIQUE.
N. L. Snidow, D. M. Roberts, G. T. Fairburn, and T. C.
Engelder (Babcock & Wilcox Co., Lynchburg, Vs.). Trans.
Am. NUCL SOC., 6: 246-7 (Nov. 1963).

285.
21599 (NAA-SR-Memo-9382) STATUS OF ASCR
CRfTfCAL AND SUBCRITICAL EXPERIMENT CORRE-
LATION. E. R. Specht (Atomics International. Div. of
North American Aviatton, Inc., Canoga Park, Calif.).
Feb. 12, 1964. Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-8. 53p.

Material bucklings for UC fuel elements, enriched to
3.02% are inferred from critical experiments in which 24
UC fuel clemcnta were surrounded by uranium metal fuel
elements. The UC fuel elementa were placed on triangular
pitches of 9, 11, and 12 In. and the number of uranium
metal drivers changed to obtain criticality for each case.
Four-group theory was employed to infer the material
bucklings of each critical configuration by modifying the
thermal absorption cross section of the UC region until
the calculated value of kc,, was unity. Comparisons of the-
oretical calculations and “measured” material bucklings

(B&) indicate that multigroup theory (15 groups) does much
better than few-group theory (2 to 4 groups). Because of
the tnherent simplicity of few-group theory (as compared
to multigroup theory), an extensive comparison was made
between various few-group theoretical calculations. These
calcufatfons determined the effect on the curve of mate-
rial buckling veraus lattice pitch when all flux shapes were
calculated in each of the four energy groups (with diffueion
theory) and with transport theory. Aleo, various treat-
ments were employed to obtain cross sections for the
thermal energy group, These included calculations with
and wfthout flux depressions acroes each fuel pin, with
the fuel pins homogenized in various ways (over the pro-
cess tube volume, over the rubber band surface of the pin
cluster, and into several bands of UC), and a thermal mul -
tlgroup calculation (using THERMOS). These few group
calculations cauoed significant variations In the magnitude
of the material buckling but did not produce the same
shape for the curve of B~ versus pitch as was obtained
from the measurements. Measurements on subcritical
assemblies of B~ for ASCR lattices were found to vary
considerably from the values of B: that were inferred
from the critical assemblies. When the subcritical mate-
rial buck] ings are corrected by using calculated values of
diffusion snistropy, most of the cliff erence between the
critical and eubcrittcal values of B: disappears. (auth)
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286.
407a4 (NAA-SR-9772) MATEIUAL BUCKLINGSOF
CHl”rlCAL ANf) SUBCRITICAL URANIUM CARBIDE
F(1E LED G1~ pIiITE A.SfjEMBLIES. PART II. T}(EORET[-

C,\ L INTERPRETATION. E. R. Specht (Atomics Interna-
tional. Div. of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga
Pork, Calif.). Aug. 1, 19134. Contract AT(ll-1) -Gen-8.
4i’p.

Material bucklings for uranium carbide fuel elements,
enriched to 3.02 wt ‘%of uranium-235, were obtained from
critical and subcritical assemblies. The fuel elements
were pl:lccd in a graphito xtsscmbly on triangular lattice
pitches of 9, 11, and 12 inches. Four-group theory was
used to infer material bucklings from 12 “two-region”
critical mass messurcmcnts. Material bucklings were
obtained from 22 subcritical assembiiea consisting of 31,
23, and 19 ceils set at pitches of 9, 11, and 12 inches. The
iarge differences observed (uP to 3.4 m-z) between the
criticai and uncorrected subcritical values of B: are
shown to be due to diffusion anisotropy and the use of cal-
culated rather than measured radial bucklings in the eub -
critical experiments. Multigroup (15 energy group) ceil
calculations give material bucklings that agreed very well
with those inferred from the criticai assemblies. (auth)

287.
11397 (HW-79054(P.43-6)) SUBCFUTICAL MEAS-
UREMENTS WXTH 2.0 WT% Pu- Al RODS IN LIGHT
WATER. W. P. Stineon, J. A. Marks, and L. C. Schmid
(General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Opera-
tion, Richland, Wash.).

Experiments were conducted with 2.0 wt % Pu-A1 roda
in ltgbt water using critical approaches and exponential
measurements. The critical Pu masses, critical rod num-
bers, critical bucidings, and extrapolation lengths obtained
are given. The critlcaf mess and buckling are plotted as
functions of the H: Pu ratio. (D. C. W.)

288.
21596 (EUR-597.e) CALCULATION OF ~O-MODER-
ATED LATTICES BY BASIC METHODS. B. Sturm
(European Atomic Energy Community, Nuclear Research
Center, Ispra, Italy). 1964. 32p. (CONF-469-2)

From tbe Conference on Physics of Reactors, Milan,
Nov.-Dee. 1963.

For the calculation of ~0-moderated, organic-cooied
naturai uranium lattices, a csictdaiional procedure ia
proposed based on the most refined reactor codes avaii-
abie at Iepra. For the calculation of fast group constants,
the GAM-I muitigroup program ie uacd. Weighting factors
to take into account the Iteterogenelty of the lattice cell are
calculated by the DSN program for macro- and micro-
ceiis. For the calculation of thermal cross sections the
THERMOS-code is used, and the disadvantage factors for
the different materiais in the celi are obtained by a one-
group calculation using tbe DSN program. On tbe basia of
this procedure, an analysis of critical experiments for

7 -U~ -rod, organic-cooied fuei elements was performed.

Reasonable agreement was found for material buckling as
weii as for the measured thermai disadvantage factora,
initiai conversion ratio, and fast fission ratio. (auth)

289.
38314 (A/CON F.28/P/650) LIGHT-WATER-
fiNRICIiED URANIUM LATTICE EXPERIMENTS. F. fix-

(Magyar Tudomibtyos Akad6mia K6zponti Fizikai tCutai6
IntAzeie, Budapeai). May i964. 18P.

Light water-moderated 10%-enriched uranium-fueied
iatttcea were investigated with different H/%f ratios, Ota
of the nk of these exfxrimcnts wee to teat the reatdts of
calculation methods uecd. For this fampoee tbe measure-
ments were carried out in a wide intervai of the H/2SU
ratio in order to get significant effects. Fuei elements of
the VVR-S-type rcaearch reactor were used atxf in most
caaoa triangular lattice patterna applied. Criticai IUDSII
vaiuea were determined over the range 1S0 to 775 of the
it/2SU ratio. This range invoivea nearly equai iengthe of
under- and over-moderated regfone. Temperature depeo-
denee of reactivity was determined in the intcrvui 10 to
40”C. in over-moderated, under-moderated, and in a nearly
optimum iattico. Temperature of fuei and moderator wora

the same. fn this temperature intervai both positivo and
negative vaiucs of temperature coefficients were found in
all tito iatticea. Spatiai dependence d the reactivity effect
of vertical, cylindrical voids -the ltmgtlw of which we-
bdenticai with that of the fuei elements-was determined In
four cores with dUferent lattice pitches. ‘f7M vutues M b
void-to-ceii-vohtme ratios wore kept nearly the same.
Positive void effcwt was reacbcd in a strongly overmeder-
ated Iatt ice. Thermal neutron diat ributiona were deter-
mined in iatticea containing central water trapa of different
diamctera. These measurements were carried nut both in
a strongiy under-mederatcd and in a omtriy optimum iat-
tictt. Ttw value of j3,1~/i was measured ustng both the Fo@-
mazzn und the Rotml method in a t=arly o@tmum lsttics.
‘f8e two methods yielded neatrly tbe same results. 1-
value of Belt/iWA- dofarmined in ss over- and an untktr-

moderated lattice hy the ftossi method ottty, which provat
tnbofsstar sndmoroscmmta.ti roouitsefast.mpla
Osloldation method WON Cnmpuwd with * -pwrimuti
data. Rather god agreement w+ found for tim twn-gmtzp
motkd when taking into account fteaton u~r siowing &wm
and the intraceli depende~e of the thermal sfn2etrum in
the calculation of the tbermat utttizetioo faotor. (autb)

:8%!!MEASUREMENTS OF NEUTRON TEMPERA-
‘IWRE IN SYSTEM ZR-2. Geza Szerphalmi, LSZ16 llmi,
md J6zsef Vigaasy (MTA Kozponti Fizikai Kutatointezet,
Dudapesi). Energia Atomtech., 17: f46-52(Mar. 1964).
(in Hungarian)

After reviewing the main methods used for the dcter-
mhtaiion of neutron spectra of reactors, neutron spectrum
meaeurementa carried out with the critical aasembly
(zero-power reactor) ZR-2 are discussed. The fuel ele-
ments of the system consisted of 10% enriched UQ in a
Mg system, clad with Al; naturai water served se modera-
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tor and reflector. Three different lattice arrangements
were used for the measurements which included the deter-
mination O( the reactivity change caused by Cd, B, Dy and
Ag specimens introduced into the assembly as aqueous
solutions or Cd(NOJ2, Hs130w DY(W)Z and A@% in plexl-
glas containers. The reactivity change due to the absorbent
waa calculated from the measured change in the asymptotic
period of the systcm brought to the aupercritical state; the
concentration of the solution was so chosen that reactivity
change values of abuut 4 x 10+ were obtained. The resuits
differed from those of similar experiments carried out
with the VVN-S type reactor having a similar spectrum and
tmrnou~ this is probably due to differences in the experi-
mental technique. (TTT)

2910
2565 (ORNL-TM-719) CRITICAL THREE-
D1MENS1ONAL ARRAYS OF NEUTRON-fNTERACTfNQ
UNITS. J. T. Thomas (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).
Ott.1, 1963. Contract ~-7405 -eng-26]. 13p.

Asmsnyas 125 five-liter units ofconcentrated aqucoua
uranyl nitrate solution were assembled incr(t{cai arrays.
The solution, at a concentration of 415 g of uranium per
liter, and havinga specific gravity of 1.555, wasconteined
in right circular cylimlers of methacrylate plastic having a
0.64 -cm-thick wall. The U2sicontent of the uranium was
92.6 wt%. Thedcpendenceof Umnumhorofunlts roqu(red
for criticality as a function of tho spacing was dctcrmincd.
The critical number, N, ●a a function of spacing, within the
range of theseexpertmenta, has been determined to he
N = No(p/pO)-’, where N Is the number of units In the critt-

cai array, p and P. are, respect{valy, the uranium denatty in
the array and in the unit, and NOand a are constants de-
pending upon the neutron reflector surrounding the array.

For arrays with no reflector NO and s are 2.506 * 0.014 ad
1.928 * 0.028. Experiments with 8 and 27 unit arrays at
lower U23’ concentration indicate that the value of s in-
creases and that of NOdecreases with decreasing concen-
tration, (auth)

p$ .
(ORNL-3499(V01. I)(P.50-7)) EFFEcTs OF

BORCXSILICATE GLASS RASCHIG RfNGS ON THE CRITI-

CALITY OF AQUEOUS URANYL NITRATE SOLUTIONS.
J. T. Thomas, J. K. Fox, and E. B. Johnson (Osk Ridge
National Lab., Term.).

The natural -boron content of the glass varied from 0.5
to 5.7 wt %, and the volume of the vessel occupied by the
glass ranged from 20.9 to 30%. Results from exponential
experiments, using a criticai layer of solution above the
column of solution-ring mixture as a neutron source, pro-
vided estimates of the matcriai buckling of tho mixture as
a function of solution concentration, boron content of the
glass, and the glass volume present. It was shown, for ex-
ampie, that the buckling is negatfve if giass containing 4
wt % boron occupies more than 22% of the mfxture volume,
whereas the same concentration of glass containing oniy
0.5 wt T, of boron resuits in poeitive vaiuce of the buckling
except for solutions more dilute than shout 72 g of uranium
per liter. (auth)

293.
5969 (ORNL-3499(VOI. I)(P.58-62)) cfumcfiL
ARRAYS OF U(93.2) METAL CYLfNDERS. J. T. Thomas

(Oak Ridge Nationai Lab., Term.).
Critical experiments were performed with three-

dimcnsional arrays of Individuaiiy subcritical units of
U(93. 2) metal with varicua thicknesses of paraffin refiec-
tor. The units consisted of cylfnders containf ng about 21
and 26 kg of U (93.2) supported on stainless steel rods and
separated by atainiess steel spacers, In some arrays
neutron-moderating materials surrounded the Individual
units. Within the range of the experiments, the effect of
placing ● 15.24 -cm-thlok paraffin reflcotor armmd an
array of a prtkular density was to reduce the number of
units reqiked for criticality by a factor of .-12. The crlti-
cnl number was further rcduccd by a factor of -2 by the
wtdilfon of t .270-cm -thick Plexiglas bctwccn mfjacont un(ts.
(auth)

29h.
30471 (ORNL-TM4368) CRITICAL THREE-DfMEN-
SfONAL ARRAYS OF NEUTRON-INTERACTING UNfTS.
PART If. U(93.2) METAL. J. T. Thomas (Oak Ridge Na-
tional Lab., Term.). July 1964. Contract W-7405 -c=ng-26.
33p.

Criticality studies were made of three-dimensional ar-
rays of uranium metai cyiindcrs enriched to 93.2 wt % ‘“U.
Four weight groups of units, ranging from 10.5 to 26.2 kg
of uranium in five sizes, were employed to determine the
critics 1 surface separation between units as a function of
the number in an array. The critical uranium density (the
ratio of the mass of a unit to the volume of the lattice cell
it occupies in a critical array) waa observed to depend upon
a number of factors. Changes in keff of the individual units,
caused by aitering their shape, produced inverse changes
in tbe density, provided the array ghape was unchanged.

l%e dcnsfty of the array varied with its shape in a manner
similar to that resuiting from corresponding changes in a
singie critical unit. Addition of an hydrogenous reflector
reduc cd the dcnslty of the array by factors much greater
than those observed for similar reflection of a single criti-
cal unit. The density was found to be minimal when the
units were separated by an hydrogenous moderator 4.9-cm
thick. The separate effects of moderation and reflection of
arrays are not additfve. In several experiments it was ob-
served that an array comprised of one-half of each of MO
different critical arrays was subcritical. Part I of the
study is ORNL-TM-719. (auth)

295.
11403 LATTICE-PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS FOR
SOLfD AND CONCENTRIC TUBES OF UItANfUM FUEL IN
GRAPHITE LATTICES. D. E. Wood, K. R. Birncy, and

E. Z. Block (Generai Electric Co., Richland, Wash.). Nuci.
Sci. Eng., 18: 116-25 (Jan. 1964). (HW-SA-3013)

Lattice parameters were measured for natural uranium
concentric tubes and solid fuel elements of 2.5 inches out-
side diameter in the Physical Constanta Testing Reactor

(PCTR). The primary quantities measured are the masa of
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copfmr required to reduce k- to one, copper activations
throughout thelattlce, and cadmium ratios for U2S8capture,
@ ad u238 fission, copper, gold, andlutcttum. The re-

sults derived from these measurements are k-, f, p, c, and
theeffcctlve ncutrontemperaturc for the concentric tuhe
ins 10.5 -inch graphite latticowithfmth watcrand air in
the coolant channels; k- and f for the concentric tube In an

8.375 -inch lattice, watercooled only; andk~, f, andp for
the solid fuel ina 10.5-inch graphite lattice, water and air
cooled. The effcctivc fraction of the internai surfaces for
resonance capture was dctcrmlncd to be 0.50. The average
value of q for natural uranium ln these lattices was found
to be 1.30. (auth)

296.
36782 (lfw-81659fP.33 -44)) AN ANALYSIS OF PLU.
TONI UM- LIGHT WATER CfUTICAL EXPERIMENTS.
J. R. Worden, R.C. Liikala, and W. A, Rcardon (General
Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Rich-
land, Wash.).

A detailed analysis of three eete of critical experiments,
at 1.6, 2, and 5 wt% Pu in Pu-AI alloya, has been made.
Theee experiments all involved critical approached using
PuAl rods inlight water at various lattice spacings. Three
areas of potential difficulty in the analysie of plutonium
systems were etudied: the baeic cross eection data; cal-
culationof the space-energy distribution of thermalized
neutrons tna lattice cell: and methods of calculating the
neutron absorption rate in the 1.056-ev resonance of 2’oPu.
(autb)

1965

297.
5477 (HW-80206)APPROACH TO CRITICAL AND
CALIBRATION EXPENMENTS IN THE PLUTONIUM RE-
CYCLE CRITICAL FACILITY. R. A. Bennett and L. C.
Schmid (General Rloctrlc Co. Ranford Atomic Products,
Operation, Richland, Wash.). July 1964. Contract AT(45-
1)-1350. 54p. Dep.; $3.00 (cY), 2(mn) OTS.

The Plutonium Recycle Critical Facility (PRCF) ie de-
signed for invest igat ions of reactor phenomena asset Iated
with either ~0 or 1{20 moderator. Tho report describes
the initial approach to critical experiment and power level,
control red, and moderator 10VC1calibration experiments
conducted in the PRC F moderated with DZO. Results of
measurements of tho longitudinzf and radial ftux distribu-
tion arc included separate from tbc power cali~ration.
Control rod calibration results include integral and dif-
ferential worth mcasurcmcnta as measured by positive
periods. Mcdcrator lCVC1calibration results include the
integral and d iffcrcntial worth of moderator lCVC1 chrmgcs
bctwccn 93 and 105 in. In a fcw casce the e.xpcrimcntal re-
sults are compared to analytical rosulie ueing three-gruup
diffusion theory. The reactor is critical at a moderator
lovei of 105 in. with 25 U02 fuel clusters surrounded by
30 Pu-A1 fuel clusters at an 8 in. lattice spacing. Diffusion
theory adequately describes the spatial distributions of
the thermel-neutron density. The maximum flux in the
reactor is 4.6 x 10° neutrone/cm2 aeo at 100 w total power.
The control rods are worth approximately 2 mk. The mod-
erator level coefficient of reactivity is 0.16 rnk/in. at
105 in. (auth)

298.
10658 INITIAL EXPERIMENTS ON THE CORNELL
University ZERO POWER REACTOR CORES, Selwyn
Solomon Berg. Thesis, Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell Univ., 1964.
264P.

The reactore studied arc heterogeneous, normal wnter-
moderated, uranium -dioxide-fueled cores with water-to-
fuel ratios of 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1. The fuel rods
are held in a hexagonal array by upper and lower grid
plates. The control rods are clusters of three poison-fuet
elements. Each control element is 0.660 in. in outside di-
ameter and has an upper acction of packed boron carbide
and a lower section of uranium dioxide fuel. These control
rods are designed to be located anywhere in the core and
are guided by the grid plates; with the control rods at their
upper limits, the core is uniformly fuel and moderator.
The initial experiments measured critical alzes, flux
ehapes, cadmium ratios, peripheral fuel rod worths, water
gap worths, and control rod worths. The values and prob-
able errors for these parameters are tabulated. Hand-
com~tational methods of determining k by a muitigroup
technique, which uses four energy groups, snd a multi-
factor technique, wh.icb uses a resonance fission factor in
addition to the usual four factors, are shown. Control rod
worths are calculated by both a simple two-group model
and a modified two-group model that takes the flux per-
turbation into account. Agreement between theory and ex-
periment in the determination of k was as good as expecied;
k was shown to be within 6% of one for the multifactor
method and within 4% of one for the multigroup method. The
poor sgrcement found between theory and experiment for
the determination of control md worths indicates the need
for a better theoretical model. (Dissertation Abstr., “25:
No. 3, Sept. 1964).

299.
35752 (BIflVL-52) EXPONENTIAL EXPERIMENTS
AND NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION MEASUREMENTS
WITH 1.25 WT PERCENT ENRICHED N-REACTOR FUEL
ELEMENTS fN LIGHT WATER. Brown, C. L.; Lloyd,
R. C.; .Bierman, S. R.; Clayton, E. D. (Battelle-NOrthwest,
Richland, Wash. Pacific Northwest Lab.). Mar. 1965.
Contract AT(45-1)-U330. 12P. Dep.(mn); S 1.00(cY),
l(mn) CFSTI.

Subcritical experiments were performed with N-Reactor
spike enriched fuel elements in light water to provide data
for nuclear safety guidance. Exponential and neutron multi-
plication measurements were performd on 1.25 wt % en-
riched outer tubes (2.4 1 in. OD, 1.76 in. ID) and on tube-in-
tube assemblies comprisd of the outer tube and an 0.95
wt ‘%enriched inner tube (1.25 in. OD, 0.44 in. ID) in each
of four lattice pitches. Maximum buctdings were found to
be 4680 microbucks for the outer tubes and 3900 micro-
bucks for the tube-in-tube assemblies. Figures showing
material buckling, critical mass, volume, slab thickness,
and cylinder diameter as a function of water to fuel volume
ratio ‘are presented. safe valuea for nuclear safety guidance
are also presented. Pulsed neutron source measurements
on two of the 1.25 wt ‘%enriched outer tube lattices indicate
the difference between delayed criticality and prompt criti-
cality to be ahout five fuel columns for these lattices. (auth)

300.
10495 MEASUREMENT OF THE INFINITE MULTI-
PLICATION FACTOR IN A NATURAL URANIUM, LIGHT.
WATER LATTICE. T. W. T. Burnett and T. G. William.
son (Univ. cf Virginia, Charlottesville). Nucl. SCi. Eng.,
21: 201-5 (Feb. 1965).

The infinite multiplication factor, k-, is one of the b~ic

.
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parameters of a subcritical assembly. Usually, these as-
semblies are designed for maximum k-; however, it is
difficult to conduct laboratory experiments which yield a
value of k- to reasonable accuracy. Common methods, such
as the loading technique and exponential experiment, are of
doubtful validity or require apparatus not always available.
Pulsing techniques are widely accepted, but are difficult to
aPplY tO reflected assemblies. An alternative approach is
used. It is b~sed on the integration of the thermal-neutron
flux over the equivalent infinite medium. Uae of variations
in the methcd with poisoned assemblies eliminates the need
for accurate determinations of the source strength, the ab-
solute thermal-flux calibration, and the epithermaf pa-
rameters of the medium. The theory is general and can be
applied with a minimum of equipment. The results obtained
from this method (and its variations) were checked by pulse
measurements on the bare assembly and by a four-factor
formula calculation. All results agree to within ?%. (auth)

301.
47955 (CONF-651103-6) MAXIMUM S.&FE LIMITS
FOR SLIGHTLY ENRICIiED URANHJM AND URANIUM
OXIDE. Clark, H. K. (Du Pent de Nemours (E. I.) and
Co., Aiken, S. C. Savannah River Lab.). Sept. 9, 1965.
Contract AT(07-2)-1. 21P. (SM-70/31). Dep. m~ CFST1
$1.00 cy, $0.50 mu.

For Presentation at IAEA S)’mposium on Criticality Con-
trol of Fissile Materials, Stockholm.

A simple, approximate method is used for the calculation
of safe limits for lattices of SI ightl y enriched uranium and
uranium oxide in water. The material buckling is calculated
by an asymptotic multlgroup transport code and the ex-
trapolation distances by a two-group diffusion theory code.
Data from exponential and critical experiments on these
lattices in water are reviewed briefly. The calculations and
experimental data were used to calcutate critical and ssfe
dimensions for spheres, infinite cylinders, and infinite
slaba. (D. L.C.)

302.
42044 (MIT-2344-3, pp 3’7-54) STUDIES OF EPI-
THERMAL NEUTRONS IN URANIUM, HEAVY WATER
LATTICES. IYArdenne, Walter H. (Massachusetts Inst.
of Tech., Cambridge. Dept. of Nuclear Engineering).

Measurements related to reactor physics parameters
were made in three heavy water lattices. The three lat -
tices studied contained .25 inch diameter, 1.03’% 23SUura-
nium metal rods in triangular arrays spaced at L 25, 1.75,
and 2.50 inches. The following four microscopic parame-
ters were measured in each of the three lattices studied:
(1) the ratio of the average epicadmium 238Ucapture rate
in the fuel rod to the average subcadmium 23*U capture rste
in the fueI rod, (2) the ratio of tie average epicadmium
235u fission rate to the avenge subcadmium 23SUfission

rate in the fisel rod, (3) the ratio of the average 238Ucap-
~re ~te to Lhe average 235u fission rate fn the fuel rod,

and (4) the ratio of the average 238Ufission rate to the av-
emge 235Ufission rate in tie fuel rod. (,M.O. W.)

~xJ3●

(TID-21?38) PRoGRESSIVE SUBSTITUTION
EXPERIMENTS IN U02 L.4TTICES MODERATED BY D20/
H20 MIXTURES. H. R. Frazen (Norway. Institutt for
Atomenergi, Kjeller). Aug. 1964. 28P. (KR-90; NORA-
21). Dep.(mn); $2.00 (cy), l(mn) OTS.

Bucktinrg measurements for cores of uranium oxide (3%
enriched) in different mixtures of D20/H20 were per-

formed in the NORA reactor by means of a progressive
substitution technique. In order to check the results, some
experiments were aLso carried out by the substitution
technique in critical lattices for which the materiat buck-
ling was already known. Some subcritical experiments
were also performed to give additional information about
the buckting obtained by substitution experiments. The,
analysis was done by three-region, two-group theory,
and a correction was introduced in order to take into
account the effect of tbe reflector. For a D30 concent ra-
tion of 99.50% and a iattice pitch of 6.544 cm, the material
buckting with void was obtained by three-region, one
group theory. All the results trere found to agree satis-
factorily with the resutts from critical experiments. Axiat
flux distributions were measured in some cases by using
copper foils and a small fission chmnber. (auth)

304.
33573 COMPARISON OF LATTICE PHYSICS EX-
PERIMENTS IN HEATED GRAPHITE STACKS CONTAIN-
ING PLUTONIUM-U RANIULI FUEL WITH THEORETICAL
PREDICTION. Gibson, M.; Harper, R. G. (Atomic En-
ergy Estilishment, Winfrith, Dorset, Eng.). J. Nuc1.
Energy, Pt. A & B, 1% 343-56(May 1965).

Measurements of buckling and flux fine structure and
fission-rate distributions in graphite-moderated lattices
fuelled with p~utonium- uranium metal rods at tempera-
tures up to 400”c are summarized. The results are of
general interest in the development of rigorous methods
of calculation for plutonium-bearing systems. The mea-
sured values are compared with theoretical calculations
which determtne a detailed representation of the neutron
energy spectrum and incorporate fundamental nuclear data
libraries. There is general overall agreement between the
measured values and the theoretical predictions, (auth)

305 ●

42048 (MfT-2344-3, pp 125-36) TWO-REGION
LATTICES. Gosnell, J. (hfassachuaetts Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge, Dept. of Nuclear Engineering).

fnvestigat$ms of the validity of lattice parameter mea-
surements in the center of two-region assemblies are being
conducted by using the M. L T. lattice facility. Determina-
tion of epectral changes across the two regions was the
main object of the experiments. III addition, axial buckfing
measurements were made at various radial positions in
the assemblies to ascertain whether or not the axial relax-
ation length is a function of radius. (M. O. W.)

306.
‘29547 EXPERIMENTAL LATTICE PARAMETERS
FOR 28-ROD CLUSTERS OF NATURAL U02 IN DZO. R. E.
Green, K. J. .%rdula, and C. B. Bigham (Atomic Energy of
Canada Ltd., Chalk River, Ont.). Trans. Am. Nucl, Sot.,
8: 253-4(May 1965).

307 ●

6841 (NAA-.sR-977I) h[ATERIAL BLJCKLING5 OF
CRITICAL AND SUBC1{ITICAL URANIUiVl-CARBIDE-
FUELED GRAPHITE ASSEMBLIES. PART I. EXPERI-
I$fENT. O. R. Hillig and D. \t’. Latharn (Atomics Interna-
tional. Div. of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga
park, Cal if.). Dec. 1, 1964. Contract AT(1 l-1) -Gen-8.
71P. Dep.: $ 1.50( OTS).

A series-of crit[cal”and subcritical experiments \vere
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performed to determine values of material buckltng and
k=ff for graphite assemblies fueled with slightly enrichsd
(3.02 wt%)uranium carbidc fuel elements. Lattice ar-
rangements were studied which included control channel
mockups fortrlangular lattice pitches of 9, 11, and 12
inches. Experiments were performed to determine criti-
cal mass for two-region (uranium-carbide and uranium-
metaI-fueled) assemblies nnd keff for subcritical uranium—
carbide-fueled assemblies. Exponential experiments were
carried out to determine material buckling for subcritical
assemblies containing urnnium carbide fuel elements. Ad-
ditional assemblies of varying size were used to study
diffusion anisotropy and the apparent dependence of mate-
rial buckling u~n assembly size. The exponential studies
were corrected for these effects. Material buckling and
ke[fvalueswereaiso inferred from thetwo-region critical
mass measurements using four-group theory, and these
values were compared to the results obtninmf from sub-
critical measurements. The values inferred from the criti-
cal maas measurements provided a more consistent set of
results. These inferred values also were compared to cal-
culated results. The agreement with results obtained using
multigroup theory is very good while the agreement with
results from few-group calculations is poor. (auth)
3566 MATERIAL BUCKLINGS OF URANfUM- ‘ -
CARBIDE-FUELED GRAPHITE ASSEMBLIES— MEA-
SUREMENTS. O. R. Hillig and D. W. Latham (Atomica
International, Canoga Park, Caltf,). Traris. Am. Nucl.
Sm., 7: 295(Nov. 1964).

J::.
(K-1619) THE ELEMENTS OF NEUTRON IN-

TERACTING ARRAYS. PART I. UNREFLECTED, HOMO-
GENEOUS ARRAYS OF URANIUM METAL AND URANIUM
SOLUTiON MATERIALS. C. E. Ncwlon (Oak Ridge Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, Term.). Oct. 13, 1964. Contract W-7405 -
eng-2G. 42p. Dep.: $2.00 (cY), I(mn) OTS.

Consideration was given specifically to arrays whose
units are individually safe for diffusion plant opcrat Ions
and to the derivation of optimum spacing criteria for these
units. Part 1 of lbe report covers that portion of the work
concerned with homogeneous arrays of interacting uranium
solution units, in air, and also includes rcsulta for arrays
of high-density uranium metal units. From the mass-
volume relations developed from the calculations, it ap-
peara that, for equal volume arrays, the minimum critical
U-235 mass will occur at an intermediate U-235 enrichment
appreciably lower than the 93% lCVC1at whlcb the single unjt
minimum critical mass is normally found. (auth)

,:::.
CRITICALITY OF SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URA-

NIUM IN WATER-MODERATED LATTICES. C. R. Richey,
R. C. Lloyd, and E. D. Clayton (General Electric Co., Rich-
land, Wash.). Nucl. Sci. Eng., 21: 217-26 (Feb. 1965).

Exponential and approach -to-critical experiments were
conducted with slightly enriched uranium in light water. The
uranium was fabricated into elemcnte of 0.175 to 1.66 in.
dlam with enrichments of 1,007 to 3.063 W % ‘MU. Exponen-
tial measurements were also made with natural uranium
rods (0.925 in. diam) in light water. Analytical methods
were used to correlate the experimental results and extend
tie data to include uranium rods containing 4.0 and 5.0 wt %
~o~w. (auth)

pi
(HW-84608(P.55-66)) SUMMARY OF RESULTS

OF EBWR CRiTICAL EXPERIMENTS. Schmid, L. C.;
Lauby, J. H.; Stlnaon, W. P.; Uotinen, V. O. (General
Electric Co., Richland, Wssh. Hanford Atomic Products
Operation).

Critical experiments are carried out in PRC F with fuel
rods containing 1.5 wt. % PU02- U02 afi with water moder-
ator. The center-to-center lattice spacing of the rods in
the experiments is 0.71 in., which corresponds to a volume
moderator-to-fuel ratio of 2.71. This ratio is the same as
wtll be used in EBWR with these fuel rods, although tbe
geometry In EBWR will differ from that in PRCF, (T. F. H.)

>J.L.
8603 (WCAP-3269-25) CALCULATION OF LATTICE
PARAMETERS AND CRITICALITY FOR UNIFORM WATER
MODERATED LATTICES. L. E. Strawbridze (Westing-
house Electric Corp. Atomic Power Div., ~ittsburgh~
Sept. 1963. Contract AT(30-1)-3269. 57p. Dep. (inn);
$2.00 (cY), 2(mn) OTS.

A method of calculating crlttcality is described. ‘l%e
entire muthod haa been programmed in the LEOPARD code.
The method has the features described below. The loop
model is eliminated lo which ihe U-238 absorption was
divided into two parts with the assumption that all U-235
eplthermal flssiona occurred at the breakpoint. ‘lWo em-
pirical conatante were used to describe the spilt In U-238
aborption and fast leakage. Thcsr constants ar(o no longer
ncceasary. A more general U-238 rrsonance Intcgra] cor-
relation 1s introducul that la appl icablc to both uranium
metal and uranium dioxldc and that Inhcrrnily htcludm the
tempcrahirc effect. Thermal calculations are Includwl in
which modified Amouyal-Bcnoist dlsadvim~gc factorh arc
calculated at rvrry SOFOCATE energy lCVC1. A hvtvrogr,-
ncms fast fission effcci 18 intreducwi to reidace th~. homo-
geneous calculation. In evaluating each chang(, to the cal -
culational proccdurc, the neutron multiplication factor (KI
was calculated for 49 critical experiments using UO~ fuel,
and, in some cases, 20 exponential experiments using ura-
nium mebd fuel. The experiments cover a wide range of
parameters and represent a severe test of any calcula-
tional procedure. l%e proposed calculations represent an
improvement over previous methods as evidcmcwf by a
reduction in the standmd deviation about the mean for
several groups of experiments of particular interest in the
design of pressurized water reactors. For example. the
abimfard deviation of 10 experiments performed at U’es -
tinghouse Atomic Power Division using steel-clad U% rods
was reduced from 0.71 to 0.32%. The propxed method was
found to agree with a more rigorous calculation which re-
quires approximately 50 times as much computer time.
(auth)

p;
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON NATURAL URA-

NfUM-LIGHT WATER EXPONENTIAL PILE. [PART] IL
Eiichi Takeda, Eiichi Arai, Keiji Kanda, and Shlnichi
Wakabayashi. Bull. Tokyo fnst. Technol., No. 61, 59-66
(1864).

The material buckling of the natural urardum-light water
exponential pile was measured in two lattice pichea on the
basis that the values of material buckllng and reflector
saving are independent of the core size widl the same
core composition. The neutron multiplication factor cal-
culated was compared with the theoretical values calculated
by the four-factor formula. (mith)

.
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313 ●

mst DETERMINATION OF K- FORA P002-U02
GRAPHITE LATTICE. T. B. Thornburyand N.A. Hill
(BattelIe-Northwest, Rtchland, Wash.). Trane. Am. Nucl.
fbc., 8: 268(May 1965).

33.4.
24187 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
150THERMAL TEMPERATURE c30EFFIt21ENT8 OF RE-
ACTIVITY AND TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT THERMAL
DISADVANTAGE FACTORS OF THE CORNELL UNIVER-
SITY ZERO POWER REACTOR. W. P. Wyrm, Jr. (Cornell
Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.). 121P. (CONF-654-76)

From American Nuclear society Meeting, San Francisco,
NOV.-DCC. 1964.

A comparison between experiment and theory wee made
for two-tcmpcraturc dependence etudIea on the Cornell Uni-
verei~ Zero Power Reactor; a iight water moderated, 2.1%
enriched, U~ ceramic fueled, aluminum ciad, triangular
pitched criticai asaembly with nominaf wd.er-te-fuei ru-
tios of 1:1, 1.6:1, 2:1, 3:1, ●M4:1. The iaothermai
temperature coefficient of reactivity wae calou~.sd ueiog
two-group, two-region perturbation theory for an infinite
cylinder. The temperature coefficient was predicted tn be
a linear function of the volumetric coefficient of thermai
expansion for wster, with htercept A and elope B. For
four water-to-fuei ratios, excess reactivity wae determined
aa a function of temperature from ciean-core period mea-
surements converted by the inhour equation. Reactivity
differences were divided by temperature difference to
obtain the isothermal temperature coefficient of reactivity.
Valuea of the temperature coefficient were ieast-equares
fitted to linear functione of the coefficient of expaneion of
water to determine A and B. Disagreement between mea-
sured aod calculated values of A and B indfcates a need for
refinement of the calcuIatione. Thermal disadvantage fac-
tors were rneaeured over a temperature range from s to
65T for three water-to-fuei ratios using dyeproaium,
manganeae, and vanadium foiia. Two integrai foil count-
ing techniques were used. One was to diseoive the manga-
neae foiia in nitric acid and gamma-count aiiquote of the
solutione in a well-type scintillation counter. The other
method wae to beta-count the solid foils in a proportional
flow counter. Results of the two methode agreed within
experimental error. Meaaunsd values of thermal disad-
vantage factors were compared to theory and found to be
a few per cent low. Further experimental otudfea are ●lg-
gested to investigated the disagreement. Thermal diead-
v~ f~~r~ were best-ewres fitted tos itneer
function of temperature to determti the temperature de-
pendence. Measured and calcuiabd values of the tempera-
ture dependence were found to agree within the experimen-
ts errors. (auth)

1966

315.
16034 THE CRITICALITY OF INTERACTING ARRAYS
Abbey, F. (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Risley, Eng.). Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agen~,
1965. Preprint No. SM-70/6, 38p. (CONF-6511O>16).
OIUNS.

From IAEA Symposium on Criticality Control of Fissile
Materiale, Stockholm.

Centraf to an understanding of the criticality of inter-
acting arrays ie a know] edge of the quantitative relation

between the reactivity end separation of units. An exam-
ination of this relation for regular erraye of sphcrea ie
made In terme of a eimple thcorciioai mmioi whinh fo -
ausee attention on the interaction probabil it ice between
pairs of units, Le., tba proportion of the ncutrone emitted
by one unit which reach another. Formulation of balance
cquatiene connecting the fluxes entering and lemlng each
unit then allows aeeeeement d the criticality of the array.
The interaction prohahilitlcs arc taken as mean fractlrmaI
solid angles. Aticniion is drawn to the possihiiity of using
Monic Cario methods for the evaluation of interaction
prOixhiIiiics for systems 0[ compicx geometry and ihc
GEM Monte Carlo code for the IIJM 7090 is used to cwduate
cases where oihcr spheres in m array partially intcrvcnc
between source and iargct spheres. The values obtained
are separately tabulated as being of interest outs idc the
particular arrays considered. A ncw code incorporating a
specially simplified variant of GEM and provision for solu-
tion of ihe neutron baiance equations is described as a
ready means for estimation of the criticality of arrays for
which the unit reactivitiee are known. A related discussion
of factors affecting ihc criticality of arrays is presented.
Factors considered include the size, shspe, composition
and density of unite, proximity to reficctore and the mixing
of unite of differing types. Comparison is made between the
Uworctical model and pubi{shed criticai data for both un -
rcff cctcd and rdfectcd arrays, Recent] y reported data for
systcma of this kind from both experimental and calcul a-
tional sources allow a reasonably comprehensive compari -
eon. Ncw results are also given on the effect of moving
units out of the plane of a two dimensional array and on the
interaction of small numbers of slab tanks. The latter is
seen as a speciaf case and is investigated in some detail; a
eimpl e empirical correlation is given for air epacing and it
is shown that there is little to be gained by attempting de-
coupling with ehielding materiale. (auth)

316.
26427 (AECh2330, pp 218-32) CRITICAL EXPJ3RI-
M ENTS WITH THE OP.GANIC COOLANTS, MO140-ISO-
PROI>YLDIP1lENYL AND GAS OIL. Alekacnko, Yu. N.:
Buinitskaya, V. I.; Zaslavskii, V. V.; Zvonov, N. V.: Kos-
10V, V. N.: ~cshchcryakov, M, N.; Rogorzhkin, I. V.; Stolp-
nik, V. P.; Strogonov, V. A.: Yaroslavtsev, B. E. Trans-
Iatcd from [pp 182-93] of Iesledovaniya PO Prfmcneniyu
Organichcskfkh Tcplonositelei- Zamedlitelel v Energetiche-
skikh Rcaktor&h, Atomizdat, Moscow, 19G4.

Criiical cxpcrimcnts were performed using fuel ele-
ments of type EK-10 (these are standard fuel elements
used in reactors of type VVR-S) and the organic modera-
tors monoisopropylbiphcnyl (which is a product of the
alkylation of diphcnyl) and gas-oil (a straight dis:il!ation
fraction of natural oil representing a mixture of aromatic
naphthene and paraffin hydrocarbons) as WCII as an aqueous
moderator. The main results of these critical experiments
and a description of the reactor arc includccf. (M. O. W.)

317.
5071 STUDY OF A SLIGHTLY EXRICHED UOZ LAT.
TICE WITH H: U . 0.42—MEASUREMENT AXD AXALy-

S1S. Baer. W.; Hsrdy, J. Jr.: Klein, D.; Volpe, J. J.:
PaloWitch, B. L.; Frsntz, F. S. Jr. (lYestinghouse Elec-
tric Corp., Pittsburgh). Nucl. Sci. Eng., 23: 361-7 (Dec.
1965). (wAPD-T-1631).

Parameter measurements in a 1.3% enriched UOZ lattice
with H: U = 0.42 were performed. The measurements are
an extension of an experimental program in the TRX criti-
csf facility of the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory. Earlier
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measurements were msde for a wide range of water-to-
uranium (H20:U) volume ratios (1:1 to 8:1) using 4-ft
(1.2 -m)-high slightly enriched, 0.387-in. (0.98 -cm)4iam
uranium metal or oxide fuel rods clad with aluminum. The
new data were compared with current analytic techniques,
using both P-1 and P-3 multigroup analysis in the epi-
thermal-neutron energy range and Monte Carlo multfgroup
methods for thermal neutrons. This extremely undermwf -
erated lattice provides a very stringent test for both the
computational methods and the neutron cross sections used.
Thequsntities measured were: the ratio of epithermai-to-
thermal radiative captures in ‘3% (P28); the ratio of cap-
tures in ’38U to fissions in23sU (the modified conversion
ratio, CR*); the ratio of ‘38Ufissions toz~%fissions (620);
and the ratio of epithermal-f,o-the rmal 23SU fissions (62S).
In addition, activations were obtained with thermal-neutron
detectors of widely different spectral response. The results
indicate that the calculational methods predict theparame-
ters very well, except for6Z~. The discrepancy in62t may
be due to inadequate 2~8Uinelastic scattering cross sections,
butthis conclusion requires additiond study. Monte Carlo
Calculations of thermal-neutron detector activations sho,v
that use of either the NeHcfnor Koppel kernel gives results
that agree with the data. (auth)

318.
14065 (MIT-XM4-4, PP4 -16) MATIi I{IA1, RIjc KI,ING
AND INTRACELLULAR{ T}iI; ltMAL NEUTIKIN DlSTJ{I13(J-
TIONS. Barth, J.; 13crube, N.; KclIey, B.; Supple, A.:
Cllkeman, F. M. (Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering).

Standard methods are developed to measure the material
buckling and the intracellular thermai neutron distributions
for lattices studied in the M. 1. T. Lattice Facility. Resuita
are obtained by these techniques on three Iatticea of ura-
nium rods in D30. Results are given for 1.143% 23sU-
enriched, 0.25-inch-diameter rods in triangular lattice
spacings of 1.75 and 2.50 inches, and 0.947% 33SU-enriched,
0.75-inch-diameter uranium rods in a 2.50-inch triangular
spacing. (auth)

319.
32787 STUDIES OF SUBCRITICAL LATTICES WITH
DISTRIBUTED NEUTRON ABSORBER BY MEANS OF THE
PULSED NEUTRON SOURCE TECHNIQUE. Bliss, H. E.
H)P. (CONF-6511O1-76). ORAU. Gmelin, AED-CONF-
65-332-106.

From 13th Conference on Remote Systems Technology,
Washington, D: C.

The theoretical base for pulsed-neutron measurement
of the multiplying properties of subcritical lattices, using
the addition of a distributed neutron absorber, are out-
lined; and results are presented for two clean lattice con-
figurations. The results of steady-state measurements in
the same lattices and in modified lattices are also pre-
sented. (D.C .W.)

~::;
iBf4WL-193, PP 4S-S6) MEASUREMENTS OF

MATEIUAL DUCKLINGS FOR 1.002.1.25, AND 1.9S WT
PERCENT 23SU ENRICHED URANIUM TU13K LATTICES IN
LIGHT WATER. Brown. C. L.; Lloyd, 1{. C. ff3aUeile-
Northwest, Rictdsnd, Wnsh. Pacific Northwest Lab.).

Matcriai bucklings snd exirapoiation di!iisncca were
measured for light waicr iniiiccs of i.002, 1.25, anti
1.95 wt % 235u cnrichcd urnnlum tulms, and i.1302 wl %/

1.002 Wi % and 1.25 Wi %/0.95 wi % 2~;U enriched ura-
nium iuhc-in-tui]c assemblies. 1k4ai Ic(i rcsuits arc pre-
scnicd. (M. O. W.)

321.
3393 RECENT EXPONENTIAL AND CRITICAL
APPROACH EXPERIMENTS WITH SLIGHTLY ENRICHED
URANRJhl METAL TUBES IN LIGHT WATER. Brown,
c. L.; Lloyd, R. C. (Battelle-Northwest, Richland, Wash.).
Trans. Amer. Kucl. SOC., 8: 443-4 (Nov. 1965).

322.
34926 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS AhTl CALCULA-
TIONS IN SOME VERY UNDERMODERATED, SLIGHTLY
ENRICHED, URANfUM-OXIDE/WATER LATTICES.
Boynton, A. R.; Pennington, E. M. (Argonne National
Lab., Ill.). Trans. Amer. Nucl. Sot., 9: 129(June 1966).

323.
26425 (DP-1014) CRITICAL AND SAFE MASSES
AND DIMENS1ONS OF LATTICES OF U AND U% RODS
IN WATER. Clark, Hugh K. (Du Pent de Nemours (E. I.)
and Co., Aiken, S. C. Savannah River Lab.). Feb. 1966.
Contract AT(07-2)-1. 60p. (CONF-6511O3-29). Dep.
mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.75 mn.

From IAEA Symposium on Criticality Control of Fissile
Materiala, Stockholm.

A survey is given of available critical and exponential data
data obtained with water -rcflectcd lattices of slightly en-
riched ur~ium and uranium oxide roda. calculations are
made for these lattices by an asymptotic muitigroup buck-
ling code and by a two-group diffusion theory code employ-
ing parameters generated in the first code. Comparison be-
tween calculations and experiments is made in terms of a
k=ff, which is the ratio of the calculated k to that calculated
from the experimental dimensions and flux traverses and
from the calculated migration areas and extrapolation dis-
tances. For some of the data, comparisons are also made
between the present method of calculation and a more highly
sophisticated method. Reasonable care is taken in the pres -
ent calculations to take account of all important effects; but
since tie experiments are used to normalize the calcula-
tions, absoiute accuracy in the calculations is not nccee -
sary. A least squares treatment is given to k~rr, the param-
eter relating calculation and experiment, in order to obtain
an average curve of hf as a function of the ratio of water
to uranium. At low enrichments, k.ff is also aliowcd to vary
with rod diameter and enrichment. Nearly ail values of kw
lie within +0.01 of the average curves. Critical masses and
dimensions arc calculated with the buckling and two-group
codes to correspond to values of keff iying on the average
curves; and safe masses and dimensions are calculated to
correspond to values of kef f lying 0.02 below the average
curves. Tables of minimum critical and maximum safe
values are presented as a function of enrichment. (auth)

324.
30836 fBAW-3492-1) LUMPi{D BUl{NABLfi POISON
PROGRAM . Finnl I{cport. Clark. i{. H.; Batch. M. L.;
Pitts, T. G. (Babcock und Wilcox Co., Lynchixirg. Vn.
Critical Experiment Lnb.). Jim. 1966. Contrnct AT (30-
1)-3492. 60J3. Dci). mn. CFST1 $3.00 cy, S0.75 mn.

A twrics of critical expcrirncnis was comtuctcd to study
the physics effects of cylindrically sh:liwd, Iumpcd poison
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distributed throughout a Iigl]t-{r:itt’1 ”-nlodol”atc’tl nuclear
twwtor. Tlw Iumpmf IWISOIISwere bvwsilicato glass rods
(lz.c; B,q) of O.l(iO- iiil(l ().32 ti-inch ditZnlC’t($rS, Si]iCa

glass ro~s (3.0’1 B203) of 0.326-inch di:lmctcr, anti :llumi -
num-clad B4C rods. Tl\~, fuel WIS4 :il)c12.5%-t’nricl\ cci UQ
rods of 0.473-inch 01). Lattice’ l~on-ll~od(’ fiitor,’ lllorl(orater
volunw ratios were 0.750. Mcasurmmmts included critical
size unct composition, poison wd rc:ictivilt’ w’orth, 8p/t)h
and cxccss rc:lctivitv, gross ImY2r distrilnltiOn. and ther-
mal flux distrilmlion around the crntml poison rml. hlca -
suremcnts are tnbulatcd, nnd rcwlts arc summarized and
discussed. [nuth)

325.
32783 METHODS OF MATERfAL BUCKLING DETER-
!vfINATION IN THE HELENA SUBCRITICAL ASSEMBLIES.
Dabrowskf, Cyryl; .Mfkulski, Andrzej T. 33p. (CONF-
651123-7). ORAU.

From Conference on Reactor Physics and Engineering,
Budapest.
47072 METHODS OF MATEIUAL BUCKLfNG DETEM’
MINATION IN TffE HELENA SUBCRITICAL Assembles
Dabrowskt, Cyryl; Mikufski$ Andrzej T. fhst. of Nuclear
Research, Swterk, Poland). Nufdeordka, 11: 121-35 fJ96fi

A detailed analysis of the material buckling determlna- I
tion in the natural uranium fuelled graphite moderated
HELENA subcritical assemblies was carried out by mean!
of the following methods: thermal neutron flux measure-
ment along the vertical axis with an assumption of the
pnlnt thermal neutron source either in one-region or twv
region assembly, measurement of the thermal neutron flu
along the vertical axis and in one horizontal plane, mea-
surement of the thermal neutron flux in two horizontal
planes, and measurement of the thermal neutron flux in
one vertical plane of the assembly. Three assemblies of
24 cm lattice pitch and the folIowing dimensions: 180 x
180 x 237, 180 x 240 x 237 and 240 x 240 x 237 cm were
investigated. The following resuits have been obtained:
migration area anisotropy coefficient a. = 1.056 + 0.045
and material buckling (73.5 * 4.3) x 10< cm-2. (auth)

326.
3397 REACTOR PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS IN
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED URANIUM D20 LATTICES.
D“Ardenne, W. H.; Kaplan, 1.: Lanntng, D. D.: ThomPson,
T.J. (Massachusetts bsst. of Tech., Cambridge). Trans.
Amer. IWCL SOC., 8: 447-8 CJOV. 1965).

327.
44993 (DP-1054) LATTICE MEASUREMEN’19ON
TUBULAR FUEL ASSEMBLES fN D@ Ftke, Harold R.
(OUPent de Nemours (E. I.) and Co., Alken, S. C. Savuu-
nah River Lab.). Aug. 1966. Contract AT(07-2)-1. 16P.
Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

Substitution measurements in the Process Development
Pile (PDP) were used to determine bocklinga and diffusion
coefficients for D20-moderated Iatticea of tubular natural
U02 fuel assemblies. Four typee of assemblies were in-
vestigated at triangular lattice pitches of 9.33, 11.10, and
12.12 inches. Coolants within the different assemblies in-
cluded D20, air, and mockups of H20 fog and organic Ilqulds.
(auth)

32/3.
40381 UTILIZATION AND EFFECTfVENESS OF LfN-
EAR ARRAYS OF NEUTRON-ABSORBER-FILLED TUBES
AS CONTROL RODS fN WATER MODERATED NUCLEAR
REACTORS. Fisher, John Raymond. College Park, Md.,
Unfv. of Maryland, 1966. 167P.

Thesis.
An experimental and analytical investigation was made

with the University of Maryland reactor to determine the
reactivity worth of linear arrays of absorber-filled tubes
as compared to solid slabs of the same materiaf. Mea-
surements were made as a functJon of tube dtameter sod
spsctng between the tubes in both an air and water environ.
ment. An rmalyttcal model was devised to correiate the
exPsrtien@ res~ts; this was then applied to a typicat
water-moderated power reactor to determine the effect
of spacing the absorber-filled tubes. Solid slabs of Ag-
fn-Cd, Borel, and cadznlum and statnless steel tubes
filled with Ag-In- Cd and B4C were used for the measure-
ment. The slabs varied in thickness and could be ar-
ranged in a close-packed linear array to form a slab, or
could be arranged tn a linear array with gap? between
adjacent tubes. The reactivity worth of the samplea was
measured by placing them in a luci te box irzeerted into the
center of the University of Maryland Reactor. Reactivity
Worths were determined from the difference in critical
positions of tbe reactor regulating rod and reduced to the
reactivity per unit area of an infinitely long and wide
samp~e by means of a correction factor. The difference
between the solid elab and close-packed array of tubes
was found experimentally to be small, 5 percent for the
smaller diameter tubes and negligible for the larger
ones, in both an str and water environment. The effect of
spacing was found ICIbe a function of tube dtameter as well
as the width of the gap. The analytical model was applied
to a typical large water reactor controUed by a solid
cruciform of Ag-In-Cd and a cruciform of spaced tubes
filled with Ag-In - Cd. For the particular case analyzed,
it was determined that a reduction of 45 percent in ab-
sorber materiaf could be accomplished with a reduction
in the shutdown capability of only O.8 PCrcent Ak for the
stuck rod conditton. (T CO)

329.
46994 (ORNL-3272) CRITICAL MASS STUDIES.
PART XI, CRITICAL PARAMETERS OF UHANIUM-
ALUMINUM ALLOY SLUGS. FOX, J. K.; Gilley, L. W.
(Oak Rtdge National Lab., Tentt.). May 28, 1962. COD-
tract W-7405 -eng-26. 27P. Dep. mn. CFSTI $2.00 cYc
$0.50 nm.

Critical and near-critical experiments were performed
witl cylfndricat pteces of two alloys of 93%-U5U-enriched
U and Al to establish safe practices In fabrication and in
other procedures. In one set of experiments the U content
of the alloy was 5.4 wt % and the dia of the pieces was
1.015 in. The minimum critical number of 12-in. -long
slugs in a single water- refiected and -moderated tier was
134; the minimum number in a dnuble tier was about 165.
Experiments with 6-ft-long, opt{mumly spaced rods gave
the dia of an infinitely high, unreflected cylindrical arrsy
as between 15 and 17.5 in. and ae approximately 12 In. for
a totally water-reflected cylindrical a rray. The second
alloy, which was studied in detail esrlier, contained 7.6
wt % U and wae made into cyIinders 1.35 In. in dia. The
minimum number of 8-tn.-Iong slugs which could be made
critical In a square lattice was 101, arranged in two tiers,
and this agreed with the earner results. The minimum
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critical number ina similar hexagonal lattice was 100.
A double tier of 1000 closely packed 8-in. -long slugs was
subcritical when submerged In water. The diaof an in-
finitely long, unreflected criticai cylindrical array of optf -
mumly spaced rods was between 15 and 17.5 in.; the dia
of a water-reflected cylindrical array was abcut 12 in. It
was shown that randomly spaced slugs produce less source
neutron multiplication than do lattices of the same over-
all density. (auth)

330.
38532 (NASA-TN-D-3555) CRITICAL MASS STUDIES
WITH THE NASA ZERO POWER REACTORI1. 111. HET-
EROGENEOUS ARRAYS OF CYLINDRICAL VOIDS. FOX,
Thomas A.; Mueiler, Robert A.; Ford, C. Hubbard (Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration, Cieveland,
Ohio. Lewis Research Center). Aug. 1966. 24p. CFSTI
$1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

The Z PR -U was used to determine several crlticai cyl in-
&ical configurations of aqueous fuel solutions that contain
heterogeneous arrays of voids. These voids are cylindrical,
symmetrically arranged parallel to the axis of the reactor,
and extend the height of the core. A wide range of highly en-
riched aqueous uranyl fluoride fuel concentrations are stud-
ied. Data are also presented on the thermal neutron flux
distributions in the centrs3 radial plane and on the variation
d void reactivity importance with radial position. (H. D. R.)

331.
34921 EXPERIMENTAL BUCKL1l’JGS FOR Sf3VEN-
ROD CLUSTERS OF NATURAL UC IN HEAVY WATER
\IODERATOR. Green, R. E. (Atomic Energy of Canads
Ltd,, Chalk River, Ont.); Kay, R. E.: o~za~, A.: Cashi,
G.: Metzdorf, H. J.; Paillon, AM. Trans. Amer. Nuc1.
Sot., 9: 123-4 (June 1966).

332.
45078 (M3T-2344-6) USE OF NEUTRON ABSORB-
ERS FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF
LATTICE PARAMETERS 3N SUBCRITICAL Assembles.
Barrington. J.; Lanning, D. D.; Kaplan, I.; Thompson, T. J.
(Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge. Dept. of Nu-
clear Engineering). Feb. 1966. Contract AT(30-1)-2344.
202P. (MITNE-69). Dep. mn. CFSTI $6.00 cy, $1.25 mo.

A new method for measuring values of the multiplication
factor for an infinite medium, k-, was developed. The
method involves addition of neutron abaorbers to subcriti-
cal aasemblica. Measurement of the values of k-, for
three latticea of U metal roda in heavy water were made.
Soiid copper reds were used as absorbera. The values of
k _ were fcmnd to be in agreement, within experimental
unce rtaint iea, with vaiuea obtained with the four-factor
formula. ‘3%0 method used is okaely related to tbe IfM.
fofi (PCTR) teohnlqu. for measuring k ~ which requima
a oriticai reactor. Since it la nearly ● meammement &
(k- - 1), and because the measured valuea are iode-
peodent of a number of sources of error fn the four-factor
formuia, the uncertainties in the measured values should
he smaller than those obtained with tbe four-factor fop
mula. The work shows that a 3% uncertainty in (k- -1)
may be obtained with the method, comparable with the un-
certainty in PCTR meaaurementa. Measured values of&
neutron regeneration facto r were aiso determined. They
●gree well with valuca computed with the TH ERM03 code,
The reaulta of exploratory experiments indicate that it ml
ha possible to do the measurements in two-region sub-
critical assemblies. (auth)

333 ●

10331 (f.MV-1412/65) VLIV PRIMESI H20 NA RE-
AKT3VITU TEZKOVODNIHO REAKTORU S PRIitODNIM
URANEM. (Effects of H20 Addition on the Reactivity of
Heavy Water Moderated Reactor Fuclmi with Natural Ura-
nium). Hron, M. fUstav Jaderneho Vyzkumu, Cesko-
slovenska Akademie Vrxf, Rcz). 1965. 16p. ORAU.

The reactivity effccfe of 1120 addition into the moderator
of a heavy water moderated reactor with natural uranium
are tnvesitgatcd. The vaiucs for various radii of cylindrical
fuel rods and various water-uranium ratioa were calculated
as a functlen of light water concentration in the moderator.
The maximum values of the buckling which can he attained
by addition of li20 at various parameters of the iattice ● re
discussed. It appears that ihe reactivity incrcasca oniy in
systems with a low moderator-to-fuel volume ratio in the
cell. (nuth)

334.
3379 (ORNL-TM-1207) CRITICAL EXPERIMEN I S
WITH SPERT-D FUEL ELEMENTS. Johnson, E. B.;
Reedy, R. K. Jr. (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).
JUiY 14, 1965. Contract W-7405-eng-26. 17P. Dep. mn;
CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

The critical dimensions of lattices of SPERT-D fuel
elements in several non-reactor environments were de-
termined to establfsh specifications for uae in storage,
transportation, and chemical procesatn operations. Each

ffuei element contained abcut 300 g of ‘3 U in 22 aluminum-
clad flat plates. 3n addition to lattices with water modera-
tor and reflector, a dilute aqueous solution of uranyl nitrata
was used fn some experiments to simulate a dissolver. In
still other experiments, varying amounts of boron were
added to the uranyi nitrate solution to determine its effect
as a soluble neutron absorber in chemical process equip-
ment. It was shown, for example, that a minimum of about
3.5 kg of 23SUia required in a critical lattice moderated
and reflected by water. This mass ia reduced to 2.6 kg
(contained in the elements) when U(92.6) solution having a
Z.ISUconcentration of 3.99 g/liter was aubsiituted for water.
It was increased to 13.6 kg when 1.116 g of natural boron
waa added to each liter of the uranyl nitrate solution.
(auth)

335 ●

38441 (BAW-~492-l(SupPl.1)) ANALYSIS OF LUMPED
BURNABLE POISON CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. Jones,
H. hi.; Alcorn, F. M.; Paulson, A. E. (Babcock and Wil-
cox Co., Lynchburg, Va. Atomic Energy Div.). Apr. 1966.
Contract AT(30-1)-3492. 29p. (TRG-06-22). Dep. mn.
CFSTI $2.00 Cy, $0.50 mn.

The developmental work on nuclear analytical methods
for distributed control pins is summarized. Ail the calcu-
lation utilized a nuclear cede package that was selected
after a comparative study of available codes. Four criti -
cai experiments have been selected as typical of the B
poison pins used in the experiments; B concentration, pin
size, and pin distribution were considered. The reported
error of the calculated multiplication constant indicates
the adequacy of the analytical model. Further work re-
quired in some areas is discussed. (auth)

336.
14080 PULSED NEUTRON STUDIES OF BeO-
NATURAL URANIUM LATTICES. Joshi. B. V.; Nargund-
ksr, V. R.; Subbarao, K. (Atomic Energy Establishment

.

.
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Trombay, Bombay). pp 231-37 of STf/PUB/104 fVO1. 2).
The usc of Ihc pu[sed neutron method for determination

of the diffusion parameters and multiplication constants of
lattices is described. The diffusion parameters and multi-
plication constants of DcO-natursi uranium lattices are ob-
tained by this method. The uranium rods used were 2.92
cm diameter clad in aluminum 0.072 cm thick and were sr-
rmged verticality in channels of square cross section 5 x
5 cm, in a square lattice of pitch 15 cm. The neutron bursts
were produced from a cascade accelerator by pulsing the
ion source and using the Be (dtn) reaction. The detectors
were enriched boron trifluoridc proportional counters. The
space and time harmonics were eiimitmted. The decay con-
st;ml of the fundamcntni mode WIS determined for seversi
bucklings, fsr from criiicalily. in these calculations the
effect of diffusion cooling and anisotropy was taken into
account. All the diffusion and multiplication constants were
dclrrmincd by the mclhod of least squares fit by three dif -
ft,r(,nl Iqqwcnchufl. The prompt critical buckling was dc -
Lc,rm Incd I]y .solvin~ lhe decay contitant cquution for ,4- 0,
(:wlh)

..3.32
(AEEW-R-466) A COMPARISON OF MEA-

SUREMENTS ON PU02-U02 FUELLED GRAPHITE LAT-
TICES WITH CALCULATIONS USING THE ARGOSY
METHOD. King, D. C. (Atomic Energy Establishment,
Winfrith (Engiand)). Jan. 1966. 48p. Dep. BIS $1.40.
HMSO 7s.

The predictions of the ARGOSY method of calculation
are compared with buckling and reaction rate measure-
ments on graphite lattices containing plutonium enriched
oxide cluster fuels. Most of the mcasurcmcnts were ob-
tained on one lattice pitch giving a graphite-to-fuel volume
ratio similar to that in tbe Windscaie A.G. R. Apart from a
reduction of 10% in the values of the capture and fission
resonance intcgrais (4 ev to 10 kev) of all nuclides the
method as coded in ARGOSY III uses basic nuclear data.
It is shown that the buckling predictions of ARGOSY 111at
room temperaiurc are in agreement with the experimentally
determined values ulthin approximately the experimental
error, i.e., equivalent to ●O.5% in reactivity. When sys-
tematic errors are removed, however, a linear trend with
the fraction of fissions occurring in 230Pu is evident; the
csfculated reactivity being (0.6 * 0.3)% high for fuel with
80% of fission occurring in 23gPu. The experimentally de-
termined change of buckling between 20 and 390” C is pre-
dicted to within the experimental error, i.e., equivalent
to ~0.7 mnpC. Reaction rate ratios and radial power dis-
tributions at all temperatures are predicted well by
AHGOSY lIf. (auth)

338.
2936 (UCRL-14245) INTERACTION IN ARRAYS OF
FISSIONABLE MATERfALS. Kolar, O. C.; Morton 111,
J. R.; Pruvost, N. L. (Lawrence Radiation Lab., Univ. of
California, Livermore). Oct. 5, 1966. Contract W-7405-
eng-48. 32p. (CONF-6511O3-12). Dep. mn; CFSTI
$2.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

From fAEA Symposium on Criticality Control of Fissile
Materials, Stockhoim.

The interaction effect is studied in arraya of fissionable
materials. Both experimental and theoretical efforts are
reported. The arraya studied experimentally are com-
posed of PU metal units. Array geometries are simple;
the basic units are cylinders and the arrays are cubical.
Bare arrays are studied, as well as those with internal
moderation or external reflection. 130 basic units are

availablo so that arrays up to 5 x 5 x 5 in size can be
studied. The purposes of the study are two-fold: to pro-
vide clean, critical data to use in the development and
normalization of computational techniques; and the data
as such are expected to be useful for interpolation and
extrapolation for application to actual systems of intereat.
The baaic array unit is a 3-kg cylinder of Pu metal, 4.62
cm high, 6.53 cm in diameter, and of density 19.54 g/ems.
The height-to-diameter ratio is chosen so that a double
unit consisting of two basic units, one on top of the other,
wlil have the game shape factor as a aingie basic unit.
A brief description of the cnnning, assembiy equipment,
●nd the experimental buildln~ 1s preeented. A short dls -
cueslon of the eafety evaluation (startup accident, step
insertion of reactivity) iti also given. Pertinent calcula-
tions are performed using both the GEM and 60RS neu-
tron Monte Cario e~ectronic computer programe. Expert-
mental rcsuite for arrays consisting of two units up to the
maximum numtwr two presented. (nuth)

339.
42b09 (WAPD-W1886) ‘~kf THORIUM SEEt)-BLAN-
KET EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM. Korsmeyer, J. D.;
Milsni, S.; Raab, H. F. Jr. (Bettis Atomic Power Lab,,
Pittsburgh, Pa.). Apr. 1966. Contract AT-11 -1-GEN-14,
16P. (CON F-660606-18). Dep. rnn. CFSTI $1.00 CY,
$0.50 m.

From American Nuclear Society Meeting, Denver, CoIO.
The lattice characteristics of seed fuei elements con-

*W 23SUand 23SUwere measured in a series of small
seed-blanket criticef assemblies. The measurements iO-
cluded critical axial buckfings, seed power shapes, the @UO
of epithermal to thermal thorium captures in blanket re-
gions, end the ratio of epithermet to thermal 23W fissions
tbr~gh aced and blanket regions. The experimtmtal resdl~
are compared with calculntiona pe rformcd with diffusiOn
theory, Monte Carlo, and neutron transport techniques.
(H. D. R.)

340.
20210 (WCAPn3269-39) CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS
PERFORMED WfTH CLUSTERED AND”UNIFORM ARRAYS
OF RODDED ABSORBERS. Learner, R. D.; Hanlen, D. F.;
Hamilton, G. N.; Taylor, E. G. (Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. Atomic Power Div.). NOV. 1965.
Contract AT(30-1)-3269. 11 OP. Dep. mm C FSTl $4.00
Cy, $0.75 mn.

A series of criticei experiments was undertaken in which
the reactivity worths of clusters and uniform arrays of Ag-
fn - Cd absorber rods were meaaured in water-moderated
uranium-oxide cores of low enrichment. Experimental pa-
rameters included enrichment, Isttice pitch. diameter of
poison and fuel rods, and absorber rod cladding thickness.
Reactivity worths were obtained by measuring the critical
water heights of the test and reference cases, and integrat-
ing the differential water worth curve between those limits.
Some of the experiments had very small wortha (e.g., ab-
sorber rod cladding), so good core reproducibility was re-
quired. These experiments were performed using a variety
of fuei including stainless steel clad fuel rods Of 2.7 W2%.
3.7 wt %, and 5.7 wt % enrichments, and Zircaloy-4 clad
rods of 2.72 W2% enrichment. (M. O.W.)
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341.
34925 EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
l’CIR PuO@J~-1i20 LATTICES. Liiicda, R. C.; Stinson,
W. P. (Battellc-Northwest, Richlancl, Wash.). Trsns.
Amer. Nucl. Soc.,9: 127-8 (June 196 G).

342.
8349 (RT/FI(65)14) SITUAZIONE ATTUALE DEI
METOD1 DI CALCOLO DEI RETICOLI CONTENENTf
PLUTOX1O. (Current Position on Methods for CaIculat-
lng Plutonium Lattices). Loizzo, P.: Tondinelll, L.
(Comitato Nnzionale per I’Energfa NucIeare, Rome (Italy)).
July 1965. 13P. Dep. mn.

Stx critical experiments in PU02 lattices performed at
Hanford are calculated with different methode. (auth)

343 ●

12370 INFLUENCE OF THEORETICAL CROSS SEC-
TIONS AND THERMAL SPECTRUiYf MODELS IN THE
CALCULATIONS FOR WATER REACTORS CONTAItWiG
PLUTONIUM. f..oizzo, P.; Lopez, S,; Tondinelli, L.
Comit. Naz. Energia Nucl., Notiz., 11: No. 8-9, 44-7
(Aug. -Sept. 1965). (In Italian).

The problems in the neutron calculation in a reactor
containing 2nPu and the difference with 23SUare examined.
A genernl scheme for the calculation is proposed and this
plcn is optimtzed to the neutron cross section data used.
A comparison is made between theory and experimental
vaiuos for the Hanford critical experiments. (J. S. R.)

344.
45084 SI.IGHTLY ENRfCHED URANIUM SINGLE-ROD
HItAVY-WATER LATTICE STUDIES. Lutz, H. R.; Heer,
W.; Meicr, R. W. (Federal Inst. for Reactor Research,
Wuerenlingcn. Switzerland). Neue Tech., 8: 130-42 (June
1966).

Tho results of a series of buckling and microparameter
measurements on squaro lattices of 0.96% enriched U
metal rods are given. The experiments were performed
in the subcritical facility MINOR. A special chapter deals
with approach to criticality experiments. Those were
necessary in order to determine whether a lattice would
reach criticality at finite D20 levels. The method used
gave very reliable extrapolations for the determination of
critical D20-heights. The experimental bucklings are
compared with 4 buckling codes and show considerable
deviations in the undermoderated region. (auth)

3X;.
CALCULATION OF LATTICE PARAMETERS

OF THE WWEI1 COitR FOR COMPARISON WITH f.;XPERl-
Mfl NTAL ilt?SU LTS ON CiUTICAL ASSf3M f3LII.:S. Mueller,
A.; Zenker, W. ( Vi.:ff Atomkraftwerk, Berlin). Kernen-
ergie, 8: 602-6(1965). (In German).

Lalticc paratncicrs for asscml)iies of fuel element
bundles of lhc WIVER type with uniform and different
2MU ~nrict]nl{.nt were ca]culatcd by the prngrams GRUpA
and EMM1 mul compared wiih the values determined ex -
pcrimcnhdly on critical osscmblics. Although the cal-
culational mcihods arc relatively simple, a good agree-
ment rcsulicd bciwem the experimentally dctcrmincd and
the calculated values nf the rnatcrlal buckling B~, an cffec-
tlvc migration area M: and Lhc infinite multiplication
factor k-of the lattice. (auth)

346.
34923 MEASUREMENT OF LATTICE PARAMETERS
fS SATURAL-URANNM/HEAVY-WATER LATTICES
LSISG A FEW RODS. Okszeki, A.; Craig, D.s. (Atomio
Energy of Canada Ltd., Chslk River, Ont.). Trans. Amer.
~UC1. ~c., 9: 125-6 (June 1966)0

347.
8465 fRFX416) REACTOR PHYSICS MEASURE-
MENTS IN RO WITH 27-ROD CLUSTERS OF NATURAL
UO~, 1.35 CM IN DfAMETER. Persson, R.: Wlkdshl,
C.-E. (Aktieboiaget AtomenergI, Stockholm (Sweden)).
Sept. 30, 1?64. 28p. Dep. mn.

Clusters with three different pin pitches were investi-
gated by means of the substitution technique as regards the
material buckling versue lattice pitch and the chengce of
buckling and diffusion coefficients cauaed by the introduc-
tion of air as “coolant.” The buckting change with void is
found to be in approximate agreement with that predicted 6y
a modified version of BtfRNUP-5 calculations, but the ra-
dial diffusion coefficient changes less than expected giving
rise to a more pronounced anisotropy. The measured
changes of the diffusion coefficients can, however, be well
correlated by meane of a simple formuia combining two
extreme definitions of the average diffusion coefficient. Ac-
tivation studies were performed in one tattice configuration
on voided and D20-fiRed clusters. The fine structure was
measured by meane of copper foils and wires. (auth)

3ML
3600 NEUTRON SPECTRUM MEASURENIENTS fN
HETEROGENEOUS MEDIA lThesis]. Salah, Sagid.
Gainesville, Fla., Univ. of Florida, 1964. 145P.

Neutron spectra were measured both integrally and dif-
ferentially and then compared with theoretical calculations.
Measurements were made in highly absorbing media in the
University of Fiorida Training Reactor (U FTR) thermal
column, in the U FTR core, and in the subcritical assembly
sitting on top of the graphite pedestal of the UFTR. The
subcritical assembly contained some typical D20- moderated
natural uranium lattices. In the thermal column of the
UFTR, thermal neutron spectra were measured integrally
usin activation detectors such as 1S7AU,‘6iDy, 17SLu, ir~Lu,
and ‘*Pu. The measurements were made h a stainless
steel rod, a natural uranium slab, and an Al can filled with
berated water, and results were interpreted using Wcst-
cott’s formulation, The effective neutron temperature and
the epithermal index, ~, were measured by using
activation detectors in the U FTR core between the tWo fuel
boxes In the North-South center line. The result of the
effective neutron temperature measurement was compared
with the open-beam differential spectrum and found to be
in good agreement. A crystal diffraction spectrometer for
differential spectrum measurements in the subcritical
assembly was used. The neutron spectrum out of the sub-
critical assembly was measured for two different lattice
pitches using Mark I and Mark V-B natural U fuel elements
in ~0. A neutron beam was extracted from the cell bound-
ary and from the center of the cell for each of the three
lattice arrangements. The results were compared with the
theoretical spectra calculated with the THERMOS code and
found to be in excellent agreement. Inte ral measurements

~?t Lu and !S?AUwere also made in the subcritical using
detectors. The experimental activation measurements were
compared with the THERMOS calculations and were also
found to be in exceIIcnt agreement. Fina[iy, the effective
neutron temperature change in a unit cell for four U-GO

.
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lattice arrangements wirs measured differentially and in-
tegraIly andcomparcd with thcthcoretical calculatims. The
reaults were In good agreement. (A. G.w.)

3k9 ●

24706 (AECL-2523) LATTICE MEAs3REMENT5
WITH 19-ELEMENT NATURAL URANIUM METAL AS-
SEMBLIES. PART IL RELATIVE TOTAL NEUTRON
DENSITIES AND f.fYpERFINfj ACTIVATION DISTRIBU-
TIONS IN A LATTICE CELL. Serdula, K. J. (Atomic
Energy of Canada Ltd., Chalk River (Ontario)). Dec.
1965. 55p. Dep. mn. AEc L $1.50.

Relative total neutron densities and hyperfine Mn-wire
activation distributions arc derived from meaaurementa in
the central ccl] of a triangular array of 55 19-element
nntUral uranium metal aascmblies in the ZED-2 reactor.
Results are prcscntccf for lattice pitches of 20, 24, 28, and
40 cm. “ Coolants” used were, (1) D20 of moderator purity,
and (2) air to simulate Iosa of coolant condition, Data indi-
cated that tho neutron-density depression in the cell is less
upon loss of coolant. (auth)

63J:*
( LA-DG-7248) CRITERIA AND EVALUATION

FOR THE STORAGE OF FISSILE MATERIAL IN A LARGE
AND VARIED REACTOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PROGMM. Smith, David R. (Los Alamos =ientiflc Lab.,
Univ. of California, N. Mex.). [rid]. Contract W-7405-eng-
36. 13p. (sM-70-50; CONF-6611O3-13). Dep. mn; CFSTI
$1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

From IAEA Symposium on Criticality ContmM of Fisslle
Materials, Stockholm.

Due to the large amounts of plutonium and uranium stored
at LASL, criticality studies were made for stored arraya.
Critical massca of air-spaced arrsys of 1().5, 15.7, 20.9,
and 26.2 Kg cylinders of 93f,Lenriched uranium are pre-
eented, Critical masses arc given for aphcrcs with core
densities reduced by the fraction P/PO; water reflected
U(93) metal, U(93)02, U(93)F8, and unreflected U(93) metal.
(M. O.W.)

p~.
(UJV-1424) SROVNANI TEORETICKEHO

VYPOSTU LAPLASIANU MRIZE TEZKOVODNIHO
REAKTORU S MERENIM NA KRITICKEM SOUBORU.
(Comparisons of ‘t’heoret.fcal Laplacian of Heavy-Water
Reactor Lattice With the Meaeuremente of the Critical
Aseembly). SUIC, P. (Uatev Jadermeho VYz~mus Ces-
alovenska Akademfe Veal, Ftez). 1966. 32P. DeP. mn.

A comparleon between the calculated and meaeured
Laplacian of a heavy water gae-cooled lattice cell wltb
natural U fuel 1s given. The method of tbe correlation of
the program PARAMETRY 11 la diecuesed together with
the deficiencies of the calculationaI method. An estimate
of the influence of Incorrect vshree of some physical eon-
etante and geometrical characterlstlca on the Laplaclan is
made. In the conclusion come recommendatlona concernlug
the Improvement of the calculatloaal method are added aod
●ttention fa devoted to necea aary exteneion of the eapert-
mental material. (auth)

352.
12493 (AEC-2514) COMPARISON OF CALCU-
LATED AND hlEASlll{ED CRITICA1. SIZES FOR .soMt2

zED-2 LATTICES. Thibnudeau, J.; Critoph, It. (Atnmtc
Energy of Csnadri Ltd., Chaik ftivcr (Ontnrio)), Nov.
1965. 30p. (C RRP-122ft). Dep. AECI. .$1.WI.

A study of some Iatticos of 7 ml 1!Pclemenl 110, cllI’I -
ters, which was mmumrcd In 21,;D-2!, WM undcrt nk, n II)
compare Lhc predictions of different progr:lrns with m,::t -
aurcmcnts. fn this study lIKX, FLAME, and SYMMI; TI{lZE
were uecd. Using thcac programs, It was possild~, to aumwn
the errors asaocintcd with most of the approximathms con-
tained in each of ihcsc protwams and derive corrections for
them. The measured buckllng was finally compared with
the huckllngs ohtalrwd from the progrnms with lhcsc dc-
r ivcd corrections applied. (auth)

353.
26433 CfllTICAL ARRAYS WITIi SUBCRITICAL UNfTS
OF FISSILE MATt2RlALS. Thomas, J. T. (Osk Ridge
National Lnh.. Term.). Chem. Eng. Progr., 61: Symp.
Ser. No. 60, 44-53(1965).

Experiments h support of spccificatjons for the safe
storage and transportation of flssile materials are de-
scribed. The effect of hydrogenoua reflectors surrounding
arrayz, aa well aa the introduction of moderating mate-
rials into arrays, arc prescntccf. Other factora influencing
the number of units in a critical array are illustrated and
an estl mate of their magnitude is gfvcn. (auth)

:~f+;
fBNWG193, pp 57-67) NEUTRON iNTERAC-

TION BETWEEN MULTIPLYING MEDfA SE PA RATIZD BY
VARIOUS MATERtALS. Whfte, J. D.; Richey, C. R. fBat-
telle-Northwest, Richfand. Wash. Pacific Northwest Lab.).

The quantity of material necessary to effectively isolate
a mtdtiplying media is of primary concern to the design of
shipping containers and formulation of storage rcguiatione
for fissionable materiais. The results are given of a seriee
of critlcai experiments {n which the isolating properties
of various materials were investigated. Those materials
tested were placed at the interface between two arrays of
multiplying media that comprised the core of a critical
assembly. The critical length of the fuel core was then
determined as a function of the test material thickness;
the effective isolation thicknese of a material was taken
to be that thickness for which the fuel core critical length
approached an asymptotic value. Comparative data were
also obtained on the reflector savings associated with the
varioua test materials, where the reflector savings ia de-
fined au the decrease in critical length due to the preeence
of the reflector. (M. O. W.)

::~;
(MLM-1340] NEUTRON MULTIPLICATION

DETERMINATION OF ‘8Pu DIOXIDE. Wolfe, R. A.;
Kshle, J. B. (Mound Lab., Miamisburg, Ohio). Oct. 5,
1966. Contract AT(33-l)-Gen-53. 21P. Dep. mn. CFSTI
$2.00 CY, $0.50 mu,

A neutron multipllcntkm experiment was performed with
21 storage capsulea containing high isotopic analysis plu-
tonium dioxtde. Each storage cnpaule contained approxi-
mately 80 grama of the 23% isotope. The capsulea were
aaaembled to & heterogeneous array spaced four inches
center -to-center and measurements were made indepen-
dently in a water and In an air medium. The results indi-
cated that no neutron mult ipl icatton was detectable in the
fully assembled array in a water medium. However, a
slight neutron multiplication of 1.29 existed in the fully
aesembled array in an air medium. (u@
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356.
26428 (AECL-2330. pp 233-60) A STUDY OF THE
PHYMCAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HYDIIOCIEN-CONTAfN-
ING REACTORS IN THE CRITICAL REGION. Yurova,
L. N,; Polyakov, A. A.; Klcnov, G. I.; Morosov, 1. G.; ln-
yutin, K. I.: Sldorov, G. I. Trimslntod from pp194-2070f
Issledovnniyapo Primencnlyu Organfcheskikh Tcplo~ai-
telci-Zamcdliteloi v Energetlchcsidkh Reaktorakh, Atomiz.-
dat, Moscow, 1964.

Tho results of m2 oxperimcntal comparison of organio
and aqueous moderators under identical conditions on a
critical stand are prcscntcd. In these stucfics. monolso-
propylbiphcnyl was used aa the orgonic moderator, the
purpose of the cxpcrimcnt being to drtrrmine the critical
mass of uranium in syfitcms with organic and aqueous
moderators fur a given constmction of fuel clcmcnts. The
critical stand used is dcscrihcd, and the distribution of
thermal ncut rons is analyr.cd. The rcsulta show that the
values of the migration area for media with monoisopropyl -
biphenyl Iio below the values for aqueous moderators by
40 -7n for identical vah.tcs of QH/Q5, Mcasurcrncnts were
also carried out at different ratios of the active zone to de-
tcrmlno the effect of the geometry of the active zone on tho
critical masses. These investigations showod that In the
region where DCquiv I= 1 when QH/Q~ = 200 to 300 for mono-
iHopropylbiptmnyI and QH/Q5 = 300 to 400 for aqueous mod-
erators, the valuea of the criticai massea are eascntialiy
Indcpcndcnt of the geometry of the active zone. (ATD)

ljg
. .-
37(.
5481 (BAW-3647:1) PHYSICS VERIFICATION PROGRAM.
Quarterly Technical Report No. 1, Januzry-June 1966.

Fcock and Wilcox Co., Lynchburg, Vs.). Aug. 1966. Con act
AT(30-1)-3647. 61P. Dep. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 MO.

Measurements are described of the nuclear properties of wator-
moderated, slightly enriched U-fueled Iatticee, perturbed by borto
acid and AS- In- Cd control pins. Three critlcsf anaembiies wesu

afudted in thlc period. la all caaes the Iattlcee consisted of 0,476 -
ie.-OD roda of “2.46%-enrJcbed U~, arrayed on ● equsre pitch of
0.644 ia. and mockated by tftO. Oniy tbe boric acid concentration
to the tnobrator (and the critical dia) was changed, from zero to
about1.6g B/l. ‘fhe critical conditions, reactivity coefficients
@P/Ah cad AP/AUS), buckltog, and thermaf diaadvaotzge factor
● re re~tied. Metbo& beiIu A?.veloped for the measurement at
PSO,the modified ccwerslon ratio, ad ihe epithermai neutron
sPectrum are ckmcritwd. (auth)

358.
5678 (AECL-2606) LATTICE MEASUREMENTS WITH 28-
ELEMENT NATURAL U02 FUEL ASSEMBLIES. PART L BUCK-
LINGS FOR A RANGE OF SPACINGS WiTH THREE COOLANTS.
f4srduia, K. J. (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Chaik River
(Ontario)). July 1966. 95P. UP. ma. AECL $2.00.

Buckitngn derived from activation measuremcnta In the ZED-2
reactor are given for 28-element natural U02 fiei assembiieo.
Measurements were made fn D20-moderated triangular arrays of
S5 amembltea at pitches in the range 20 to 40 cm. Tbe three
ccdanta used were D20 of moderator purity, He to simuiate ●

voided condition, and HB-40, en organio 1iquld. Bucidfngs ob-
tained with He as coolant are greater than those for D20 and HB-
40 cooiants for the pitches Investigated. Macroscopic variatiooa
of the In-Cd ratio were meafmred with D20 and organic cooianto
within the range of pitches studied. (auth)

359.
2804 EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF MIXED D20 LATTICES
CONTAINING Tb02 RODS. .%kolowsid, E.; Andersson, A. J. W.;
Persson, R.; Wikdahi, C. E. (Aktiebolaget Atomenergt, Stock-
holm). l’7p. (CONF-660524-23). ORAU. Gmelin, AED-CONF-
66-104-18.

From 2nd International Thorium Fuel Cycle Sym~aium, Gat-
linburg, TeM.

Measurements were made on D20 iattices of natural U02 rode,
1.2% enriched U02 rods, Th02 rods, and their admixture. The
data from tbe buckiing, spectral index, and flux distribution mea-
surements are presented. Conversion ratio measurements were
also made. (D. L.C.)

.
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3. CROSSSECTIONS

1.
1058 KAPL-813

KnolIs Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.

SOME ACTNATION MEASUREMENTS IN THE INTER-

MEDIATE ENERGY REGION. I. H. Dearnley, H. E.
Soisson, and J. E. Yunker. Sept. 24, 1952. Decl. Oct. 18,
1955. 88p. Contract W-31 -109-Eng-52.

Measurements of ratios of Isotopic capture cross sectirn

to Uz$s fission cross section (ua /uf2t5) in an intermediate

energy region have been made for a number of iaotopcs.
Materla18 were activated by photoneutrons from a 2-Mev

x-ray Be block source or by neutrons from side hole No. 6

of the Argonne C P-3 reactor. The ratio of ua /~Z3$ was
measured for Nazs, Mnss, AS7S, Rb8b, Sr89, Z rt9, MO’S, Ruin
pd!ot, cdl~~, lni!S, 5nizo, .5ntZz, sn~z~, Sblzs, Batsl, LStsg,

Prl’i, Ce*’2, Nd14e, W’”. and Au*oT. The values obtained
were considerably lower than predicted by the statistical

theory of nuclei. (auth)

2.
4350 LA-1201
Ma Atamee Sckdtf.lc Lab., N. Mex.
A MEASUREMENT OF THE AVERAGE FISSION CR-
ttECTfGNSOF Puao ~ W“’ IN TNE FAS2 REACTOR
NEUTRONSPECTRUM. Edward T. Jumey. Nov. 8, 1960.
WC1, tlec. 7,1955. 8P. Contract W-7405+215-36. $0.16

m.
A comtmrfeon chamber la descrtbed which was deolgmcf

10be Inserted into a reactor port tn order to measure fis-
don ratm from neutron fluxes wbtch had undergone ● mtrd-
mum of ernrgy degradation. TIM croeo section was io-
torrcd from a com~risoa of tie fisoion counttng rates from
fOih of known Puao enrichments with the retea from staod-
d foil containing mly P#”. Incidental to the P@ fieeicm
tmm esctfon measurement the experiment also ytelded a
meunwwsemt of the average fiaolon croes section for R6x’.
(ml~

,

3.
4359 KAPL-511

Knolls Atomjc Power Lab.. schcncctxfy, N. Y.

DEPENDENCE OF a OF U-233 ON TEMPERATURE.

J. B. Sampson and H. Hurwitz, Jr. August “14, 1951.

DPcI. Dec. 601955. 19P. contract W-31 -109 -eng-52.

$0.20(0-1%3).

Two linca of reasoning are used in considering the tem-

perature dependence of a (ratio of radiative capture to
fiesion) in U*3Sexpoecd to a thermal neutron flux. An ex-

periment involving “measurement of the ratio of fissions in
U: with and without a Ag shell eurround-Ifm to capture in U

{ng the U foil, is analyzed. The best value indicated from
this experiment is (da/dT) - -(10 * 5) x 10+~C, in con-

trast to Wigner’a result of –22 x 10+AC by a eimiIar

analysis. Indications from neutron velocity eelector resuIta
m-e that da/dT is more apt to be positive than negative,
and poesibly as large as 10 x 10+/”C. There is no experi-

ment wMch fs definitely inconsistent with the assumption

da/dT = O, and moreover this zero value is a compromise

between the qualitative values indicated by the two lines of

reasoning considered. (autb)

&
1642 ORNL-1992

Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
A DIRECT COMPARf60N OF SOME NUCLEAR PROPER-

TIES OF U-233 AND U-236. J. T. Thomas, J. K. Fox,

and Dixon Callihan. Dec. 12, 1955. 25p. Contract W-

7405 -eng-26.
A comparison has been made of come nuclear propertkt

of U*$$ and @5 baeed on dab obtejned in a eerieO of

criticaf experiment o. Aqueoue eolutiona of uranyl
oxyftuoride contalntog uranium enriched to about 90% in

each of the two Isotopee have beeo made critical in water

reflected spherical reactors having diameters of 26.4 ac4

32.0 cm. With the hypotheeee that the reported nuclear
constants for U23Care reliably known and that tbe neutron

leakage epectra for ~sa and t$sb were equal for the came
water reflected critical sphere, the value of q(U2S’) at

0.026 ev wae determined to be 2.31 + 0.03. Tbe crttlcd

maeneo of the two ieotopea have been meaeured over a

limited temperature range and corresponding valuee of tb
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reactivity temperature coefficient are reported. Tba
remits sre tabuiated. The critical mans of U*’S In tbe
larger ophere, unreflected, wao 1.15 kg. The delayed
neutron yield of the two isotopes were compared by aottq

tbe periods resulting from the withdrawal of a boron
poison from the critical spheres. It 1s shown that tbe
yield from Ut~s IS about one third that from U*U. in ~

ment with other determinations. (auth)

4222
5.

2739 KAPL-M-IID-3
Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N.Y.
MEASUREMENT OF aFORPu AT20KV. Hamey
Brooks. Apr. 11, 1947. DecL Feb. 7, 1956. 8p. Con-
ttaot W-31 -109 -Eng-52. $1.80 (~h OTS); $l.ttO(mf OTS).

6.
12204 AECG-3527
W?c$tlnl:hou..c Clcctrlc Corp. ,Rcscarch bbs., [East].

Pittsbur@\, Pcnna. - ‘
COMPILATIOX OF TECIiNICAL RE PORTS ON TIIE
SU13JECT m FAST NEUTRON SCATTERING. PART m.
[1957]. i 17P. Project NR-024-028. Sponsored by ONR
and AEC under Contract N6-ORL-156, ttisk 2. S 18 .3(J(@
OTS); S6.00(mf OTS).

P.wt I issued as AECU-3387. Part II Issued as AECU-
3402.

The p~pcrs presented arc entitled: Rcsonancc Capture
Integrals as a Check on the Neutron Absorption Cross
ScctIon in Muitigroup Tabulations; .Muitigroup Neutron
Cross Ecctlons; Cross Scctlon Calculations for Fast
Neutron Scatterln~ IV. Depth and Radius of tbc Rcai
Potential in a Diffuse surface Optical Model; and Tim Con-
struction of Inelastic Scattering Matrices. (T. R. M.)

u

?.
9440 AERE-i4P/R-2140

Gt. 13rlt. Atomic Energy Rascarch Establisbmont,
Harwell, Bc?ka, England.

TABLE OF CONSISTENT NUCLEAR DATA FOR UW,
Uzlt, AND P@ FOR 2200 M/SEC NEUTRON. P. A.

Egektaff, K. W. Morton, and J. E. &ndors. Doo. 1966.
hp.

Five quantities relating to the behavior of fissilo ieo-
topes are tnbulatcd for U238, @, and E$Iaso. Tbo66 WSOtt-

tiea aro tho averago number of neutrons emitted por

fission, tho avorago number of neutrons emitted par nsu-
tron absorbed, u,, the absorption aross sootlon, uf tba
fission cross section and tho ratio (UA-uf)/uf. (MJLR.)

8.
125c4 KAPL-1346
Knoils Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.
%~POltT OF TNE NUCLEAR PHYSICS SECTION FOR
MARCH, APRIL, MAY 1955. Dccl. Mar. 14, 1957. 43P.
Contract W-3 1-109 -Eng-52. (Deleted version: AECD-
3792). $0.30 (0T5).

fic neutron capture-to-fission ratio was mcnsured for
a 5000 ev sbicldcd UZSSeample and found to be, for a mean
fission energy of 15 kev, 0.406. The echematic diagram of
the new three-stage mase spectrometer 1s glvcn. An anti-
coincidencc aclntillation apcctrometcr. which is being np-
plied to the quantitative nnaiysla of gross fission-product
mtxturcs 10 described. Plnns aro being made to build a
h!gh-precision rnagmctic alpha anaiyzer. PU2:’ fission and
absorption crose sections and tcxnpcraturc coefficients of
reactivity arc anslyzed. The average of a Brclt-Wigner
resonance over a Maxwelilrm neutron opcctrum ia made.
An extenalon has been made to the thco~ of atomic dls-
pktccmcnts produced by trrndiation in a solid, improving

agreement with experiment. The cffecta of monocncrgctio
fast neutron on normal end @d-doped Ge wne studied.
(W. L. H.)

9.
2636 BNL-1576
Brookhavcn National Lab., Upmn, N. y.
c MEASUREMENTS. H. Kouta ●nd G. Price. Feb. 19,
~g53, Decl. May 3, 1956. 7P. $ 1.80@.h OTS); $1.80

(mf OTS).
The sxperimontal method ●nd rosulta of faat fiaaioa

faotor measuremonte on reaotor fuel rode containing UW
aro discussed. (D. E. B.)

100
11359 KAPL-1793
Knoils Atomic Power Lab., Schencctndy, N. Y.
AN u49(E) CURVE CONSISTENT WITH EBR-1 MEASURE-
h!ENTS AND ALSO WITH MOST FORMER :*lEASURE-
MENTS. J. B. Sampson and D. F. Molino. Mny 16, 1957.
lSp. Cnntract W-31 -109 -Eng-52. $0.20 (OTS).

A critical review is made of experimental information
concexnh,g the energy dependence of the tapture-to-fias ion
rntio, ~, of puzm. A form of this dependcnco is obt~ned

which ta shown,to bc consistent with nearly all mcaaure-
mcnts, including these recently reported for EBR-1. This
dependence shows a rapid dccreaee with energy near
100 kev, nnd is intermediate tn form betw$ecn those of
●ovcral previoue suggestions. (auth)

,y;

DETERMXNATION OF THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEU-
TRONS v=ff EMITTED IN A SINGLE CAPTURE EVENT BY
THE ISOTOPES U*sS, U23SAND Pu23g IN THE SUPERTHER-
MAL REGION OF NEUTRON ENERGIES. P. E. SPivak,
B. G. Erozolimsky, G. & Dorofcev, V. N. Lavrenchik, I. E.
Kutikov, and Yu. P. Dobrynin. Swtct J. Atomic Energy,

.

.
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.

.

No. 3, 295-302 (i956).
The variation of V=ff for the isotopes Uus, U2S and PZZ2S

is measured in the superthcrmal region of neutron encr-
glcs. For U*33 vcfr rcm~ns constant up to an energy Of the
order of 100 CV. For PU2W Vcff drops by 12% on going from
the ‘thermal spectrum to the spectrum of energies from
0.15 to 0.5 ev, and then rcmalns constant. For U23SPen
remains constant on gotng from the thermal spectrum to
the spectrum of energies from 0.15 to 0.5 ev, and then
drops by 18% on going to the spectrum of energies from 8 to
130 ev. (autb)

u.
7[4
TBE AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS vcff EMITTED BY
THE ISOTOPES Urns, U*3SAND PU2U ON CAPTURE OF NEU-
TRONS WITH ENERGIES FROM 30 TO 900 kev. P. E.
Spivak, B. G. Erosollmsky, G. A. Dorofeev, V. N.
bvrenchik, I. E. Kutikov, and Yu. P. Dobryafn. Soviet J.
Atomic Energy, No. 3, 303-9(1956).

Measurements are made on zJ.rr for the ieotoms UZS.-..
U8S and PU2S for neutrons with energies from ;O to 900 km.
It {8 discovered that in thla energy region v.fr increaasm
eubatmztlally 22s tize neutron energy increaees. (autlz)

1958

13.
9371
NEW DATA FOR NEUTRON CROSSSECTIONS. P. K.
(K P.). Atonmaya Energiya ~ No. 8, 169-70(1957).

On the basis of data obtained from the U.S.A., the
U. S.S.R., and England, the most probable valuee for the
neutron cross sections aad criticality constants for U=,
u~ss, and PZSn9 are tatxzlated. (JOS.R,)

3.4.
4573

CAPTURE-TGFISSION MTfOS FOR FAST NEUTRONS IN
Uz:s. 23. C. Dlvcn, J. Tcrrcll, nnd A. Hcmmendlngcr (Lao

Alamon Sc!cntlfic Lab,, N. Mcx.). Phys. Rev. ~, 144-50
(1958) Jnn. 1.

llze rntlo a = uC/zrf, where Ue 10 the neutron cepture
cross scctlon and uf the neutron-lnduccd fleelon crose

zmctlon, hae been measurad for f?’s as a function of neutron
encr~. A pul scd and collimated neutron beam le pnsscd
throu~h a Uzzs sample at the conicr of a large Ilquld ncintil-
Iator. Captures and flmdons arc dcteciod by mcnne of thclr
prompt gamma raye: elagtic and inclastlc ecaitcring events
are l~orcd bccausc of emalicr puleo hclghis. Flesione are
d!eilnkwlehcd from capiurca by mcane of delayed pulecs
from the capture of Uzcrmalimd fleelon neutrone. It Is
found that In the neutron energy rengc En = 0.175 to 1.0
Mev ihc vaiuc of 42 to gtvcn approximately by zt = 0.190 to
0.116 En. 71tc eccuracy of the determfnrztion of u is 10 to
1S!$ in terms of the damtazxl Uovtctlon and hsdivtdssal
points. (mzth) .

150
11786

SUnCADMIUM IN-PILE ETA9 AND ADSORPTiON
CROSS SECTIONS OF U233. PutJ’, AND PU24’. E. R.
Gacrttncr, M. E. Jones, D. E. McMlil.szz, J. B. SsZmpeOzS,
and T. M. Snyder (Gcncraf Elcctrlc Co.. Schcncctady,
N. Y.). Nuclear Scl. snd Eng. ~, 756-71(1958) June.

.Mcmwzrcmcnts of two !nddpcndcnt iypcs were made of
the rcact!vlty crfcct In a thermal tcsi reactor of earn-
plcs of U21S, fJ2S1, PU23Y,nnd Puat. From these mcno-
urcmcnie avcrtwc suhcadmiurn wzlucs of cia (fi) rclniive
to ii of tP arc obt n]ncd 1ndcpcndcntiy of other knowl-
edge of the average ebeorptlon croae sections. Average
absorption croee oections are SIOO obtained from the
measurcmente. Vz4ii2ee of (fi) for U&’ , Pure, end PUM*
sre respoctlvely 2.231 * 0.034, 1.927 ● 0.024, and
2.213 ● 0.07. Tho correspondhzg value of n (0.0253 ev)
of pstm ie found to be 2.025. A presentation of the
method end results are gtven together with a compert-
son with previoue work. (SUM

160
9382

EFFECTIVE REACTOR CROSS SECTIONS IN MTR FUEL
ASSEMBLIES. J. Halperia and J. O. Blomeke (Oak Ridge
National Lab., Term.) and D. A. Mrkvicka (Argonne National
Lab,, Chicago). Nucle~Sci. and Eng. 3, 395-402 (19S8)—
Apr.

Analyses of uranium, neptunium, and plutonium jsotopes
have been carried out on dissolved MTR fuel elements.
Effective reactor cross sections computed from these
measurements are in good agreement with differential
cross-section measurements. In particular, effective
cross -sectIon values were found for U2W and Ua’ of 34
barns and 23 barns, respectively. (auth)

17.
6362

TEN-GROUP CALCULATED EQUILIBRIUM NEUTRON
SPECTRUM AND DIFFUSION LENGTH IN NATURAL
UR.\NIUkL D. Mcncghettl, H. fi. Hummcl, nnd W. B.
Locwcnsteln (Argonne Nnttozml lab., fmmon~ Iii.).
Suclcnr .S.1. and Eng, ~, 151-60(1958) Feb.

The dcgrodation of neutron energ!ee in a fast rcnctor
is largely duc to Inektsifc scattering. In a dllutc fact

:SS to U2M atomic ratio) the neutron SPCC-systcm (large U

trum isthen prlzzmrily determined by a fission spectrum
distribution modlficd by inelastic scattering in U2S8. In
tlds Investigation a set 0[ ten-group fast crose secticna
for U::8 trove been prepared with the inelastic cross
sect!ons below about 1.35 hfev based upon Ievcls at 45,
150, nnd 700 kcv. The inehzetic transfer contributions
from unknown hlgber levels were chosen to be coneistcnt
with the gross mcasurcmcnts of Betbe, Beystcr, nnd

Carter, having the three-group energy division consisting
of above 1.4 hfcv between 0.4 nnd 1.4 Mcv, nnd below 0.4
Mev. The ten-group fnet croae ecctlone were teeted by
comparing the calculc&ed equilibrium epectrum, dfffueiosz
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length. mxf detcetor responses la sntural urantum with
rcperted experlrnentsl values found fn the bhmftet of the

Zephyr reactor ad tn tls? -U experfmeote. (nutb)

A2!i2

18.
9427 BNL-463(p.53)
Atomics International Div., North American Aviation,

Inc., Canogn Park, Calif.
NEUTRON YIX LDS FOR UZ33. R. J. BCCkY. P.53 [Ofl

TNORIUM -U233 SYMPOSIUM, SPONSORED BY THE
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMM1SS1ON AT
BROCKNAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY,
JANUARY 9-10, 1958. lp.

Investigation of cross ecction curves to obtcln avcmgc
values of q over clgbt energy groups for U2° are re-
ported. (W. L. H.)

190
11377 CF-59-1-70
Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.
ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF ETA BY THE
MANGANESE BATH TECRNIQUE. G. deSauemre end
R. L. blacklin. Jan. 20, 1959. 11P. Contract ~-
?405-eus-26]. $3.3Mph), $2.40(mf) OTS.

An experiment IS described for measuring q of Urn
and estimating the variouE errors tnvolved. A value for
q can be obtained wtth a prectaion of 1% or better.
(auth)

20.
17438

COMPARISON OF CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF ETA OF U23S. D. W. Magnuson
and Reginald Gwin (Oak Rtdge National Lab., Term.).
Nuclear Sci. and Eng. ~, No. 1, SUPPL, 148-8(1969) JUM.

The series of experiments to determine q of U*M with
five concentrations of U2s’~(NOJz solutions and four
concentrations of U2S~ (NO~2 solutlons in a 69.2-cm-
dism. aluminuin ephere Ie described. Bortc acid was
used as a poison in the expertmenta in omfer to va2y tbe
uranium concentration. Unpoieoned solutions in a 122-
cm-diam. sphere were alao made crtttcaL Expertmeti
end calculations are summarized. The best value of m
determined wee 2.295 + 0.036. (W. D. M.)

210
1464 ORNL-2609
O.\k Ri~ii:t’ N:ttionnl Lab., Tcnn.

‘~EUTIiON PiIYSICS DIVISION ANNUAL PROGRESS RE-
PORT FOR PERIOD ENDING SEPTEMBER 1, 19S8.
Oct. 28, 19S8. 161P. Contract W-7405 -cng-26. $3.00

(OTS).
A relatively Iow-power reactor research facility, the

Pool Critical As~embly (PCA), was installed In one end
of the pcol at the Bulk Shlclding Facility. A dcscriptioa
of the facility and tbo baitial critfcal expcrimcnta is
given. Experiments to determine the effect on rcact[vfty
of Iargo voids in the reflector arc dcscribcd. A new
attempt was made to calculate the energy apcctrum of

the gamma rays leaking from the BSF reactor by Inte-
grating the aourccs ovor the entire reactor and spplyfng
an attenuation kernel. Some recent calculations pertain-
ing to the U~-SS Buik shielding Reactor If are pre-
sented, as well as a status summary on the project. The
latest design of the Tower Shicldtng Reactor U (TSR-U).
wfth Its associated controls and 5 Mw wntcr cooling

systcm, and several studies supporting the dnsign am
prcscntcd. The values of v of U233and PU2S relative to
the value of v of U*S were dctcrmlncd. Expcrtmcnte
were performed to dctcrm[nc the critical pammctem of

aqueous aolutlons of 93.2% U*X cnrlchcd uronyl fluoride
contained fn cylindrical annuli formed’ by various com-
binations of alumtnum cylinders vsrylng in diameter
from 2 to 30 in. Critical cxporimcnts wcro performed
with ORR and BSR fuel elements to dctcrmtnc safe
arrays to which tho elements could be hsndlcd and
stored. Expcrimcn”~ were performed with 2.09% @s-
enriched uranium metal plates tn n light-watcr-
mo$eratcd and -rcflcctcd assembly. TIIC roftecttng
properties of water, Styrofoam, and Plexiglas wcro
atudicd In critical cxperimcnta with 6 tn. thick slabs of
aqucoua solutions of U~F2 enriched to 93% U2S. A
series of experiments with blocks of 2’% U2S-cnrIchod
mtxtures of UF4 and paraffin are deacribcd. Some data
are presented dcscribtng the critical conditions of
sphericaf volumes of aqueous solutions of UZU and U*X.
A study of gamma emission during thermal fission of
L?S wss carried out. The sIowing down of fission neu-
trons In water was tnvcatigak?d. Rcsulta were ohtalncd
for neutron diffusion mcssurcmcnts for bcrylllum at
room and I{quid nltrogcn tompcraturcs. A 300-kv parti-
clo accch:rator was cmwtructcd for the DWt. A detailed
ttmorctlcal study was made of rwm+mnco Asorpllon of
T(:U:rt, n:{ In nucIcar rcuctlons. The cmccljon bctwccn
‘..mtron flus md slowing dowo density was tnvcstlgatcd.

l%c cmpirlcal kernel mcthcd for trcrdlng baro critical
systcme 1s dlecusacd and utillzcd to predict tbo mate-
rial buckltng of oqueoue @w bnrc rcactore in an effort
to olarify the ago discrepancy. Tho biffnito mcdlum
multtplicatlon. factor was computed for UzS/~Fa-@
mnlnt{oM as n fcnctlpn of neutron energy. “

22*
9259 LJ\MS-2235
Los Alxmos Scientific I-lb., N. MCX.
NEUTROX CROSS SECTIONS FOR FAST AND iNTER-
MEDIATE NUCLEAR REACTORS. C. B. Mills. Oct.
1958. 171p. Contract W-7405 -eng-36. $3.00 (0Ts).

A neutron trtinspofi equation which was solved nu-

mc rtcaliy has been conncctcd wltb mult!group neutron
cross sections and critical assemblies to display tho
area of covcrago sqd rango of errors. Tho cross eco-

tiormo orit{cal aaacmblioa, and rcaulte am talxhted.
(autbj
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23.
13686 AERE-R/R-2457

United Klngdorn Atomic Energy Authority. Research
Group. Atomic Energy Research Estnbllshmcnt,
Hmncell, Berks, England.

RECENT IiARW’llLL OSCILLATOR DATA FOR HE THE
FISSILE NUCLEI U23S. U233, AND pL123S0H. Rose, W. A.

Cooper, and R. B. TnttcrsalL Feb. 1959. 9p.
The pile oscillator tcchnlquc was employed for n

careful investigation of the rcnctlvllyeffccts produced
bywtchof thctircc mnjorflssilc nuclei U:3S, UZ33,and
~zss in two of Harwcll’sthcrmnl renctors, Dimple mid

Glccp. Thercm.ilts nrccomparcd with predictions based
upon tho Wcstcott rccommcnd~tions for cffcct!vc thor-
mnl cross sections. fn addition, the oscillator data are
used toobtainf airlyprec!se ratios of n for comparison

with present world average data. The results yield for
tftermal neutron.s at2&Cthe rclatIvc values: V(U23S):
rf(utl~): 2f(Pu~3~)=l,ooo: 1.074*0.015: o.tW4*o.oltio

(auUs)

24.
5000 BN L-402
Brookhavcn National Iab., Upton, N, Y.

THE VA LU1,; 01~ Vn,,t. ft. Shcr. June 25, 1956. 6p.

$1. SO(ph OTS); $1. SO(mf OTS).
The rcsommcc cscapc probability wns measured In the

BNL rcnctor nnd in about 18 uranium -water laUiccs.
From these mcasurcmcnts and previous mcasurcmcntn
of f, c, M3, and Bz, values of qmt arc inlcrred. The re-
sults arc dlscusscd. (W. D. M.)

25.
9253 APEX-4G7
Kuclc:]r Development Corp. of Ancrica, Wldtc Plains,

s. Y.

SOJIE NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR hfULTl-
GROUP CALCULA’ITONS. N. ‘fhlll. June 30, 1958.
212P. For General Electric Co. Afrcralt Nuclear
propulsion Dept. Contracts AF33(600)-38062 and
AT(1 1-1)-171. .SINxontract AT-70. $3.S0 (OTS).

Chapters 1 through 4 deal, rcspcctlvcly, with neutron
diffusion data, neutron sensor tits, lnclastic scattering
data, and photon fictivatlon data. Chapter 5 consists of a
list of the rcfcrcwccs to the literature cited In the first
four chapters. Tbc neutron diffusion data consist of the
absorption, scattering, transport, and slowing-down

cross sections. The neutron sensor data arc concerned
with the activation cross section un.& for the produc-

1102s,of ncgntlve beta particles. The inelastic scattering
dnt~ consist of the neutron incktstic scattering cross

section, the spectrum of the Inelastically scattcrcd
neutrons and the lnclastlc slowing-down cross scc~lon.
The photon activation data consist of tho neutron cross
section for photon production UKY, the total photon en-
ergy release and the photon energy distribution spec-
trum. Ail cross sections are reported as obtained and
as group-averaged and digttaiized cross sections. TIM

CrossSections23-28

group-aversged and dlgltellzed cross sections are de-
fined. The groups ower which the cross sections wem to
be averaged, the aver~ging procedure, mxf the digttaliaa-
tion procedure were specffied so that the results ob-
tained woutd be readtly ueable in the GE reactor calsmla-
tlon procedure. In addition, thermal averages of the
neutron diffusion cross aectiona are reported. (m@

26.
713C4 TNCC(tJS)-39
[Tripnrtilc Nuclcnr Cross-Scctlons Committee.]
~EtiORTS BEARING ON U235THERhlAL F1ss1ON

CROS5-SCCTION DISCREPANCY. Mar. 19SS. 27p.
S4.SO(ph), S2.70(mf) OTS.

Originally Issued as LA-511 and LA-512.
The gamma-ray activity of two .mrnplcs irmdinted in

the Clinton and Hanford piles and of the barium and
cesium cxtractcd from them was compared wtth the ac-
tivttics e.xtractcd from a sample in which the immbcr of
fissions was dct~rmlncd by monitoring during the neu-
tron exposure. The rcsulte obtdncd show good internal
consistency and Indlcnte @t (8.9 * 0.3) x 10IT and (4.8 +
0.25) x 1018 fissions, rcspectlvcly, had occurred in the
tWO cmmplcs. These rcsu]w arc compared ~th ~a~5
spectrometer data obfslned by WilHnms and Yustcr on
the snme samplca to f[nd Utc ratio of the cnptare and
fission cross sections of U23S. (au*)

27.
934 AERE-R/R-2620
Unltcd Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. RCSCZMh

Group. Atomic Energy Reecarch Estnbllshmcnt,
Hxrwcll, Ilcrks, England.

NEUTRON FLUX MEASUREMENTS IN THE CORE OX
LIDO. J. W. Wcalc, H. R. Mck. Hydcr, A. Green, E. D.

J~cs. C. J. Kcnward. nnd p. J. Ornm. JuIy 1958.
47p. S1.26(BI~.

The fnst, cpithermal, snd thermal neutron flux dis-
tributions through the core of LIDO have been mens-
urcd using absolutely cnljbratcd thin foils. By compar..
log the reaction rates of sodium, mnngancsc, tndium,
and gold, absolute values hnvc been inferred for the
eplthcrmnl and thermal fluxes, and some rcvlsed cross
sections are suggested for mnngsnese and tndium,
(auth)

1960

28.
13217 WAPD-BT-17(P.61-6)
Weetls@touee Electrlo Corp. Battle Atosnlo Pcwer Lab.,

Ptttetawgb.
MULT2GROUP CROE8 SECTIONS FROM DET&ED
NUCLEAR DATA. H. J. Ameter. 6p.

The cross ssecttor3e of& have recently been tahsslatd
wltts mom than usual detsll. They am used hem for ~
up a ftfty-four groep eapertsnental llhmry for the MUFT
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cede. ‘f’be procedure ta preeeoted u an amample of how
one could, in principle, account for fine details tn att
nuclear data. (OOtb)

29.
12442

NEUTRON ENERGY SPECTRUM MRMUREMENTS fN UN:
MODERATED AtEtEMBLIES. G. J. Ptccher (@Io12u0
National Lab., Immong fll.). Nucleu S01. and Eo&. ~
36S-62(1260) Apr.

Tfte nautrm energy apeohum at tbe center of the dilute
fast core of the coupled fast-thermal qeaetor ZPR-V W88
studied by usc of ftseion cbsmbera having electrodes
quantttatfvely eieetradeposited wttb IF, U=, UW and
U2M. Atomic flsslan ~ttOS faumf with tbOSC f022r iEOtOfMS

determine a four-group neutron energy epectrum which
can readily be meaeured 08 ● function of position in tim
core by use of suttabte drive unite. ‘l12e same fission
chamber prmmdure was used to study the equtitbrlum
neutron energy Epeetrum in a natural uranfum expm2en-
tfat column at IJJS Aiamoa. The resuite of measurement
in tbeee two spectra are shown ad Coxed with tbeo-
rettcal predictions. Tlu3 ZPR-V resoite m-e also compued
to an analysle of this spectrum made by use of nuclear
emulsions for tbe range 0.2 to 2.2 Mev. (auth)

30.
Ulu CF-60-4-12
tlak Rfdge Nattenel Lab., Temt.
CMTICAL E%PE=ENTS FOR ltEACTOR PRY=OO
SI’UDIES. R. Gwin ad D, W. Magnuson. Sept. 16, 1960.
64P. OTS.

The thermal value of V for U*” smf f?’s was determtnuf
tn a ser!ea of experiment involving direct comparison of
the critical parameters of unreflected homogeneous ●que-
oua solutions of the two isotopes. Auxiliary experiments
eatabllshing llmita of error, teeting certain aspects of the
theoretical model employed, and experimentally deter-
mlnhtg the parameters In the crlticat equatton were per-
formed. Experiments performed with 27-in.-dlameter d
48-in.-dlameter apherea and 6-ft-diameter and 9-ft-
dkuneter cyltnders yielded consistent values of V. Meas-
urements of the nonleskage probability in cylindrical
geometry gave values conaiatent with those predicted by
a two-group model in which the theoretical value of the
age was used. Within the experltnentai error no differ-
ences were found tn the agea of flsslon neutmna for U288
and U’”. The average thermal valuea of eta determined
are T for U2~s, 2.284 * 0.016 and ?f for U’”, 2.074 ● 0.016.

The 2200 m/eec values are the acme since the g-faatora
for eta are unity. (auth)

31.
18428 BNL-607

Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.
NEUTRON CROSS SECTION EVALUATION GROUP
NEWSLETTER NO. 1, JUNE 1960. Rudolph ~r atai

Sophie Moore. 8P. OTS.
Tbe discrepancy to the Be”(n,2n) croaa section aa

meaaurcd by Fischer end Levin & Cranberg waa per-
tisiiy resolved in the 2.6- to 4.1-Mev region by new
meatmrementa of the nonelastic neutron acattertng.
The croaa section for differential elaatic neutron
scattering for Bet waa determined at 2.6 to 6.0 Mev,
together with that for Be”(n,a) at 3.9 to 6.6 Mev. Bit
was determined to be present to naturai B to the extent
of 19.8 * 0.1%, and the cross sections for B1o(n,a ) and
natural B (absorption) were found to be 3840 ● 10 and
762 ● 3 barna, respectively. The cross aectiona for
BIO(n,a ) and B10(n,2a ) were determimxf lo the Mev

range. Cross sectione are reported for Ot’(r.,a) at 6 to
7.34 Mev, 01’ differential elastic neutron scattering at
3.0 and 6.0 Mev, A#(n,a) at 1.3 to 6.S Mev, and
A#O(n,a ) at 5.76 to 8.94 Mev. Neutron capture oroaa
aectiona in the kev energy range are reported for Nb,
Mo, Rb, Pd, Ag, Cd, In, S22, W, Pt, and Au. Thermal
neutron total cross sections at 0.02 to 0.20 ev are

2SS U236, pu2M, U2340ati 1120,with the re-reprtcd for U ,
auita for 0.02 to 0.04 ev being given at 22oO m/riec.
Neutron multiplication data are given for U21Sand PU*18.
(D.L.CJ

1961

32.
22882 THE INTERACTION OF 14 MeV NEUTRONS
WITH URANIUM. K. W. Allen, P. Bomyer and J. L.
Perkin (Atomic Weapona Research Establishment, Alder-
maston, Berks, Eng.). Reactor Sci. and Technoi.,

J. Nuclear Energy, Pts. A and B, 14: 100-6( May 1961).
The multiplication of 14-Mev neutrons in uranium shelia

was studied. The meaeurementa iead to rI vaiue of q, the
average number of neutrons produced per inelastic collision
of a 14 Mev neutron, of 3.30 * 0.15. Neutron interactions in
a thick uranium she il have also been investigated and
effective cross sections for the react[ons U23’(n, f), U2X(n,f),
and U2a8(n,y) have been obtained for the ineiastlc neutron
spectrum In the sheti. The vaiue of V, combined with other
nuciear data, leads to the following cross eection data for
@D for neutrons in the energy range 13.4 to 14.8 Mev:

1. I z U,,,30 z 0.8 barn and O 2 um,m~20.3 barn. Ciuth)

33*
24295 (TID-13165) DETERMINATION OF a FOR U*SS
fN THE D4TERMEDIATE ENERGY SPECTRUM BY ANALY-

SIS OF URANIUM FUEL FROM A Be MODERATED lNTER-
MEDtATE SPECTRUM biTTICE. E. B. Fehr, E. C.
Hansen, D. G. Miller, and F. M. Rourke (Knolls Abmic
Power M., Schenectady, N. Y.). [ 1961?1. Contract
W-31 -109 -EW-52. 9P.

The value for the capture-to-fiesion ratio a for U2JS for
tntermediate-energy neutrons was determined by analysia
of depleted uranium fuel from a Be-moderated and
-reflected lattice. The radiochemical method of enaiyaia
is outlined. The results are compared with the 1947 KAPL
reauits and with the work of S. Oleska. (D. LC.)

.
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. 34.
6766 (ORNL-3016(p.81)) DETERMINATION OF
THE THERMAL VALUE OF q OF L?33 AND U23SBY
DIRECT COMPARISON OF CRXTICAL PARAMETERS
OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS. R. Gwin and D. W. Magnu-
son (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.).

An experimental determination of the thermal value
23s based on the direct com~risonof q of U233and U ,

of the critical parameters of dilute aqueous solutions
of the uranyl nitrates of U233and U235, was completed.
The average thermal values of q obtatned are 2.284 +
0.015 for L?33 and 2.074 + 0.015 for U33S. The 2200-m/
sec values are tAe same, since the g factor for q is

unity in each case. (auth)

35.
2195
MANGANESE BATH MEASUREMENTS OF q OF U2S3AND
U*”. R. L. Macklln, G. deSaussure, J. D. Kington, and
W. S, Lyon (Oak RMge National Lab., TeM.). Nuclear Scl.

and EnK. ~, 210-20(1960) Sept.
The absolute thermal value of q for U*S3and U3JCwaa

meaaured directly by a method of total absorption which tn-
volves relative counting of manganese bath activation and

some minor corrections. A thermal neutron beam (defined
by cadmium difference) is introduced in the center of a

one-meter-diameter sphere filled with a dilute solution of
manganoue sulfate in water. The beam is first mada to
activate the bath directly, then it is totally absorbed in the
fissionable sample whose fission neutrons then activate the
bath. The ratio of tie two activities ia equal to II except for
a mall corrections. The reeults obtained for q corrected to
2200 m/see were, for U333, 2.296 * 0.010; and for U33S,
2.077 ● 0.010. (auth)

36.

13654 (BNb”65s) ‘NEUTRON CROSS SECTION

EVALUATION GROUP NEWSLETTER NO. 3, FEBRUARY
1961. Rudolph Sher and Sophie Moore (Brookbaven Na-
tional Lab., Upton, N. Y.). 6p.

Capture-to-flaaion ratios in U3S3, U2S6, and PU2SSare
given as a function of neutron energies from 30 kev to
1 Mev. Excitation functions of fast-neutron-induced re-
actions are given for Tb232(n,2n)Tb23’ from 6.4 to 15.1 Mev.

Reduced neutron widths, r:, are tabulated for calcium from
254 to 595 kev and lead-206 from 352 to 718 kev, as deter-
mined from the neutron total cross section resonance pa-
rameters. Measurements of neutron radiative c raaa sec-
tions for 49 nuclidee are tabulated relative to iridium at 30,
65, and 167 kev. (For preceding newsletter see BNL-634J

(B. O, G.)

.

.

Cro88 Sectio~ 34-39

1962
3?.
2772 (AAEc/E-59 (SUPP1.1)) FAST NEUTRON FLUX
AND SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS IN HIFAR. FIRST
SUPPLEMENT: AVERAGE FISSION SPECTRUM CROSS
SECTION FOR NiKa(n@)Co68. J. W. Boldeman and K. P.
Nicholson (Australia. Atomic Energy Commission Re-
search Establishment, Lucas Heights, New south Wale a)..
Oct. 19G1. 3p.

The NiS*(n@)Co5: reaction croes section In a fission
spectrum was re-measured and found to be 102 + 3 milii-
barna. (auth)

38.
26532 ‘rIlk: COi{ltlli.ATION 01: iNTEGltAL EXPEfU-
MENTS ANIJ III(; lI-HNSIWY C1{OSS-SKCTI(JNS. J. ChOr-
rdck, H, C. Ifotmek, P. Michael, S. O. MooreJ. and t3. SrOtao-
tiah (Brookbaven Natlonai Lab., Upton, N. Y.), p.435-43 of
~tphy,loa of Faint ~d 123tamedlate Reaotora. Vol. 1.”

Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency, 1962. (fn
English) (BNL-S604; BNL-6892)

The correlation of Integral experiments and high-energy
crose sections is diecuesed. Tbe importance of integral
data where cross-section measurements are inadequate is
pointed out. The senaitlvity of estimates of fast fission of
u231 to inelutic Cm6S sections and energy degradation in

the Mev energy range ie shown by comparison of iniegral
data with Monte Carlo calculations. It is shown that the
Sneli experiment la a aeneitive index to the absolute vsluea
of inelastic cross sections above 1.4 Mev. The results of
attempts by the Brookhaven Cross-Section Evaluation

Group to reeoncile measurement of inelastic cross sec-
tions of Uzu are given. Other aress where integral data and
critical experiments can be used to reduce computational
uncertalnt ies are the fast effect In be ryliium, and q of UM3
at intermediate energies. Critical experiments can reduce
the present uncertainty in Be (n,2n) cross-sections and in
intermediate energy values of q23. (auth)

39.

296M (ANL-6570) k CALCULATIONS FOR 22 ZPR-
fff FAST REACTOR ASSEMBLIES USING ANL CRGSS-
SECTfON SET 635. W. G. Davey (Argonne National Lab.,

Idaho Fells, Idaho). May 1962. Contract W-31 -109-erg-
38. 21p.

The Yifteh, Okrent, and Moldauer cross-section set
(ANL Set 135) was modified to include new measurement
of v and a for U231, and to incIude, in en approximate
manner, Hummel, Rage, end Meneghetti’a corrections
for flux depression et resonance energies in Al and stefn-
Iees steel. This modified set, ANL Set 635, was used to
compute values of k for 22 ZPR-fII assemblies of widely
varying composition. The DSN neutron transport code waa
used in spherical geometry and the S4 approximation:
shape factors were used to convert from cyiindricef to

aphericat geometry. Seventeen of the calculated vaiues of
k lie wtthln ~ 1% of a mean vatue of 1.003, and the remain-
f~ 5 lie within ● 2%. In terms of prediction of critical
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mass, It appearn that the proceuhzre used here oan achieve
an accuracy of 6% to 10% for a wide r-e of Urns-fueled
assemblies. (auth)

40.
3862 (ORNL-3193fp.1’f 7-87)) THE MEASUREMENT

OF a AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY, G. deSauasure, L. W.
Weston, et al. (Osk Ridge National Lab., Term.).

Experiments leading toward a precise measurement of rz,

the capture cross section to fission cross section ratio, as
a function of neutron energy are completed, Determinations
of a are discussed at 30 and 65 kev, end over the range
from 1 ev to 150 kev for the principal fissionable isotopes.
A fission chamber 1s designed and tested, and various
problems involving background radiation and counting tech-
niques are investigated. Electronic circuitry is also de-
signed, built, and tested. (auth)

41.
14080 CAPTURE TO FISSION RATIOS FOR FAST
NEUTRONS IN U2SS, U2S6, AND PU2W. B. C. Diven and
,J, C. Hopkins (Los Aiamos Scientific Lab., New Mex.).
P.407-12 of “Neutron Time-of-Flight Methods. ” Brussels,
European Atomic Energy Community, 1961.

The ratio of neutron capture to fiselon cross sections
233 @M and ~zso at 9 incident neUtrOnwas m~~surcd for U , ,

energies from 30 to 1000 kev. A pulsed and collimated
neuiron beam is paesed through the target ai the center of
a iarge cadmium-loaded 1Iquid scintiiIator. Captures and
fissions are detected from their prompt w scattering is
biased out since corresponding prompt pulses are smail.
Fission neutrons are thermalized in the scintillating solu-
tlon and provide delayed pulses that identify a fission
event. Capture events are not foilowed by delayed pulses
from the scintillator. Corrections are applied for the
fissions not foilowed by delayed neutron puises and for the
effect of background. This experiment yleids vaiues of a
ta an accuracy of 1 or 2%. (auth)

42.
12326 THE MEASUREMENT OF ETA AND OTHER
NUCLEAR PROPERTIES OF U2’S AND U2S6IN CRITfCAL
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS. R. Gwin and D. W. Magnusotz

(Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.). Nuolear Sci. and Eng.,
12: 364-80 (Mar. 1962).

The Zhermai vaiue of eta for U2SSand U2S6is determined
in experiments on unreflected homogeneous aqueous solu-
tions of the two isotopes. ‘i%ese experiments aiso yield a
value for the neutron age end the limiting concentrations of
the fissiie ieotope in the aqueoue soiutiona for infinite
volumes. Auxiliary experiments, establishing limits of
error, testing certain aspects of the theoretical modei
employed, and experimentally determining the param-
eter in the critical equailon, are alao performed. Experi-
ments performed with 2’f-in. - and 48-in. -diam sphcrca,
and 5-fi- and 9-ft-diizm cylinders yieid consisieni vaiues
of eta. Measurements of the noniesimge probability in

cyfindricnl geometry give vtziues consistent with thoee

predicted by a two-group model in which ihc theoretical
vaiue of the age is used. Within the experimental error no
differences are found in the ages of ffssion neutrons for
U223.and U2S6. The average thermal values of eta determined
are ,2.292 * 0.015 for U2S3and 2.076 * 0.015 for U2SS; The
22OO meters/see values are the same since the g-factors
for eta are unity. The vaiue of the neutron age to the
iridium resonance energy for U2SCfission neutrons in water

is found to be 25.6 * 1.3 cmz. The minimum U233and U2°
critical densiiiea for these nitraie aolutlons are found to be
11.25 + 0.10 and 12.30 + 0.10 gin/liter for U*23and Uz’t,
respectively. Czuth)

43 ●

12501 DETERMINATION OF ETA BY COMPARISON
OF ijif FOR Uzw AND PU2W WITH @i FOR U23SIN A FLUX
TRAP CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. R. Gwin and D. W. Magnu-
son (Oek Ridge National Lab., Term.). Nuclear Sci. and
Eng., 12: 359-63 (Mar. 1962).

The Veluea of eta for U2SSand puzs’ were determined by

a reactivity coefficient measurement. An aqueoua solution
of each ieotope was introduced exfally into a critical cylin-
drical annular flux trap reactor, and the resulting reac-
tivity change waa meaeured by period determinations.
From theee date the ratios [W(U2$s)/q@(U2Si)] ad [fjU(PU*s)/

@(U2S)l were obtained. Using measured vaiues of eta for
U2S and the absorption cross sections in this ratio, the
thermal values of 2.317 + O.O4O for eta of Uzsa and 2.032 *
0.063 for eta of PU2S were obtained. Correction to a neu-
tron velocity of 2200 meters/see by using the appropriate
g-factor gives a value of 2.317 + 0.040 for eta of U22Sand

‘w. (auth)2.082 * 0.054 for eta of Pu

44.
4680 (LAMS-2543) SIX AND SfXTEEN GROUP
CROSS SECTIONS FOR FAST AND lNTER.MEDfATE
CRITfCAL ASSEMBIJES. Gerdon E. Hansen and Wil-
liam H. Roach (f.ms Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex,),
Nov. 1961. Contract W-7405 -Eng-3G. 72p.

Six-group neutron cross sections are listed fur the more
common fissionable isotopes for study of fast neutron crlt-
Ical assemblies and sfxteen group cross scc!ions of UIO
more common reactor material for study of intermediate
neutron critical assemblies. Data sources and averaging
scheme used for the development of these muitfgroup
parameters are also given. (auth)

45.
12498 NEUTRON CAPTURE TO FISSION RATIOS IN

@3J, U2J’, PU2J’. J. C. Nopkins and B. C. Diven (Ine
Ahmos Seicntiflc Ub., N. Mex.). Nuclear Sci. and Eng.,
12: 169-77 (Feb, 1962).

The ratio of neutron capture to fission cross ncctions,
a, W8S measured for U2S1, U23S, and P#t at 9 Inc IdunL
neutron energieo from 30 to 102)0 kev. A pui ~ed and col-
limated neutron beam Is paesed through a target plnwf
8t the center of a large, cadmium-ioaded, liquid sciIdtl-

.

.
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Istor. Capture and flsslon events are detected by means of
their prompt gamma raya; elaattc and tnelasttc scattertn~
eventa are d16carded because of thetr smaller pulea hel~ht.
Fiaslon Is identified by the delayed putees produced by

capture in the sclnttllator of the flanlon neutrons. Cor-
recttona are applled for the flaston eventc not fo Ilowed by
delayed neutron puleea and for the effect of background
counts. lhta procedure ylelda values of 1 + a to ●n ac-
ouracyof lor 2%. huth)

46.
26510 MEASUREMENTS OFa FOR U2M, U2’f AND
PU28SFOR MONOENERGETIC NEUTRONS. J. C. Hopklno
and B. C. Dlven (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. ).
p,lll-17 of “Physics of Fast and Intermediate Reactors.
Vol. l.’) Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency, 1962.
(TfD-12896). (In English)

The ratio of neutron capture to fission cross sections, a,
was measured for Uzss, Uzs$, and PU2S9at 30 20 1000 kev. A

puLsed snd collimated neutron beam is passed through tbe
target at the center of a large cadmium-loaded liquid scin-
tiliator. Captures and fissions are detected by their prompt
gamma rays; elastic and inelastic scattering events are ig-
nored because of their smailer puiae heights. Fission events
are identified by the neutrons that accompany the fission
process. These neutrons are thermeltzed in the scintillat-
ing solution and provide delsyed pulses wk.ich characterize
a fission event. Capture evente are not followed by deiayed
pulses from the scintillator. Corrections are applied for tbe
fission events not followed by delayed-neutron pulses and
for the effect of background counts. The capture, capture-
plus-fission, and background events are recorded simul-
taneously. This procedure yields values of 1 + a to an ac-
curacy of 1 or 2%. (auth)

47.
4?57 (ANL-6413G) EFFECT OF RESONANCE SCAl’-

TERING 6N CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS OF FAST
ASSEMBLIES. D. Meneghetti (Argonne National Lab..
Ill.). Dec. 1!361. Contract W’-3l-lO9-Eng-38. 13P.

Crit!cal masses of rcprcscntative ZPR-111 fast assem-
blies contnln[ng resonance scatterers are calculated using
the SNG transport code. THE IBhf-704 E LMOE code of
Hummcl and Rngo was used to evaiunte group transport
snd group elastic-transfer cross sccttons in the cores In

conjunction w{th the 10-group cross section net of Ytftah,
Okrent, anti Moldauer. BY using hundrc~s O( neutron en-
ergy groups and the detailed ekistic scattering matrices
for the rcsonnncc scattcrcrs, ELMOE carries out a funda-
mental mode analysls. It thereby obtains material buckl!ng
and the dctallcd fine structure fh.w depcntfcncc upon energy.
H then rc-evaluates the gross group crasa sectione for
transport and elnstic transfer. Considcratlon of the reeo-
nance scattering effects caused by aluminum and stalnlcos
steel tncrcase the calculated crttical masses of ZPR-Iff
asscmbllcs 23, 31, and 32, by about 15 kg, 21 kg, and 21 fqf,
respectively. Corresponding reactivity decreases are.
about -l%, -0.7%, end -2% kcffectl~, refWmttvelY.. htff)

4$.
26541 THE SENSITIVITY OF CALCULATED CRITICAL
MASSES OF SMALL FAST SYSTEMS TO CHANGES IN THE
U13~AND U2? NEuTRON-SCATTERING DATA. E. D.

Pendlebury (Atomic Weapana Reseamb Establishment, Al-
dermaston, Berka, Eng.). P.97-11O of “Physics of Faat
and Intermediate Reactors. Vol. 11.” Vienna, Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency, 1962. (In English)

The sensitivity of the calculated critical masaes of sim-
ple systems to changes in the basic neutron scattering data
were investigated. The systems considered are spheres of
29% U2’S and 93Y2% U*sS, both bare, and reflected hy thick
natural uranium. The cstcutations were carried out using
the Carlson ~ method with 4 energy groups, and the per-
centage changes in the crdculated critical messes of the dtf-
ferent systems, due to specified changes in tbe aspects of
the neutron scattering data, were obtained. The results are
presented and discuseed with particular reference to the
adjustment of the baeic data to agree with experiment&1
critical sizee. (auth)

49.
33788 (BAW-1244) RESONANCE ABSORPTION IN
@l METAL AND O~DE RODS. Final Report. W. G.

Pettus, M. N. Baldwin, and C. Samuel (Babcock and Wiioox
CO. Atumic Energy Div., Lynchhrg, Vs.). Apr. 1962.
Work performed under United SVatce -Euratom Joint Re -
tic arch smt Dcveloijmcnt Program. Contract AT(3O -1)-
25’fIt. 103p. (EURAEC-396)

The cifectiva rctmumco integral was measured for U*SB
metai und oxide rods uf various diametera. Three dif-
ferent exi~rimcntal methuds —activation, s20UC reac -
ttvtty, and oscillation —were used, end t$e following

consistent results were obtained Uac: Rf = 2.4 +

26.2 ~ and U2X02: RI = 0.6 + 26.2 ~. The Doppler
broadening effect was measured up to 600”C for U2S8and

2W02. The results art? h god %ree -up to 1000”C for U
ment with the previous measurements of Hellstrand,
Measurements of the Dancoff effect for both H20- and
D20-moderated iattioes are consistent with the Bell ap-
proximation. (auth)

50.
12768 THE POTENTIAL OF PLUTONIUM AS A FUEL
fN NEAR-THERMAL CONVERTER REACTORS. Kari H.

Puechl (NucIear Materials and Equipment Corp., Apollo,
Penna.). Nuclear Sci. and Eng., 12: 135-50 (Feb. 1962).
(NUMEC-P-26)

The potential of plutonium as a fuel in near-thermal con-
verter reactors is investigated. Over certatn ranges of
fuel loading and/or moderation, it is shovm that the effecttve
absorption cross section (averaged over the entire neutron

240decr~ses WIti fuel burnup; i.e., de-spectrum) of Pu
creases wttb the associated softening of the neutron
spectrum. The plutontum, therefore, behaves as a setf-
etabtlizing or self-compensating fuel with the decreaae to
P# cross section balancing fissionable material burnup
end fission product build-up. Thereby long core lives are
attainable with nominal shim control requirements. The
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strong neutron temperature dependence of the effective
Pu240 absorption cross section also results in a highly
negative temperature coefficient of reactivity and thereby
in the feastbllity of spectral shift shim control. Economics
evaluation indicates that fuel cycle coste of between 1.5 and
2.5 mills /kw-hr may be attainable with these plutontum
fueled systems. (auth)

51.
26519 GROUP CROSS-SECTIONS FOR FAST REAC-
TORS. P. F. Zweifeland G. L. BsU (Atomic Power Develop
mcnt Associates, Inc., Detroit). P.189-205 of “Phyaicsof
Fast and Intcrmcdlate Reactors. Vol. I.” Vienna, Inierna-
lkmul Atomic Energy Agency, 1962. (In Engllsh)

Multi-group-dlffusion cquatlonsareglven, and the correct
[ormof thogroup cross ficctlons Isdlecussed. Tbe average
trantqwrt croee scctlon may be written tnacertainapprox-
Imalkm Interms ofanaverage mean free path. Thecalcu-
latlon Is lengthy because It Ie not amenable to expression
in terms of elemental averagee; tnequalltles are proved
which simplify the averaging procedure required. The uee
of the same set of group-averaged cross sectlone for ail
fast reactora 1s invalld If the epectraln different reactors
are dlaslmllar amf U the cross-sections vary rapidly over
the group, conditions which frequently hold. Aniterathm
procedure Iadescrlbedby which the correct averages are
found; Itlsuscd todetermlne thesensltlvltyof reactor cd-

culations to spectral effects. In transpert calculations such
as Sn, averagea must be made over angle and energy. Since
the flux 1.s non-separable Inangle and energy, care isnec-

essary to avoid orroneoua remdtn. The Snequntlon 1s stud-
lcd In terms Ofa elmplo modol, and a criterion IS derlvd
which may prove useful In determining the importance of

angulnr non~eparabltlty In reactor cslculatlonn. A conal@t-
ency retntkm among group-dlffuslon coefficients, slowi02-
down power ad atmorptlon cross-sectlon~ IS derived from

neutron-coaservatlott arguments. A daftnttlon d croup ab-
sorption oross section In terms of effective reeoaance ln-
tegrah 1s not corree~ ltmust be modlfted accordlog to the
type of multt-group acbeme used. (auth)

1963

52.
19264 TIIE RATIO OF NEUTRON CAPTURE TO FK+-

SION fWR URI\Nltf Xl-235. hl. J. Cabcll and L. J. Slco

(AtOmtC Energy Rcscnrch Eslnhlishmcnl, Rmvcll, Itcrko,
EnK.). J. Inorg. NUCL Chcm., 24: 1493 -1500 (Dec. 1962).
(AERE-3986)

Alpha (the rat)o of neutron capLurc to flsslon) for UZ3C
Rae hmnnurcd at nlnc dif(crcnt points nlong a flux scanning

fubc of the reactor PLUTO, Expcrtmcntal values for u
varied from 0.178 to 0.189. Correcting all the results to

2200 212/LICC neutrons gave a mean value for a, of 0.1725 A
0.0034 (standard error), a result tn cxccllent agreement
with premmt recommended vsiuea. (aufIi)

53.
28277 THE RATIO OF THERMAL NEUTRON CAP-
TURE TO FISSION FOR 230Pu. M. J. Cabell and L. J. site
(Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Dcrk8.
Eng.). J. Inorg. NUCL Chem., 25: 607-14 (June 1963).
(AERE-R-4173).

Alpha, the ratio of neutron capture to fiasIon, for PU*:]

waa measured at aeven different pointa along a flux scan-
ning tube of the PLUTO reactor. Highly-enriched PUZ(C

samples were alao irradiated to make allowance for lhe
destruction of this nuclide. Experimental values of a fur
PU239 v~ried from 0.458 to 0.470. Correcting all resuiin”~

2200 m/aec neutrons gave a mean value for cxOof 0.370 i
0.008, a result that ia in excellent agreement with prcb~~~
recommended values, but doea not include uncertainties 1-
the g and e valuea for neutron capture and fiaaion. (auL$/

54.
702 (ANL-6617) A CRITICAL Comparison OF
MEASURED AND CALCULATED FISSION RATIOS FOR
ZPR~lif ASSEMBLIES. W. G. Davey (Argonne National
Lnb., Idaho Falla, Idaho). Sept. 1962. Contract W-31 -
109-eng-S8. 35p.

A criUcnl comparison of measured tmd calculated central
flaaton ratioe for 16 ZPR-lff fast reactor ●saembties warn
mnde with the object of examtntng the accuracy of compu-
tstton of spectra and of the fission cros6 sections used.
Thie comparison uses fieaion ratios measured with KIrn
absolute fission chambcre and computed with ANL cross
section Set 635. The Kim chambers and experimental
technique are described. It ie shown that ratios measured
with tbreahold dctectore must be corrcctcd for the effects
of tnelaetic scattering in the chamber walls. Possible
sources of error in the experimental technique are dls -
curmed, and experimental evtdence for the val idlty of the
method la presented. The derivation of ANL Set 635 Is
described. R is shown that Set 63S is a modification of the
Ytftab, Okrent, and Moldauer ANL Set 135 and that the
central spectra and fission ratios calculated wi2h tbe two
sets are generally similar. Tbe U2S4and U*3’ fission cross
sections are not given in Sets 135 and 63S; these were taken
from ANL set 179. The meaeured and calculated fission

112 @.24 @S, u226, Una, pu2So, andratios obtained with U
~tto were compared, bo’ti to ~earch for trends wbicb

might cccur with progressive changea in spectra, and also
to determine the accuracy of prediction of ratioe. It wan
found that the calculated relative fission rates of X%239and
Lfzv are within about +172% of the meaaured valuea, and the

calculated rates for Pu 24o @C and ut~” relative to either
‘1 ‘~zat or @2$ are within *3/2 to +5% of the meaeured v~ues.

However, calculated fission rates for U23Cand U*S4are
abeut 6% low and 8% high, respectlvely, relative to those
of the other five isotopes. (auth)

55.
12773 (ORNL-3380(P.51 -63)) THE MEASUREMENT
OF a AS A FUNCTION OF ENERGY. G. deSaussure,
L. W. Weston, et al. (Oak Ridge Nationsl Lab., Term.).

The ratio, rr, of the capture cross section to the fission

.
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. cross section of U2SSwas measured at neutron energies of
30 nnd 65 kev. The resu%s, a = 0.372 * 0.026 at 30 * 6 kev
and a = 0.315 * 0.06 at 64 i 20 kev, are in agreement with
previously measured values. The capture cross section of
“2s8 was ~i~o determined —0.531 barn at 30 kev and 0.340
barn at 64 kev, values which are in agreement with pub-
1ished data. (auth)

56.
24637 (WAPD-BT-28(P.21 -6)) USE OF GADOLINIUM
SEPTA IN SLAB CORES. J. J. Kepes and J. A. Mitchell
(Westinghouse Electric Corp. Bettis Atomio Power Lab.,
Pittsburgh). (WAPD-T-1451)

The nuclear characteristics of gadolinium in septa form
were predicted and compared to experiment in three criti-
cal assemblies. These cores were designed to provide
different spectral environments for sheets of 4.3 wt % gad-
olinium in zirconium. Two diffusion theory models were
examined. A variational method predicted the keff to within
+0.3% and -1.4%, whereae an iterative treatment waa 1% to

2% low. (auth)

57.
19549 (HW-75007(Paper 14)) THE PHYSICS OF PLU-
TOMUM fN FAST REACTORS, D, Okrent (Argonne Na-

tionaf Lab., 111.) and F. W. Thalgott (Argome National Lab.,
Idafro Fells, Idaho). 331x

A review of the Pu behavior phyeics eaaociafed with
medium and large fast readore is presented. The relative
reactivity worth and breeding potentiaf of the various Pu
isotopes are deduced from examination of pertinent crose
sections. This Information is used as a basis for examina-
tion of a broad range of fast reactors. Other discussion la
concerned with Doppler effect, Na reactivity coefficient,
selected kinetics, and reactor safety. (J .R.D.)

58.
7.27C9 (GEMP-173) NINE AND SIXTEEN GROUP
CROSS SECTIONS FOR REACTOR ANALYSIS. C. S.
Robertson and E. M. Benson (General Electric Co. Flight
Propulsion Lab. Dept., Cincinnati). Jan. 7, 1!)63. Con-
tr~ct AT(40-1)-284’f. 35p.

Nine and sixteen group cross sections for use in trans-
port theory codes are listed. Elements included are N,
Bc, B, C, O, Al, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Co, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo,
Eu, Gd, Ta, W, Re, Th, U, and Pu. A discussion of the
format and the method used to proccse these is included.
(auth)

~

59*
17207 (N P-13666 ) GRUPPOVYE KONSTANTY
BYSTRYKH I PROME ZHUTOCHNYKH NEITRONOV DLYA
RA8CHETA YADERNYKH REAKTOROV. (Group ConstatiS
of Faat and Intermediate Neutrons for the Deatgning of Nu-
ciear Reactor a). L. P. Abagyan, N. O, Bozazyanta, L L
130ndarenko, awl M. N. Nikoiaev (U.S.S.R. Sovet Minlstrov.
Gormdsrstvennyt Komitet PO Ispoi’zovardyu Atomnol En-
ergii). 1962. 243p.

Mutttgroup conetante for faat and intermediate neutrons
are compiled, and new dats on’ neutron interaction with
nuclei are included. The principle of utliizlng multigroup
constante, selectlon of energy groups, averagl~ of macro-
scopic cross eectlone, averaging effective cross aectiona,
comldemtlo~ of resonance effects, ●nd determination of
moderator cross eeetion are dlacussed. A review is given
on fission cross sections mean numbers of secondary neu-
trons, spectra of fiesion neutrons, capture cross sections
and elastic and inelastic scattering. Tables of group con-
stants and fission epectra for reactor materials are in-
cluded. 5’78 references. (R. V. J.)

60.
33011 (A/CON F.2S/P/239) PHYSICS OF FAST l{EAC-
TORS. R. Avery (Argonne Natlorxri Lab.. Ill.), H. }1. Hum-
mel. R. N. Hwang, D. I’dcneghctti. P. A. MoMuuer, .\. B.
Smith. P. C,rceblcr, snd J. B. Nims. 17P.

Frepnrcd [or the United N:ltiuns Third international Con-
fercncc on the Pcaccful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1964.

Developments in methods used to study the physics of
fast reactors ~rc rcvicwcd. The status of experimentally
obtained cross section dnta and of cross section theory is
considered. Some reprcsentntlve values and the methocs .
used to obtain multlgroup constants based on the latest mi-
croscopic data are presented and described. Expcrimcnta~
results for a representative set of ZPR-lH assemblies were
compared with calculations baeed on these latest multigroup
constants. The sodium void coefficient and the Doppler ef-
fect are d!scussed. (M. C.G.)

61.
24852 MEASUREMENTS OF BUCKLING AXD REL-

ATIVE REACTION RATES tN SOXfE PLUTO?: IUM-
GRAPHITE ASSEMBLIES. D. H. Carter, W. G. Clarke,
C. Hunt, J. Marshall, D. B. McCuUoch, J. E. Sanders, and
C. R. Symons (Atomic Energy Establishment, Wlnfrith,
Dorsei, Eng. ). J. Nwcl. Energy, ~. A & B, 18: 105-24
(Msr. ]964). (AEEW-R-201)

me materiala buckiings of a series of plutonium-

aIuminum alloy-fueled, graphite-moderated assemblies
w erc measured, the carben /plutonium ratio ranging from
14,520 to 2420,. Fission ratios of 2J9Pu, 23SU, and 23% in
the assemblies were obtained using small fiaaion cham-

bers. On one of the systems, experiments were extended
up to a temperature of 370”C. The experimental dats were

compared wiih the predictions of a 43-group diCfus[on-
theory code. Agreement between predicted and measured.
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bucklings is good over the whole range of composition,
within the limits of experimental error, which are equiva-
lent to an uncertainty of shut ●2 per cent in reactivity.
The 6pectrum-sen6itive M~p@~u fission ratios were 6

to 9 per cent higher than those calculated from the muiti-
group spectra. Comparison with further re.wlte from an
assembly loaded with’% in similar configuration, lead-
~ a ratio of the 2200 m/tmc q-values of “PU and ‘U of
1.o2 * 0.02. (auth)

62.
1024 (TID-19594) MEASUREMENT OFa, THE

RATIO OF ‘rffE NEUTRON CAPTURE CROSS SECTION.
70 THE NEUTRON FISSION CROSS SECTION, FOR U2’C
INTHE ENERGY REGION FROM 4 ev TO 2 kev,

G. de Sau.saure, L. W. Weston, R. Gwin (Osk Ridge Na-
tional Lab., Term.); J. E. Russell, and R. W. Hockenbury
[Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy, N. Y.). [1962]. Con-
Irtct AT(30-3)-328. 56P.

The ratio (a) of the neutron capture to the neutron fiselon
crvse eection for Uzst waa measured for neutron energfes
from 4 ev to 2 kev ustng a pulsed neutron source. A multi-
plate ftatdon chamber wae placed in the center of a large
Ilquid ecintillator. The gamma raye emitted by the U of
ihls chamber, following a neutron absorption, were de-
tected with high efficiency by the scintillator; f!seion frag-
ments were detected by the fission chamber. After various
background and efficiency corrections, a waa obtained aa
the ratio of the count rate of the acintfllator ih anticolnci-
dence with the flssfon chamber to the count rate of the
scintillator in coincidence wtth the fission chamber. The
o’s obtained were used to compute q from 4 to 24 ev, In
good agreement with direct meaauremente. (auth)

63.
36786 (UCRL-7827) A NEW DERIVATION OF MULTI-
GROUP CROSS SECTIONS FOR BeC3- AND GHAPHITE-
MODERATED SYSTEMS. R. J. Doyiis and E. H. Csnfield
(California. Univ., Livermore. Lawrence Radiation Lab.).
Apr. 28, 1964. Contract W-7405 -eng-48. 75p.

Mtdtigroup (18-group) diffueion equation croes 6eetlone
are rederived, using updated numericaf techniques and re-
cent baaic croea-section mcaaurements. The baaic eerlee
of Spade (BeO -moderated) and Snoopy (graphite-moderated)
critical aasemblics are calculated using these group con-
stants, and the reaulta are compared with tboae from ear-
lier compiIatlone. (autb)

64.
28564 (CONF-446-5) A MEASUREMENT OF @ FOR
U-235 IN THE EPITHERMAL REGION. L. J. Esch,
F. Fetner, J. L. Mewherter, A. F. Heitcamp, and H. M,
Eilrmd (Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.).
[1963). Contract ~V-31-109-eng-52]. 12p.

From the American Nuclear .%ciety ll)th Annual Meet-
ing, Philadelphia, June 1964.

The accurate Integrai mcasu rement of IY, the capture-
to-f{ ssion rstio, for ‘% was experimentally determhed

for aamplea containing only 0.055 ppm 23%J. (R. E .U.)

65.
36502 DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATIO OF CAPTURE

TO FISSION CROSS SECTION FOR 230Pu ACCORDING TO

HEIGHT IN THE BR-5 REACTOR. V. L Ivanov, N. N. Krot,
and G. N. Smirenkin. At. Energ. (USSR), 16: 497-500(Ju~

1964). (In Russian)

A study was made of the distribution of the capture to

fission ratio uY/uf, for Zo$pu according to height in the BR-6.

The distribution of capiure reactions was measured by de-
termining 2topu as a function of the spontaneous fission rate

In phtonium samples irradiated by an integral fiux of 102’
io 1022 n/cmz. Almost isotonically pure 239Pu (*’”Pu content
U5 x 10-%) was used ae the initial material. Values of ~

m a function of increasing distance from the reactor center
increased from 0.1 to 0.8. Data corresponding to an equi-
librium neutron spectrum in the active zone and in an ex-
iernal region of the reflector agree with results of mea-
surements of cryand Uf for monoenergetlc neutrone. (t r-auth)

66,
4525 (BNL-’I349) TOTAL NEUTRON AVERAGE
CROSS SECTIONS IN THE kev REGION AND THE OPTICAL
MODEL. A. P. Jain, R. E. Chrien, J. A. Moore, and H. Pa-
Ievaky (Brooklmven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.). [Sept. 10,
1963]. Contract [AT(30-2)-Gen-16]. 4P. (CONF-327-3)

From Topical Conference on Cmnpounde Nuclear State8,
fhtllnburg, Term., Oct. 1963.

Tbe average total neutron crose eectione for Nb, Mo, Rh,
Ag, Cd, and In are meaeured at 10 to 100 kev, and the values
obtained are ueed to calculate the optical-model parame@rs
of the nuclei. The neutron energtee ueed fall in the region
of the P-wave giant reaonancee in these nuclei. (T. F. H.)

67.
25249 METI1ODS FOR TIIE DETERMINATION OF *DP
AND 6:’ BASED ON CliKhIICAL SE P.\ RATIOX OF Np:’s

AND MOS9 FROM URANIUhl AND FISSION PRODUCTS. S.0.
Larvin (Nuclear Research Center l’Dcmecriius, ” Aikcns).
p.l Gl-79 of “Exponcniial and Criiical Expcrimcnt8. Vol.
11.” Vienna, Interhaiional Aiomic Energy Agency, 1964.

Meihods arc presented for ihc mcasuremeni of P21 and
621. The mcihods for pz], ihc ratio of cpicactmium io aub-
cadmium capiure of ncutrcns in 23*U, is based on the chem-
ical scparaiion of nepiunium from uranium and fission
products in iwo fuel samplca. one irradiated in the latiice
under sludy and one in a pure ihcrmal neuiron flux. The ir-
radiations are normalized by mcana of auxiliary dyspro-
sium foils. A dcacription of ihe scparaifon procedure and
meaauring technique 1s presented together with some ex-
pcrimenial values found for D20-moderated latiices studied
jn the NORA zero-power reactor. The method for 62s, the

238u to that in ‘3SU, is baaed onratio of the fission rate in
the chemical separation of “MO from uranium foils of dtf-

.ferent enrichment, irradiated in the lattice under investi-
gation. A description of the irradiation and eepa.mtion p2v3-
cedure 1s presented together with experimental reeults
obtained in k)lO-moderated lattices studied In JEEPNfK, a
miniature exponential facility. (autb)

.
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. 68.

38013 (A/CONF.Z8/P/3d8) EXPERIJ1k;NTAI, STIJDIES
ON FAST-NEUTRON l{EACTOR PIIYSICS. /\. 1, Lclpunskli,
I. L Bonrtarcnko, O. D. Knrachkovskll, et al. (U.S.S.R.). .May
1964. ?4p.

An cxperlmcntal study was made of some problems of fast-
neutron reactor physics. The studies continue a series of

experiments on fast reactor physics that has been carried cwt

at the Physical-Energy [nstltute since 1950. The following
problems are considered: refinement and dcvclopmcnt of
multigroup cross-section sets for nuclear reactors calcula-
tlow, studlcs of neutron profmgation In large blocks of ma-
terktl performed on BR-I reactor are dc.scrfbed; the BFS
reactor for ktrgc fast-neutron critical asacmbly investlgn-
Uons; and rwdlat [ve -capture cross-section measurcmenta on
fissioncblc Isotopes for neutron spectra of the BR-5 coro and
reflector. (auth)

69.
309s7 (AEEW-N-318) MEASUREMENTS OF BUCK-
LR4G AND Pu23!)/U23.5 RELATIVE REACTION RATES IN
AN UN DE RhIODERATED GRAPHITE ASSEMBLY FUELLED
WIT}! }IIGNLY ENRICHED U235 AND Pu239. E. J.
Maunders (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.

Reactor Group. Atomic Energy Establlshrncnt, Wlnfrlth,
IXrset, England). Apr. 1964. 39p.

As part of a general program of work on Intermcd{ate
reactor asscmblfes, a series of measurements were made
In a subcritical plutonium-fueled, graphtte moderated sys-
tem In which S, the ratio of moderator to flssile atoms,
was 920, and in a 23%f fueled system in which S was 440, to
determine the fIux fine-structure, the material buckling,
and the relative 2Mpu/23SIJ reaCtiOn rates. predictions ‘f

material buckltng and the shape of the neutron energy spec-
trum were made using a Parks scattering kernel, a Scho-
field scattering kernel, and a Free Gas Model together w!th
what i3 basically OCUSOL (See ANL 5800) group-averaged

nuclear data, and also with the point tabulated data from the
Winfrith Nuclear Data File. Unfortunately, the latter does

not give a good representation of the cross sectton between
4 and 6L3evc The 239Pu/Z35fJ relatfve reaction rates pre-

dicted by the Parks model using OCUSOL group-averaged
data are in good agreement with the measured values fn
bath assemblfea although the valuea predtcted by the other
models using this data are not very different. With the
Whrfrfth Nuclear Data File, dtscrepancles of as much as
2~ arise between predicted and observed vahtea of this
reaction rate ratto. With OCUSOL data, aattsfactory agree-
ment is obtained between predfcted and observed values of

B& for the 23% fueled asaembly, but for the 23SPUfueltxf
l.ssembly better agreement was found when the n value for
the “% was increased by 25% at energtes pbove 10 ev.
For both assembltea using the Wtnfrith Nuclear Date File
ieado to vaiuea of B~ up to 6% lower than those predicted
usisg 0CU60L data. (auth)

.
.

70.
30707 biEcL-1965) A Df2TERMfNATION OF TtiE
RATIO OF CAPTURE-TO- FfSSION CROSS SECTIONS OF
U2S’. A. Okazaki, M. Lounsbury, R. W. Durham, and L if.
Crocker (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Chalk River, OnL).
Apr. 1964. 14p.

The capture-to-fission cross section ratio, a, for 2$%
was determined for two samples of 23’U- Ai alloy irrediatd
to 2.03 and 2.26 x 1021 neutrons/cm2 in tie NRU reactor.
Tbe changes in isotopic and total uranium content with irra-
diation were determined by chemical and mass speciro-
metric analysis. Tbe value of ~0 obtained from iheae MSS.
surements is 0.1718 ● 0.0006, which is 2.5% lower thun tbe
weighted mean of other recent measurements. (auth)

71.
38652 GRAPHfTE EXPONENTIAL t\ SSEMRLY.
T. Rzeszot, E. Wardn, H. Markovic, and S. TJICIC. Rc~.
Phys., Acad. Rep. Popuktfre Roumainc, 6: Suppl., 415-2Y

(19s1).
An exponential assembly la described, and buckling :twI

diffusion length m.eaaurcments with it are reported. The

device consists of a graphite cube 240 cm on a side with
100 fuel channels 60 x 60 mm, lattice constant 240 mm,
and 26 measurement channels 30 x 30 mm. The cube is
covered with cadmium foil. There is 20S8 kg of natural
U in rods 27.2 x 300 mm in a can l-mm thick. The valut.
of L dXslrtcd is 4S.4 cm. From the buckling experiment
the dimension of a cubic critical reactor is 734 * 14 cm.
(T. R.H.I

72.
33030 APPLfCATtON OF THE PULSED-NEUTRON
TECHNIQUE TO CRITICAL AND SUBCRITICAL .\ SSEhI-
BL[ES. hl. Sagot, H. Telilcr, R. Jwqucmart, und J. Kren~-
acr (CEh-, SzCiay, France). p.163-8tl 01’“Exponenti:tl and
Crlticat Experiments. Vol. 111.” Vienna, International

Atomic Energy Agency, i964. (In French)
The pulsed-neutron technique wna used in different criti.

cal experiments. This technique 1s particularly intercsttn~

since it can be used without altering the rezctor atruc:urcs.
Its application requires only a time selector md puIsed
sources which, becauso of thci r low density, ;Ire lnt roducc~

on a smail scale into the reactor or its reflector. The tcch-
niquc can be used to measure the neutron Ii fctime and cali-

brate conirol reds quickly and in pcrfectiy safe conditions.

Two different Rubcoie cores were studied in a critical CX-

perimcnt with a beryllium-oxide mederator and slightly
cnrichml uranium - oxide fuel, and the negative f mportanco
function was measured in different arrays: (a) reduction in

tbe volume of the nonreflected core; (b) introduction of
cadmium control rnds; (c) unloading of perfphcrnl fu~i; and

(d) fuel replacement. Other experiments reported (Alize:
light water and uranium enriched to 90%; Aquilou heavy wa-
ter and natural uranium; Marius: graphite and naturttI ura-
nium) show that the tcchrtlque is applicable to natural-

.
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uranium reactors. Using a nonportable neutron generatir,
the same technique was employed to measure graphite diffu-
sion parameters. The buckiing range waa between 7 m+ and
155 m-z and the foliowing results were obtained: diffueion
coefficient Do = (2.19 * 0.03)li? cmz see-i; cooling ineff-
icient C = (37.9 + 4)1O* cm’ aec-ij and graphite anisotropy
f2u/DL = 1.017 ● 0.008. These results are aompared with
those obtained by othera. (nuth)

73 ●

1S476 SOME PROi.lLEhiS IN TIIE CALCULATION OF
HYDROGENOUS SYSTEMS. L. K. Shishkov and A. F.
Pislamkov. Nekotoryc Vopr. Inzh. Fiz., No. 4, 14-33(1963).
(in Russian)

Starting with the Boltzmann equnilon in the diffusion ap-

proximation, the acatiering by hydrogen was treated
separately from the scattering by ail other nuclei, which
were considered ss “heavy” for this purpose. The resuit-
ing equations were then put into the multigroup (in lethargy)
form including inelastic scattering and using the fission
spectrum ae the source. The flnai rosuits treated hy -
drogcnous media in either the P! approximation or in a
“tranaport” apprmumation. The connection with the
cImoment meth~O’ was developed. The CritiCSiitY prob-

lem ,is cfiscus?wf formally using tho matrix method. A
discussion of the extrapolation iength ae a lethargy group
quantity is presented. Resufts of fifteen-group calculations
are presented in both approximations for the critical radiuc
of m ●seembiy based on a core coneiating of a U02F2-
water aaiution with enriched uranium nnd compared with
the experimentally determined dependence of the radius
on h~rogen concentratloo. Similarly in a nine-group
calculation the reauits from tbe two approximations for
the age to 1.4 ev from fission in water-iron mtxturea of
various compositions are compared wJtb experimental re-
euite. lWelve tables givtng the group mmea aectione for
several elemetie, especially hydrogen, ar6 included h tke

SPPatldlx. mm

74.
21598 (IA-899) INELASTIC SCATTERING MATRICES
FOR FAST REACTOR CALCULATIONS. G. Szwarcbsum,
M. Sisger, and S. Yiftnh (Israel. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Soreq Research Establishment, Rehovoth). DSC.
1963. 31p.

By minimizing the X2function, improved valuea are ob-
tained for the parameters of three formuiaa for nuclear
temperature (the formulas of Weisskopf, Bethe and ~OS-
Le Couteur). A comparison of the improved formulas
shows that ali fit the experimental data equally weii and
yield iower vaues for the nuclear temperature. On the
baaia of the improved Weisakopf formuia, new muitigroup
inelastic cross aectiona are calculated und used in the
caicuiution of several faat assemblies. The calculated
critical masses are generaiiy in siightiy better agreement
with experiment. An expkimtion of this effect is given.
(auth) ‘

75.
38307 (A/CON F.28/l’/5l 1) IKE L,\STiC SC.\ TTl;i{-

ING OF HiGH-ENKi{GY NKU’~i{ONS IN F.4ST RI.:.\ C”iWlfS.

G. Szwsrcbaum, M. SicFcr, and S. Yiftah (Iaraei. Atomio
Energy Commission. Sorcq Research Establlshmcnt,

Rchovoth). MiLy 19G4. 20P.
For neutrons above t or 2 Mev, ineiastic scattering ia

described JO a good approximation by an evaporation for-
muia. It is nccessnry to find fitting vaiucs for the nucicar
temperature at various energies and for a wide rtmgc of
nuciidcs. ,The formuias for the nuciear temperature, O,
are obtained as derivatives of the formulas for the aver-
age icw?l spacing. D. Usualiy, first parameters appearing
in tho formuia for D arc fitted to ihe experimental data,

and then the formula for the nuclear temperature is de-
rived. It is advantageous first to derive tho formula for e,
in which only onc pnramctcr is invoivcd. The fit w iih Cxn
pcriment is done for parameters in the formuins. reeuiting
from the three must common formuiae for D —those of
Weisskopf, Bcthc and Lang-Le-Couteur., This is done by
minimizing the X* function. Comparison of the improved
formuias shows that aii describe equally well the experi-
mental data nod yicid lower values for the nuciear tem-
perature. On the basia of the improved Weisskopf formuia,
new muitigroup inelastic cross secti?ns are derived and
used in the calculation of several fast assemblies. Tbe cal-
culated critical maesea are generally in sltghtly better
agreement with experiment thttn previous caicutations.

(au*) -

76.
4532 (EANDC-S3U(P,M-86)) NEUTRON CAPTURE
IN @n Mb THE RATIO OF CAPTURE TO FISSION IN
d$s. L. W. Weston, G. de Sauemtre, and R. Gwfn (Oak
RidgeJ Nationai Lab., Term.).

LSIWO liquid sointiilator tanks bam been ●pplied to the
measurement of tbe napture oro~ eeotion of U’n at SO and
64 kev, ad the measurement of tbe ratio of capture to fia-
eton 10 fPsco Tbe ratio of oaptum to fission in Uss ia
aturiied over a wide neutron energy range (4 ev to 700 kev)
by two different metboda. (auth)

77.
34886 RATIO OF CAPTURE-TO-FISSION IN U2’CAT
kev NEUTRON ENERGIES. L. W. Weston, G. dessussure,
and R. Gwin (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.). Nuci, SCi,
Eng., 20: 80-7(Sept. 1964).

The ratio of the neutron-capture cross section to the fis-
sion cross section (cr) for l~tu ~ae measur~ for incident

neutron energies from 12 to G90 kev by a large gadoiinium-
loaded 1iquld-acintillator technique. Additional meesure-
menta at 30 and 64 kev were made by a method using a
ikquid scintilIator and a fission chamber. The experimental
vaiues of o can be approximately described by a linear de-
crease from 0.374 at 10 kev to 0.177 at 210 kev, followed by
a iess rapid linear decreaee to 0.095 at 700 kev. The re-
sults of these experiments are consistent and in reasonable
agreement with other reported VSIUCS of IYin this energy
nnge. (auth)

I

. I
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78.
3i249 L\/CONF.’’P/510J0J NUCI,E.+R CROSS ’3EC-
TIONS FOR FAST REACTORS. S. Yi(tah and M. Slcger
(Israel. Atnm{c Energy Commission, Tcl-Aviv). Nay
1964. 16p.

The 16-group YOM cross section set for fast rcnctor
an.aiysis is rcvisctl. A revised 16-group cross section set

takes account of: new information on neutron an@lord is-
trlbut!ons, modified incl:lstlc scattering matrices ncccssl -
r~hxfbydl(fercnt nuclcar temperatures andstntistlcal
mcdel calculatIrms, modified capture cross scctlons oi the
flssilcnucIidcs, modi(icd -r:tlucs ofuranlum-235. and
modified cross scclton values. An extcnskmoClhc 16-gmug
sel io a 20-group set by adding 4 grtmps in the 2-14 MOV
range is presented. Thus, ksklng Into account the [n, p),
(n,u)and(n,2n) reactions. Adetailedstudybz 14 Mev
will facilitate w-wziy.sis of experimental resuits obtained
with puisedncutron snurccs. .i finer group structure above
theursnitsm-239 fission threshold enabics study of the fifi

structttreof the (Iux in this region.’ Another extensiono(
tbet YOM set, belowlhe present boundary of fL5kev, i. in
progress. This wiiienabie spectrumanaiysisof neutrons
{n biankete andinkppierc nicuiations. (aUth) .

79*
21168 (GEMP-223) N3NE- AND SIXTEEN-GROUP -
CROSS SECTIONS FOR TUNGSTEN. J. W. Zwick and
A. Prince (General Eicctric Co. Advanced Technology

Services, Cincimati). June 3, 1983. Contract AT(40-l)-
2847. 31P.

Revised neutron cross eectlons of natural tungsten are
presented In the ntnc- and sixteen-group formats for use
in transport theory codes S-VfU. S-X, S-XI, and TDC re-
actor nuciear calcuiattons. The method employed itt pro-
cessing of the croezs seettons is outlined. Tt2e source of
daL~ are summarized, and a tabulation of oross section
point-vahzes for use in other cafcu3atlons 1s ietcIuded.
(auth)

80.
21170 fGEMP-279) NEUT RON C ROSS SECTIONS
FOR TANTALUM LN THE NINE-ENERGY-GROUP FOR-
MAT. J. W. Zwick (General Electric Co. Advanced Tech-
nology Services, Cincinnati). Apr. 6, 1984. Contract
AT(40-1)-2847. 5P.

Neutron microscopic cross sections for tantalum are
presented in the nine-group format. (auth)

U!u
810
35440 TIME-OF-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS OF NEU-
TRON SPECTRA FROM THE FISS1ON OF UUS, U238, AND

Barnard, E.; Feri?won, A. T. G.; McMurray,
W. R.; Van Heerden, I. J.- (Atomic Energy Research
Establishment, Harwell, Berks, Eng.). Nuc1. Phys., 71:
228-40(1965).

The energy spectra tn the range 100 kev to 9 Mev of the.

neutrons emitted in the fission of ‘8U by 2.086 and 4.908
Nev fncident neutrons were measured with a time-of-
flight technique in conjunction with a multi-plate fission
chamber. The experimental arrangement is described and
possible errors discussed. The fission neutron spectra
obtained from the slow neutron fission of 236Uand ‘9Pu
were also masured. These results and other published
data are summarized and compared with the predictions
of statistical theory. (auth)

82.
29329 MEASUREMENT OF FAST-FISSION RATfOS
fN NATURAL URANRJM. C. B. Bigham (Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd., Chalk River, Ont.). Trans. Am. NUCL
Sot., 8: 266-9’(May 1965).

83.
18734 (CEA -R-2455) MESURES D’INDICES DE SPEC -
TRE DANS LES MILIEUX MULTIPLICATEURS HOMO-
GENES. (Measurements of Spectral fndices in Homoge-
neous Multiplying Media). Jean-G. Bruna, Jean-Paui
Brtmet, Christian Clouet d’Orvai, Jacques Kremser, Jean
Moret-Bailly, J3enry Teliier, and Phiiippe Verriere (Com-
mi~sarlat & l’Energie Atomlque, Saciay (France). Centre
d’Etudes Nuc16aires). Sept. 1964. 57P. Dep. (zM).

Methods for computation of spectra in light water are
available, and it la bzteresting to carry out at tbe same
time experimental studies of simple media (such as solu-
tions of fissioNbie salte) which aliow quite direct com-
parisons with computed vahms. The spectral indices
measurements were mado with two smail fission chambers,
one containing deposited plutonium, the other deposited
uranium-235. Their response, when neutron spectrum 1s
modified, allows the epithermal ~Jrt of the flux 10 be
studied. The mwJia studied with these chambers are fis-
sionable soiutlons (of plutonium or 90 percent enriched
uranium) which were made criticai in bare cylindrical
geometry in the ALECTO reactor. ff the ratio of the cham-
bers is normalized to unity tn a Masweil spectrum, then
the noted variation of the ratio of the counts Pu chamber/
U-235 chamber reaches 1.4 in the range of the studied con-
centration. (auth)

w
10300 CAPTfJR E-TO- FISSIOX RATfOS OF U23J, U23S,
u23$ Axo pu21~ lN ~~[{-r, \[,~K ~1[. ca~{ E. CroLlthan)el

(Argonne National Lnb., Ill.), fMnrdd C. Stupcgla, Peter
Kaf:llas, and Charles 11. Sttwcns. Nucl. Sci. Eng., 21:
179-83 (Feb. 196.3).

fn order to compare the hrcrding capabilities of the
major nuclear fuels in the spectrum of a fast-breeder re-
actor, Intcgwti rmmsurcments were made for the ratio of
their capture and fission cross scctlons in tiw third load-
ing of the First Expcr\mental Breeder Reactor (E BR-1,
Mark Ilf). The capture-to-fission ratio was dctcrmincd as
a function of position in the reactor for 2’2U, 23SU, and 23SPU
in addition, for 233Lrthe ratio of (n, ?n) and fission cross
sections was determined. Further, for 2%J the foIiowing
cross-sccticm ratios were determined: umY(238U)/uf(X) and
uf(238U)/u (X),.where af(X) refers to the fission cross sec -

Jtions of 2 2U,\23SU, and 239Pu. The capture-to-fission ratio
resu!ts for the three primary fissRe species were com-
pared with calculations based upon 16-group neutrnn diffu-
sion theory using two dlffcrent sets of monocncrgctic neu-
tron cross sect[ons, and the agreement is good. The

.
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present data show that of the three major fissile species,
tJ*~ has the h[ghest value of V-I, the maximum number
of neutrons available for breeding, for each flssile nu-
cleus consumed. (auth)

85.
47944 (ANL-7034) THE RATIO OFm$U CAPTURE
AND ‘SW FISSION CROSS SECTIONS IN FASr REACTORS.
Davey, William G. (Argonne National Lab., Idaho Falls,
Idaho). May 1965, Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38, 31p.
Dep. mn; CFSTI $2.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

An activation technique was developed for the measure-
ment of the ratio of the capture cross section of ‘~% and
the fission crose section of ‘% in zero-energy faat reac-
tora. This work was initiated because of the long-standing
discrepancy behveen calculated values of this ratio and
radiochemically meaaured values. The new technique is a
direct counting method which does not involve chemical
separation in any way. Measurements were made in four
ZPR-3 fast reactor assemblies, two with hard spectra atxf
two with eoft spectra. In all four cases the measured ratio
waa slightly (4%) higher, on the average, than the calculated
vaiue. This ia in strong contrast with the past radiocbemi-
cal measurements in ZPR-3 “assemblies, which gave values
16% less than calculation. The present measurement,
therefore, support the general correctness of the calcu-
lated ratio, and hence indicate that there are no gross
errors in the asaumed aversge microscopic valuea of the
~~~u capture cross section and the 2SSUfiaaion cross SSC-
tion. (auth)

86.
41749 MEASUREMENT OF THE 23SUNEUTRON
CAPTURE-TO-FISSION RATION, a, FOR INCIDENT
NEUTRON ENERGIES FROM 3.25 ev TO 1.8 kev.
de Saussure, G. (Oak Ridge National Lab., Term.); Weston,
L. W.; Gwin, R.; Ruaaell, J. E.; Hockenbury, R. W. Nucl.
Sci. Eng., 23: 45-57 (Sept. 1965). (ORNL-TM-1O41).

The ratio of the neutron capture cross section te the
fission cross section, a, for 23SUwas measured for incident
neuiron energies from 3.25 ev to 1.8 kev. A pulsed and
CO1limated neutron beam was passed through a 23SUfLvslon
chamber placed at the center of a large liquid scintillator,
and boih capture and fission events in the chamber were
detected in the sctntillator bymeans of their prompt gamma
rays. A fission eveni was distinguished from a capture
event by a coincidence of the scintillator signal with a
signal with a gignal from the fission chamber. The values
of Q obiained, after various efficiency and background
corrections were applied, are in goed agreement with data
derived from other experiments. (auth)

$7.
39775 (AEEW-M-513) NEUTRON CROSS-SECTIONS
OF Be9 IN THE ENERGY RANGE 1 Mev TO 15 Mev.
Doherty, G. (Atomio Energy Establishment, Winfrith
(Engiand)). Mar. 1965. 13P. Dep.; BfS, $0.40; HMSO,
2s.

Self consistent neutron cross sections for the energy
range 1 to 15 Mev are tabulated. The cross section for the
(n,2n) reaction in tbe important energy region 2 –4 Mev is
still not weIi determined but the ahape was sdjueted to gtve
agreement with a recent integral measurement, The angu-
lar distribution of elastically scattered neutrona, and the
energy distribution of neutroos from the (n,2n) reaction are
not reviewed. (auth)

88.
3387 A MEASUREMENT OF ALPHA FOR URANIUM-
233 AND URANIUM-235 IN THE EPITHERMAL REGION.
L, J. Esch snd F. Feiner (Knolls Atomic Power Lab.,
Schenectady, N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sm., 7: 272(Nov.
1964).

89.
29321 CROSS SECTIONS FOR RE ACTOR DESIGN.
N. C. Francis (Knolls Atomic Power Lab., whenectadyi
N. Y.). Trans. Am. NUCL Sot., 6: 214(May 1965).

90.
17233 MULTILEVEL CROSS SECTIONS AND RE-
ACTOR CRITICALITY. M. Goldsmith and N. R. Candeior,”
(Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh). Nuc1. %i. Eng..
21: 576-8 (Apr. 1965). (WAPD-T-1719)

The effect of using the approximate Breit-Wigner singlc-
ievel formula for representing resonances on criticality
calculations was studied by considering the fission/absorP-
tion ratio in a pure 23~U fuel element. Absorption cross
sections and fission/absorption ratios obtained with the
single-level formula were compared with results obtained
with a multilevel formula. (D.C .W. )

91.
27417 (GA-5944) NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR
Uas. G. D. Joanou and M. K. Drake (General Atomic,
San Diego, Calif .). Dec. 10, 1964. Contract SNPC-27.
141P. (NASA-CR-64263; N65-16203). $4 .00( CFSTI).

Experimental and analytical neutron crose sections for
23SUme t~ulated. Tire data are incorporated into the GAM-
ff slowing-down program and the GATHER-If therm aliza-
tion program. The neutron energy range studied is that
from 1 Mev to 15 Mev. ‘l%e results are also presented in
graphical form. (T. F. H.)

92.
35609 (BNWL-84) CRUNCH —A GROUP-COLLAPS-
ING CODE FOR FAST REACTOR ANALYSIS. Little,
W. W., Jr.; Hardie, R. W. (Batteile-Norlhwest, Ricfdand
Waah. Pacific Northwest Lab.). Apr. 29, 1965. Contract
AT(45-1)-1830. 52P. Dop.(mn); $3.00 (cY), l(mn) CFSTI.

A group collapsing code for condensing faat reactor cross
section data is described. The code uses the fundamental
mode spectrum as a weighting function in computing few-
group croes seciiona. The Input cross sections can have up
to 26 energy groups with 10 downscattering elements. The
collapaed set can contain any number of groups (1 S n S
number in input set). A FORTRAN IV source deck Meting,
input information, and a sample case are given. (auth)

93.
29540 EFFECTIVE FISSION-RATIO MEASUREMENTS
iN A SERiES OF FAST REACTORS. G. W. Main, F. H.
Helm, and H, H. Meister (Argonne National Lab., Ill.).
Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 242-3(May 1965).

.
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9k. odd-z nuclei wan determined, and the average cross sec-

3540 CALCULATIONS OF ZPR-II1 FAST ASSEMBIJE5 ‘ !ian wss mudyzed on the basis of the Interaction of P-

USING A TWENTY-SIX-GROUP CROSS-SECTION S$T. neutrons with nuclei. The capture cross section waa

D. Meneghetti and J. R. White (Argonne National Lab., calculated; the experimental ●nd theoretlcul values were

Ill.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 7: 23’7-8(Nov, 1964). compared. The average cross sections were deo analyzed.
(D.c.w.)

95.
29200 EVALUATION OF GROUP CROSS SECTfONS
FOR LIGHT REFLECTORS OF FAST REAC’tY3RS. David
Meneghettl (Argonne National Lab., Ul, ). Trans. Am.
Nuc1. 80C., 8: 247-8(May 1965).

96.
14484 (AECL-2148) A DETERMINATION OF THE
RATIO OF CAPTURE-TO-FISSION CROSS SECTION OF
U233. A. OkazakI, M, Louabury, and R. W. Durham (Atomio
Energy of Canada Ltd., Chalk River, Ont.). Dec. 1964.
14P. Dep.; $0.50 (AECL).

The neutron capture to fission cross section ratio (a)
for 2~3Uhas been determined for two samples of ‘SSU-Al
aiioy irradiated 20 2.29 and 2.90 x 1021 neutrons/cm2 in
the NRU reactor. The changes In isotopic composition and
tOta~ “ra~um Conmnt with irradiation were determined by
masa spcctronwtrlc and isotopic dilution anaiyses. The
uverage vslue of @ obtained waa 0.0940 + 0.0004 for the
Irradlatlon in a neutron epcctrum having r = 0.022 + 0.004
and T = 4WC. Tbs 2200 m/eeo value of a, .0.00939 ●

0.0009 was derived from the measured a. (auth)

97 ●

14043 TWENTY-SfX GROUP CROSS SECTfONS. D. M.
O’Shea, H. 1{. Hummci, W. B. Loewenstetn, and D. Okrent,
iop. (CONF -654-74)

From American Nuclear society Meeting, San Francisco,
Nov.-Dee. 1964.

The generation of a set of 26 -group neutron cross sec-
tions for analysis of fast reactorg is discussed. The evaius -
tlon of cross scctton data for indtvldual ineiastic icveI ex-
citation, total inelastic cross sections, fission, nuciear
temperature, and capture ia mttined. Cross aectione for
both reactor fuei and stmctural materials are included.
(D.c.w. )

3374 TWENTY -SLX-GROUP CROSS SECTIONS.
D. M. O’5hcl, H. H. Hummei, W. B. Loewcnsteln, and
D. Okrcnt (Argonne f4ation~i Lab., Ill.). Trans. Am.
tWCi. SOC., 7: 242-3 (Nov. 19G4).

98.
3391 INVESTIGJ\TION OF TIIE R,\DIATI\’C CAP-
TURE OF NE L?TKc>NS WfTil ENERGIES UP T(J SO kcv.
Yu. P. Popov. Tr. Fiz. Inst., Almd. Nauk SSSR, 24: 111-68
(1964).

The cner~y dependence of the radiative captttre cross
scctlons for Cu, Fe, PI), and Ni was determined, and the
rneasurcd rcscomnce integral of the capture crose section
was compared with calculated and previous experimental
valucs. The average cross sections for Br, Rb, Nb, hlo,
WNIO Iochfo, M, AK, In, I, CS, W, [r, and AU were ob-

tained; and the energy dependence of tbe radlatlve capture
cross sections for these nuclei were plotted. Rcaommcc
integrals were tabulated. The dependence of the average
cross scctlon for 30-kev neutrons on the atomic weight of

99*
4759s CID-22141, pp 50-66) NEUTRON CROSS SEC-
TIONS. fRensselaer Polytechnic Inst., Troy, N. Y.).

The cap=-to-fission cross section ratio of ~JSUwas
measured, and preliminary values of the neutron reeonance
prameters for Hf ieotopes were obtained by apalyeis of
totsf croes section measurements on Hf. Neutron scatter-
!W and total cross sections of 239Pu, 233U, and 2~~Uwere
measured from 10 to 100 ev. The analyeie of the cross
mction data for enriched samples of I%v, lB~w, 184W, and
IIOWwas almost completti: reeonancee were identified
md assigned by Ieotopes from 100 ev to 4 kev using a com-
puter program. (D. C. W.)

100.
45244 (AEEW-M-472) A NINETEEN GROUP EX-
TENSION TO THE YIFTAH, OKRENT AND MOLDAUER
CROSS-SECTION SET. Rowlande, J. L.; Wardleworth, D.
(Atomic Energy Estebiishment, Winfrith fEngland)). Mar.
1965. 30p. Dep. mn.

A nineteen greup extension to the flrat fourteen groupe
of the Yif tah, Okrent and Moldauer u@ss-section eet was
produced. The thirty -three groups cover the energy range
0.414 ev to 10 Mev, the higheat energy group being ef unit
lethargy width and the remainder of hslf-lethar qy w::th.
Resonance self-shieldlng factors at 300”K for 23 U, U,
23@ and 2~IJ~ are included. They are cast as a simple
formula relating the shielded cross section in each grcmp
g to the cross section at infinite dilutton via u,, the total
cross section per atom, end two parameters, &g and ~,
(auth)

101.
45250 (BNL-325(2nd Ed.)(Suppl.2)(Vol. IIf)) NEUTRON
CROSS SECTIONS. VOLUME III. z = 68 to 98, Stehn,
John R.; Goldberg, Murrey D.; Wiener-Chasman Renate;
Mughabghab, Said F.; Magurno, Benjamin A.; May, Victo-
ria M. (Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.). Feb.
1965. Contract AT(30-2)-Gen-16. 282p. Dep. mq
CFSTI $3.00 cy, $1.50 mn.

Neutron cross sections are tabulated and shown graph-
ically for elements having Z = 88 to 98. (T. F. H.)

102.
10480 (CRI{P- 1185) THE EFFECT OF NEW DATA
(JN i{l.:AC”~(Iil IV JISONING flY NON-SArLmATING FiS-
SION PRODUCTS. W. H. Walker (Atom{c Energy of Canada
Ltd., Chalk River, Ont.). Nov. 1964. 32p, (AECL-2111).
DeP.; $ 1.00( AECL).

An Addendum to CRRP-913 and CRRP-109O.
New pseudo-fiaeion product yields have been calculated

for thermal-neutron ftssion of U-233, U-235, Pu-239, and
Pu-241, and fast-neutron fission of U-238, based on new
input c rosa section and f lsaion yieid data. The input values
were obtained from a review of published yields and cross
sections, including data published since 1960. The effect
on reactor poisoning of three p-active nuclides with rela-

14.5
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ttvely short half-lives are demonstrated. In the case
where these are secondary to a non-saturating primary
fission product (Pm-148 and Pm-148m) a aimplifiaf decay
scheme haa been used to include their contribution in the
pseudo-fission product calculation. (auth)

103 ●

29247 (JI,NR-P-2024) VZAIMODEISTVIfi NEITRONOV
SYADRAMI URANA-235VOBLASTI ENERGIIO.002-30
Kev. (Reactions of Neutrons with Uranium-235 Nuclei
ttO.002to 30 kev). Thfh-ti Wang, Yung-chang Wang,
E. Dermendshiev, and Yu. V, Rysbov (Joint Inat. for Nu-
clear Research, fAdma (USSR). Lab. of Neutron Physics).
196S. 25p. (COSF-65b301-35). Dep. (inn).

From Symposium on the Physics and Chemistry of
Fission, Salzburg, Austria.

Level parameters, mean fission cross sections, and
radiative capture in neutron reactions with ‘W nuclei,
at O.002to 3kev were measured bya time-of-flight
method using pulsed fast reactor as a resontlnceneutmn
source. A2048-channel analyser with chartnelwidfh 32,
16, and8psec wasused forrecordtng energy intervals
at 0.002 to 0.005, 0.005 to 1.5, and 1.5to 30 kev, respec-
tively, resulting in a resolution of At/L = 0.04 Psec/m.
(R.V.J.)

104.
338s MEASUREMENTS OF THE VARfATION OF THE
RATIO OF THE CAPTURE AND FISSION CROSS SECTIONS
OF URANIUM-235. L. W. Weston (Oak Ridge National Lab.,
Term.), G. deSaussure, R. Gwin, J. E. Ruefselh and R. W.
Hakerrbury. Trans. Am. Nucl. Sec., 7: 270(Nov. 1964). ,

105.
3476 (IA-980) NUCLEAR CROSS SECTIONS FOR
FAST REACTORS. S. Yiftdr and M. Siegcr (Israel.
Atomic Energy Commission. Soreq Research flstablish-
ment, Rehovoth). July 19G4. 111P. Dep.(mn).

See also A/CONF.28/P/510.
Some revisions to the previously published i6-group

YOM cross section set aro presented. An extension is
made from 16 to 20 groups by additions in the 2 to 14
Mev range. Both sets take account of new Inforxmatlon
on neutron angular distributions, modified inelastic scat-
tering matrices, modified capture cross sections for
fisaile nucIides, modified U, and modifications for errors
and omissions. The materiats studied aru the same as in
yOM namely: 242pu 24tpu 240Pu, “pU, 238U, 23SU, “U,

332T%: IN, pb, Ta, M:, Nb, ‘Zr, Ni, Fe, Cr, V, Ti, K, Al,
Nat O, C, and B. (R. E. U.)

1060
3398 ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT OF”PuAI-
POLYETHYLENE SYSTEMS IN THE PCTR. Albertaon,
D. G.; Busselmen, G. J. (Battelle-Northwest, Richland,
Wash.). Trans. Amer. Nucl. sec., 8: 448-9 fNov. 1965).

107 ●

4829 (GEMP-173(SUPPL1)) NINE AND SIXTEEN
GROUP CROSS SECTIONS FOR REACTOR ANALYSIS.
Supplement No. 1. Berrnsnis, H. L.; Henderson, W. B.;
Robertson, C. S. Jr. (General Electrlc Co., Chrclnsmti,
Ohio. Nuclear Materials and Propulsion Operation).
Sept. 29, 1966. Contract AT(40-1)-2847. 11P. Dep. me;
CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

Additions and modifications td the sbrteen group crosc
oeotionfi listed In the first edition of GEMP-173 dated
January 18, 1963, are reported. (auth)

1080
30342 (AERE-M.1670) ETA AND NEUTRON CR(X$S
f5EcT10NS 01: ‘MU l:liOM 0.03 TO 200 w. ~ roOkw F. D.:
Jolly, .J. K.: Schwmll(:rg, M. G.: Sowcrh’, M. G. (AtwNlc
Energy ltcscurch Estd]llshmcnt, Ilurwcll (M@md)). I,”cls.
1966. l’rp. Ilepo mn.

Meaeured values of eta, UT and ur nnd dcrivrd valurs of

uc are given for 3351f from 0.03 to 200 ev. The nverages of

the cross sections and of eta and alpha have been calcu-
lated for a number of energy groups together with various
ratios and integrals of these quantities which are of interest
for reactor design studies. Comparisons are made between
the results obtained in the present experiment and those
from other laboratories. (auth)

109.
15774 MAS.S SPEC”rROhl ETRIC Ml? ASIIRKMt.:NTS OF
TIlil RATIO OF TllitRllAL NIXfTRON CA PTUl{ti TO
FIsslON I.”Olt 241IN. CalJclI, M. J.; Wilkins, M. (,\tomlc
Energy Research Kstahlishmcnt, IIarwcll, EnR.). J. fnorfg.
Nucl. Chum., 27: 2481 -!JlfDcc. 1965). (AO:I{K-R-4865).

Highly cnrichcd tmmplcs rsf 241Pu were irradiated in fwc
different positions in ‘a flux scanning tuhc of the P1.UTO re-
actor so 11A a (the ratio of neutron caplurc to fissinn) could
hc measured for this nuclidc. Illghly enriched samples of
3Js~ ad zi~~ were also {rradIatcd at the same time so that
allowance could bc made for the effects of thclr dcstruclton.
Experimental values of & for 2{1Pu varied from 0.352 to
0.395, with a mean value of 0.371 ● 0.016. Correcting all
results to 2200 m/see neutrons gave a final value for UO of
,0.390 + 0.023. Where a comparison was possible with pre-
viously publlshcd data, good agreement was found. (auth). .

110.
1C045 (AI-66-1 6) TUNGSTKN J{ESONANCE INft3-
G1lAI.S AND f)OI~l’Ll.:R CO1:FI.’ICIKKTS. .Sccond Quar-
terly Iicfmrt, OctolJc~Ik.ccmlmr 1965, Carpenter, S. G.;
Otter, J. M.: i~:tsclmll, 1{. K.; I{oydcn, 11. N. (Afomlcs
Intcrnationnl, Cnnog:t l~nrk, Callf.). Fch. 11, 1966.
Contrnct NAS3-79t_42. 29p. (NASA-CR-54888).

Tbc sprclrti of real und adjoinl fluxes at tfrr sumplo
position :11 the cwitcr O( the Sodium Graphite Rcmctor
Critical Assembly (SCR-CA) wwm caIcuIMcd with a onc-
dlmcnslonsl diffusion cock using 15 energy groups. Ftftccn-
group sarnplc cross sections were calculated for a number
of sarnplc matcriala and sizes. These cross scclions, to-
gether with the citlculalcd spcctm, were used in a perturba-
tion lhcory calculation of sample rcacUvitfcs and Doppler
cocfiiclcnts. Somo sample cross sections were recalculated
by using the cross section definition appropriate to unper-
turbed fkixcs. Pcrturlration theory calculations made by
ualng these cross seclions wcro in good agrccmcnt with
most oxpcwimcntal rcsulte. Work on Monte Carlo calcula-
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tion of resonimcc integrals and Doppler coefficients has
atartcd. Self-shlclding of the I/v contribution to the reao-
mmce integral and reactivity effects due to sample thermal
expansion were estimated with ibe aid of Wigner’s rational
approximation to the escape probability for a Iump. The
indicated thcrmai expimsion effect Is quite iarge for sam-
ples not under cadmium. The first set of radial flux maps
using iungstcn and gold foils was completed. The reactivity
of a naiural -tungsten slug was measured as a function of
temperaiurc up to 1250’K, both bare and under cadmium.
The measured points lie on a smooth curve with Iittie ●cat-
ier. Each reactivity ia determined with a precision of Sb@6t’.
0.002 to 0.004 cents: the maximum reactivity change from
room temperature is about 0.12 cents. Auxiliary measure- #
menta were, carried out thatdemonstrate the tnsfgrrifioaeco
of the effects of scattering by heavy elements in the sample.
Preliminary calibration of the epithermsl sensitivity of tha
oacilIator W*S carried out with geid ●nd uranium SSZZIP1OS.
(auth) . .

xl.

28265 (AI-66-85) TUNGSTEN RESONANCE INTE-
GRALS AND DOPPLER COEFFICIENTS. Quarterly
Progress Report No. 3, January-March 1966. Carpenter,
S. G.; Levitt, L. B.; Otter, J. M.: Paachall, R. K.: Royde&
H. N. (Atomics International, Canoga Park Calif.).
May 13, 1966. Contract NAS3-7982, 17P. (NASA-CR-
54954).

The final 15-group calculation of parameters of the
10.6-in. SGR-CA lattice waa completed. Multigroup ef-
fective cross sections were calculated for the actual
isotopic compositions of the 182Wand l~w samples. From
these (and previous) cross sections and the multigroup
real and adjoint fluxes, expected rcactivities were com-
puted for samples of natural tungsten, t8zW, ts6w, and gold.
Doppler .mefficients were calculated for the three tungsten
samplea. Agreement of these quantities with experiment
is aa good as could be expected for absolute reactivity
calculations; however, measured reactivity ratios among
the three samples are significantly different from calcu-
lated ratios. An existing Monte Carlo resonance-escape
code was modified ao that only ihosc neutron histories
resulting in passage through the sample are followed.
This relatively minor modification haa greatly increased
the efficiency of the code. Activation measurements of
the 186Wresonance integral were completed at two tem-
peratures, 293 and 473”K. Reactivity worths and Doppler
coefficients of samples enriched in 1a2W and in 1S6Wwere
measured in the cadmium sleeve at the center of SGR-
CA. Doppler measurements were made at several tem-
peratures from room temperature to above 1000”K. Reac-
tivities of gold samples with widely varying eurface-to-masa
ratio were measur’ed to allow absolute calibration of the
reactivity measurements. (autb)

11.2.
34618 MEASUREMENTS OF THE EPITHERMAP
NEUTRON CAPTURE-TO-FISSION CROSS-SECTION
RATIOS fN 23% AND 23SU. Conway, D. E.: Gunst, S. B.
(Bettis Atomic Power Lab., West Mifflin, Pc.). Trezrs.
Amer. Nucl. Sot., 9: 245-6 (June 1966).

113 ●

47074 CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS AND THE MAIN
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANNA ZERO POWER REAC-
TOR. Dabek, Waclaw; Kubowskf, Jcrzy (fnst. of Nuclear
Research, .%vierk, Poland). Nukleonika, 11: 213-26 f1966).

A shout description is prcsentrxf of the assembly stari -
UP, critics] cxpcrimcnts in different core configurations
and mmwurcmcni Of various operational characteristics.
The data obtained during operation period are summariz.cd,
Sumc safety nspecls arc cunsiderud. Present and future
programs of experiments arc inciudcd. (auth)

u.
34949 EXPERIMENTS ON INELAST1~ SCATTERING
m’ A FA2T-REACTOR CORE USING THE SPHERICAL-
SlifiLL TEC1?NIQUE. Davey, Willtam G.: Amundson,
Paul I. (Argonne National Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho).
Trans. Amer. Nucl. SOC., 9: 167(June 1966).

1150

U622 (CONF-660303, pp 796-808) A CRITfCAL
Evaluation OF FAST FfSSION CROSS SECTIONS.
Davey, William d, (Argonne National Lab., Idaho FAllIJ,
Idaho).

Tbe published cross sections of ‘SSU, twU, ‘3@u, and
~~~ f~m I kev to 10 Mev were etudied to select best
cross sections for fast reactor analyaia. Emphaais was
placed on determining the reference data used end, where
necessary, revising the measurement to accord with cur-
rently accepted croes eections. 8ome checks were made
by comparing calcuIatimts baeed on the selected cross
fmctions with Integral mcasuremenie in the fission apeo-
trum and in 19 fast reactor critical asaembiies. The etudy
shows ● clear need for more work on precise fission cross
sections, particularly that of 33Ju since It is widely used ●s
a reference. (autb)

llbo
r7851 MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE
FISSION CROSS-SECTION OF ‘%% FROM O TO 5 kev.
de sauaeure, G.; Blons, J.; Jouaseaume, C.; Micbeudoe, A.:
Prena.t. Y. (Centre d’Etudes Nucleairee, SsCtay, France).
pp 205-18 of STf/PUB/10l(Vol. 1). @ French).

The cross section of ‘9Pu for Iow-energy neutrons was
measured between 0.16 ev and 5 kcv by the time-of-flight
method, with a gas scintiilator containing 310 mg of 2HPU.
Under the best conditions and at high energy, the resolving
power of the measurement was 3 ns/m. The Saciay linear
accelerator was used as a pulsed neutron source. The
measurement cons is ted in ihe successive determination of
the fission rate (by means of a SSS scintillator) and the in-
cident neutron energy epectrum (by means of a BF3 counter
whose efficiency was proportional to E-h). The background
was determined by intcrpos ing black resonance scrccns in
the neutron beam. The quantity o~fi is proportional to the
ratio of the fission rate to the counting-rate of the B F3 de-
tector. It was calibrated by rcfercncc to the rcaonnnce at
7.8 ev, tbc parameters of which are known. At the discrim-
ination threshold, adjustmi to an aipha-ray bui Id-up rate of
1 counts/s, en ef ficicncy of 65% for the detection of fias iona
was obtained. The fiss ion cross section was measured in
several sequences to observe the various energy ranges
with sufficient resolving power. A detailed description is
given of tbe experimental apparatus, the tests with the
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scintillator and the experimental conditions in which the
various measurement acqucnces were carried out. A
curve ahowing the fission cross section as a function of
energy is included. The results of an analys Is of the
resonance parameters arc also reported. (auth)

117 ●

13770 (GA-657G) A COMPILATION AND EVALUA-
TIQSOFTH1: XUCL1;AI{ DATA AVAILABLE FOR THE
3L\JOR PLL’TOSIUM ISOTOPES. Dr.nJcc, M. K.: Dyes.
M. lV. (Gcncral Atomic, Snn Dlcgo, CatIf. John Jay Hop-
kins Lab. for Purcnnd Applicxi Scicncc). Juty 30, 1965.
Contracts AT(04-3)-lG7; AT(04-3)-187. 173P. Dep. mn.
CFSTI $5.00 cy, S1.00 mn.

.Thc avniktblo data for ‘SPU, 2~0Pu, 2’tPu, nnd24zPu were
compiled and evaluated for neutron energies between ther-
mal and 15 Mcv. The data obtained from this evaluation art
presented in the form used in the. ~.neral Atomic data lt-
brary. A best set of single Ievel resonance parameters
was obtained, over the resolved resonance region for each
of the above nuclides, in order that some esiimate of the
Doppier<coefficient ofreactivity cm bernade. (auth)

118.

17697 (WANL-TME-1028) A NEW CROSS SECTION
LIBRARY FOR THE n +2SSU REACTIONS. Drawbaugh.
D. W.; Gibson, G.; Melnick, M. M. (Westinghouse EISC~O
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. Astronuclear Lab.). NOV. 11,
1964. Contract SNP-1. 611P. Dep. mm CFSTI
$3.00 CY, $0.75 mn.

In an enriched undcrmoderatcd reactor resonance ab-
sorption of cpithermal neutrons must be considered. A
ncw act of neutron cross sections of 2~SUare presented.
In particular resonances are included in the experimentally
unresolved energy range from -50 ev to 30,000 ev. Reso-
nance self-shielding and Doppler broadening in this range
is handled by a picket fence model for the resonance struc-
ture. Account is taken of the fact that within this statistical
range there are in general two different distributions for
each partial width of a resonance corresponding to different
spin states of the compound nucieus. In the unresolved re-
gion uac is made of the cross section measurements re-
ported by Uttley and those in BNL-325. At iow energies,
E <1.86 ev, the data of Shore and Sailor is used and at
high energies, E >3.18 x 10t ev, data in the BNL-325 re-
port is used. For the experimentally resolved energy
region resonance parameters obtained recently by the
Saclay group and also parameters given in the BNL-325
.19L?4supplement are used; smooth background cross sec-
tions due to the ncgatfve energy resonance are included.
Values for the average number of prompt neutrons pcr
fission are obtained from the empiricai formuias based
on measurements by Moat, Mather and Fieldhousc, and tha
fission energy spectrum is obtained from the experimental
results of Cranbcrg and Ncrcson. The variation with en-
ergy of the resulting cross sections are shown to compare
favorably with various experimental cross sections. Also
results of calculations with the GAM, QUERY, and TM
codes arc compared with results of integral experiments,
viz. the fission integral, the absorption integrai, and mea-
sured valuca of (a). A comparison is alao made of the cal-
culated hydrogen -worth with the measured veluea for a
particular cxpcrirncnt. (auth)

119.

24419 INTEG1{AL ‘f3e(n,2n) CROSS SECTION. Felber,
F. F. Jr.: Farmcio, D. R.; Vsn Sickle, V. c. ‘UC1. ‘i”
Eng., 25: 1-7(1966).

Thu iniegrid ‘ltc(n,2n) cross scciicm was determined
by using its and fko sarnpies irmdiatcd in the core of the
itaiteliu Research l{cuctur. The ViliUC oi]mincd was 4G0 k
W mb for ncutruns having energies above 2.7 .Mcv and u
fisston apectmm. lMst-nSUt2’On doaimetry was accom-
plished udng iron, nickel, and titanium threshold detcctora.
The results am baaed on meaauremcnt of the total amount
of helium produced during irradiation. Corrections were
made for the amali cent rlbution from (n, a) reactions on
‘BtI and 100. (auth)

1200
30723 (NAA-SR-11831) THE DTF-11 SHIELDING
DATA LIBRARY. Green, W. B. (Atomics International*
Canoga Park, Calif.). May 25, 1966. Contract AT( 11-1)-
Gen-8. 80P. Dep. mn. CFSTI $3.00 cy, $0.75 mn.

A new data library is avniiablc for use with the DTF-11
fi theory transport code in computing neutron fluxes in
shield systems and reactor criticality. Two group struc-
tures are available: a 21-group structure with nine energy
groups in the 0.41- to 14.9-Mcv range (primarily for use
in shielding probiems) and a lG-grouP btruc~re bi~~lc
for use in criticality calculations). The cpithcrmai dtita
for both group structures were obtained by group-avcra~ng
pointwise data over a typical SNAP spectrum using fhc
GAM-11 code (these calculations were performed by per-
sonnel at Oak Ridge National Laboratory). Data for the
thermal range were taken from i>revioualy generated data
libraries at Atomics Intcmational. A complete listing of
the library data is aiso included. (auth)

121.

34782 (NAA-SR-Memo-11716) THE DTF-R SHIKLD-
ING DATA LIi3itAHY. Green, W. B. (Aiomics Interna-
tional, Canoga Park, Calif.). NOV. 2. 1~6~. Cont~ct AT
(11-1 )-Gcn-8. 105P. DCP. mh. CFSTI $4.00 CY. $0.75 mn.

A ncw data iihrary is avaiiaidc for use with the DTF-11
SN theory transport code in computing nrutron fiuscs in
shield sysicms and reactor criiicaiity. Two group struc-
tures arc avaiiablc: a 21 group structure with nine ener~
groups in the .41 to 14.9 MCV mngc (primarily for usc in
shielding problems) and a 16 group structure (suitable for
usc in criticality calculations). The cpithcrmal data for
both group structures were obtained by group avcmging
pointwisc data over a typical SNAP spectrum ualng the
CAM-II code. Data for the thcrmnl mngc were taken from
previously generated data iibrarics at Atomics Intema -
tional. The available matcriala, the generation of the 11-
brary data, and information for those wishing to uae this
library in DTF caicuiationa arc dcscribcd. A complete
listing of the library data 18 also included. (auth) .

I.Z?.

26422 (BNL-1OO58) THE SENSITIVITY OF i{EACTOR
CHARACTERISTICS TO CROSS SECTION UNCERTAINTIES
BELOW 100 ev. Hellens, R. L. (Bmokhavcn National
Lab., Upton, N. Y.). Mar. 1966. Contract AT(30-2)-Gcn-

44P. (CONF-660303-1). Dep. mn. CFSTI $2.00 CY,
&50 mn.

From Ame~ican Physical Society, Conference of Neutron

.
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Cross Section Technology, Washington, D. C.
The development of accurate computational methods for

thermal reactor lattices has reached the point at which
neutron cross section uncertainties arc a major limitation
to “the confidence with which theory can be applied to prac-
tical situations. This sensitivity to nuciear data is resdiiy
seen in the snalysis of extremely simple lattice experi-
ments, although it is still present, of course, in calcula-
tions for power reactors of greater geometrical complexity
where errors in cicscribing spatiai effects may effectively
hide basic disrx’cpancics. The basic lattice data and tom-
putationsf methods are briefly reviewed and the connection
between uncertainties in cross sections and in predicted
reactor chrmactcristics is traced for some typical reactor
lattices. The effect during reactor iife of changes in the
cross sections assigned to both fertile and fissile isotopes
in the uranium and plutonium chains is dcscribcd ior some
light and heavy water moderated reactors. (auth)

123●

30349 (JAERI-1102) PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEM-
lNARON FAST-NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS. (Japan
Atomic Energy Research Inst., Tokyo). Aug. 1965. IIOp,
(In Japanese). Dep. mn.

Asurveyof data was made inortlcr to discuss ln detail
the problem of neutron cross section data from the experi-
mental and theoretical points of view. The data and their
phases involved were discussed forthe following: reactions
leaving the discrete states of final nucleus, reactions leav-
ingthc continuous state of final nucleus, [n,y) reactions
and rescmancc phcnomcna, andnuclcar fusion. (M. O. W.)

1.2J:
(J UL-21.t-RG) MULTIGRUPPKN-WIRKUNG-

SQti K!lSCHNITTfi ~UEl{ DIE STRL’KTUR-, LO1lSUNGS-
VSD I\ R(fTJI..\TCRI,\ LIKNDKS MOSEL-REAKTOIWO
(J1ultigroup Effective Cross Sections for the Structural,
.& Xutlon, and Breeding Materialsof the Mosel Reactor).
Jung, Htns H. (Kemforschungsanlage, Juelich(Wcst
Germany). Instftut fuer Reaktorentwicklung). Dec. 1964.
.tOp.Dep. mn.

Group cross sections for 68-group structure of the
GAN-1 code forabsorplion, fission, and (n,2n)proce&ses
for the structural ablution, and breeding materials of the
Moscl Reactor concept (Nl, Mo, Cr, Fe, Na, Be, F, and
Th)areglven. ‘fleaouroe. vofthe baslcdataarecom-
piled. (tr-auth)

g,~;
MULTIGROUP CROSS SECTIONS OF RESO-

NANCE ABSORBERS. Keane, A. (Wollongong Untv.
CON., N. S. W.); Pollard, J. P. Nucl. Sci. Eng., 25:
439-40(1966).

The preparation of muitigroup data, typically 18 groupII,
for input to codes such as CRAM and DSN for systems in
which the low-energy resonances dominate is considered.
(J. F. P.)

1260
34950 MEASUREMENT OF THE RATIO OF THE
CAPTURE CROSS SECTION OF MANGANESE TO THE
FISSION CROSS SECTION OF 235U fN Z pR-3 ASSEMBLY
47. (SEFOR). Keeney, William P. (Argonne National
Lab., Idaho Falls, Idaho). Trans. Amer. NUCL so% 9:
187-8 (June 1966).

u?? ●

2972 ON GROUP CROSS SECTIONS OF FKSSILE
NUCLLDES IN THE UNRESOLVED ENERGY RANGE.
Kelber, C. N.; KIero P. H. (Argoane National Lab., Ill.).
Trane. Amer. Nucl. Sot., 8: 469(Nov. 1965).

X28*
38420 [ANL-7120, pp 423-33) INFLUENCE OF
SOME fMPORTANT GROUP CONSTANTS ON INTEGRAL
FAST REACTOR QUANTITIES. Kuesters, H.; Metsen-
roth, M. (Kernforschungszentrum, Karlsruhe (West Ger-
many). Instltut fuer Neutroncnphytdk und Redttortechnik).

Unccrtaintlca in the group constanta used in multlgroup
oalculatlona for large faat reactors are considered. The
effect of rcaonwtce self-shielding on muItlplicst\on faotoro
for some reactors is shown. The btffucnce of different
weighting spectra used In various sets of group oomtants
on the Dopf?lcr coefficfcnt, sodium cocff{cicnt, and breed-
ing rnflos was investi@cd. The charactrristlcs and prcp-
amtion of the first Knrlsruhr group-constant set KFK 26-10
arc briefly described. Effects of uncertainties fn micro-
scopic data on rcsctor calculations arc drmmrstratcd.
Results of calculations using different group-constant sets
arc comparcct with measured data for ZPR 11!/39. (A. G. W.)

129.
26333 (CONF-660303-2) PREPARATION OF EVAL-
UATED CROSS SECTION LfBRARIES. Lubits, Cecil R.
(Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenechdy, N. Y.). [rid].
Contract w-31- 109-eng-52. 14P. Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00
cy, $0.50 mn.

From American Physical Society, Conference of Neutron
Cross Section Technology, Washington, D. C.

The process of putting together a library of neutron cross
sections for use in reactor and shielding calculations is
discussed. A modular, user-oriented, automated data han-
dling and computational system designed for a high-speed
computer is briefly described. The theorettcai methods
used for interpolation and extrapcktion of experimental
rcsuits are discussed, as weli as the probiems associated
with feeding back experimental informtition into our li -
brariea. A number of problems concerning the status of
cross section measurements and the methods of reporting
them are enumerated, emphasizing those experimental
points of particular importance in the evacuation process.
(Suth)

130.
3010 (UIO-14663) BURNUP DETERMINATION OF
NUCLEAR IWKLS. Project Report for the Qunrtcr,
April I-lunc 30, 1965. Mncck, Wll\Iam J.; Rein, James E.
(Phillips Petroleum Co., Idaho Fails, Idaho. Atomic Enew
Div.), Sept. 1965, Contract AT(10-1)-205. 23p. DOP.
mn; CFSTI $2.00 cy, .S0.50 mn.

In tic dcvclopmcnt of methods for the accurate deter-
mination of the burnup of nuclear fuels, tho main cmphaais
was tho mcasurcmcnt of ‘W fhcrmal fission yields for
many slab lo and long-lived fisaion products. A cct sule

rcontaining a weighed quantity of highly enriched ‘3 U, lr-
rmiLalcd to 11.4 atom percent fission, was dissolved and
analyzed [or tie number of stoma of each uranfum Isotope
and for tho number of atome of various stable and long-
llved fission produot nucMdes. From those data the cap-
ture-to-flnslon mtfo (a) and absolute fission ytelds wem
determined, The vafue for q ie 0.0986 ● 0,0015. (aufh) .
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131.
34512 (ANL-7170) EFFECTS OF LEAKAGEUPON
EVALUATIONOF FAST-REACTORM ULTIGROUPC ROSS
SECTIONS FOR R1.:FI,ECTOILS. Mencghctll$ David (Ar-
gonne Nattonal Lab., 111.). Feb. 1966. Contract W-31 -109-
cn~- 38. 16p. Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

Group cross scctlons for nlumlnum and nickel reflec-
tors, which Include effects of energy-dcpcndcnt 1cakagcs
into and out of rdtcctor rcglons, arc considered. Leak-
ages arc tntroduccd as absorptlons In f!nc-group EL\fOE
catculallons. Itcratlons are made between coarse-group
reglonaI fluxes from criticality calculations tmd the
Icakagc-rnodiflcd ELMOE analysqs. (nuth)

132.
46997 CRITICALITY STUDIES OF HYDROGEN-
MODERATED URANIUM SYSTEMS. NewIon, C. E. (Osk
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Term.). NUCL SefetY. 7:
418-23 (Summer 1966).

The general applicabi iity of computational surveys in
establishing criticality limits and identifying optimum
crittcaiity conditions for nucle=r safety centrei is briefly
reviewed. Recent studies made with l-group theory, 16-
group transport theory, auf & first-order solid-angle
method for interacting ●rraya include: the iofinite-
medium multiplication factor, k- C4 homogeneous
hydrogen-moderated U of ail 23SUenrichments, criticai
spacings of arrays of individusiiy subcritical units in
air,andthe effects of composite metal-water reflectors
on the minimum critical c linder dimensions of U aya-
tems enriched to 4.98 wt. ~ 2SSU. Gccd correlation with
applicable experimental data is noted. Specific items dis-
cussed are the significance of k- minima found for bigh-
enrichment ayatema of under moderated U, the 23WJ-
enrichment and -concentration limits derived from k-
determinations, and the inverse ‘x U-enrichment phenomena
found for both individual units and interacting arrays. (auth)

133,
2960 EFFECT OF REVISIONS TO THE MUf.3TI-
GROUP Representations OF THE BERYLLIUM (n,20)
AND BERYLLIUM (n,a) REACTIONS. OttewItte, E. H.
(Atomics fntornntional, Cancga Park, Calff.). Trans.
Amer. Nucl. Sec., 8: 456-7 (Nov. 1965).

1340

24334 (f3NL-1008.1) 1)1FFERJ~NTI,\L AND INTEGRAL
Ci{OSS SECTIONS FOR TIIli Tl\I\NSURAXIUM ELEMKNTS.
Pcarlstcln, S, (ftrookh:tvcn N:ttlonal Lab., Upton, N. Y.).
[19641. Contract AT-30 -2-GE N-16. 16P. iCON F-660303-
8). Dep. mn. CFSTI .$1.00 cy, .S0,50 mn.

From Amcrlcan Physical Society, Conference of Neutron
Cross Scctlon Technology, Washington, D. C.

Cross sections useful for dctcrm{ning the production of
trnnsuraniurn elcmc~ts -are cvqluntcd using the Ilrcli-
Wigncr single lcvci formula. Thcrmnl cross sections and
rcsommcc intcgrds for ncut ron ca ~ture and fission are

131PU, l{opu, 24i~* Mtw,rcscntcd for the ‘3{U, ‘3CU, ~JfNp,
~lAm, ~43Am0and ~4Cm nuclldcs. [nuth)

135.
3430 DIRECT MEASUilf2MENT OF EFFIICTIVE
CAPTURE-TO-FISSION RATIO AT Low FLUX. Rcdmm,
w. C.: Bretscher, M. M. (Argonne Natlonai Lab., 111.).
Trans. Amer. NUCL Sot., 8: 531-2 fNov. 1966).

236,

45071 (CONF-6G0303, pp 1092-7) LOW FLUX DE-
TiiR311NAT10N OF cAi’TuRE-To-FIssIoN ltA’i’fO. Red-
rnan, W. C,; firctschur, M. M. (Argonne Nution~i Lab.,
Iii.).

A novel method which makes possible a direct measure-
ment in iow-~_wer reactor. of the effective capture-to-
fisaion ratio, u, haa been developed. It involves a com-
parison of reactor reqxmse to oscillated snmpics of ●

fisatie material, an absorber, and a spontancouti fiuuion
oource, nugmcntcd by an experimental determination of
the respective fission rate, capture rnto, nnd neutron-
acurce strength, These experimental results, comblncd
with the number of neutrons per fission of the fiasile ma-
teriaf, yield a value for the quantity 1 + ~. Applications
for this technique are iliuetrated by the results for mea-
auremente with 236U in both an undermcderated critical
assembly of moderately enrichd 33SU in light water and an
epithermal, l/E neutron spectzwm. (auth)

34617 LOW FLUX MEASUREMENT OF 2SSU EPICAD-
MIUM CAFNIRE-TOFISSION RATIO. Redman, W. C.
(Argonne National Lab., Ill.); Bretecher, M. hf. Trans.
Amer. Nucl. Sot., 9: 245 (June 1966).

137.
34905 (GA-7059) ADLQUACY OF FAST AND INTER-
MEDIATE CitOSS SECTION DAT/\ FilOhI MEASUREMENT
OF NEUTI{ON S1’fiCTRA IN i3ULK MEDIA. RUSSC1l, J. L.
Jr.: Pro[to, A. E. (General Dynamics Corp., San Diego,
Calif. General Atomic Div.). Apr. 27, 1966. Contrsct
AT(04-3)-167. 17iI. (CON F-660303-45). Dep. mn.
CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

From American Physical Society, Conference of Neu-
tron Cress Section Technology, Washington, D. C.

Methods used 10 caicuia~ intcrmcdiatc neutron spectra
in fast rcaciora arc suspect bccausc of inmlcquncics in
cross scciion data nnd as wcii ns approximations used in
prcparin~ (group averaging) cross section data for trms-
port codes. Direct mcasurcmcnt of neutron spectra in
buik media providca a means of cvaiunting discrqmncics.
The stntua of spectrum mensuremcnts is review’cd, pre-
liminary resuits of spectrum mensurementa arc discussed,
●nd some new measurement concepts are described. (auth)

%$6 INTERACTION OF NEUTRONS WITH 22SU
NUCLEI IN THE ENERGY RANGE 2 ev-30 kev. Wang,
Sbih-ti; Wang, Yung-ch’ang, Dermendzhiev, E.; Ryabov,
Yu. V. (Joint Inst. for Nuclear Physics, I)ubma, USSR).
pp 287-305 of STI/PUB/10l(Vol. 1). (In Russian).

The fast puiscd reactor was used to measure the total
cross section, the fission cross section and the radiative
capture cross section of ‘SU by fhc time-of-fright method

with a resolution of ‘O .04 ps/m. The flight length was
1000 m. The time spectra were rccordcd by 20.i8-channel
time smdyzcrs. To measure the total cross sections by
the transmission mcthcd, a resonance-neutron scintillation
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counter with lithium glass was used. The fission, radiative-
capturc, the total cross sections were measured by the
auto-indication method using a limgc liquid scintillation de-
tector with cadmium added to the solution. The sample to
be investigated was placed in the axis of a cylindrical open-
ing in the VCSSC1, in a geometry close to 4r. The volume of
the detector was scimncd by 32 FEU-24 photomultipliers.
The fissions were identified by the delayed coincidences
between the scintillations corresponding to the recording
of the prompt gamma rays and the moderated prompt fission
neutrons. Radiative capture is not accompanied by a de-
layed pulse. The efficiency of recording fissions and ra-
diative capture was ’50 and ‘25%. respectively, while the
background (expressed as a percentage of the strong res-
onances) was ‘1 and ’15% respectively. The area method
was used to obtain the parameters grn, r, ri, and r for~-
a nu~bcr of low-lying Ievcls. The average widths o rY
and rf over all the lCVCIS were (.22 * 3) mv and (51 + 6) mv
rcspcctivcly. The Ievcls were divided into two systems
withgi < l(i7i - 0.5) and CY2> 1(Z2 - 1.5) snd I’~* 72 mv
and I’z = 25 mv respectively, which maybe connected

iwith t e two spin values 3-and 4-of the compound nucleus.
The encrgydepcndenceof the ratio of radiative-captureto
fission cross sections wasobtaincd inthe neutron-energy
ran e from 2 CV to30 kev. Mermurcments using a sampIe

?of 2 8U instead of ‘5U made impossible to take into account
experimentally the contribution of the radiative capture of
‘8U tocv. (auth)

139.
21967 (AI: KT-234) RFVIKW OF NUCIA?AR DATA
RELATII) TO TI{OI{RJM FUEL CYCLP:. Slngh, ft. Shm-
kar (Atomic Energy Establlshmcnt, Trombay (Inrfla)). ,
lf165. lop. Dep. mn.

A Imowlcdgc of accurate nnd rcllnble nuclear data for the
materials In rmy fuel cycle is esscntInl {n ttsscsslng Ito
tcchwicaI fcaslb{lity nnd cconomtc potcntlal. The nucicnr
fxrrnmetcrs, In which a reactor physicist Is usually in-
tcrcstccf, nrc dlscusscd for the heavy elements associated
with the thorium cycle, such as ~~ZT12,22~u, n~pn, and t~~u
nnd the flsslon products. The existing dntn for thcso mnte-
rials mrd the grips that hnvc to bc filled up are descrIbcd.
Tcmpc rnturc dcpwxtcnt cffectivc group cnpturc cross scc -
t{ons for thorium, wh(ch were cvatuntcd with the available
rcsonnncc pnrnmctcra, arc aiao tabultrted. (nuth)

M@.
15718 flD&17083) MEASUREMENT OF THE J\ B-
SOLUTE VALUE OF ETA FOR ‘3U, 23SUAhD 23gPu USING
MO NOCNROMATIC NEUTRONS. Smiih, J. R.; Rccdcw,
S. D.; Fluharty, R. G. (Phillips Petroleum Co.. Idaho
Falls, Idaho. Atomic Energy Div.). Feb. 1966. Con-
tract AT(10-1)-205. 51p. Dep. mn. CFSTI S3.00 cYo
$0.50 mn.

The ai>solutc value of eta. the number of fission ncutrona
per absorption. was measured for 2]3U, 23SU, and 233FU, ua-
Ing monochromatic neutrons from the crystal spectrom-
eter at the Materials Tcsthtg Reactor. Measurements were
mmic on N three isotopes at O.025-cv neutron energy. and
on zs~u njld z~~~ nt 0.057 CV. The llra~g beam fr0t71 Dc
(0002) was Imssmi through n mechanical monochromntor
la rrmovc ltl~her-order neutrons nnd yield a truly mfmo-
chtvmmtic i]cam. The ncutrnn dcicctor was n mnn~anous
sulijhnic bath. which nbsorbcd in turn the flra~g beam and
then the fission neutrons produced when the beam was com-
pletely absorbed In a fissionable sampIc. The ratio of the

lcvcia of ‘thin activities produced in the hvo types of irra-
diation yielded the value of eta for the fisaionablc material
of the aampic, after ihc supplication of a few small corrcc -
tlons. The mcttrod of least squarca was used to extract the
vahtca of eta from tha experimental data. (auth)

~z.
(BA\V-393-5) NEUTRON CI{OSS SECTIONS

FOR 2~3U. Snidow, N, L. (Babcock and Wilcox Co., Lynch-
burg, Va. Atomic Energy Div.). Apr. 1966. Contract AT
[38-1)-393. 67p. Dep. mn. CFST1 S3.00 CY, $0.’75 mn.

nlu neutron cross sections are tabulated for 11’38 energy
points from 0.0001 cv to 10 Mev, and the sources of the
values arc given. The file is intended for use with a
Foriran program In obtaining group average cross sec-
tions for dilute 233Usystems. In addition, l/E weighted
averages for a 68-group act are given. (auth)

142.
36436 NEUTRON-PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION OF
Z18~ IN A f?AsT SpECT1{UMO Stubbins, Warren Fenton;

Barton, David M.: Lonadier, Frank D. NucI. Scl. Eng.,
25: 377-82(1966). (TIO-22431).

The reduction cross sections ~= (v -1 - ahr, where
7a = Cc U, for ~s8PU nnd 23SPU, were compitrcd In the fast

neutron flux at the ccntcr of a bare spherlcnl critical as-
scmbl y of 233Pu. These quantities nveragcd by the fast-
ncutron spectrum indicate nearly the same properties for
tfrc even-even 23$Pu nucicua aa for the odd-even 23SPU
nucleus. The ratio mcasu rcd in a ncutron_fiux peaked at
0.25 Mcv with an average neutron energy E = 1.67 Mev la
~ ~30Pu)/cT(23YPr2) = 1.01 i 0.06, and ~(zsapu) = 3.76 *
0.23 b. The results of this study indicate that 2S8PU metal

tude IWIYM
probabl has a crltlcal mass of the same order of magni -

Pu metal. (auth)

3-43●
24707 (CON F-t3U03W3--6) CROSS SECTION Sensi-
tivity CALCULATIONS FOR SMALL HYDitOGEN MOD-
ERATED SYSTEkiS. Weinstein, S.; Feiner. F.; Cooper,
K. V.; Armstrong, S. I. (Knolls Atomic Power L~b., Sche-
nectufy, N. Y.). Mur, 22, 19C6. Contract W-31- 109-eng-
52. 17p. LICiI. mn. CFST1 $1.00 CY, $0.50 mn.

From Amerlcun Physical Society, Conference of Neutron
Cross Section Technology, Washington, D. C.

Experiments were performed with the KAPL Solid
Homogeneous Aaspmbly, The cores Imlit on the assembly
are leakage domhtated and were designed to have an cn-
hmrccd seneltlvlty to high energy cross sections. Scn-
#ltl Vlty cslouintimm wore mndc uslnK cv:i Iu:]tcd mjoro-
SCOPIC cross sections for oxygen, ‘zlrconlum, carbon, and
uranium-235, (M.o.w.)

IA4..
17852 XIKAS(IRKMENT OF ~i.SSION CROSS-SECTIONS
FOR NE(;TRONS OF EN KRGIKS IN TIIK RANGE 40-500 kov.
tb’hiic, P. Ii.: lIort@lnson, J. G.; Wall, G. J. (Atomic
\Vcapons Rr.search Itstahlishrncnt, Aldcr,naston, l’hr&).
pp 219-33 of STf/PUIi/101(VOl. 1).

Jlc:tsurrrmmts wrrv made of the Rssion crnss scclion of
m~, , :340, 23G”, ml~pt 23YM, ~n~ 24t~ :,1 ~cv~r~l n(s”tr~n

rner~ics hctwccn ,i(l and 500 kcv. Mcasurcmcnts in this
cncr~ range arc of importance in rcmctor calculations
especially in fast riilutc systems where the ncutrrm flux ia
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high in lhc 1II- 100-kcv energy ran~c. Rcccnt mcasurc -
mcnts of the ‘aql fission cross scctlon WLVCahsolutc vnhics
siightly Iowcr thnn previous dxta. The present scrlcvi of
mcasurcnmnts arc mmtc relative to the ncw wducs of tho
a% fission cross scclion uxlng back-to-back ionization
chamhcrs. The flssllc foils wurc ass:iycd hy c-assay, dl-
rccl w,clghlng and cuulomctry. Grind n~rccmcqt was ob-
Ltinmf Ix,lwccn these assays. The fission mcasurcmcnts
have an estlmatcd accurncy of bctwccn 1 and 2% mid, com-
bhwd with lhc error nn the ‘2SU Rsslon cross scctlon, give
a final crmr or atmut 3% In tho fission cross scctlons. Tho
rcsu Its tngcthcr with thoso of prcv ious mca surcmcnts arc
given, and the corrections for fhmion fra.gmcnt absorption,
backgrounds, and scaiicrlng arc dincusscd. (auth)

~~~i
GAMMA SPECTROhlf2TER h! EASUREMENTS

OF 2:8U CAPTURE-TO-FISSION RATIO. Yurova, L. N.:
Ilushuev, A.V. At. Encrg. (USSR), 20: 60-l(Jan. 1966).
(In Russi.nn).

I’hccapturc-to-flsslon cmxs scctlon ratio of~sst. fmay
be mcnsurcdb ydctcrmtnin~thc rclatlvc lntcnsltlcsof two
Ilnos of thcyspcctmmof a ntwtron-lrrndlntcd spcclmcn;
one of these Ilncs bclon~s to an Isotope formed by cnptum,
such as 233fJor233Np, ihc other to the fission prnduct
NOIaq. Rva]uation of these IIaLI rcqulrcs knowkd~e Of the

nhsolutc ylclds of these Ilncs, of the probabllltyof forma-
tkmof I(OIA, nndof the cfflcicncy of thcyspcctroscope
which depends largely on the propcrtlcs of the detector.
Evcnthottgh nllthcsc factors arcnotknown wilhthcdc-
slrcd prccislon, valuobfc data were ohtaincd. The ratio
may bc dctcrmlncd more convcnicntlyby cnlibrntlng ihe
spccimcn before tho nchml mcasurcmcnt in a thermal flux,
assuming thnt the II% is formcdonlybytho flsslon of
2Mu. ~Is mcthodwasusd [n cxpcrlmcnts carrlcd outon
the IIR-1 rcnctor; an accuracy of 0.5% was rcachod. Tfm
method 1.s considered sultsblo fordctcrmlnfng oiher reao-
torpitramctcm, such ns the initial brccding retlo, fast-
neutron multiplication factor, eto: It mnybeuaedforsymrn
terns ranging from fast aasemblles tothermalresctore.
(’i-r’r)

1967

%0:” (LA-DC-7962) COMPARISON OF MULTI-
GROUP CROSS SECTION SETS USED IN REACTOR CAL-
CULATIONS. Battat, M. E.; LaBauve, R. J. (Lee Ala-
mos Scientific Lab., Univ. of California, N. hfex.). [19651.
Contract W-’74O5-eng-36. 12P. (CONF-661C31>1). Dep.
mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mm

From International Conference on Fset Crittcal Experi-
ments and Their Analysis, Argonne, Ill.

In order to provide a common basis for comparing
various neutron multigroup cross-section sets, calcula-
tional models of two well defined critical experiments were
specified. The critical assemblies chosen for this study
were tbe Jezebel (Pu) atmembly and the 610-liter ZPR Vf
(Assembly No. 2) UC core. The Hansen-Roach 16-grcup
and Russian 26-group cross-section sets were used for the
initial comparisons. Calculation were made to” determine
the critical core volumes and central reactivity worths
using the DTF-IV transport code in ibe So approximation
and assuming spherical geometry. In addition, two types
of perturbation theory calculations were made to arrive ●t
cent ral reactivity worths for small samples. The first of

these is ueed to compute worths in terms of simple atomic
perturbation cross sections. The second is based on trans-
port perturbation theory, using real and adjoint currents
and fluxee, with results expressed in terms of Ak/g-atom.
Wherever available, experimental data are presented for
comparison with calculations. Central reactivity Worths
have been calculated for tbe foilowing materials: 2SDPU,
240pu 2MU, 236u, depleted U, Fe, Ni, Cr, Na, Ta, Al, M%

and B. In tbe case of ZPR VI, the reactivity effect of
voiding tbe core Na was also calculated. (auth)

IA7.
4321 HARWELL MASS SPECTROMETWC MEASUREMENTS
OF THE RATIO OF NEUTRON CAPTURE TO FISSION FOR ‘3U,
23S11-239pu. AND 241pu. IN REAcTf)R AND MAXWELLIAN NEU-
T~~N 5PECTRA. &bell, M. J. (Atomic Ener~ Research
Establishment, Harwell, Eng.). Vienna, International Atomio
Energy Agency, 1966, Preprint No. m-23/2L 24P. (~NF-
66101+14). DTIE.

Fmm IAEA Conference on Nuclear Data, Paris.
Use of the mass-spectromctric method for the measurement of

a, the ratio of neutron capture to flesion, for the four nuclldes
‘U, lXU, 2SSPU,and 241Pu 1.s die cussed. In order to obtain uscf ~
reeutta as rapidfy as practicable, the high neutron fluxes present
in the lattice d a nuolear reactor ue usually employed for the
irradiations. Under these oenditicm the large ●pitbermsl con-
tents d the neutrat spectra made the comptiion d the 22oO
m/see values, from the msssured values, less certain. More
recentiy. similar measurements have been mad. in the thermsi
column d a roaetor for WII end ~UPU in an attempt to reduce
uncertainty from thin murce, This techntque end its iimitstione
are dlecussed. (S. F. L.)

N.@.
5539 MASS SPECTROMfiTRIC MEASUREMENTS OF THE
RATIO OF NEUTRON CAPTURE TO FISSION FOR 2HPu AND
2dlfi, AND OF THE Absorption AND CAPTURE CROSS

SECTIONS OF 2nPu, 240Pu, AND ‘41Pu FOR MAXWELLtAN
NEUTRONS. Cabell, M. J.; Wiikins, M. (Atomio Energy fls-
aearch Establlahment, H$rweii, Eng.). J. Ihnrg. Nucl. Chem.,
28: 2467 -76(Nov. 1966). (AERE-R-6166).

Mixtures of highly enriched aampies of “%, *“Pu, “’put ●nd
~~~~ were irradiated for 295.6 days in the DIDO tteactOr near
the core. Neutron dusem wem monitored hy cobsit metal wire.
Neutron temperature wac (116 * 4“) with an unperturbed Maxweil -
Bottzmann distrifmtion. Results are gtven for maaa ●ndyaea of
thp aamplea, both before ●nd after the irradiatirm. (S. F. L.)

3-49.
2732 ANA LYSIS OF THE FISSION CROSS SECTIONS OF
232fi 221u, 224u, 22~u, 23CU,M7NP, 231u, 22@u, 240Pu, 241Pu, AND
~2~’FROM 1 kev TO 10 MeVO ~vey, William ~. N1201,SOi,

Eng., 26: 149-69(1966).
The bllshed cross sections of 232’1%,lSSU, ‘MU, ‘iU, ‘SU,

23fNn. &y. ~:9~. 240~. :Ctm. and 2t2~ fmm I kev to 10 MeV- r.

were car&ily n~di~” “to sei&t the best orcms sections for fast
reactor anaiysis. Emphasis wee pfacsd on determining the refer-
ence data used; and, where neceaaary, ihe published data were
revised to accord with mom accurate, currently accepted cross
aectiona, Thus, it is believed that a consistent act of crosu-.scc-
tion data waa derived. Some croaa checks were msdc by compar-
ing calculations based on the selected cross scctiona with inicgral
measurements In broad fast-neutron spectra. The study ahowa the
great importance of the 23SUflaslon cross section In dcrlvlng
other cross sections and emphasizca the necessity of rc-cvalu-
ating nearl all flsslon cross sections, if it proves necessary to

frevise the 3CUdata. (auih)
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150.
4323 DIRECT AND ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS OF
AVERAGE FISSION NEUTRON YfELD FROM 2SSUAND 25zCf.
De Volpi, A.; Porges, K. G. (Argonne National Lab,, Ill.).
Vienna, International Atomic Energy Agency, 19660 Preprint No.
CN-23/40 , 12P. (CON F-661 O14-18). DTIE.

From IAEA Conference on Nuclear Data. Paris.
A recent survey by tbe fAEA has shown that significant dlt60rep-

ancies exist among absolute values of U and crf. For V(235U)only one
measurement, made in 1958 with a quotod precision of 1.5%, 1s
considered independent, and the Westcott group [Atomic Energy
Rev. 3: 2(1965)] reports that the original value haa been lowered
so that it is now 2.5% below the recommended least-squares aver-
age. There are four accepted values for V (zs~f), one of which Is
also about 2.5% lower than the least squares f It; another Is 1.6%
low, while the average of 611 measurements Is 1% beIow the recom-
mended values derived from the muftlparameter fit. A similar
situation exists with regard to 2200 m/s fission cross-sections,
wherein the discrepancies far exceed the precision quoted for each
experiment. Since these measurements represent the cornerstone
of a strongfy Interrelated structure of nuclear data utilized In re-
actor physics, it is important that they be independently and ac -
curatel y evaluated, despite the fact that there exists strong confi -
dence in u., q, and ti values which provide an overdetermined set
of parameters. An experiment is reported which has been designed
to circumvent certain plausible systematic errors which may be
responsible for the discrepancies. The total neutron yield was
measured for thermal neutron fission of ’35Uand aIso independently
for 252Cf with an improved manganese bath apparatus. Evaluation
of possible error sources has led to the adoption of a sequence of
precision techniques subjected to extensive verification. The neu-
tron yield of a fission counter wae determined with the msngsneae
bath; the accuracy of the bath system wae independently corrobo-
rated with 0.7% precision against the U. S. National Bureau of Stan-
dards secondary neutron source. Absolute beta-gamma and relative
gamma -gamma coincidence techniques are important facets of this
calihratlon. The fission rate of the fission counter was found in a
separate prompt fission -neutron coincidence experiment, borrowing
well -established methods from beta-gamma coincidence work. fn
the course of this calibration it was discovered that angular anisot-
ropy in fission neutron emission 1s much more a problem than
universally real ized; M 1s posslb!e that some of the discrepancies
In reported T and U( measurement result from dlacounting this
correction too readily. This conclusion is supported with a series
of angular traverses and by the contemporary V resufta reported.
(auth)

151.

2706 (GA-7076) NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR ‘33U.
Drake, M. K. (General Dynamics Corp., San Diego, CalIf. Gen-
eraf Atomic Div.). Sept. 15, 1966. Contract AT(04-3)-167.
123P. Dep. mn. CFSTI $4.00 cy, $0.75 mn.

The avaiIable nuclear data for 233Uwere critically analyzed, and
recommended sets of neutron cross sections were obtained. Com-
parisons were made between resonance integrals obtained from the
recommended date and those obtained from experimental meaaure-
menta. The complete sets of neutron cross aectlons and associated
data are presented in graphical and tabular form. The survey is
believed to be compIete for information available to March 1966.
(S. F. L.)

152.
5527 (AECL-2618) THE RATIO OF CAPTURE TO FISSION
IN 236u Am 23t~. Durham, R. W.; Hanna, G. C.: LounsLury, M.:
Blgham, C. B.; Hart, R G.; Jones, R. W. (Atomic Energy of
Cansds Ltd., Chalk River (Ontario). Chalk River Nuclear Lsbs.).
Oct. 1966. 16P. (CN-23/2). Dep. mn. AECL $0.50.

The neutron capture-to-flesion ratio and the resonance Integral
of 2asU were measured together with the capture-to-fission rstlo,

absorption cross section, and fiscdon cross section of ‘%. The
measurements were performed In a thermal and epithermal flux.
(D. C.W.)

153.
5460 (KAPL-P-3176) EVALUATT(2N OF NfIUTHON CROSS
SECTIONS: CALCULATIONAL METIIODS AND EVALUATED LI-
BRANIES. Frtmcie, N. C.; Lubitz, C. R; Reynolds, J. T.; Slaggle,
E. L. (Knoll~ Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.). [19ti6j.
Contract W-:Jl-i09-eng-52. 17P. (t20NF-6GIo14-tij. Dc.p. mn.
CFSTI $1.00 Cyo $0.50 mn.

From IAEA (lmfcrcnce on Nuclear Data, Paris, Frantic.
TWO tbeoreticul models are outlined which are useful, In con-

junction with experimerdul da~d, for providing neutron cross sec-
tions for reactor und shielding calculations. Several recommewled
sets of dcrlvrd datti are IIlflo given. (S. F. L.)

lsh.

4276 (~-~-7851) MEASUREMENT OF AVERAGE CRMS-
SECTION RATIOS IN FUNDAMENTAL FAST-NEUTRON SPECTRA.
Grundl: J. A.; Hansen, G. E. (Los .41amos Scientific Lab., Untv.
of California, N. Mex.). [1966]. Contract W-7405 -eng-36. 2Q3.
(CON F-661 O14-4). Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

From fAEA Conference on Nuclear Data, Parts, France.
Spectral indfces (energy-sensitive average cross-section ratios)

are presented for the fast neutron spectra at the center of bare and
natural-uranium-reflected spheres of 239Pu, 233U,and 2SSU. By
means of energy-sensitive nuclear reactions, the six fast critical
assembly spectra are compared (1) among them.selves, (2) to cor-
responding fisslon-neutron spectra, and (3) to neutrons of a single
energy. Experimental errora depend upon reproducibility of de-
tecting systems, spectrsf dlstortl ons due to the presence of detect-
ing systems, and purity of the monoenergetlc and fission neutrons.
Recommended excitation functions and estimated uncertainties are
presented for each detector reaction in coarse group structure
for computational checks. The observed spectral indices and de-
tector excitations, together with iheir uncertainties, provide a set
of values that must be met by the microscopic cross sections 23gPu,
233u, and 2J5u via transport computation. (S. F. L.)

155 ●

5558 EVALUATION OF cRoss SECTIONS Af4D RESO-
NANCE PARAMETERS FOR ‘KU, 2S3U,2~SPU,AND ‘~lPu BE-
TWEEN Cd-CUTOFF AND 10 keV. Hennies, H. H. (lNTER-
ATOM, Bensberg, Ger.). Vienna, International Atomic Energy
Agency, 1966, Preprint No. CN-23/5, 46p. (CONF-661O14-21).
DTIE.

From IAEA Conference on Nuclear Data, Paris.
Fission and capture cross sectlnns between Cd-cutnff and 10

keV have been evaluated for the fissile isotopes, based on tbe
avatlable experimentdt differential cross sections, cspture-to.
fission ratioa, and total fission snd capture resonance integrslq.
In particular, the recommended cross +sections contained in the
1965 edition of BNL -325 were compared with some other evalu-
ations and with more recent results of cross-section measure-
menta uafng nuclear explosives fn apace and underground. As a
result of this evaluation, it was found that even for the moat la-
teneively studied nucleue, W, the uncertainties fn the fission
cross-eection uf are about *5% and in tbe capture cross section
act *zO%. For ‘S’fh, uf Ls known to *1O% and U=to *25%. For 3$SU
and 341Pu, the uncertainty in crf {a *20% and in cc :30%. Different
acts of resonance parameters for the resolved resonance, which
are recommended in BNL -325 or by other research laboratories,
were compared by calculating infinitely dtlute total end partlsf
resonance integrrds. Calculations were performed with the res -
onance tntegrtd cede TRfX -1 which was developed at Atomics 10-
ternational and 1s hased on the s isgle - level Breit Wigner model.
The well-known limitations of this model for nuclei, such as the
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flssile nuclei, with narrowly spaced interfering levels, reauits in
calculated flasion resonance integrals which are 10 to 20% too
small when compared WIUIintegrated mwmurcd differential cross
acctions. This result was found for energy regions where the
cross sections arc sufflcicnily well-known to make such s com-
parison possibie. Average pnrametcra for the unresolved reao-
nsncea have been extrapolated from resolved reaonsnce parame-
ters. Caicuhatcd partial resonance Intc,grais, using these
parameters, were compared with integrated mcaaured cross “
sections where these are avatiable. At? no published capture
croaa -section measurements exist in tbe resonance region for
~3~fJ,t~,p~, ad tilpu ~e~e ~rOa~-~’@ions were ~~~~ated with
the determined average parameter and appropriate statiaticai
distributions. (auth)

156.

5535 (ORNL-P-2S99) RATIO OF CAPTURE TO FISS1ON
lN 23SIMAT kcv N1.:uTI~ON ENf.:RGIEs. Lottln, A.; wee~n,
f.. W.; de Suussurc, 0.: Todd, J. If. (Ouk Rldgo Nutlonul Lub,,
Tcmn.). [1966]. Contract W-740 &cng-26. 17P. (CON F-
66101%5). Dep. mn. C FSTI $3.00 cy, $0.65 mn.

From International Conferezwe on iltat Cr!tical Espertments
and Their Anulys!s, Argonne, Ill.

‘f’he neutron cxapturc to fimlon ratio, a, was menaured for 2SDPU
for neutron Incldcnt energies from 20 to GOOkeV. A pulsed beam
of neutrons was colllpmtui on n sample of plutwdum placed in tbs
center of a large hydrogeneous gamma-ray acintillator poisoned
with gadol inlum. A capture event in tbe sample was character zed
by a single pulse of the acintillator due to the caacade of capture
gnmma raya, wblle a fission event was characterized by a puiae
due to the prompt flsslon gamma mya followed, a few microaeconda
later, by additional pulses due to the gamma raya produced when
the thermal 1zed fias ion neutrons were captured in the gadol ir,ium
of the sclntillator. Below 100 keV the neutron energies were mea-
aured by the time-of- fllght technique with a resolution of 7 naec/m.
Above 100 keV app roximateiy moneenergctic neut rona were uacd.
Similar measurements were alao performed on 2SSUand the reaulte
are Included for completeness. Tbe uncertainties in the valuea of
a obtained are approximately 10%.. The data are conaiatent with
measurement performed by other iaboratoriea. (auth)

157.
2584 (Nfi-SR-Mt!mo-11907) AN UPDATED SiXTEEN-
GROUP HANSEN-ROACH STRUCTURE LfBRARY. Ottewitte,
E. H. (AtomIcs International, Canega Park, Caltf.). Afay 12,
Igcfjc Contract AT(ll-1)-Gen-8. 14P. Dep. mn. CFSTI$l.00
Cy, $0.50 MO.

Tho contcmta of a library of revised Hansen-Roach 16-group
croaa sections are aummarlzed and are diacuascd. Modified Be
and Zr c roas aectiona are included together with 238PUc rosa seo -
tions and cross acctions of other eiemcnts used in SNAP reactors.
(D. C. W.)

158.

4322 USE OF INTEGRAL MEASUREMENTS AS SUPPLE-
MENTARY DATA IN NEUTRON CROS3-SECTION EVALUATION.
Pazy, A.: Rakavy, G.; Reiss, Y.; Yeivin, Y. (Hebrew Unir.,
Jerusalem). Vienna, International Atmnio Energy Agency, 1966,
Preprint No. CN-23/150 16P. (CONF-661O14-26). DTfE.

From fAEA Conference on Nuclear Data, Paris.
Tbe exact formulation of a method is given to improve the mi-

croscopic cross -acction evaiust ion by means of integral data. Con-
sidering a function u(E) and a set of functional of this function
Yi[cl, it ia wwaed tb:t theafunction 6(E), which minimi~es the
quadratic form j [(u - u)/(Ao)]%vdE + X~i {[y,(u) - fi]/[AYi]~ is t&
best estimate of u(E), where $ 1s the estimate obtained from the
analysis of direct measurements of a(E), A& is the aiandard devia -

tion of a single measurement, and w(E)dE is the ~ignificance at-
tributed to tbe estimate in th~ interval dE. The y, are the experi-
mental values of M[crl, and AM are their atantfard deviations.
Explicit expressions for F(E) and A5(E) are derived, and varieua
special cases and applications are discussed. To illustrate the
method, data from a few simple syatema are uacd to correct the
appropriate cross seetiona. (auth)

159.
1010 ~A-7427) TIME-OF-FLfGHT MEASURE-
MENTS OF NEUTRON SPECTRA IN 235U AND TUNGSTEN.
Profio, A. E.; Young, J. C.; Crosbie, K. L.; Hackney, R.;
Antunez, H. M.; Russell, J. L. Jr. Ceneral Dynamics
Corp., San Diego, Csdif. General Atomic Div.). Sept. 22,
1966. Contract AT (04-3)-167. 31P. (CONF-661O19-2).
Dep. mn. CFSTI $2.00 CY. $0.50 MO.

From Internationsi Conference on Faat Critical Experi-
ments end T,heir Analysis. Argonne, fll.

The pulsed-source, time-of-flight method was ueed to
measure neutron anguiar flux apectrs to 15 MeV from a
spherical 2SSU metal cr ltical assembly and spheree of
tungsten. The object of the ~~U experiment was to test
calculational methods for fast reactor spectra and the
rncdel for neutron inelastic scattering. The tungsten
spectra were measured at 3000K and 800”K, ns part of a
current program to measure the effect of Doppler broaden-
ing on spectra. The principal featurea of the experimental
teebntque are discussed, particularly time resolution,
beam extraction, and detectors. The ‘S6U ephere measure-
ments are presented and are compared with GAPLSN cal-
culations. Tbe epectrum is very close to that in a critical
reactor, but there is a discrepancy between theory and ex-
periment. The tungsten resulb2 show a clear difference
between hot and cold, even to high energiee. The difference
can not be explained by the density change, and it is ●p-
parerttiy the result of DoppJer broadening scattering reso-
nances. Calculations do not take this into account. (auth)

160.

5520 (AEET-257) THERMAL AND SDfTEEN GROUP
CROSS SECTION DATA FOR 2SJPa, 2XU, AND %. Singh,
ft. Shattkar (Atomic Energy Establlattmetd, Tmmbay (fndia)).
1966. 14P. Dep. mm

The latest sraflable nuclear date were collected for ~sPa, %,
●nd ‘U, and reoommendad values of thermal cross ●ectkms
and reeenaaee lstegrats are gtven for these Ia@opee for use in
thermat-reactor catcutatbuos to tbe analysis of thorium fuel cycles.
i3ixtesn-gmup cross ●ectione for studying fast syatsms baaed on
ibe same fuel cycle wem prepared. Accuracies in the data ●mi
the need for furttmr mmaurements mxf tmfmmements were apeet-
fied. (auttd

161.
Z4S4 (AEEw-R-491) THE F.D.2 GRouP ivERAt3ED
CROSS SECTiON SET FOR FAST REACTOR CALCULATIONS.
Smith, R. W.; Rowiands, J. L.; Wardieworth. D. (Atomio Ene~y
Establishment, Winfrltb fl?trgland)). Aug. 1966. 67p. Dep.
BiS $1.60. HMSO 9s.

The F.D.2 ia a 33-group croaa-section library produced for
scdium - cooled fast rmctor calculations. The data y.’ere derived
mainly fron, the UiCAEA Nuclear Data Library using the GALAXY
program and a smooth weighting spectrum which approximate
that of a isrge sodium-cooied faat reactor. Other sources were
uacd to provide: reaonence shielding factora for ‘lU, ‘8U, ‘SPU,
and 2toPu: sodium elastic moderation and tranapori croaa acctiona
and the capture crnsa section for the 3-keV rcaonsnce; eiaetic

. .
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modc,ration cross sections for oxygen, chromium, iron, and nickel;
and data for substances that are not included in the Nuclear Data
l.il)rary. or for which more recent evaluations sre available. With
the exception of the highest energy group, the group boundaries
are at half-lethargy intervals based on sn origin at 10 McV. The
top group COVCI’Senergies above 3.68 MeV and has a ‘S5U Iission-
spmxrum weighting. The remainfng 32 hslf-lethargy groups cover
thv energy range down to 0.414 eV. The scatter matrix was limited
to ten down-scatter groups with scattering to lower energies in-
cluded in the scattering to the tenth down-scatter group. (S. F. L.)
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40 REACTIVITIES

30
1.

10534
AN UAVIEFLECTED U-235 CRITICAL ASSEMBLY. R. E.
Peterson and G. A Newby (Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N.
Mex.). Nuclear SC!. and Eng. 1, 112-25(1956) May. “

An unreflected, spherical U2S critical assembly has been
In operation at the Los Alamos Scientlflc Laboratory since
August, 19.51. A remotely controlled mechanical system
1s used”to assemble subcrlticat components of the sphere,
and reactivity Is adjusted with UZS control rods. The
maxi mum power level during sustained operation is about
1 kw. !nvestigatlons with the assembly Include studies of tie
neutron spectrum, observation of the changes of reacttvlty
produced by inserting foreign materials into the assembly,
and determination of parameters such as the temperature
coefficient of reactivity. In addition, experiments at
reactl vitles above prompt criticaf have been carried out.
The assembly has also been used as a source of short, htgh-
lntenslty bursts of neutrons in tie study of delayed neutrons
following flaslon. (auth)

1957

2.

13161 KAPL-M-PLH-i G

Knolls Atnmlc Powor L~h.. Schcncctady, N. Y.
CALCULATION OF REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR
HAFhWM, CADMIUM, AND DORON FOR VARIOUS SAM-
PLE TIIICKNESStIS. P. L. Hofmann. May 25, 19.54.

Docl. Ilfw. 9, it357. 9P. Contract W-31 -i09-Eng-52.

$i.80~h OTS); $i.80(mf OTS).
Reactivity cocfticicnts of samples of Hf, Cd, and B of

various thicknesses have been calculated by mcane of
perturbation theory at tho ccntcr and core edge of the
clean PPA-i 6. Calcuiatod and experimental results are
compared. (auth)

13955 LA-1708
Loa Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.
MATERIAL REPLACEMENT MEASUREMENTS IN TOPSY
AND GODIVA ASSEMBLIES. L. B. Engle, G. E. Hansen,
IL C. Paxton, J. C. Hoogterp, and D. S. Young, July 1954.
Deil. May 9, 1957. 98p. Contract W-7405 -eog-36. $15.30

@h OTS); $5.40(mf OTS).
?his report brings together an extensive accumulation of

mate rtal replacement (danger coeff lcient) data for the vari-
ous oralloy critical asaembliea at Pajarito. Correspcmdi.ng
valuea of effective absorption and transport cross sections
are derived. IO certain favorable caaea, tnelaatic scattering
contributions to the effect We absorption croaa sections are
estimated. Special applicatlona of material replacement
data include computation of the relationship between oralloy
critical mass and concentration of a diluent, and hydrogen
isotopic analysis of heavy water and heavy polythene. (auth)

4.
648 DP-48
Du Pent de Nemours (E. I.) & Co. Savannah River Lab.,
“ Augusta, Ga.

REACTMTY MEASUREMENTS IN A SUBCRITICAL
PILE. R. C. Axtmann, G. Dessauer, and T. F. Parktneon.
Nov. 1955. 20p. Contract AT(07-2)-1.

Experiments showed that there exists in a subcritical
pile of low critical maaa a range of multiplications that
are high enough for preclaion testing of pile com poneats
and yet low enough for the rapid establishment of
equilibrium in each test. Advantages of subcritical testing
over the conventional ‘~danger coefficient’s method are
diacusaod. (autb)
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1958 8.

5.

1073 LA-1525
Los Aiamoa Soientiflo Lab., N. Mex.
MATERIAL REPLACEMENT EXPERIMENTfk THEORY
AND MEASUREMENTS FOR THE IADY GODIVA ASSEM-
BLY. Gordon E. Hsnsenand Clifford biafer. Apr. 23,
1953. Decl. Apr. 1, 1957. 68p. Contract W-7405 -Eng-36,
$9.30(ph OTS); $3.60(mf OTS).

The perturbation theory for material replacement ex-
periments In a bare aseembly 1s given through second
order, thus permitting correctlone for sample a lze. Com-
puted flux and adjolnt distribution functions are tabulated
for the hdy Godiva assembly, enabling the observed
danger coeff Icients for U*J* and U*S5to be compared wltb
corresponding predicted values. Consistency of this data
Ie checked by its uee In three Independent combination,
each yielding the came value for the effective fraction of
deiayed neutrone from fast fission. Reactivity contributtem

associated with inelastic scattering were calculated and
compzrleon made between central danger-coefficient ratlo#
and ratloa for the Topsy assembly. Evaluation of Waneport
croes sections by meane of replacement measurement la
Godiva 1s illustrated for the several elements C, Cu, end
AU. (auth)

6.

2050 HW-27Li5i
Nmford Atomic Products Operation, Rlchland, Wash.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OBTAINED FROM TEST
PILE REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS ON PLUTONIUM.
Flnel Report on Production Test No. 30S-2-N. H. W.
Lcfcvro and J. R. Trtplett. Apr. 28, 1953. Dee?. Feb. 19,
1957. 9P. Contract W-31 -NJ9-EIK-52. $1.?O(ph OTS);
$ 1.80(mf OTS).

Reaotivtty measurements to allow determlnatioo of *
●mount of pofaontag Prnffuoed by tie Cd and Ta aleevea
mxf b determine tbo rehttvo IOM of puss wban removing
Pul’O ●re reported. (F.S.)

70

21727 NP-7fIll
Iowa state COli., Ames.
CHANGES IN REACTTVIV IN A SUBCXU’rfCAL AE-
SEMBLY OWfNCi TO LOCALIZED PEBTuRBA’210NS.
(theain). Donald Miller Beek. 1969. 72p.

l%e reactivity cbangee in a subcritical eeeembly due
to localized perturbationa were investigated. TIM per-
turtmffone considered were the addftfon of fuel, fmieq
and the introduction of a void, Experimental and theo-
reUcal resuite were correlated to ascertain the feaei-
biiity of predicUng reacUvky cbangae fn a subcrittoal
xxaembly. (lV.D,M.)

9434 13NL-483(P.75-6)

Los Alamos ScIcntlfic Ix~b., N. Mcx.
Reactivity COEFFICIENT DATA ON Ua’ IN FAST’
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. G. E. Hansen. p.i5-G [ofl

THORIUM -U233 Symposium, SPONSORED BY THE
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY Commission AT
DROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY,
JANUARY 9-10, 1958. 2P.

Data arc presented on reactivity coefficient ratios ob-
tained at the ccntcrs of Topsy (U reflected Oy), Godiva
(Bnrc Oy), and Jczcbei (bare Pu). (W. L. H.)

9.

17454

REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF LARGE VOIDS IN THE
REFLECTOR OF A LXGHT-WATER-MODERATED AND
REFLECTED REACTOR. A. B. Reynoide, K. M.
Henry, and E. B. Johneon (Oak Ridge National Lab.,
Term.) and T. J. Thompson (Maeaacbuaetts hat. of
Tech., ~ubridge). Nuclear &i. and Eng. ~, No. 1,
Suppi., 163-6( 1969) June.

Reactivity effecte of iarge voids in the reflector of
the Pool Critical Aseembly (PCA), an enriched-
urantum, light-water-moderated and -reflected, pool-
type reactor, were investigated experimentally and
theoretically. The four principaf effecte measured
were the variation of reactivity of voide at the center
of a core face, void POEitlon on core face, and .vepam-
tion distance between void and core face. Superpos-
ability of tbereacUvity effects of multiple voids was

etudied. The effect of the largest void on the thermal
neutron flux distribution was meaaured. (W, D. M.)

10.
1093 AECU4991
[M Ridge National Lab., Tens.].
Reactivity EFFECTS OF LARGE VOIfM IN TEE
=FLECT02t OF A LIGHT-WATER-MODERATED AND
-REFLECTED REACTOR (thesis). Albert Barnatt
zteynelde. June 1969. 809P. OTS.

submitted to Meesacbuaattx Inet. of Tech.
Iteacttvity effects of large voide in the refleotor et tbo

Pool Critbxl Aaaemhiy (PCA), an enrkbed-uranium,
lt@-umt.er-modereted and -reflected reactor. were ia-
vestigxted experimentally and theoretically. The throo
prtimipal effectx which were ●udfed experimentally
were: the variation of reacUvity with the sise of a reid
lonxted at the center of one face of the cm. (including ●

sold covering the entiro *). the varixtion of reacUv-
4 with void poeition on tbe oore fxco, and tho ●lwr-
poeabfiity of the reactivity effoctx of voide. ‘17ie effoet

.

.

.
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Oftba Iargestvoidolltho rhormai-noutmn flutiwb-
tioa woe aiao moaeurad. ‘i’hooxperimantai vaiuo for *
roaotivity divided by y for ● void onvorbtg outiroiy the
iar@W thCO of a 23.6X 20.S X 14.4 in. ~ra was (2.79 4

0.12)%, where y la the rati6 of tho offocitive dalayod-
ooutrott fraotion to the actual delayed-neutron fraotion.
‘Itm caiculatod valuo of y for thfe oore waa 1.22 ● 0.05.
(auth)

Il.
?OB76 KAPL-M-MLS-12
Xnolle Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N, Y.
DISTRIBUTED REACTMTY COEFFICIENTS IN A PMA

BLAB CORE. MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS. N. E.
French, R. F. Ruane, and M. L. Storm. Feb. 9, 1960.
60p. Contmct W-31 -109-Eng-62. OTS.

Meammemente of the core dietrihuted reactivity ooeffl-

oiente of moderator and etmctuml materials that were
made in ● polyethylene modemtad and refieoted elab reao-
tor (PMA-6) are deecribed. In addition, the experiments
are analyzed with the uae of varime oroea eeotion routinas
currently employed in nuolear deeign etudfee at tbio labo-
ratory. The adequacy with which the WOX-type sod 3-
t7roup MUFT-SOFOCATE cross-section oodea prodiot tbe
experimental reactivity coefficient data ia demonstretod,
(auth)

1961

12.
32919 (APEX-705) REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF
STRUCTURAL MATERfALS IN THE BEM-A B. K. V.
Cooper and W. B. Henderson (General Electric Co. Flight
Propulsion Lab. Dept., Cincinnati). Aug. 1961. COntrWte
AF33(600)-38062 and AT(ll-1)-171. 27p.

Reactivity effects of 93.2% enriched orallby, molybdenum.
tron, rdobium, 310 stainless s(eel, 304 stainless steel, In-
conel X, FeCrAl, zlrconlum, nickel, nichromc V, and chro-
mium clad with FeCrAl, in the form of foils in the center
cell of the BEM-11 B minimum void, beryllium moderated
critical experiment are reported. Nineteen-energy-level
diffusion calculations with cell correction from both
coarse and fine energy detail were correlated with the
measurements. The fine energy detail improved the cor-
relation, mainly because resonance self-shielding and flux
depression are more adequately treated, and residual dis-
crepancies for the most part can be attributed to inade-
quacies in the cross section data. (auth)

130

7011 (oRNL-3016(P.3-5)) REACTfv~Y WORTH OF
THE CENTRAL FUEL ELEMENT IN THE INJLK SHIELD-
ING REACTOR I. G. deSnuasure, K. M. Nenry, Jr., and ,
R. Perez-Bcllee (Oak Ridge National Lab., Tcnn.).

The reactivity worth of a BSR-1 fuel clement IIt fhe
center of a crlticai iettlce wae exper!.mcntaily measured
by ● pulsed-neutron-eource technique. The vnhte obtatned
for fiSR-1 loading No. 78 was 6.1 * 0.6 dollare. (aufh)

u.
6599 Reactivity CONTR1BUTIONS OF VAiUOUS
MATERIALS IN TOPSY, GODiVA, AND JEZEBEL. L. B.

Englc, G. E. Hsnscn. and H. C. paaton (Lea Aiamos Scicn-
tlfic Lab., N. Mex. ). Nuclear Scl. and En g. ~, 543-69(1960)

Dec.

An accumulailon of reactivity co~trlbulion data Ie brought
iogcther for ihe varioue crlilcal asscmbllco at Pajttrito.
Corresponding values of cffoctlvc absorption and traneport
cross scct!ons arc dcrlved, and rclaiions botwcen critical
mass amf volume fraction of dllucnte are obialned In tcrme
of tiwac croes eoctlone. in somo favorable caeos, inclaaiic
acette rhtg cent ribut Ions to the cf fective abeorpt lon c roee
sect lone are eetlmated. (euth)

15.

b598 PERTURi3ATION TNEORY OF REACTIVITY

COEFFICIENTS FOR FAST-NEUTNON CRITICAL SYS-
TEMS. Gotxfon E. Ilansen and Cllffotd Ma{cr (Los Alamoa
Scientlflc Lab., N. Mex.). Nuclear Sci. and Eng. ~, 532-42

(i960) f3cc.
The first-c.tder perturbation theory. or equivalcntli the

interpretation of react lvlty coefficients, 1s illustrated for
fast neutron crlticai aystema. A accrmd-order perturbation
theory for small size sample replacements le giver. and
illustrated especially as it pertains to mea.aurementa of re-
activity coefficients. (auih)

16.

21406 REACTIVITY AND ACTIVATION MEASURE-
MENTS AND CALCULATIONS IN HIGHLY ENRICHED U-
Zr- H20 CRfTICAL ASSEMBLIES BETWEEN 65 AND
460”F. L. O. HerWig, W. F. Vogeleeng, J. J. Kepee, E. L.
Hmnez, W. A. Vogele, and T. M, Ryan (Weatingbouee Eleo-
tric Corp., Pittsfnmgh). Trsna. Am. Nuclear Sot., 4: No.
1, 62-3(Juoe 1961).

17 ●

6386 (CF-61- 1-42) REVISED VERSfON OF HFIR
CRITiCAL EXPERihiEN’r-2 (KFCE-2). P. R. Kasten and

R. D. Chcvcrton (Onk Rtdge Nattonal Lab., Tcnn.). Jan. 16,
1961. 6p.

A l!sting and dcscr!pt!on 1s glvcn of the cxpcrimcnts
associated wlih ihc NFfR Critical Exporimcnt-2, The prf -
mm-y experiments concern the reactivity of the bare core,
rcacttvity worth of ‘ggray~’ controi plates. core-power
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dlstrtbutton, reactivity worth of “blnck’t control plates,
tcmpcraturc cocfflctents of reactivity, and the le.lnnd votd
coeff!cicnt of rcuctlvlty. The secondary experiment con-
cern the reactltity of the fuel, and the reactivity worth of
~ ,~Partlal~~ gmy plate. ~uth)

18.

25595 (NAA-SR-Memo-2805) Reactivity IN SRE
OF THE BETTLS ALLOYS. J. J. McClure (Atomics fnter-
national. DIv. of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga

Park, Cafif.). May 21, 1958. 4p.
The reactlvfties of several U- Nb- Zr siloya in the 60-

d!um Reactor Experiment are wmpared with that of 2.8%
enriched U fuel. The alloys considered have the following
compositions: 15% Nb- 70% U-15% Zr; 12% N’b- 82% U-6%
Zr; and 6% Nb- 82% U-12% Zr. Each alloy is studied at U
enrichments of 3, 7, and 11%, end the SI1OYenrichments
necessary to give the same reactivi~ as the 2,8% enriched
u fuel are found by interpolation, (T. F, H.)

19 ●

16754 (KAPL-M4JS-2) REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
IN T1iE UNPOISONED PMA-40 SLAB CORE. PART L
.MEASUREMENTS. James J. Schulthels (Knolls Atomio
Puwcr Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.). Jan. 9, 19G1. Contract
W-31 -lfJ9-eng-52. 50p.

Rcsulis of reacilvlty coefficient and flus distrlbuiion
measu romcnta in tbe unpoisoned PMA-40 siab core are de-
ttcribed. Tho PMA-40 core ia the first in a series of slab
cores to be consirucmd in the KAPL Plastic Mockup As-
sembly (PMA) for evaluating analytical tcchniquea and
crows-section achemea. In addiiion to the dititriimtcd re-
activity coeffloieots of Uaa’, ●iuminum, and pdyethyiene.
the npatlai variation in the reactivity coefficienia ●iong the
shoat 12-in. dimeneion of the core is presented. The de-
scription of the core, meaeu rementa, and resuits presented ‘
is complete enough ao that caiculationa can be performed
without additional information. (auth)

20.

32666 (KAPL-M-JRT-1) REACTIVITY COEF FI-
C!ENTS IN PMA-47 A ZIRCONiUM-URANIUM, UNPOI-
SONED SLAB CORE. PART L MEASUREMENTS, J. R.

Tomonto (Knolls Atomic Power Lz& Sehenectidy, N. Y.).
Aug. 21, 1961. Contract W-31-109 -Eng-52. 73p.

The resuits of meamring neutron flux dlstributione, dis-

tributed reactivity coefficients of U2SS,polyethylene, and
zircaioy aa well as the spatially dependent reactivity co-
eff icients of zircaloy, aluminum, end zirconium-boron in

PMA-4’7 are reported, PMA-47 is the second of a series
of cores constricted in the Piastic Mockup Assembly (PMA)
to provide reactivity coefficients end criticality data in
cores with simple geometry. It differs from the first core
of the series (PMA-40) in that it conhins a higher fuel den-

sity end utilizes zirconium as fts structural materiaf. The
reactivity data will be used to test analytical techniques
and to provide a comparison with related values for sub-
sequent eimilar aluminum-uranium cores. (auth)

.

1962

210

2648 (ANL-6392) iDAHO DIVISION SUhiMARY RE-
PORT, OCTOBER 1960 THROUGH MARCH 1961. (Argonne
National Lab., Iii.). Contract W-31 -109 -eng-38. 75p.

Experimental Breeder Reactor-L Three mcthuds were
used to deicrmine the reactivity worth of the EBR-I iead
cup reflector to be 5.4%. The feedback mcch~nism postu-
lated for the resonant instabilities of Mark-Ii core ia dia-
cusscd In some detail. ZPR-111. Criticality and renciivity

.meainirements for a wide variety of maicriais are reported
for Assembiiern 29 to 31 (uranium oxide) and 32 to 33
(stainless sieel-urunium). BONAX-V. Curret;l development
and fabrication work carried out on tlw i30i{AX-V faclliiy
are described. Trimsieni Reactor Tesi Faciiity. l{CSU1lN
are presented for a 101 IJ-Mw-scc ien~perature-iln jii~d
iransicni in ilw facliiiy and for the iniegr:iiwl and peuk
power as u funciion of reactivity addition. A tcmperaiure

rise vs power graph was derived for calculating the energy
release of transient. Gamma flux measurements are dia-
cussed. (D. L.C.)

22.

32260 (ANL-6582) TWO SPHERICAL FAST CRITI-
CAL EXPERIMENTS (ZPR-lif ASSEMBLIES 38 AND 39).
J. C. Batca, W. G. Davcy, P. I. Amundson, J. M. Gasidio,
J. K. Long, and W. P. Kecncy (Argonne Nationa~ Lab.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho). July 1962. Contract W-31 -109-
eng-38. 35p.

Two sphcricai versions of eariier cylindrical assemblies
were used for a criticai study of shape offccts for fnst
reactor cores with volumes of 300 to 400 Ii@rsO Assem-
blies 24 (cyiindricai) and 36 (aphericai) had a high-density
metallfc U blanket, whereas the set of assemblies num-
bered 31 (cylindrical) and 39 (spherical) had a iow-density
U-fueled core (with steel and Al diluents) with a high-
density blanket of depleted U. The main features of these
aasembiies are summarized. Reactivity coefficients of a
amali number of fissile and nonfirmiie materials were
measured in both assemblies (38 and 39). in Assembly 38
tbe effects of environment, etc., upon fission rates mea--
ured with absolute fission chambers were investigated.
Radiai fission rate traverses in different directions were
made in Assembiy 39 to reveal any flux asymmetry due to
heterogeneity of the core; no such effect was detected. (auth)

●
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Reactivities 23-28

23.
2400 (GA-2313) Reactivity OS~ILLATION NIEAS-
UREMENTS OF THE THORIUM DOPPLER COEFFICIENT
IN THE HTGR CRITICAL FACILITY. J. R. Brown and
J. B. Sampson (General Atomic Div., General Dynamics
Corp., San Diego, Calif.). July 1, 1961. Contract AT(04-
3)-314. 4Gp.

‘ilw Doppler coefficient, (1/l) (dI/dT), was measured for
several HTGR fuel elements in the HTGR critical assembly
at tempcraturea up to 650”K by a reactivity oscillation tech-
nique. The correction required because of a small effect

upon neutron temperature cauaed by heating the central fuei
element (the therma~ base effect) was also determined ex-
perimentally. The coefficient, (1/f) (df/dT), is about 3.6 x
~0-4~c at 300 ~ 650w. It inoreases slightly wtth thorium

iotiding. (auih)

24.

1s795 SOME MEASUREMENTS OF REACTMTY IN A
LfGHT-WATER MODERATED HIGHLY ENRfCHED
URANIUM ASSEMBLY. P. N. Cooper, K. Firth, M. Ker-
ri~e, R. F. Mathams, A. J. Salmon, and K. G. Stepbena
(Associated Electrical Induatrlee Ltd., Aldermaeton, Barks,
Eng.). J. Nuclear Energy, Pta. A & B. Reactor Sci. and
Teohnol., 16: 65-9(Feb. 1962).

A modified version of the inbour equation, which reIates
the reactivity to the rate of change of power of a reactor,
was used. It takes into aqcount the different probabilities
of leakage from the reactor core during the siowing dowo
of prompt and delayed neutrons. Usfng ibis equation the
reactivity absorbed by a control element in a reactor wan
deduced. Good agreement was found with other methods of
estimating the eiement effectiveness inciuding critical maaa
meatw.trementa and cub-critical measurements with dis-
tributed absorbers. (autb)

25.
17234 (DP-641) PDP MEMUREMEN’FS OF COOLANT
VOfD Reactivity COEFFICfENTlj. Albert E. Dunfdee

.- .
(IM pent de Nemours (E. I.) and Co. Savannah River Lab.,

.\iken, S. C.). Mar. 1962. Contract AT(07-2)-1. 22p.
JMcasurements in ihe Process Development Pile (PDP)

determined tbe effect on reactivity of removing all ~0
coolant from pressure tube fuel assemblies consisting
of four concentric U metal tubea ranging in outer diam- “
eter from 1.06 to 3.08 in. and immersed in D20 moderator.
At n triangular lattice pitch of 9.33 in. between tbs centers
of the fuel aesembiies, the measured increese in the muf -
tiplicaiion constant of an infinite lattice was 2.8%. This
result cotilrmed earlier calculations and exponential ex-
periment which indicated ihat this type iatiice of nested
[I metai tubee would be unstable in a boiling-D20-cooled

power reactor. (auth)

26.
30019 (NASA-TN-D-1322) CRITICALITY EFFECTS
OF CENTRALLY LOCATED TUBES AND RODS OF
ALUMINUM, IRON, AND TUNGSTEN IN A HOMOGENEOUS
REACTOR. Daniel Fieno, Eugene Gunn, Clayton Barber,
Thomas Fox, Donaid Aiger, and Robert Mueller (National
Aeronautics and Space Admirdstration. Lewis Research

Center, Cleveisnd). Aug. 1962. 27p.
The NASA zero-power reactor, consisting of an unre-

flected cylinder containing a solution of urenyi fluoride
salt in water, was used to study simple heterogeneous ef-
fects. This heterogeneity was introduced into the reactor
se tubes or rods of aluminum, iron, and tungsten. For a
given hydrogen- to uranium-235-atom ratio of the fuel ao-

iution, criticality was achieved by varying the height of the
fuel aohtlon contained in a 12-tnch-inside-dhuneter tank.
Criticality measurements of cylindrical void regions io-
cated on the axis of the resctc r were aiso made. These
measurements were analyzed by using 19 energy groups
with a one-dimensional diffusion-theory code written for
the IBM 704 computer. (auiid

27.
931 (ANL-6336) CRITICAL STUDIES OF A DILUTE

FAST REACTOR CORE (ZPR-fIl ASSEMBLY 31). J. M.
Gasidlo, J. K. Long, and R. L. McVeen (Argonne National
Lab., Ill.). Oct. 1961. Contract W-31 -109 -eng-36. 25p.

Critical studies were performed on a diiute, metallic,
faat reactor core. The fuel was 38.6% enrichai uranium
and reduced-deneity aluminum was used to simulate sodi~
coolant. ‘t%e meaeured critical mase was 463 kg of U*S6in

a 425-liter core. The main part of the experimental pr-
ogram consisted of measurement of the standard fission

ratios, a number of central reactivity coefficients, and the
prompt neutron lifetime. An additional series of experi-

ments were performed to obta{n the worths of aluminum,
aluminum oxide, and sodium at various radial positions in
tbe core. (autb)

28.
2377 (ANL-(K136) CRITICAL STUDfES OF A 450-
LITKR URAX:L131 OXIDE FAST REACTOR CORE (ZPR-

111ASSEMBLY 29), A. L. Hese, W. GemmeR, J. K. I.ang,

nnd R. L. McVcxn (Argonne Naiional Lab., Ill.). Nov. 1960,

contract W-3 1- 10u-cng-38. 46p.
Reswlts of siudica with ZPR-fD Assembiy 29, a mockup

of a iypicai, rlliutc U~-fueled fast reactor, are reporied.
The asacmhiy conslsied of a 454-liter cylindrical core,
I?lankctcd with depicted uranium, wtih a criticai mass of

~~~ Ew rlments included measurement of fiOSlon421 k~ U .
ratca, maicriai reactivity woribs, and Rosei aipha. ‘the
rcsuits 0[ multlgroup calcuhtiona using the preeent
Argonne cross section sofa am prenented, and diecrep-
ancles between experimental reauita ●nd calculations are
discuesed. (auth)
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Reactivities 2$)-34.

29. 33●

3837 (oRNL-3193(P.3-4)) THE R SACTIVITY EF-
FECTOFAN AIR- FILLED CAVITY WITHIN A POCJI.
CRITICAL ASSEMBLY CORE. E. B. Johnson(Ouk I{idge
National Lab., Term.).

It is shown experimentally that a positive void coefficient
of reactivity exists in the core center-line of.the pOUl
Critical Assembly. The assembly is fueled wilh BSR-1
fuel elements, and the void is Introduced in a Lucite colI-
tainer in order to keep the metal/wntor ratio constant.
(T. F. H.)

18612 (DC-59-7-700) REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS
IHII{IN: PllASE 11 “rESrS WITH THE HOTCE REACTOR.
Il. ill.Killkaid, J. K, Kunze, and K. J. Skew (General Elec-

t mc t:u. Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion DepL, Id8ho Falls,
I(I IIN,I. July 1, 1959. Contract AT(I 1-1)-171. 14p.

~hc results of reactivity measurements made with the
HOTCE reactor during phaae II teats are given slong with
the tiignificant test procedures that evolved during the ex-
perlmentatton. The reactivltlea corresponding to the as-
ymptotic perioda were determined from the ht-hcur re-
lation. The worth of each test rod relative to the boron test
rod was computed. (M. C. G.)

31.

4999 REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS-PROBLEMS,
METHODS, AND APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES (SUMMARY
REPO1{T). P.’ Ltewers (Zentrallnstitut fUr Kernphysik,
Rowmndorf, Ger.). Kernenergie, 4: ti93-618(Aug. 1961).
(In German)

In this survey report on reactivity measurements, the
kinetic behavior of a reactor ia first considered, then the
methods used for the measurement of the reactivity are
reviewed. The applicaUon possibilities discussed are
measurement of physicai properties, static reactor pa-
rameters, kinetic reactor parameter, dynamic reactor
parameters, and parameters which are necessary for the

operation of the reactor. (J. S. R.)

32.

4999 Reactivity MEASUREMENTS-PROBLEMS,
MET1{ODS, AND APPLICATION POSSIBILfTfES (SUMMARY
REPO1{T), P. Liewers (Zentralinstltut Rir Kernphy.alk,

Rotwcndorf. Ger.). Kernenergie, 4: 693-618 (Aug. 1961).
(In German)

In this survey report on reactivity meaaurementa, the
klnctlc behavior of a reactor la ftrat conaldered, then the
methods used for the measurement of the reactivity are
rev~ewed. The appllcatton poaalbllitlea dtacusaad are
measurement of physical propertleo, statlo reactor pe-
rameteie, kinetto reactor parameter., dynamlo reactor

perametera, and parameter whtoh are neoeaeary for the ,
eperatlon of the reaotor. (J,8.R.) . ,,.

2S438 REACTIVITY EFFECT8 OF MODERATOR EX-
PULSION IN AN ENRfCHED, LIGHT WATER REACTOR.
Jerome Lee Shapiro (Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor). Dis-
sertation Abatr., 22: 1120 -l(Oct. 1961).

An experimental and analytical inveatfgation of the ef-
fect of removal of part of the water moderator on the re-
activity of a smatl pooi-type reactor la made. me experi-
mental technique conaiata of bubbling air through one
element of the core at a time. The air volume (which is
considered to be a void) is determined by calibrating
measurement made in an out-of-core gamma ray densi-
tometer. Density perturbation made in individual (3” x
3“) core eiementa produce void coefficients (= vAk/kAv)

varying from -0.316 at the center to -0.110 at the outer
corner of a roughiy square core. The average void co-
efficient produced by volumetrically averaging ali the
local coefficients ia -0.190. Linearity of the reactivity
effect with void concentration is observed up to the maxim-
um void fkaction introduced of 11 per cent. This result
is compared wiih a diffusion-theory anaiyaia that includes
a comparison of two-group perturbation, using Onn-
dimcn~ional and two-dimensional oigenvahx!-variation
mtithfxin. This comparison showa that for uniformiy
distributed density changes, perturbation thcwry is simple
and accurate within 5 per cent. It is aiao apparent tilyt
variution of ihe gcomeiry (e.g., cyiindricizing a puralicie-

pipcd) haa very Iittlu effect on either uniformiy diairiimtcd
or iocaiizcd reactivity cffccte. Effects of neutron stream-
ing, neutron tcrnpcraturo changes, and chnniys in flux
depression are shown to be ncgiigiblc in the average wiiter-
dcnsity range (p >0.75 gin/cc) examined. ‘llw most im-
portani featuru not adcquatciy uccounted for by upi>lying
density-changed cross scetions to one- or two-dimensional
codes is the variation of transverac huckiing~. This
feature is examined with the aid of iho f.tuckiing Itoriition
subroutine of the MAGNUM code. The combination of
buckiing Iteraiion with any of the two-group techniques
consldcwd adoquaioiy eoivoa iho dioiributod void coof -
ficltml probiom. Howovcr, for Iocalir,od voids this tcch-
niquo ia not nccuruto ainco it atmumcn no radini variaiion
of axiui buckiing (tmpnrabiiity), TIW interior void coef-
ficient ia overcatimated whiie tho outer void coefficient is
undereatimatcd (buth by about 15 to 30 pcr cent). On the
basia of this evidence suggestions aro mado for modifi-
cation of the buckling iteration procedure to aiiow radial
variations of axiai buckiinge.

34.
19988 0G4PL-M-JRT-2) REACTIVITY COEFFI-
CIENTS IN PMA-47. A ZfRCONIUM- URANfUM, UN-
POISONED SLAB CORE. PART H. ANALYSIS. J. R.
Tomonto (Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.).
Jan. 6, 1962. Contract W-31 -109-Eng-52. 46p.

Tbe purpose of this report is to compare calculated
oriticalityi reactivity coefficients, and flux distributiona
with related quantities meaaured in PMA-47. PMA-47 ie

.

.

.

.
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the second of a series of cores constructed In the Plastic
Mockup Assembly (PMA) to provide criticality data and re-

activity coefficients in cores wfth simple geometry. A
comparison of results is made to PMA-40 which was the
first in this series. The two cores differ in that PMA-47
contains a higher fuel dcmsity and utilizes Zr as ita princi-

ple structural material. The calculations were performed
using the DIG-WOXX and MUFT-KATE cross section
routines with the KA RE diffusion theory code. (auth)

35●

4224 (ANL-6635(P.8-27)) LIQUID METAL-COOLED
REACTORS. (Argonne National Lab., Ill.).

Experiments were conducted with ZPR-111 assembly 41
which consists of 2G% enriched U diIuted in metal. Data on

central fission ratios and sample-size effects in measure-
ments of central- and radial edge-reactivity coefficients
are presented. Other experiments are reported on blankets
and reflectors and a rotary control red mockup containing
boron carbide in the radial blanket. fn developmental work
on the 2P R-VI and -IX, installation of the control wiring for
the reactor-cell air conditioning and installation of the Ar
storage system were completed. A summary of foil irra-
diation activities k+ included. Developmental programs con-
cerning EBR-1, EBR-fI, and FARET are summarized.
(J. R. D.)

36.

26055 REACTIVITY AND KINETIC MEASUREMENTS
WITH THE ADVANCED TEST REACTOR CRITICAL EX-
PERIMENT. Arland L. MacKinney and John W. Poston

(Babcock and Wilcox Co., Lynchhurg, Vs.). Trans. Am.
Nucl. Sot., 6: 47-8(June 1963).

37;
WI (TID-17282) EXPERIMENTAL REACTIVITY
twALUATION OF THE ADVANCED TEST REACTOR
CRITICAL EXPERIMENT. J. W. Poston and A. L. Mac-
~inney (Babcock and Wilcox Co. Critical Experiment
~b., Lynchburg, Vs.). Nov. 1962. For Ebasco Services,
IIW.,New York. Contract AT(10-1)-1076. 25P. (ATRCE-
10s)

The reactivity of the Advanced Test Reactor Criticnl
Experiment (ATRCE) was evaluated with the core in the
reference condition. Control cylinders were calibrated
mhxgdeterminations of positive reactor periods inter-
prcted by the in-hour equation. The pulsed neutron tech-
dque was used to measure subcritical reactivities. De-
scribed are the reactivity evaluations for the hafrdum neck
chlm rods, the outer shim control cylinders, and the berated
\!y\ar tape used in the core regton. The reeults of pertur -
bMon measurement of the reactivity coefficient of U*35are

hcluded. (H. D. R.)

Reactivities 35-40

38.

9682 SUBCRITICAL Reactivity MEASUREMENT
BY A SOURCE-JERK METHOD. T. B. Ryves \Nationaf
Physical Lab., Teddlngton, Middx., Eng.) and M. C. Scott.
J. Nuci. Energy, Pts. A & B, 16: 455-63 (Sept. 1962).

The theory of the source-jerk technique for the meas-
urement of subcritical reactivity was refined to take ac-

. oount of harmonics present In the neutron flux distributhl.
The method waa applied to the measurement of the aub-
criticat activity in a large graphite-moderated uranlum-
fueled reactor. The subcritical reactivity waa found to ba
[-2.63 ● 0.21] per cent AK/K. This value Is about 10 per
cent hlgber than estimatee based on the subcritical ap-

proach to critical and on the measured interaction of shut-
off rods. (auth)

39.
12765 (ORNL-3MO(P.12-113) EXPERIMENTS AND
CALCULATIONS ON TNE REACTMTY EFFECTS OF
SMALL FUEL DfSPLACEMENTS. E. G. Silver, Z. M.

Bartoloms’, et ~. (Oak Ridge Nauonal Lab., Term.).
‘l%e reactivity effecte associated with the motion of re-

actor fuel are being investigated in a cslculational and ex-
pertmentaf program at the BSF. Resulte indicate that
negative reactivitfes result from atl perturbations that
decreaee the homogeneity of the core, except when the
perturbation adds fuel to high-importance regions, such
SIXthose adjacent to interior water volumes. The calcula-
tion methods appear to be inadequate to cope with the kind
of smell-dimension, large -magnttude perturbations repre -
sented by the experiments; however, experiments are
being designed which can be more accurately represented
tn t13e calctdatfons. (auth)

40.
29733 NEUTRON LIFETIME AND REACTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS IN THERMAL REACTORS WITH THE
HELP OF THE ROSSI-CX-METHOD. Theodor Stribel
(Siemens-Schuckertwerke AG, Garc!xing, Ger.). Nukleonfk,
5: 170-3 (Juna 1963). (In German)

Roasi a-measurements on two thermal reactors, the
Siemens instruction Reactor (SUR) and the Siemens Argo-
naut Reactor (SAR), are reported. Methods and equipment
are described and the results presented. For the SUR an
average neutron lifetime of 48.75 x 104 sec (with p=ff =

7.4 x 10-? was obtained, for SAR a lifetime of 173.6 x
10-6 sec (with f3=ff= 8.5 x 10-3) was determined. Reactivity
measurements on the baeie of the a-methed agreed aatls-
factorily with those obtafned by the 41red-drop” method,
The statement concerning the size of the time-dependent
part of the frequency distribution, which is euppiied by
theory in the energy and place independent region, could
not be confirmed. (tr- auth)
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heactivities 41--46

41

13337 REACTIVITY MEASUREMENT ON THE RE-

FLECTED SEMI-HOMOGENEOUS CRITICAL ASSEMBLY
BY PULSED NEUTRON TECHNIQUE. Kenji Sumite (Japan
Atomic Energy Research Inst., Tokyo), YoshiMko Kaneko,
Rtyoouke Kurokawa, and Tae Wan Park. Nippon Genehir-
yoku Gakkaiahi, 4: 825-34 (Dec. 1962). (In English)

Measurement are made of the prompt neutron lifetime
and of the equivalent reactivity wortha of control roda and
the gap between two halves of the SHE-1 (Semi-Homogeneous
Critical Assembly Core-1) by pulsed neutron tecbntque.
The decay constant a can be meaaured in the range from
7.19 to 14’7.7 see-i wtthin 2.1%. The prompt neutron lifetime
of this aesembly ia determined to be 1.21 + 0.03 ms (as-
aruntng fJ,ff = 0.0067), and the equivalent reactivity WOrfi of

a Cd control rod to be 4.10 + 0.13 $. However, the reac-
tivity found from the value of u by the conventional formula,
$ = (u - crJ/a. is found to have a larger error than experi-
mental one below about -9$ for SHE-1, because the change
of the value of keff@efi/f with the degree of aubcriticality III

neglected. The theoretical validity of reactivity measure-
ment in the reflected subcritical system by pulsed neutron
technique is discussed. (auth)

42.

4254 (TID-17292) EXPERIMENTAL AND Analyti-
cal RESULTS FOR A ZfRCONIUM -URANIUM UNPOl-
SONED CRITICAL SLAB ASSEMBLY. Jamea R. Tomonto
(Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.).
[Sept. 20, 1962]. Contract N-31 -109 -eng-52]. 10P.

Reactivity coefficient, criticality data, and flux distri-
butions were meaaured in the Plastic Mockup Aaaembly
for tin unpoiaoncd, slab reactor. The core was constructed
in two sections, one etationsry and the other on an elevator
platform. The fuel waa 20 wt % uranium enriched to 93%
U2M in ~ ~irconium matrix plate. ReactiviW coefficients

were measured on bath a position dependent and core dis-
tributed basia. The reactivity change nasociated with a
particular material subatitutlon was evaluated by means
of doubling time meaaurementa and were In the range from
10 to 20$. The results were tested with two cross-section
schemes. (M. C. G.)

1964

43.
3119 BUCKLINGS, DI~ADVAXTAGE FACTORS AND
62S MEASUREMENTS IN SOME UNDERMODERATED
SLIGHTLY ENRICHED CORES. Q. L. Baird and A. R.
Boynton (Argonne National Lab.. Ill.). Trans. Am. NUCL
SOC., 6: 246(Nov. 1963).

44.
15471 (GA-4838) MEASUREhfENTS OF SUBCRfTfCAL

RZACTMTY USfNG A PUISED-NEUTRON SOURCE.
J. R. Brawn (General Atomic Div., General Dynamics. Corp.
San D[ego, Calif.). Jan. 15, 1964. Contract AT(04-3)- 167.
24P. (CONF-197-68)

From America Nuclear Society Meeting, New York,
NOV. 1963.

Pulsed aeutron source measurement were made for a
series of subcritical to .Critical loadinga on a bare 1.?3S
water assembly in slab geometry. For each loadfng, the
assembly was repetitively pulsed, and the time distribution
of thermal neutrona in the core was recorded on time ana-
Iyzera. From these data, the reciprocal die-away time (a),
tbe delayed neutron background, and the reactivity of the
system were determined. Measurements at various posi- t
tiona in the assembly verified that spatial modes do not af-
fect the reactivity determination. (auth)

3124 MEASUREMENTS OF SUB-CRITICAL REAC-
TIVITY USING A PULSED-NEUTRON SOURCE. -J, R.
Brown, J. C. Young, J. R. Beyater, D. H, Houston, and
W. R. Mowry (General Atomic Div., General Dynamlca
Corp., San Diego, Calif.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 6:
284-5 (Nov. 1963).

45.
3353 THE DETERMINATION OF k- FROM MEAS-
UREMENTS ON A SMALL TEST SAMPLE IN A CRITICAL
ASSEMBLY. D. D. Lznnfng, R. E. Heineman, I. Kaplan,
and T. J. Thompson (Massachusetia Inst. of Tech., Cam-
bridge). Trana. Am. Nucl. Sot., 6: 247-8 (Nov. 1963).

46.
35083 THE VOID AND HOLE EFFECT IN D20 MOD-
ERATED REACTOR. Yasuahi Nakai (Mitaubiahi Atomic
Power fnduatry fnc., Saitama, Japan), Oeamu Sugimoto,
Klnichi HngloyaO Mltsuo Yokote8 Yasuhlko Mlyasaka, Isao
Araee, Shizuo Kikkawa, end Denzlro Nemoto. J. Nucl.
Sci. Technol. (Tokyo), 1: 11-17 (Apr. 1964).

The reactivity change due to an Increase in the radius
of an empty hole was measured in a heavy water-moderated
reactor, and some results differing from experlmcnta with
ZEEP were obtained. It was concluded that the streaming
in a hole la not so effective for reactivity. fn meaauring
neutron f Iux in a void, a ftat thermal neutron flux distri-
bution was obtained; and it was concluded that the neutrona
leakfng through the empty hole or the void do not consist of
thermal neutrons, but of faat neutrona for the moat part.
The experimental result of reactivity change due to the
void location in the core indicates that the relation between
the void location and the reactivity change is independent of
the neutron flux distribution, (autb)

.
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47.
21613 (HW-7!1960) REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

OF MIXED OXfDE FUEL ELEMENTS. V. O, UotInen imd
L. C. Schmid (General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Prod-

ucts Operation, Richtand, Wash.). Dec. 11, 1963. Con-

tract [AT(45-1)-1350]. 8p.
The relative worths of st% PU02 --U02 fud ciemetits mxf n

Pu - Al fuel element in the center of the Plutcniwn Recycle
Critical Facility were determined from positive period
data. Five of the PU02 -U02 elemeots will go into the
PRTR; the sixth will bc retained as a standard. The wortbs
of the five elements relative to the stanfhrd, D20, and

Pu-A1 were obtalncd. The variation in worth relative to
D20 of the five elements was 1%. An lm?onslstency (within
1%) between tho measured worths and the PU02 content of
the elements was observed. The use of totaf reactivity
worth as s crtterion indicates that the fabrication cf the
PuOi -UQ elements was very untform. @.C.W.)

48.

3094 (CONF-187-12) REACTIVITY WORTH OF
TRANSVERSE GAPS. S. Weinstein and F. Fetner (Knolls
Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N. Y.). Nov. 1963.
Contract W-31 -109 -eng-52. 6p.

From American Nuclear Society Meeting, New York,
NOV. 1963.

Fuel blocks of compacted Zr02 and U02 powder in “pr-
affin were added asially to two unreflected assemblies
(20 x 16 In. and 20 x 24 in. cross sections). The aeparetion
of tbe aasembly balvea when criticality occurred was
determined, and the reactivity worth at a given critical
gap size was obtained by brin~ng tbe halves slightly
closer together and observing the reactor period. The core
with the larger cross section had a maximum gap twice
that of the smaller core. Diffusion theory treatment
agreed with the data reasonably well for small gap ~hick-
neas. (D.C.W. )

3113 REACTIVITY WORTH OF TR.4NSVERSE GAPS.
S. Weinstein and F. Feiner (KnoRa Atomic Power Lab.,
Schenectady, N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 6: 221 (Nov.

1963).

lJ?6J

49.
3503 (AEEW-M-4!1) .\ N.iL.YSIS OF TflE RESfJLTS
OF REACTrVITY C1l ANGE J1 E,\ SIJREMENTS ON PI,UTO-
NIUM - UR/\NIU.M FUEI, tlLEMEXTS. R. C. Ilmmcrman,
H. H, W. Pitcher, md R. t7ichmond (Un{kcd Kingdom
Atomic Energy .Wthority. Reactor GrOup. Atomic EnetiY
Estnblishmcnt, Wlnfrith, f)orsct, England). July 1961.
42P. tlep.; .$1.20( flE.) 69. (lf JIS@.

Reactivities 47-52

Reactivity chnngc mcasurcrncnts were carried out In the
graphite-mnddratcd renctcr II ECTOR on plutonium -
uranlum fueI elements with a low z{nl~u content. The aim
of the work was to develop a method in which measure-
ments on small fuel s~mple.g (t~ically 18 in. long) could
be used to check the validity of proi>oscd methods of cal-
cukttinn for plutonium-bearing l~ttlces. The experiments
were carrlcd out [n a variety of Iiltt(ces and demonstrated
that nt a kitticc pitch of 8.s In., which WM used for the

majority 0[ thcimeasurentents, the results were not sig-
nificantly affected.by the lattlce environment. fn particular,
the results showed that It Is not necessary to use pluto-
nium -uranium fuel In the Iattlcc surrounding the sample
but that uranhtm (uel with similar properties is adequate.
The accuracy obtained corresponded to an error of 0.5%
in k- for a lattice containing the plutonium-uranium fueI.
The results of the measurements were compared with the
predictions of the TRACER method of lattice calculation.
It was found that, at room temperature, there was no sig-
nificant difference between the measured and calculated
values of k- but that, at temperatures in the range 400 to
4S@C, the calculated value of k- was about 192% lower
than the measured value. (auth)

50.
1937 (PAEC(D)RK-G49) REACTIVITY EFFECT OF
FUEL ADfXTfON IN THE PRR-I. Z. M. Bartolnrnc and
C. A. Tcjada (Philippines. Atomic Energy Commission.
Atomic Research Center, hlanikt), 196!. 4p. Dcp.(mn).

Results arc given of tvmctivlty gains In PRR-1 due to
fuel addition or removal at various cure pusiticms. (R. E. U.)

51.

1893 (TID-2125t) MkL\SUl{:.XKNT OF !IRW’R-]1
CORE PARMIETERS IN T}IE NoR.\ RKACTOR, K. Bryhn-
Ingcbrigtscn, N. L. Snidmv, A. Myking, and R. Smidt Olsen
(Norw’ay. Institutt for Alomcrwrgl, KjclIcr). Aug. 1964.
Contract [AT ~0-1) -26071. 29P. (N{-70; NORA-8). Dep.
(inn); $2.00 (cy), 1(inn) OTS.

Some cxpcrimcnlal results for NORA in-pile tests of cn-
richcd fuel clusters for lhc second loading of the Haldcn
Boiling Water Reactor nrc prcscntcd. Mcasurcmcnts were
made of thqrmal-neutron flux distributions. moderator
Icvel coefficient of reactivity, cot-c importance function,
f Iu.. depression by an SS Ihimble, nnd void c(fccts. (R. E. U.)

52.
17311 REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE AD-
VANCED fiPITHERMAL THORIUM REACTOR (AETR)
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS. S. G. Carpenter (Atomics In-
ternational, Ccmoga Park, Calif.). Nucl. Sci. Eng., 21:
429-40 (Apr. 1965).

Reactivity effects of various materials of tntereat to
epithermal and fuat reactors were me’asured in a se rtes
of neutron spectra with median energies of neutrons caus-
ing fission ranging from 422 kev to 8.5 ev. An oscillator
technique capable of sensitivities of 104 Ak was used.
In addition, a power-history or reactivity -ve-time method
waa developed for faat, but less sensitive reactivity mea-
surements. It was uacd to obtain radial reactivity traverses
and rod calibrations and for other rout ine reactivity mea-
surements. (auth)
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Reactivities 53-63

ZL4
EFFECT OF DISTRIBUTION OF FISSILE MA-

TERIAL ON CRITICAL MASS. H. K. Clark (E. I. du Pent
de Nemours and Co., Aiken, S. C.). Trans. b. Nucl. Sot.,
200-l(May 1965).

54.
29555 PRECISION REACTIVITY MEASUREMENT
FACILITY AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY. R. C.
Doerner (Argomie Nltional Lab., fll.). Tram. Am. Nucl.
Sot., 8: 261-2( May 1965).

55.
29550 INTERPRETATIONS OF REACTIVITY MEA-
SUREMENTS ON CADMIUM-SHIELDED SAMPLES. W. K.
Foell and J. J. Scovllle (Phillips Petroleum Co., Idaho
Falls, Idnho). Trana. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 257-8( May 1965).

56.
29556 THE RELI.JJ31LITY AND PHYSICAL INTERPRE-
TATION OF hlEASUREMENTS IN A REACTIVITY MEA-

SUREMENT FACILfTY. S. B. Gunst, J. C. Connor, f?. D.
McGarry, and D. E. Conway (Westinghouse Electric @rP. !
West Miftlbt, Pa.). Trans. Am. NUCL Sot., 6: 262-3(May
1965).

57●

24040 VOID REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN T’fVO
REACTOR LATTICES OF U02 ROD CLUSTERS IN D20.
F. W. A. Habermann. Thesis, Amsterdam, Free Univ.,
1965. 79P.

For understanding the characteristics of s boiling water
reactor measurements were carried out of various coolant
void reactivity effects in the zero power facility NORA at
room temperature and in the Halden BWR behveen 55*C
and 220”C. The measurements in NORA were carried out
with a core of ‘7-rod U02 cluster fuel elements of the
HBWR. The shroud of one fuel element was subdivided
in sections in which the water level could be depressed
by air. The temperature dependence of the void effect has
been determined by removing coolant from one U02 cluster
fuel element In the HBWR. The coolant channel was voideJ
to various depths by depressing the D20 level iu it by
means of argon under pressure. (auth)

58.

29542 CRITICAL FACILITY MEASUREMENTS OF
THE SODRJM-VOID COEFFICIENT LV A LARGE DISC-
SHAPED FAST-REACTOR CORE. F. H. Helm, W. Y. Kate,
G. W. Main, H. H. Meister, and G. K. Rusch (Argonne Na-
tional Lab., Ill.). Trans. Am. NUCL Sot., 8: 245-6( May
1965).

59.
14283 (KY- L-2 S8(Rev.U) THE DENSITY EFFECT—
IN REGARDS TO TNE MINIMUM CRITICAL ENRICHAIENT
O% AQUEOUS HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS. O. W. Ncr-
mmrn (Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Ky.). Jan. 16,
1962. Contmct [W-7405 -eng-26]. 6p. Dep. (inn); $1.00
(cy), l(mn) OTS. .

It is shown that the minimum critical enrichment of
uranium In ‘SU in aqueous homogeneous systems 1s inde-
pendent of density. It is concluded that it should be pOS-
slble to handle homogeneous or nominally homogeneous
uranium salts without regaxxt to density, so long se the
mhdmum critical 231Uenrichment (S not exceeded. (T. F.11.)

60.
29796 REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS IN HECTOR.
G. H. Kinchin (United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority,
Winfrith, Eng.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 260- l[May
1965).

61.

3736 REACTIVITY VARIATION DURING STARTUP
fN NUCLEAR ROCKETS. Winston W. Little, Jr., Edward
A. Mason, and K. F. Hansen (hlassachusetts Inst. of Tech.,
Cambridge). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 7: 360-l(Nov. 1964).

62.

3676 FAST-REACTOR REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS:
THE EFFECT OF EXCESS REACTIVITY. W’. B. Locw’cn-
stein (Argome National Lab., 111.). Trans. Am. NUCL SW.,
7: 249-50 (Nov. 1964).

63.
40158 (UNC-5123) SODIUM VOID COEFFICIENT OF
REACTIVITY. A REVIEW AND STUf3Y OF ANALYTICAL
WORK. Monroe, C. W. (Unltctf Nuclear Corp., White
Plains, N. Y. Developmmtt Div.). May 1965. Contract
AT(30-1)-2832. 126P. Dep. mn; CFSTI, S4.00 cy, S1.00
mn.

It IS dlscloscd that the most wldcly accepted method for
determining sodium rcacllvity effects employs a standard
synthesis technique using dlffuslon theory in one-dimcn-
●lonal cylinder-and-slab geometries. The majority of
multlgroup dlffuslon theory cocks used empIoy an option
whereby group-mrd-region-dependent bucklkrgs may be
specified as input quantities, facilitating a relatively ac-
curate iterative procedure. EffecNvc group cross scctlons
are derived from many sources of data; the high energy
groups usually employ the cross sections of Ylftah, Okrent
●nd Moldauer. Whenever possible, the-most recent”encrgy-
dependent data for cross sections, V(E), and the capture-to-
flsslon ratios of fissile isotopes were used. A reflncxl
treatment of elastic scattering resonances fthe ELMOE
cede) has established the necessity of using composttton-
dependent cross sections. Computations using several
omss section sets Indlcste trends {n the sodium void effect
for a variety of conditions. Cmicluslons fmm thesa results
●re presented. (suth)

.
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Reactivities 64-69
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64.
10490 (UCRL-7G96) ASTUDY OF BERYLLIUM
OXIDE \fODERATEfl CRITICAL ASSE,Mfl LIES CONTAIN-
ING VARIOUS MET/\L ABSORBERS. John R. Morton, [U,
James M, Piowaty, Joseph Petruzzl, and Lorcn Gardner
(California. Univ., Live rmore. Lawrence R~rtlatlon Lab.).
Feb. 5, 1964. Contract W-740 S-eng-48. 19P. Dep. (inn);
$1.00 (cy), l(mn) OTS.

Reactivity worths of various metal plates were mea-
sured In a qunsl-homogeneous enricticd uranium -beryllium
oxide subctltical assembly by means of the pulsed neutron
method. The materlsls studlcd included nickel, Iron, co-
balt, gold, Hastelloy R-235, and Rcn6-41. The cquiva -
Ienccs were dctermlncd between the various absorbers and
fueled core mntcrial. Based upon the measuremertts tt
was concluded that the prompt lifetime la relatively in-
sensitive to massive Iocallzed absorbers. (auth)

65.
3511 (C FA-R-2477) EXPERIENCES CRITIQUES
Dt\NS AQUILON PORTANT SUR DES COMBUS”I’IRLES
LEGERltMENT ENHIC}lIS EN URANIUM 235 ET EN PLU-
TONIUJ1. (Critical Experiments in Aquilon V:ith Fuels
Silghtly Fhrlchcd In Urmium 235 or in Piutoniumj. Roger
Nmnlrt, Michrl Chabrillac, Guy Lcdanois, and Piorro
Lournw (Fmncc. Commissariats a l’fZncrgic Aiomiquc.
Ccntre d“Et,Acs Nuclcaircs, SficLty). Aug. 19G4. ‘27p.
.tWp.lmnl.

Reactivity con!parisons were nmdc in Aquilon 11 bcitvccn
gcomctric~lly identical btiices differing only hy the compo-
sition of the fuel. The fuci clcmcnts consist of rwtallic
uranium slnglc rods with clthcr slight di[fcrenccs of the
Isotop!c composition (0.69-0.71-0.83–0.66 per ccnl of
uranium 235) or sliizht additions of plutonium (0.043 por
cent). Fl$e lattices pilchcs were used, in order to pruducc
a large variation of spectrum. Two additional sets of plu-
tonium fuels arc prepared to be used in the smmc condl-
twns. The douhlc comparisons: natural- cnrichcd vcrsue
natural-enrichcrl plutonium, arc mmfc in such a way that a
very prcciac intrrprctatlon IS permitted. Tho rcsulls are
perfectly consistent, which seems to prove that the cal-
culation mcthode arc convenient. Further It can bo in-
ferred that the usual data, namely for the ratio of the q of
il$fJ ~ 230pu seem rcll~~c. (auth)

66.
45538 EFFECT OF A VOIDED GAP ON REACTIVITY
COEFFICIENT FOR VOIDING CORE SODIUM IN A FAST
REACTOR, FOR VARIOUS GEOMETRIES. Noderer, L. C.;
Visner, Sidney (Combustion Engineering, Inc., Windsor,

Corm,). 13P, (CONF-664-$4). Gmelin, AED-CONF-64-
219-138.

From American Nuolear Society Meeting, San Franclscoo
Nov,-Dee, 1064,

It is shown that a permanently voided gap between the
core and blanket in a fast reactor aubstantlally increases
the leakage effect when sodium 18 removed from the core
by decreasing the return probability of neutrona from the
blanket to the core so that a negative voiding coefficient
for the core sodium can be attained. Since the neutrons
which are not returned to the core are nearly all absorbed
in the blanket, there is no loss in overall breeding ratio.
(L. B.S.)

67.
295S1 NEUTRON-SCATTERING EFFECTS IN STATIC
REACTIVITY hlEASUREhfENTS IN THE ARhi F. J. W.
Rogers, E. Fast, and D. A. Mlllsap (PhtlIips Petroleum
Co., Idaho Falie, Idaho). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 258
(May 19G5).

6a.

29562 MEASUREMENT OF Reactivity NEAR DE-
LAYED CRITICAL BY THE PULSED-SOURCE METHOD.
S. A. Scott and J. R. Wolberg (Technion- Israel Inst. of
Tech., Haifa). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 27 G(May 1965).

69.

33574 THE MEASUREMENT OF REACTIVITY IN
MULTIREGION SUBCRITICAL SYSTEMS BY THE PULSED
NEUTRON TECHNIQUE. Sherwin, J.; Leng, J. H. (UniteCJ
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Sellafieid, Cumb, Eng.).
Vie ma, fntarnetlonal Atomic Energy Agency, 1965, Paper
sM-62/25, 37p. (t30NF-650504-31)

From IAEA Symposium on Pulsed Neutron Methods,
Karlsruhe, Ger.

The prompt decay of a thermaiized burst of neutrons in
a multiregton subcritical system is examined using a two-
group diffusion theory. It ia shown that a relation can be
established between the prompt decay constant of the futt-
damental mode rmd the effective multiplication factor of
the system in terms of two parameter defined as ibe reac-
tor response coefficient and the prompi decay correction
and which de~nd to a large extent on the spatial flux pat-
terns within the system. For the uniform bare system,
the response coefficient can bo identified with the mean neu-
tron lifcUme in the system. for a multircglon system lt
repmmmte a compound of the Itfettmes in each region
weighted by Wrturbatton typein~grais. The 8econd param-
eter, the decay correction, can have no physical meaning tn
thatitariaes from an attempt ta relate the two scales of
reactivity involved; that 18 the scale ustng the prompt
decay constant and the scale derived using the effective
multiplication factor. The props rtiee of these parameter
are examined here with reference to an enriched-uranium,
graphite-moderated reactor consisting of a uniform core
and reflector, and it is shown that the two parameters are
not uniquely def tried by ihe reactivity of the system, but
depend on the method chosen to make the system subcrit-
ical. Two sets of measurements are treated by the theory.
In one, the Windscale Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor was
shut down by a uniform poison. In the other, the reac-
tivity of a core in the zero-energy reactor HERO was
varied by altering the loaded radius. The neutron pulse
measurements are ail shown to be in good agreement
with more conventional methods of reactivity determina-
tion. time discussion of the experimental techniques and
the difficulties encountered in the graphite-moderated
systems is presented. (auth)



Reactivities 70-75

70.
17227 ON TN.E hIE/\SURKXIENTS OF SPATIAL DIS-
TRIfl UTIWOFRl i.\ CTIVITYCOEFFICIENT. Nobuyukl
Shira{ (X[edcnsh,i Electric hIfg. Co., Ltd., Japan). Mel-
densh.t Jdm, No. 51, 25-32 (Oct. 1963). (In Japanese)

The spatial dlstriljtttlonof reactivity coefficients in the
epithcrm:tl region WJS measured in a graphite-moderated
critic?l asscmhly (SHE). Unllkc the foil actitiation method,
the method used permits free sclcctionof a sample re-
gardlessof the activation of nuclei, the mode of decay, and
t!!e workshility of a foil. [f the distribution of neutron
ffuxcs is measured with foils c.f the same sample, the ac-
companying function (6) can be estimated from the mea-
surement of the reuctlvity coefficient. To Improve the
precision of measurements and sho~tcn the time required
for measurement, the sample contained in a Cd filicr was
Niicd out of tile core of the asscmbiy by a manipulating
system and the reactivity coefficient was measured mdially
from tho core towards the periphery by the period method.
In the investigation of the chango in the reactivity cacffi-
cient due to the neutron absorption in tho various energy
regions, the foiiowlng elements were used as sampics:
Au and In for the low energy region, I and Br for the me-
dium energy region, end Co and hin for the high energy
region. The obse rvcd values of reactivity coeff ic Ients were
compared with the theoretical. Both agreed very well in
tbe core of the assembly, but in the reflector, the theoreti-
oaf values wem smaller than the obsewed. (Nuol. Sol.
Abatr. Japan, 3: (Sept. 1964))

71.

8602 (OR SL-31WI(P.S9-9S)) REACTIVITY EFFECTS
OF SX[,\I.I. FUITL DISPL.\CEMENTS FOR PI,.ATE-TYPE
REACTO1{S. E. G. Silver and S. B. .Tohnson (Oak Ridge
Nltionai Lab., Ten!).).

A slais-geometry piatc-type critical cxpcrimcnt was
constructed to measure tllc reactivity ef[ccts of small
periurb:!tions miroduccd hy fuei-element displaccmtmts.
Thvsc pcriurlmtions were cnlculatcd by both diffusion-
thcory and transport-theory co!ics, with carcfui sitcntion
to sources of error in the culcuiatlon modei, in order to
test the reiativc abilities of the two calculation methods
to predict the magnitude of such perturbations. The
transport-theory rcsulis were in rather good agreement
with the expcrimento whereas the diffusion theory wae far
less accurate in Its prcdlcticits. (auth)

72.
17313 NEUTRON-IMPORTANCE MEASUREMENTS
IN THE ADVANCED EPITHERMAL THORIUM RMCTOR
(AETR) CIUTICAL EXPERIMENTS. Robert J. Tuttle
(Atomics International, Cannga Park, Calif.). Nucl. Sci.
Eng., 21: 451-62 (Apr. 1965).

The variation of neutron importance with energy and po-
sition was investigated in a multiregion critical assembly
having a seriee of test regions typicai of slightiy epither-
mai to faat power reactors. Values of neutron importance
at the center of the test regions were measured using neu-
tron sources and a reactivity oscillator. The variation of
neutron importance with position was determined using
neutron sources in conjunction with a dynamio reactivity
measurement technique. Anaiysia of data from similar
beryilium- and carbon-moderated test regions indicates

the significance of the Be(n,2n) reaction. The neutron
sources used were Po-Be, Po -li B, Po-CaF2, Po-f Li,
Mock Fission and Sb-Be. Published eource spectra were
used tn the analysis of the data; the Mock- Fission-soume
spectrum was determined by gamma spectroscopy. Rela-
tive yields of these sources were determined by calibration
in a manganese eulfate bath. (auth)

73.
16060 (AROD-4434:2) THE STRUCTURE AND AN-
NEALING BEHAVIOR OF EXPf..0SfVE LY SHOCKED MEO
CRYSTALS. Final Report. Mark J. Klein (Battelle
Memorial Inst., Columbus, Ohio). Jan. 5, 1965. 13P.

The structure of explosively shocked magneaium oxide
single c rystels was investigated. Although ionic crystals
with the rock-salt structure, such as MgO have been used
as modeis to study the basic processes invoived in plastto
flow at low deformation rates, little is known about their
response to high-velocity deformation. In this investiga-
tion, the structural changes induced in MgO crystals by
plane shock wavee were studied by etch-pit metallography
and by eiectron-spin resocance. The experimental shock-
ioading procedures were designed to induce high dynamio
pressures in MgO crystals for subsequent structural
;tudiea. (autb)

74.
1419 SOME COMMENTS ON THE ROSSI-U EXPERI-
hfENT. Dryco, Donald H. (Kaman Nuclear, Colorado
Springs, Colo.). Nukleonik, 7: 428(Aug. 1965).

The dtscrcpancy between the accepted theoretical condi-
tional dotcction probability for prompt neutrons ●nd the ex-
perimental behavior lies tn the experimental observation
that the multiplying coefficient associated with tho time-
depcndcnt portion of the prompt neutron conditional detec-
tion probability is independent of the prompt neutron popu-
lation decay constant. An equation is derived for the prompt
neutron conditional detection probability that expresses tho
dependence of the initial count upon the occurrence of the
ancestor fiaeion, thus directly relating the counting events
at the two times of interest to their common antecedent.
Experimental verification of this equation was obtained from
the results of a series of experiments performed on the
Cornell University zero powor reactor. (J.@.R.)

75●

46995 PLUTONIUM IN NUCLEAR REACTORS. IiI.
THE COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY OF Na IN LARGE
FAST OXIDE REACTOI?S. fhlcci, P. (CAMEN, P{sa,

Italy). Ing. Nucl., ‘7: 30-41 (Jan. -Feb. 1966). (fn Italian).
The coefficient of reactivity of Na In Na-cooied fast Pu

reactors is considered. The two factors most affecting the
reactivity coefficient are the concentration of the fissiie
material and the presence of neutron capturing materials.
The behavior of structural materials with respect to Na
cooling is discuaaed. The nuclear and mechanical charac-
teristics of stainiess steel, Ti, Zr, Mo, W, Ta, Nb, and V
are discussed. (J. S.R.)

.
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Reactivities 76-83

76.
6279 (AI-65-225) TUNGSTEN RE90NANCEINTE-
GRALSAND DOPPLER COEFFICIENTS. ‘WmterlyProg-
ress Report No. 1, Juty4eptember 1965. Carpenter.
S. G.: Otter, J. M.: Pascimll, R. K.: Royden. H. N.
(Atomlcs International, Canogz Park. Cal!f.). Oct. 29.
1965. Contract NAS 3-7982. 21P. fNASA-CR+4769).

Axial flux and sourrw traverses were made In the centraf
void in the SGR-CA, the cspectcd cosine sl?rpcs being ob-
ta!ncd. Reactivity measurements under caamium Were
made on a number of samples, including natural tungsten,
gold, Iead, depleted uranium, alumlnum, stalnieas steel,
and IaVitc. The results htdlcate that a scns itlv Ity of better
than 0.01 cents is obtained for a single reactivity measure-
ment taking 100 SCC. This sensitivity is adequate for the
resonmrce-tntcgral mcasurcmcnts, ml can readily be
improved as required for Doppler mcasurcmcnts by taking
data over a longer period of time. Calculated reactlvities
are consistent y bighcr than those measured: however, the
ratios of varlobs calculated worthe agree reasonably well
with the corresponding ratios of expcrimentaf worths. The
use of real and adjoint fluxes calculated with the cadmium
SIcevc taken Into account should improve agreement with
experiment. These results sf so Indicate that react Ivity
effects asscdatcd with scattering and structural materiale
are negligible. Measurements wttb and without cadmium
end caps have demonstrated that end effecbs are quite
small. (autb)

77●

,

140G2 PVLSED KEUTRON RflACTIVfTY ME/h!WRl%

NESTS IX THE NEAR-CRITICAL STATE. 12infcld, K.;
Ilcnnies, 11.: Mcmmert, G.; UUrich, W. (htcratom,
B~nsbcrg, Gcr.). pp 299-312 of STI/PUL3/104(VOl. 2).

Ncisu;cd and calculated ihermal neutron decay constants
\ we reported for various 5% cnrichcd zirconium hydride
rnodt.rated lattices, using U02 and ZrH1.7 rods in an alumi-
num matrix. By performing mcasurcmcnts in the critical
md in near-critical states. values, of i3/1 could be dctor~
mined. The resulting P/1 values were used to calcuiate
rcacttvity worths of dtffcrent absorber rods and absorber
mrmgcments from tho measured decay constants. Bevera3
measurements were evaluaied applying the modified pulsed
source technique of Garelia end Russell. (aqthj

78.

J4075 SURVEY OF PULSi?D NEUTRON SOURCE
MI: TIIOI)S FOR MULTIPLYING MEDfA. Gcrc!is, E.
(General Eicctric Co., Plens.snton, Caiif.). PP 3-23 of “
STff PUB/104 (Vol. 2).

The methods by wh!ch tho reactivity Is derived from the
a- measurerncnt, e.g., the a-delayed crliicai mmmircment
mrd the rcccnt fk8/U method. arc discussed. Tbc funda-
mental modnl treatments arc examined in the light O( the
theory of ihc pulsed neutron source techniques as dcvcioped
for ihc fk#/1) model. The implications of ihc Pulscd ‘cu-
tron source theory io obtain prccisc (iccay constantrr and
suitabic data for ihc analysis of pulsed systems arc con-
sldcrcd. Experlmcnial work Is rcvicwcd thnl shows ihc
adv:tnl:t~cs :IS wcil as the, Ilm iintlons of’ ihc fkI1/1) tcchntque.
The usc 0[ pw:udo-r:mdt)m Impulse rvsponse mcthofis with
cross correlation bctwccn the input ami owtput for the dc-
icrmhration of ihc Green’n function of a muitlplyln~ nsscm -

My Is nlso dlscusscd. It Ie shown thai ihc Inforrnniion ob-
ta[ncd by ihc pr=cudo-rnntfom mcihod III Mcntlcrd 10 ihai
obialncd from the rcpciiiivcly pulsed mcihod. Thus, this
m akcs N posslbie to apply the mcihorfs dcvclopcd for tho
rcpctiilve to ihat of the pseudo -rnndom tcchnlquc. (auih)

79*
24709 (RPf-328-52) SUBCRITICAL REACTIVITY
DETERMINATIONS-COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL
METHODS. Gozani, Tssbi (Rensselaer Polytechnic
Inst., Troy, N. Y. Dept. of Nuclear Engineering and Sci-
ence). [1965]. Contract AT(30-3)-328. 7p. (CONF-
66060%1). Dep. rnn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50 mn.

From American Nuclear Society Meeting, Denver.
Four methods of measuring the reactivity of subcritical

symems are discussed and compared. (D. C. W.)

34964 SUBCRITICAL REAcTrvlTY DETER\IRA-
TIONS-COMPARISON OF EXPI;RI,MKKTA L Y]ET11ODS.
Gozani, Tsahi (Rensselaer Polytechnic 31st., Troy, N, Y.]0
Trans. Amer. Nucl. Sot., 9: 236-7 (June 19 f3G).

80.

3384 NUCLEAR REACTNfTY MEASUREMENTS
OF IRRADIATED URANRJM DIOXIDE. Guon, J. (Atomlco
International, Csnoga Park, Calff.). Trans. Amer. Nucl.
Sm., 8: 384-5 f?40v. 1965).

81.

3431 OX THE INTERPRETATION OF REACTIVITY
MEASUREMENTS OF REACTOR MEDIA. Heineman. R. E.
@attelle-Northwest, Richland, Wash.). Trans. Amer.
Nuc1. SOC., .8: 532-3 fNov. 1965).

82.
34960 COMPARISON OF MEASURED Ah~ CAL-
CULATED WORTHS OF VARIOUS MATERIALS IN A
ZONED FAST ASSEMBLY. Karam, R. A.; Ksto, W. Y.:
Rusch, G. K. (A I’gOMe National Lab., III.). Trans. Amer.
Nhcl. Sot., 9: 232-3 (June 1966).

83.
1543 REACTIVITYflEASUREMENTS IN HECTOR.
Klnchin, G. H. (Atomic Energy Establishment, Winfrith,
Errg.). 3P. (CONF-650602-65). Gmelin, AED-CONF-
64-219-134.

From American Nuclear society, llth Annual Meeting,
Gatlinburg, Term.

HECTOR is a graphite-moderated zero-energy reactor
with an annular driver region that is maintained at a tem-
perature below 60”C and a central region that can be heated
to a temperature of 450”C. Heating and cooling is ca~ried
out by circulating carbon dioxide. By changing the fuels
loaded in the central region and by altering the tempera-
ture, a variety of neutron spectra can be produced. Small
samples or single fuel elements can be introduced into the
center of the reactor for making reactivity measurements.
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84.
16118 (AE-212) CENTRAL Reactivity MEASURE-
MENTS ON ASSEMBLIES 1 AND 3 OF THE FAST REAC-
TOli FRO. Londen, S-O. (Aktielmlaget Atomenergi,
Stockholm (ShK?den)). Jan. 1966. 47p. Dep. mn.

The reactivity effects of small samples of various ma-
tcrinls were measured by the period method at the core
ccntcr of Assemblica 1 and 3 of the fast zero power FRO.
For some materials the reactivity change as a function of
aamplc size wss determined experimentally. The core of
Aascmbly 1 consisted oniy of uranium enriched to 20%
whercaa the core of Assembly 3 was diiutcd with 36% graph-
ite. The results were compared with calculated valuea ob-
tained with s second-order transport-theoretical perturba-
tion modcI and using differently shielded cross acctiona
depending upon sample SIZC. Qualitative agreement waa
generally found, although discrepancies still exist. The
spectrum perturbation caused by the experimental arrange-
ment was analyzed and found to be rather important. (auth)

These measurements can be made either by an oscillator
method, in which the amplitude of reactor power modula-
tion is determined while the sample is reguIarly moved in
and out of the reactor, or by period measurement. (J. F. P.)

85.

34941 ROSSI-ALPHA MEASUREMENTS IN SUBCRITI-
CAL URANiU31-METAL CYLINDERS. Mihaiczo, John T.
(&k Ridge National Lab., Term.). Trans. Amer. Nucl.
Sot., 9: 175-6 (June 1966).

86.

26434 REACTIVITY EFFECT OF WATER GAP SPAC-
ING, AND 1S8UON THE SYSTEM ZIRCONIUM-WATER-
235fJ. Rutledge, G. P.; Condit, C. M.; Dobbe, F. A. (Bettis
Atomic Power Lab., Pittsburgh). Chem. Eng. Progr., 61:
Symp. Ser. No. 60. 54-69(1965).

The reactivity of single homogeneous ayatema of zirco-
nium-water-U-235 has been previeualy developed. This
information is quantitatively extended by asseasing the re-
activity effect that resuita when homogeneous regions are
separated by water gaps, that ia, heterogeneous systems.
Several fuel regions which are stored adjacent to each
other under water do not necessarily represent a maximum
reactivity. Since these regions are separated by a water
gap, which is often neoesaary in fuei storage, a maximum
peak reactivity is reached at a certain apactng between the
region a. It is necessary that this maximum value always
be determined before the fuel ia handled unless it ia me-
chanically impossible to vary this water gap. (auth)

87.
U621 (CONF-660303; pp 773-81) THE U4’3’ERPRE-
TATION AND EVALUATION OF iNTEGRAL CROSS SEC-
TfONS BY REACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS. Scovflle,
J. J.: Fast, E. (Phillips Petroleum Co., Idsho Faiia,
Idaho. Atomic Energy Div.),

The importance of reacUvity measurement of integral
cross sections is discussed. The investigator should
either make the meaaurementa in a pure l/E dependent

flux. or be able to correct for any departure from this
idealistic condition. Calculationai methods are employed
to make tieae, along with other possible corrections for
faat fission, (n,2n’), and inelastic scattering reactiona.
Since many materiala do not activate upon neutron absorp-
tion, tbe reactivity technique is important in determining
their resonance integrals. Some results determined with
the ARMF reaotors by static reacUvity measurements ar9
included, (auth)

88.
32790 (ANL-6930) PARAMETRIC STUDIES OF THE
REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR LARGE ‘3 U-Th-
FUELED FAST REACTORS. Singh, it. S.; HummeL H. H.
(Argonne Nationai Lab.. Ill.). Jan. 1966. Contract’-
31-109 -eng-38. 28P. Dep. mn. CFb~I $2.00 cYI $0.50
mn.

The feasibility of using ~3U-Th as a fuei in a large fast
breeder reactor was studied from the point of view of the
Doppler and sodium-void coefficients. The composition
and temperature-dependent cross sections for thorium
were evaiuated by using the latest resonance parameters
avai iable. The sodium-void coefficient was studied in
detaii over n range of compoaitiona and sizes of core for
metal and oxide fuels, and the effect of the addition of 2S4U
and fission products on the coefficient is aiso investigated.
The reactivity coe[ficienta due to the Doppler effect are
culcuiated for metal- and oxide-fueied systems of interest.
The resuits indicate that, even with present cross-aectlon
uncertainties, the reactivity changes due to both the sodium
ioss and the Deppler effect are encouraging for the develop-
ment of fast breeder reactors with very iargc singic cores
if 2SSUund thorium arc used as the fuei. (auth)

89.

12358 (LA-3406) SPECTRAL INDICES OF A 4.29 per
cent %!-ESRICIiED URANIUM METAL EXPONENTIAL
COLUMN. Steinke, R. G. (Loa Alamos Scientific Lab.,
tlm~. of California, N. MexO)o Sept. 3, 1965. Contract
\V-7405-eng-36. 21p. Dep. 22222.CFSTI S2.00 Cy, $0.50
mn.

The spcctraI indices or detector ratloa and buckling
valuca charactcriatic of fhc equilibrium neutron energy
spectrum in n 4.29% 23SUenriched bulk of uranium mctsi
were investigated. Tbc 21-inch-diameter Los Aktmos out-
door exponential column was utilized with the column ●nd
“ffydro” source reactor elevated some 11 feet above
ground ievel. (auth)

90.
5064 T1iE REACTIVITY EFFECT OF VOID AND
HOLE. Sugimoto, Osamu (Chugoku Electric Power Co.,
Hiroshima). J. NUCL Sci. Technoi. ~okyo), 2: 277-84
(Au& 1963).

The reactivity loss cauacd by a hoic introduced in a re-
actor is calcuiaicd by using the two group pcrturhatIon
theory based on neutron balance. It is shown that better
agreement with cxpcrimcntal results Is obtafncd by the US8
of a more rcasonabic probability function than those of
Mart$ and Schnecbcrger. The reactivity loss by the prcs-
ence”of a void ie calculated by the same method, and results
●re obtained for several cases: When void volume ia below

.

●
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a certain limit, Ak(z) is indcpcndcnt of z and prowrtlonal
to the void volume; in the limit of small void, Ak(z) is pro-
portional to the square of flux. From these results the
mechanism of re.sctfvity loss is discussed. In order to
Justify the discussion, a comparison is made of the theo-
retical results with experiments on JRR-2. (auth)
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5. DOPPLER
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195.6

1*
4920 BNL-13U
Brookimven National Lab., Upton, N. Y.
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS OF REACTXVITY OF
REACTORB. Jack Chernfck. Jan.9, 1953. Oecl. Dec.2,
1955. 22p. Contract AT-30-2-Gen-16. $0.25 (OTS).

Ezperlmental and theore;lcal inveetlgatlono of the uslform
temperature coefficlentof reactivity (the reactlvltycheege
per degree rise in temperature of all the reactOrconetitu-
ente In oome limited and defined temperature rsnge) ● m
deecribed. (L. M. T.)

1957

2.
13563 HW-47894
(kncral Electric Co. lf~ord Atomic Pro&ate

Operation, Richland, Wash.

DOPPLER COEFFICIENT OF A DILUTE SYSTEM OF
Uzas, M. V. Davis. Jan. 18, 1957.” DCCL Feb. 6, 1957.
2p. Contract [W-31- 109-En@ 2]. S 1.80(ph OTS); $1.80
(mf OTS).

Expnrimente conducted in thn Hanford Test Pile yield
the result that oylindcrz oontzlnfng U*lS at deneltica less

tbsa’U6gdcm’ will have a zero Doppler coufftoioat b
the temperature rarge from 60 to 60~C. (~th)

3.
8758 TID-5183
Los Alamos scientific Lab., N. Mex.

SEARCH FOR DOPPLER EFFECT IN THE IiEATING OF
U23S. David B. Hail and Jane H. HaIi. Dec. 9, 1948.

Decl. Feb. 7, 1957. 22p. Contract W-7405 -eng-36. $0.35
(OTS).

Severai experiments were undertaken in order to detect
temperature effects on the Doppier broadening of fiesion and
~bsorption resonance iines in UZS5. It IS pointed out that

rapid temperature increases in a reactor fuel rod couid
cause a nuclear expiosion if an increase in reactivity oc -
curred concurrent with high iocai heating of the fuel rods.
The effect was studied by heating a rod of U23Sand an Ai
rod, noting diffcrcnccs in the reactivity of a Pu reactor. In
ali cases, the effect was not found. (K. S.)

4.
6100
A DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE URANTUM METAL
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY. R, M.

Pearce and D. H. Waiker (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.,
Chalk River, Ontario). Nuclear Sci. and Eng. ~, 24-32
(1957) Feb.

The U metal temperature coefficient of reactivity has
been measured in Z EEP. A U sampie was oscillated in the
reactor and the resulting modulation of reactor power was
measured as a function of the sample temperature. The
temperature coefficient of uniformly heated U rods, 3.25
cm. in diameter, immersed in a constant tem~rature mod-
erator (moderator-to-U volume ratio 22) is deduced from
this experiment. Over the range +30”C to +230*C the coef-
ficient is dk/dT = -(1 .25 ● 0.09) x 10-5 per ‘C. (Mer the
range +!O”C to - 140”C the coefficient is dk/dT = -(1 .68 +
0.1 8) x 10-S per “C. (auth)

~

5.
17752 AERE-IVM-168
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority. Research

Group. Atomic JIncrgy Research EstabIiehmcn&
Harwcll, Bcrks, England.

A MEASUREMENT OF THE CONTRH3UTION OF THZ
MPPLER EFFECT To TffE TEhiPEMT~E COEFFE
CIENT OF REACTMIT IN A FAST REACTOR A. R

Bsker and T. A. J. Jaques. June 1958. 26p.
The Doppler effect in & - @3 in a fast reactor

was studied by measuring the changes in reactivity
when hot and cold ssmplea were piaced slternatciy at
the center of Zeus. The resuite for ~ arc consistent
with zero Doppier effect. For natural uranium a SMSII
negatiVe tcmpcraturo coefficient -s observed, mrr~
spending to increased capture in @s with increasing
temperature, given b~ (due /dT.) = 0.0006 * 0.0002
mbPC. The estimated Doppler temperature coefficient
for the whole reactor Zecz was zero within experimen-
tal error. AII upper limit couid be pieced on the magni-
tude of the Doppler coefficient (which might he positive
or negative) of 10 X 10-7 per ‘C. which is negligible
compared wi’A tbe magnitude of the total negative tem-
perature coefficient of fast reactors @amefy about
150 X 10-T per “C). (auth)
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60
15072 A/coNF.15/P/1777
Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady, N, Y, and

Argonne Natlonnl Mb., Lemont, ”!ll. -
MEASUREMENT OF DOPPLER TEMPERATURE CO-
EFFICIENT IN INTERMI?DIAT II AND FAST ASSEM-
BLIES. R. T. Frost, W. Y. Knto, nnd D. K, Butler.
12P. $0,50 (OTS).

Prcpnrcd for the Second U, N. Internntlonal Confer-
ence on the Peaceful Uses Of Atomic Energy. 1958.

Measurements mnde of the Doppler temperature effect
for nmtcrlnl snmplcs In Intermedlnte nnd fn.st spectrum
renctors nnd the expcrimcntnl tcchnlquu nppllcd are de-
scrlbcd. The mntcrlnls studied In the X3v-modrratrd ln-
tcrmwilate renctors were highly enriched U23S, U*”, and
Hf. In the fast renctors, constructwf nlternutlvt.ly of
hl~hly cnrlchm! U and Al & Pu nrsf Al, experiments
were performed with snmples of enrlchsd and natural U
und Pu, Because of the extremely smnll magnitudes of

-the Doppler coefficient In the fast Epedr’ttm. only upper

bounds could be mcaeured for the offset In the latter ex-
pcrlment.e. (M.H.R,)

7.
1S021 A/coNr.15/P/5!lG
\Vcstlnghouso Electric Corp. Bcttls Plant, Pittsburgh.
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS OF
LIGiIT-WATER MODERATED HETEROGENEOUS
CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES. S. H. Lavinc, B. H.
Noordhoff, J. J. Taylor, and W. F. Vogclsang. 23p.
SO.50(OTS).

Prcpsrcd for the Second U. N. fntcrnationaf Confcr-
cncc on tic Pcaccful Uses of Atomic Energy, 1958.

A scrlcs of critical expcrhncnts on heterogeneous,
zirconium, l!ght watzr mGdcrated asecmblies in simple
geometry is sumnmrizcd. The asscmtlies consist of
both uniform hl@iy enriched mcdfa cnd sesd-bhmkct
slab arrays containing a natur.ai uranium alley bian!!et
in plate form. A review is .@vcn of the typical cxperl-
mcntol tcchntqucs and exTerimentaI rkata obtai~ed tn the
proccno of validating power reactor designs invoking
these coro media. Tho dlscuaslon 1s dlvlded Into two
parts: the fimt covering experimental techniques and
the second covering oertain of the data nbtahwxl. (au:h)

8.
2503 HW-51OO8
General Electric Co. Hanford Atomic Producte

Operatton, Richland, Wash.
TEMPEIUTURE COEFFICIENT OF A GRAPHITE-URA-
NIUM LATTICE. R C. Lioyd and C. R. Richcy. June 1S,
1957. DccL Nov. 7, 1957. 29p. Contract W-31-109-Ecg-
52. $4.80(Ph OTS): $2.70(mf 0T6).

Material buckling measurement were made in a
grnphite-U exponential pile at temperatures rangtng from
24 to 460*C. The large (10 l-inch cube) exponential pile was
londed with 1.36-inch dinmeter fuel elements of natural U.
Tho temperature coefficient, over thla range ia

(l/Bmz) (ABm2/AT) = -9.62x 10-4/’C and (l/&)

(Ah/AT) = -4.5S x 10-S/’C. Lattice parameters were
calculated and the valuea of Av/q were determined which
permit a fit to tbe experimental resulta. (auth)

1959

9.
445 KAPL-M-WS-3
Knoils Atomic Power Ixqb., Schenectady, N. Y.
ON TNE TEMPE~TURE DEPENDENT PROPERTIES
OF AN 8 1/4 fNCH SLAB REACTOR. J. A. Blatl!no,
R 0. Lucc, and \v. Skolnik. *pt. 3, 1958. 30P. Con-
tract W-31 -109 -Eng-52. $4.60(ph OTS); S2.70(mf OT~.

Expcrlmcnts to dctermino tho critioal load of m
8% x 30 X 32 inch reactor aa a function of modoratir
temperature are deacribcd. Tbo reactor contained
water, htghly enriched urantum, ad Zlroaloy. Tba
metd-water ratio was 1.6S to 1 ad a tem~ratusw
range of 79.S to 5136F wee covered h five tips.
(W.D.M.)

*

1960

10.
23681 APDA-139
Atomic Power Development Aneociates, fnc., Detroit.
THE DOPPLER EFFECT IN FAST NEUTRON REACTORS
(thesis). Richard Benjamin Nicholeon. June 1960. 145p.
OTS.

fibmitted to Cornell Univ.
A new analyeis of the Doppler effect In fact neutron re-

2ss .~ U210.~actoro le made. ‘f%e effect fs evaluated for U
eeveral neutron energtee between 1 and 200 kev. A new
metlmd 1s presented for U2M at neutron energies below 30
kev where the previous method ie ehown to be invalld. l%e
new method is baeed on the aeeumption that the ksflvldual
reaonancee are leolated and do not overlap. Tbe impor-
tance of lnelaatic scattering ta evaluated and the effectn of
other neglecte previously made vdthout compiete justifica-

tion are etudied In some detaii. Tbe newer data on low
energy reeonance parameters end hfgh energy cross sec-
tions are examined to determine ‘the beet choice for the
statistical distrlbutlone of neutron and fieeion widtba ●nd
tbe distribution of resonanoe apaclng. A crude numerical
oalcuiation for the Doppler temperature coefficient of re-
aotlvlty In the Fermi Fact Breeder Reactor givee about
-2 x 10+/C at 560”C. The reauits indicato that the Doppler
effect from Uzss can almost aIways be oegIected ss emali
buttn some of the larger reactors such an a large fast ox-
ide breeder U2Wmay contribute a negative Doppler effeot
of the order -10-C whtch would be of conetderable im-
portance, eepeclally with respect to reactor safety. (auth)

.
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1961

K
21742 DOPPLER RESONANCE fNTEGRALCOEFFl-
CIENTOFU~ANDTh~. R, L. Crowther (General E1ee-
tric Co., Pleassnton, Calif.). Trsns. Am. Nuclear Soc.,4:
No. 1. 18-19 (June 1961).

12.
21741 THE DOPPLER COEFFICIENT OF RE~CTiV-
lTY IN A FAST U-233 -Th-232 REACTOR. F, R, Naksche
and M. H. Kaioe flWclear Development Corp. of America,
White Plains, N. Y.). Trans. Am. Nuclear Sot., 4: No. 1,
17-18 (June 1961).

13●

16659 THE DOPPLER EFFECT IN THERMAL RE-
ACTORS. R. M. Pearce (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.,

Chalk River, Ont.). J. Nuclear Energy, Pt. A Reactor Sci.,
13: bW-75(Jan. 1961). (In English)

Experimental and theoretical work on the Doppier effect

in thermal reactors is reviewed for U metal, U02, Th metef,
and TbO1. The experimental values of a, the fractional in-
crease in resonance capture per “C, have a spread many
times ihe quoted errors. The use of different slowing-down
spectra contributes to the discrepancies. For U metal, ap-
proximate corrections are made to obtain the coefficient
cvOappropriate to a l/E spectrum. The spread in the cor-
rected values cvOis smaller than that for a, but remains
unsatisfactory. Other experimental difficulties arise in
reactivity normalizations, in obiaining the statistical weighi
of samples, and from spurious temperature effects. Theory
and experiment agree on an increaee of aO with increasing
surface-to-mass ratio and thai this is caused by an increase
in the contribution of lower-energy resonances to the DOp-
pler effect. It is also in agreement with the theoretical
interpretation of the radial dependence of the Doppier effect
in a iump. iiowever in the region of practical interest
where the surface-to-mass ratio is sm ali, aO is almost
constant. Experimental evidence on the temperature be-
havior of rq is unsatisfactory but indicates that aO de-
creases with Increasing temperature. Theory predicts
that aO wiil vary approximately as T-’: where T ia the
Kelvin temperature. In the case of non-uniform tempera-
ture distribution in a fuei eiement, both experimental and
theoretical effort Is needed. kmth)

1962

u.
18608 (AERE-M-911) CALCULA’ITON OF THE
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF REAC’TfVITY OF A
GRAPHITE-MODERATED REACTOR. G. Brown,
R. Richmond. end R. H. W. State (United Kingdom Atomlo
Energy Auttmrity. Research GrouP. Atomic Enersy Re-
search Establishment. Harweil, Berka, England). Mar.
i962. 6P.

~ieasified version of NPCC/RPWP/P 66: AEftE/R/
M-132.

‘f%e temperature coefftcienis of reactivity of the BEPO,
Windecale, and Calder reactore are calculated. The re-
eoibs are compared with experimental vaiues. (auth)

150
31326 (IDO-16772) TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
OF THE REACTIVITY MEASUREMENT FACILITY.
E. Fast (Phillips Petroleum Co. Atomic Energy Div.,
Idaho Falls, Idaho). July 27, 1962. Contract AT(10-1)-205.
lsp.

The temperature coefficient of the Reactivity Measure-
ment Facility was found to be 49 + 1 #k/’C (1 pk = 10-
Ak/k) in the range 15.4 to 17.6*C. The change in the net

reactivity of a standard sample was – 0,46 + 0.02, -0.66 +
0.03, and -0.78 + 0.02 @/”C in three measuring positione.
These low values generally make temperature corrections
insignificant. The above results are compared with pre-
vioue determined vafues. This information developed in the
RMF ehouid be generally applicable to flux-trap-type reac-
tors such ae the Advanced Reactivity Measurement
Facility (ARMF) and ARMF-11, now under construction.
RMF was dismantled in April 1962. (auth)

16.
26562 THE DOPPLER EFFECT OF PLUTONIUM-239
fN FAST REACTORS. E. A. Fossouf (Beigonucleaire,
Brussels). p.139-51 of “Physics of Fact and Intermediate
Reactors. Voi. 111.” Vienna, International Atomic Energy
Agency, 1962. (In French)

The Doppler effect of PU23Sin a fast spectrum was
etudled. Following Goertzel, Lane and Bethe, and the fo rmu-
lation proposed by Nicholson, the Doppler effect of Pu23g at
1 to 200 kev was evaluated. At these energies, ihe total
maoroecopic cross-section %(E) scarcely deviates from its
mean value {pt (E)), and the contribution to the Doppler ef-
fect by the group of neutrone centered on energy E can be
evaluated by Nicholson’s method ~IA .” The function @) te
mdaulaterf on the basis of findings regarding the resonances
of I@’. (autfd

17.
1020 (IDO-16679) DOPPLER BROADENING OF THE
LOW EHERGY TOTAL NEUTRON CROSS SECTION OF
Pu-241. O. D. Simpson and N. H. Marshafl (Phillips Pe-
troieum Co. Atomic Energy Div., Idaho Fails, Idsho).
Aug. 4, 1961. Contract AT(10-1)-205. 96p.

The Iow energy totaf neutron crose section of PU241was
measured from 0.02 ev to 2 kev with the use of the Materi-
SIS Testing Reactor (MTR) fast chopper. Curves end tebies
of the total cross section aa a function of energy are given.
Pronounced asymmetries were observed in severai of the
resonances, indicailng the existence of interference in fLs-
sion. The data were analyzed below 12 ev with the use of
the Reich-Mcmre multilevel formuia, under the assumption
thai the observed resonance asymmetries are due io inter-

ference in a smail number of fission channels. A siudy was
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oonducted to determine the extent of the Doppler distortion
of the resonance below 11 ev, at temperatures ranging
from O to 2000 degrees centigrade. An eatlmate of the neu-
tron strength function <r#/D > obtaiued from the average
cross section In the kev energy region is (0.85 * 0.15) x
104. (auth)

18.
27734 (HW-73116(P.71-81)) THE FUEL TEMPERA-
TURE COEFFICIENT OF K- FOR PLUTONIUM-
ALUMINUM FUEL. R. L Smith (General Electric Co.
Hanford Atomic Products Operation, Richiand, Waah.).

The change in the reactivity of the Physicai Constanta
Tenting Reactor (PCTR) was meaaured as a section of Pu-
Af fuei roda in the center test ceil of the core was heated
from room temperature to more than 400”C. Measurement-
were made with 1.88 wt % low exposure Pu-AI, with 2.07
wt % high expoeure Pu-AI, cod with dummy AI roda in the
test cell. The signs and themagnitudes of tbe fuei tempera-
ture coefficients of k-were obtained from the data. The
effects of heating the fuei on the neutron multiplication of
the lattice ceiis fueied with Pu-AI were found to be smeii 10

mwfnitude and negative in sign. The magnitude of the nega-
tive effect waa seen to be a functfon of the concentration of
PU2{0 in the fuei. The bigher PU240density materiaf yieided

a larger negative effect. The results indicate that for Pu-Af

fuels of iow Pu density, Le. -2 wt % Pu in Al, the major
contributor to the fuei temperature coefficient is the Dop-
pler effect in Puzio. (auth)

lgQ

19.
15067 (GA-3422) MEASURED DOPPLER COEFFI- :
CIENT OF THORIUM DISPERSED IN GRAPHITE. J. R.
Brown and J. B. Sampson (Generai Atomic Div. General
Dynamics Corp., San Diego, Csiif.). Feb. 6, 1963. Con-
tract AT(04-3)-314. 71P.

Tim Doppler ceef[icicnt in thorium diapersed in graphih”
was measured in a reactor spectrum dcvciopcd in the HIGR
criticai asscmbiy, using a reactivity technique that com-
paren the reactivity of a singie cold eiement and a singie
hot eicmcnt heated to 700”K. The considerable correction
due to the smaii perturbation in neutron temperature re-
suiting from the heating has been experimentally deter-
mined by auxiliary meaauremente. An activation technique
has been uecd to check the reatdte. In thie activation tectl-
nique, the thermai-baee effect has also been experimentally
eubtractcd by meaeurfng the I/v component of the captures
at each temperature in vanadium. Measurements of the
Doppior coefficient obtainsd by these two different tech-

niques ngrce to within 10%. This agreement, demonstrated
by appiying both technique for the first time in the same
inboratory, chows that the previoueiy reported spread of
reeults and apparent dieagrcement between reeuita of them
two techniques are avoidabie. The average Doppler coaf-
ficiont for the temperature interval from 300 to 700”K, for ●

oarbon-to-thorium ratio of about 60 in the thorium-besri~

region, was meaeured to be 3.6 x l@/’C to wlthln ●bout
10% uncertainty. The measured results are in ●atidactory
●greement with calculated values. (auth)

20.
3767 STUDIES OF THE DOPPLER EFFECT IN
LARGE CERAMIC-FUELED FAST REACTORB. H. H.
Hummel (Argonne Nationai Lab., 111.) and M. G. Bhide.
Trane. Am. Nuci. Sot., 5: 366-7 (Nov. 1962).

21.
37b7 STUDIES OF THE DOPPLER EFFECT IN

LARGE CERAMIC-FUELED FAST REACTORS. H. H.
Hummei (Argonne National Lab., Iii.) and M. G. Bhlde.
Trans. Am. Nuci. Sot., 5: 366-’7(Nov. 1962).

22.
4340 (TfD-17271) isothermal TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS IN THE ADVANCED TEST REACTOR CRITICAL
EXPERIMENTS. A. L. MacKinney and J. W. Poaton (Bab-
cock and Wilcox Co. Criticai Experiment Lab., Lynchburg,
Vs.). Oct. 1962. For Ebaeco Services, Inc., New York.
Contract AT( 10-1) -107S. 16P, (ATRCE-102)

Iaothermai temperature effects were meaaured in an
ATR Criticai Experiment core containing two atripa of
berated myiar fiim on each plate, no neck draw rods, and
control cylinders at an initial poeition of approximately 100
degreee. Two aeta of measurements were made becauee the
first set of data indicated uncertainties in both temperature
and reactivity measurements. Both measurements indicated
aiightly poaltive temperature coefficients initfaiiy. The
first measurement fndicated a change of sign at higher tem-
perature, whiie the second indicated a slightly Ieaa posi-
tive effect at higher temperatures. An xiditiomti measure-
ment of isothermni terniwrature effects was mmic in m

ATRCE Core with no bmmted pkmtic in the fuel region.
Core reactivity waa heid by two fuliy inserted safety rods
in Lobe Poaitione 1 and 9, and an additional measut’ement
waa made with a third safety rod inserted in Lube 5. A re-
activity iosa of 31.1 cents was obtained by Increasing core
temperature from 21.7 to 39.7 c with two safety rbtie in-
serted; a reactivity loss of approximately 67 cents was ob-
tained by increasing core temperature to tile same degree
with the three safety reds fully Insert=i. (auth)

23.
17599 (TID-16254) SPATIALLY DEPENDENT TEMP-
ERATURE COEFFICIENTS IN THE ATRCE CORE. A. L.
MacKinney and J, W. Poston (Babcock and Wiicox Co.
Critical Experiment Lab., Lynchburg, Vs.). Mar. 1963.
For Ebasco Services, Inc., New York. Contract AT(lO-l)-
10?5. 41p. (ATRcE-109)

Temperature effects on reactivity caused by heating
varioua regions of the Advanced Test Reactor Criticai
Experiment Core Were meaaured by pumping heated water
separately through isoiated fiux trap and fuel regions. The
data necessary to piot reactivity as a function of tempera-
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ture i~eere obtnined, and isothermal temperature coefficients
were measured to correct for bulk temperature rise. As
expected, the results indicated a negative temperature
<.oefficicnt, -2.5$ /C, in the fuel region and a positive tem-
perature coefficient, estimated to be +1.3$ /C, in all nine
flux traps. These measurements are appropriate for a core
containing six neck shim rods per neck and having the con-
trol cylinders unbalanced to approximately eimulate the
reference power split. (auth)

24.
9855 (TID-13139) REACTOR TEMPERATURE.
C. B. Mills (Lee Aiamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex.). [1961].
17P. (LADC-4938)

Beryllium oxide and graphits criticaf experfmentn oper-
ated in the temperature range 90” to 1200”F were analyzed
with a simple gas mcdel neutron scattering matrix. A com-
parison of room temperature and high temperature experi-
ment ehowed no systematic trends clearly ascribable to
the method of calculation. It was ooncluded that fn this
temperature range the gas model is sufficiently accurate
for the enalysia of this reactor @e for the epitbermaf to
intermediate flux spectra found here. (auth)

25
36660 (NAA-SR-Memo-8690) THE DOPPLER EF-
I 1:(’T OF U-238, Th AND Au. J. M. Otter (Atomics Inter-
nntionai, Div. of North American Aviation, Inc., Canoga
I+{rk, Cailf.). July 2, 1963. Contract lAT(ll-1)-Gen-8].
.Inp.

“i’heoretical vaiues of resonance integrals and Doppler
rorfficients of U-238, Th, and Au were found using re-
,.tontiY improved, yet efficient, calculational procedures. A

r:tn~e of effective scattering cross section per atom from

Infinity to very smaii vaiues, and a wide temperature range
W(Src investigated. The mathematical representations and
wurces of phy”eical parameters a~e reviewed. The Doppler

coc ffic lent was found to exhibit a maximum at an inter-
mediate vaiue of self-shielding, which is determined
l~rimariiy by the properties of the iowest energy reso-
n :mces. Two parameter fits were made to both resonance
integrais and Doppler effect coefficients for practical rod
sizes. Comparison with recent experiments showed signifi-
c:mt lack of corre iation with theoretical calculation for
ihe thorium resonance integral and the U-238 Doppler coef-
ficient. (auth)

W4t
26.
44930 (ANL-6936(P.17-38)) LIQUID-METAL-

COOLED REACTORS. (Argonne National Lab., lil.).
Doppler measurements in ZPR-fll are reported for

~~pu _ 238u met~lic fuel mockups and urania – plutonia

teat sampies. Axial fiux transverses were made by the
foil-activation technique in a 600-liter core containing
U, Na, and graphite with a length-to-diameter ratin of

Doppler U-29

about 1 to 1. Spatially dependent worth atudiee were made
on Rh reflectors in ZPR-IX, along with studies of B worth
enhancement by H and measurcmenta of central worth co-
efficients of Au, Zr, and ZrN4. Development work on TI-V
cladding materiala is described, and preliminary corro-
sion tests of V-base binary alloya are reported. Dcwelop-
menta in fast-reactor fuel processing are also reported.
EBR-11 measurements made during the period included
heai balance and tranefer functions in appronch-to-pnwer
experiments and power and flow coefficients. Analyees
of the Ar cover gas syetem in EBR-11 revealed that abuui

2200 PPM He and 20 PPM. Hz were prosent. Opemtion of
the EBR-11 power plant 1S summarized. Development and
operation of the fuel-cycle facility and FAR ET are reported,

(J.R.D.)

?bt91 (GA-4881) INTEGRAL NEUTRON THERMAL-
IZATION. Quarterly Progress Report for the Period
Ending December 31, 1963. J. R. Beyater, G. D. Joanou,
J. Kirkbride, J. U. Koppel, J. M. Neffl, J. A. Young, and
J. C. Young (General Atomic Div., Oeneral Dynamica Corp.,
San Diego, Calif.). Jan. 15, 1964. Contract AT(04-3)-167.
38P.

Data were presented on spectral and reactivity mea-
surements in an assembly of UF4 and paraffin, the sensi-
tivity of BF$ detector banke, fast neutron penetration in
water, the scattering kernel for polyethylene, lattice
vibrational spectrum of magnesium, and the apectfic heat
of magnesium. (C. E. S.)

289
14709 DOPPLER COEFFICIENT hiEA.SUREMENXS
FOR U2SSIN FAST-REACTOR SPECTRA. G. J. Fisher,
H. H. Hummci, J. R. Foikrod, and D. A. Meneley (Argonne
Nationai Lab., Iii.). Nuci. Sci. Eng., 18: 290-2 (Feb. 1964).

Experhnen:al resuita of measurements of the DoppIer
temperature coefficient of reactivity of U230for fast-
apectrum assemblies on the ZPR IN are reported. (R. E. U.)

290
18866 (ANL-6792(P.8S5 -95)) EXPERIMENTAL RE-
SULTS FOR Ua8 DOPPLER hiE.\SURE?.IENTS fN FAST

REACTOR SPECTRA. G. J. Fischer, H. H. Hummel,
J. R Foikrod, and D. A. hleneley (.4rgOMe National Lab.,
111.).

Doppler reactiv i~ measurements were made for
ursnium-238 heating in two-zoned core loadings of the
ZPR-IfI fast criticai aasembly. The central sone of the
first loading, in which the measurements were made, had
the composition of a 5000-liter uranium monocarbide fast
power breeder. The second central-zone loading differed
from the first hy replacement nf 40~ of the sodium with

zrvhite. This change eve an increased Doppler reac-
tivi~ effect and a second point for theoretical compari-
son. The design of the Doppler element and of the core
loading, both of which were planned to minimize non-
Doppler reactivity effects, is described. Supplementary
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eicperiments which show that non-Doppler reactivity ef-

fects must represent at most a small part of the observed
reactivity change are discussed. An experiment which
tested the importance of resonance depression of the
neutron flux incident upon the element, due to adjacent
ZS8Uin the central-zone loading, is described and results

are given. Calculational comparisons with these experi-
mental results using recently developed ANL cross sec-
tions are reported. They show close agreement with the
first experiment and poorer agreement w itb the softer
spectrum case. (auth)

30.

42937 (TfD-7050(P.1218 -45)) ilIGHLY ENRICilED
C1,EAN CRfTIC,\L EXPERI?4ENTS AT ELEVATED TEM-”
PEHATURES. L.O. Nerwig(Westinghouse Eiectrlc Corp.
Bcitis Aton!ic Power Lab., Pittsburgh) ;and W. Skolnik
(Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schoncchdy, N. Y.).

Experiment and theory are compared for some hfgh-
tempemhlre clean cores: reactivity arxfpower distrlbutlona
were studied. Experimental results from both the Pres-
surized Test Reactormd Rlgh Temperature Test Facillty
aredlscussd. (R. E. U.)

31.
28712 DOPPLER EFFECT IN URANIUM-238 AT HIGH
S/M VALUES. R. Sher (Stanford Univ., Calif.) and G. R.
Pflastcrer. Trans. Am. Nuci. tic.. 7: 27(.7une 1964).

32.
2944 FA61’-SPECTRUM DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS.
T. H. Springer and S. G. Carpenter (Atomics Internationei,
Canogs Park, Calif.). Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 6: 242(Nov.
1963).

33●

U984 FAST-SPECTRUM DOPPLER MEASURE-

MENTS, PART IL A MEASUREMENT OF A, NEGATIVE
DOPPLER EFFECT IN U236AND NEW MEASUREMENTS
IN Th2’2 AND Uuc. T. H. Springer, S. G. Carpenter, and
R. J. ‘fkttle (Atomics International, Canoga Park, Calif.).
NUCL Sci. Eng., 20: 272-60 (Nov. 1964).

A negative Doppler effect wae observed in measurement

on n metallic uranium aamplc (cnrichcd to 93% in 3$SU)
placed in a typical fast-reactor ei>ccttum which has a
median fission energy of 195 kcv. The plausibility of the
ncgaiive eign Ie supported on ttzcoreticai grounds, although
with the uae of stnndard anaf ytical techniques and the
limited number of resonance parameters at present awtil-

able, it can not be calculated for this spectrum, The value
for 11/pl (dp/dt) waa found to be -5.66 x 104/”C. Mea-
surements were made on 33’U and the data on 383Th, Pre-
viously published, were extended to 930”C. The agreement

between analytical and experimenhl valuea for the latter
materiais is good. (auth)

3k.
18867 (ANL-6792{P.897 -912)) FAST SpECTRUM
DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS OF Thzsz, Us’, AND U*3’
hlETALS. T. H. Springer and S. G. Carpenter (Atomics
International. Div. of North American Aviation, Itto.,

Canoga Park, Calif.).
Doppler effect measurement for *32Th. 21%f, and ls%

performed in the AETR fast apcctrum are presented and
compared with theoretical results. (C. E. S.)

1965

35.
45642 (DP-999, pp 6S-71) TEMPERATURE COEF-
FICIENTS OF REACTIVITY IN THE SAVANNAH RNER
HIGH FLUX CHARGE. Bailey, C. E.; Baumann, N. P.:
Jewell, C. E. (Du F’ont de Nemours (E. 1.) and Co., Alken,
S. C. Savannah River Lab.). (CONF-6S0602-4).

From Amefican Nuclear Society llth AnnuaI Meeting,
Qatlfnburg, TeIZZ3.

Calculations of the temparaiure coefficients’of reactivity
lo the high-flux charge arc co.mparcd with measurements
of the coefficients in both a subcritical facility and a zero-
power criticsf facility and with measurements in the reao-
tor. (D. C.W.)

36.
29334 A WIDE-RANGE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVE
RESONANCE INTEGRAL AND DOPPLER EFFECT IN
Au-197. L. S. Bciler and H. Farrar, IV (Atomics Inior-
mttionai, Canoga Park, Caiif.). Trans. Am. Nuc1. tic.,
8: 285-6(May 1965).

37.
1834 (AEEW-R-318) BUCKLthKl AND ltEACTiON
RATE EXPERIMENTS IN PLU’i’ONIUM/fJltANiUM ME”~AL
FUELLED, GRAPHiTE MODERATED LATTICES AT
TEMPERATURES UP TO 400”C. PART 1. EXPERIMEN-
TAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS. D. H. Carter, R. Hcb-
day, B. J. Puckctt, W. G. Clarke, C. Hunt, C. R. Symorm,
M. Gibson, J. Marshall, and T. Wass (United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority. Reactor Group. Atomic Energy
Estsbliahmcnt, Winfrith, Dorsct, Engiad). July 1964.
138P. Dep.; $4.20 (91S), 21s. (HMSO).

The report presents expcrimcmtal mcasurcmenta of
buckiings, flux fine structure, and fission rate distributions
in graphite-modcratd lattices fueicd with plutwzium/ura-
nium metai at temperatures up to 400°C in the subcritical
assemblies SCORP1O I and SCORPIO If. The experimental
techniques employed are described in some detail. The
accuracy of the experimental measurements uppcars to be
adequate for testing methcds of calculation being dcveioped
for the calculation of reactivity and temperature coefficient
of reactivity for power reactors containing plutonium aid
uranium. (auth)

38.
3544 DOPPLER-EFFECT MEASUREMENR5 IN
PLUTONIUhl-FUE LED FAST ~\SSEhtf3LIES. G. J. Fischer,
D. A. Mcncley, and E. F. Groh (Argonne National Lab..
Ill.). Trans. Am. Nucl. SOC., 7: 252(Nov. 1964).

I

.
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39*
18U (ANL-6838) DOPPLER EFFECT MEASURE-
MKNTS, SODIUM VOfDCOEFFICIENI’S, AND Critical
STUDIES OF A 5,000- LITEN FAST POWEN UN EEDER
NEACTOR IIY T}l f’:TWO-ZONE METNOD. ZPft-111 A~.
m!mbly 43. J. M, GnskflIJ, J. K. Long, and W. P. Ketmey
(Ar~wuw NMluiuLl Lub., ldaho khlleo Idaho). Muy ltKi4.
L!unlrwt W-31 -l(J~-cmg-38. 40P. DCIJ.; $2. UO(cy), l(mn)
OTs.

Astwmbly 43 IM thu .wwond Lwo-zono core built In the
ZPR-111 facility. The central zone and the iow-density
axial blanket were designed to simulate a iarge power-
breeder reactor. C riticaiity waa achieved by an annular
driver, while an interposed buffer modified the spectrum
of the neutrons &lffueing from the driver to the centrai
zone. Expe rimenta inciuded sodium void coefficients for
centrai substitutions and for full-length axial measure-
ments. Other reactivity measurements included cent rat
reactivity coefficients and core-length column substitutions
In the centrai zone and the annular driver. Spectral indices
were measured, and reaction-rate traverses and activa-
tion expe rimenta were performed. Tbe reactivity change
due to the Doppler effect caueed by heating a large, de-
pleted, uranium oxide sample was also determined in the
experimental program. The experimental results indicate
that the measurement can be used for checking calcula-
tion of dilute fast cores, as weli as evaluating the two-
zone experimental technique. (auth)

40.
29s74 FAST- REACTOR MELTDOWN ACCIDENTS
WfTH DOPPLER EFFECTS. R. A. Meyer, B. Wolfe, and
N. Friedman (General Electric Co., San Joee, C~ff.).
Trane. Am. Nucl. SoC., 8: 310-ll(hfay 1965).

J.J.
29199 FAST-SPECTRUM DOPPLER MEASUREMENTS.
T. H. Springer, S. G. Carpenter, L. A. Mountford,, and R. J.
Tuttle (Atomlcs International, Csnoga Park, Caltf.).
Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 242(May 1965).

U.
17243 THE DOPPLER COEFFICIENT. L. W. Nord-
heim (General Atomic, Div. of General Dynamics, San
Diego, Calif.). p.205-43 of” The Technology of Nuclear
Reacmr Safety, Vol. 1.” M. LT. Press, Cambridge, 1964.

Neutron resonance absorption in thermal snd fast reac-
tors is surveyed, with emphasis on the Doppler effect. 77
references. (T. F. H.)

!$3●
3480 PIIYSICS. Power Reactor Technol., 7: 329-
34(19G4).

The efficscy 0[ the Doppler effect its a shutdown agency
in power excursions is discussed, and recent work on
Doppler evaluations are reviewed and some thcrmid cal-
cufatlons given. The progrnrnmlng of control rod with-
drawal is alsq reviewed. Nuclear data for Zr, the age of
ftesion neutrons to 1.46 ev in water, and neutron ther-
maUzaUon are discussed br{efly. (D. L.C.)

.

44.
45532 (ORNL-TM-1219) A SURVEY OF DOPPLER
COEFFICIENTS FOR UOZ FUEL. Preskitt, C. A. (Oak
Rtdge National Lab., Term.). Apr. 27, 1965. Contract
W-7405 -eng-26. 10p. Dep. mn; CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.50
mn.

Four experimental and two theoretical studies of the
Doppter coefficient of U02 fuel were compared. The re-
sults appear to divide into two dlatinct groupe with about
the same dependence on surface-to-mass ratio, but
separated by a dtfferencp of -15%. (auth)

45.
29332 MEASUREMENT OF THE DOPPLER COEFFI-
CIENT OF THORIUM OXIDE RODS TO 1550”C. F. C.
Schoenig, K. S. Quisenberry, D. P. Stricoa, and H. Ber-
natowicz (Knolls Atomic Power Lab., Schenectady. N. Y.).
Trans. Am. Nucl. Sot., 8: 284 (May 1965).

k6e
338s DOPPLER EFFECT IN URANIUM-238 CAP-
TURE AND URANIUM-235 FISSION IN A FAST NEUTRON
SPECTRUM. R. Shcr (Stanford Univ., Calff.) and G. R.
Plasterer, Jr. Trans. Am. Nucl. sec., 7: 2’?2-3(Nov.
1964).

47.
3569 MEASUREhIENT OF k.(T) FOR A URANIUM
FUEL ELEMENT. R. L Smith (General Electrlc Co.,
Rtchland, \Vashington). Trans. Am. Nuol. Sot., 7: 297-8
(Nov. 1964).

48.
17229 THE ‘VARIATION OF k- WITtl FUEL TEM-
PERATURE FOR A URANIUhf FUEL ELEMENT. R. 1.
Smith (General EIectric Co., Richland, Wash.). Nucl.
Scf. Eng., 21: 481-9 (Apr. 1965).

The change in km of a heterogeneous Iattlce cnuscd by
a uniform chnngc In the temperature of the fuel was mca-
eured, using the Physical Constants Testing Reactor. The
teet lattice was moderated with graphite and fueled with
concentric-tube elements of slightly enriched uranium
metal. The temperature of the fuel was varied from 297
to 1241”K. The change in k- with hlgb temperature waa
nonlinear and could bc repreacnted by the reIatlon. Ak- =
C[a(Th -T;) + (3U(T=S) + yU(T6,)l, where T Is in degreea
Kelvin. The experimentally meitsured values of the con-
stants were a = (-0.309 * 0.004), P = (-0.120 * 0.004), y =
(-0.085 ● 0.004). The unit functions, U, represent the
changes in k- caused by the isothermal volume expansion
of the fuel element when the uranium metal undergoes
transformations In lte crystal structure from aipha to
beta and from beta to gamma phases. The term C is a
normalization factor related to the lattlce under study.
The reactivity techniques employed here are shown to be
four times more sensitive than activation methods for de-
termining the functlorml relatlonehlp between the effective
resonance IntSgral of a fudi element and the temperature
of the element. The constant, a, waa experimentally sep-
arated Into two component: av = (-0.240 ● 0.04), which is
● seoc iated with the average interior temperature of the
fuel, and u,= (-0.068 * 0.04), which is associated with the
temperature of Ure eurface of the fuel. This eeparatlon
aIlowa treatment of nonuniform temperature distribution
h the fuel. (add
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49.
3782 ME.AsuRI;nf ENTs OF -rfIE ISOTHERMAL TEM-
PERATURF. C(~E FFICIKNT OF RKACTIV[’rY FOR THF
LIGHT-U /\ TElt-MOf)CR,\TED, 2.1’&-Enriched U02
LATTICES OF TIIE CORNELL ZERO POWER REACTOR.
\V. P. U’ynn, Jr., David D. Clark, and David J. Osiris
[Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.). Trans. AM. NUCL Sot., 7:
213-14 (Nov. 1964).

VJQ

50.
5072 DOPPLER COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS
FOR 23SUIN FAST-REACTOR SPECTRA. Amundson,
P. L: Gasidlo, J. M. (Argonne Nntlonal Lab., Idnho Falls,
Idaho) . Nucl. SCL Eng., 23: 392-3 (Dec. 1965).

TIIC Doppler coefficient of ‘3~U was mensurcd in the ZPR
U Assembly 45A, a zoned reactor containing a central
rcglon whose composition represents a large sodlum-
cooicd !ast power-breectcr reactor having 233Pu-Z3~Umo-
noearbidc fuel. The reactor rcgionnl pammetcrs are
tabuiatcd. The reactivity coefficient was fctmd to be ap-
proximately +3 x 10-CflC. (L. B.t3.)

510
20310 (AEEW-R-465) DOPPLER COEFFICIENT
\llL\SUREMENTS IX ZEBRA CORE 5. Bckcr, A. R.;
lvimclcr, i{. C. (Atomic i;ncrgy Eatahlishmcrd, Winfrith
(Iigi:lnd)). Nov. 1965. 30p. l)cp. BIS $0.90. HMSO
4s. 6d.

Jtcasurcmcnts using a ccnirai hot ioop in Zcbrn Core S
arc dcscrihcvi. Results arc given for the Doppicr cocf-
fruit.nls ff,und in a numl>cr Of as~~rnljii~~ Wiih ~02 and

liJ’.ulIU(),/b.i’~ dc,plclcd U02 pins, lomicrl with different
combimt(ions of steel, sodium or void pins. Tkc mixed
oxide results arc in gcncrai about 20% more negative than
was calculated using ihc FI)2 data set, bui agmcmcnt is
good if the piutonium coniributiona in the calculations are
omltt cd. The s mail positive Doppler coefficient calculated
for ‘UPU was not observed, and two me~urdm~n~ ~di-
calcd instcwi a smaf i ncgaiivo cf feet. The Doppler cf feet
in tho mixed oxhio sys!ioms was found to vary approxtmatoiy
as l/T. Tho roault~ from the empty loop and non-fissilo
m=iscmidics indicato ciihor a small negatlvo Dopplor effect
in stcol or aliornativciy tho proaonco of an unexplained
cxponsion offcct. (auth)

52.
38429 (AN L-7120, pp 614-15) RECENT RESULTS
OF DOPPLER N EASURfiM ENTS IN FAST-NEUTRON
SPI.:CTilA. Carpenter, S. G.; Mountford, L. A.; Springer,
T. H.; Tuttle, R. J. (Atomics Intcrnatiomai, Canoga Park
Calif .).

Doppler mcnsurcmcnts in fast-neutron spectra were
made using smnll samples in a multircgion reactor. The
varlniion of rcactiviiy of ‘% metal due to tempcrnturc nnd
expansion and the derived Doppler rcaciiviiy for different
cnlculatcd mcdkm fission cncrgics arc shown. Ii is con-
cluded that the Doppler effect in fast cores is positive for
23~u, though it dots go negative in the Iow-kev region. ~e
chmrge in reactivity of 23-U metai with temperature ia
shown. (A. G. W.)

53●

20197 (AEEW-R-438) BUCKLING AND REACTION
llATE MEASUREMENTS IN GitAPHITE MODEi{ATKD
LATTICIiS FUfl LLED WITH PLfJTf)NifJM.UI{ANIlfM 0)(-
IDE CLUSTfHtS AT TiiMPEilATUltl,:S UP Tt) 4t10 UKG C.
Carter, il. 11.; Giijson, M.; King, D. C.; Martihall, J.; Puo-
kett, B. J.; Itichurda, A. E.; WUSB, ‘f’.; Wlison, D. J.
(Aiomia Itnurgy Estubliuhmcnt, Winfrith ( i.htglund)).
tftlly 1965. 147P. IX!P. f31S $4.00. liMSfJ 2tlbMki.

A series of cxperimcnis carried oui in SCOit PIO 1 and U
on sub-c riiicai graphite moderated laiiices fueicd with 2i -
rod ciustcrs of Pu02/U02 fuei are described. Three fuel
batches with nominai piulonlum: uranium ratios of 0.25%,
0.8% and 1.2% were investigated at temperature between
20”C and 4tiO”C. Because of the iimited amounts of the
three fuels, exponential measurements were made in 2-zone
stacka, ihe outer regions of which were ioaded with euitabiy
matched “reference fuel. ” Fine structure distributions in
the lattice celi were obtained with manganese and iridium
foils. ‘wPu/2UU fission ratios were determined both by fis-
sion chambers and by fission-product counting techniques.
(auth)

54.
10332 “(EURFNR-12F) INVESTIGA’ITON OF THii
REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT CONNECTED ‘N) THE SO-
DfUM TEMPERATURE R4 BIG FAST REAC’IORS. Chau-
mont, Jean-Marie; Martin, Jacques (Commissariats a
l“Energie Atomique, Cadarache (France). Centre d“Etudes
Nucleaires). Translation of report CEA-R–2555. June
1964. 34P. DeP. mn; CFSTI $2.00 Cy, $0.50 m.

Work Performed under Uniied States-Euratom Fact
Reactor Exchange Program.

The reactivity of large, sodium-cooled, fast reactora
is investigated. Separate discussions are presented on
the components of the reactivity coefficient connected
to the sodium temperature, influence of fuel percentage in
the reactor, influence of reactor geometry, influence of
sodium cross sections, improvement of the coolant
temperature coefficient, and a comparison between ex-
periments and theoretical vatues of the reactivity coef-
ficient of sodium is presented. (M. O. W.)

55.
44582 (NAA-SR-11963) EFFECTfVE GROUP AB-
SORPTION CROSS-SECTIONS AND RESONANCE OVER-
LAP. Fillmore, F. L. (Atomics International, Canoga
Park, Calif.). July 15, 1966. Contract AT(ll-1)-Gen-8.
46p. Dep. mn. CFSTI $2.00 cy, $0.50 rnn.

Tbe effect of resonance overlap on muitigroup rcsonattce
croaa aectiona and the Doppler coefficient is examined.
Consiatcnt definitions arc given for the group fiux and
effective cross section using both the TRUE FLUX and the
l/E FLUX methods. Approximate expressions are de-
veloped for the effective resonance absorption cross
section in a homogeneous mixture. The vaiidity of the
approximation ie diacusscd for tmi cal faat reactor cores.
and an exampie ia presented of a correction for self-over-
lap. The calculation of reactivity coefficients by means of
first-order perturbation theory is interpreted, and it ia
shown that the same resuit is obtained with either the
TRUE FLUX or the l/E FLUX methnd of defining the
effective cross sections; however, the TRUE FLUX method
is the one recommended. Approximate expreaaions for the
change in the effective absorption croaa section due to
Doppier broadening of resonances are deveiopcd, and con-

.
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alterationh giventotheeffectof resomnce overiap on
this change in the effective cross eection. It ie concluded
that the error in the Doppler coefficient for typical faot
reactor cores doe to neglecting resonance overlap should
uemally not exceed a few percent provided that the TRUE
FLUX definitions are used for the effective crose aectioao.
It Is recognized, however, that altuatione may exlat where
the neglect of resonance overlap 1s not juatlfled. (auth)

56.
3f1427 (ANL-7120, PP 603-9) MEASUREMENT AND
ANALYSIS OF DOPPLER EFFECT IN PLUTONIUM-FU-
E LED FAST REACTOR ASSEMBLIES. Fischer, G. J.;
Meneley, D. A.; Hwang, R. N.; Groh,E.F.;Till,C.E.
(ArgonneNntionalLab.,111.).

Measurements made with the ZPR-9 faat critical aa-
sembly are described. zone-loading pr&cedures were IMad
to produce a mockup of a large fact power breeder using
Wpu, WU mon~arhldefuel, Na Ooolant, and atafnles~

steel clad and stmcture. In another assembly 46% of the
Na cans were replaced by graphite. The measurements
indicated that tbe positive Doppler reactivity cootributien
of ‘s% in the fuel and in the neutron-energy epectrum of
a large power breeder reactor 16 small in ma ~itude oom-
pared to the strong negative Doppler effect of ‘CU. Experi-
mental results are compared with theoretical calculations;
experimental and theoretical uncertainties are discuaaed.
R 1s concluded that much more work must be done with tbe
fissile isotopes in varying fast reactor spectra. (A. G. W.)

57.
2~58 DOPPLER COEFFICIENTS OF FERTILE AND
REFRACTORY MATERIALS. Mountford, L. A.; Carpenter,
S. G.; Springer, T. H.; Tuttle, R. J. [Atomics Interna-
tional, Canoga Park, Calff.). Trnns. Amer. Nucl. SOc., 8:
454(Nov. 1965).

5$.
1976 M;? ASUREMENT OF THE EFFECTNE RESO-
NANCE NTEGRAL .4ND DOPPLER COEFFICIENT OF
TliORIUM-OXfDE RODS. Palowitch, B. L.: Hardy, J. Jr.
(Dettis Atomic Power Lab., Pittsburgh). Trsne. Amer.
\uCi, ,SOC., 8: 472-3 (Nov. 1965).

59*
4627 (CONF-660303, PP 933-8) MEASUREMENTS
AND CALCULATIONS OF THE M) PPLER EFFECT ON
THE REACTIONS 230U(n,y), 23sU(n,f) AND ‘soPu(n,f) WITH
NEUTRONS IN THE ENERGY RANGE o-26 kev. Perkin,
J. L.; Fleldhouse, P.; Bricketcek, A.; Davies, A. R.
(Atomio Weaoons Research Establishment, Alderma.vton.... .
(England)). -

Spherical samples, 2 cm in diameter, of 2S1U, 285U, and
tstp~ were irradiated in turn at various temperature

ranging from 170 to ‘770”K in a central cavity of a spher-
ically eymmetric Sb -Be photo neutron eource. The ‘U(O,Y)
reaction rate wae measured by counting the ‘SSU activity
produced, and the (n,f) reactions were monitored by count-
ing the fieaion neutrona emitted. The results obtained for
the dependence of reaction rate on temperature were com-
pared with those from a computer calculation based on a
program developed by Brissendon and tAmaton. (ANL-7050,
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60.
4s088 DOPPLER COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS
ON Th AND T~ RODS WITH NONUNIFORM TEMPEftA-
TURE DISTRIBUTIONS. Pettue, W. G.; Baldwtn, M. N.
Nucl. Soi. Erg., 26: 34-46 (Sept. 1966).

Meeeurementa of tbe fMppler effect in resonant nettiron
capture were made for samples having a nonuniform tem-
perature dle.tribution. ‘l%ese meaauremente were made on
l% and ‘11102roda of approximately ?/4-In. diem. An aotlva-
tion teohntque wan treed, and ths aamplee wera exponed tn
a cadmlttm thimble at the center of a pool research reac-
tor. llie activaied eamplee were diseolved and ihe ‘XPa
wae eeparated out and gamma counted. The IMppler coeffl-
cienta for identical samplee were determined with an axlel
heat source and with a perlpheraf heat eource. In the axi-
ally heated caeee, meaeuremente were made with radial
temperature drope ranging up to 185°C for the metal sam-
plee, and up to 1000”C for the oxide eamples. In the perlpb-
erally heated caaea, tbe temperature was untform throu~
the eemples, and meaeuremente were made wiih the tem-
perature ranging up to about 350”C for both mctat and oxi~
samplee. ‘Ihe reetdte chow that the Doppler coefficient ae ●

function of the average sample temperature ie eeaenttelly
the same for both axial md peripheral beating over the
temperature range tnventigated. ne measured valuee of
the Doppler coefficients for the nonuniform temperature
cases wem (85 * 5) x 10-4 and (95 * 19) x 10-4 ~K)-* for
l% metat and oxide, respectively. (autb)

61,
38430

‘AN&7120’%
616-24) DOPPLER EFFECT

lN z~ou CAPTURE AND U FISSION IN A FAST-NEU-
TRON SPECTRUM. Pffasterer, G. R. Jr.; Sher, R.;
Mayer, W. A.; Warzek, F.G. (Gem-l ElectricCO.O
Pleaeanton, Calif. Vallecltos Atomic Lab.).

The equipment and method used for activation measure-
ments of the Doppler effect In the fast-neutron spectrum
of the Mtxed Spectrum Crii{cai Assembly are described.
Measurements were made on naiural and enriched U metal
foils. Results indicate a significant underprediction of the
Doppler effect. Tbla diecrepzncy is believed to be at least
partly due to the calculated neutron spectrum being sub-
stantially too bard. Random and systematic errora in the
measurements are discueaed. The technique requires
careful control of foil position and counting procedure, but
reproducible measurements can be performed to approxi-
mately 10!6 of the magnitude of the observable Doppler
effect. (A. G. W.)

62.
15732 (TID-21654j DObPLER COEFFICIENT OF
THORIUM OXIDE. [Quisenberry, K. S.] IKnolls Atonilc
Power Lab., Schenectady, N. YJ. [ndl. Contract w-f; I -
109-eng-52. 18P. Dep. mn. CFSTI $1.00 cy, $0.;0 ran.

The neutron Doppler coefflclcnt is hricfly discussed. ‘1’!w
method of measurement for Th02 in the KA PI. Th(,rmal
Test Reactor is briefly reviewed. The results arc givrn.
fM.o.w.)

p.5i (1965)). (auth)
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32869 INTERPRETATION OFDOPPLERAND SODIUM
REACTIVITY \VORTH MEASUREMENTS IN ZERO POWER
REACTORS, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THE
ZEBRA DOPPLER LOOP MEASUREMENTS. Rowlands,
J. L.; Wardleworth, D. (Atomic Energy Establishment,
W’infrIth, Eng.). 47p. (CONF-651OO9-28). ORAU.
Gmelin, AED-CONF-65-30’7 -46.

From Conference on Safety, Fuels, and Core Design
in Large Fast Power Reactors, Argonne, 111.

A study is mmieof thceffcct onihe Doppler coefficient
from plutonlum-239 and of theprcsent uncertainties in the
dnta from 0.1 to 10kev and, In particular, in the resonance
pnrametcrdats in tiw unresolved resonance rcglon. Also
some of the approximations involved in the methods for
comparing calculations with experimental data on the
sodium coefficient preexamined. (J. F. P.)

64*
2959 DOPPLER-EFFECT MEASUREMENTSOSA
DILUTE FAST-CARBff)E ASSEhfBLY, ZPR-6 ASSEMBLY
42. Till, C. E.; Lewis, R. A.; Groh, E. F. (Argonne
National Lab., Ifl.). Trans. Amer. Nucl. SoC., 8: 454-5
fNOV. 1965).

65.
34627 DOPPLER-EFFECT OF 2s5UflsU MDCTURES.
Till, C. E.; Lewis, R. A.; Groh, E. F. (Argcmne Na-
tional Iab., IN.). Trans. Amer. Nucl. Sot., 9: 259-60
(June 1966).

66.
3S42E (ANL-7120,Pfl610-13)RECENT DOPPLER
MEASUREMENTS WITH ZPR-6. Till, C. E.; L42WiS,

R. A.; Groh, E. F. (Argonne National Lab., 111.).
Improved data-gathering techniques, consisting largely of

providing a servo-controlled regulating rod for the reao-
Uvity memmmemeot fully eutometcd wtth the oscilfetor
system, improved the preoioion of Doppler measurements
in the ZPR-6 by better then an order of me@tude. l%o
improved techniques were used to study expanaion effects
end the temperature dependence of the Doppler effect. DSte
are summarized on the effects. of environment of the sample
in the reactor on the measurements, the ’18U Doppler effect
as a function of temperature, reactivity changes for ‘%
oxide with freely expanding and axislly constrained samples
as a function of tern eratu re, reactivity changes for various

Fieotopic ratios of Z3 U to 22W as a function of temperature,
and reactivity effect of expansion of U metal. (A.G. W.)

67●

5067 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF WATER
LATTICES. W’ajlrnn, J. Tstmctakn: Ynmamoto, Knzuko
(Hitachi, Ltd., Kawnsnki-shl, Japan). J. Nucl. SCL
Technol. (Tokyo), 2: 331-9 (Sept. 1965).

Tcmpcraturc coefficients of slightly cnrichcd U02-H30
lattices were measured in the Ozcnji Critical Facility and
analyzed in terms of critical parameters. Tkc Intticss
studied were mainly those of 2.5% enriched U02, 10 mm
in diameter and clad in 0.8 mm thick Al tube, and with wa-
ter to fuel volume ratios of 2.5 and 1.5. Annlyscs were
made with Deutsch’s four factor critical equation and also
with three group one dimensional diffusion calculations.
The result shows the importance of the influence of the re-
flector, which is the largest positive contribution to the
temperature coefficient, being about 1 x 10~ Ak/k7C. Thlc
was experimentally demonstrated by measuring the cocffl-
cicnt for a core with an inner reflector waicr gap. Analyses
also show that the discrepancy between cxpcrimcnt and cal-
culation, which incrcaacs from 0.2 to 0.7 x 10~ Ak/kAC ● o
the water to fuel volume ratio dccrcaaes, msy bc mostly
resolved by applying corrections for the space-dcpcndcnt
spectrum within the CC1l using the THERMOS code and for
the effect of Dancoff factor with the TUZ-ZUT code. Cal-
culation with these corrections applied reproduces experi-
ment within an accuracy of about 0,2 x 104 Ak/kPC over
the temperature range of 20 to 70*C. (auth)

68.
20198 (AEEW-R-t64)FURTliER DUCKLING MEA-
SUHEMEh’TS ON A NEATED GRAPIIfTE LATTICE
FCKLLED WITH 0.8 PERCENT ihJ02/U02 CLUSTERS.
Wilson, f). J. (Atomic Energy Establishment. Winfrith
(England)). Oct. 1965. 26p. Dep. BIS $0.90. HMSO
4s. 6d.

The buckling of a graphite moderated stack fueled with
0.6% PuOz/U02 21 rod clustcra in a 14” Iatiicc pitch was
measured by the cxponcniial method. The stack was built
in the SCORPIO I facility which crmblcd ih.c cxpcrimcnts to
be made at 200 and 39WC as well as at ambient tcmpcra-
iurc. The cxpcrimcntaf results aro ehown to bc in very
satisfactory agreement with predictions using the ARGOSY
IV method. (auth)
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